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FOREWORD 

Research papers collection “Open Semantic Technology for Intelligent Systems” is devoted to 

the flexible and compatible technologies development that ensure the rapid and high-quality design of 

intelligent systems for various purposes.  

The collection reflects research in the field of artificial intelligence in the following areas: 

 Hybrid intelligent computer systems; 

 Intelligent human-machine systems; 

 Computer vision; 

 Fuzzy computing ; 

 Intelligent agents ; 

 Intelligent automation; 

 Knowledge management; 

 Knowledge engineering; 

 Ontological design; 

 Semantic networks; 

 Machine learning; 

 Neural networks; 

 Natural-language interface 

The main focus of this issue is on the development of models, methods and tools that ensure the 

semantic compatibility of intelligent computer systems and their ability to coordinate their activities in 

the collective solution of complex problems. 

In total, the collection contains 42 articles. The editors are thankful for all authors who sent their 

articles. Scientific experts selected for publication the best of the submitted works, many of them were 

revised in accordance with the comments of reviewers. 

We are grateful our scientific experts for their great job in reviewing the articles in close 

cooperation with the authors. Their work allowed to raise the level of scientific results presentation, 

and also created a platform for further scientific discussions. 

We hope that, as before, the collection will perform its main function — to promote active 

cooperation between business, science and education in the field of artificial intelligence.  

 

 

Editor-in-chief 

Golenkov Vladimir 
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ПРЕДИСЛОВИЕ 

Сборник научных трудов «Открытые семантические технологии проектирования 

интеллектуальных систем» посвящен вопросам разработки гибких и совместимых технологий, 

обеспечивающих быстрое и качественное построение интеллектуальных систем различного 

назначения.  

В сборнике отражены исследования в сфере искусственного интеллекта по следующим 

направлениям: 

• Гибридные интеллектуальные компьютерные системы; 

• Интеллектуальные человеко-машинные системы; 

• Компьютерное зрение; 

• Нечеткие вычисления; 

• Интеллектуальные агенты; 

• Интеллектуальная автоматизация; 

• Управление знаниями; 

• Инженерия знаний; 

• Онтологическое проектирование; 

• Семантические сети; 

• Машинное обучение; 

• Искусственные нейронные сети; 

• Естественно-языковой интерфейс. 

Основной акцент в этом выпуске сборника сделан на разработку моделей, методов и 

средств, обеспечивающих семантическую совместимость интеллектуальных компьютерных 

систем и их способность координировать свою деятельность при коллективном решении 

сложных задач. 

В общей сложности сборник содержит 42 статьи. Редакция сборника благодарит всех 

авторов, представивших свои статьи. Для публикации научными экспертами были отобраны 

лучшие из представленных работ, многие из них были переработаны в соответствии с 

замечаниями рецензентов. 

Мы также благодарим экспертов за большой труд по рецензированию статей в тесном 

взаимодействии с авторами, который позволил повысить уровень изложения научных 

результатов, а также создал платформу для дальнейших научных дискуссий. 

Надеемся, что, как и прежде, сборник будет выполнять свою основную функцию — 

способствовать активному сотрудничеству между бизнесом, наукой и образованием в области 

искусственного интеллекта. 

Главный редактор 

Голенков Владимир Васильевич 
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I. Introduction
The paper describes the strategic goals of Artificial

intelligence and the main problems of scientific and
technological activities in this field. The problems relevant
for the development of the main directions and forms of
its activity are defined. Approaches to their solution based
on a new technological wave are suggested and issues
important for the successful development of this research
and practical discipline as a whole are discussed.

The main ones among others are the following:
• what will the complex automation of various types
of human activity look like, built on the basis of new
Artificial intelligence technologies?

• how will the interaction between humans be organized
in this case, i.e., what will the architecture of a modern
smart society look like?

• is the current level of semantic compatibility sufficient
for mutual understanding between virtual computer
systems, intelligent computer systems and their users
and what needs to be done to improve it?

For a deeper consideration of methodological problems,
it is proposed to divide them into the following basic parts.

Problems that hinder the development of Artificial
intelligence as a scientific and technical discipline:

• the development of scientific research in the field of
Artificial intelligence;

• the development of technologies for building and
forming the market of ICS (intelligent computer
systems, artificial intelligent systems);

• educational problems in the field of Artificial
intelligence;

• the development of business in the field of Artificial
intelligence.

Problems of automation of complex activities:

• research activities in various scientific disciplines;
• the creation of technologies for developing complex
technical systems [1], [2];

• engineering activities for the development of complex
technical systems;

• educational activities in research-intensive technical
specialties;

• the definition of construction principles of the OSTIS
Technology (OpenSemantic Technology for Intelligent
Systems), designed to solve the above problems.

The structure of the Ecosystem, built using the OSTIS
Technology and that provides complex automation of all
types of human activity.
Let us first specify the structure of scientific and

technological activities in the field of Artificial intelligence
as a scientific discipline.

Artificial intelligence is a field of human activity, the
main purposes of which are:

• the building up of the theory of intelligent systems;
• the creation of the technology for the development of
ICS;

• the transition to a new level of complex automation of
all types of human activity, based on the mass usage
of ICS.

The last assumes the presence of ICS that can understand
each other and coordinate their activities. It is also necessary
to build up a General theory of human activity, carried out
in the conditions of a new level of its automation (the theory
of activity of a smart society). Such an activity requires
a significant rethinking of its organization and should be
“understandable” to intelligent computer systems.
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II. Current state and main tendencies of development of
Artificial intelligence

A. Research activities
Most directions of Artificial intelligence are

characterized by the inconsistency of the concept system
and, as a result, the lack of their semantic compatibility
and convergence [3], [4], [5]. All this hinders the building
up of a general (with a high level of formalization) theory
of intelligent systems.

This is due to the lack of understanding and motivation
in a convergence between different directions. And since
there is no urgent practical need, there is also no movement
aimed at building up of the General theory of intelligent
systems.

B. Development of the basic complex technology for the
design of ICS

Modern technology of Artificial intelligence is a family
of particular technologies. They are usually focused on
the development and maintenance of various types of ICS
components. At the same time, they implement various
models of representation and processing of information
as well as various problem-solving models focused on the
development of various classes of ICS. As a result:

• the complexity of development increases, which
requires highly qualified performers;

• complex technologies and tools for the development
of ICS are missing;

• there is no syntactic and semantic compatibility of
particular technologies and system integration of
certain components.

C. Development of technology for building up designed
intelligent computer systems
Traditional (von Neumann) computers are not able to

effectively interpret the all variety of models used in ICS.
Attempts to develop new generation computers focused on
ICS were unsuccessful. The development of specialized
computers focused on the interpretation of a single model
does not solve the problem.

D. Specialized engineering in the field of Artificial
intelligence

The development and production of ICS based on existing
models, methods and tools face the following problems:

• there is no clear systematization of the all variety
of ICS, that corresponds to the systematization of
automated types of human activity;

• there is no convergence of ICS involved in the process
of automating one type of human activity;

• there is no semantic compatibility, unification and
mutual understanding of ICS;

• the semantic “unfriendliness” of the user interface
and the lack of a built-in help system lead to a low
rate of usage of the ICS capabilities.

Further automation of human activity requires increasing
the level of intelligence of the corresponding ICS and
implementing their ability to perform the following actions:

• to establish semantic compatibility (mutual
understanding) between computer systems and their
users;

• to maintain semantic compatibility during the
evolution of users and other computer systems;

• to coordinate their activities with users and computer
systems in the collective solving of various problems;

• to participate in the allocation of work (subproblems)
in the collective solving of various problems.

The implementation of these capabilities will create an
opportunity for full automation of the processes of system
integration of ICS (into complexes of interacting systems)
and their reengineering. This:

• will enable the complexes of cybernetic systems to
adapt independently to solving new problems and
will improve the efficiency of the operation of such
complexes;

• will significantly reduce the number of errors
compared to the “manual” system integration.

Thus, the next level of automation of human activity
requires the creation of ICS, which could independently
unite with the complexes necessary for solving complex
problems [6].

E. Educational activities in the field of artificial intelligence
Any activity in the field of Artificial intelligence

combines a high degree of research intensity and complexity
of engineering work. Therefore, the training of specialists
in this field requires the simultaneous formation of their
research and engineering-practical skills, culture and
thinking. The combination of fundamental scientific and
engineering-practical training of specialists is a complex
educational-pedagogical problem, since:

• there is no systematic approach to training young
specialists in the field of Artificial intelligence;

• the lack of semantic compatibility between academic
subjects leads to a “tesselation” of information
perception;

• there is no personification of training and an attitude
to the identification and development of individual
abilities;

• there is no purposeful formation of motivation for
creativity and skills of working in real development
teams;

• there is no adaptation to real practical activities.
Any modern technology should have a high rate of

development and requires highly qualified executive human
resources.

Therefore, educational activities in the field of Artificial
intelligence and the corresponding technology should be
deeply integrated into all activities in the field of Artificial
intelligence.
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F. Business activities in the field of Artificial intelligence
There is an urgent need to increase the level of automation

in many areas of human activity (in industry, medicine,
transport, education, construction activity andmany others).
In addition, the development of Artificial intelligence
technologies has led to a significant expansion of work
on the creation of applied intelligent computer systems.
All this, in turn, has led to the setting up of many
commercial organizations focused on the development
of such applications. Currently, there are the following
problems here:

• it is difficult to ensure a balance of tactical and strategic
directions for the development of all forms of activity
in the field of Artificial intelligence;

• there is no deep convergence of forms of activity,
which complicates the development of each of them;

• the high research intensity of works requires highly
qualified performers and their ability to work as part
of creative teams.

For advanced training of employees and ensuring a high
level of development, business needs active cooperation
with various scientific schools and departments that train
young specialists in the field of Artificial intelligence as
well as active participation in the preparation and holding
of corresponding conferences, seminars and exhibitions.

III. Modern problems of artificial intelligence
Based on the problems listed above, two main problems

can be distinguished:
А. Building up and permanent development of the general

(formal) theory of intelligent systems, which includes:
• the clarification of the requirements and features of
ICS that determine the level of their intelligence;

• convergence and integration of various types of
knowledge and problem-solvingmodelswithin each
ICS;

• a focus on the development of unified semantically
compatible formal models and their universal
interpreters;

• ensuring a clear stratification and independence of
the processes of evolution of formal models and
their interpreters;

• ensuring communication compatibility that allows
ICS to independently form groups of ICS and
their users, independently coordinate activities
within groups when solving complex problems
in unpredictable conditions.

B. Creation and permanent development of a complex
technology for the design and production of
semantically compatible ICS that can independently
coordinate their activities. To do this, it is necessary
to take into account:
• the description of the standard of ICS, which ensures
their semantic compatibility [7];

• the development of libraries of semantically
compatible and reusable components;

• a low threshold for users and developers to enter
the technology of the design of ICS;

• high rates of technology development due to
the active involvement of authors of various
applications;

• the development of new generation computers
focused on the production of high-performance
ICS of various purposes;

• the creation of a global ecosystem that provides
complex automation of all types of human activity;

• the creation and permanent development of a global
sociotechnical ecosystem (ICS and users), which
provides complex automation of all types of human
activity;

• the transition from the eclectic building up
of complex ICS to their deep integration and
unification, when the samemodels of representation
and processing of knowledge are implemented in
the same way everywhere;

• the reduction of the distance between the theory of
ICS and the practice of their development.

Let us consider this in more detail. The epicenter of
modern problems of development of activities in the
field of Artificial intelligence is the convergence and deep
integration of all forms, directions and results of this activity.
The level of interrelation, interaction and convergence
between various forms and areas of activity in the field of
Artificial intelligence is insufficient. This leads to the fact
that each of them develops separately, independently of the
others. The question is about the convergence between such
directions of Artificial intelligence as the representation of
knowledge, the solution of intellectual problems, intelligent
behavior, understanding, etc. as well as between such forms
of human activity in the field of Artificial intelligence as
scientific research, technology development, application
development, education, business. Why, when contrasted
with the long-term intensive development of scientific
research in the field of Artificial intelligence, the market of
intelligent computer systems and the complex technology
of Artificial intelligence, which provides the development
of a wide range of intelligent computer systems for various
purposes and is available to a wide range of engineers,
have not yet been created? Because the combination of
a high level of research intensity and pragmatism of
this problem requires for its solution a fundamentally
new approach to the organization of interaction between
scientists who work in the field of Artificial intelligence,
developers of facilities for design automation of intelligent
computer systems, developers of tools for implementing
intelligent computer systems, including hardware support
tools for intelligent computer systems, developers of applied
intelligent computer systems. Such purposeful interaction
should be carried out both within the framework of
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each of these forms of activity in the field of Artificial
intelligence and between them. Thus, the basic tendency
of further development of theoretical and practical works
in the field of Artificial intelligence is the convergence
of both the most different types (forms and directions)
of human activity in the field of Artificial intelligence
and a variety of products (results) of this activity. It is
necessary to eliminate barriers between different types and
products of activity in the field of Artificial intelligence to
ensure their compatibility and integrability. The problem
of creating a rapidly developing market of semantically
compatible intelligent systems is a challenge addressed
to specialists in the field of Artificial intelligence, which
requires overcoming “the Babel” in all its occurrences,
the formation of a high culture of negotiability and a
unified, coordinated form of representation of collectively
accumulated, improved and used knowledge. Scientists,
who work in the field of Artificial intelligence, should
ensure the convergence of the results of different directions
of Artificial intelligence [8], [9] and build up:

• the general theory of intelligent computer systems;
• the general technology for designing semantically
compatible intelligent computer systems, which
includes the corresponding standards of intelligent
computer systems and their components. Engineers,
who develop intelligent computer systems, should
cooperate with scientists and participate in the
development of the technology of the design of
intelligent computer system.

IV. OSTIS Technology (Open Semantic Technology for
Intelligent Systems)

To solve the above problems, the OSTIS Technology is
proposed – a complex open semantic technology for the
design, production, operation and reengineering of hybrid,
semantically compatible, active and negotiable intelligent
computer systems [10], which is focused on:

• the development of intelligent computer systems that
have a high level of intelligence and, in particular,
a high level of socialization. The specified systems
developed by the OSTIS Technology we will call ostis-
systems;

• the complex automation of all types and areas of
human activity by creating a network of interacting
and coordinating their activities ostis-systems. The
specified network of ostis-systems together with their
users will be called an OSTIS Ecosystem;

• the support of the permanent evolution of ostis-systems
during their operation;

• convergence and integration based on the semantic
representation of knowledge of various research areas
of Artificial intelligence (in particular, all kinds of
basic knowledge and skills for solving intellectual
problems) within the framework of theGeneral formal
semantic theory of ostis-systems;

• the development of new generation computers that
provide effective (including productive) interpretation
of logical-semantic models of ostis-systems, which
are represented by knowledge bases of these systems
that have a semantic representation.

The OSTIS Technology is implemented as a network of
ostis-systems, which is part of the OSTIS Ecosystem. The
key ostis-system of the specified network is the IMS.ostis
(Intelligent MetaSystem) metasystem that implements the
Core of the OSTIS Technology, which includes basic
(subject-independent) methods and tools for designing
and producing of ostis-systems with the integration of
typical embedded subsystems for supporting operation
and reengineering of ostis-systems into their composition.
The other ostis-systems, which are part of the network
under consideration, implement various specialized ostis-
technologies for designing various classes of ostis-systems
that provide automation of any areas and types of human
activity, except for designing ostis-systems.
The storage of information in the memory of the

ostis-system focuses on the semantic representation of
information – without synonymy and homonymy of signs,
without semantic equivalence of information constructions.
An abstract memory of the ostis-system is dynamic graph
(i.e., nonlinear (graph) and restructurable). Information
processing in the memory of the ostis-system is reduced not
so much to changing the state of memory elements (this
happens only when changing the syntactic type of elements
and when changing the contents of those elements that
denote files) as to changing the configuration of the relations
between them. The organization of problem solving in the
memory of the ostis-system is based on the agent-oriented
model of information processing, controlled by situations
and events that occur in the processed information (more
precisely, in the processed knowledge base). From the point
of view of architecture, the ostis-system is a hierarchical
multi-agent system with shared memory (i.e., with memory
that is available to all agents of the ostis-system).
Note that the shared memory of most of the multi-

agent systems currently being studied is not common but
distributed, i.e., it is an abstract (virtual) integration, which
includes the memory of each agent of a multi-agent system.
Coordination of the activities of agents of the ostis-system
when performing complex actions in the memory of the
ostis-system is also implemented through thememory of the
ostis-system with the help of methods for solving various
classes of problems as well as with the help of plans for
solving particular problems, stored in memory. Based on
this, it is possible to build up an unbound hierarchical system
of agents of the ostis-system – from atomic agents that
ensure the performance of basic actions in the memory of
the ostis-system to non-atomic agents that are communities
(groups) of atomic and/or non-atomic agents that provide
the solution of various typical problems using appropriate
methods and plans.
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An important element of such a system is the
implementation of decentralized situational control of the
operation of ostis-systems not only at the level of internal
information processes but also at the level of organization
of individual activities in the environment and even at
the level of participation in collective activities within
various communities of ostis-systems. The organization of
the performance of actions in the environment is carried
out by the ostis-system as follows:

• classes of atomic actions in the environment are
distinguished, for the implementation of each of which
effector agents of the ostis-system are introduced;

• coordination of the activities of effector agents of the
ostis-system when performing complex actions in the
environment is carried out through the memory of the
ostis-system with the help of methods and plans for
solving various problems in the environment, stored in
memory, as well as with the help of receptor agents of
the ostis-system that provide feedback and, accordingly,
sensorimotor coordination.

In the ostis-system, the basic set (basic system) of the
used concepts is unified, which is the basis for ensuring
semantic compatibility of all ostis-systems. The structuring
of information (knowledge base) stored in the memory
of the ostis-system is based on the hierarchical system of
subject domains and their corresponding formal ontologies.
As a result, the ostis-system has the following features:

• the ability for semantic immersion (semantic
integration) of new acquired knowledge (including
new skills) into the current state of the knowledge
base;

• the ability for semantic convergence (detection of
similarities) of new acquired knowledge (and, in
particular, skills) with knowledge that is part of the
current state of the knowledge base of the ostis-system;

• the ability for integration of different types of
knowledge;

• the ability for integration of various problem-solving
models;

• the ability of ostis-systems for understanding each
other as well as any of its users by coordinating the
system of used concepts (by terms and by denotational
semantics);

• the ability of the ostis-system for providing and
maintaining a high level of its semantic compatibility
(a high level of mutual understanding) with other
ostis-systems in the process of its evolution as well as
the evolution of other ostis-systems, which leads to
the extension and/or correction of the system of used
concepts;

• the ability of ostis-systems for correlating,
coordinating their activities with other systems in
solving problems that cannot be solved either in
principle or in a reasonable time by the efforts of
one (individual) intelligent computer system;

• a high degree of individual learnability of ostis-
systems, provided by a high degree of their flexibility,
stratification, reflexivity as well as the universality
of the facilities for the representation and creation of
knowledge;

• a high degree of collective learnability of ostis-
systems, provided by a high degree of their semantic
compatibility.

The listed features of ostis-systems demonstrate that
they have a significantly higher level of intelligence and,
in particular, a higher level of socialization compared to
modern intelligent computer systems.

A. Semantic representation of information

Each syntactically elementary (atomic) fragment of
the represented information is an indication of some
entity, which can be real or abstract, concrete (fixed,
constant) or certain (variable), permanent or temporary,
coherent (reliable) or fuzzy (unreliable, with possible
additional clarification of the likelihood degree). It follows
herefrom that the semantic representation of information
cannot include letters (they do not denote entities), words,
word combinations (they are not elementary fragments),
separation and limit symbols (they do not indicate entities).
Within the framework of the semantic representation

of information, there is no synonymy (pairs of
synonymous signs), homonymy (homonymous signs),
semantic equivalence (pairs of semantically equivalent
information constructions), i.e., there is no duplication of
information as well as the ambiguity of the correlation
between signs and their denotations. Therefore, the
semantic representation of information cannot look like
a linkage (string, sequence) of syntactically elementary
fragments, since each described entity and its sign that
mutually identically corresponds to it can be connected
not with two but with any number of described entities. In
other words, the semantic representation of information is a
nonlinear (graph) information construction. It follows that
if the internal representation of information in the memory
of a computer system is a semantic representation, then
the information processing in such memory is dynamic
graph and is reduced not to changing the state of memory
elements but to changing the configuration of relations
between them.

As already noted, the key problem of the current stage
of the development of the general theory of intelligent
computer systems and the technology of their development
is the problem of ensuring semantic compatibility of
various types of knowledge that are part of knowledge bases
of intelligent computer systems; various types of problem-
solving models; various intelligent computer systems in
general.
To solve this problem, it is necessary to unify

(standardize) the form of representation of knowledge in
the memory of intelligent computer systems. Our proposed
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approach for such unification is the orientation to the
semantic representation of information (knowledge) in
the memory of intelligent computer systems. The basis of
the approach to ensuring a high level of learnability and
semantic compatibility of intelligent computer systems as
well as to developing a standard for intelligent computer
systems is a unification of the semantic representation
of information (knowledge) in the memory of intelligent
computer systems and the creation of a global semantic
space of knowledge. It should also be noted that the
information in the sign construction is generally contained
not in the signs themselves (in their structure) but in
the relations between them. At the same time, these
relations (syntactic relations)must have a coherent semantic
interpretation.

B. Semantic network
We consider the semantic network not as a beautiful

metaphor of complex structured sign constructions
but as a formal clarification of the concept of
semantic representation of information, as a principle
of representation of information that underlies a new
generation of computer languages and computer systems
themselves – graph languages and graph computers.
A semantic network is a sign construction that has the

following features:
• it is not necessary to take into account the “internal”
structure (construction) of the signs included in
the semantic network during its semantic analysis
(understanding);

• the meaning of a semantic network is determined by
the denotational semantics of all the signs included
in it and the configuration of the incident relations of
these signs;

• one of two incident signs included in the semantic
network is a sign of linkage;

• the lack of synonymy, homonymy.

C. Standardization of ostis-systems
Standardization of ostis-systems includes:
• standardization of the language of the internal
representation of information in the memory of ostis-
systems;

• standardization of the principles of decentralized
control of information processing in the memory
of ostis-systems;

• standardization of the language for describing
situations and events (in the memory of ostis-
systems), which are the conditions for initiating various
information processes in the memory of ostis-systems;

• standardization of the base language for specification
(description, programming) of agents that perform the
corresponding information processes in the memory
of ostis-systems;

• standardization of base languages for input/output of
information to/from the memory of ostis-systems.

The standard is a knowledge base being permanently
improved, the evolution of which is supported by the
corresponding portal.

D. Convergence, integration of knowledge and problem-
solving models
For the convergence of knowledge, a universal base

language of the internal semantic representation of
knowledge in the memory of ostis-systems (SC-code) is
introduced, according to the structure of which all internal
languages focused on the representation of knowledge
of various types (logical languages, languages for the
representation of problem-solving models (in particular,
programs), the language of problem definition, ontological
languages and many others) are sublanguages of the SC-
code, the syntax of which completely coincides with the
syntax of the SC-code. As a result, the convergence of
different knowledge is reduced to the coordination of
systems of concepts used to represent different types of
knowledge. Such coordination is focused on increasing the
number of common concepts used in the representation of
various knowledge.

Let us consider the convergence of problem-solving
models in the ostis-system. It is based on the following
core principles:

• the syntax of the language for representing the
corresponding class of problem-solving methods in
memory is the syntax of the SC-code;

• the denotational semantics is described in the form of
a corresponding ontology and is represented as a text
of the SC-code;

• the operational semantics of each problem-solving
model is a group of agents; it can be hierarchical based
on different solver models, but there is a basic model
for interpreting any methods:
– SCP language:

∗ the syntax is coincident with the syntax of the
SC-code;

∗ the denotational semantics is a procedural
programming language in dynamic graph
memory;

∗ the operational semantics is implemented at the
level of a software or hardware platform;

– sc-agents work in a common environment (sc-
memory) in parallel, asynchronously, based on a
number of rules that allow them not to “hinder”
each other.

The integration of knowledge in the memory of ostis-
systems is reduced to the pasting together (matching) of
synonymous signs. Since the problem-solving model used
by the ostis-system is represented in the memory of the
ostis-system as the corresponding type of knowledge, the
integration of various problem-solving models can occur
in the ostis-system in the same way as the integration of any
other types of knowledge. In addition, when the question is
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about the integration of different problem-solving models,
the possibility of simultaneous usage of different problem-
solving models when processing the same knowledge and,
in particular, when solving the same problem is supposed.
This possibility in the ostis-system is provided by the agent-
oriented model of information processing in the memory of
the ostis-system. Thus, this kind of integration of various
problem-solving models for ostis-systems is trivial.
Let us list the key advantages of the ostis-system:

• a high level of the ability of the ostis-system to perform
semantic integration of knowledge in its memory
(in particular, when immersing new knowledge in
the current state of the knowledge base) is provided
by the semantic nature of the internal encoding of
information stored in the memory of the ostis-system
and, in particular, by the fact that homonymous signs
and pairs of synonymous signs are improper in the
internal code of the knowledge base of the ostis-
system;

• a high level of ability to integrate various types of
knowledge in ostis-systems is ensured by the fact
that each language focused on the representation of
knowledge of the corresponding type is a sublanguage
of the same base language of the SC-code;

• a high level of ability to integrate various problem-
solving models in ostis-systems, which is ensured by
the fact that all these models are focused on processing
information represented in the SC-code; the same
fragment of the knowledge base of the ostis-system
(i.e., the same construction of the SC-code) can be
simultaneously processed by several different problem-
solving models; all problem-solving models in ostis-
systems are integrated using the same basic problem-
solving model – an scp-model of problem solving;

• a high level of learnability of the ostis-system, which
is provided by a high level of semantic flexibility of
information stored in the memory of the ostis-system,
since each deletion or addition of a syntactically
elementary fragment of stored information as well
as the deletion or addition of each incident relation
between such elements has a coherent semantic
interpretation; by a high level of stratification of stored
information, which is provided by the ontologically
oriented structuring of the knowledge base of the
ostis-system; by a high level of reflection of the
ostis-system, which is provided by the powerful
metalanguage capabilities of the language of the
internal representation of information (knowledge)
in the memory of ostis-systems. As a result, each
ostis-system has a high level of learning (the ability
to quickly extend their knowledge and skills) and a
high level of socialization (the ability to effectively
participate in the activities of various communities –
ones that consist of ostis-systems and ones that consist
of ostis-systems and humans.

E. Level of semantic compatibility

There are sharply defined formal notions that determine
the level of semantic compatibility (level of semantic
convergence) of various knowledge, skills, entire ostis-
systems (more precisely, the knowledge bases of these
systems). It is obvious that the level of semantic
compatibility is primarily determined by the number
of “adherent points” in the compared knowledge, skills
and knowledge bases – there are signs that are present
in different compared objects, but that have the same
denotations (i.e., that denote the same entities). At the same
time, among such signs that denote the same entities and
are present in different objects being compared, the signs
that denote concepts are of prime importance. The number
of such common concepts in the compared knowledge,
skills, knowledge bases determines the level of semantic
compatibility (level of coherence) of the systems of the used
concepts in the compared specified objects. An increase
in the number of signs that denote the same entities
and are present in different compared objects can lead
to the fact that not only semantically equivalent signs
but also whole semantically equivalent fragments (entire
information constructions) will be present in different
specified compared objects. It is important to emphasize
that semantically equivalent sign constructions represented
in the internal language of ostis-systems (in the SC-
code), in the memory of different ostis-systems, are always
syntactically isomorphic graph constructs, in which the
isomorphism correspondence connects signs stored in the
memory of different ostis-systems, but that denote the same
entities (more precisely, the same entity). Note also that
within the memory of each ostis-system, the synonymy of
signs and, accordingly, the semantic equivalence of sign
constructions are improper.

Due to the constantly developing semantic standards of
the OSTIS Technology, which are represented by a system
of formal ontologies for a variety of subject domains, the
ostis-systems being developed initially have a sufficiently
high level of semantic compatibility with all other ostis-
systems. Moreover, in the OSTIS Technology, an entire core
of all ostis-systems is allocated, that contains fundamental
basic knowledge and basic skills that are the same for all
ostis-systems and that allows each copy of this core to
develop (communicate, specialize) in any direction.

Each ostis-system, interacting with humans (users) or
with other ostis-systems, can increase the level of semantic
compatibility (mutual understanding) with them as well as
maintain a high level of such compatibility in the conditions
of (1) its evolution, (2) the evolution of other ostis-systems
and users, (3) the evolution of semantic standards of the
OSTIS Technology. This interaction is generally focused on
coordinating changes in the system of concepts used, i.e.,
adjustment of the corresponding fragments of ontologies.
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V. Conclusion
Due to the high level of semantic compatibility of ostis-

systems and the semantic representation of knowledge in the
memory of ostis-systems, the complexity of semantic analysis and
understanding of information received (reported, transmitted) to
the ostis-system from other ostis-systems or users is significantly
reduced and its quality is improved. Each ostis-system is able:

• to independently or by invitation join the ostis-community
(community of ostis-systems) or the ostis-group that consists
of ostis-systems and humans. Such communities and groups
are created on a temporary (one-time) or permanent basis
for the collective solution of complex problems;

• to participate in the distribution (including coordination
of the distribution) of problems – both “one-time” and
long-term ones (responsibilities);

• to monitor the state of the entire process of collective
activities and coordinate own activities with the activities of
other members of the group in case of possible unpredictable
changes in the conditions (state) of the corresponding
environment.

The high level of intelligence of ostis-systems and, accordingly,
the high level of their independence and purposefulness allow
ostis-systems to be full members of a wide variety of communities,
within which ostis-systems gain the right to independently initiate
(based on a detailed analysis of the current situation and the
current state of the community action plan) a wide range of
actions (problems) performed by othermembers of the community
and thereby participate in the coordination of the activities of
community members. The ability of the ostis-system to coordinate
its activities with other ostis-systems as well as to adjust the
activities of the entire group of ostis-systems, adapting to various
changes in the environment (conditions), in which this activity
is carried out, allows automating the activities of the system
integrator both at the stage of assembling the group of ostis-
systems and at the stage of its updating (reengineering).

The advantages of ostis-systems are provided by:
• the advantages of the SC-code – the language of internal
encoding of information stored in the memory of ostis-
systems;

• the advantages of the organization of sc-memory – the
memory of ostis-systems;

• the advantages of sc-models of knowledge bases of ostis-
systems – by means of structuring such knowledge bases;

• the advantages of sc-models of problem solving – agent-
oriented problem-solving models used in ostis-systems.
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Abstract—The paper presents a technology for the development
of intelligent multi-agent services. This technology is put to
reduce the labor-intensiveness of intelligent cloud application
development and maintenance. The key aspect of the technology
is an independent development of knowledge bases, a user
interface and a problem solver as an assembly of agents, and
their integration into an intelligent service. The principal specific
of the technology are: two-level ontological approach to the
formation of knowledge and data bases with a clear separation
between the ontology and knowledge base (database) formed
on its basis; the ontology-based specification of not only the
domain terminology and structure, but also of the rules for
knowledge and data formation, control of their integrity and
completeness; division of all software components into declarative
and procedural parts; unified semantic representation of all
declarative components (ontologies, knowledge and data bases,
declarative parts of software components), etc. The proposed
approaches are supported by the IACPaaS cloud platform where
expert-oriented formation of each service component with an
appropriate tool is provided.

Keywords—intelligent system, multi-agent system, intelligent
software development technology, hierarchical semantic network,
cloud platform, cloud service

I. INTRODUCTION

Development and maintenance of an intelligent system (IS)
with knowledge are hard and labor-intensive processes. This
is primarily due to the fact that a knowledge base (KB) is
a part of such a system’s architecture which brings in some
specificies. That’s why special tools are used. The typical
representatives are: Level5 Object, G2, Clips, Loops, VITAL,
KEATS, OSTIS, AT-technology, RT Works, COMDALE/C,
COGSYS, ILOG Rules, Protégé and others [1], [2], [3], [4],
[5]. The considerable differences between them are determined
by the formalisms used to represent knowledge, methods and
tools for their acquisition, forming and debugging, the used
inference mechanisms, and also technologies for IS with a KB
(hereinafter KBS – knowledge based system) development and
maintenance.

However, the problem of creating tools for development and
maintenance of KBS is far from being solved. Scientific pub-
lications mention the following main problems that need to be

This work was partially supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic
Research (RFBR) (grant numbers 19-07-00244, 20-07-00670)

dealt with. First of all, there is still an open issue of including
domain experts in the process of developing and maintaining
knowledge bases, ensuring their real impact on the quality of
computer systems being developed. Experience in developing
complex computer systems shows that the intermediation of
programmers between designed computer systems and experts
significantly distorts the contribution of the latter ones. When
developing a new generation of tools, it is not programmers
who should dominate, but experts who are able to accurately
represent their knowledge [6], [7]. The developed models and
methods of knowledge acquisition solve the problem of their
initial formation, however, as noted in [8], it is the maintenance
phase that is the most complex and significant. The KB is
a component of KBS that changes much more often than
other components, so expert-oriented knowledge creation and
maintenance tools providing is an important and relevant task.
KB maintenance implies its refinement or improvement, which
at the same time does not break the performance of the IS
(i.e., a change in the knowledge base should not lead to the
need of changing the solver and its user interface). Among
the problems of existing tools for creating KBS, the following
is also worth mentioning: the use of various approaches
and mechanisms for creating knowledge bases, solvers and
interfaces, complex linking of these components, or vice versa,
the lack of a clear separation between KBS components, which
makes it difficult to reuse solutions when creating other KBS.
Our long-term experience in creating practically useful KBS
for solving problems in various domains has shown an urgent
need to construct problem-oriented shells with accompanying
instrumental support.

The key requirement for any complex software system,
including KBS, is its viability, which is implemented in
software engineering through architectural solutions (sepa-
ration into loosely coupled components with logically clear
functions), declarative representation of software components
of a system, automation of code fragments generation, reuse of
components, separation of competencies between developers
of different types. One of the well-known solutions for imple-
menting the requirement to involve domain experts in the KBS
development process is the ontology-based (metainformation-
based) KB formation, using a semantic knowledge repre-
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sentation model (the knowledge base is separated from the
ontology) [9].

In software engineering, an agent-based approach is ac-
tively used to create viable software systems [10], which in
comparison with object-oriented programming has potentially
greater flexibility, gives the possibility of agent reuse, and
simplifies parallelization (which is important for IS as many
tasks have great computational complexity [11]). However, the
issue of creating a comprehensive technology that supports
the development of all KBS components with ontological
knowledge bases remains open.

To address these challenges in the development and main-
tenance of viable KBS we have proposed a concept of the
development toolkit [12], which supports the following tech-
nological principles:
• knowledge base, problem solver and user interface (UI)

are developed separately;
• a single language is used to describe the ontology of

knowledge (metainformation for the knowledge base) and
models of all declarative components (their metainforma-
tion);

• a unified declarative semantic (conceptual) representa-
tion of all information (ontologies, knowledge bases,
databases) resources and software components of KBS
is used – a labeled rooted hierarchical binary digraph
with possible loops and cycles (thus universality of their
software processing and user editing can be achieved);

• formation and maintenance of knowledge bases is car-
ried out by domain experts and is based on knowledge
ontologies;

• UI of the knowledge base editor is generated for experts
on the basis of ontology (metainformation);

• method of problem solving is divided into subproblems,
each one is solved by a correspondent software agent,
either a reflective or a reactive one [13] – a component
of a problem solver;

• software agents are provided with an API for access to
information resources;

• KBS is available as a cloud service.
This paper describes the technology for the development of

a KBS as a cloud multi-agent service, using such toolkit.

II. INTELLIGENT SERVICE DEVELOPMENT TECHNOLOGY

Technological foundations supported by the proposed toolkit
concept are consistent with the general trend when KBS
development is based on the use of methods and tools for on-
tological modeling of design and specification processes of de-
veloped systems, i.e. ontological engineering tools (Ontology-
Based (-Driven) Software Engineering [14]); reusability of
ready-to-use solutions (components); involving stakeholders in
the development process through knowledge portals.

Methods of formalizing knowledge based on the domain
ontology and ontologies of known intelligent problems allow
us to create structured and at the same time understandable
to domain experts knowledge, as well as systematization of
terms.

Further, knowledge, formalized on the basis of an ontology,
are either integrated with ready-to-use problem-oriented soft-
ware solvers, or require the creation of new software compo-
nents. Thereby the proposed technology for the development
of intelligent services consists of the following processes: as-
sembly of an intelligent service from components and possibly
development of those components (Fig. 1). Components are
represented by rectangles, and activities – by rounded rectan-
gles. The components are information ones (metainformation
and information) and software ones (a problem solver, its
agents, message templates for their interaction, UI). Symbols
on arcs have the following meaning. sel – searching for
and selecting the appropriate component (to which an arc is
pointing). [ ] – optionality, i.e. the pointed activity is performed
if the required component is absent or if the condition (italic
text on the arc) is true. + (“plus”) – multiplicity, meaning that
the selection or creation (development) of the corresponding
component can be performed more than once.

III. INTELLIGENT SERVICE DEVELOPMENT

An intelligent service consists of a problem solver (which
has been integrated with formal parameters and with a UI)
and actual parameters (input actual parameters – information
resources accessible only for reading and output actual pa-
rameters – information resources accessible for CRUD mod-
ification). Distinction of service components into information
and software ones pursues the following objectives:

Figure 1. Intelligent service development technology.

• independent development by different groups of special-
ists;

• reuse – the same problem solver can be bound with
various information resources and vice-versa.

In both cases the compatibility (between those two types of
components) is provided at the level of formal parameters of
the solver.

A formal parameter of the problem solver is an informa-
tion resource which represents metainformation (ontology), an
actual parameter is one of the information resources which
represent information and which are formed in terms of this
metainformation.
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The declarative specification of a service is formed in two
stages:

1) creation of a new information resource of “service” type
with setting of its name and Service structure informa-
tion resource (representing a language for declarative
specification of platform services) as metainformation;

2) creation of content of this new information resource
(service assembly) with the use of Editor for digraphs
of information [15], where the process of editing is
controlled by metainformation Service structure and
consists of the following:
• a link to the problem solver (to root vertex of

digraph which represents it) is created,
• for each formal parameter of the solver (in order of

its appearance in the description of solver) a link to
the corresponding actual parameter (to root vertex
of digraph which represents it) is created.

IV. DEVELOPMENT OF KNOWLEDGE BASES AND
DATABASES

A. General description

Network (graph) structures are now widely used as a visual
and universal mean for representing various types of data
and knowledge in different domains. In principle, with the
help of such structures that are best suited for explicitly
representing associations between different concepts, it is
possible to describe any complex situation, fact or problem
domain. At the same time, as noted, for example, in [16]
various kinds of information (data and knowledge), regardless
of the concrete syntax of the language for their representation,
in the abstract syntax, in the general case, can be represented
as (multi-) graphs, possibly typed.

In accordance with a 2-level approach for formation of
information resources [17], [18], two types of them are dis-
tinguished by the abstraction level of represented information.
They are information resources which represent ontology (i.e.
metainformation – abstract level) and information resources
which represent knowledge and data bases (i.e. information –
object level).

B. Object information resources development

Development of an information resource which is pro-
cessed by an intelligent service and represents information
requires another information resource which represents its
metainformation to be present in the storage. Otherwise it
must be developed as described in the next subsection. The
development of an information resource consists of two stages:

1) creation of a new information resource with setting of
its name and metainformation;

2) formation of its content by means of the Editor for
digraphs of information where the process editing is
controlled by set metainformation.

During the work of the Editor for digraphs of information
it forms and maintains a correspondence between the arcs
of digraphs of information and metainformation. Formation

is carried out in “top-down” way: from vertices which are
composite concepts to vertices which are atomic concepts.
This process starts from the root vertex. In this case the user
doesn’t have to sharply envision and keep in mind the whole
structure (connections between vertices) of the formed digraph
as in the case of “bottom-up” way.

The UI of the Editor for digraphs of information is gener-
ated by the metainformation. This implies that as the latter one
describes an ontology for knowledge or data in some domain
so its experts can create and maintain knowledge bases or
databases in terms of their customary systems of concepts
(without mediators, i.e. knowledge engineers).

C. Metainformation resources development

The development of a metainformation resource consists of
two stages:

1) creation of a new information resource with setting of
its name and metainformation (in such case it is an in-
formation resource which contains the description of the
language for metainformation digraph representation);

2) formation of its content in a “top-down” way (starting
from the root vertex of the digraph) with the use of
the Editor for digraphs of metainformation (this step
also makes up the maintenance process which may
automatically modify correspondent object information
in order to keep it in consistency with modified metain-
formation).

A digraph of metainformation describes the abstract syntax
of a structural language in terms of which digraphs of infor-
mation are further formed. The language for metainformation
digraph representation is declarative, simple, and at the same
time powerful enough to describe arbitrary models, which are
adapted to the domain terminology and to the form adopted
by the developers of KBS components as well as tools for
their creation. A detailed description of the language is given
in [19].

Users of the Editor for digraphs of metainformation are
metainformation carriers who are usually knowledge engineers
and systems analysts from various fields of professional ac-
tivities. The editing process model which is set into the basis
of the Editor for digraphs of metainformation has much in
common with the one which is the basis of the Editor for
digraphs of information. The differences are caused only by
formalism of representation of the correspondent digraphs
and by the fact that metainformation digraph can have an
arbitrary form (limitations are set only by expressive means
of the language for metainformation digraph representation),
whereas information digraph has a structure limited by its
metainformation digraph.

V. PROBLEM SOLVER DEVELOPMENT

A problem solver is a component of some intelligent service
which processes information resources and which encapsulates
business logic for problem solving. It is a set of agents, each
of them solves some subproblem(s) and interacts with others
by message exchange. A lifecycle of a message starts from its
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creation by some agent, followed by it being sent to another
agent which receives and processes it. Then a message ceases
to exist.

The proposed approach for development of agent commu-
nication means is a multilanguage one. Messages must be
represented in some language(s) which syntax and semantics
must be understood by interacting agents. Each language can
have an arbitrary complex syntax structure (represented by
metainformation digraph), and contents of messages (repre-
sented by digraphs of information) are formed in accordance
with it.

There are two agents within the solver (in general case)
which have particular roles:
• root agent – an agent to which an initializing message is

sent by utility agent System agent when a service starts
to run after its launch (meaning that this agent runs first
among all agents of problem solver);

• interface controller agent – an agent whose interaction
with the utility agent View agent (see section VIII)
provides coupling of UI with problem solver (in case
when a service with UI is developed).

The mentioned initializing message is represented in the
communication language which belongs to the class of utility
ones. Another such distinguished languages are used for
interacting with utility agents and for stopping the work of
the problem solver.

During the process of service execution agents which are
parts of the problem solver connect with each other dynam-
ically. In case of a service without UI this interaction starts
from the root agent. In the case of a service with a UI it usually
starts from the interface controller agent – for processing the
events which are generated in the UI (the root agent may do
no work at all in that case).

In order for a problem solver to become usable for various
services at the stage of their assembly the information resource
which represents the declarative specification of this problem
solver must be created. It is formed in two stages:

1) creation of a new information resource of “problem
solver” type with setting of its name and Problem solver
structure information resource as metainformation;

2) formation of content of this new information resource
(problem solver assembly) with the use of Editor for
digraphs of information where the process of editing is
controlled by the set metainformation and consists of
setting of the following:
• information about the purpose of the problem solver,
• a link to its root agent,
• links to formal parameters (in case when services

should process information resources, i.e. must have
actual parameters at runtime),

• a UI which includes a link to interface controller
agent (in case when a service with the UI is be-
ing developed), links to own information resources
(shared among all running instances of the problem
solver).

The described organization of a problem solver (which im-
plies dedication of a special interface controller agent among
others) gives an opportunity to separate development and
maintenance of problem solver business-logic from same work
on UI. This leads to the possibility of involving independent
appropriate specialists to these types of work.

VI. AGENT DEVELOPMENT

An agent is a (possibly reusable) software component
which interacts with other agents with the use of message
reception/sending. It is capable of processing (reading and
modification) information resources. Reusability means that
an agent can become a part of various problem solvers with
no modification. Data processing is organized in form of
productions which are grouped into one or several production
blocks – by the amount of message templates that an agent
can process.

An agent consists of two parts: a declarative one and a
procedural one. Declarative part of an agent consists of two
sections: agent’s documentation (which is presented by a set of
descriptions: for an agent itself and for each of its production
block, written in natural language) and formal specification
for its set of production blocks (which comprise an agent).
The declarative part is used as a basis for the support of
automation of agent’s documented source code development
and maintenance. A digraph 2-level model of information re-
sources representation allows storing of declarative description
and code of an agent (procedural part) in a single information
resource which represents this agent.

Development of an agent consists of the following stages:
1) creation of new information resource of “agent” type

with setting of its name and Agent structure information
resource as metainformation;

2) formation of content of this new information resource
with the use of Editor for digraphs of information (with
extensions) where the process of editing is controlled by
the set metainformation and consists of setting of the
following initial data: agent name, agent class name,
description, local data structure and production blocks
specification (description, templates of incoming mes-
sages and corresponding templates of outgoing mes-
sages)1;

3) acquiring agent source code (by generating its sketch us-
ing its declarative description or using pre-saved source
code) and executable code of used message templates;

4) writing (modifying) the source code of an agent (code
for its production blocks in particular) and forming its
executable code (as a result of compilation of its source
code);

5) uploading source code and executable code into the cor-
respondent information resource (thus extending agent’s
declarative specification);

6) agent testing (optional).

1Different production blocks of the same agent must have different incom-
ing message templates.
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Acquiring agent source code and executable code of reused
message templates must be done with extended functionality
of the Editor for digraphs of information. For agent source
code it provides downloading of either sketch of source code
which is generated on the basis of new agent declarative
description or downloading of the stored source code of
modified agent.

Writing the source code of an agent must be done using
some modern programming language powerful enough for
solving intelligent problems. A suitable IDE can be used
or such functionality can be implemented within the toolkit
(within some extension of the Editor for digraphs of infor-
mation). The source code of agent’s production block imple-
ments the whole of part of the ontology-based algorithm for
knowledge-based processing using toolkit API methods for:
incoming message data reading, knowledge base traversing,
outgoing message creation. Note that an agent can make an
arbitrary number of messages to be sent to a set of other agents
(including system ones and itself).

After the source code of an agent is ready it is necessary
to form its ready-to-run version (e.g. bytecode) and load
it into the information resource which represents an agent.
In order to achieve this a compilation of the source code
must be committed either locally or online (if the toolkit has
such support). While code uploading and/or compilation it is
checked for correctness and safety.

Agent testing is carried out by a separate tool which per-
forms multiple start and execution of the set of its production
blocks on a provided set of tests (formed as information
resources with metainformation Agent tests structure by use
of the Editor for digraphs of information). Reports are saved
with results of test executions. A single test generally includes
the information resource representing incoming message, a set
of information resources representing expected outgoing mes-
sages, and tuples of information resources which act as input,
output (initial and final states) actual parameters and own ones
(initial and ending states). A test is considered to be passed if
the amount and the contents of the outgoing messages and of
processed information resources are as expected. Formed sets
of tests can be used for regressive testing during the stage of
agent maintenance.

VII. MESSAGE TEMPLATE DEVELOPMENT

A message in multi-agent systems is a mechanism for
coordinated interaction of agents which provides exchange
of information between them and transfer of requests [20].
Agents communicate in different languages whose amount is
extensible (by means of creating new message templates and
adding new production blocks into agents or extending existing
ones) and is limited only by the total amount of message
templates. Specific languages of agent interaction (message
templates) are set at the level of separate production blocks.

As messages are object information resources so languages
for sets of messages are represented by information resources
that are metainformation – Message templates. They not only
contain the structure for a set of messages but may also hold

a set of methods for processing these messages. Thus, like an
agent, a message template consists of two parts – a declarative
one and a procedural one. Its structure is simpler though:
name, class name, description, message structure, source code
and code.

Development of the message template consists generally of
the same stages as of an agent. The differences appear at the
stages of creation (when the Message template structure infor-
mation resource is set as metainformation) and of writing the
source code (due to differences in the structure of declarative
specifications of agents and message templates).

Message template testing can be done only through testing
of an agent (see section VI).

VIII. USER INTERFACE DEVELOPMENT

Development of an interface for an intelligent cloud service
is a development of web-interface (as services are available
online and are accessed via web-browsers). The interface
consists of interface controller agent (development described
in section VI) and a set of web-pages (with one selected as
the starting one). Each web-page has a name and data which
can be of content or design type:
• content – a mixture of text, ui tags and a set of names

of design web-pages (of the same problem solver);
• design – a description of CSS classes (a set of CSS rules).

Such separation allows:
• to apply various CSS to the same contend of the interface

and vice versa – to use the same CSS for interface of
various services, which leads to increase of flexibility and
adaptability of developed interfaces and to simplification
of their maintenance;

• to divide the processes of development and maintenance
(thus, to make them independent) of these parts and to
involve independent appropriate specialists to these types
of work (their only interaction would lie in setting/using
same names for classes in CSS).

The ui tags of a web-page are processed as ui requests (one
request per tag) sent through View agent to agents which act
as interface controllers within solvers at the initial web-page
display. Further interactions of user with web-page elements
produce other ui requests (determined by those elements).
Each ui request is a set of pairs: parameter = value. After
the request is passed to solver agent, the View agent waits for
result and in case it is a fragment of UI – puts it into the
shown web-page content in place of the processed ui tag.

A detailed scheme of interaction of the View agent with
Web-server and interface controller agent (which is a part
of some problem solver) is shown in Fig. 2. A process of
interaction consists of request transferring from browser to
agents and returning of result to browser. A processing of
a request is performed in between. Numeration of arrows in
Fig. 2 sets the order of interaction.

The basis of the UI presentation model is an “MVC”
(Model-View-Controller) conception [21]. Its projection on
this conception on the proposed interface model is as follows.

1. Model. This component includes:
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• Model of abstract user interface – an information re-
source which represents metainformation and holds a
description of structure for standard interface elements
of WIMP-interfaces and a way of their organization into
a single nested structure.

• Abstract interface generation API – a set of high-level
functions for creation of fragments of abstract interfaces.
Performing calls of these functions (with necessary argu-
ments) significantly increases the level of abstraction at
which the information resource that represents some ab-
stract interface is formed. To form a description for some
fragment of an abstract interface one has to construct a
superposition of function calls of this API.

2. View. This component is presented by the utility agent
View agent, which is a “hybrid” one. It is divided into two
parts so that it can mediate between the two:
• Web-server – it interacts with external part of the View

agent,
• interface controller agents of problem solvers – they

interact with agent part by receiving, processing and
replying to messages created by Request from View agent
utility message template.

The other tasks of the View agent are the following:
• the production of specific interface (HTML-code) on the

basis of the its abstract model (with the use of built-in
mapping rules for all supported interface elements);

• uploading/downloading binary data to/from Web-server.
3. Controller. This component is represented by agents

which play a role of interface controller agent (within problem
solvers). These agents interact with the View agent by message
exchange. Such messages are created by particular message
templates. Agents implement (possibly by interaction with
other agents) logic for processing ui requests of the following
origins: ui tags (from web-pages content data) and ui events
(generated by interface elements in response to user actions).

Figure 2. A scheme of interaction of the View agent with Web-server and
interface controller agent.

A result of processing a ui request is either an information
resource (which represents a description of an abstract inter-
face which is passed to the agent part of the View agent) or
an arbitrary string of characters.

The development of UI consists of the following steps:
1) creation of a set of web-pages within the declarative

specification of the used problem solver – with formation
of content for each page;

2) development of interface controller agent, which must
implement the logic for processing ui requests.

IX. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Let’s highlight the main features that distinguish the de-
scribed technology for the development of cloud services and
their components from other available solutions.

The possibility to include domain experts in the process
of developing knowledge bases and databases. The proposed
technology supports a two-level ontological approach to the
formation of information resources. Its feature is a clear sepa-
ration between the ontology and the knowledge base (database)
formed on its basis. The ontology (metainformation) sets not
only the structure and terminology for a knowledge base,
but also the rules for its formation, control of the integrity
and completeness. The ontology is formed by a knowledge
engineer (possibly in cooperation with domain expert) with
the use of the ontology editor. On its basis, a UI is automat-
ically generated that allows domain experts to create (form)
knowledge bases and databases without involving professional
intermediaries. All information resources have a semantic
representation that is understandable to domain experts.

Providing reuse of ontologies and problem solvers.
A clear separation between ontology and knowledge bases
(databases) also provides another significant advantage. When
an ontology is formed – the solver is designed in its terms.
Then using this ontology, an arbitrary number of knowledge
bases can be developed and their binding with the solver
(which is integrated with UI and plays the role of KBS shell)
makes the new KBS. So this moves us from developing of
specific KBSs each time from a scratch to developing of shells
first which can then be used with different knowledge bases
to comprise different KBSs. Thus, the ontology and the solver
are reused for a whole class of problems.

Modification of knowledge bases without changing the
problem solver’s code. This is also provided by the separa-
tion between the knowledge base and its ontology, the lack
of domain knowledge in the solver. The ontological solver
is implemented not as an inference in calculus, but as an
algorithm that traverses the knowledge base in accordance with
its ontology to match statements in the knowledge base with
the input data and, thus, consistently confirming or refuting
elements of knowledge.

Transparency and maintainability of problem solvers.
The development of KBS solvers is based on the processing
of hierarchical graphs of concepts, which makes it possible to
create a set of common APIs (application programming inter-
faces) for working with such graphs. Based on the specifics
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of the problem, the expected repeatability of their smaller
subproblem, the developer can choose software components
that will provide a more transparent architecture of solvers.
The use of an agent-based approach provides the possibilities
to parallelize the execution of subtasks, which is important for
problems with high solvation speed requirements.

It is important that the model (metainformation) of each
software component is hard-set and allows one to create
them using the common editor or its appropriate specialized
adaptations (Fig. 3). This increases components’ transparency
and maintainability, as it is known from software engineering
[22] that declarative components are easier to maintain than
procedural ones. A unified declarative representation of agents,
as well as message templates made it possible to automate the
creation (process of generation) of code templates for them.

The proposed technology is implemented on the IACPaaS
platform [12] – a cloud computing system for support of
development, control and remote use of multi-agent services.
Thus, it provides not only users with remote access to applied
intelligent systems but also developers with remote access to
appropriate tools for creation of such systems and their compo-
nents which make this process more automatic (Figs. 4, 5, 6).

Figure 3. Usage of the development toolkit for creating information and
software components of intelligent services.

Figure 4. UI fragment of the Service editor.

Currently, the IACPaaS platform has several hundreds of
users who, using the proposed technology, have created ontolo-
gies, knowledge bases, tools and problem solvers for various
domains: a set of tools for developing professional virtual

Figure 5. UI fragment of the Problem solver editor.

Figure 6. UI fragment of the Agent editor.

cloud environments [23], services for interactive verification
of intuitive mathematical proofs, underwater robotics, practical
psychology, agriculture and others. In particular, the formed
portal of medical knowledge includes a wide range of med-
ical ontologies, complex knowledge bases formed on their
basis (for example, the knowledge base for medical diagnosis
of diseases of various nosologies contains more than 130
000 concepts) and problem solvers (computer-based training
simulator using classical research methods in ophthalmology,
diagnosis of diseases [24], differential diagnosis of acute and
chronic diseases: infectious diseases, gastro-intestinal diseases,
hereditary diseases, diseases of the cardiovascular and respi-
ratory systems, etc.), the prescription of personalized medical
and rehabilitation treatment, etc.).

By now, users of the platform have created more than 2
thousands of resources, rough numbers are: almost 1750 infor-
mation resources (ontologies – 650, knowledge and data bases
– 1100) and 500 software components (problem solvers – 180,
agents – 250, message templates – 70). So we can say that
the active use of the platform demonstrates that the technology
proposed by the authors meets modern requirements for the
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development of viable KBS and fits the needs of users.
However, we continue to work on improving the platform

and technology for KBS development. Our main efforts are
aimed at creating tools for generating adaptive interfaces, tools
for intelligent user support and design automation. Special
attention is paid to the creation of specialized technologies
for developing classes of KBS and increasing the level of
instrumental support for various technologies. Important tasks
are the improvement of tools for safety and security of the
platform, of the common APIs for processing the storage
units and creation of high level abstraction operations for
information resources.
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Технология разработки жизнеспособных
интеллектуальных сервисов
В.В. Грибова, Ф.М. Москаленко,
В.А. Тимченко, Е.А. Шалфеева

Предложена технология разработки интеллектуальных
мультиагентных облачных сервисов. Ее ключевым аспектом
является независимая разработка баз знаний, пользователь-
ского интерфейса и решателя задач в виде ансамбля агентов,
а также их интеграция в интеллектуальный сервис. Техно-
логия реализована на облачной платформе IACPaaS, обес-
печивающей экспертно-ориентированное создание каждого
компонента сервиса с помощью соответствующего инстру-
ментария.
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Abstract—The paper is aimed at developing of a new
class of distributed artificial intelligence systems, namely,
cohesive hybrid intelligent multi-agent systems. The concept
of such systems was proposed in order to simplify the
integration processes of heterogeneous intelligent agents
created by various development teams. It is assumed that
the agents of such systems should be able to independently
agree on their goals, domain models and develop a problem-
solving protocol. This paper presents one of the elements
of the method for evaluating the cohesion of agents in the
system, namely, evaluating the consistency of the problem-
solving protocol.

Keywords—cohesion, hybrid intelligent multi-agent sys-
tem, team of specialists, protocol consistency

I. INTRODUCTION

The impossibility of constructing an omniscient agent
for solving practical problems, i.e. possessing all the
necessary abilities, knowledge and resources to solve
them [1], is one of the reasons for the emergence of the
multi-agent approach to developing artificial intelligence
systems. It assumes that an individual agent can have
only a partial view of the general problem and is able
to solve only some of its subproblems, and to tackle
the problem as a whole it is necessary to organize their
effective interaction.

Within the multi-agent approach, systems are devel-
oped to solve problems of varying degrees of modeling
complexity [2], which is largely due to differences in
approaches to the definition of the “agent” concept. In a
weak sense, an agent is a software or hardware imple-
mented system with the properties of autonomy, social
behavior, reactivity, and proactivity [3], [4]. Stronger
definitions of the “agent” concept imply endowing it with
such anthropomorphic qualities as knowledge, beliefs,
intentions, obligations and emotions [5]–[7]. This corre-
sponds to the social aspect of solving practical problems

The reported study was funded by RFBR according to the research
project №20-07-00104A.

in teams of specialists under the guidance of a decision
maker. To model such teams, the concept of hybrid
intelligent multi-agent systems (HIMAS) is proposed [2].

HIMAS is a hybrid intelligent system (HIS) [2],
elements of which are realized as autonomous agents
[1]. HIMAS, like HIS, integrate several artificial intel-
ligence technologies to obtain problem-solving method
overcoming disadvantages of its components and capable
to solve problems with high modeling complexity [2].
Like in multi-agent systems (MAS), in HIMAS relations
between agents and their environment are dynamically
rebuilt depending of roles played by agents in certain
conditions and interactions between them. Thus HIMAS
combine the positive aspects of hybrid intelligent and
multi-agent systems compensating their shortcomings
such as lack of autonomy of HIS’s elements and unclear
specification of MAS’s notion “agent”: HIMAS have to
contain heterogeneous intelligent agents with extensive
domain models and goal-setting mechanisms, modelling
the knowledge and reasoning of the relevant specialists
“at a round table”.

Traditionally, HIMAS were built by a single devel-
opment team, and the agents had a common domain
model, interaction protocol, and goals predetermined
by the system developers. If agents are created by
different independent development teams, a situation
may arise when agents “speak” in different languages,
use incompatible protocols, have conflicting goals and
domain models, which requires additional labor costs to
integrate them into a single system. To reduce labor costs
for the integration of heterogeneous intelligent agents,
it is proposed to implement mechanisms for modeling
the processes of uniting a team of specialists within a
new class of intelligent systems, namely cohesive hybrid
intelligent multi-agent systems (CHIMAS) [8]. They will
make it possible not only to synthesize a method for
solving a problem over a heterogeneous model field [2]
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and to imitate the group work of specialists [1], but also
to form a cohesive team of agents who understand each
other and share common goals and norms.

II. GROUP COHESION IN TEAMS OF SPECIALISTS

Group mechanisms in small groups, and in particular
in teams of specialists solving problems “at a round
table”, are studied within the group dynamics, i.e. the
social psychology direction created by K. Levin [9].
Group dynamics studies social tension, aggression and
discrimination, conflicts, leadership, psychological atmo-
sphere, adaptation in a group, forming and deviation
from group norms, group reaction, and others macro-
level phenomena and processes in groups of people.
One of important roles in group dynamics is played by
researches on cohesion, which cover the processes of
building of a single socio-psychological community in
the group, and emergence of team’s group properties
preventing violation of its psychological integrity [10].
Studies of various group types, such as sport, business
teams, military units and laboratory groups confirm the
increase in work efficiency, the uniformity of the contri-
bution of participants to the overall result and the stability
of the group with increasing cohesion, when norms of the
group behavior contribute to this [11]. Comprehensive
reviews of the current state of group cohesion research
are given in [12]–[16].

A. V. Petrovsky developed one of the most funda-
mental model in understanding the cohesion of groups
and teams [17]. According to his stratometric concept
(SC), cohesion of a small group of specialists consists
of three layers (strata), representing three levels of group
development:
• external level, at which emotional interpersonal re-

lationships are investigated [10], [18]–[22];
• value-orientational unity (VOU), which considers

the relations, mediated by joint activities that serve
as the basis for formation of the basic values unity
[10], [12], [17], [23]–[27];

• the core, which reveals the motives of the group
members’ choices of each other, mediated by com-
mon values that arise because members share the
team goals [10], [16], [20], [21], [25], [28]–[33].

The similarity of goals, unity of opinions, points of
view to the problem and group norms characterizing
cohesion should be distinguished from the conformity,
i.e. change in the behavior and attitudes of people
aimed at promoting the actions and decisions of others
[34]. Conformal behavior determines the appearance of
a groupthink, i.e. a style of thinking when the desire
for agreement among group members becomes more
important than a realistic assessment of the situation
and alternative solutions [35]. As shown in [36], the
emergence of a groupthink strongly depends on the type
of cohesion that exists in the group, and is typical mainly

for groups with a high cohesion of the external level (the
first stratum of the SC), due to emotional-interpersonal
relationships. The groups with predominance of the co-
hesion of the second and third levels of the SC, called
task cohesion in [36], show low levels of conformity and
groupthink.

III. COHESIVE HYBRID INTELLIGENT MULTI-AGENT
SYSTEM MODEL

Based on the HIMAS model [2], and taking into account
SC, the CHIMAS model can be formulated as follows:

chimas =< AG, env, INT,ORG,

{glng, ontng, protng} >,
(1)

where AG is the set of agents, containing decision-making
agent agdm, agents-specialists AGsp, agent-facilitator agfc

and other agents, presented in [8]; env is the model of the CHI-
MAS environment; INT is the set, described by expression (2),
of the elements formalizing agents’ interactions; ORG is the
set of CHIMAS architectures; {glng, ontng, protng} is the
set of conceptual models of macro-level processes, where glng
is the model of the goal coordination by agents among them-
selves, ensuring cohesion at the core level of the SC; ontng is
the model of the agents’ ontologies negotiation, corresponding
to the exchange of knowledge, experience and beliefs between
specialists and modeling of the VOU level of the SC; protng is
the model of a cohesive problem-solving protocol development
by agents, which is relevant to the coordination of interaction
norms at the VOU level of the SC. Due to the absence of
an emotional component in CHIMAS agents, the stratum of
emotional interpersonal relationships is not considered.

The set INT of elements for structuring the interactions of
agents from formula (1) are described by the expression

INT = {protbsc, PRC,LANG, ontbsc, chn}, (2)

where protbsc is the basic protocol that ensures the interaction
of agents to form a cohesive interaction protocol to solve the
problems posed to CHIMAS; PRC is the set of elements for
constructing problem-solving protocol by agents-specialists and
the decision-making agent; LANG is the set of languages
for coding agents’ messages; ontbsc is the basic ontology,
described by expression (4), that provides agents’ interpretation
of the semantics of messages, when negotiating their ontologies
(domain models), goals, and constructing a cohesive problem-
solving protocol; chn is the degree of cohesion of agents,
described by expression (6).

An agent ag ∈ AG from formula (1) is described by the
expression

ag =< idag, glag, LANGag, ontag, ACT ag, protag >, (3)

where idag is the agent identifier; glag is the agent’s fuzzy
goal; LANGag ⊆ LANG is the set of languages, messages
in which can be read or written by the agent; ontag is the
agent’s ontology (domain model), described by the expression
(4); ACT ag is the set of actions implemented by the agent,
among which for agents-specialists and the decision-making
agent the goal negotiation actagglng , the ontology negotiation
actagontng , and the development of a cohesive problem-solving
protocol actagprotng are distinguished, that is ∀ag ∈ (AGsp ∪
{agdm})({actagglng, act

ag
ontng, act

ag
protng} ⊂ ACT ag); protag

is the model of the problem-solving protocol, developed by the
agent and described by expression (5).
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The action actag ∈ ACT ag of an agent ag ∈ AG is
described by the expression

actag =< metagact, it
ag
act >,

where metagact is the method for solving the problem; itagact is
the intelligent technology, within which the method metagact is
implemented.

Thus, the CHIMAS function is described by the expressions

actchimas =

( ⋃
ag∈AG∗

ACTag

)
∪ actcol,∣∣∣∣∣ ⋃

ag∈AG

⋃
act∈ACTag

itagact

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ 2,

where actcol is the collective function of CHIMAS, constructed
by the agents dynamically in accordance with the developed
problem-solving protocol; the condition requires that at least
two intelligent technologies to be used [2].

The model of basic ontology ontbsc from expression (2) and
agent ontologies ontag from expression (3) are described by
the expression [37]

ont =< L,C,R,AT, FC, FR, FA,Hc, Hr, INST >, (4)

where L = Lc ∪ Lr ∪ Lat ∪ Lva is the lexicon, i.e. the set
of lexemes consisting of subsets of lexemes denoting concepts
Lc, relations Lr , attributes Lat, and their values Lva; C is the
set of concepts; R : {C×C} is the set of relationships between
concepts, the first component of the relationship tuple is called
the domain dm(r) = proj1(r), and the second is the range of
values rn(r) = proj2(r) of the relationship; AT : C×Lva is
the set of concepts’ attributes; FC : 2L

c

→ 2C is the function
linking the lexicon with concepts; FR : 2L

r

→ 2R is the
function linking the lexicon with relationships; FA : Lat →
AT is the function linking the lexicon with attributes; Hc =
C × C is the taxonomic hierarchy of concepts; Hr = R × R
is the hierarchy of relations; INST is the set of instances,
each of which is a concept of a single volume or a “ground-
level”, specific element of a concept [38]. Functions FC and
FR assume that, in general, one lexeme can correspond to
several concepts or relationships, and, conversely, one concept
or relationship can be described by several lexemes.

The protocol protag (3), constructed by agents from a set
of elements PRC (2), defines a scheme (distributed algorithm)
for the exchange of information, knowledge and coordination
of agents [39]. It is described by the expression

protag =< ROL,MTP,MRC, sch >, (5)

where ROL ⊆ C is the set of ontology concepts that describe
the roles of agents; MTP ⊆ C is the set of ontology concepts
describing the types of messages transmitted by agents; MRC
is the correspondence of pairs of agent roles and admissible
types of messages for each pair; sch is the model of the
message exchange scheme between pairs of agent roles, which
determines the reaction of the agent playing the role to each
type of messages, and their sequence.

When describing the message exchange scheme model sch
from expression (5), the formalism of Petri nets is used [40]

pn =< PL, TR, IR >,

where PL ⊆ C is the set of places; TR ⊆ C is the set of
transitions; IR ⊆ (PL× TR) ∪ (TR× PL) is the incidence
relationship.

Messaging scheme is a multi-agent interaction protocol net
(MIP-net), consisting of a set of synchronized Petri nets, which

can be divided into two types: agent workflows net an (A-
net) and interaction protocol net ipn (IP-net) [41]. A-net is a
connected Petri net, in which there is a source-place, indicating
the beginning of the process, and a sink-place, denoting the
end of the process. IP-net is a Petri net, containing an input
transition, before which there are no other elements of the
network, a set of output transitions, after which there are no
other elements of the network, as well as two disjoint subsets,
the transitions of each of which are connected by synchronous
communication elements trSC ∈ TRSC with transitions of
the A-net, corresponding to the subset, based on multiple
synchronization relationships RSC .

Thus, the messaging scheme sch is a multi-agent interaction
protocol network (MIP-net), defined by the following expres-
sion [41]:

schag =< AN, IPN, TRSC , RSC , RAC,MRIPC >,

where RAC ⊆ ROL × AN is the mapping of the set of
agent roles to the set of A-nets; MRIPC ⊆MRC× IPN is
the mapping of the correspondence of pairs of agent roles and
admissible types of messages for each pair to a set of IP-nets.

IV. EVALUATING AGENT COHESION

The key characteristic describing the CHIMAS state is the
degree of cohesion of its agents

chn =< gls, onts, protc >, gls, onts, protc ∈ [0, 1], (6)

where gls is the degree of similarity of agents’ goals; onts
is the degree of similarity of the agents’ ontologies; protc is
the degree of consistency of the problem-solving protocol. It is
used as an optimality criterion when negotiating goals actagglng

and ontologies actagontng , as well as developing a problem-
solving protocol actagprotng . In addition, it is necessary when
implementing the function of the agent-facilitator to analyze
the current decision-making situation in CHIMAS.

The cohesion chnag
i j of a pair of agents agi, agj ∈ (AGsp∪

{agdm}) is evaluated by calculating the corresponding com-
ponents of the tuple, that is glsagi j , ontsagi j and protcagi j . The
cohesion values of each pair of CHIMAS agents form a matrix
CHNag of tuples defined in accordance with expression (6).

As a result, the cohesion of CHIMAS as a whole is described
by the expression

chnchimas =

nex+1∑
i=1

nex+1∑
j=1,j 6=i

chnag
i j

(nex+ 1)nex
.

The degree of cohesion of CHIMAS as a whole is necessary
for the agent-facilitator to assess the current decision-making
situation and to choose the methods of influencing the agent-
specialists and the decision-making agent in order to increase
the efficiency of their work. Agent-facilitator have to set
up collective behavior methods, that increase cohesion, when
agents are disunited, i.e. have incompatible goals, ontologies
and problem-solving protocol models, and decrease it, when
agents are too similar to prevent conformal behavior. For this,
the agent-facilitator uses a fuzzy knowledge base about the
required level of cohesion, depending on the characteristics of
the problem, the stage of its solution and the assessment of the
current situation in CHIMAS. The fuzzy knowledge base is
developed based on the results of solving problems of various
classes by CHIMAS.

The model gls for evaluating the degree of similarity
of agents’ goals is presented in [42]. The model onts for
evaluating the degree of similarity of agents’ ontologies is
considered in [43]. The model protc for evaluating the degree
of consistency of problem-solving protocols is considered in
the following section.
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V. EVALUATING PROBLEM-SOLVING PROTOCOL
CONSISTENCY

To determine the similarity of problem-solving protocols,
developed by different agents, it is required to calculate the
similarity of each of the components of the tuple (5). For this
purpose the measure of similarity of two concepts is introduced
as the geometric mean of their lexicographic LSC (8) and
taxonomic similarity TS (9)

SC(ck, cm) =
√

LSC(ck, cm)TS(ck, cm). (7)

The lexicographic similarity of concepts LSC is determined
by the expression

LSC(ck, cm) = LSL(FC−1(ck), FC−1(cm)), (8)

where FC−1 : C → Lc is the function, inverse to FC,
that establishes a correspondence between the concept and the
lexeme describing it; LSL is the similarity of lexemes defined
by the expression

LSL(lk, lm) = max

(
0, 1− ed(lk, lm)

min(|lk|, |lm|)

)
,

where ed is Levenshtein’s editorial distance [44], defined as the
number of characters that must be added, removed, or changed
to make one lexeme from another.

To evaluate the taxonomic similarity TS of concepts, the
measure is used, which is based on the upper cotopy, i.e. a set
of vertices containing all the overlying vertices (superconcepts)
in the taxonomic hierarchy Hcon with respect to a given vertex
and the vertex itself [45]

UC(c,Hc) = {ck ∈ C|Hc(c, ck) ∨ (c = ck)}.

The taxonomic measure of the concept similarity is the ratio
of the number of common superconcepts of both vertices to
the number of all superconcepts of both vertices

TS(ck, cm, Hc
k, H

c
m) =

=
|FC−1(UC(ck, H

c
k)) ∩ FC−1(UC(cm, Hc

m))|
|FC−1(UC(ck, Hc

k)) ∪ FC−1(UC(cm, Hc
m))| .

(9)

Thus, to evaluate the degree of similarity of the first compo-
nents of the tuples, describing the problem-solving protocol
(5), namely, the sets ROLag

i , ROLag
j of concepts-roles of

agents, the correspondence, based on the measure of similarity
of concepts (7), is established between the roles, used in the
description of the protocol by each agent,

MRLi j = {(u, v)|(u, v) ∈ ROLag
i ×ROLag

j ∧
∧v = argmax

v′∈Cj

SC(u, v′) ∧ u = argmax
u′∈Ci

SC(u′, v)}. (10)

Based on the correspondence (10), the similarity of the sets
of concept-roles is determined as follows

ROLS(ROLag
i , ROLag

j ) =
∣∣MRL−1

i j

∣∣ ∗
∗

∑
mrl∈MRLi j

SC (proj1(mrl), proj2(mrl)) . (11)

To evaluate the degree of similarity of the sets MTP ag
i ,

MTP ag
j of concept-types of messages the correspondence,

based on the measure of similarity of concepts (7), is estab-
lished between the types of messages used in the description
of the protocol by each agent,

MMTi j = {(u, v)|(u, v) ∈MTP ag
i ×MTP ag

j ∧
∧v = argmax

v′∈Cj

SC(u, v′) ∧ u = argmax
u′∈Ci

SC(u′, v)}. (12)

Based on the correspondence (12), the similarity of the sets
of message types is determined as follows

MTPS(MTP ag
i ,MTP ag

j ) =
∣∣MMT−1

i j

∣∣∗
∗

∑
mmt∈MMTi j

SC (proj1(mmt), proj2(mmt)) . (13)

When evaluating the degree of similarity of correspondences
MRCag

i , MRCag
j between pairs of agents’ roles and admis-

sible types of messages for each pair, abbreviated correspon-
dences are preliminarily formed between compatible pairs of
roles and types of messages of both agents

MRC∗i = {(t, u, v)|(t, u, v) ∈MRCag
i ∧

∧t ∈ proj1(MRLi j) ∧ u ∈ proj1(MRLi j)∧
∧v ∈ proj1(MMTi j)},

(14)

MRC∗j = {(t, u, v)|(t, u, v) ∈MRCag
j ∧

∧t ∈ proj2(MRLi j) ∧ u ∈ proj2(MRLi j)∧
∧v ∈ proj2(MMTi j)}.

(15)

On the basis of expressions (15), the degree of similarity of
correspondences MRCag

i , MRCag
j between pairs of agents’

roles and admissible types of messages for each pair is deter-
mined in accordance with the expression

MRCS(MRCag
i ,MRCag

j ) =

∣∣MRC∗i ∩MRC∗∗j
∣∣∣∣MRC∗i ∪MRC∗∗j
∣∣ , (16)

where MRC∗∗j is the correspondence (15) expressed using the
most similar concepts of the agent agi by the formula

MRC∗∗j = {(MRL−1
i j (t),MRL−1

i j (u),MMT−1
i j (v))|

(t, u, v) ∈MRC∗j }.
The calculation of the degree of similarity of the message

exchange scheme is performed on the basis of the notion of
the transition adjacency relation (TAR) [46]. The TAR in a
Petri net defines a set TAR of ordered pairs < tri, trj > of
transitions that can be performed one after another. Suppose
there are two Petri nets pni, pnj of type A or IP, for which
TARs TARi, TARj are constructed in accordance with the
algorithm proposed in [47], then the similarity of two nets based
on the measure of similarity of their TARs is determined by
the expression

PS(pni, pnj) = |TARi ∩ TARj | |TARi ∪ TARj |−1.
(17)

Based on the similarity measure of Petri nets (17), the
similarity of the message exchange schemes is calculated in
accordance with the following expression

SCHS(schag
i , schag

j ) =

=

((
|MRLi j | |MRC∗i |

∣∣MRC∗j
∣∣)−1 ∗

∗
∑

mrl∈MRLi j

PS(proj1(RACi(proj1(mrl))),

proj1(RACj(proj2(mrl))))∗
∗

∑
mrc∈MRC∗i

PS(proj1(MRIPCi(mrc)),

proj1(MRIPCj(F
MRC
i j (mrc))))*

∗
∑

mrc∈MRC∗j

PS(proj1(MRIPCi(F
MRC
j i (mrc)),

proj1(MRIPCj(mrc)))

)1/3

,

(18)
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where FMRC
i j , FMRC

j i are the functions expressing the ele-
ments of correspondences (14) and (15) of each agent using the
concepts of another agent, which are calculated in accordance
with the following expressions

FMRC
i j (mrc∗i ) = (MRLi j(proj1(mrc∗i )),

MRLi j(proj2(mrc∗i )),MMTi j(proj3(mrc∗i ))),

FMRC
j i (mrc∗j ) = (MRL−1

i j (proj1(mrc∗j )),

MRL−1
i j (proj2(mrc∗j )),MMT−1

i j (proj3(mrc∗j ))).

As a result, the consistency of the problem-solving protocols
developed by each of the agents is determined based on
expressions (11), (13), (16), and (18) as the geometric mean
of the consistency of each of the components of the tuple (5)

protsagi j =
(
ROLS(protagi , protagj )MTPS(protagi , protagj )∗

∗MRCS(protagi , protagj )SCHS(protagi , protagj )
)0.25

.

Thus, the calculated value of the consistency of the problem-
solving protocols together with the values of the similarity of
goals [42] and agent ontologies [43] form the value of the
cohesion vector of agent pair (6). It is used both by agents-
specialists to estimate the interaction effectiveness, and by
the agent-facilitator to assess the problem-solving situation in
CHIMAS. Thanks to the elements of cohesion modeling in the
intelligent system, the behavior of agents is provided, which
allows to overcome disagreements and avoid conflicts caused
by differences in the models of the problem and the goals of its
solution. As a result, by analogy with the team of specialists,
CHIMAS dynamically develops a relevant solution method
every time a problem is solved. Testing of CHIMAS methods
is planned to be carried out on the example of the problem of
planning the restoration of the power supply system [48].

VI. CONCLUSION

The paper substantiates the need to model cohesion
processes in intelligent systems in order to reduce labor
costs when integrating agents created by various teams of
developers. The CHIMAS model is presented, the agents
of which have mechanisms for independent, without
the intervention of the system developers or its users,
agreeing the goals and ontologies, as well as developing
problem-solving protocol. The method for evaluating
cohesion and, in particular, the detailed description of
one of its parts, namely the evaluation of the consistency
of problem-solving protocols developed by the agents is
presented. This method makes it possible to model the
cohesion of the team at two of the three levels of the
stratometric concept of A.V. Petrovsky, simulating the
convergence of goals, the exchange of knowledge and
the development of common norms of behavior without
conformity, which allows CHIMAS to more relevantly
model the processes of solving problems by long-existing
teams of specialists.
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Метод оценки сплоченности гибридной
интеллектуальной многоагентной

системы: согласованность протокола
решения проблемы

Кириков И.А., Листопад С.В.

Работа направлена на построение нового класса
систем распределенного искусственного интеллекта,
а именно сплоченных гибридных интеллектуальных
многоагентных систем. Концепция таких систем была
предложена, чтобы упростить процессы интеграции
разнородных интеллектуальных агентов, созданных
различными коллективами разработчиков. Предпола-
гается, что агенты таких систем должны быть способ-
ны самостоятельно согласовывать свои цели, модели
предметной области и вырабатывать протокол реше-
ния поставленной проблемы. В настоящей статье пред-
ставлен один из элементов метода оценки сплоченно-
сти агентов системы, а именно оценка согласованности
протокола решения проблемы.
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Abstract—The paper discusses the conceptual aspects
of the modern understanding of semantic technologies,
semantic resources and semantic applications in artificial
intelligence. The basic terminology used in this field is
analysed. On base of this analysis definitions of the main
components of semantic technologies are proposed. Main
attention is paid to differentiation of elements based on
semantics from other entities of intelligent information
systems. Proposed approach is approved on estimation of
examples of semantic software.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Semanticization as a direction of information technol-
ogy development: concepts, models and methods The
modern world exists in the information space, where
a huge number of intelligent information systems (IIS)
interact for solving a variety of problems. Ontology-
based semantic technologies (STs) allow to build pow-
erful applied IISs aimed on analysis and modeling of
complex objects and processes of different nature. The
development of such IISs is based on the results of
knowledge structuring in order to construct the schemes
of knowledge bases (KBs) and to define main subjects
and objects of IIS functional support. The IIS intelligence
depends on level of problem solving automation that is
based on general and specialized knowledge about user,
user current problem and adapting the problem solutions
to the current state of the information environment.
Such automation needs in integration of IISs knowledge
developed independently for various purposes.

From the point of view of the ontological approach, the
integration of different ISSs can be realized by mapping
and alignment of ontologies of individual ISSs. Such
operations can use an approach that combines different
ontologies through a top-level ontology, or relationships
can be established directly between elements of individ-
ual ontologies.

The quality of IIS integration depends on the proximity
of their ontologies and quality of their mapping that are
determined by the presence or absence of links, primarily
information ones, between ontological classes and in-
stances. Establishing such links is a separate complex

problem based on the use of background knowledge
acquired from various external information sources and
from domain experts, and on evaluation and normaliza-
tion of the obtained results.

Today, the semantization of information technologies
(IT) is one of the basic directions of their development
that has both a broad theoretical basis and significant
practical results related to the development of intelligent
applications in various fields. One of the most well-
known projects in this field is the Semantic Web that pro-
vides a large number of standards and tools for represen-
tation and processing of information at the meaning level.
Unfortunately, the popularity of this area causes a rather
incorrect use of terminology: such concepts as "artificial
intelligence", "knowledge processing", "semantics" are
applied to various types of software and information pro-
cessing methods. This determines the need to determine
more formally what models of data representation and
methods of information processing should be considered
as semantic ones, and what information technologies that
implement them are semantic, and what subset of intel-
ligent applications use semantics. Now much attention
is paid to this issue in scientific research [1] but at
present a single generally accepted point of view on the
basic concepts of semantic information processing is not
defined.

II. TASK DEFINITION

Development of semantic applications oriented on the
Web needs in more accurately defined terminology that
provide possibility of comparison and integration of vari-
ous methods, resources and services. On base of analysis
of existing approaches to definition of main compo-
nents used in semantic technologies and on experience
of development ontology-based applications we try to
define such concepts as semantic information resources,
semantic applications and semantic computing. These
definitions are aimed on differentiation of semantic-based
elements of IIS from the all spectrum of intelligent
software and methods of intellectualizing for considering
of their specifics.
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III. SEMANTICS OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Semantics is a part of several scientific disciplines
such as Knowledge Representation, Information Extrac-
tion, Information Retrieval, Computational Linguistics,
Artificial Intelligence and Knowledge Management. Such
different views imply very different views of cognition,
of concepts, and of meaning. Usually, efforts related to
formal semantics have involved limiting expressiveness
to allow for acceptable computational characteristics.

Various syntactic structures are used in IRs for knowl-
edge representation where these structures define seman-
tic interpretations associated with them.

Semantics can be classified into formal (explicit) and
informal (implicit) semantics. Formal semantics operate
on formal notation; informal described and transmitted
in natural languages (NL). The result of cognition of
an abstract object is semantics; and the consequence of
behavior is the semantics of execution. Implicit semantics
is either present in most IRs on the Web or can be
extracted from them with the help of Data Mining and
Machine Learning that provide acquisition of structured
knowledge or enrichment of existing structured formal
representations. Such semantics can be transformed into
formal one with human involvement. Formal semantics
definite meaningful interpretation of data for their ma-
chine processing [2].

Semantics is a section of logic devoted to the study of
the meaning of concepts and statements, as well as their
formal analogues — expressions (terms and formulas)
of different calculuses (formal systems) [3]. The tasks of
semantics, first of all, include the clarification of the most
important general concepts such as "meaning", "truth",
"interpretation", "model", etc. — up to general concepts
such as "set", "subject", "correspondence". A number
of important semantic problems are grouped around
the difference between the meanings and denotations
of concepts and between the meaning and significance
(truth) of statements. Properties related to the meaning
of concepts and statements are called intensional, and
properties related to the scope of concepts and the truth
values of statements are called extensional.

We can see that a lot of intelligent problems are not
semanic — for example, various logical games such
as chess, mahjong or kakuro. These tasks are solved
by fixed rules and don‘t use external information about
context of situation. Their solving don‘t need in some
knowledge about world and is based only on logical in-
ference. From other hand, other simple intelligent games
such as crosswords are semantic because they need in
matching of NL definitions of pictures with words that
satisfy some restrictions. For more complex tasks these
distinction are less evident and for software applications
can depend on realization.

In [4] semantic applications are defined as software
tools that explicitly or implicitly use domain semantics

to improve usability validity, and completeness. An ex-
ample of a semantic application is semantic information
retrieval systems that use synonyms, superclasses and
subclasses of domain terms from the relevant ontology
to enrich the search results by keywords. But it should
be noted that almost all software uses the knowledge of
developers about domain, but these knowledge can be
not formalized and represented explicitly. The main ad-
vantage of knowledge-based systems is the separation of
knowledge from means of their processing. The external
knowledge for the Web-oriented applications is usually
represented by ontologies.

IV. ONTOLOGICAL ANALYSIS AS AN INSTRUMENT OF
SEMANTIZATION

Most authors associate semantic technologies with
creation, use and processing of ontologies in semantic
applications (SAs) [4]. The knowledge contained into
the relevant ontologies should ensure the processing of
natural language (NL) information, data integration and
semantic search. Ontologies that can be used for these
purposes differ significantly in expressiveness, volume,
level of abstraction and means of representation.

Ontologies include the set of classes (concepts) and
descriptions of the various relations between them, as
well as the set of class individuals. Semantics of data
is defined by connection with element of description of
domain knowledge and meaning of this connection

Ontologies are usually divided into: 1) top-level on-
tologies that represent knowledge common to many
domain; 2) domain ontologies that describe the features
of some subject area; 3) ontologies of tasks that contain
the knowledge required to run a particular software. But
such division is quite conditional because domain scope
depends on the problem specifics and application usually
are based on some complex hierarchy of ontologies.

Ontologies are used to integrate data and knowledge,
and can also become the basis for a more intelligent user
interface – for example, the user communicates with the
program through NL queries interpreted with the help of
of ontology knowledge. However, the NL interface is not
a mandatory feature of the SAs.

Source of ontologies for semantic application is one of
important questions of semantic technologies. Retrieval
or generation of pertinent ontology is a task for domain
experts but technical features of such ontology are de-
fined by ISS developers. For some important domains
such as medicine, domain ontologies are recognized uni-
versally, but for specialized business and science sectors
fitting ontologies often do not yet exist and need to be
created. More often we have situation that some ontology
is developed for sufficiently near domain but it needs
in some reduction or expansion. An important issue
in the application of semantic technologies is finding
the pertinent domain ontology [5]. Although a number
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of ontology engineering methodologies developed in an
academic context are widely used for various practical
problems and are tested in the context of real-world or
corporate applications.

Thus, there is a problem of matching the user task
solved by IIS and a set of existing ontologies or infor-
mation resources (IRs) that can be used for generation
of domain ontologies (for example, semantically marked
IRs).

A. IRs used in semantic technologies
Effectiveness of STs depends of quality, relevance

and actuality of information that is processed by SAs.
Important factors of IR selection are their structuring
and semantization, use of generally accepted standards
and languages, etc.

Now the main part of information for IISs is provided
by the Web. The current Web is primarily a very large
number of hyperlinked documents. Part of them designed
for human reading is represented in HTML or more
controlled XHTML formats. But much of information
relating to real-world or abstract notions and the rela-
tionships between them is stored in relational and quasi-
relational SQL databases. Information processed by IIS
can be trusted, dynamic, transparent, user-friendly [6].

Semantic information resource (SIR) is a term that
needs in more detail definition. Every IR is a set of one
ore more documents that can be stored and used by ISs.
IR contains some information (at least its name and size)
that can be interpreted into some meaning. But in sphere
of semantic technologies SRs correspond to some non-
empty subset of all available data and IRs.

SIRs can use various terminological and lexical re-
sources, KBs, ontologies and other SRs. Such SRs
include some formal semantic components that define
relations between content and formal semantic repre-
sentation. The paper [7] analyzes the approach to in-
formation processing at the semantic level oriented on
processing of NL. Various researchers combine term
“semantic resources” with lexics, annotations, thesauri,
etc. Researchers analyse semantics of NL entities on base
of NL documents and single out such three components
of ST: 1) ontologies; 2) models of NL entities; and 3)
semantic IRs.

In our research we have to process different types of
information objects (IOs) (their composition is defined
by problem) of different levels of complexity, where
NL-entities represent only one of the elements along
with multimedia IOs and structured IOs. Information
about individuals of IOs them can be contained into
heterogeneous IRs – NL texts, multimedia (video, audio,
images), structured and semi-structured components and
links between them. Knowledge about IO structure and
relations can be represented by ontologies too but we
can consider other representations (for example, rules,
decision trees or semantic networks).

IRs used by STs in general can be described by
combination of three main components:

• KBs (external and internal) that define main con-
cepts, their features and relations;

• IO models that define structure of typical elements
processed by application;

• IRs that contain information about these IOs (ex-
plicitly or implicitly).

KBs represent the upper level of abstraction of the
application knowledge structure. For example, domain
ontology define the set of concepts that can be used
by application, their possible and illegal relations and
parameters. Expressiveness of knowledge representation
is defined by selected formal language. IO models repre-
sents the structure and elements of those typical elements
that are processed by application in terms of selected KB.
For example, ontology classes can become the base of
corresponding typical IO.

Level of IRs identifies what types of sources can
process IS to take information about individuals of IOs.
For semantic IRs such information can be extracted auto-
matically. Structures but not semantic IRs need in explicit
linking of data fields with IO properties. Non-structured
IRs require various specialized means of processing that
depend on IR data (for example, methods of image
recognition for pictures, speech recognition for audio
and text recognition for scan copies of text documents,
NL processing for text documents). Semantization of
IRs reduces the computational complexity of algorithms
used by SAs and provides processing of the task-specific
aspects of data only.

If we consider these components on the example
of Wiki resource based on Semantic MediaWiki, an
ontology provides structure and concepts of domain
knowledge for semantic markup terms, IO models are
represented by templates of typical IOs, and semantic
IRs are individual Wiki pages and arbitrary sets of such
Wiki pages. It should be noted that in this case not only
NL content is used, but also multimedia IOs and their
metadata.

Different types of IRs such as taxonomies, vocab-
ularies, thesauri or ontologies can be used as SRs if
they have means of their simultaneous use [8], and their
semantic interoperability consists in preventing problems
of misunderstandings between users by taking into ac-
count the semantics associated to the data, and ensuring
exchanged information share the same meaning. SRs
can be heterogeneous and their analysis can be imple-
mented at different levels. For NL such levels are syntax
(representation format), structure (data organization) and
semantics (different points of view).

The Semantic Web project proposes a set of languages
for knowledge representation such as Resource Descrip-
tion Framework (RDF) [9] and Web Ontology Language
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Figure 1. IRs used in semantic technologies.

Figure 2. IRs used in semantic technologies.
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(OWL) [10]. Every IR specified by means of RDF or
OWL is SR.

Some researchers base definition of SR on context [11]
where context of IO (i.e. an object, an event or a process)
is considered as a collection of semantic situational infor-
mation that characterizes features of this IO and its rela-
tions with other IOs. Contextual information can include
metadata of IRs, links with other knowledge descriptions,
models of IOs, etc. Examples of SRs that use different
types of knowledge are considered in [7][xx] : Wiki and
Web resources accessed by information retrieval systems
(IPS). But this work doesn‘t propose definition of SRs.

In this study, we distinguish the following types of
IRs that can be used by SA: SRs -– IRs with elements
(content and/or metadata) that contain elements of se-
mantic markup for clear connection of the IR fragments
with domain concepts formalized by some knowledge
representation means; non-semantic IRs -– all other IRs
where information is not explicitly related to domain
concepts (but such relationships can be determined by
various means of analysis such as Text mining).

The main difference between SRs and non-semantic
IRs deals with unambiguous interpretation of their se-
mantics with the help of external standards and KBs.
SRs have clear references to the formally described
knowledge about the semantics of their structuring -
– ontology, taxonomy, thesaurus, Examples of SRs are
metadata of the Dublin Core standard, semantic Wiki
resources based on Semantic MediaWiki, multimedia IRs
with metadata in the MPEG-21 standard. etc.

V. MODELS OF SEMANTICS

Models of semantics (MSs) depend on IO and IR
specifics and on modelling approaches. Various models
are oriented on some type of information (NL text,
multimedia, images, structured data, etc.). Such models
reflect the specific features of information type. Models
of semantics of NL-entities in [7] contain models of se-
mantic primitives, texts and their comparison. They have
various expressiveness that depends on IIS purposes.
For example, NL text can be represented as a semantic
net that connect all words for every simple or complex
sentence on base of syntax analysis but the same text can
be represented as a set of links between sentences.

Other MSs are oriented on some fixed type of IOs
(or group of connected IOs). Examples of such MSs are
user profiles used by learning SAs that can be exported
from one IIS to another by matching of corresponding
ontologies [12]. Even the most typical characteristics of
the users can be modelled by user profiles with various
terms and categories that causes need in standardization
of user profiling.

The examples of these standards are DCMI has several
elements for defining different categories (roles) of users
with respect to a document( Dublin Core Metadata

Initiative and FOAF (Friend of a Friend) -– an RDF-
based general-purpose model for description of users on
the Web. Many of them use ontological representation of
knowledge. For example, FOAF is a lightweight ontology
aimed at creating an annotated network of homepages for
people, groups, companies, etc. It is implemented in RDF
Schema and contains such basic classes as agent, person,
organization, group, project, document, image, as well as
some basic properties of instances of these classes.

Now a lot of standards are developed for represen-
tation of metadata for various types of IRs. They can
be considered as SRs too. For example, Dublin Core
is an example of a lightweight ontology that is used
to specify the characteristics of electronic documents.
Now this ontology is most widely applied for metadata
semantization.

An other example of universal MSs are templates
from Semantic MediaWiki that formalize the structure,
categories and semantic properties of Wiki page with
arbitrary content. Use of ontologies in creation of MSs
makes them more interoperable and simplifies integration
of different modelling approaches.

To model IOs with complex structure we can use mod-
els of simple and complex IOs (CIO), as well as methods
of CIO. CIOs are formed by the meaningful relations
between simpler IOs. For example, CIO “Family” can be
formed by relations “child-parent” and “married” applied
to CIOs “Person” and by relation “address” for CIO
“place of residence”.

On base of above analysis we propose following
definition: SIR as IR where elements of content or IR
in whole are connected explicitly with elements of some
formalized representation of knowledge with unambigu-
ous semantic interpretation. Examples of such SIRs are:
1) IRs with semantic markup where ontology classes are
used as markup tags; 2) documents with metadata based
on standards defined by ontologies.

VI. ALGORITHMS USED IN SEMANTIC
TECHNOLOGIES

Structuring of information is one of the ST tasks
that helps in selection of important for user attributes.
Such attributes can be considered as information factors
acquired from data by various machine learning (ML)
algorithms, means of Data Mining and other elements
of artificial intelligence (AI) such as pattern recognition
and logical inference.

Instruments that are used for analysis of SR content
from the point of view of Data mining depend on
specifics of these resources, means of their semantization
and goals of analysis. For example, NL documents can
be processed by Text Mining methods.
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VII. SEMANTIC COMPUTING AND SEMANTIC
APPLICATIONS

Semantic computing (SC) is a term used to describe
a set of methods, algorithms, and software used to
process data based on their semantics, which are uniquely
defined and interpreted. This research direction is based
on success in three areas:
• methods and means of practical engineering of

ontologies as structures for integration and repre-
sentation of heterogeneous distributed knowledge
and data that make knowledge and data equally
accessible to both man and computer;

• use and retrieval of the Web IRs with varying
degrees of structuring as a universal source of
knowledge about the meaning of concepts, words
and other entities;

• methods, algorithms and tools for processing and
analysis of large amounts of data [13].

SC combines different disciplines — multimedia com-
puting, Semantic Web, soft computing [14], Cognitive
calculations, computational intelligence, computational
linguistics, etc. The use of SC allows to link infor-
mal intentions of people with content that may contain
structured and semi-structured data, multimedia, natural
language text, programs, services, and so on. Use of SC
helps to disseminate traditional IT of character process-
ing and content syntax in the direction of knowledge
processing.

SAs are those software tools where the components
of formal models at the conceptual level are described
by formal knowledge representation, for example, by
set of concepts and relations of pertinent ontology, and
data transformation processes are performed with use
of semantic computing. Some authors [xx] associate SC
only with NL processing, for example, in semantic clus-
tering and classification problems. However, although
methods for establishing the semantics of text entities,
their comparison with the use of semantic proximity
measures are used in many SAs, but there is a large
number of other SAs that process structured information,
multimedia, etc.

In [7] semantic applications are defined as software
that explicitly or implicitly use the domain semantics.
But such definition does not make it possible to divide
arbitrary software into semantic and non-semantic be-
cause implicit domain semantics is used in some way by
almost any software. The main criterion for identifying
software as a SA as a separation of KB from the means
of knowledge processing, i.e. clear representation of
both semantics.Therefore, we propose to use the term
“semantic application” only for software where domain
knowledge is separated from the built-in knowledge of
IIS and can be changed independently of the IIS itself.
Applications designed to solve problems that tradition-
ally belong to the field of artificial intelligence (AI) but

with knowledge that fully integrated into IIS and can
not be changed without software transformation, can be
considered intelligent or intellectualized, but are beyond
the scope of this research and are not considered as
semantic ones. The central component of any SA is KB
that contains knowledge about task. Interpretation of this
knowledge allows to obtain results that the user needs
and that can not be obtained without the use of this
knowledge (or which lack requires much more time and
calculations).

VIII. USE OF THE SEMANTIC WEB FOR SEMANTICS
APPLICATIONS

Recently, developers of distributed IISs exhibit a ten-
dency to transition from the use of relational databases
to ontological knowledge bases (KBs). This process
causes semantization of IISs and their transformation to
SAs with differentiation of interoperable knowledge and
formally described means of their processing on base of
common standards.

The Semantic Web [15] is a project that aims to
transform the Web information space into a distributed
KB and to ensure the interoperability of knowledge
representation. These goals require the use of generally
accepted standards in SAs for the languages of knowl-
edge representation and requests for them. For example,
semantic search can use ontologies that characterize the
user’s area of interest or describe his profile, and such
ontologies can be selected (by the user or developers)
regardless of the implementation of search and mapping
algorithms from any external repositories of ontologies.
Main components of the Semantic Web

The Semantic Web conception is based on tree main
elements -– ontologies [16] for knowledge representa-
tion, Web-services [17]for representation of knowledge
processing means and software agents [18] that can
activate Web-services for knowledge processing for the
benefit of users. In SAs ontologies are used for formal
modeling of the system structure, i.e. they define the rel-
evant objects, subjects of domain and relations between
them. Now domain ontologies are usually represented by
the OWL [10] language developed by the Semantic Web
initiative that is an add-on to the RDF language [11].
RDF provides information in the form of an oriented
marked graph. The basic elements of RDF are triplets
<subject, predicate, object>.

However, SAs are not equivalent to IISs based on the
Semantic Web standards: now many IISs use ontologies
as KBs but their usage is not a prerequisite for IIS
semantization. IIS can be based on other formalisms of
knowledge formalization which for some reasons better
meet the domain needs or already are accumulated in
previously created IISs and KBs.

SC is a computational methodology and computational
technology with machined descriptions of content and
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intentions proposed by [12] that provides communication
between the content of IRs and the user based on:
• semantic analysis of content for transformation of

arbitrary IRs into SIRs with semantically described
content;

• semantic integration of knowledge from content of
different SIRs with unified model;

• semantic services (for example, Web-services, se-
mantic search engines) and means or their integra-
tion oriented on user tasks;

• semantic user interface that process NL requests
provide user-friendly representation of processing
results (visualization, structuring).

SC models and implements computational structures
and behavior at the level of semantics or knowledge
that exceeds the level of symbolic data with use of such
categories as “to be”, “to have” and “to do”.

The semantics of "being" defines the meaning of the
equivalent relationship between unknown and known
entities or concepts. The semantics of "mother" gives
meaning to the structure or compound essence. The
semantics of "do" gives meaning to the action or behavior
of a system or person.

Formalization of semantic computations is considered
in [20] Is defined in terms of objects, their attributes,
relationships and content.

This ontology represents main components of semantic
technologies and relations between these components.
Ontology can be expanded by links to external ontologies
that define more precisely some particular aspects of this
research sphere. For example, “inductive inference” can
be specified by ontology of inductive modeling algo-
rithms that by-turn can be supplemented with ontology
of by The Group Method of Data Handling (GMDH)
linked with individuals of methods, their properties and
software realizations [21].

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

To test the correctness of proposed definitions we
apply them to various ISSs and IRs that we develop.
Such decision is explained by reason that we don‘t
know exactly all characteristics of IRs and ISS of other
developers and don‘t sure of meanings of concepts in
their manuals.

We consider three IISs: e-learning system M(e)L for
distant control of student skills by formal model of
domain knowledge [22], information retrieval system
MAIPS [23] oriented on personified user needs and
advisory system AdvisOnt [24]. All these IISs use ex-
ternal ontologies (in OWL) that can be changed by any
others according to changes of user needs without any
changes of software and apply ontological knowledge for
processing of user requests. Therefore we can designate
them SAs. We also consider some IRs on base of Se-
mantic MediaWiki (for example, portal version of Great

Ukrainian Encyclopedia e-VUE) where we take part in
development of the KB structure [25]. Markup of Wiki-
pages is based on terms from pertinent ontology, and
content elements are connected explicitly with ontology
classes by semantic properties connected with ontology
relations. Therefore we can consider this IRs as SIR.
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Семантизация развития
информационных технологий: понятия,

модели и методы
Рогушина Ю.В.

Рассматриваются концептуальные аспекты анализа
современных семантических технологий, семантиче-
ских ресурсов и семантических приложений. Предла-
гаются определения основных компонентов, использу-
емых в семантических технологиях, и анализируются
связи между ними. Основное внимание уделяется от-
личиям между елементами информационных техноло-

гий, базируюзихся на семантике, от других элементов
интеллектуальных систем.Предлагается онтологиче-
ская модель компонентнов семантических технологий.

Онтологический анализ рассматривается как один
из наиболее широко используемых инструментов се-
мантизации. Анализируются проблемы использования
онтологий в различных интеллектуальных системах
и специфика их применения в семантических при-
ложениях. Рассматриваются примеры семантических
ресурсов Веб и их связь с онтологиями (в частности,
семантические Вики-ресурсы).
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Abstract—We analyze main characteristics of modern
semantic technologies and consider specifics of their com-
ponents used for development of the Web-oriented advisory
systems. Ontological analysis is used for representation
of distributed background knowledge about users, their
professions, competencies, lifelong learning ouecomes, etc.,
and standards of the Semantic Web project provide the
technological foundation for creation of intelligent advisory
applications.Validation of learning outcomes of informal
and non-formal learning needs in semantic matching of user
profiles with classifications of professions and qualifications.

On base of this research we propose models and means
for representation, acquisition and processing of knowl-
edge that make such systems more efficient and dynamic.
Methods for comparison of different advisory information
objects are based on atomic competences processing are
developed. Elements of artificial intelligence and machine
learning are used for construction of information objects
that are processed by advisory systems.

Advantages of proposed approach are demonstrated on
example of applied information system AdvisOnt developed
to combine the market of educational services with the labor
market that can use validation of the informal and non-
formal learning outcomes.

Keywords—ontology, semantic technologies, advizory sys-
tem

I. INTRODUCTION

The modern world exists in the information space,
where a huge number of intelligent information systems
(ISs) interact for solving a variety of problems. Over
the last years the Semantic Web and associated semantic
technologies have moved from the domains of research
and standards committees to the mainstream industry.
Development of the Web-oriented ISs shows a general
trend caused by growth of data volumes: transition from
the processing and storage of large amounts of data to
the processing and storage of more compact knowledge
with a much more complex structure based on various
methods, paradigms and technological solutions (such
research directions as Big Data, Internet of Things, Web
Mining). All of them apply semantization for different
steps of information processing and try to take into
account meaning of data and relations with domain
knowledge.

Ontology-based semantic technologies allow to build
powerful applied intelligent applications aimed on anal-
ysis and modeling of complex objects and processes
of different nature. Development of such intelligent ISs
(IISs) is based on the results of knowledge structuring
in order to construct the schemas of knowledge bases
and to define main subjects and objects of IIS func-
tional support. The intelligence of such ISs is related to
automation level of problem solving by use of general
and specialized knowledge about user, user problem
and adapting the solutions to the current state of the
information environment.

One of the most well-known projects of semantic tech-
nologies is the Semantic Web [1] aimed at is to transform
the Web into global knowledge base. It provides a large
number of standards and tools for representation and
processing information at the knowledge level. Semantic
Web is a powerful instrument for improving the effi-
ciency of distributed and shared access to information
and its use by intelligent applications [2]. The main
components of the Semantic Web are ontologies [3]
for representation of knowledge, Web services [4] for
knowledge processing and software agents to represent
individual needs of users [5]. This semantic technology is
supported by open standards that allow to formalize the
semantics of information resources (IRs) and software
tools for their search and processing: metadata descrip-
tion language RDF [6]; ontology representation language
OWL [7]; query language SPARQL [8] for RDF and
OWL.

Another interesting example of semantic technology is
OSTIS (Open Semantic Technology for Intelligent Sys-
tems) oriented on design of knowledge-driven IISs [9].
The basis of OSTIS technology is the semantic computer
code — the standard of semantic representation of infor-
mation in the IS memory. OSTIS provides integration
of heterogeneous applied artificial intelligence systems
based on open semantics and unifies knowledge repre-
sentation, machine learning, creation of algorithms and
methods for data processing. It aims formation of intel-
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ligent environments for human life (Internet of Things,
smart home, smart highways, Smart City, etc.). This
semantic technology can be used in design of various
ISs: intelligent control systems, reference (consulting,
advisory) systems, interactive textbooks and training
systems, processing of the Web of Things, etc.

Use of knowledge representation and processing meth-
ods depends on specifics of solved tasks. In addition,
domain of task defines sources of domain knowledge and
characterics of these sources. Semantic applications [10]
are a subset of intelligent ISs. In these work we an-
alyze the specifics of semantic ISs, their components
and features and demonstrate advanteges of semantic
technologies on example of he Web-oriented advisory
system AdvisOnt.

For this purpose we consider tasks dealt with com-
bining of the market of educational services with the
labor market that can solve problems caused by informal
and non-formal learning. Therefore we take into account
specifics of educational domain, its subjects and objects
and their relations into the labor market. We consider
open sources of information about them and methods of
their acquisitions and matching.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

We analyse main elements of semantic technologies
aimed on more efficient development of the Web-oriented
intelligent applications. Ontology-based approach pro-
vides a lot of advanages in development of applied
software but it makes calculations much more complex
and cumbersome. Therefore every practical task needs
in analysis of expedience of all components of semantic
technologies.

This problem we consider on example of advisory sys-
tem AdvisOnt that provides automated semantic meth-
ods for matching of qualifications and competences of
various information objects (IOs) – humans, organiza-
tions, learning courses, requirements of employer etc.
Ontology of competencies and methods for processing of
atomic competences become the ground for integration
of such objects described by different terms from various
qualification systems. Therefore this system needs in
external knowledge sources and in non-trivial methods of
their processing, and use of the Semantic Web standards
supports these possibilities that can‘t be achieved in other
ways.

III. LIFELONG LEARNING AND VALIDATION OF ITS
RESULTS

Lifelong learning is a key factor in personal and
professional development of human [11]. Validation of
the results achieved in the process of non-formal and
informal learning (knowledge, skills, competencies, etc.)
with use of open educational resources is necessary for
access to the labor market and lifelong learning [12].

Employer organizations, trade unions, chambers of com-
merce and industry, national bodies involved in the
recognition of professional qualifications, employment
services, youth organizations, education providers, and
civil society organizations are the most interested parties
in providing opportunities for the recognition of non-
formal and informal learning.

Official recognition of non-formal and informal learn-
ing outcomes obtained outside formal learning systems
of partial qualifications has to take into account all
outcomes obtained by persons in process of lifelong
learning. Information about these outcomes can be pro-
posed by person or be acquired from various external
sources. The procedure of recognition consists of the
following mandatory steps:

1) submission of documents that directly (such as
educational declaration) or indirectly (such as re-
ports, articles, descriptions of projects etc.) certify
learning outcomes of person;

2) creation of group that can determine the possibility
of forms and terms of attestation for recognition
of learning outcomes acquired in non-formal and
informal education;

3) attestation of these learning outcomes recognition.
After validation and formalization oriented on recog-

nition of the results of previous formal education such
outcomes are integrated with results of formal education
to transform all competencies of person into some inter-
operable representation. All stages of this process need in
external knowledge about learning domain that helps to
define meaningful relations between elements of learning
outcomes.

Learning outcomes of some person consist of his/her
knowledge, skills, abilities and competencies. Recogni-
tion of such outcomes that is achieved through non-
formal and informal (spontaneous) learning with the help
of various open educational resources is necessary for
semantic matching of resumes with vacancies of labor
market and propositions of learning organizations.

Rapid expansion of the information technologies, data
storage and software for the analysis of Big Data and the
Web resources sets fundamentally change the ways of
information interchange on the labor market. Subjects of
the labor market have possibilities to describe their pro-
posals and requirements through various informal char-
acteristics which are often intangible (e.g. team spirit,
social skills, leadership skills). Use of different terms to
describe such characteristics actualizes the problem of
comparing the semantics of such descriptions.

Validation of learning outcomes is aimed on recog-
nition of learning outcomes that involves confirmation
by the competent authority of the fact that such out-
comes obtained by a person are evaluated according to
certain criteria and meet the requirements of the standard.
Validation allows the recognition of learning outcomes
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obtained outside the institutions of formal learning (in
non-formal and informal education) and is necessary for
access to the labor market and lifelong learning [13].

The tools used in this process have to take into account
changes in the open world and be dynamic, and they need
in semantic retrieval components based on ontological
models of user and domain [14].

IV. SEMANTIC TECHNOLOGIES

Semantic technologies that are aimed at knowledge-
level processing of information can solve this problem
because they are able to formalize, analyze and process
the content of information resources (IRs). Now these
technologies based on the analysis of domain knowledge
and personal information about users are widely used in
development of various distributed applications.

Semantics allows to define explicitly meanings and
relations between domain concepts represented by data
(words, phrases, symbols, etc.) that depends on context.
For the same piece of information, semantics can be de-
fined differently depending on ontology used to formalize
the user’s view of the world. Ontologies can be used as
a formal, explicit specification of conceptualization of
terms at a certain level of details.

Semantic processing of information includes: methods
and means of integration and unified representation of
heterogeneous distributed knowledge and data; retrieval
and processing the Web resources as an universal knowl-
edge source of about meaning of information objects.

What technologies and IRs can be named “semantic”
at present is an open question that has not common
unified definition. Such situation is caused by specifics
of domains where various knowledge-based models and
methods are applied. Some researchers establish linkage
between semantic technologies and processing of natural
language, and others – with ontological analysis. In this
work we propose to use term “semantic technologies”
for such technologies of information processing that
distinguish external IRs as sources of knowledge and
methods used for automated analysis of this information.

One of the results of such processing is an achievement
of semantic compatibility of open educational IRs that
allows to use and integrate information about results of
non-formal and informal learning from different sources
and databases in various ISs.

Semantic technologies in general can be described
through a combination of three main components [15]:
ontologies; semantic resources; models of semantics of
NL-entities.

But this approach is concentrated on processing of
natural language (NL) IRs at the semantic level. In our
study we take into account more wide classes of IOs with
various structure defined by appropriate ontologies. For
example, advisory systems analyze people, organizations,
vacancies, learning courses, etc. that cam contain NL
definitions, multimedia elements and structured data.

Therefore from the point of view of creating semantic
applications, these three basic components form a hier-
archy where:

• ontologies and other knowledge bases (KBs) are
the upper level of abstraction of the knowledge
structure;

• IO models represent the intermediary level that
allows to distinguish typical IOs and their properties
and characteristics;

• semantic IRs are the lower level that provides in-
formation about individuals of classes.

Semantic IRs can have links between content elements
(IOs of various types and structure) and with elements
of IO models (for example, links with other Wiki pages
or with data). Meaning of links is provided by means
specific for IR representation and markup. For example,
Semantic MediaWiki uses semantic properties.

Structure of IO models can contain relations with other
IOs (for example, some IO of category “Person” has
semantic link with IO of category “Organizations” by
relation “Place of work”, and such link can be used into
page content only if is present into the IO model). IO
models can be formalized by various representations such
as templates and forms.

Domain ontologies contain classes and individuals
of concepts and formalize their properties and char-
acteristics. Hierarchy of components used by semantic
applications is demonstrated by Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Hierarchy of components of semantic applications.

Semantic IRs explicitly define relations between con-
tent elements and formalized knowledge representations.
Usually they use some common standards (such as
MPEG21 for multimedia) or problem-specific domain
ontologies.

Semantic Wiki resources are Wiki IRs with underlying
model of the knowledge described in its pages. Widely
used semantic markup of the Web resources is realized
by various intelligent extensions of the Wiki resources
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(such as Semantic MediaWiki, OntoWiki, IkeWiki, Se-
manticXWiki, and KawaWiki). There is a number of
Wiki software that provides semantic functionality. Some
of them are standalone Wiki applications, and others
are realized as extensions or plugging to standard Wiki
software. Semantic Wiki-based IRs differ in their degree
of formalization. Some of them support integration with
external ontologies (RDF and OWL) and can generate lo-
cal ontologies for group of the Wiki pages. For example,
Semantic Media Wiki provides to users such tools of se-
mantic structuring as categories and semantic properties.
Categories help to link Wiki pages with more general
terms and group them, and semantic properties allow
to define various semantic features and their values of
concept linked with some page. Categories and semantic
properties of the Wiki pages can be used as classes
and object properties of domain ontology, and names of
Wiki-pages – as individuals of ontology. Such domain
ontology can be built automatically by special functions
of Semantic Media Wiki or by special algorithms ac-
cording to personal needs of users. Unfortunately, there
is no logical or semantic restrictions on ontology building
in Semantic Media Wiki. Therefore ontologies provided
such possibilities remain the important content of seman-
tic technologies as a source of domain knowledge

V. ONTOLOGIES IN SEMANTIC TECHNOLOGIES

Ontological analysis is widely used now for formal
modeling of various domains [16]. Ontology provides a
formal explicit description of domain concepts (classes
and individuals), their properties, attributes and relations.
Moreover, ontology can contain some domain-specific
restrictions on use of all these elements and their combi-
nations. Modern intelligent applications use ontologies as
interoperable knowledge bases [17]. where information
acquired by one ISS can be reused by other one.

The most high-usage languages of ontology represen-
tation are dialects of OWL (Ontology Web Language)
that differ by their complexity and expressiveness: from
OWL Lite to OWL Full. The most popular of them is
OWL-DL based on descriptive logics Ontology built on
OWL is a sequence of axioms and facts with the addition
of references to other ontologies associated with it.

A lot of oriented on the Semantic Web software
systems use ontologies as a base of domain knowledge
for semantic markup of various documents (NL texts,
Wiki resources, other semi-structures and structured
texts, multimedia context etc.). Popular representation of
information in Wiki resources can be semantizied in this
way. Advantages of the use of ontologies for semantic
representation for learning domain and competencies
([18], [19]) are analyzed by many researchers.

In order to support the process of validation of learning
outcomes in both formal and non-formal and informal
learning, the European Commission has developed a

free internet portal for multilingual classifier ESCO (Eu-
ropean Skills, Competencies, Qualifications and Occu-
pations) [20] that joins the labor markets of the EU
member states and allows jobseekers and employers to
communicate more effectively with definitions of skills,
training and work in all European languages. The main
elements of ESCO are professions, skills and qualifica-
tions related to the labor, education and training market in
the EU. ESCO allows users to determine what knowledge
and skills are usually required to work in a particular
profession. Each ESCO concept is associated with at
least one term in all ESCO languages. Thus, ESCO is
a source of information on competencies relevant to the
labor market in the international dimension, both for
the development of higher education standards and for
the review of educational programs in higher education,
given that professional standards are currently lacking in
many professions. ESCO is published as Linked Open
Data, and developers can use RDF format. In this work
we consider ESCO as source ontology for semantic
application that needs in information about structure of
skills and competencies.

VI. IOT AND BIG DATA SOURCES IN SEMANTIC
TECHNOLOGIES

Now devices of Internet of Things (IoT) generate a
significant amount of structured and unstructured data
(Big Data), that can be used in various semantic applica-
tions for building of user profiles with the help of based
on application of the Semantic Web methodologies and
best practices to the IoT data [21].

IoT software implementation for e-learning can
be based on wireless (sensor) networks and mobile
(portable, portable) computing platforms (smartphones,
tablet PCs, embedded computing modules). For example,
IoT application for the use of smart cards based on NXP
Semiconductors’ MAD Standard - MIFARE Application
Directory can be used in e-learning systems, Big Data
storage, ensuring the security of this data, personal or
group user authentication [22].

The use of smart cards has increased the level of
validation of non-formal and informal training for home
office employees to improve their competencies during
the quarantine period

VII. ADVISONT SYSTEM

Agricultural advisory systems are widely used now
for fast dissemination of agricultural knowledge and
information, introduction of modern scientific research
and technologies in production, mobility and constant
advanced training of agricultural specialists. Their im-
plementation becomes an important factor in competi-
tiveness of rural economy.

Development of the agricultural sector causes the
dissemination of modern knowledge among agricultural
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manufacturers, relevant and efficient training and in-
formation support of their employees. AdvisOnt is an
agro-advisory system that ensures consulting services
for the agricultural sector of economy. It implements
an ontological representation of advisory knowledge.
AdvisOnt provides formalization and harmonization of
semantic models of advisory objects with use of se-
mantic identification and documentation of non-formal
and informal learning outcomes and competence-based
representation of advisory IOs [23].

We consider this system because in analysis of se-
mantic application we need in information about realiza-
tion of knowledge base and methods of its processing.
Therefore we can propose objective information about
compliance to the Semantic Web requirements only for
those software where we participate in its design and
development.

A. General architecture of AdvisOnt

The general architecture of AdvisOnt defines relations
between main subjects of advisory activities (Fig. 2):
• applicant — person needed in some work in agricul-

tural domain and has a set of relevant competencies
and skills;

• employer — person or organization needed in em-
ployees for execution of some task or work on some
position;

• providers of learning services — organizations that
propose various (formal, non-formal and informal)
learning means for expansion of personal compe-
tencies;

• advisors — experts specialized in agricultural do-
main of fixer region that can use domain knowledge
for refinement of mutual interests of employers
and applicants and provides advising services if
applicant qualification needs in additional learning
according to employer demands.

AdvisOnt helps in interaction between expert-advisor
and other subjects by e-Extension interface and uses
external semantic IRs and knowledge bases: ESCO as
a source of structured representation of domains com-
petencies and qualifications; user profile ontology to
determine the structure of the applicant’s model; domain
ontologies containing facts and rules of specific agricul-
tural tasks; expert knowledge and soft skills used for
semantic formalization and matching of vacancies and
resumes; ontology of open online learning services (such
as Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) [24].

All classes of ESCO ontology used by AdvisOnt are
stored into Turtle file. SPARQL queries and connectors
are used for selection of skills and occupations from
this RDF repository. The answers of SPARQL queries
can be represented as result sets or RDF graphs. In
the same way, the results of requests are returned to
the RDF repository. Analysis of this ontology is used

to define semantic similarity estimates for competence
concepts [25].

Domain ontologies are integrated into the RDF repos-
itory with use of database of semantic graphs GraphDB.
This database complies with W3C standards and links
data from various sources, indexes them for semantic
search and uses elements of NL analysis. GraphDB
connectors provide fast search for keywords and aggre-
gations usually realized by external services with use
of synchronization on level of entities defined by URI,
properties and property values.

AdvisOnt can use IoT information about user informal
competencies and skills acquired from his/her mobile de-
vices to estimate time and quality of learning. Processing
of Big Data is not realized now but in future AdvisOnt
can import domain rules resulted from Big Data and their
metadata by other semantic applications and represented
on base of ontologies.

We can consider AdvisOnt as a semantic application
because it provides [26]:
• personified interaction for potential employers and

job seekers based on use of personal intelligent
agents;

• registration of vacancies and resumes with their
semantic analysis for formalized representation of
used terms (on base of NL texts markup by ESCO
ontology concepts);

• comparison of resumes and vacancies at the se-
mantic level with use of semantic similarity of do-
main terms semantic relations between professions,
knowledge, skills, competencies and qualifications
defined by ESCO ontology;

• personified search of educational services and train-
ing courses based on validation of learning out-
comes of formal, informal and non-formal level;

• comparison of training courses and programs with
professions on base of their atomic competen-
cies [22].

B. Semantic components of AdvisOnt

From the point of view of relations between compo-
nents of semantic technology we can AdvisOnt contains:
• external KBs represented by ESCO ontology,

MOOC ontology for learning courses, various agri-
culture domain ontologies and user profile ontolo-
gies from other IISs and internal ontology of com-
petencies and qualifications;

• IO models that formalize structure and features
of typical advisory IOs: competencies, skills and
professions, applicants, vacancies and resumes, etc.;

• IRs that contain semantic markup based on structure
of typical IOs and provide additional information
about individuals of classes: semantic Wiki re-
sources that can contain NL text and multimedia
(Fig. 3).
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Figure 2. General architecture of AdvisOnt advisory system.

C. AdvisOnt as a Semantic Web application

We can rate AdvisOnt as semantic application of
the because this IS conforms to the requirements of
the Semantic Web Challenge: Minimum requirements
of the Semantic Web application for AdvisOnt can be
interpreted like this:

1) data meaning plays a key role in its functioning:
AdvisOnt process meaning of vacancies and re-
sumes with use of ontologies to link various terms
with concepts and realize original non-trivial ap-
proach based on atomic competencies for matching
of IOs that cannot be obtained without analysis of
their semantics.

2) AdvisOnt uses ontologies and IRs from different

owners (ESCO, MOOCs, etc.) that can be hanged
by other ones (for example, by ontology of national
qualification system or other e-learning platform)
without changes of software, these sources are
heterogeneous syntactically (ontologies, Wiki IRs,
thesauri, etc.) and semantically (use different NL
languages and describe various domains), and con-
tain real-world data used by other commercial
applications.

3) Search for information is carried out in the real
information space of the Web: results of AdvisOnt
depend on user requests and actual information
retrieved from the Web about vacancies, resumes
and learning courses.

AdvisOnt works into the open information space, i.e.
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Figure 3. Example of Semantic Wiki resource pages (wiki.isofts.kiev.ua).

recommendations are not absolutely optimal but are
based on available data and knowledge of system. This
IS is based on processing of IRs that are represented on
languages developed by the Semantic Web -– RDF and
OWL.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We consider semantic approach to development of
advisory systems that provides methods and means of
integration and unified representation of heterogeneous
distributed knowledge and data. Analysis of the Web
semantic resources as an universal knowledge source of
about meaning of information objects helps in selection
of external information sources of advisory system.

Analysis of the development of modern ITs based on
knowledge shows the feasibility of using the Semantic
Web initiative in the development of applied IS for
validation of the on formal and non-formal learning
outcomes that can to combine the market of educational
services with the labor market. Conformity of developed
IS with requirements to the Semantic Web application
provides more flexible, intelligent and personified IS that
is oriented on processing into the open information space
and use of interoperable ontological knowledge.

In future we plan to develop more detailed models
of advisory IOs and use II methods for acqusition of
knowledge about these IOs from various Web IRs (such
as Big Data and IoT).
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Разработка консультирующих систем на
основе семантических технологий

Рогушина Ю.В., Гладун А., Прийма С., Строкань О.

Анализируются основные характеристики совре-
менных семантических технологий, рассматриваются
их компоненты, которые используются для создания
Веб-ориентированныъ консультирующих систем. Он-
тологический анализ используется как основа для
формирования фоновых знаний о пользователях, их
профессиях и компетенциях.

Стандарты Semantic Web обеспечивают технологи-
ческий базис создания интеллектуальных приложений,
поддеерживающих процесс консультирования. Вали-
дация результатов неформального обучения требует
сопоставления профилей пользователей с классифи-
каторами профессий и компетенций. на основе прове-
денного исследования предлагается модели и методы
представления, извлечеия и облаботки знаний, кото-
рые обеспечивают еффективность и динамичность раз-
рабатываемой системы. методы сопоставления инфор-
мационных объектов консультирования базируются на
сравнении наборов атомарных компетенций.
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Abstract—This article focuses on the problems of using
traditional languages in the work of the expert community,
especially if the field of problem setting and design of
complex systems, and on the steps taken nowadays and
in the history by the world civilization to resolve them.
The authors of the article believe that there has grown
up a need in a new language, which, on one hand, would
help to overcome the problems of translation, coordination
of the conceptual apparatus, raising the effectiveness of
communication between experts, and on the other hand,
to make a breakthrough in the evolution of software
development.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid development of computer technologies that com-
bine high computing power and low costs has led to the pene-
tration of these technologies into all spheres of human activity
and thus led to widespread digitalization. This, in turn, creates
a demand for the development of technologies, approaches and
methods that allow faster design and development of software
systems, with lower costs and with a higher degree of reliability.
A number of technologies have been developed for the design
of classic software systems in which both the data model
and business logic are hard-coded into the system itself. The
technologis for design and development of intelligent computer
systems, including their semantic compatibility, are becoming
more widespread.

With the increasing complexity and scale of the systems
being created, more and more people should be involved in
these projects and ensure their coordinated activities. This is
undoubtedly facilitated to a large extent by the developed
technologies for design of solutions, which, however, focus
primarily on the system being developed. From the point of
view of the actors involved in the process, the process itself
as a whole remained unchanged - this is communication in
one of the classical languages, discussion of certain issues,
coordination, achievement of a common understanding of the
problem being solved. And in this sense, this process is filled
with difficulties in mutual understanding, establishing contact,
communicating a particular point of view so that others can
understand it, not to mention the need to translate from one
language into another, if there is such.

Many existing technologies for the design of software sys-
tems can also be used for standardization and unification in

solving a number of other tasks: design of a domain, design
of business and organizational systems, design of a knowledge
system, etc. Despite this, they are little used by the international
expert community for such purposes, probably, because of their
focus primarily on computer systems, and secondly, because of
their contextual dependence and the need to harmonize basic
terms and concepts in natural languages anyway. Amongst
such design technologies one can mention business analysis,
systems engineering, the theory of inventive problem solving,
and others, directly aimed at the consistent analysis of problems
and the search for solutions.

It is necessary to pay attention to a number of breakthrough
developments in the field of semantically compatible intelligent
systems that provide fast and high-quality design of intelligent
systems of various scales and complexity. Within the frame-
work of this direction, the world expert community is solving
a number of problems: standardization of intelligent systems,
unification of the principles of building knowledge bases,
problem solvers and interfaces of intelligent systems, semantic
compatibility of various types of knowledge, various models
for solving problems, intelligent systems among themselves and
intelligent systems with their users [1]. On the one hand, these
technologies are characterized by a strict formalization of their
apparatus and rules of use, which makes it possible to quickly
computerize and automate the corresponding models. On the
other hand, they are quite close to how people communicate
with each other, if an attempt is made to formalize such a
communication.

We believe that there is a real need for unification, on
the one hand, the design technologies and conceptual design
of computer systems, including intelligent systems, and on
the other hand, the ways of communication between experts,
coordination of tasks to be solved, which may result in the
creation of a new language of international communication.

II. CLASSIC TECHNOLOGIES FOR DESIGN OF
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Over the past 30 years, the world expert community has
developed a number of notations, modeling tools and software
systems design. The main groups of modeling standards are:
descriptive models (IDEF0, OPM, SysML and others), ana-
lytical models and simulations (DIS, HLA, UML and oth-
ers); data exchange standards, transformation models, general
modeling standards and other modeling standards for specific
areas: software development models, equipment design models,
business process models [2]. The languages of system modeling
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are distinguished separately. The rapid development of cyber-
physical systems, in particular such paradigms as the Internet
of Things and Industry 4.0, in which technical systems and
humans are combined, reveals the limitations in the ability of
classical technologies and modeling notations to meet the new
emerging requirements of these new paradigms. The reason
for this is the universality of these models and their focus on
universal applicability, in which a number of details specific
to a specific subject area are ignored. This also implies the
duration of their update cycle, which does not meet modern
technology development requirements.

Thus, one of the topical areas of research in the field of de-
signing computer and information systems is the study of new
languages of conceptual modeling and the development of tools
for their active and widespread use [3]. It is discussed that the
basis of domain-based conceptual modeling is metamodeling,
which allows combining BPMN [4], ER [5], EPC [6], UML
[7] and Petri Nets [8], [9] within one tool.

III. TRADITIONAL LANGUAGE IN CONCEPTUAL
DESIGN OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Moving to an earlier stage of the software development life
cycle - to the level of conceptual design, problem statement, it
should be noted that the traditional language (English, Russian,
etc.) is still the means of design and coordination. Concepts are
drawn up in the form of text documents in traditional languages,
using certain schemes, or elements of notation. Traditional lan-
guage, carrying both communicative and cognitive functions,
has one drawback: all languages that exist today are linear,
they are directly connected with time so that the information
is revealed sequentially. All this leads to several problems in
their use.

A. Problem of harmonizing of conceptual apparatus
First of all, the effective work of the expert group is

conditioned by the presence of an agreed conceptual apparatus
and context among all its members. This includes not only
the terms and meanings that stand behind them, but also the
interrelationships of the terms with each other.

Especially when innovative things are discussed in an expert
environment, it is necessary to form a conceptual apparatus ab
initio, since it simply does not exist. This takes a long time
due to the ineffectiveness of natural language, no matter what
language to consider.

It should be emphasized that even experts who speak the
same language do not always understand each other, especially
if they are discussing new problems or innovative approaches.
For example, in a discussion there may be situations when they
use the same term, but each understands it differently. The
worst case scenario is when the concepts of these terms do
not intersect at all.

The face of the matter is that at the initial stage of its
development, the traditional language was a simple means of
communication in everyday life. But over time, languages have
become a working tool of the expert layer. The level of com-
plexity of the tasks being solved has increased significantly, but
the main tool for solving them – the means of communication –
has remained the same, which leads to the slow work of experts,
the slow work of the government, and business, especially large
ones, contrasted with the extreme dynamics of the modern
world [10].

A good example – a group of highly qualified world experts
for five years formulated fifteen basic terms in the field of
information and cybersecurity. A lot has already changed
during this time. In this case, it is obvious that the bottleneck
is the language of communication.

B. Problem of translation between traditional languages
Another problem of using traditional languages at an expert

level, closely related to the first one, is the need to translate
from one language to another. In this case, a partial loss and
replacement of meaning inevitably occurs, which also leads to
a loss of the effectiveness of the work of experts. Unfortunately,
there are only a few qualified translators in the world who not
only know both languages but also know the specifics of the
subject area, thus able to convey not only the text, but also the
specific meaning. At the same time, at the everyday level, the
problem of translation from language into language can very
soon be solved with the help of automatic translation systems.
They have achieved quite acceptable results, are progressing
rapidly, and the role of human translators will diminish.

Until recently, during the period of globalization, the world
community used English as the language of international com-
munication. However, the coronavirus pandemic that came in
2020 led to some reduction in global international commu-
nication and created the preconditions for the emergence of
independent regional economic zones with their own civiliza-
tional model, relying on norms, ideas and traditions familiar
to the most. Within each zone, the dominant national language
common to the zone and the national languages of other peoples
who have joined the zone will be used [11].

Since the economic and cultural interaction between the
zones will be preserved, the need for international communica-
tion in the new world will remain. Cultural exchanges, tourist
trips, joint scientific research, especially of a fundamental
nature, and joint projects will remain. It will also be necessary
to solve problems common to human civilization, for example,
in the field of ecology.

English, which is now used as a means of international
communication, is not suitable in this sense. It seems unlikely
that all countries will officially and forever recognize the
language of one of the zones as a means of international
communication. Therefore, in the world of regional zones,
English, like any other national language, is likely to be used
as the main international language of communication for only
a limited, albeit, possibly quite long, time.

C. Attempts to create an international language
Earlier in world history, several attempts were made to create

an artificial (planned) language of international communication.
As conceived by their authors, such a language should be
more logical, simpler and, accordingly, easier to learn than any
”foreign” language. It should allow one to get rid of the burden
of ineffective historical layers inherent in any modern language.
They hoped that it would be accepted by representatives of
different countries as the second language of educated people.
In the future, this will make their language international, and
then universal.

The most famous and widespread planned language is Es-
peranto, created by the Warsaw linguist and optometrist Ludwik
Zamenhof in 1887. According to various estimates, today it is
spoken by from one hundred thousand to two million people
- in the best case, only 0.03% of the world’s inhabitants.
Nevertheless, only Esperanto can be considered an established
planned language. The rest are linguistic projects, mostly within
the ownership of small groups of enthusiasts. For more than
two thousand years of described human history, linguists have
counted about 1000 of such projects.

It is also necessary to pay attention to Latin. The Latin
alphabet is the basis of writing in many modern languages.
Throughout history, Latin has been used in conversations
between diplomats because the parties did not speak their
partner’s language. Latin is known not only as the language
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spoken in the Roman Empire, but also the language that has
long served as a source for the formation of international socio-
political and scientific terminology.

IV. TECHNOLOGIES FOR DESING OF INTELLIGENT
SYSTEMS

With the development of computer and computing technol-
ogy, the increase in complexity of the problems being solved,
the requirements for design and development technologies in
terms of their flexibility and efficiency of modeling began to
increase as well. A whole class of information systems has
appeared, called semantic systems, in which, unlike classical
systems, the data structure is determined by the data itself, and
the algorithms for its processing are described by a number
of statements, and not rigidly fixed in the program code of
the information system. Since such systems are universal in
relation to subject areas, their integral part is the presence of a
structured description of the subject area - ontology.

Today there is a number of breakthrough developments
[1], [12]–[14] in the development of flexible semantically
compatible intelligent systems, which have great potential for
solving the problem of coordinated communication between
experts and the problem of conceptual design. The cornerstone
of these studies is the idea of developing a universal language
for representing the meaning of knowledge. It is noted that such
a language should have the property of nonlinearity [1].

At the applied level, such a universal language describes not
only the knowledge itself, but also its meaning through the
definition of both information and meta-information. Due to
such property it can cover a number of types of information
content: specifications and descriptions of various entities, doc-
umentation and requirements for systems and their evolution,
descriptions of domain areas, definition of tasks and classes
of tasks, description of problems, description of solutions to
these problems, description of ways to solve various typical
problems, description of projects and concepts. If necessary,
this language has the ability to expand the description of new
types of knowledge, thus allowing it to be widely distributed for
solving problems in various applied areas of computer systems.
Semantic code SC-code (Semantic Code), presented in [15],
refers to such a language.

V. PREREQUISITES FOR THE EMERGENCE OF A NEW
LANGUAGE OF COMMUNICATION

A. Environment of communication
Linguists note that the language is directly connected with

the environment of communication and its distribution. For
natural languages such environment is human community;
for programming languages - this is a particular software
development environment. Unsuccessful attempts to create an
artificial language before are associated primarily with the lack
of a proper environment for its dissemination, since we had
only natural ways to communicate.

Today the Internet is such an environment for the whole
world. Now any person has at least something: a smartphone,
tablet or computer. The new communication medium is able to
very quickly conquer the audience.If a new language could be
attached to a computer program, then the entire population of
the globe would be immediately covered. As an example, we
can cite software from Microsoft, which is imposed all over
the world.

We believe that the stage of conceptual design and problem
setting in the software development can be used as a reference
point. In addition to solving the abovementioned problems of
aligning the conceptual apparatus and translation, this language

can automatically become a means of the conceptual software
design.

When programming was born, the task was set to use
separate programming languages as languages understandable
by the machine. The implication was that in the future, the
computer will learn to understand natural language. And when
they say ”high-level programming language”, they mean that
it comes close to a natural language. We haven’t made much
progress, but the goal remains. It seemed that if a computer
began to understand a language close to natural, both the
programming process itself and the formulation of the problem
would be simplified. But now we have come to understanding
that natural language is not very effective. There are many
ambiguities that are difficult for a computer to understand.
Therefore, we need a new language, which at the first stage
would be the language of communication of experts, but at the
same time much more comprehensible to a computer. Then,
perhaps, it would be possible to make a leap when the computer
understands the language of communication, and the level of
programming increases. As a process, it will become more
natural, because a person does not need to learn a separate
programming language, it is enough for him to conduct a
dialogue in a new language. Indeed, this language may be
closer to the IT environment where its lack is already obvious.
Considering that the production of software in the world has
become a massive process, the need for such language is
increasing. It can help solve many problems in the era of mass
digitalization.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH

On the agenda is the task of creating, in the future, a new
language of international communication, which, on the one
hand, would be the language of communication for the expert
layer, and on the other hand, would allow to effectively solve
the problems of conceptual design of systems.

A number of open questions arise that need to be resolved
when developing such a language. What well-known technolo-
gies, best practices and know-hows can the new language rely
on? To what extent should existing artificial intelligence and
machine learning technologies be taken into account and used
in the development of this language? For example, the pre-
viously mentioned open semantic technologies for the design
of intelligent systems. Or UML notations, IDEF0, No-code and
Low-code technologies mentioned earlier in the article. To what
extent the approaches that have shown their viability in the
development of programming languages should there be used?
Programming languages, keeping their basic corpus unchanged,
are developing due to constantly updated libraries.

What alphabet to take as a basis? Use one of the existing
languages as a prototype or start from scratch? Perhaps the
eastern hieroglyphic writing could be taken into account. For
example, Chinese characters may be closer to a new language
of communication - they are already inherent in great visualiza-
tion. Hieroglyphs are more like visual objects that are used in
modern programming than words in English or Russian. Should
the new language effectively use the elements of visualization?

In addition to applied issues, the conceptual questions arise
too. What should be the methodological foundations for build-
ing a new language? For example, this could be systematiza-
tion, systems thinking, the apparatus of models, the theory of
business analysis, the theory of inventive problem solving, etc.
What should be the contribution of other knowledge areas to
the new language?
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Новый язык международного общения в
эпоху постковида и массовой

цифровизации
Курбацкий А.Н., Мулярчик К.С.

В данной статье речь идет о проблематике использования
традиционных языков в работе экспертного сообщества, в
особенности в области постановки задачи и концептуального
проектирования сложных систем, и о тех решениях, которые
предпринимаются и предпринимались ранее мировой циви-
лизацией для ее разрешения. Авторы статьи полагают, что
в мире назрела необходимость в новом языке, который, с
одной стороны, помог бы преодолеть проблемы перевода и
согласования понятийного аппарата между экспертами, а с
другой – совершить рывок в развитии программирования.
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Abstract—One of the base elements of any knowledge
ecosystem is a software agent. The agent receives data
about the internal events of the ecosystem, interprets data
and executes commands that affect the environment. The
paper proposes an option for the implementation of the
specialized Knowledge Discovery agent (KD-agent). The
input for the agent is the a priori dictionary of features
and the training set. As the outcome of the agent activity
previously unknown patterns are revealed and can be
interpreted within the subject domain. The effectiveness
of the proposed approach is demonstrated on the example
of model data analysis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The knowledge ecosystem is a complex adaptive sys-
tem including a database, a knowledge base and ex-
perts [1]. The development and implementation of such
systems is one of the priority courses of information
technologies growth and usage [2], [3].

The knowledge ecosystem is intended to provide high-
quality interaction between objects for the effective im-
plementation of the decision-making process. Typically,
it includes technological core, critical interdependencies,
knowledge agents and performative actions [1].

Knowledge agents receive and interpret data about
internal ecosystem events and execute commands that
have impact on the environment. The most important
agents’ properties are autonomy, social ability, reactivity
and pro-activity [4].

The paper describes the process of constructing a
specialized intelligent Knowledge Discovery agent (KD-
agent). The agent’s input data are the a priori dictionary
of features and the training set. In automatic mode,
the agent performs data analysis on which a set of
informative ensembles of features are formed ensuring
the separation of classes. The results of the practical
usage of KD-agent on the example of model data analysis
are described.

II. KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY IN DATABASES

The development of novel and application of existing
data mining methods and technologies is a promising
avenue of knowledge ecosystems development and use.

The ongoing progress in the development of artificial
intelligence technologies is largely due to the wide
implementation of machine learning methods based on
identifying empirical patterns in datasets [5].

During the learning process an intellectual system is
provided with a set of positive and negative examples
related by a previously unknown pattern. As a result
of learning, a decision rule (algorithm) used to split
the presented examples into positive and negative is
generated [6].

Thus, machine learning methods traditionally con-
struct practically useful algorithms (decision rules) that
implicitly express empirical patterns. For example, the
result of the Supervised Learning is a classification
algorithm that is a certain practically useful “black box”.
This result, unfortunately, defies any interpretation within
the subject domain.

Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) is a pro-
cess of discovering in the initial datasets a previously
unknown, useful and interpretable patterns, which are
further necessary for effective decision-making [7]. How-
ever, as it’s shown above, machine learning methods do
not fully satisfy all the KDD requirements. They do not
allow to interpret the discovered patterns.

Formally, the KDD process includes five major stages
and can be represented as follows (Fig. 1):

DW
S1−→ TD

S2−→ TS
S3−→ DM

S4−→ Ps
S5−→ K

where DW and TD — data warehouse and a target
dataset respectively; TS — training set; DM — Data
Mining procedure; Ps — resulting set of patterns; K -
– knowledge; S1 (Stage 1) — the stage of formulating
the goal and objectives of the KDD process and the
formation of a target dataset on which the search for
patterns will be carried out; S2 (Stage 2) — the stage
of data preprocessing and formation of a training set; S3
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(Stage 3) — execution of the Data Mining procedure;
S4 (Stage 4) -– building class patterns; S5 (Stage 5) -–
patterns interpretation in terms of the subject domain.

Figure 1. Patterns detection circuit.

Thus, the KDD process begins with the selection of
an alphabet of classes, a set of observed features and
the construction of an a priori dictionary of features
(PDF). Each observed object is then represented as a
vector of features from the PDF and, as an outcome,
the training set is formed. Further, using the training
set, estimates of informative value are calculated for
all possible combinations (ensembles) of features from
the PDF (in terms of the correct division of the pre-set
classes).

After that, domains of classes (class patterns) for each
combination of features are constructed. And on the re-
sults of the analysis of the mutual placement of patterns,
the informativeness of the corresponding ensembles of
features are estimated.

Therefore, as a result of the KDD process implemen-
tation, we are acquiring knowledge in the form of the
informative significance of ensembles of features from
the PDF. The knowledge thus acquired can be interpreted
in terms of the subject domain, since each feature in any
combination carries a specific semantic load.

III. KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY VS SUPERVISED
LEARNING

As noted previously, a classification algorithm (deci-
sion rule) is constructed on the basis of the results of the
Supervised Learning procedure performance.

Traditionally, the learning process is reduced to the
construction of decision rules that deliver the extremum
of some functional. Therefore, decision rules families,
generally, are selected a priori with accuracy up to
parameters. In the learning process, specific values of
the parameters which provide the extremum of the pre-
set functional are determined.

It is considered that the dictionary of features is used
not only for constructing a training set. It also defines
a feature space in which the decision surfaces between
classes are built.

On the basis of Machine Learning methods, it is pos-
sible to solve many applied problems that quite recently
were considered non-trivial. In particular, impressive re-
sults have been obtained using the technology of artificial
neural networks.

At present, neural network technologies allow to
provide not only a high-level quality of learning, but
also include for a nearly autonomous execution of the
Supervised Learning procedure. However, application
of artificial neural networks, as well as other Machine
Learning methods, is limited to developing a classifica-
tion algorithm. It turns out that a useful result of the
entire resource-intensive process of training set preparing
(about 80% of all costs) and processing is precisely the
classifier. The classifier in fact is a “black box” that is
not possible to further interpretation.

Thus, the main objective of machine learning methods
is to build classification algorithms. In fact, this is a
weak side of the approach. Although as an outcome it
is succeed to learn how to separate class patterns, but at
the same time there is no information of any kind about
the properties of classes themselves.

An alternative to the data analysis of the training set
can be an approach based on the idea of extracting
some subsets from the a priori dictionary of features
that would provide the separation of classes in a given
feature subspace. Actually, features and their various
combinations have varying informativity extent charac-
terizing the properties of classes. Suppose the a priori
dictionary contains n features. Obviously, 2n-1 of all
possible combinations (ensembles) of features can be
constructed [8]. If in such a set of combinations there
is an ensemble by which the classes are well separating
in a given feature subspace, then it can be stated that:

1) previously unknown patterns of classes properties
are discovered;

2) these patterns can be interpreted in the subject
domain terms;

3) based on the revealed properties, the problem of
constructing a classifier becomes trivial.

To detect the described ensembles, it is proposed,
initially, to build the domains of classes based on the
data of the training set. Thereafter, in the corresponding
feature subspace, we can calculate the estimates of their
mutual placement.

Essentially, the process described above implements a
typical procedure of knowledge discovery in dataset. On
its basis, it is proposed to build an intelligent KD-agent
that gets as an input a priori dictionary of features and
a training set. Such KD-agent will automatically process
the data and form the discovered patterns.

IV. FUNCTIONING OF KD-AGENT

Within the classical for Machine Learning approach, the
following statement of classification problem is adopted:
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Let the objects descriptions X and the acceptable answers
Y for objects classification are given. Suppose there is an
unknown target dependency y∗ : X → Y , which values
Xm = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xm, ym)} are known only for the
training set objects.

It is necessary to construct an algorithm a : X → Y
that would approximate this target dependency not only on the
objects of the finite set, but also on the entire set X [9].

The solution to this problem is typically carried out in two
stages. First, a certain family of algorithms is specified up to
parameters. Then, in the learning process, the values of the
parameters are determined that provide the extremum of the
preselected functional.

The selection of algorithms model (family) A = {a :
X → Y } is a non-trivial problem. Such a choice requires the
participation of a qualified specialist. It means that learning
is only carried out in an automated, but not automatic mode.
Another serious disadvantage is that the resulting algorithm
a : X → Y is a “black box” whose outcomes cannot be
interpreted.

The application of the learning approach described above
(alternative) avoids the mentioned disadvantages. The following
modification of the problem statement is proposed:

Let the objects descriptions X and the acceptable answers
of objects classification Y are given. There is an unknown
target dependency y∗ : X → Y , which values Xm =
{(x1, y1), . . . , (xm, ym)} are only known for the training set
objects.

It is required to find feature subspaces where class patterns
do not intersect.

Let the training set Xm = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xm, ym)} be
formed on the basis of the dictionary of features F =
{f1, . . . , fn}. Let V = {v1, . . . , vq} denote the set of all pos-
sible combinations (ensembles) of features from F . Obviously,
V contains q =

∑n
i=1 C

i
n = 2n − 1 subsets.

The algorithm of constructing feature subspaces V ∗ =
{v∗1 , . . . , v∗k}, where class patterns do not intersect is as fol-
lows:

Step 1. In the set V , n combinations V + = {v+
1 , . . . , v+

n },
that contain one feature are being selected. For each individual
feature, class patterns are built and their mutual placement is
estimated. If the patterns do not intersect, then the feature
is included in the resulting set V ∗. The combinations that
contain this feature are excluded from the set V . If the patterns
intersect, then the feature is excluded from V .

Step 2. Let V ∆ = {v∆
1 , . . . , v∆

p } denote by the subset
obtained as a result of the set V transformation at the previous
step. For each individual combination from V ∆, class patterns
are built and their mutual placement is estimated.

If the patterns do not intersect, then the combination of
features is included in the resulting set V ∗. And all elements
that contain this combination are being excluded from V .

If the patterns intersect, then the combination is excluded
from V ∆. The process is repeated until V ∆ becomes empty.

As a result of the analysis of all elements from V =
{v1, . . . , vq} (possible combinations of features from the dic-
tionary F = {f1, . . . , fn}) a set V ∗ = {v∗1 , . . . , v∗t } will be
constructed, where 0 ≤ t ≤ q.

On the basis of each separate ensemble-combination v∗i ∈
V ∗, we formulate a previously unknown, empirically revealed
pattern: in the feature space of the subset v∗i the classes do
not intersect. It should be noted that within a specific applied
problem, each combination of features v∗i can be interpreted
by a subject domain expert.

So, as an input, the KD-agent receives an a priory dictionary
of features F = {f1, . . . , fn} and the training set Xm =

{(x1, y1), . . . , (xm, ym)}. Based on the above algorithm, agent
forms the set V ∗ = {v∗1 , . . . , v∗t }, where 0 ≤ t ≤ q (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. KD-agent workflow.

Let’s note that the so constructed KD-agent satisfies all ma-
jor characteristics subjecting to agents in multi-agent systems
(autonomy, local representations, decentralization).

V. APPLICATION OF THE KD-AGENT

Let’s demonstrate the efficiency of the KD-agent by the
example of analyzing the training set data aiming to reveal
hidden patterns.

Example. Let the given:
• number classes – even and odd;
• a priori dictionary of features F = {units, tens, hundreds,

thousands, tens of thousands, hundreds of thousands,
millions};

• training set of seven-bit integers, which contains 2000
even and 2000 odd numbers.

Table 1 shows the results of researching the intersection of
class patterns based on the feature units, where

NEi = Number of eveni

NOi = Number of oddi

ai =

{
NM5i +NNM5i, NM5i = 0 ∨NNM5i = 0

0, NM5i > 0 ∧NNM5i > 0

Intersection =
20000−

∑9
i=0 ai

20000
∗ 100%

Table I shows that even numbers are lack of 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 in
the unit’s digit, and odd numbers are lack of 0, 2, 4, 6, 8. In
addition, the units feature provides an absolute separation of
the classes even and odd since the Intersection = 0%.

Table I
EXPERIMENT RESULTS FOR THE FEATURE UNITS

Digit Number of even Number of odd
0 405 0
1 0 415
2 408 0
3 0 398
4 373 0
5 0 383
6 423 0
7 0 404
8 391 0
9 0 400
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Table II
EXPERIMENT RESULTS FOR THE FEATURE TENS

Digit Number of even Number of odd
0 204 192
1 201 204
2 205 190
3 190 216
4 203 191
5 183 216
6 200 192
7 216 194
8 197 195
9 201 210

Table II shows the analysis results for the feature tens. It
could be seen therefore that this feature has no the property of
class separation since Intersection = 100.0%.

Table III presents the analysis results for the feature millions.
The table shows that this feature does not have the property of
class separation neither, since Intersection = 100.0%.

Table III
EXPERIMENT RESULTS FOR THE FEATURE MILLIONS

Digit Number of even Number of odd
0 201 211
1 212 211
2 193 187
3 174 190
4 189 191
5 210 181
6 208 204
7 196 210
8 218 212
9 199 203

Table IV shows the results of the analysis for all features
from the a priori dictionary.

Table IV
EXPERIMENT RESULTS FOR ALL FEATURES

Feature name Intercestion (%)
units 0.0
tens 100.0

hundreds 100.0
thousands 100.0

tens of thousands 100.0
hundreds of thousands 100.0

millions 100.0

Let’s note that the algorithm running time spent on solving
this problem was only 0.09 seconds.

VI. CONCLUSION

The paper presents the implementation variant of the
specialized knowledge discovery agent (KD-agent). The
input for such an agent is the a priori dictionary of
features and the training set. As the outcome of the KD-
agent activity previously unknown patterns are revealed
and can be interpreted by experts of the corresponding
subject domain. It is easy to see that the outcomes of the

KD-agent’s work can be further used by other agents of
the ecosystem.

The effectiveness of the proposed approach is demon-
strated on the example of the model data analysis.
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Специализированный KD-агент для
экосистем знаний

Краснопрошин В.В., Родченко В.Г., Карканица А.В.

Одним из базовых элементов любой экосистемы
знаний является программный агент. Находясь в
среде экосистемы, агент получает данные о внут-
ренних событиях, интерпретирует их и выполняет
команды, которые воздействуют затем на среду. В
статье предлагается вариант реализации специали-
зированного knowledge discovery агента (KD-агента).
Входными данными для агента являются априорный
словарь признаков и обучающая выборка. В резуль-
тате работы агента выявляются ранее неизвестные
закономерности, которые могут быть проинтерпрети-
рованы экспертами-специалистами соответствующей
предметной области. Эффективность предложенного
подхода демонстрируется на примере анализа модель-
ных данных.
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Abstract—The paper considers an ontological approach
to the development of problem solvers for intelligent com-
puter systems based on the OSTIS Technology. The formal
interpretation of such concepts as action, problem, class
of actions, class of problems, method, skill is clarified,
which together made it possible to define on their basis
the concepts of a problem-solving model and a problem
solver. The results obtained will improve efficiency of the
component approach to the development of problem solvers
and automation tools for the development of problem
solvers.
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I . I N T R O D U C T I O N

The problem solver (along with the knowledge base)
is a key component of an intelligent system, on which its
ability to solve various problems significantly depends.
The peculiarity of problem solvers of intelligent systems
in comparison with other modern software systems is the
need to solve problems in conditions when the information
required is not explicitly localized in the knowledge base
of the intelligent system and must be found based on any
criteria [1].

If at the dawn of the development of artificial in-
telligence technologies scientists have been trying for
a long time to find some universal mechanism that
would allow solving any problem, at present, for each
specific intelligent system a special problem solver is
being developed, the composition of which is determined
by a set of classes of problems that the appropriate
intelligent system should solve. As a rule, each class
of problems corresponds to some problem-solving model.
Currently, in the field of artificial intelligence a large
number of such models have been developed, some of
which are considered as traditional (for example, classical
algorithms, procedural and object-oriented programs) and
some – as intelligent (neural network models, logical
models, genetic algorithms).

The expansion of the scope of intelligent systems
requires such systems to be able to solve complex

problems, the solution of each of which involves the
joint usage of many different knowledge representation
models and various problem-solving models. In addition,
the solution of complex problems implies the usage
of common informational resources (in the limiting
case – of the entire knowledge base of an intelligent
system) by various components of the solver focused on
solving various subproblems. Since the solver of complex
problems integrates various problem-solving models, we
will call it a hybrid problem solver [1].

Modern approaches to the construction of hybrid
problem solvers, as a rule, involve a combination of
heterogeneous problem-solving models without any single
basis, for example, using specialized software interfaces
between different components of the system, which leads
to considerable overhead costs when developing such
a system and especially when its modifying, including
when adding a new problem-solving model to the system
[1].

An approach to the development of hybrid solvers
that allows them to be modifiable is proposed within the
framework of the OSTIS Technology [2] and is considered
in detail in some papers, in particular, in [1].

Within the framework of this approach, the problem
solver is interpreted as a hierarchical system of agents
(sc-agents) that work on shared semantic memory (sc-
memory) and interact by the specification of the actions
they perform within this memory. It is assumed that each
problem-solving model corresponds to some sc-agent
(most often – a non-atomic one that could be decomposed
into simpler sc-agents). Thus, it becomes possible to
combine different problem-solving models when solving
the same complex problem as well as to add new problem-
solving models to the solver or exclude them without
having to make modifications in its other components.

However, the further development of this approach and,
in particular, its usage when developing various applied
intelligent systems has shown that the capabilities of the
problem solver are also in large part determined by the
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quality of the knowledge base of the appropriate intelli-
gent system. It may safely be said that the approach to
the development of solvers discussed above is connected
with the description of the operational semantics of the
solver, that is, interpreters of the appropriate problem-
solving models, while it is obvious that for solving
problems it is also necessary to describe the declarative
semantics of the problem-solving model, that is, the texts
of programs itself (not the programs of sc-agents but
higher-level programs interpreted by the corresponding
set of sc-agents), logical statements, certain configurations
of artificial neural networks, etc.

Within the framework of the OSTIS Technology,
powerful tools have been developed that allow describing
any type of knowledge in a unified form, structuring
the knowledge base according to various criteria as well
as verifying its quality and editing the knowledge base
directly in its use [3]. The basis of the knowledge base
created using the OSTIS Technology is a hierarchical
system of subject domains and the corresponding ontolo-
gies. An ontology is interpreted as a specification of the
system of concepts of the corresponding subject domain,
while various types of ontologies are distinguished, each
of which reflects a certain set of the concept features of
the subject domain, for example, terminological ontology,
logical ontology, set-theoretic ontology, etc. Speaking
about ontologies in the context of this paper, we will have
in mind an integrated ontology, which is a combination
of ontologies of all types that correspond to a specific
subject domain.

I I . P R O P O S E D A P P R O A C H

Within the framework of this paper, it is proposed
to take as a basis the approaches to the development
of hybrid problem solvers and hybrid knowledge bases
proposed within the context of the OSTIS Technology, to
formally clarify and coordinate the interpretation of such
concepts as problem, problem-solving model, problem
solver, skill and others within the appropriate set of on-
tologies and on the basis of the results obtained to clarify
the actual model of the hybrid problem solver, which
would allow taking into account the abovementioned
aspects.

The systems developed on the basis of the OSTIS
Technology are called ostis-systems. The OSTIS Tech-
nology is based on a universal method of semantic
representation (encoding) of information in memory of
intelligent computer systems called SC-code. Texts of the
SC-code (sc-texts) are unified semantic networks with a
basic set-theoretic interpretation. The elements of such
semantic networks are called sc-elements (sc-nodes and
sc-connectors, which, in turn, can be sc-arcs or sc-edges,
depending on the directivity). The SC-code Alphabet
consists of five main elements, on the basis of which
SC-code constructs of any complexity are built as well as

more particular types of sc-elements (for example, new
concepts) are introduced. Memory that stores the SC-code
constructs is called semantic memory or sc-memory.

Within the framework of the technology, several univer-
sal variants of visualization of the SC-code constructs are
also proposed, such as SCg-code (graphic version), SCn-
code (non-linear hypertextual version), SCs-code (linear
string version).

As it was mentioned earlier, the basis of the knowledge
base within the framework of the OSTIS Technology is
a hierarchical system of subject domains and ontolo-
gies. From there, to solve the problems set within the
framework of this paper, it is proposed to develop a
complex Subject domain of actions and problems and the
corresponding ontology of problem-solving methods and
models.

Within the framework of this paper, fragments of
structured texts in the SCn-code [4] will often be used,
which are simultaneously fragments of source texts of
the knowledge base, which are understandable both to
a human and to a machine. This allows making the
text more structured and formalized while maintaining
its readability. The symbol ":===" in such texts indicates
alternative (synonymous) names of the described entity,
which reveal in more detail some of its features.

The development of the specified family of sc-models
of subject domains and ontologies will allow:

• explicitly linking the class of problems and the way
(method) of its solution;

• this, in turn, will allow accumulating more com-
plex components of solvers and massively simplify
their integration, since the appropriate component
combined with the group of sc-agents will also
include the necessary fragments of the knowledge
base, which are a priori squared with the specified
group of sc-agents;

• this, in turn, will allow making the automation tools
for the development of solvers more intelligent, in
particular, it will allow automating the process of se-
lecting solver components based on the specification
of classes of problems that the designed intelligent
system should be able to solve;

• in the future, this will allow the intelligent system
to independently access the library of problem
solver components and select components based
on new classes of problems that the system has
encountered, that is, it will allow the intelligent
system to independently learn new skills;

• on the other hand, this approach will allow the intel-
ligent system to independently select a combination
of problem-solving models for solving problems of a
certain class (more exactly, since the solver is based
on a multiagent approach, a group of sc-agents that
interpret different problem-solving models will be
able to determine better, which of the sc-agents and
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in what order should work when solving a specific
complex problem).

The subject areas and ontologies discribed in this work
were developed on the basis of the theory of subject-
object influences proposed in the work of V. Martynov
and his colleagues [5], [6], [7], [8], [9].

Consider next in more detail fragments of sc-models
of specified subject domains and ontologies.

I I I . C O N C E P T O F A N A C T I O N A N D T H E
C L A S S I F I C AT I O N O F A C T I O N S

Before getting to the problem-solving models and the
problem solver, it is necessary to formally clarify the
concept of a problem and the concept of an action aimed
at solving a particular problem or its subproblems.

Within the framework of the OSTIS Technology, we
will interprete the problem as a formal specification of
some action, so it is reasonable at first to clarify the
concept of an action. Let us consider the specification of
the concept action in the SCn-code.

action
:=== [a purposeful process performed by one or more

subjects (cybernetical systems) with the possible
usage of certain tools]

:=== [a process of influencing some (possibly shared)
entity (the subject of influence) on one or several
entities (objects of influence – source objects
(arguments) or target (created or modified) objects)]

:=== [an actio]
:=== [an act]
:=== [an operation]
:=== [a conscious influence]
:=== [an active influence]
⊂⊂⊂ influence

:=== [a process, in which at least one influencing
entity (the subject of influence ′) and at least
one entity that is being influenced (the object
of influence ′) can be clearly distinguished)]

⊂⊂⊂ process
:=== [a purposeful ("conscious") process performed (man-

aged, implemented) by some subject]
:=== [a process of solving some problem]
:=== [a purposeful process managed by some subject]
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:

Decomposition of a class of actions in relation to
memory of a cybernetical system
=== {{{• informational action

⊃⊃⊃ action in sc-memory
• behavioural action
⊃⊃⊃ action in the environment of the

ostis-system
• effector action
⊃⊃⊃ effector action of the ostis-system

• receptor action

⊃⊃⊃ receptor action of the ostis-system}}}
⊃⊃⊃ atomic action

:=== [an action, the performance of which does not
require its decomposition into a set of sub-
actions (particular actions, actions of a lower
level)]

⇒⇒⇒ explanation*:
[An atomic action is performed by a single
individual subject and is either an atomic
action performed in memory of this subject (an
atomic action of its "processor") or an atomic
action of one of its effectors.]

⊃⊃⊃ complex action
⇒⇒⇒ subdividing*:
{{{• an action performed by a cybernetical system

in its own memory
• an action performed by a cybernetical system

in its environment
• an action performed by a cybernetical system

on its physical shell
}}}

The result of performing an informational action is
generically a certain new state of information system
memory (not necessarily of sc-memory) achieved only by
transforming the information stored in system memory,
that is, either by generating new knowledge based on
existing ones or by deleting knowledge that has become
unnecessary for whatever reason. It should be noted that
if the question is about changing the state of sc-memory,
then any transformation of information can be reduced to
some atomic actions of generating, deleting or changing
the incidence of sc-elements relative to each other.

In the case of a behavioral action, the result of its
performance will be a new state of the environment. It is
very important to note that in this case the environment
also means the components of the system that are external
from the point of view of memory, that is, they are
not information structures stored in it. Such components
include, for example, various manipulators and other
means of influencing the system on the external world,
that is, behavioral problems can include changing the state
of a mechanical limb of a robot or directly displaying
some information on the screen for the user experience.

From the point of view of the problem solving formu-
lated in this paper, the informational actions performed in
memory of the ostis-system, that is, actions in sc-memory,
promote outstanding interest. The classification of actions
in sc-memory is presented in the knowledge base of the
IMS. ostis Metasystem that describes the documentation
of the current state of the OSTIS Technology [4].

On the set of actions a number of relations are set, such
as action subject ′ (performer ′), customer*, action object ′,
action context*, sub-action*, sequence of actions*, result*
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and others [1], [4].

I V. C O N C E P T O F A P R O B L E M A N D T H E
C L A S S I F I C AT I O N O F P R O B L E M S

In turn, a problem will be interpreted as a specification
of some action, within which, depending on the situation,
the context of the action performance, the way of its
performance, the performer, the customer, the planned
result, etc. can be specified in advance using the relations
listed above.

Let us consider the specification of the concept problem
in the SCn-code.

problem
:=== [a description of some desirable state or event either

in the knowledge base or in the environment]
:=== [a problem definition]
:=== [a task for performing some action]
:=== [a problem description]
:=== [a problem situation]
:=== [a specification of some action that has sufficient

completeness to perform this action]

Each problem is a specification of an action that
either has already been performed, or is currently being
performed, or is planned (should) be performed, or can be
performed (but not necessarily). Depending on the specific
class of problems, both the internal state of the intelligent
system itself and the required state of the environment
can be described.

Classification of problems can be carried out on a
didactic basis within each subject domain, for example,
triangle problems, problems on sets of equations, etc.

Each problem can include:
• the fact that an action belongs to some particular

class of actions (for example, action. form a com-
plete semantic neighborhood of the specified entity),
including the state of the action from the point of
view of the life cycle (initiated, performed, etc.);

• a description of the purpose* (result*) of the action,
if it is exactly known;

• specifying the action customer*;
• specifying the action performer* (including a col-

lective one);
• specifying the action argument(-s) ′;
• specifying a tool or mediator of the action;
• a description of the action decomposition*;
• specifying a sequence of actions* within the action

decomposition*, i.e., construction of a procedural
plan for solving the problem. In other words, the con-
struction of a solution plan is a decomposition of the
corresponding action into a system of interconnected
sub-actions;

• specifying the domain of the action;
• specifying the condition for initiating the action;

• the moment of the starting and ending the action,
including the planned and actual ones, the expected
and/or actual duration of the performance.

Some problems can be clarified further by the context
– additional information about the entities considered in
the problem definition, i.e., a description of what is given,
what is known about these entities.

In addition, a problem can include any additional
information about the action, for example:
• a list of resources and means that are supposed to be

used in solving the problem, for example, a list of
available performers, timescales, available funding,
etc.;

• the restriction of the domain, in which the action is
performed, for example, one sc-construct must be
replaced by another according to some rule but only
within some knowledge base section;

• the restriction of knowledge that can be used for
solving a particular problem, for example, it is
necessary to solve an algebra problem using only
those statements that are included in the course
of the school curriculum up to and including the
seventh grade and not using statements studied in
high school;

• etc.
As in the case of actions solved by the system, it is

possible to classify informational problems and behavioral
problems.

On the other hand, from the point of view of the
problem definition, declarative problem definitions and
procedural problem definitions can be distinguished. It
should be noted that these classes of problems are
not opposed to each other and there may be problem
definitions that use both approaches.

problem
⊃⊃⊃ procedural problem definition
⊃⊃⊃ declarative problem definition
⊃⊃⊃ question
⊃⊃⊃ command
⊂⊂⊂ knowledge
⊃⊃⊃ initiated problem

:=== [a problem definition to be performed]
⊃⊃⊃ declarative problem definition
⊃⊃⊃ procedural problem definition
⊃⊃⊃ declarative-procedural problem definition

:=== [a problem, in the definition of which there
are both declarative (target) and procedural
aspects]

⊃⊃⊃ problem solved in memory of a cybernetical system
⊃⊃⊃ problem solved in memory of an individual

cybernetical system
⊃⊃⊃ problem solved in shared memory of a

multiagent system
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:=== [an informational problem]
:=== [a problem aimed either at generation or search

for information that meets the specified re-
quirements or at some transformation of the
specified information]

⊃⊃⊃ mathematical problem

The problem definition may not contain an indication of
the context (solution domain) of the problem (in this case,
the problem solution domain is either the entire knowledge
base or its compliant part) and may also not contain either
a description of the underlying situation or a description
of the target situation. For example, a description of the
target situation for an explicitly specified contradiction
found in a knowledge base is not required.

Declarative problem definition is a description of the
underlying (initial) situation, which is a condition for
performing the corresponding action, and the target (final)
situation, which is the result of performing this action,
that is, a description of the situation (state) that should
be achieved as a result of performing the planned action.
In other words, such a problem definition includes an
explicit or implicit description of:
• what is given – the source data, conditions for

performing a specified action;
• what is required – the definition of the purpose and

the result of performing the specified action.
In the case of the procedural problem definition, the

characteristic of the action specified by this problem is
explicitly indicated, namely, for example:
• a subject or subjects that perform this action;
• objects, on which the action is performed – argu-

ments of the action;
• tools that are used to perform the action;
• the moment and, possibly, additional conditions for

starting and ending the action;
• a class or classes that each action belongs to

(including sub-actions) are explicitly specified.
At the same time, it is not explicitly specified what

should be the result of performing the corresponding
action.

Let us note that, if necessary, the procedural problem
definition can be reduced to the declarative problem
definition by translating based on some rule, for example,
of the definition of the class of actions through a more
general class.

Particular types of problems are a question and a
command.

question
:=== [a request]
⊂⊂⊂ problem solved in memory of a cybernetical system
:=== [a non-procedural problem definition for searching

(in the current state of the knowledge base) or

for generating knowledge that meets the specified
requirements]

⊃⊃⊃ question – what is it
⊃⊃⊃ question – why
⊃⊃⊃ question – wherefore
⊃⊃⊃ question – how

:=== [a request for a method (way) for solving a
given (specified) type of problems or class of
problems or a plan for solving a particular
specified problem]

:=== [a problem aimed at satisfying the information needs
of a certain subject-customer]

command
:=== [an initiated problem]
:=== [a specification of the initiated action]

It should be noted that along with the given extremely
general classification of problems, which inherently
reflects the classes of problems from the point of view
of their definition, there should be a classification of
problems from the point of view of their semantics, that
is, in terms of the essence of the specified action. This
classification can be based on the classification presented
in [10].

Within the framework of this paper, as already men-
tioned, the problems solved in sc-memory promote
outstanding interest.

V. C O N C E P T S O F A C L A S S O F A C T I O N S A N D A
C L A S S O F P R O B L E M S

From the point of view of the organization of the
problem-solving process, the concepts of an action and a
problem are not more important than the concepts of a
class of actions and a class of problems, since it is for
them that the appropriate performance algorithms and
solution methods are being developed.

Let us define a class of actions as a maximal set of
coincident (similar in a certain way) actions, for which
there is (but is not necessarily currently known) at least
one method (or mean) that provides the performance of
any action from the specified set of actions.

class of actions
⇐⇐⇐ family of subclasses*:

action
:=== [a set of similar actions]
⊃⊃⊃ class of atomic actions
⊃⊃⊃ class of easily performable complex actions

Each distinguished class of actions corresponds to at
least one common method for performing these actions. It
means that the question is about semantic "clustering" of
a set of actions, i.e., about the allocation of classes of ac-
tions on the basis of the semantic similarity (coincidence)
of actions that are part of the selected class of actions.
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In this case, first of all, the coincidence (similarity) of
underlying situations and target situations of the actions
being considered, i.e., the coincidence of problems solved
as a result of performing the corresponding actions, is
taken into account. Since one and the same problem
can be solved as a result of performing several different
actions that belong to different classes of actions, we
should talk not only about classes of actions (sets of
similar actions) but also about classes of problems (sets
of similar problems) solved by these actions. For example,
the following relations are set on the set of classes of
actions:
• a relation, each bunding of which connects two

different (disjoint) classes of actions that solve one
and the same class of problems;

• a relation, each bunding of which connects two
different classes of actions that solve different classes
of problems, one of which is a superset of the other.

In addition to the class of actions, the concept of a
class of atomic actions is also distinguished, that is, the
set of atomic actions, the indication of belonging to which
is a necessary and sufficient condition for performing this
action. The set of all possible atomic actions performed
by each subject should be divided into classes of atomic
actions.

Belonging of some class of actions to the set of the
classes of atomic actions fixes the fact that, when all the
necessary arguments are specified, belonging of action to
this class is sufficient for some subject to start performing
this action.

At the same time, even if the class of actions belongs to
the set of the class of atomic actions, it is not forbidden
to introduce more particular classes of actions, for which,
for example, one of the arguments is fixed in advance.

If a specified class of atomic actions is more particular
in relation to actions in sc-memory, this indicates that
there is at least one sc-agent in the current version of
the system that is focused on performing actions of this
class.

In addition, it is also reasonable to introduce the
concept of a class of easily performable complex actions,
that is, a set of complex actions, for which at least one
method is known and available, the interpretation of
which allows performing a complete (final, ending with
atomic actions) decomposition into sub-actions of each
complex action from the above set.

Belonging of some class of actions to the set of the
class of easily performable complex actions fixes the fact
that, even when specifying all the necessary arguments
of belonging the action to this class, it is unsufficient
for some subject to start performing this action, and
additional clarifications are required.

In turn, by the class of problems we will mean the
set of problems, for which it is possible to construct a
generalized definition of problems that corresponds to the

whole set of problems. Each generalized definition of the
problems of the corresponding class is in fact nothing
more than a strict logical definition of the specified class
of problems.

class of problems
⇐⇐⇐ family of subsets*:

problem

A specific class of actions can be defined in at least
two ways.

class of actions
⇒⇒⇒ subdividing*:
{{{• class of actions that is precisely defined by

the class of problems being solved
:=== [a class of actions that provide a solution

of the corresponding class of problems
and at the same time use a wide variety
of methods for solving problems of this
class]

• class of actions that is precisely defined by
the used method of solving problems

}}}

Further, let us consider in more detail the formal
interpretation of the concept of a method.

V I . C O N C E P T O F A M E T H O D

By the method we will mean a description of how
any or almost any (with explicit exceptions) action that
belongs to the corresponding class of actions can be
performed.

method
⇐⇐⇐ second domain*:

method*
:=== [a method for solving the corresponding class of

problems that provides a solution of any or most
of the problems of the specified class]

:=== [a program for solving problems of the corresponding
class, which can be both procedural and declarative
(non-procedural) ones]

⊂⊂⊂ knowledge
∈∈∈ type of knowledge
:=== [a way]
:=== [a knowledge of how it is necessary to solve problems

of the corresponding class of problems (a set of
equivalent (similar) problems)]

:=== [a method (way) for solving a certain (corresponding)
class of problems]

:=== [an information (knowledge) sufficient to solve any
problem that belongs to the corresponding class of
problems using the corresponding problem-solving
model]
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The specification of each class of problems includes
a description of how to "bind" a method to the source
data of a specific problem that is being solved using this
method. The description of such a method of "binding"
includes:
• a set of variables that are included both in the method

and in the generalized definition of problems of
the corresponding class and whose values are the
corresponding elements of the source data of each
specific problem being solved;

• a part of the generalized definition of problems of
the class, to which the method being considered cor-
responds, which are a description of the conditions
of usage of this method.

The very "binding" of the method to a specific problem
being solved using this method is carried out by searching
in the knowledge base for such a fragment that satisfies
the conditions for using the specified method. One of the
results of such a search is to establish a correspondence
between the abovementioned variables of the used method
and the values of these variables within the framework
of a specific problem being solved.

Another option for establishing the correspondence
being considered is an explicit appeal (call) of the corre-
sponding method (program) with the explicit transmission
of the corresponding parameters. But this is not always
possible, because, when performing the process of solving
a specific problem based on the declarative specification
of performing this action, it is not possible to set:
• when it is necessary to initiate the call (use) of the

required method;
• which specific method should be used;
• what parameters that correspond to the specific

initiated problem should be transmitted for "binding"
the used method to this problem.

The process of "binding" the method of solving
problems to a specific problem solved using this method
can also be represented as a process that consists of the
following stages:
• construction of a copy of the used method;
• binding the main (key) variables of the used method

with the main parameters of the specific problem
being solved.

As a result, on the basis of the considered method used
as a sample (template), a specification of the process for
solving a specific problem – a procedural specification
(plan) or a declarative one – is built.

Let us note that methods can be used even when
constructing plans for solving specific problems, in the
case when there is a need for multiple repetition of certain
chains of actions with an a priori unknown number
of such repetitions. It is question about various types
of cycles, which are the simplest type of procedural
methods for solving problems that are repeatedly used
when implementing plans for solving some problems.

It is also obvious that several methods can correspond
to one class of actions.

Thus, we assume that the term “method” is with the
term “program” synonymous in the generalized sense of
this term.

method
:=== [a program]
:=== [a program for performing actions of a certain class]
⊃⊃⊃ procedural program

:=== [a generalized plan]
:=== [a generalized plan for performing a certain

class of actions]
:=== [a generalized plan for solving a certain class

of problems]
:=== [a generalized specification of the decomposi-

tion of any action that belongs to a given class
of actions]

⊂⊂⊂ algorithm

Let us consider in more detail the concept of a pro-
cedural program (procedural method). Each procedural
program is a generalized plan for performing actions
that belong to a certain class, that is, it is a semantic
neighborhood; the key sc-element ′ is a class of actions,
for the elements of which the process of their performance
is additionally detailed.

The input parameters of the procedural program in
the traditional sense correspond to the arguments that
correspond to each action from the class of actions
described by this procedural program. When generating
a specific plan of performing a specific action from this
class based on this program, these arguments take specific
values.

Each procedural program is a system of described
actions with an additional indication for the action:
• or a sequence of actions* (transmission of initiation)

when the condition for performing (initiating) actions
is the performance of one of the specified or all of
the specified actions;

• or an event in the knowledge base or the environment
that is a condition for its initiation;

• or a situation in the knowledge base or the environ-
ment that is a condition for its initiation.

The concept of a method allows determining the
relation problem equivalence* on a set of problems.
Problems are equivalent if and only if they can be solved
by interpreting one and the same method (way) stored in
memory of a cybernetical system.

Some problems can be solved by different methods,
one of which, for example, is a generalization of the other.
Thus, some relations can also be set on a set of methods.

Let us note that the concept of a method allows
localizing the domain of solving problems of the cor-
responding class, that is, limiting the set of knowledge
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that is sufficient to solve problems of this class in a certain
way. This, in turn, allows increasing the efficiency of the
system as a whole, eliminating the number of unnecessary
actions.

relation defined on a set of methods
333 submethod*

:=== [a subprogram*]
:=== [to be a method that is supposed to be used (ac-

cessed) when implementing a given method*]
⇔⇔⇔ it is important to distinguish*:

particular method*
:=== [to be a method that provides a solution to

a class of problems, which is a subclass
of problems being solved using a given
method*]

In the literature dedicated to the construction of prob-
lem solvers, the concept of a problem-solving strategy
is found. Let us define it as a meta-method for solving
problems that provides either the search for one relevant
known method or the synthesis of a purposeful sequence
of actions using various known methods in the general
case.

problem-solving strategy
⊂⊂⊂ method

It can be said about a universal meta-method (universal
strategy) for solving problems that explains all kinds of
particular strategies.

In particular, we can talk about several global strategies
for solving informational problems in knowledge bases.
Let us assume that a sign of an initiated action with the
definition of the appropriate informational purpose, i.e., a
purpose aimed only at changing the state of the knowledge
base, has appeared in the knowledge base. And the current
state of the knowledge base does not contain a context
(source data) sufficient to achieve the above purpose, i.e.,
such a context, for which there is a method (program)
in the available package (set) of methods (programs),
the usage of which allows achieving the above purpose.
To achieve such a purpose, the context (source data) of
which is insufficient, there are three approaches (three
strategies):
• decomposition (reduction of the initial purpose to

a hierarchical system and/or subpurposes (and/or
subproblems) based on the analysis of the current
state of the knowledge base and the analysis of
what is missing in the knowledge base for using a
particular method).
At the same time, the most attention is paid to
methods that require less effort to create conditions
for using them. Ultimately, we must reach (at the
lowest level of the hierarchy) subpurposes, the

context of which is sufficient for the usage of one
of the available methods (programs) for solving
problems;

• generation of new knowledge in the semantic neigh-
borhood of the definition of the initial purpose using
any available methods in the hope of obtaining such
a state of the knowledge base that will contain the
necessary context (sufficient source data) to achieve
the initial purpose using any available method of
solving problems;

• combination of the first and second approaches.
Similar strategies exist for finding ways to solve problems
being solved in the environment.

V I I . S P E C I F I C AT I O N O F M E T H O D S A N D T H E
C O N C E P T O F A S K I L L

Each specific method is considered by us not only as
an important type of specification of the corresponding
class of problems but also as an object that itself needs
a specification that provides direct usage of this method.
In other words, the method is not only a specification
(the specification of the corresponding class of problems)
but also an object of the specification. The most impor-
tant type of such specification is the indication of the
operational semantics of the method.

operational semantics of the method*
⊂⊂⊂ specification*
:=== [a family of methods that provide interpretation of a

given method*]
:=== [a formal description of the interpreter of a given

method*]
⇒⇒⇒ second domain*:

operational semantics of the method
⊃⊃⊃ complex representation of the operational

semantics of the method
:=== [a representation of the operational seman-

tics of the method brought (detailed) to
the level of all specifications of atomic ac-
tions performed during the interpretation
of the corresponding method]

declarative semantics of the method*
⊂⊂⊂ specification*
:=== [a description of the system of concepts that are used

within the framework of this method*]

The relation declarative semantics of the method*
connects the method and the formal description of the
system of concepts (a fragment of the logical ontology
of the corresponding subject domain) that are used
(mentioned) within this method. This is necessary for
ensuring that one and the same concept is interpreted
unambiguously within the framework of the method
and the rest of the knowledge base, which is especially
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important when borrowing a method from a library of
reusable components of problem solvers. It is important
to note that the fact that any concepts are used within
the framework of the method does not mean that the
formal record of their definitions is part of this method.
For example, a method that allows solving problems for
calculating the area of a triangle will include various
formulas for calculating the area of a triangle but will not
include the definitions of the concepts ‘area", ‘triangle",
etc., since if there are a priori correct formulas, these
definitions will not be used directly in the process of
solving the problem. At the same time, the formal
definitions of these concepts will be part of the declarative
semantics of this method.

Combining the method and its operational semantics,
that is, information about how this method should be
interpreted, we will call a skill.

skill
:=== [an ability]
:=== [a combination of a method with its comprehensive

specification – a complex representation of the
operational semantics of the method]

:=== [a method + a method of its interpretation]
:=== [an ability to solve the corresponding class of

equivalent problems]
:=== [a method plus its operational semantics, which

describes how this method is interpreted (performed,
implemented) and is at the same time the oper-
ational semantics of the corresponding problem-
solving model]

⇒⇒⇒ subdividing*:
{{{• active skill

:=== [a self-initiating skill]
• passive skill
}}}

Thus, the concept of a skill is the most important
concept from the point of view of constructing problem
solvers, since it combines not only the declarative part
of the description of the method of solving a class of
problems but also the operational one.

Skills can be passive skills, that is, such skills, the usage
of which must be explicitly initiated by some agent, or
active skills, which are initiated independently when a
corresponding situation occurs in the knowledge base.
To do this, in addition to the method and its operational
semantics, the sc-agent, which responds to the appearance
of a corresponding situation in the knowledge base and
initiates the interpretation of the method of this skill, is
also included in the active skill.

This separation allows implementing and combining
different approaches for solving problems, in particular,
passive skills can be considered as a way to implement
the concept of a smart software package.

V I I I . C O N C E P T S O F A C L A S S O F M E T H O D S
A N D A L A N G U A G E F O R R E P R E S E N T I N G

M E T H O D S

Like actions and problems, methods can be classified
into different classes. We will define a set of methods,
for which it is possible to unify the representation
(specification) of these methods, as a class of methods.

class of methods
⇐⇐⇐ family of subclasses*:

method
:=== [a set of methods, for which the representation

language of these methods is set]
333 procedural method for solving problems

⊃⊃⊃ algorithmic method for solving problems
333 logical method for solving problems

⊃⊃⊃ productional method for solving problems
⊃⊃⊃ functional method for solving problems

333 artificial neutral network
:=== [a class of methods for solving problems based

on artificial neural networks]
333 genetic "algorithm"
:=== [a set of methods based on a common ontology]
:=== [a set of methods represented in the same language]
:=== [a set of methods for solving problems, which

corresponds to a special language (for example,
an sc-language) that provides a representation of
methods from this set]

:=== [a set of methods that corresponds to a separate
problem-solving model]

Each specific class of methods mutually identically
corresponds to a language for representing methods
that belong to this (specified) class of methods. Thus,
the specification of each class of methods is reduced
to the specification of the corresponding language for
representing methods, i.e., to the description of its
syntactic, denotational and operational semantics.

Examples of languages for representing methods are
all programming languages, which mainly belong to
the subclass of languages for representing methods –
to languages for representing methods for information
processing. But now the need to create effective formal
languages for representing methods for performing actions
in the environment of cybernetical systems is becoming
increasingly relevant. Complex automation, in particular,
in the industrial sphere, is impossible without this.

There can be a whole set of such specialized languages,
each of which will correspond to its own model of
problem solving (i.e., to its own interpreter).

language for representing methods
:=== [a method language]
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:=== [a language for representing methods that correspond
to a specific class of methods]

⊂⊂⊂ language
:=== [a programming language]
⊃⊃⊃ language for representing methods for information

processing
:=== [a language of representing methods for solving

problems in memory of cybernetical systems]
⊃⊃⊃ language of representing methods for solving

problems in the environment of cybernetical systems
:=== [a programming language for external actions

of cybernetical systems]

I X . C O N C E P T O F A P R O B L E M - S O LV I N G M O D E L

By analogy with the concept of a problem-solving
strategy, we introduce the concept of a problem-solving
model, which we will interpret as a meta-method for
interpreting the corresponding class of methods.

problem-solving model
⊂⊂⊂ method
:=== [a meta-method]
:=== [an abstract machine for interpreting the correspond-

ing class of methods]
:=== [a hierarchical system of "microprograms" that

provide interpretation of the corresponding class of
methods]

⊃⊃⊃ algorithmic problem-solving model
⊃⊃⊃ procedural parallel synchronous problem-solving

model
⊃⊃⊃ procedural parallel asynchronous problem-solving

model
⊃⊃⊃ productional problem-solving model
⊃⊃⊃ functional problem-solving model
⊃⊃⊃ logical problem-solving model

⊃⊃⊃ coherent logical problem-solving model
⊃⊃⊃ fuzzy logical problem-solving model

⊃⊃⊃ "neural network" problem-solving model
⊃⊃⊃ "genetic" problem-solving model

Each problem-solving model is defined by:
• the corresponding class of methods for solving

problems, i.e., the language of representing methods
of this class;

• the subject domain of this class of methods;
• the ontology of this class of methods (i.e., the deno-

tational semantics of the language of representing
these methods);

• the operational semantics of the specified class of
methods.

It is important to note that for the interpretation of
all problem-solving models, an agent-oriented approach
considered in [1] can be used.

specification*

⊃⊃⊃ problem-solving model*
=== narrowing the relation by the first

domain(specification*; class of methods)*
:=== [a specification of the class of methods*]
:=== [a specification of the language for representing

methods*]

The problem-solving model associates the syntax,
denotational and operational semantics of the language
for representing methods of the corresponding class with
a certain class of methods.

denotational semantics of the language for
representing methods of the corresponding class
:=== [an ontology of the corresponding class of methods]
:=== [the denotational semantics of the corresponding

class of methods]
:=== [the denotational semantics of a language (an sc-

language) that provides a representation of methods
of the corresponding class]

:=== [the denotational semantics of the corresponding
problem-solving model]

⇒⇒⇒ note*:
[If the question is about a language that provides
an internal representation of the methods of the
corresponding class in the ostis-system, the syntax
of this language coincides with the syntax of the
sc-code]

⊂⊂⊂ ontology

operational semantics of the language for
representing methods of the corresponding class
:=== [a meta-method of interpretation of the corresponding

class of methods]
:=== [a family of agents that provide interpretation (usage)

of any method that belongs to the corresponding
class of methods]

:=== [the operational semantics of the corresponding
problem-solving model]

Since each method corresponds to a generalized defini-
tion of problems solved using this method, then each class
of methods must correspond not only to a certain language
of representing methods that belong to the specified class
of methods but also to a certain language of representation
of generalized definitions of problems for various classes
of problems that are solved using methods that belong to
the specified class of methods.

X . C O N C E P T S O F A P R O B L E M S O LV E R A N D A
K N O W L E D G E P R O C E S S I N G M A C H I N E

Taking into account the system of concepts discussed
above, we will define the problem solver of an intelligent
computer system as a set of skills that allow the system
to solve problems of a particular class.
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problem solver
:=== [a problem solver of an intelligent computer system]
:=== [a set of all the skills (abilities) acquired by the

computer system by now]
⊃⊃⊃ combined problem solver
⊃⊃⊃ hybrid problem solver

By the combined problem solver we will mean a solver
that provides all the functionality of an intelligent system,
that is, the solution of all problems that are related to the
direct purpose of the system and ensure the efficiency
of its work. Thus, for example, a solver that implements
some variant of logical inference cannot be considered
as combined, since to use a system that contains such a
solver it is necessary to have at least basic information
search tools that allow localizing the received answer as
well as means that ensure the translation of a question
from the user to the system and an answer from the
system to the user.

In general, the combined problem solver, in contrast to
the problem solver in a general sense, solves problems
related to:
• ensuring the main functionality of the system (solv-

ing explicitly defined problems on demand);
• ensuring the correctness and optimization of the

system (permanently throughout the system life
cycle);

• ensuring the automation of the development of an
intelligent system.

By the hybrid problem solver we will mean a problem
solver, within which several different problem-solving
models are used. It is obvious that the combined problem
solver is predominantly a hybrid problem solver, since
for the functioning of even a fairly simple intelligent
system it is necessary to solve problems of fundamentally
different classes discussed above.

In turn, by a knowledge processing machine we will
mean the set of interpreters of all skills that build some
problem solver. Taking into account the approach to
information processing used within the framework of
the OSTIS Technology and discussed in [1], a knowledge
processing machine is a sc-agent (most often – a non-
atomic sc-agent), which includes simpler sc-agents that
provide interpretation of the corresponding set of methods.

Thus, we can talk, for example, about a deductive
logical inference machine or an information search
machine.

X I . E X A M P L E O F T H E U S A G E O F T H E
D E V E L O P E D O N T O L O G I E S

Let us consider the usage of the abovementioned
fragments of ontology on the example of the description
in the knowledge base of ways to solve a simple problem
– the problem of finding roots of a quadratic equation.

As it is known from the school course in mathematics,
the problems of this class can be solved in at least two
ways – through the discriminant and the Vieta formulas
for the quadratic equation.

On the other hand, from the point of view of imple-
mentation in the ostis-system, both of these options can
also be implemented in two ways:
• in a particular way when an abstract sc-agent

designed to solve problems of a specific class in
a specific way is being developed;

• in a more general way when the corresponding
formulas are written in the form of logical rules,
which are further interpreted by a group of domain-
independent sc-agents. This option is worse in terms
of performance but much better in terms of flexibility
and extensibility of the system.

Figure 1 shows an example of implementing the
solution of problems of the considered class in both ways
(through the discriminant and Vieta formulas) in a more
particular way in the form of active skills. In this variant,
it is assumed that the sc-agent programs are implemented
in the SCP language, which is the basic language for
processing SC-code texts and whose programs are also
written in the SC-code. Based on this, the operational
semantics of the methods is an Abstract scp-machine, that
is, an interpreter of SCP programs.

In turn, figure 2 shows an example of the implemen-
tation of the same skills but in a more general way and
in the form of passive skills. In this case, the operational
semantics of the methods is a Non-atomic abstract sc-
agent of logical inference, which allows using logical
statements and, if necessary, calculating mathematical
expressions that are obtained as a result of using a logical
statement.

The presented figures also show how the declarative
semantics of the corresponding methods are set.

X I I . C O N C L U S I O N

The paper considers an ontological approach to the
development of problem solvers for intelligent computer
systems based on the OSTIS Technology. The formal
interpretation of such concepts as action, problem, class
of actions, class of problems, method, skill is clarified,
which together made it possible to define on their basis
the concepts of a problem-solving model and a problem
solver.

Examples of describing skills that allow solving one
and the same class of problems in different ways are
given.

In the future, the results obtained will increase the effi-
ciency of the component approach to the development of
problem solvers and automation tools for the development
of problem solvers as well as provide an opportunity not
only for the developer but also for the intelligent system
to automatically select ways to solve a particular problem.
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Figure 1. Example of usage of active skills

Figure 2. Example of usage of passive skills
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Онтологический подход к разработке
гибридных решателей задач

интеллектуальных компьютерных систем
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В работе рассмотрен онтологический подход к разработке
решателей задач интеллектуальных компьютерных систем на
основе Технологии OSTIS. Уточнена формальная трактовка
таких понятий как действие, задача, класс действий, класс за-
дач, метод, навык, что в совокупности позволило определить
на их основе понятие модели решения задач и решателя задач.
Полученные результаты позволят повысить эффективность
компонентного подхода к разработке решателей задач и
средств автоматизации разработки решателей задач.
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Abstract—The paper considers an ontological approach
to the development of a software model of a platform for in-
terpreting semantic models of intelligent computer systems
(a software model of a semantic computer). The architecture
of the specified software model and its components are
considered in detail, the principles of their implementation
and the advantages of the decisions made in comparison
with analogues are indicated.

A distinctive feature of the work is the demonstration of
the usage of the ontological approach to the development of
software products on the example of the specified software
model of a semantic computer.

Keywords—ontological approach, OSTIS, semantic com-
puter, crossplatform development, graph database, seman-
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I . I N T R O D U C T I O N

Throughout the development of the field of artificial
intelligence, attempts to create specialized hardware
solutions designed to interpret a certain class of models,
for example, neural network [1] or logical [2] ones, have
been repeatedly made. Many of these attempts were
unsuccessful, while others led to the industrial production
and active usage of such specialized tools [3].

One of the main reasons for failures of such attempts
was the absence of an appropriate technology that would
allow implementing actively new hardware solutions in
the development of intelligent systems that use models
interpreted using these hardware tools. That is to say, the
absence of a large number of systems, for which the usage
of these models would obviously be in demand, as well as
the absence of a technology that would allow developing
such systems using new hardware solutions within a
reasonable time were the obstacle at that time. Confirming
this idea, we can introduce the relation between the rapid
development of neural network models in recent years
and the subsequent development of specialized hardware
solutions that are used widely [3].

One of the ways that allow testing, developing and in
some cases implementing new models and technologies,
regardless of the availability of appropriate hardware
tools, is the development of software models of these

hardware tools that would be functionally equivalent
to these hardware tools but at the same time would
be interpreted on the basis of the traditional hardware
architecture (in this article we will consider the von
Neumann architecture as the dominant one at present).
It is obvious that the efficiency of such software models
will generally be lower than for the hardware solutions,
but in most cases it is sufficient to develop the appropriate
technology along with the development of hardware tools
and to transfer gradually already working systems from
the software model to the hardware one.

These ideas were considered when creating the OSTIS
Technology, one of the key principles of which is the
focus on a fundamentally new hardware basis for the
development of intelligent computer systems – a semantic
computer [4]. Currently, along with the work on creating
a semantic computer, an active implementation of its
software model is underway, which is currently actively
used in the development of intelligent computer systems
for various purposes.

The work on this software model has been carried out
for a long time, and some results were published earlier
by the authors [5], [6]. In contrast to these papers, the
key emphasis in this paper is made on the ontological
approach to the development of various kinds of products
on the example of a software model of a semantic
computer.

The ontological approach to software development is
currently being explored as part of the Ontology Driven
Software Development trend [7]. The main advantages
of this approach are associated with the ability to
automate the processes of analysis, development and
evolution of models of software systems without taking
into account the peculiarities of their implementation on
specific platforms, which in turn increases the flexibility
of such systems and the efficiency of their evolution
(maintenance).

In this paper the OSTIS Technology will also be used
as the basis for the ontological approach, which, in turn,
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illustrates such its property as reflexivity. Therefore, as
part of this paper, fragments of structured texts in the
SCn-code [8] (one of the OSTIS Technology standards)
will often be used, which are simultaneously fragments of
source texts of the knowledge base that are understandable
both to a human and to a machine. This allows making
the text more structured and formalized while maintaining
its readability.

I I . P R O B L E M D E F I N I T I O N

A. Architecture of ostis-systems

The OSTIS Technology is based on a universal method
of semantic representation (encoding) of information in
the memory of intelligent computer systems called SC-
code. Texts in the SC-code (sc-texts) are unified semantic
networks with a basic set-theoretic interpretation. The
elements of such semantic networks are called sc-elements
(sc-nodes and sc-connectors, which, in turn, can be sc-arcs
or sc-edges, depending on the directivity). The SC-code
alphabet consists of five main elements, on the basis of
which SC-code constructs of any complexity are built, as
well as more particular types of sc-elements (for example,
new concepts) are introduced.

Within the framework of the technology, several uni-
versal versions of visualization of SC-code constructs are
also proposed, such as SCg-code (graphic version), SCn-
code (non-linear hypertextual version), SCs-code (linear
string version).

Systems built on the basis of the OSTIS Technology
are called ostis-systems. Each ostis-system consists of
a complete model of this system described by means
of the SC-code (sc-model of a computer system) and a
platform for interpreting sc-models, which in general can
be implemented both in software and in hardware [9].
This ensures full platform independence of ostis-systems.

In turn, the sc-model of a computer system is con-
ventionally divided into the sc-model of the knowledge
base, sc-model of the problem solver and sc-model of the
computer system interface (both with user and with the
environment and other ostis-systems) as well as the model
of abstract semantic memory (sc-memory), in which SC-
code constructs are stored, and, accordingly, all the listed
sc-models (figure 1).

Due to the availability of the SC-code Alphabet and the
possibility of a complete description of the system using
the SC-code, it becomes possible to make ostis-systems
completely platform-independent. Thus, the development
of an ostis-system is reduced to the development of
its model and is carried out independently not only of
the operating system but also of the architecture of the
computer, on which the system runs. The platform, in
turn, can be implemented both in the software version
(in fact, in the form of a virtual machine) and in the
hardware version. Therefore, the most attention within
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Figure 1. The architecture of the ostis-system

this article is paid to the software version of the platform
implementation.

B. Principles which underlie the approach to the devel-
opment of a software version of the implementation of
the platform for interpreting sc-models

Since sc-texts are semantic networks, that is, in fact,
graph constructs of a certain type, at the lower level,
the problem of developing a software version of the
implementation of the platform for interpreting sc-models
is reduced to the development of means for storing and
processing such graph constructs.

Currently, a large number of the simplest models for
representing graph constructs in linear memory have been
developed, such as incident matrices, adjacency lists and
others [10]. However, when developing complex systems,
as a rule, it is usually necessary to use more efficient
models, both in terms of the amount of information
required for representation and in terms of the efficiency
of processing graph constructs stored in one form or
another.

The most common software tools focused on storing
and processing graph constructs include graph DBMS
(Neo4j [11], ArangoDB [12], OrientDB [13], Grakn
[14], etc.) as well as so-called rdf-storages (Virtuoso
[15], Sesame [16], etc.) designed for storing constructs
represented in the RDF model. To access information
stored within such tools, both languages implemented
within a specific tool (for example, the Cypher language
in Neo4j) and languages that are standards for a large
number of systems of this class (for example, SPARQL
for rdf storages) can be used.

The popularity and development of such tools lead
to the fact that at first glance it seems reasonable
and effective to implement a software version of the
implementation of the platform for interpreting sc-models
based on one of these tools. However, there are a
number of reasons why it was decided to implement
a software version of the implementation of the platform
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for interpreting sc-models from scratch. These include
the following ones:

• to ensure the efficiency of storing and processing
information constructs of a certain type (in this case
– SC-code constructs, sc-constructs), the specificity
of these constructs must be taken into consideration.
Particularly, at that time, the experiments described
in [5] showed a significant increase in the efficiency
of the own solution compared to the existing ones;

• in contrast to classical graph constructs, where an arc
or an edge can be incident only to the graph vertex
(this is also true for rdf-graphs), for the SC-code,
it is quite typical when an sc-connector is incident
to another sc-connector or even two sc-connectors.
In this regard, the existing means of storing graph
constructs do not allow storing sc-constructs (sc-
graphs) explicitly. A possible solution to this problem
is the transition from the sc-graph to the incident
orgraph, an example of which is described in [17],
however, this option leads to the multiplication of
stored elements by several times and significantly
reduces the efficiency of search algorithms due to the
need to do a large number of additional iterations;

• the basis of information processing within the OSTIS
Technology is a multiagent approach, in which agents
of processing information stored in sc-memory (sc-
agents) react to events that occur in sc-memory and
exchange information by specifying the actions they
perform in sc-memory [18]. Therefore, one of the
most important problems is to implement within
the software version of the implementation of the
platform for interpreting sc-models the possibility
of subscribing to events that occur in the software
model of sc-memory, which is currently not practi-
cally supported within the modern means of storing
and processing graph constructs;

• the SC-code also allows describing external informa-
tion constructs of any kind (images, text files, audio
and video files, etc.), which are formally interpreted
as the contents of sc-elements that are signs of
external files of the ostis-system. Thus, a component
of the software version of the implementation of the
platform for interpreting sc-models should be the
implementation of file memory, which allows storing
these constructs in any generally accepted formats.
The implementation of such a component within
the modern means of storing and processing graph
constructs is also not always possible.

Due to all reasons outlined, it was decided to implement
a software version of the implementation of the platform
for interpreting sc-models "from scratch", taking into
account the features of information storing and processing
within the OSTIS Technology. Further, the architecture of
the platform implementation, the principles of storing
sc-constructs in traditional linear memory as well as

the implementation of tools for accessing and editing
constructs stored in the sc-memory software model will
be considered in detail.

I I I . G E N E R A L A R C H I T E C T U R E O F T H E
S O F T WA R E V E R S I O N O F T H E I M P L E M E N TAT I O N

O F T H E P L AT F O R M F O R I N T E R P R E T I N G
S C - M O D E L S

Let us consider the specification of the concept soft-
ware version of the implementation of the platform for
interpreting sc-models of computer systems in the SCn-
code. Within this and other fragments, the symbol ":==="
indicates alternative (synonymous) names of the described
entity, which reveal in more detail some of its features.

software version of the implementation of the platform
for interpreting sc-models of computer systems
:=== [a software version of the implementation of the basic

interpreter of logical-semantic models of computer
systems]

:=== [a version of the implementation of the basic in-
terpreter of logical-semantic models of computer
systems on traditional computers with the von
Neumann architecture]

⊃⊃⊃ web-oriented version of the implementation of the
platform for interpreting sc-models of computer
systems
⊂⊂⊂ multiuser version of the implementation of the

platform for interpreting sc-models of
computer systems

333 Software version of the implementation of the
platform for interpreting sc-models of
computer systems

Software version of the implementation of the
platform for interpreting sc-models of computer
systems
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition of the software system*:
{{{• Software model of sc-memory
• Implementation of the interpreter of sc-models

of user interfaces
}}}

The current Software version of the implementation
of the platform for interpreting sc-models of computer
systems is a web-oriented one, that is, in terms of the
modern architecture, each ostis-system is a website that is
accessible online through a usual browser. Such version of
the implementation has an obvious advantage – an access
to the system is possible from anywhere in the world
where there is an Internet connection, while no specialized
software is required to work with the system. On the
other hand, this version of the implementation provides
the possibility to work with the system for several users
parallely.
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At the same time, the interaction of the client and
server parts is organized in such a way that the web
interface can be easily replaced with a desktop or mobile
interface, both universal and specialized ones.

This version of the implementation is distributed under
an open-source license; for storing source texts, the Github
hosting and a collective ostis-dev account are used [19].

The implementation is crossplatform and can be com-
piled from source texts in various operating systems.

Figure 2 shows the current architecture of the platform
for interpreting sc-models of computer systems.
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Figure 2. The architecture of the platform for interpreting sc-models
of computer systems

The illustration above shows that the core of the
platform is a Software model of sc-memory (sc-machine),
which can simultaneously interact with both the Implemen-
tation of the interpreter of sc-models of user interfaces (sc-
web [20]) and with any third-party applications using the
corresponding network protocols. In terms of the general
architecture, Implementation of the interpreter of sc-
models of user interfaces acts as one of the many possible
external components that interact with the Software model
of sc-memory over the network.

Software model of sc-memory
:=== [A software model of semantic memory implemented

on the basis of traditional linear memory and that
include storage facilities for sc-constructs and basic
tools for processing these constructs, including
ones for the remote access to them via appropriate
network protocols]

⇐⇐⇐ software model*:
sc-memory

∈∈∈ software model of sc-memory based on linear
memory

⇒⇒⇒ component of the software system*:

• Implementation of the sc-storage and means of
access to it

• Implementation of a basic set of
platform-dependent sc-agents and their
common components

• Implementation of the subsystem of interaction
with the environment using network protocols

• Implementation of auxiliary tools for working
with sc-memory

• Implementation of the scp-interpreter

Within the current Software model of sc-memory [21],
an sc-storage is understood as a component of the
software model that stores sc-constructs and accesses
them through a program interface. In general, the sc-
storage can be implemented in different ways. In addition
to the very sc-storage, the Software model of sc-memory
also includes the Implementation of file memory of the
ostis-system designed to store the contents of internal
files of ostis-systems. It is worth noting that when
switching from the Software model of sc-memory to
its hardware implementation, it will be reasonable to
implement file memory of the ostis-system on the basis
of traditional linear memory (at least, at the first stages
of the development of a semantic computer).

The current version of the Software model of sc-
memory assumes the possibility of saving the memory
state (snapshot) to the hard disk and further loading it
from the previously saved state. This ability is necessary
for restarting the system, in case of possible failures as
well as when working with source texts of the knowledge
base when the building from source texts is reduced to
creation of a snapshot of the memory state, which is then
placed in the Software model of sc-memory.

I V. P R I N C I P L E S O F I M P L E M E N TAT I O N O F T H E
S C - S T O R A G E

Let us consider the specification of the entity Imple-
mentation of the sc-storage and means of access to it in
the SCn-code:

Implementation of the sc-storage and means of access
to it
⇒⇒⇒ component of the software system*:

• Implementation of the sc-storage
∈∈∈ implementation of the sc-storage based

on linear memory
⇒⇒⇒ class of software system objects*:

segment of the sc-storage
:=== [a page of the sc-storage]
⇒⇒⇒ generalized part*:

element of the sc-storage
• Implementation of file memory of the

ostis-system
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Within this implementation of the sc-storage, sc-
memory is modeled as a set of segments, each of which is a
fixed-sized ordered sequence of elements of the sc-storage,
each of which corresponds to a specific sc-element.
Currently, each segment consists of 216 − 1 = 65535
elements of the sc-storage. The allocation of segments of
the sc-storage allows, on the one hand, simplifying an
address access to elements of the sc-storage and, on the
other hand, realizing the possibility of unloading a part
of sc-memory from RAM to the file system if necessary.
In the second case, the sc-storage segment becomes
the minimal (atomic) unloaded part of sc-memory. The
mechanism for unloading segments is implemented by
the existing principles of organizing virtual memory in
modern operating systems.

The maximal possible number of segments is limited
by the settings of the software implementation of the
sc-storage (currently, the default number is 216− 1 =
65535 segments, but in general it may be different). Thus,
technically, the maximal number of stored sc-elements in
the active implementation is about 4.3×109 sc-elements.

By default, all segments are physically located in RAM,
if there is not enough memory amount, then a mechanism
for unloading part of the segments to the hard disk (the
virtual memory mechanism) is provided.

Each segment consists of a set of data structures that
describe specific sc-elements (elements of the sc-storage).
Regardless of the type of the sc-element being described,
each element of the sc-storage has a fixed size (currently –
48 bytes), which ensures the convenience of storing them.
Thus, the maximal size of the knowledge base in the
current software model of sc-memory can reach 223 GB
(without taking into account the contents of internal files
of the ostis-system stored on the external file system).

The described structure of the Implementation of the
sc-storage is illustrated in figure 3.

Figure 4 shows an example of encoding information
in the Implementation of the sc-storage written in the
SCg-code (a graphical version of the visualization of SC-
code texts). For clarity, labels of the access level in this
example are omitted.

sc-address
:=== [an address of the element of the sc-storage that

corresponds to the specified sc-element, within the
current state of the Implementation of the sc-storage
as part of the software model of sc-memory]

⇒⇒⇒ family of relations that precisely define the
structure of a given entity*:
• segment number of the sc-storage*
• number of the element of the sc-storage within

the segment*

Each element of the sc-storage in the current imple-
mentation can be precisely specified by its address (sc-
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...
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first_in_arc
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next_out_arc
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sc_type: sc_node...

sc-element

...
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sc-element

...
sc_type: sc_arc...

Figure 3. An example of encoding information in the Implementation
of the sc-storage

address) that consists of a segment number and a number
of the element of the sc-storage within the segment. Thus,
the sc-address serves as the unique coordinates of the
element of the sc-storage within the Implementation of
the sc-storage.

The sc-address is not taken into account in any way
when processing the knowledge base at the semantic
level and is only necessary to provide access to the
corresponding data structure stored in linear memory
at the level of the Implementation of the sc-storage.

In general, the sc-address of the element of the sc-
storage that corresponds to the specified sc-element may
change, for example, when rebuilding the knowledge base
from source texts and then restarting the system. In this
case, the sc-address of the element of the sc-storage that
corresponds to the specified sc-element cannot change
directly during the activity of the system in the current
implementation.

For simplicity, we will use the term "sc-address of the
sc-element", meaning the sc-address of the element of the
sc-storage that uniquely corresponds to this sc-element.

element of the sc-storage
:=== [a cell of the sc-storage]
:=== [an element of the sc-storage that corresponds to the

sc-element]
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Figure 4. The Structure of the Implementation of the sc-storage

:=== [an image of the sc-element within the sc-storage]
:=== [a data structure, each instance of which corresponds

to one sc-element within the sc-storage]

⇒⇒⇒ subdividing*:
{{{• element of the sc-storage that corresponds to

the sc-node
• element of the sc-storage that corresponds to

the sc-arc
}}}

element of the sc-storage that corresponds to the
sc-node
⇒⇒⇒ family of relations that uniquely define the

structure of a given entity*:
{{{• label of the syntactic type of the sc-element*
• label of the access level of the sc-element*
• sc-address of the first sc-arc that goes out of

this sc-element*
• sc-address of the first sc-arc that comes in this

sc-element*
• contents of the element of the sc-storage*
⇒⇒⇒ second domain*:

contents of the element of the sc-storage

:=== [the contents of the element of the
sc-storage that corresponds to the
internal file of the ostis-system]

}}}
element of the sc-storage that corresponds to the
sc-arc
⇒⇒⇒ family of relations that uniquely define the

structure of a given entity*:
{{{• label of the syntactic type of the sc-element*
• label of the access level of the sc-element*
• sc-address of the first sc-arc that goes out of

this sc-element*
• sc-address of the first sc-arc that comes in this

sc-element*
• specification of the sc-arc within the

sc-storage*
⇒⇒⇒ second domain*:

specification of the sc-arc within the
sc-storage

}}}
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specification of the sc-arc within the sc-storage
⇒⇒⇒ family of relations that uniquely define the

structure of a given entity*:
{{{• sc-address of the initial sc-element of the

sc-arc*
• sc-address of the final sc-element of the

sc-arc*
• sc-address of the next sc-arc that goes out of

the same sc-element*
• sc-address of the next sc-arc that comes in the

same sc-element*
• sc-address of the previous sc-arc that goes out

of the same sc-element*
• sc-address of the previous sc-arc that comes in

the same sc-element*
}}}

Each element of the sc-storage that corresponds to
a certain sc-element is described by its syntactic type
(label), and, regardless of the type, sc-addresses of the
first sc-arc that comes in this sc-element and the first
sc-arc that goes out of this sc-element (they can be empty
if there are no such sc-arcs) are indicated.

The remainder of bytes, depending on the type of the
corresponding sc-element (sc-node or sc-arc), can be used
either to store the contents of the internal file of the ostis-
system (it can be empty if the sc-node is not a file sign)
or to store the specification of the sc-arc.

The sc-address of the first sc-arc that goes out of this
sc-element*, the sc-address of the first sc-arc that comes
in this element* and the contents of the element of the
sc-storage may generally be missing (to be "empty", with
value zero), but the size of the element in bytes will
remain the same.

Each sc-node in the current implementation can have
the contents (it can become an internal file of the ostis-
system). If the size of the contents of the internal file of
the ostis-system does not exceed 48 bytes (the size of
the specification of the sc-arc within the sc-storage, for
example, a small string sc-identifier), then this contents
is explicitly stored within the element of the sc-storage
as a sequence of bytes.

Otherwise, it is placed in a specially organised file
memory (for its organisation a separate platform module is
responsible, which in general can be arranged differently),
and a unique address of the corresponding file is stored
within the element of the sc-storage, which allows finding
it on the file system quickly.

Currently, sc-edges are stored in the same way as sc-
arcs, that is, they have a begin sc-element and an end
one, the difference is only in the label of the syntactic
type of the sc-element. This leads to some inconveniences
during processing, but sc-edges are currently used quite
rarely.

In terms of the software implementation, the data

structure for storing the sc-node and the sc-arc remains
the same, but the list of fields (components) changes in
it.

In addition, as it can be seen, each element of the
sc-storage (including the element of the sc-storage that
corresponds to the sc-arc) does not store a list of sc-
addresses of the sc-elements connected with it but stores
sc-addresses of one outgoing and one incoming arcs,
each of which, in turn, stores sc-addresses of the next
and previous arcs in the list of outgoing and incoming
sc-arcs for the corresponding elements.

All of the above allows:

• making the size of such a structure fixed (currently
– 48 bytes) and independent of the syntactic type of
the stored sc-element;

• providing the ability to work with sc-elements
without taking into account their syntactic type in
cases where it is necessary (for example, when
implementing search requests such as “Which sc-
elements are elements of this set”, “Which sc-
elements are directly related to this sc-element”,
etc.);

• providing the ability to access the element of the
sc-storage in a constant time;

• providing the ability to place the element of the sc-
storage in the processor cache, which, in turn, allows
speeding up the processing of sc-constructs.

The current Software model of sc-memory assumes that
all sc-memory is physically located on one computer. To
implement a distributed version of the Software model
of sc-memory, it is proposed to extend the sc-address by
specifying the address of the physical device where the
corresponding element of the sc-storage is stored.

Obviously, the type (class, kind) of the sc-element in
sc-memory can be set by explicitly specifying that this
sc-element belongs to the corresponding class (sc-node,
sc-arc, etc.).

However, within the platform for interpreting sc-models
of computer systems, there must be some set of labels of
the syntactic type of the sc-element that specify the type
of the element at the platform level and do not contain
a corresponding sc-arc of belonging (or rather, the basic
sc-arc) explicitly stored within sc-memory (its occurrence
is implied, but it is not stored explicitly, since this will
lead to an infinite increase in the number of sc-elements
that need to be stored in sc-memory). At a minimum,
there must be a label that corresponds to the basic sc-arc
class, since an explicit indication of belonging of the
sc-arc to this class generates another basic sc-arc.

Thus, basic sc-arcs that denote the belonging of sc-
elements to some known limited set of classes are
represented implicitly. This fact must be taken into
account in a number of cases, for example, when checking
whether an sc-element belongs to a certain class, when
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searching for all outgoing sc-arcs from a given sc-element,
etc.

If necessary, some of these implicitly stored sc-arcs can
be represented explicitly, for example, in the case when
such an sc-arc must be included in any set, that is, another
sc-arc must be drawn into it. In this case, there is a need
to synchronize the changes connected with this sc-arc
(for example, with deleting it) in its explicit and implicit
representation. This mechanism is not implemented in
the current Implementation of the sc-storage.

Thus, it is impossible to completely stop using labels
of the syntactic type of the sc-element, however, though
an increase in their number raises the efficiency of the
platform due to the simplifications of certain operations
on the validation of types of the sc-element, but it leads
to an increase in the number of situations, in which the
explicit and implicit representation of sc-arcs must be
taken into consideration, which, in turn, complicates the
development of the platform and the development of the
program code for processing the stored sc-structures.

label of the syntactic type of the sc-element
:=== [a unique numerical identifier that precisely corre-

sponds to the specified type of sc-elements and
is attributed to the corresponding element of the
sc-storage at the implementation level]

⇐⇐⇐ second domain*:
label of the syntactic type of the sc-element*

⊃⊃⊃ label of the sc-node
⇒⇒⇒ numerical expression in the hexadecimal

number system*:
[0x1]

⊃⊃⊃ label of the internal file of the ostis-system
⇒⇒⇒ numerical expression in the hexadecimal

number system*:
[0x2]

⊃⊃⊃ label of the sc-edge of a common type
⇒⇒⇒ numerical expression in the hexadecimal

number system*:
[0x4]

⊃⊃⊃ label of the sc-arc of a common type
⇒⇒⇒ numerical expression in the hexadecimal

number system*:
[0x8]

⊃⊃⊃ label of the sc-arc of belonging
⇒⇒⇒ numerical expression in the hexadecimal

number system*:
[0x10]

⊃⊃⊃ label of the sc-constant
⇒⇒⇒ numerical expression in the hexadecimal

number system*:
[0x20]

⊃⊃⊃ label of the sc-variable
⇒⇒⇒ numerical expression in the hexadecimal

number system*:
[0x40]

⊃⊃⊃ label of the positive sc-arc of belonging
⇒⇒⇒ numerical expression in the hexadecimal

number system*:
[0x80]

⊃⊃⊃ label of the negative sc-arc of belonging
⇒⇒⇒ numerical expression in a hexadecimal

number system*:
[0x100]

⊃⊃⊃ label of the fuzzy sc-arc of belonging
⇒⇒⇒ numerical expression in the hexadecimal

number system*:
[0x200]

⊃⊃⊃ label of the permanent sc-arc
⇒⇒⇒ numerical expression in the hexadecimal

number system*:
[0x400]

⊃⊃⊃ label of the temporal sc-arc
⇒⇒⇒ numerical expression in the hexadecimal

number system*:
[0x800]

⊃⊃⊃ label of the non-binary sc-connective
⇒⇒⇒ numerical expression in the hexadecimal

number system*:
[0x80]

⊃⊃⊃ label of the sc-structure
⇒⇒⇒ numerical expression in the hexadecimal

number system*:
[0x100]

⊃⊃⊃ label of a role relation
⇒⇒⇒ numerical expression in the hexadecimal

number system*:
[0x200]

⊃⊃⊃ label of a non-role relation
⇒⇒⇒ numerical expression in the hexadecimal

number system*:
[0x400]

⊃⊃⊃ label of the sc-class
⇒⇒⇒ numerical expression in the hexadecimal

number system*:
[0x800]

⊃⊃⊃ label of an abstract entity
⇒⇒⇒ numerical expression in the hexadecimal

number system*:
[0x1000]

⊃⊃⊃ label of a material entity
⇒⇒⇒ numerical expression in the hexadecimal

number system*:
[0x2000]

⊃⊃⊃ label of the constant positive permanent sc-arc of
belonging

:=== [a label of the basic sc-arc]
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:=== [a label of the sc-arc of the main type]
⇐⇐⇐ intersection*:
{{{• label of the sc-arc of membership
• sc-constant label
• label of the positive sc-arc of membership
• permanent sc-arc label
}}}

⊃⊃⊃ label of the variable positive permanent sc-arc of
membership

Labels of syntactic types of sc-elements can be com-
bined to obtain more specific label classes. In terms of
software implementation, such a combination is expressed
by the operation of bitwise addition of the values of the
corresponding labels.

Numerical expressions of some label classes may be
the same. This is done to reduce the size of the element
of the sc-storage by reducing the maximal size of the
label. There is no conflict in this case, since such label
classes, for example, the label of a role relation and the
label of a fuzzy sc-arc of belonging, cannot be combined.

It is important to note that each of the allocated label
classes (except the classes obtained by combining other
classes) uniquely corresponds to the ordinal number of
a bit in linear memory, which can be seen by looking
at the corresponding numerical expressions of the label
classes. It means that the label classes are not included in
each other, for example, specifying the label of a positive
sc-arc of belonging does not automatically indicate the
label of the sc-arc of belonging. This allows making
the operations of combining and comparing labels more
efficient.

Let us briefly consider the disadvantages of the current
implementation of the labels of syntactic types of sc-
elements and possible ways to eliminate them:
• At the moment, the number of labels of the syntactic

type of the sc-element is quite large, which leads
to arising a sufficiently large number of situations,
in which it is necessary to take into account the
explicit and implicit storage of sc-arcs of belonging
to the corresponding classes. On the other hand,
changing the set of labels for any purpose in the
current implementation is a rather time-consuming
problem (in terms of the extent of changes in the
platform code and sc-agents implemented at the
platform level), and an extension of the set of labels
without increasing the size of the element of the
sc-storage in bytes turns out to be quite impossible.
The solution to this problem is to minimize the
number of labels as much as possible, for example, to
the number of labels that correspond to the SC-code
Alphabet. In this case, the belonging of sc-elements
to any other classes will be written explicitly, and the
number of situations, in which it will be necessary
to take into account the implicit storage of sc-arcs,
will be minimal;

• Some labels from the current set of labels of the
syntactic type of the sc-element are used quite rarely
(for example, the label of the sc-edge of a common
type or the label of a negative sc-arc of belonging),
in turn, in sc-memory may exist classes that have
quite a lot of elements (for example, a binary relation
or a number). This fact does not allow using the
efficiency of the occurrence of labels in full.
The solution to this problem is to stop using the set
of labels known in advance and switch to a dynamic
set of labels (while their number can remain fixed).
In this case, a set of classes expressed as labels will
be formed on the basis of some criteria, for example,
the number of elements of this class or the frequency
of references to it.

label of the access level of the sc-element
⇐⇐⇐ second domain*:

label of the access level of the sc-element*
⇒⇒⇒ generalized structure*:
{{{• label of the reading access level of the

sc-element
• label of the writing access level of the

sc-element
}}}

In the current Implementation of the sc-storage, labels
of the access level are used to provide the ability to
restrict access of some processes in sc-memory to some
sc-elements stored in sc-memory.

Each element of the sc-storage corresponds to a label
of the reading access level of the sc-element and a label
of the writing access level of the sc-element, each of
which is expressed as a number from 0 to 255.

In turn, each process (most often one that corresponds
to some sc-agent) that tries to gain access to this element
of the sc-storage (read or change it) corresponds to the
reading and writing access level expressed in the same
numerical range. The specified access level for the process
is a part of the context of a process. Reading or writing
access to the element of the sc-storage is not allowed
if the process correspondingly has a lower reading or
writing access level than the element of the sc-storage
that is being accessed.

Thus, value zero of the label of the reading access
level of the sc-element and the label of the writing access
level of the sc-element means that any process can get
unlimited access to this element of the sc-storage.

V. I M P L E M E N TAT I O N O F M E A N S F O R
P R O C E S S I N G C O N S T R U C T S S T O R E D I N

S E M A N T I C M E M O RY

Let us consider the currently implemented means
of processing (access and editing) constructs stored in
semantic memory.
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The basic means of access to constructs stored in sc-
memory are sc-iterators.

sc-iterator
:=== [ScIterator]
⇐⇐⇐ class of components*:

Implementation of the sc-storage
⊃⊃⊃ three-element sc-iterator

⇒⇒⇒ class of sc-constructs*:
three-element sc-construct

⊃⊃⊃ five-element sc-iterator
⇒⇒⇒ class of sc-constructs*:

five-element sc-construct

From a functional point of view, sc-iterators, as part of
the Implementation of the sc-storage, are a basic tool for
access to constructs stored in sc-memory, which allows
reading (viewing) constructs that are isomorphic to the
simplest templates – three-element sc-constructs and five-
element sc-constructs [8].

From the point of view of implementation, the sc-
iterator is a data structure that corresponds to a certain
additionally precised class of sc-constructs and allows
using the appropriate set of functions to consistently view
all sc-constructs of this class represented in the current
state of sc-memory (to iterate over sc-constructs).

Each class of sc-iterators corresponds to some known
class (template, pattern) of sc-constructs. When develop-
ing an sc-iterator, this template is precised, that is, some
(at least one) elements of the template are associated with
a specific sc-element known in advance (the starting point
for the search), and other elements of the template (those
that need to be found) are associated with some type of
the sc-element from the types that correspond to labels
of the syntactic type of the sc-element.

Then, by calling the corresponding function (or a class
method in OOP), all sc-constructs that correspond to
the received template are sequentially viewed (taking
into consideration the specified types of sc-elements
and sc-elements known in advance), that is, the sc-
iterator sequentially "switches" from one construct to
another as long as such constructs exist. The existence
of the following construct is checked immediately before
switching. In the general case, there may not be constructs
that correspond to the specified template, in this case,
iteration will not occur (there will be 0 iterations).

At each iteration, sc-addresses of sc-elements included
in the corresponding sc-construct are written to the
sc-iterator, so the found elements can be processed
appropriately, depending on the problem.

Currently, a five-element sc-iterator is implemented on
the basis of three-element sc-iterators and in this sense
is not atomic. However, the introduction of five-element
sc-iterators is reasonable in terms of the convenience for
the developer of programs for processing sc-constructs.

sc-template
:=== [ScTemplate]
⇐⇐⇐ class of components*:

Implementation of the sc-storage
:=== [a data structure in linear memory that describes

a generalized sc-structure, which, in turn, can
either be explicitly represented in sc-memory or
not represented in its current state but can be
represented if necessary]

Sc-iterators allow searching only for sc-constructs of
the simplest configuration. To implement the search for
sc-constructs of a more complex configuration as well
as the generation of complex sc-constructs, sc-templates
are used, on the basis of which the search or generation
of constructs are then carried out. The sc-template is a
data structure that corresponds to some generalized sc-
structure, i.e., a sc-structure that contains sc-variables.
Using the appropriate set of functions, the following
actions can be carried out:
• search in the current state of sc-memory for all

sc-constructs that are isomorphic to the specified
template. As search parameters, the values for any
of the sc-variables in the template can be specified.
After the search, a set of search results will be
developed, each of which is a set of pairs in the form
“an sc-variable from the template – the corresponding
sc-constant”. This set can be empty (in the current
state of sc-memory there are no constructs that are
isomorphic to the given template) or contain one or
more elements. Substitution of values of sc-variables
can be carried out both by the sc-address and by the
system sc-identifier;

• generation of an sc-construct that is isomorphic to
a given template. The parameters and results of
generation are developed in the same way as in the
case of search, except that in the case of generation,
the result is always single and a set of results is not
developed.

Thus, each sc-template factually assumes a set of
templates developed by specifying values for the sc-
variables included in the initial template.

It is important to note that the sc-template is a data
structure in linear memory that corresponds to some
generalized sc-structure in sc-memory but is not this
generalized sc-structure itself. It means that the sc-
template can be automatically developed on the basis
of the generalized sc-structure explicitly represented in
sc-memory and also developed at the level of the program
code by calling the corresponding functions (methods).
In the second case, the sc-template will exist only in
linear memory, while the corresponding generalized sc-
structure will not be explicitly represented in sc-memory.
In this case, the substitution of the values of sc-variables
will be possible only by the system sc-identifier, since
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the corresponding template elements will not contain
sc-addresses.

When searching for sc-constructs that are isomorphic
to a given template, from the point of view of efficiency,
it is extremely important to consider, from which sc-
element the search should be initiated. As it is known,
in general, the search problem in the graph is an NP-
complete problem, but the search in the sc-graph allows
taking into consideration the semantics of the processed
information, which, in turn, allows reducing the search
time significantly.

One of the possible options for optimizing the search
algorithm implemented at the moment is the ranking of
three-element sc-constructs that are part of the sc-template,
according to the order of search for these sc-constructs
upon criterion of reducing the number of possible search
options that are generated by one or another three-element
sc-construct that contains sc-variables. Thus, at first, when
searching, those three-element sc-constructs that initially
contain two sc-constants are selected, and then those that
initially contain one sc-constant. After performing the
search step, the priority of sc-constructs changes, taking
into account the results obtained in the previous step.

Another optimization option is based on that specific
feature of formalization in the SC-code, that, in general,
the number of sc-arcs that come in a certain sc-element,
as a rule, is significantly lower than the number of sc-arcs
that go out it. Thus, it is reasonable to initiate the search
through the incoming sc-arcs.

It can be assumed that the features provided by sc-
templates allow eliminating the usage of sc-iterators
completely. However, this is not quite true for the
following reasons:
• search and generation by a template are implemented

on the basis of sc-iterators as a basic means of search-
ing for sc-constructs within the Implementation of
the sc-storage;

• sc-iterators make it possible to organize the search
process more flexibly, taking into account the seman-
tics of specific sc-elements involved in the search.
For example, we can consider the fact that for
some sc-elements the number of incoming sc-arcs is
significantly lower than the number of outgoing ones
(or vice versa). Thus, when searching for constructs
that contain such sc-elements, it is more efficient to
initiate a search from those sections where there are
potentially fewer arcs.

context of a process within the software model of
sc-memory
:=== [ScContext]
:=== [a context of a process run at the level of the software

model of sc-memory]
:=== [a meta description of a process in sc-memory run

at the level of the software model of sc-memory]

:=== [a data structure that contains meta information about
a process run in sc-memory at the platform level]

⇐⇐⇐ class of components*:
Implementation of the sc-storage

Each process that is run in sc-memory at the level
of the platform for interpreting sc-models of computer
systems (that most often corresponds to some sc-agent
implemented at the platform level) associates with the
context of a process, which is a data structure that
describes metainformation about this process. Currently,
the context of a process contains information about the
reading and writing access level for this process (See the
label of the access level of the sc-element).

When calling any functions (methods) connected with
access to constructs stored in sc-memory within the
process, one of the parameters is necessarily the context
of a process.

subscription to an event in sc-memory within the
software model of sc-memory
:=== [ScEvent]
:=== [a data structure that describes within the sc-memory

software model the correspondence between the
class of events in sc-memory and actions that should
be performed when events of this class occur in
sc-memory]

⇐⇐⇐ class of components*:
Implementation of the sc-storage

To make it possible to develop sc-agents within the
platform for interpreting sc-models of computer systems,
the possibility to subscribe to an event that belongs to
one of the classes of atomic events in sc-memory* [8]
is implemented, specifying the sc-element which should
be associated with the event of this class (for example,
the sc-element, for which an incoming or outgoing sc-arc
should be shown up). A subscription to an event is a data
structure that describes a class of expected events and a
function in the program code that should be called when
this event occurs.

All subscriptions to events are registered within the
event table. With any change in sc-memory, this table
is viewed and the functions that correspond to the event
that occurred are run.

In the current implementation, each event is processed
in a separate operating system thread, while at the
implementation level a parameter is set that describes the
number of maximal threads that can be run in parallel.

Thus, it is possible to implement sc-agents that respond
to events in sc-memory as well as to suspend its work
when running a certain process in sc-memory and wait for
some event to occur (for example, create a subproblem
for some group of sc-agents and wait for its solution).

To store the contents of internal files of ostis-systems,
the size of which exceeds 48 bytes, files that are
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explicitly stored on the file system are used, which is
accessed by means of the operating system, on which the
Software version of the implementation of the platform
for interpreting sc-models of computer systems runs. The
implementation of file memory is described in more detail
in [5].

In addition, to implement a quick search for sc-elements
by their string sc-identifiers or their fragments (substrings),
an additional key-value storage is used, which corresponds
to the string sc-identifier an sc-address of the sc-element,
whose identifier is this string (in the case of the basic
and system sc-identifier) or the sc-element, which is a
sign of the internal file of the ostis-system (in the case
of a nonbasic sc-identifier).

V I . I M P L E M E N TAT I O N O F T H E B A S I C S E T O F
P L AT F O R M - D E P E N D E N T S C - A G E N T S A N D

T H E I R C O M M O N C O M P O N E N T S

Part of the Software model of sc-memory is the
Implementation of a basic set of platform-dependent sc-
agents and their common components, which allows the
user to navigate through the knowledge base via user
interface commands. This, in turn, allows beginning work
with the ostis-system immediately after installing the
platform and downloading the knowledge base without
the need to connect any additional modules.

Implementation of a basic set of platform-dependent
sc-agents and their common components
⇒⇒⇒ component of the software system*:

• Implementation of the basic set of search
sc-agents

• Implementation of the basic mechanism for
collecting junk information

• Implementation of the basic set of front end
sc-agents

The current implementation of the mechanism for
collecting junk information contains an sc-agent that
responds to the explicit addition of any sc-element to
the set "junk information" and carries out the physical
deleting of this sc-element from sc-memory

Implementation of the basic set of search sc-agents
⇒⇒⇒ component of the software system*:

• Implementation of an Abstract sc-agent for
searching for the semantic neighborhood of a
given entity

• Implementation of an Abstract sc-agent for
searching for all entities that are particular
towards a given one

• Implementation of an Abstract sc-agent for
searching for all entities that are common
towards a given one

• Implementation of an Abstract sc-agent for
searching for all sc-identifiers that correspond
to a given entity

• Implementation of an Abstract sc-agent for
searching for basic sc-arcs that are incident to
a given sc-element

Implementation of the basic set of front end sc-agents
⇒⇒⇒ component of the software system*:

• Implementation of an Abstract sc-agent for
processing user interface commands

• Implementation of an Abstract sc-agent for
translating from an internal knowledge
representation to an intermediate transport
format
⇒⇒⇒ note*:

[currently, an approach is used, in which,
regardless of the form of external repre-
sentation of information, the information
stored in sc-memory is firstly translated
into an intermediate transport format
based on JSON, which is then processed
by sc-agents of the user interface, which
are part of Implementation of the inter-
preter of sc-models of user interfaces]

V I I . P R I N C I P L E S O F I N T E R A C T I O N O F T H E
S O F T WA R E M O D E L O F S C - M E M O RY W I T H

E X T E R N A L R E S O U R C E S

The interaction of the software model of sc-memory
with external resources can be carried out through a
specialized program interface (API), but this option is
inconvenient in most cases, because:
• it is supported only for a very limited set of

programming languages (C, C++, Python);
• it requires that the client application that accesses

the software model of sc-memory factually forms a
whole unit with it, thus eliminating the possibility
of building a distributed group of ostis-systems;

• as a consequence of the previous item, the possibility
of parallel work with sc-memory of several client
applications is excluded.

To make it possible to access sc-memory remotely,
without taking into account the programming languages,
with which a specific client application is implemented,
it was decided to implement the possibility of accessing
sc-memory using universal protocols that do not depend
on the means of implementing a particular component
or system. The binary protocol SCTP [22] and the
text protocol based on JSON [23] were developed as
such protocols. Further, the protocols themselves will be
considered in more detail as well as the means that allow
interaction on the basis of these protocols.
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Implementation of the subsystem of interaction with
the environment using network protocols
⇒⇒⇒ component of the software system*:

• Implementation of the subsystem of interaction
with the environment using the SCTP protocol

• Implementation of the subsystem of interaction
with the environment using protocols based on
the JSON format

SCTP is a binary protocol that allows performing
such operations as reading (search) and editing constructs
stored in sc-memory as well as track events that occur
in sc-memory.

The interaction between the client and the server on
the SCTP protocol is carried out by exchanging sctp-
commands, each of which is a set of bytes intended for
machine processing (but not for human perception).

SCTP
:=== [The Semantic Code Transfer Protocol]
⇔⇔⇔ analogy*:

HTTP
⇒⇒⇒ generalized implementation*:

• sctp-server
• sctp-client

should be distinguished*
333 {{{• SCTP

:=== [The Semantic Code Transfer Protocol]
• Stream Control Transmission Protocol

:=== [The Stream Control Transmission Proto-
col]

⇒⇒⇒ note*:
[A transport layer protocol in computer
networks developed in 2000.]

}}}

The stp-server processes stp-commands that come from
different sctp-clients and provides their interpretation in
sc-memory.

In general, stp-clients can be implemented in different
programming languages and have a different programming
interface. In fact, the problem of the stp-client is to
convert high-level commands presented in a convenient
for the programmer form into one or more low-level
sctp-commands, send them to the server, wait for the
sctp-result and interpret it.

sctp-command
⇒⇒⇒ generalized decomposition*:
{{{• sctp-command header

:=== [a part of the sctp-command that specifies
its type and some additional information
about it]

• arguments of the sctp-command

:=== [a part of the sctp-command that contains
its arguments and the dimension of which
may vary, depending on the type of the
command.]

}}}
⇒⇒⇒ inclusion*: example*:
• sctp-command for deleting an sc-element with

the specified sc-address
• sctp-command for creating a new sc-node of

the specified type
• sctp-command for getting the initial and final

elements of the sc-arc
⇒⇒⇒ note*:

[Running of each sctp-command assumes the occur-
rence of an sctp-result that uniquely corresponds to
this command.]

The SCTP protocol has a number of advantages:
• The SCTP protocol is crossplatform;
• The SCTP protocol can be implemented quite simply

in almost any programming language.
However, the SCTP protocol can be considered out-

dated at the moment, since it has a number of significant
disadvantages:
• SCTP protocol commands are low-level (focused

on work with single sc-elements or the simplest sc-
constructs of 3 or 5 elements). This leads to the fact
that performing even a simple transformation in the
knowledge base or a content-addressable retrieval
through a set of interrelated constructs is expressed
in the form of a fairly large set of sctp-commands.
Because for each command there is an sctp-result that
is also sent over the network, this unnecessarily loads
the network and greatly decreases the efficiency of
the system as a whole. In addition, the efficiency of
the system begins to depend heavily on the network
bandwidth;

• The SCTP protocol is not designed for human
perception.

Implementation of the subsystem of interaction with
the environment using the SCTP protocol
⇒⇒⇒ component of the software system*:

• Implementation of the sctp-server
• Implementation of the sctp-client

The Implementation of the subsystem of interaction with
the environment using the SCTP protocol includes the
Implementation of the sctp-client in C++, at the same time,
there are other implementations of sctp-clients within
the same software implementation of the platform, for
example, within the Implementation of the interpreter of
sc-models of user interfaces.

Due to the large number of disadvantages of the SCTP
protocol, it was decided to develop another protocol
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based on some universally accepted text transport format.
The JSON format was chosen as such one. Currently,
the existing components of the platform and specific
ostis-systems are being transferred from using the SCTP
protocol to the text protocol based on the JSON format.
This protocol does not have its name yet.

Within the Protocol for interaction with sc-memory
based on JSON, each command is a json-object, in which
the command identifier, the type of the command and
its arguments are specified. In turn, the response to the
command is also a json-object, in which the command ID,
its status (run successfully/unsuccessfully) and the results
are specified. The structure of arguments and results of a
command is determined by the type of command.

The protocol based on the JSON format has a number
of advantages:
• JSON is a universally accepted open format, for

working with which there are a large number of
libraries for popular programming languages. This,
in turn, simplifies the implementation of the client
and server for the protocol built on the basis of
JSON;

• The implementation of the JSON-based protocol
does not apply fundamental restrictions on the
dimension (length) of each command, unlike the
binary protocol does. Thus, it becomes possible to
use non-atomic commands that allow, for example,
creating several sc-elements in one act of transferring
such a command over the network. Important exam-
ples of such commands are the Random template
generation command and the Random template
search command;

• It can be said that the JSON-based protocol is the
next step towards creating a powerful and universal
request language that is similar to the SQL language
for relational databases and that is designed to
work with sc-memory. The next step will be the
implementation of such a protocol based on one
of the standards for the external display of sc-
constructs, for example, SCs-code, which, in turn,
will allow transferring entire programs for processing
sc-constructs as commands, for example, in the SCP
language.

V I I I . I M P L E M E N TAT I O N O F A C C E S S O RY
T O O L S F O R W O R K I N G W I T H S C - M E M O RY

The Implementation of accessory tools for working
with sc-memory is currently represented only by the
Implementation of the collector of the knowledge base
from source texts written in the SCs-code.

The collector of the knowledge base from source texts
allows building a knowledge base from a set of source
texts written in a limited SCs-code into a binary format
perceived by the Software model of sc-memory. In this
case, the building is possible both "from scratch" (with

the destruction of a previously created memory snapshot)
and an additive building, when the information contained
in a given set of files is added to an already existing
memory state snapshot.

In the current implementation, the collector performs
"pasting together" ("merging") of sc-elements that have
the same system sc-identifiers at the source level.

I X . I M P L E M E N TAT I O N O F T H E I N T E R P R E T E R
O F S C - M O D E L S O F U S E R I N T E R F A C E S

Along with the implementation of the Software model
of sc-memory, an important part of the Software version
of the implementation of the platform for interpreting sc-
models of computer systems is the Implementation of the
interpreter of sc-models of user interfaces, which provides
basic means for viewing and editing the knowledge base
by the user, means for navigating through the knowledge
base (asking questions to the knowledge base) and can
be supplemented with new components, depending on
the problems solved by each specific ostis-system.

Implementation of the interpreter of sc-models of user
interfaces
:=== [sc-web]
⇒⇒⇒ programming language used*:

• JavaScript
• TypeScript
• Python

Figure 5 shows the Architecture of the Implementation
of the interpreter of sc-models of user interfaces. This
artwork shows the planned version of the architecture
of the Implementation of the interpreter of sc-models of
user interfaces, an important principle of which is the
simplicity and uniformity of connecting with any compo-
nents of the user interface (editors, visualizers, switches,
menu commands, etc.). For this purpose, the Sandbox
software middleware is implemented, within which low-
level operations of interaction with the server part are
implemented and which provides a more convenient
programming interface for developers of components.

The current Implementation of the interpreter of sc-
models of user interfaces has a number of disadvantages:
• The lack of a single unified mechanism for client-

server interaction. Some components (a visualizer
of sc-texts in the SCn-code, menu commands, etc.)
run over the HTTP protocol, some – over the SCTP
protocol using the WebSocket technology, which
leads to significant difficulties in the development
of the platform;

• The HTTP protocol assumes a clear separation of the
active client and the passive server that responds to
client requests. Thus, in practice, the server (in this
case, sc-memory) cannot send a message to the client
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Figure 5. Architecture of the Implementation of the interpreter of
sc-models of user interfaces

in for convenience, which increases the security of
the system but significantly reduces its interactivity.
In addition, this variant of the implementation makes
it difficult to implement the multiagent approach
adopted in the OSTIS Technology, in particular,
it makes it difficult to implement sc-agents on
the front end. These problems can be solved by
constant monitoring of certain events on the front
end, however, this option is ineffective;
In addition, a part of the interface factually works di-
rectly with sc-memory using the WebSocket technol-
ogy, and the other one – through a middleware based
on the tornado library for the Python programming
language, which leads to additional dependencies on
third-party libraries;

• Some of the components (for example, the search
box by ID) are implemented by third-party means
and are not connected with sc-memory in practice.
It makes it difficult to develop the platform;

• The current Implementation of the interpreter of
sc-models of user interfaces is focused only on
conducting a dialogue with the user (in the "user
question – system answer" style). Obviously neces-
sary situations are not supported, such as running a
command that does not assume an answer; an error
or the absence of an answer; the need of a system
to ask a question to the user, etc;

• The ability for the user to interact with the system
without using special control components is limited.
For example, you can ask a question to the system
by drawing it in the SCg-code, but the user will
not see the answer, although it will be created in
memory by the corresponding agent;

• Most of the technologies used in the implementation

of the platform are now outdated, which makes it
difficult to develop the platform;

• The idea of platform independence of the user
interface (building an sc-model of the user interface)
is not implemented to the full. Currently, it is
likely to be difficult to describe the sc-model of
the user interface (including the exact placement,
dimensions, design of components, their behavior,
etc.) completely due to performance limitations,
however, it is quite possible to implement the ability
to ask questions to all interface components, change
their placement, etc., however, these capabilities
cannot be implemented in the current version of
the platform implementation;

• The interface part works slowly due to the disadvan-
tages of the SCTP protocol and some disadvantages
of the implementation of the server part in Python;

• The inheritance mechanism is not implemented when
adding new external languages. For example, adding
a new language, even very close to the SCg-code,
requires physically copying the component code and
making appropriate changes, thus two components
that are not connected in any way are obtained, which
begin to develop independently;

• A low level of documentation of the current Imple-
mentation of the interpreter of sc-models of user
interfaces.

Based on this, the requirements for the future (new)
version of the Implementation of the interpreter of sc-
models of user interfaces, which is currently being
developed, were formulated:

• Unify the principles of interaction of all interface
components with the Software model of sc-memory,
regardless of what type the component belongs to.
For example, the list of menu commands should be
formed through the same mechanism as the response
to the user request, and the editing command
generated by the user, and the command for adding
a new fragment to the knowledge base, etc;

• Unify the principles of user interaction with the
system, regardless of the method of interaction and
the external language. For example, it should be
possible to ask questions and run other commands
directly through the SCg/SCn interface. At the
same time, it is necessary to take into account the
principles of editing the knowledge base, so that the
user cannot add new information into the compliant
part of the knowledge base under the guise of asking
a question;

• Unify the principles of processing events that occur
when the user interacts with interface components
– the behavior of buttons and other interactive
components should not be set statically by third-
party means but implemented as an agent, which,
nevertheless, can be implemented randomly (not
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necessarily at a platform-independent level). Any
action performed by the user at the logical level
should be interpreted and processed as the initiation
of the agent;

• Provide the ability to run commands (in particular,
ask questions) with a random number of arguments,
including those without arguments;

• Provide the ability to display the answer to the
question partially if the answer is very large and
it takes a long time for it to be displayed;

• Each displayed interface component should be in-
terpreted as an image of some sc-node described in
the knowledge base. Thus, the user should be able
to ask random questions to any components of the
interface;

• Simplify as much as possible and document the
mechanism for adding new components;

• Provide the ability to add new components based on
existing ones without creating independent copies.
For example, it should be possible to create a
component for a language that extends the SCg
language with new primitives, redefine the principles
of placement of sc-texts, etc;

• Minimize dependence on third-party libraries;
• Minimize the usage of the HTTP protocol (a boot-

strap loading of the general interface structure),
ensure the possibility of equal two-way interaction
between the server and client parts;

• Stop using the SCTP protocol completely, switch to
the JSON-based one, document it.

It is obvious that the implementation of most of the
above requirements is not only connected with the very
version of the implementation of the platform but also
requires the development of the theory of logical-semantic
models of user interfaces and the clarification of the
general principles of the organization of user interfaces
of ostis-systems within it. However, the possibility of
implementing such models in principle should be taken
into account within the platform implementation.

Next, let us consider the current set of components
that are included by default in the Implementation of the
interpreter of sc-models of user interfaces. As mentioned
earlier, this set can be extended by other components,
depending on the problems solved by a specific ostis-
system.

Implementation of the interpreter of sc-models of user
interfaces
⇒⇒⇒ component of the software system*:

• User interface command menu panel
• Component for switching the language of

identification of displayed sc-elements
• Component for switching the external

language of knowledge visualization
• Search box of sc-elements by ID

• Panel for displaying the user dialog with the
ostis-system

• Panel for visualization and editing knowledge
⇒⇒⇒ component of the software system*:

• Visualizer of sc.n-texts
• Visualizer and editor of sc.g-texts

User interface command menu panel contains displays
of command classes (both atomic and non-atomic) that
are currently available in the knowledge base and are
included in the decomposition of the Main menu of
the user interface (meaning a complete decomposition,
which in general can include several levels of non-atomic
command classes).

Interaction with the display of a non-atomic command
class initiates a command for displaying classes of
commands included in the decomposition of this non-
atomic command class.

Interaction with the display of an atomic command
class initiates the generation of a command of this
class with previously selected arguments based on the
corresponding generalized definition of the command class
(command class template).

The Component for switching the language of identifi-
cation of displayed sc-elements is a display of the set of
natural languages available in the system. The interaction
of the user with this component switches the user interface
to the mode of communication with a particular user
using the base sc-identifiers that belong to this natural
language. It means that when displaying sc-identifiers of
sc-elements in any language, for example, in the SCg-
or SCn-code, the base sc-identifiers that belong to this
natural language will be used. It is subject both to sc-
elements displayed within the Panel for visualization
and editing knowledge and to any other sc-elements,
for example, command classes and even the natural
languages themselves displayed within the Component
for switching the language of identification of displayed
sc-elements.

The Component for switching the external language of
knowledge visualization is used to switch the language of
knowledge visualization in the active window displayed
on the Panel for visualization and editing knowledge.
In the current implementation, SCg- and SCn-codes are
supported as such languages by default as well as any
other languages included in the set of external languages
of the SC-code visualization.

The Search box of sc-elements by ID allows searching
for sc-identifiers that contain a substring input in this box
(capitalization is respected). As a result of the search, a
list of sc-identifiers that contain the specified substring
is displayed, when interacting with which the question
“What is it?” is automatically put, the argument of which
is either the sc-element itself, which has this sc-identifier
(in case the specified sc-identifier is the base or system
one, and thus the specified sc-element can be uniquely
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defined) or the internal ostis-system file itself, which is
the sc-identifier (in case this sc-identifier is not the base
one).

The Panel for displaying the user dialog with the ostis-
system displays a time-ordered list of sc-elements, which
are signs of actions that are initiated by the user within the
dialog with the ostis-system by interacting with displays
of the corresponding command classes (that is, if the
action was initiated in another way, for example, by
an explicit initiation through the creation of an arc of
belonging to a set of initiated actions in the sc.g-editor,
then it will not be displayed on this panel). When the
user interacts with each of the displayed signs of actions
on the Panel for visualization and editing knowledge,
a window that contains the result of performing this
action in the language for visualization is displayed, in
which it was displayed when the user viewed it the last
(previous) time. Thus, in the current implementation, this
panel can work only if the action initiated by the user
assumes the result of this action explicitly represented in
the memory. In turn, it follows that at present this panel,
as the Implementation of the interpreter of sc-models
of user interfaces in common, allows working with the
system only in the ”question-answer” dialog mode.

The Panel for visualization and editing knowledge
displays windows that contain an sc-text represented in
some language from a set of external languages of the
SC-code visualization and that, as a rule, is the result of
some action initiated by the user. If the corresponding
visualizer supports the possibility of editing texts of the
corresponding natural language, then it is at the same
time also an editor.

If necessary, the user interface of each specific ostis-
system can be supplemented with visualizers and editors
of various external languages, which in the current version
of the Implementation of the interpreter of sc-models
of user interfaces will also be placed on the Panel for
visualization and editing knowledge.

X . I M P L E M E N TAT I O N O F T H E I N T E R P R E T E R O F
P R O G R A M S O F T H E B A S E P R O G R A M M I N G
L A N G U A G E O F T H E O S T I S T E C H N O L O G Y

As a base programming language within the OSTIS
Technology, including for the implementation of programs
of sc-agents, an SCP Language [8] is proposed. The most
important feature of the SCP Language is the fact that its
programs are written in the same way as the knowledge
they process, that is, in the SC-code. This, on the one
hand, allows making ostis-systems platform-independent
(clearly separate the sc-model of a computer system and
the platform for interpreting such models) and, on the
other hand, requires the occurrence of the Implementation
of the scp-interpreter within the platform, that is, an
interpreter of SCP-programs.

The structure of the Implementation of the scp-
interpreter corresponds to the structure of an Abstract

scp-machine (an abstract model of the scp-interpreter)
considered in a number of papers, for example, in [18].
Next, let us consider this structure in the SCn-code.

Implementation of the scp-interpreter
⇐⇐⇐ software implementation*:

Abstract scp-machine
⇒⇒⇒ component of the software system*:

• Implementation of an Abstract sc-agent for
creating scp-processes

• Implementation of an Abstract sc-agent for
interpreting scp-operators

• Implementation of an Abstract sc-agent for
synchronizing the process of interpreting
scp-programs

• Implementation of an Abstract sc-agent for
killing scp-processes

• Implementation of an Abstract sc-agent for
synchronizing events in sc-memory and its
implementation

Implementation of an Abstract sc-agent for
interpreting scp-operators
⇒⇒⇒ component of the software system*:

• Implementation of an Abstract sc-agent for
interpreting scp-operators for generating
constructs

• Implementation of an Abstract sc-agent for
interpreting scp-operators of the
content-addressable retrieval of constructs

• Implementation of an Abstract sc-agent for
interpreting scp-operators for deleting
constructs

• Implementation of an Abstract sc-agent for
interpreting scp-operators for checking
conditions

• Implementation of an Abstract sc-agent for
interpreting scp-operators for managing
operand values

• Implementation of an Abstract sc-agent for
interpreting scp-operators for managing
scp-processes

• Implementation of an Abstract sc-agent for
interpreting scp-operators for managing events

• Implementation of an Abstract sc-agent for
interpreting scp-operators for processing the
contents of numerical files

• Implementation of an Abstract sc-agent for
interpreting scp-operators for processing the
contents of string files

The current Implementation of the scp-interpreter does
not include specialized tools for working with locks,
since the mechanism for locking sc-memory elements is
implemented at a lower level within the Implementation
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of the sc-storage and the mechanism for accessing it.

X I . C O N C L U S I O N

The paper considers the current version of the imple-
mentation of the software implementation of the platform
for interpreting sc-models of computer systems built
using the OSTIS Technology. The components of this
implementation, their advantages and disadvantages are
considered in detail, the problems for the development of
components and the platform as a whole are formulated.

It is important to note that an ontological approach was
used to describe the implementation of the platform for
interpreting sc-models of computer systems, which makes
it possible to make such a description understandable
not only to a human but also to an intelligent computer
system and, ultimately, will allow changing-over to the
ontological design of the platform implementation, first
in software and later in hardware variants.
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Онтологический подход к разработке
программной модели семантического
компьютера на основе традиционной

компьютерной архитектуры
Шункевич Д.В., Корончик Д.Н.

В работе рассмотрен онтологический подход к разработке
программной модели платформы интерпретации семанти-
ческих моделей интеллектуальных компьютерных систем
(программной модели семантического компьютера). Подроб-
но рассмотрена архитектура указанной программной модели,
детально описаны ее компоненты, принципы их реализации,
указаны преимущества принятых решений перед аналогами.

Отличительной особенностью работы является демон-
страция применения онтологического подхода к разработке
программных продуктов на примере указанной программной
модели семантического компьютера.
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Abstract—The article is dedicated to the problem of the
integration of artificial neural networks with knowledge
bases. The need for integration and development of a model
for the representation of artificial neural networks (ANN)
and actions for their processing in the knowledge base as the
basis for such integration is justified. The subject domains
and the corresponding ontologies of ANN and actions for
processing ANN are described.
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I. Introduction
Modern problem solvers of intelligent systems are

increasingly faced with the need to solve complex prob-
lems using various traditional and intelligent methods of
solving problems in a single information resource (in the
limit – in a single knowledge base) [1].

One of the most popular intelligent methods of solving-
problems is the method of solving problems usingartificial
neural networks, which is caused, first of all,by the
development of both the theory of ANN and thehardware
capabilities of machines that are used for their training.
Neural network models show excellent results when

working with unstructured data, but the traditional
disadvantage of such models is the lack of human-
understandable feedback, which could be called a reason-
ing chain. In other words, most neural network models
work as a “black box” [2].

However, the complexity of modern intelligent systems
that use neural network models, as well as the large
amount of data processed by them, create the need to
monitor, explain and understand the mechanisms of their
work to verbalize the assessment and optimization of the
activity of ANN.

Thus, we have, on the one hand, the need to use ANN
in solving complex problems and, on the other hand,
the need to explain how these problems were solved.
In that context, it becomes relevant to develop neuro-
symbolic approaches [3], [4], in particular, approaches
for the integration of ANN and knowledge bases that use
ontologies. Such integrated systems can combine:
• the possibility of semantic interpretation of the
processed data, using the representation of the

applied problems being solved by ANN as well as
the specification of its input and output data;

• with a representation of the ANN structure itself, a
description of its features and states, which make it
easier to understand its operation [5].

There are two main directions of integration of ANN
with knowledge bases:

• the building of intelligent systems that can use
neural network methods jointly with other methods
available in the system to solve complex problems.
Such systems will be able to take into account the
semantics of the problems at a higher level, which
will make the solutions of these problems more
structured and transparent;

• the building of an intelligent environment for the
development, training and integration of various
ANN compatible with knowledge bases through the
representation of ANN with the help of ontological
structures and their interpretation using knowledge
representation. Such an environment will provide an
opportunity for introspection of ANN, the ability to
save the states of ANN after training and reconfigu-
ration of the network, which will allow for a deeper
analysis of its operation. Also, a formal description
of the knowledge within the framework of the subject
domain of ANN will help to lower the threshold for
developers to enter the area of methods for solving
problems with the help of ANN.

The development of both directions implies that the
knowledge base stores knowledge (of various degrees of
detail) about what neural network models it contains, how
they are internally organized, what problems they can
solve, etc. Therefore, the basis for the development of
both directions is the development of a model for the
representation of artificial neural networks and actions
for their processing in the knowledge base. The purpose
of this article is to develop such a model.
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II. Proposed approach

The basis of the proposed approach is the usage of the
OSTIS Technology and its basic principles for building a
knowledge base [6].
Within the framework of the OSTIS Technology,

powerful tools have been developed. Its allow describing
any type of knowledge in a unified form, structuring
the knowledge base according to various criteria as well
as verifying its quality and editing the knowledge base
directly while in operation [7].
The basis of the knowledge base built using the

OSTIS Technology is a hierarchical system of subject
domains and their corresponding ontologies. An ontology
is interpreted as a specification of the system of concepts
of the corresponding subject domain.
Further, the development of any subject domain and

ontology will mean the development of a subject domain
and ontology in the terminology of the OSTIS Technol-
ogy.

Knowledge in knowledge bases built using the OSTIS
Technology is represented using an SC-code. To record
formalized texts, in the article, the variants of the external
display of SC-code constructions are used – SCg (graphic
version) and SCn (hypertext version). It is possible to
examine in detail the representation of knowledge with
the help of the SC-code here [8].
Thus, the specified problem of developing a model

for the representation of artificial neural networks in the
knowledge base and actions for their processing within
the framework of the OSTIS Technology is reduced to
the development of:
• the subject domain and the corresponding ontology
of artificial neural networks;

• the subject domain and the corresponding ontology
of actions for processing artificial neural networks.

III. Subject domain and the corresponding ontology of
artificial neural networks

The subject domain of artificial neural networks con-
tains a formal description of knowledge about particular
artificial neural networks. The corresponding ontology
contains a formal description of the concepts that are
necessary for the representation of such knowledge.

The maximum class of objects of research in the subject
domain of artificial neural networks is the artificial neural
network. This concept denotes a class, to which all entities
that denote specific ANN belong.

An artificial neural network is a set of neural elements
and connections between them [9]. The ANN consists of
formal neurons, which are interconnected by synaptic
connections. Neurons are organized in layers. Each
neuron of the layer receives signals from the synaptic
connections that come in it, processes them in a single
way using the activation function prescribed for it or for

Figure 1. The general scheme of the artificial neural network [9]

the entire layer and transmits the result to the synaptic
connections that go out of it.

Figure 1 shows the general scheme of the ANN.
We will call a set of information, which denotes data

about the structure of ANN layers, formal neurons, synap-
tic connections and activation functions, i.e., something
that can be trained and used to solve problems, the ANN
architecture.

In accordance with the ANN architecture, it is possible
to distinguish the following hierarchy of classes of ANN.
Let us consider this hierarchy in the SCn-code.

artificial neural network
⇒⇒⇒ subdividing*:

Typology of ANN on the basis of the directivity of
connections^
=== {{{• ANN with direct connections

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• perceptron

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• Rozenblatt perceptron
• autoencoder ANN
}}}

• support vector machine
• ANN of radial-basis functions
}}}

• ANN with inverse connections
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• Hopfield ANN
• Hamming ANN
}}}

• recurrent artificial neural network
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• Jordan ANN
• Elman ANN
• multi-recurrent ANN
• LSTM-element
• GRU-element
}}}

}}}
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⇒⇒⇒ subdividing*:
Typology of ANN on the basis of completeness of

connections^
=== {{{• fully connected ANN

• weakly connected ANN
}}}

Next, the key elements of the ontology of ANN, the
concepts used to formalize the ANN architecture will be
described.

A formal neuron is the main element of the artificial
neural network, which applies its activation function to the
sum of the products of input signals by weight coefficients
(Golovko2017):

y = F

(
n

∑
i=1

wixi−T

)
= F(WX−−T )

where X = (x1,x2, ...,xn)
T is an input signal vector; W −

−(w1,w2, ...,wn) – a vector of weight coefficients; T –
a threshold value; F – an activation function. The role
relation formal neuron’ is used to denote the belonging
of a particular formal neuron to any ANN.

A separate formal neuron is an artificial neural network
with one neuron in a single layer.

formal neuron
:=== [an artificial neuron]
:=== [a neuron]
⊂⊂⊂ artificial neural network
⇒⇒⇒ subdividing*:
{{{• fully connected formal neuron

:=== [a neuron that has a complete set of con-
nections with the neurons of the previous
layer]

• convolutional formal neuron
⇒⇒⇒ explanation*:

[A separate processing element of the
ANN, which performs a functional trans-
formation of the result of the operation of
convolution of the matrix of input values
using the activation function.]

⇒⇒⇒ explanation*:
[A convolutional formal neuron can be
represented by a fully connected formal
neuron.]

• recurrent formal neuron
⇒⇒⇒ explanation*:

[A formal neuron that has an inverse con-
nection with itself or with other neurons
of the ANN.]

}}}

Figure 2 shows the general scheme of a formal neuron.

The synaptic connection is a set of oriented pairs,
the first components of which are the neurons, out of

Figure 2. The general scheme of a formal neuron of the ANN [9]

which the signal goes, and the second components are
the neurons that receive this signal. When denoting the
belonging of a particular synaptic connection to any ANN,
the role relation synaptic connection’ is used.
The weight sum* is a non-role relation that connects

a formal neuron with a number that is the sum of the
products of input signals by the weight coefficients of the
synaptic connections that come in the neuron.
The activation function* is a non-role relation that

connects a formal neuron with a function, the result
of applying which to the weight sum of the neuron
determines its output value. To describe such functions, in
the knowledge base, classes of such functions (threshold,
sigmoid, ReLU, etc.) and information about the cases, in
which they are usually used, are described.

The ANN layer is a set of neural elements that receive
information from other neural elements of the network in
parallel at each clock period [9]. The activation function
of a layer is the activation function of all the formal
neurons of this layer. The description of the sequence
of ANN layers with the configuration of each layer sets
the ANN architecture. The configuration of the layer
is set by the type, the number of formal neurons, the
activation function. The description of the sequence of
ANN layers with the configuration of each layer sets the
ANN architecture. A separate layer is an artificial neural
network with a single layer.
ANN layer
:=== [layer]
:=== [set of layers of artificial neural networks]
⊂⊂⊂ artificial neural network
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• fully connected ANN layer

:=== [a layer, in which each neuron has a con-
nection with each neuron of the previous
layer]

• convolutional ANN layer
:=== [a layer, in which each neuron is convolu-

tional]
• nonlinear transformation ANN layer

:=== [a layer that performs nonlinear transfor-
mation of input data]

⇒⇒⇒ explanation*:
[As a rule, they are allocated into separate
layers only in software implementations.
In fact, they are considered as the final
stage of calculating the output activity
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of any neuron – the application of the
activation function.]

• dropout ANN layer
:=== [a layer that implements the dropout regu-

larization technique]
⇒⇒⇒ explanation*:

[This type of layer functions only during
training the ANN.]

• pooling ANN layer
:=== [a subsampling layer]
:=== [a pooling layer]

:=== [a layer that reduces the dimensionality of the
input data]

• ANN layer of the butch-normalization
}}}

Also, within the framework of the subject domain, the
hierarchy of ANN parameters is formalized.
ANN parameter
⊂⊂⊂ parameter
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• configurable ANN parameter

:=== [an ANN parameter, the value of which
changes during training]

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• weight coefficient of the synaptic

connection
• threshold value
• convolution kernel
}}}

• architectural ANN parameter
⇒⇒⇒ note*:

[The ANN parameter that defines its ar-
chitecture.]

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• number of layers
• number of neurons
• number of synaptic connections
}}}

}}}

The following concepts are also distinguished within
the subject domain: threshold formal neuron’, input value
of formal neuron*, output value of formal neuron*,
distributing layer*, processing layer*, output layer*.
With the help of the allocated concepts, it becomes

possible to formalize the architecture of a particular ANN
in the knowledge base. Figure 3 shows an example of the
formalization of a fully connected two-layer ANN with
two neurons on the input layer and one neuron on the
processing layer.

It should be noted that within the subject domain, it is
possible to formalize knowledge about the ANN without
formalizing knowledge about the ANN architecture. This
is possible when the ANN is a sign of an external entity

Figure 3. An example of the formalization of the architecture of an
artificial neural network in the knowledge base

in relation to the knowledge base, for example, the ANN
is implemented and works on a third-party service. In
this case, it is sufficient to formalize the specification of
such an ANN that includes:
• the ANN class;
• the ANN parameters;
• the type of problem being solved;
• the types of input and output data;
• the identifier, by which the specification of the ANN
in the knowledge base can be correlated with the
model in a third-party service;

• other knowledge that will help the system decide
whether to use ANN as a method for solving a
specific problem.

The description of each knowledge about ANN will
allow the system that uses the subject domain under
consideration to decide to use one or another ANN to
solve a specific problem or to help the developer make
such a decision when choosing an ANN to train for
solving such a problem. For the same purposes, for each
particular ANN, it is necessary to specify the problem
that it can solve. The following classes of problems are
identified, which can be solved with the help of the ANN
with acceptable accuracy:
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• the classification problem. The problem of creating
a classifier, i.e., displaying c̃ : X → C, where X ∈
Rm is the attribute space of the input pattern, C =
C1,C2, ...Ck – a finite and usually small set of class
labels.

• the regression problem. The problem of constructing
an evaluation function based on examples (xi, f (xi)),
where f (x) is an unknown function. The evaluation
function is the display of the form f̃ : X→R, where
X ∈ Rm is the attribute space of the input pattern.

• the clustering problem. The problem of dividing the
set of input patterns into groups (clusters) according
to some similarity metric.

• the problem of reducing the dimensionality of the
feature space;

• the control problem;
• the filtering problem;
• the detection problem. It is a special case of a
classification problem and a regression problem.

• the problem with associative memory.

IV. Subject domain and ontology of actions for processing
artificial neural networks

In the previous section, we considered the subject
domain and the corresponding ontology of ANN, within
which the ANN architecture is described. However, the
formalization of the ANN architecture is not enough to
use ANN as a method of solving problems; the system
should perform some actions on the configuration of the
architecture, training and usage (interpretation) of ANN.

A. Action for processing the ANN
An action for processing the ANN is the maximum

class of objects of research of the subject domain of
actions for processing artificial neural networks. This
concept denotes a class, to which all entities that denote
specific actions for processing the ANN belong.
Within the framework of the OSTIS Technology, an

action is defined as a purposeful process performed by one
or more subjects (cybernetic systems) with the possible
usage of certain tools [1].
Therefore, the action for processing the ANN is an

action, the object of which is some ANN, the subject of
which is an intelligent system, in the knowledge base of
which this ANN is described.

Actions for processing the ANN are carried out by the
appropriate group of agents [1].

Depending on whether the ANN is a sign of an entity
external to the system memory, the elements of the set of
the actions for processing the ANN are either elements
of the set action performed by a cybernetic system in its
environment or an element of the set action performed
by a cybernetic system in its memory.

Let us consider the hierarchy of classes of actions for
processing the ANN in the SCn-code.

action for processing the artificial neural network
:=== [action for processing the ANN]
:=== [action with the artificial neural network]
⊂⊂⊂ action
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• action for configuring the ANN
• action for configuring the weight coefficients of

the ANN
• action for interpreting the ANN
}}}

action for configuring the ANN
⊂⊂⊂ action for processing the ANN
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• action for creating the ANN
• action for editing the ANN
• action for deleting the ANN
• action for configuring the ANN layer
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• action for adding a layer to the ANN
• action for editing a layer of the ANN
• action for deleting a layer of the

ANN
• action for setting the activation

function of the neurons of the ANN
layer

• action for configuring a neuron in
the ANN layer
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• action for adding a neuron

to the ANN layer
• action for editing a neuron

in the ANN layer
• action for deleting a

neuron from the ANN layer
• action for setting the

activation function of a
neuron in the ANN layer

}}}
}}}

}}}

action for configuring the weight coefficients of the
ANN
⊂⊂⊂ action for processing the ANN
⊃⊃⊃ action for training the ANN
⊃⊃⊃ action for initializing the weights of the ANN

⊃⊃⊃ action for initializing the weights of neurons of
the ANN layer
⊃⊃⊃ action for initializing the weights of the

neuron of the ANN

Since as a result of the actions for processing the
ANN, the object of these actions, a particular ANN, can
change significantly (the configuration of the network, its
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Figure 4. The representation of the artificial neural network as a
temporal union of all its versions

weight coefficients change), the ANN is represented in
the knowledge base as a temporal union of all its versions.
Each version is the ANN and a temporal entity. On the
set of these temporal entities, a temporal sequence is set
with the indication of the first and last versions. Specific
knowledge is described for each version. The knowledge
common to all versions is described for the ANN, which
is a temporal union of all versions.

Figure 4 shows an example of the representation of the
ANN as a temporal union of all its versions.

B. Action for training the ANN
Special attention should be paid to the description of

the action for training the ANN as a basic action, as a
result of which it is possible to obtain an ANN suitable
for usage as a method for solving problems.
An action for training the ANN is an action, during

which a certain method of training the ANN is imple-
mented with the specified parameters of training the ANN,
optimization method and loss function on a given set of
input data – a training dataset.

Let us consider the key concepts used to describe the
action for training.
The method of training the ANN is a method of

iterative search for optimal values of the configurable
parameters of the ANN, which minimize some given loss
function. It is worth noting that although the purpose

of using the method of training is to minimize the
loss function, the “utility” of the model obtained after
training can be assessed only by the achieved level of its
generalizing ability. The role relation method of training’
is used to indicate the belonging of a particular method
of training to any action for training the ANN.
Let us consider the hierarchy of methods of training

the ANN in the SCn-code.
method of training the ANN
⊂⊂⊂ method
⊃⊃⊃ method of training with a teacher

⇒⇒⇒ explanation*:
[ a method of training with a teacher is
a method of training using the set target
variables. ]

⊃⊃⊃ method of backward propagation of the error
:=== [MBPE]
⇒⇒⇒ note*:

[MBPE uses a certain optimization method
and a certain loss function to implement
the phase of backward propagation of the
error and change the configurable ANN
parameters. One of the most common
optimization methods is the method of
stochastic gradient descent. ]

⇒⇒⇒ note*:
[It should also be noted that despite the
fact that the method is classified as one
of the methods of training with a teacher,
in the case of using MBPE for training
autoencoders, in classical publications, it
is considered as a method of training
without a teacher, since in this case there
is no marked data. ]

⊃⊃⊃ method of training without a teacher
⇒⇒⇒ explanation*:

[a method of training without a teacher is the
method of training without using the set target
variables (in the self-organization mode) ]

⇒⇒⇒ explanation*:
[During the performance of the algorithm of the
method of training without a teacher, useful
structural properties of the set are revealed.
Informally, it is understood as a method for
extracting information from a distribution, the
dataset for which was not manually annotated
by a human [10]. ]

An optimization method is a method for minimizing
the target loss function during training the ANN. When
denoting the belonging of a particular optimization
method to any method of training the ANN, the role
relation optimization method’ is used.
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optimization method
⊂⊂⊂ method
⇒⇒⇒ definition*:

[an optimization method is a method for minimizing
the target loss function during training the ANN]

⇒⇒⇒ inclusion*:
• SGD

:=== [stochastic gradient descent]
:=== [SGD]

• Nesterov method
• AdaGrad

:=== [adaptive gradient]
• RMSProp

:=== [root mean square propagation]
• Adam

:=== [adaptive moments]

The loss function is a function used to calculate the
error, which is calculated as the difference between the
factual reference value and the predicted value being
obtained by the ANN. When denoting the belonging of
a particular loss function to any method of training the
ANN, the role relation loss function’ is used.
loss function
⊂⊂⊂ function
⇒⇒⇒ inclusion*:
{{{• MSE

:=== [mean square error]
• BCE

:=== [binary cross entropy]
• MCE

:=== [multi-class cross entropy]
}}}

A parameter of training the ANN is a group of the
most general parameters of the method of training the
ANN. The following parameters of training the ANN are
distinguished:
• the learning rate is a parameter that determines the
rate of change in the weight coefficients of synaptic
connections of the ANN in the training process.

• The moment parameter is a parameter used in
the training process to eliminate the problem of
the “blocking” of the training algorithm in the
local minima of the minimized loss function. When
training the ANN, the situation of stopping of the
process at a certain point of the local minimum
without achieving the desired level of generalizing
ability of the ANN is frequent. To eliminate such an
undesirable phenomenon, an additional parameter
(moment) is introduced, which allows the training
algorithm to “jump” through the local minimum and
continue the process.

• The regularization parameter is a parameter used
to control the level of retraining the ANN. Regu-

Figure 5. An example of the formalization of the action for training
the artificial neural network in the knowledge base

larization is the addition of extra restrictions to the
rules for changing the configurable ANN parameters
to avoid retraining.

• The size of the training group is the size of the
group from the dataset that is used to change the
weight coefficients of synaptic connections at each
elementary step of training.

• The training epoch is one iteration of the training
algorithm, during which all the images from the
training dataset were used once.

With the help of the concepts highlighted in the
subject domain under consideration, it becomes possible
to formalize a specific action for processing the ANN in
the knowledge base. Figure 5 shows an example of the
formalization of the action for training the ANN.

Conclusion

A model for the representation of artificial neural
networks and actions for their processing in the knowledge
base on the ground of the OSTIS Technology has been
developed. The model is represented in the form of subject
domains and corresponding ontologies of artificial neural
networks and their processing actions.

Within the framework of the described subject domains,
with the help of their ontologies, it becomes possible to
describe ANN in the knowledge base with all the variety
of their architectures, classes, methods of training, etc.
The presence of such a possibility allows creating

intelligent systems that can:
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• use neural network methods along with other meth-
ods available in the system to solve complex prob-
lems in a common memory;

• configure, train and interpret ANN within the knowl-
edge base for the purpose of their introspection and
a deeper analysis of their work.

The described model creates the basis for further
research in the field of developing:
• universal integration with the knowledge base of any
neural network models, whose architecture is not
formalized directly in the knowledge base itself;

• a group of agents capable of performing the de-
scribed actions for processing ANN;

• an approach to automatic decision-making on the
usage of a particular neural network model for
solving system problems;

• an approach to using the knowledge base to improve
the training results of artificial neural networks.
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Модель представления искусственных
нейронных сетей и действий по их

обработке в базе знаний
Ковалёв М. В.

Статья посвящена рассмотрению проблемы интегра-
ции искусственных нейронных сетей с базами знаний.
Обоснована необходимость в интеграции и разработке
модели представления искусственных нейронных се-
тей(и.н.с.) и действий по их обработке в базе знаний
как основы такой интеграции. Описаны предметные
области и соответствующие им онтологии и.н.с. и
действий по обработке и.н.с.
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Abstract—The paper presents a general algorithm for
computing an aggregated time series forecast (TS), within
which machine learning methods are used to adjust the
parameters of a hybrid combined forecasting model. Also
presented are the results of experiments on the application
of the developed algorithm using the TS competition “Com-
putational Intelligence in Forecasting” (CIF). The use of a
neural network for choosing forecasting methods allowed,
on average, for all experiments to reduce the error by
7.225%, as can be seen from the results of the experiments.
The average error for the eight prediction methods chosen
by the neural network turned out to be lower than the
average error for all methods in 47 cases out of 50 (94%)

Keywords—Time series, forecasting, aggregated forecast,
machine learning

I. Overview of forecast aggregation methods

There are many methods for predicting vehicles. Com-
bined models are used to take advantage of several
methods at once. According to [2], a combined forecast-
ing model is a forecasting model consisting of several
individual models, called a base set.

In [3], a number of factors are highlighted that em-
phasize the effectiveness of the combined model:
1. impossibility of choosing a single model based

on experimental data, according to the theory of
multiple models [4];

2. an attempt to choose the only best model leads to
the need to choose from a group of models with
similar statistical characteristics [5];

3. The choice of a forecasting model for a vehicle
with a pronounced dynamics of level and properties
leads to the choice of an averaged model [2]. It is
impossible to quickly replace one forecasting model
with another by analyzing its dynamics;

4. each forecasting model considers only one side of
the dynamics of the analyzed process. The set of
models allows a more detailed description of the dy-
namics. Any forecast rejected due to non-optimality
contains information important for modeling [5].

According to [2], combined forecasting models are
divided into selective and hybrid ones.

In the selective model, the current predicted value
is calculated from the selected value according to the
selective criterion of the model from the base set.

The selective criterion can be:
• the minimum of the absolute value of the forecast
error of the current member of the series

• minimum of the absolute value of the error for the
last K observations (K-test)

• the minimum of the exponentially smoothed squared
deviation error (B-criterion).

Thus, when using a selective model, at each moment
in time, the forecast is built according to a single method
selected from the basic set, hybrid models, in turn, make
it possible to build a forecast using several models at
once, using the advantages of their joint application.

In a hybrid model, the predicted value is obtained by
aggregating the predicted results from several models
from the base set. As a rule, the final forecast is a
weighted sum of individual forecasts.

In [6], for the first time, the idea of creating a hybrid
model based on combining forecasts of several statistical
models was substantiated; in [7], this idea was developed,
and it was proposed to use the arithmetic mean of
forecasting results of the models included in the base
set [3] as the final forecast.

According to [5], the main problem of constructing
hybrid forecasting models is to determine the optimal
weights of individual forecasting models from the base
set.

In [3], the following main directions of development
of hybrid forecasting models are identified:
1. inclusion in the basic set of new (emerging) fore-

casting models
2. development of new methods for combining fore-

casts.
There are 7 main groups of methods for combining

forecasts [8]:
1. Methods based on the arithmetic mean of particular

predictions [6] [9] [10]. However, the presence of
anomalous forecasts as part of a combined forecast
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significantly reduces its accuracy [11]. It is proposed
to exclude anomalous predictions by using a trun-
cated arithmetic mean [12] [13].

2. Methods based on minimizing the final forecast
error by the least squares method [14].

3. Methods based on minimizing the variance of
the combined forecast error (works by Bates and
Granger [6], Ershov [15], Baltrushevich [16]).

4. Methods based on retrospective forecasts. This
group includes the AFTER method [17]. The
weights of the private forecasts are calculated based
on their own past values, conditional variance, and
the past values of the private forecasts. The weights
are updated after each new observation.
The following disadvantages of the AFTER method
were noted in [8]:
• difficult applicability in practice;
• strong dependence of the weights on the first set
value.

This group includes the following methods:
• ARM, developed by Yang [18];
• the Bunn method [19], which assumes finding
the distribution function for the weight coefficient
through the beta distribution;

• an adaptive method based on exponential smooth-
ing [2], [20].

5. Methods based on factor analysis. These methods
were proposed by Frenkel [21] and Gorelik and
Frenkel [5]. The idea of using factor analysis is
based on the fact that particular forecast results
using a separate forecasting method are an external
expression of some really existing but immeasurable
forecast value, which is taken as a combined forecast
[8].

6. The method of Gupta and Wilton, based on finding
the optimal weights of the coefficients of particular
predictions using a matrix of pairwise preferences,
has been placed in a separate group [22].

7. Methods based on quadratic programming. The
paper [23] describes a method for calculating the
weights of particular predictions by minimizing the
retrospective relative errors of particular predictions
using quadratic programming methods.

The main advantage of the method is efficiency and
ease of implementation. The main disadvantage is the
obligatory preliminary selection of particular forecasting
methods in order to comply with the requirement of error
independence [8].

Most of the methods for combining forecasts are based
on the assumptions about the independence of the abso-
lute forecast errors and their distribution in accordance
with the normal law with zero mathematical expectation
and unknown variance. However, these assumptions are
often not met [3], and therefore, methods based on fuzzy

logic and stable statistical estimates are currently being
actively developed, for example:
1. method of combining forecasts by Kovalev [24]

based on a system of fuzzy rules;
2. the Davydov union method [25], based on the use

of a robust M-estimate;
3. Methods for combining particular forecasts by

Vasiliev [26] based on the robust Huber estimate
of the truncated mean type and on the basis of the
Hodges-Lehmann R-estimate.

Thus, despite a significant number of publications
on the topics of forecasting methods for time series
and methods for aggregating individual forecasts, the
question of choosing the most appropriate aggregating
method and its constituent forecasting models for the
predicted time series remains.

II. Developed algorithm for calculating the aggregated
forecast of time series

Figure 1 shows a schematic description of the devel-
oped algorithm for calculating the aggregated forecast of
time series.

Figure 1. Algorithm for calculating the aggregated forecast of time
series

In this paper, 2 methods of setting the forecast weights
are considered:

- the first method is based on the values of the
prediction error on the control part of the time
series;

- the second method is based on the error values
assumed by the neural network for choosing a
prediction method.

The structure of the neural network for choosing the
aggregating method is close to the structure of the neural
network for choosing individual prediction methods, but
it includes more input neurons corresponding to the
metrics. Neurons corresponding to individual prediction
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methods have been replaced with neurons corresponding
to aggregation methods. The structure of the neural
network of the aggregating method is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The structure of the neural network for choosing the
aggregating method

Input neurons mts
1 , . . . ,mts

k correspond to time series
metrics. Neurons mset

1 , . . . ,mset
p set correspond to the

metrics of the aggregated set of individual predictions.
The output values correspond to the estimated prediction
error (SMAPE) values calculated by the neural network
for each aggregator (A1, . . . , Az) from the base set. The
aggregator from the base set of the combined model with
the lowest estimated error value is used to obtain the final
forecast.

The following main reasons for choosing just such a
set of metrics for the input layer of the neural network
can be distinguished:
• it is difficult to correctly train a neural network if the
input neurons correspond to individual forecasting
methods, since different individual methods will be
selected for each time series. This means that the
values of the signals arriving at the input of the
neural network under consideration will be equal to
zero for the unselected methods;

• the choice of the aggregator depends on the values
of the time series metrics, but transitively;

• the direct dependence of the choice of an aggregator
based on particular forecasting results is imple-
mented through the metrics of a set of individual
forecasts.

An error backpropagation algorithm with a logistic
activation function is used to train the neural network.
The training sample file contains the metric values and
prediction errors (SMAPE) for each time series included
in the set for each aggregation method.

This method of setting the weights includes dividing
the time series into training and control parts, followed by
forecasting by each individual method using the training
part of the control values and calculating the prediction
error. The weights of individual forecasts as part of the

aggregator are set in inverse proportion to the magnitude
of the error of each method.

III. Software system and experimental results
The developed program is designed to solve the prob-

lem of obtaining an aggregated forecast for the time
series of the states of a technical system.

The software product is developed on the .NET Frame-
work 4.6.1 platform in the C # language. The develop-
ment environment was Microsoft Visual Studio 2015.

The “neuralnet” library [27] for the R language was
used to work with neural networks. It made it possible to
create neural networks with the structure of a multilayer
preceptron, trained by the method of back propagation of
the error (ordinary or elastic propagation). This library
has a user-friendly interface and a high degree of con-
figuration flexibility, allowing you to select the activation
function and the error function.

The R library “ForecastComb” was used to compute
the aggregated forecast. This library contains more than
12 aggregation methods (fig. 3).

Figure 3. Forecast aggregation system form

Time series from the Computational Intelligence in
Forecasting (CIF) competition [28] were selected to test
the effectiveness of the developed solution.
• The first CIF benchmark contains 91 time series
of different lengths (from 12 to 1089 observations)
and different frequency of observations: day, month,
quarter, year.

• The second CIF benchmark includes 72 time series
with a frequency of a month and a length of 28 to
120 observations.

Five experiments with identical algorithm were carried
out. The averaged final result was obtained for them.
1. A set of 152 time series of the benchmark was

randomly divided into training (142 time series) and
control parts (10 time series) during each experi-
ment.

2. The time series of the control part were excluded
from the general table of the training sample.
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3. The neural network for choosing prediction methods
(with automatic selection of the optimal number of
neurons) was trained using the remaining data.

4. The resulting neural network was used to select the
8 best forecasting methods from the base set for the
time series of the control part of the general table
[29].

Figure 4 is a diagram showing, for each of the five
experiments, the average SMAPE error for best practices
and SMAPE for all methods.

Figure 4. Results of the conducted experiments

IV. Conclusion
The use of a neural network for choosing forecasting

methods allowed, on average, for all experiments to
reduce the error by 7.225%, as can be seen from the
results of the experiments. The average error for the eight
prediction methods chosen by the neural network turned
out to be lower than the average error for all methods in
47 cases out of 50 (94%).
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Разработка агрегатора для выбора наилучшего
метода прогнозирования групп временных рядов

Мошкин В.С., Мошкина И.А.,
Яшин Д.С., Ярушкина Н.Г.

В статье представлен общий алгоритм вычисления агре-
гированного прогноза временных рядов, в рамках которого
используются методы машинного обучения для настройки
параметров гибридной комбинированной модели прогнози-
рования. Также представлены результаты экспериментов по
применению разработанного алгоритма с использованием
временных рядов конкурса «Вычислительный интеллект в
прогнозировании» (CIF). Использование нейронной сети
для выбора методов прогнозирования позволило в сред-
нем по всем экспериментам снизить ошибку на 7,225%.
Средняя ошибка для восьми методов прогноза, выбранных
нейронной сетью, оказалась ниже средней ошибки для всех
методов в 47 случаях из 50 (94%).
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Abstract—The article is dedicated to the description
of the ontological approach to the building of the user
interface based on the OSTIS Technology. The existing
approaches in the field of the building of user interfaces
are considered and an ontological model of support of the
building process is described.
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interface, ontological approach, semantic model, server-
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I. Introduction

In the modern world and the daily life of humans, there
is a growing need for the usage of computer systems. The
effectiveness of their usage depends largely on the user
interface, since it is the user interface as a component of
the system that is a way to interact with the user.
At present, the user interface is the most frequently

changed component of the system and is the part of the
application that requires the maximum number of updates.
Approximately 80% of the costs in the development
of computer systems are accounted for by the design,
testing and development of the user interface. At the
same time, almost all applications change their interface
after the release of the first version and the addition of
new functionality always affects the already developed
component. In addition, most modern systems should
be cross-platform for the convenience of users, which
implies the development of a web version of the interface
as well as mobile and desktop versions [1].
When building the user interface, the following prob-

lems remain relevant:
• the portability of user interfaces from one imple-
mentation platform to another is difficult;

• the lack of general principles for building user
interfaces limits the possibility of reuse of already
developed components and increases the time re-
quired to train the user in new user interfaces, which
also increases the development time and the cost of
designing and supporting user interfaces;

• in most systems, there is no possibility of modifying
the user interface during running;

• in most systems, there is no possibility of flexible
adaptation of the user interface to the needs of a
particular user.

Within the framework of this article, an ontological
approach to the building of semantic models of user
interfaces based on the OSTIS Technology is proposed
to solve the above problems. A technique for developing
a user interface is also proposed. The article elaborates
the ideas proposed in [2] and is aimed at more detailed
consideration of the problem of the automatic building
of the user interface, which is a key one to support
the flexibility and simplicity of improving the designed
interfaces.

The building of the user interface within the framework
of the proposed approach will be carried out on the
basis of its complete semantic model that contains a
precise specification of all the used concepts with the
help of a hierarchical system of formal ontologies, which
will ensure the integration of various aspects of the
user interface within a unified system, the ability of the
system to analyze the actions performed within the user
interface and its flexible configuration in the process of
operation. Thus, the development of the user interface
will be reduced to the building and improvement of its
semantic model.

II. Analysis of existing approaches
Currently, there are several basic approaches to gener-

ating a user interface, that consider its various aspects:
• an approach based on specialized description lan-
guages;

• a context-sensitive approach;
• a data-based approach;
• an ontological approach.
The approach based on specialized description lan-

guages assumes the representation of a particular user
interface in a platform-independent form. Examples of
interface description languages are UIML [3], UsiXML
[4], XForms [5] and JavaFX FXML [6]. The key idea of
the represented languages is to build a model of dialogues
and interface forms in a form independent of the used
technology, a description of visual elements as well as
the relations between them and their features for creating
a certain user interface.

The context-sensitive approach integrates the usage of a
structural description of the interface based on description
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languages with a behavioral specification, that is, the
generation of the interface is based on user actions. As
part of the approach, transitions between different types
of a particular user interface are specified. Examples of
the implementation of this approach are CAP3 [7] and
MARIA [8].
A data-based, or a model-oriented, approach uses a

model of the subject domain as the basis for creating
user interfaces. Implementation includes JANUS [9] and
Mecano [10].
Existing ontological approaches are usually based on

the approaches presented earlier and use ontologies as a
way of representation of information about a particular
user interface. For example, by analogy with the approach
based on specialized description languages, the framework
[11] was proposed, which uses an ontology to describe the
user interface based on concepts stored in the knowledge
base. By analogy with the context-dependent approach,
within the framework of the article [12], the model
of the subject domain together with the user interface
model is used, associated with the ontology of actions.
The ActiveRaUL [13] project combines UIML with a
model-oriented approach. Within the framework of this
project, the ontological model of the subject domain
is correlated with the ontological representation of the
user interface. The approach proposed in [14] combines
application data with the user interface ontology for the
creation of a single description in the knowledge base for
the subsequent automatic generation of various interface
options for questionnaire applications with ready-made
user interaction scenarios. It is also worth noting the
articles [15] and [16], in which a concept is proposed,
that allows combining information that is homogeneous in
content into components of the interface model, liberating
the interface developer from encoding, and forming
information for each component of the interface model
using editors controlled by the corresponding ontology
models.
The principle of generating an interface based on

a declarative description is the basis of a number of
applied projects. For example, the mermaid [17] project
allows automatically generating diagrams based on their
description, and the rjsf [18] project allows generating
forms for user input. In addition, a general approach
to generating and displaying an interface based on its
description from the server side of the application can
also be found in industrial development under the terms
Server-Driven UI or Backend-Driven UI [19].

The disadvantages of existing solutions for generating
the user interface include the following:
• as a rule, the created models are specific to a
particular platform or a certain implementation of
the user interface, which hinders their reuse for other
purposes;

• solutions that offer a platform-independent descrip-

tion allow generating only simple user interfaces that
are limited in functionality (questionnaire applica-
tions, diagrams, etc.).

Among the represented approaches, the ontological one
is the most preferable for the following reasons:
• it allows integrating earlier proposed approaches due
to a single way of representation of knowledge;

• it allows creating the most complete description of
various aspects of the user interface. The composi-
tion of this description will be discussed in more
detail below;

• it simplifies the reuse of the interface by applying
a single representation of the interface model for
different platforms.

However, for existing solutions based on the ontolog-
ical approach, the problem of compatibility of various
ontologies within a unified system remains relevant as
well as the lack of the ability to adapt to user requests and
analyze their actions for independent improvement (as a
basis for such an analysis, the ontology of user actions
serves).

III. Proposed approach
Based on the conducted analysis, an approach on

the ground of an ontological one is proposed, which
consists in creating a complete semantic model of the
interface, which will eliminate the shortcomings of
existing solutions. The key features of the approach are:
• the fixation of the interface description in the form
of an abstraction, regardless of the platform and
device;

• the presence of a complete semantic model of
the interface, that contains a “lexical” interface
description (a description of the components, from
which the interface is formed), a “syntactic” interface
description (rules for forming a correct and full
interface from its components) but also its semantic
description (knowledge of which entity the displayed
component a sign is). At the same time, the semantic
description also includes the purpose, scope of appli-
cation of the interface components and a description
of the interface user activity;

• the representation of the specification of the inter-
face generation tools and, if necessary, the tools
themselves in a common format with a description
of the interface through some unified knowledge
representation language;

• the reduction of development costs due to the reuse
of interface components;

• the reduction of development costs due to the usage
of a hierarchical structuring of the user interface
model, which allows independent development of
components;

• universality, that is, the possibility of using the
approach to build interfaces of any systems, regard-
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less of their purpose. The unified principles of the
building of the interface will allow the user to easily
switch from using one system to another, significantly
reducing the cost of training;

• the integration of the semantic interface model with
other models within a unified system. For exam-
ple, integration with the user model (biographical
information, knowledge about the user’s behavior
within the system) will make the interface adaptive.
In this case, an adaptive interface is understood as an
interface that can adapt to a certain user or category
of users (which implies not only a change in the
visual component of the interface but also a change
in its internal functionality).

Thus, based on the above, the following demands can
be made to the technology, on the basis of which this
approach can be implemented:
• the technology should provide an opportunity to
describe various semantic models and their compo-
nents of various types of knowledge in a common
format;

• the technology should allow the simple integration
of various semantic models within a unified system;

• the technology should support a component approach
to creating semantic models.

Among the existing system design technologies, the
OSTIS Technology meets the specified requirements,
among the advantages of which it is also possible to
additionally highlight the presence of a basic set of
ontologies that can serve as the basis for the user interface
model being developed.
Thus, within the framework of this approach, in the

article, an option for implementing a framework for
building user interfaces is proposed, which is based on the
OSTIS Technology, which provides a universal language
for the semantic representation (encoding) of information
in the memory of intelligent computer systems, called
an SC-code. Texts of the SC-code (sc-texts) are unified
semantic networks with a basic set-theoretic interpretation.
The elements of such semantic networks are called sc-
elements (sc-nodes and sc-connectors, which, in turn, can
be sc-arcs or sc-edges, depending on the directivity). The
SC-code alphabet consists of five main elements, on the
basis of which SC-code constructs of any complexity are
built, as well as more particular types of sc-elements (for
example, new concepts) are introduced. The memory that
stores SC-code constructs is called semantic memory or
sc-memory [20].
The architecture of each ostis-system includes a plat-

form for interpreting semantic models of ostis-systems as
well as a semantic model of the ostis-system described
using the SC-code (sc-model of the ostis-system). In turn,
the sc-model of the ostis-system includes the sc-model of
the knowledge base, the sc-model of the problem solver
and the sc-model of the interface. The principles of the

structure and design of knowledge bases and problem
solvers are discussed in more detail in [21] and [23],
respectively. Within this article, the sc-model of the user
interface will be considered, which is included in the
sc-model of the interface. Its principles were described in
the article [2], the development of which is this article.

The SC-code representation languages include:
• SCg-code – one of the possible ways of visual
representation of SC-texts. The basic principle that
underlies the SCg-code is that each sc-element is
assigned a sc.g-element (graphical representation);

• SCs-code – a string (linear) version of the SC-
code representation. It is designed to represent sc-
graphs (SC-code texts) in the form of sequences of
characters;

• SCn-code – a string non-linear version of the SC-
code representation. The SCn-code is designed to
represent sc-graphs in the form of sequences of
characters formatted according to given rules, in
which basic hypermedia tools, such as graphic
images as well as tools of navigation between parts
of sc.n-texts, can also be used [2].

Within the framework of this article, fragments of SCg-
and SCn-codes [24] will be used, which are simultane-
ously fragments of the source texts of the knowledge
base, that are understandable to both a human and to a
machine. This allows making the text more structured
and formalized while maintaining its readability.

IV. Problem definition
The user interface within the framework of the pro-

posed approach is a specialized ostis-system focused on
solving interface problems and that includes a knowledge
base and a problem solver of the user interface. The
general architecture of the ostis-system is shown in figure
1.

sc-model of the ostis-system 

sc-model of the 

knowledge base 

sc-model of the 
problem solver  

sc-memory 

platform for interpreting sc-models 

ostis-system 
 
 

 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                            sc-model of the                           
                                                                                                           interface 
                                                                                                                                                                        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1. The architecture of the ostis-system

To solve the problem of building a user interface, the
user interface knowledge base requires the presence of an
sc-model of user interface components, interface actions
as well as the classification of user interfaces in general,
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as shown in figure 2. When designing the interface, it is
proposed to use a component approach, which assumes
the representation of the entire application interface in
the form of separate specified components that can be
developed and improved independently. It is important
that, as a result of the building, the user interface should
be not only static (visually formed) but also dynamic
(with the ability to perform various actions, including
those initiated by the user).

Figure 2. The structure of the sc-model of the user interface

The basis of the sc-model of the ostis-system knowledge
base is a hierarchical system of subject domains and
their corresponding ontologies. Accordingly, within the
framework of the proposed approach, it is necessary to
develop:
• the Subject domain of user interfaces;
• the Subject domain of user interface components;
• the Subject domain of interface user actions.

The problem solver is a hierarchical system of agents of
knowledge processing in semantic memory (sc-agents),
which interact with each other exclusively by specifying
the actions they perform in the memory. An sc-agent is
a certain subject that can perform actions in sc-memory,
which belong to a certain class of autonomous actions.
An autonomous action is an action that is performed
regardless of whether the specified action is part of the
decomposition of a more common action [22]. To build a
user interface, it is necessary to implement the following
agents:
• the Agent of interpretation of the sc-model of the
user interface knowledge base;

• the Agent of processing of user actions.

V. Sc-model of the knowledge base
A. Subject domain of user interfaces
The subject domain of user interfaces includes the

classification of user interfaces.
user interface
⊃⊃⊃ command-line interface
⊃⊃⊃ graphical user interface

⊃⊃⊃ WIMP-interface
⊃⊃⊃ SILK-interface

:=== [(Speech – речь, Image – образ, Language –
язык, Knowledge – знание)]

⊃⊃⊃ natural-language interface
⊃⊃⊃ speech interface

A user interface is one of the most important compo-
nents of a computer system. It is a set of hardware and
software tools that provide information exchange between
the user and the computer system.

A command-line interface is a user interface, in which
information is exchanged between a computer system and
a user by writing text instructions or commands.

A graphical user interface is a user interface, in which
information is exchanged between a computer system and
a user using the graphical components of a computer
system.
A WIMP-interface is a user interface, in which infor-

mation is exchanged between a computer system and a
user in the form of a dialogue using windows, menus and
other controls.

A SILK-interface is a user interface that is closest to the
natural form of human communication. The computer sys-
tem initiates commands independently, analyzing human
speech and finding key phrases in it. The result of running
commands is converted into a form that is understandable
to a human, for example, into a natural-language form or
an image.
A natural-language interface is a SILK-interface, in

which the exchange of information between a computer
system and a user occurs through a dialogue. The dialogue
is conducted in one of the natural languages.
A speech interface is a SILK-interface, in which

information is exchanged through a dialogue, during
which the computer system and the user communicate
using speech. This type of interface is the closest to
natural communication between humans.
B. Subject domain of user interface components
The subject domain of user interface components

describes the structure and features of the visual represen-
tation of user interface components. The Ui2Ont ontology
[26] was taken as the basis of this subject domain.

A user interface component is a sign of a fragment of
the knowledge base, that has a certain form of external
representation on the screen.
user interface component
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• atomic user interface component
• non-atomic user interface component
}}}

An atomic user interface component is a user interface
component that does not contain other user interface
components in its structure.
A non-atomic user interface component is a user

interface component that consists of other user interface
components.
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Below is the classification of the components:

user interface component
⊃⊃⊃ presentation user interface component

⊃⊃⊃ output
⊃⊃⊃ image-output
⊃⊃⊃ graphical-output

⊃⊃⊃ chart
⊃⊃⊃ map
⊃⊃⊃ progress-bar

⊃⊃⊃ video-output
⊃⊃⊃ sound-output
⊃⊃⊃ text-output

⊃⊃⊃ headline
⊃⊃⊃ paragraph
⊃⊃⊃ message

⊃⊃⊃ decorative user interface component
⊃⊃⊃ separator
⊃⊃⊃ blank-space

⊃⊃⊃ container
⊃⊃⊃ menu
⊃⊃⊃ menu-bar
⊃⊃⊃ tool-bar
⊃⊃⊃ status-bar
⊃⊃⊃ table-row-container
⊃⊃⊃ list-container
⊃⊃⊃ table-cell-container
⊃⊃⊃ tree-container
⊃⊃⊃ labeled-group
⊃⊃⊃ tab-pane
⊃⊃⊃ spin-pane
⊃⊃⊃ tree-node-container
⊃⊃⊃ scroll-pane
⊃⊃⊃ window

⊃⊃⊃ modal-window
⊃⊃⊃ non-modal-window

⊃⊃⊃ interactive user interface component
⊃⊃⊃ data-input-component

⊃⊃⊃ data-input-component-with-direct-
feedback
⊃⊃⊃ text-input-component-with-direct-

feedback
⊃⊃⊃ multi-line-text-field
⊃⊃⊃ single-line-text-field

⊃⊃⊃ slider
⊃⊃⊃ drawing-area
⊃⊃⊃ selection-component

⊃⊃⊃ selection-component-multiple-
values

⊃⊃⊃ selection-component-single-
values

⊃⊃⊃ selectable-data-representation
⊃⊃⊃ check-box
⊃⊃⊃ radio-button
⊃⊃⊃ toggle-button
⊃⊃⊃ selectable-item

⊃⊃⊃ data-input-component-without-direct-
feedback
⊃⊃⊃ spin-button
⊃⊃⊃ speech-input
⊃⊃⊃ motion-input

⊃⊃⊃ presentation-manipulation-component
⊃⊃⊃ activating-component
⊃⊃⊃ continuous-manipulation-component

⊃⊃⊃ scrollbar
⊃⊃⊃ resizer

⊃⊃⊃ operation-trigger-component
⊃⊃⊃ command-selection-component

⊃⊃⊃ button
⊃⊃⊃ menu-item

⊃⊃⊃ command-input-component

A presentation user interface component is a compo-
nent of the user interface that does not imply interaction
with the user.

A decorative user interface component is a user
interface component designed to style the interface.

A container is a user interface component, whose task
is to place a set of components included in its structure.
A window is a separate screen panel that contains

various elements of the user interface. Windows can be
placed on top of each other.
A modal-window is a window that blocks the user

experience with the application until the user closes the
window.

A non-modal-window is a window that allows the user
to interact with other windows without having to close
this window.
An interactive user interface component is a user

interface component that is used to interact with the
user.

A data-input-component is a user interface component
designed for input of information.
A presentation-manipulation-component is a user in-

terface component designed to represent information and
interact with the user.
An operation-trigger-component is a user interface

component that requests the user to perform some action.
A non-atomic component is connected to its constituent

components using the decomposition* relation. Here is
an example of a description of a non-atomic component
of the main window. The appearance of the display of
this component is shown in figure 3.
The formalization of this component in the SCn-

language looks like in the following manner:

MainPage
∈∈∈ window
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• Navigation

∈∈∈ non-atomic user interface component
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
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Figure 3. An example of the display of a non-atomic component

{{{• mainMenu
∈∈∈ menu
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• item1

∈∈∈ menu-item
• item2
∈∈∈ menu-item

• switch
∈∈∈ toggle-button

}}}
• languageSelect
∈∈∈ selection-component-single-

values
• googleAuth
∈∈∈ button

}}}
• HistoryBlock
∈∈∈ non-atomic user interface component

• MainBlock
∈∈∈ non-atomic user interface component
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• mainWindow

∈∈∈ window
• tool-bar
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• printButton

∈∈∈ button
• resizeButton
∈∈∈ button

• linkButton
∈∈∈ button

• searchInput
∈∈∈ single-line-text-field

}}}
}}}

• Footer
∈∈∈ non-atomic user interface component

}}}

The subject domain of user interface components also
contains a description of the properties of the components.
As part of the work on the knowledge base of the

IMS.ostis Metasystem [24], the subject domain of spatial
entities and their forms was created. The IMS.ostis
Metasystem is an intelligent metasystem built according
to the standards of the OSTIS Technology and aimed at
usage by ostis-system engineers – at supporting the design,
implementation and updating (reengineering) of ostis-
systems – and at developers of the OSTIS Technology –
at supporting collective activities for the development of
standards and libraries of the OSTIS Technology. In the
subject domain of spatial entities and their forms, there
are descriptions of such concepts as:
• spatial entity;
• form;
• coordinate system;
• Cartesian coordinate system;
• two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system;
• point of reference;
• point;
• segment;
• length;
• thickness;
• height;
• width;
• rectangle.

The subject domain of user interface components inter-
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sects with the subject domain of spatial entities and their
forms and adds a set of concepts to describe the properties
of components, part of which is given below.

Text* is a binary relation that connects a user interface
component to a file that contains the text of the user
interface component.
Color is a parameter of the user interface component

that determines its color.
Text color is a parameter of the user interface compo-

nent that determines the color of its text.
Text size is a parameter of the user interface component

that determines the size of its text.
Text font is a parameter of the user interface component

that determines the font of its text.
The deactivation property is a logical parameter of a

user interface component that can be set to inhibit the
usage of the component until a certain action is performed.
The maximum number of characters is a parameter

of the text-input-component-with-direct-feedback compo-
nent, which sets the maximum number of characters that
can be input by the user.
Thus, within the framework of this subject domain,

both component classes and their instances are described
as well as the properties of components for visualization,
regardless of the platform. At the same time, these
components and properties are easily changeable and
extensible.

C. Subject domain of interface user actions
The Subject domain of interface user actions contains

a specification of user actions, which can be performed
for the components of the user interface. The Ui2Ont
ontology [26] was used as the basis of this subject domain.
An interface user action is a minimally meaningful

fragment of some activity of the user, performed through
the interface.

Next is the classification of interface user actions.

interface user action
⊃⊃⊃ mouse-action

⊃⊃⊃ mouse-scroll
⊃⊃⊃ mouse-scroll-up
⊃⊃⊃ mouse-scroll-down

⊃⊃⊃ mouse-hover
⊃⊃⊃ mouse-drop
⊃⊃⊃ mouse-click

⊃⊃⊃ mouse-double-click
⊃⊃⊃ mouse-single-click

⊃⊃⊃ mouse-gesture
⊃⊃⊃ mouse-unhover
⊃⊃⊃ mouse-drag

⊃⊃⊃ speech-action
⊃⊃⊃ keyboard-action

⊃⊃⊃ press-function-key
⊃⊃⊃ type-text

⊃⊃⊃ tangible-action
⊃⊃⊃ touch-action

⊃⊃⊃ touch-click
⊃⊃⊃ touch-single-click
⊃⊃⊃ touch-double-click

⊃⊃⊃ touch-gesture
⊃⊃⊃ one-fingure-gesture
⊃⊃⊃ multiple-finger-gesture

⊃⊃⊃ touch-drop
⊃⊃⊃ touch-drag

⊃⊃⊃ pen-base-action
⊃⊃⊃ touch-function-key
⊃⊃⊃ draw
⊃⊃⊃ write-text

A mouse-hover is the interface user action, which
corresponds to the appearance of the mouse cursor within
the user interface component.
A mouse-drop is the interface user action, which

corresponds to dropping some component of the user
interface within another user interface component using
the mouse.
A mouse-gesture is an interface user action, which

corresponds to the performance of a certain gesture
through the movement of the mouse.
A mouse-unhover is an interface user action, which

corresponds to the exit of the mouse cursor outside the
framework of the user interface component.
A mouse-drag is an interface user action, which

corresponds to dragging a user interface component with
the mouse.

A tangible-action is an interface user action performed
using taction.
A touch-action is an interface user action performed

using the sensor.
A touch-gesture is an interface user action, which

corresponds to the performance of a certain gesture with
the movement of fingers on the screen of the sensor.

A one-fingure-gesture is an interface user action, which
corresponds to the performance of a certain gesture by
moving one finger on the screen of the sensor.
A multiple-fingure-gesture is an interface user action,

which corresponds to the performance of a certain gesture
by moving several fingers on the screen of the sensor.
A touch-drop is an interface user action, which cor-

responds to dropping a certain component of the user
interface within another component of the user interface
using a sensor.
A touch-drag is an interface user action, which cor-

responds to dragging a certain component of the user
interface using a sensor.

A pen-base-action is an interface user action performed
using a pen on a graphics tablet.

A touch-function-key is an interface user action, which
corresponds to pressing the function key of the graphic
tablet with a pen.
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The above user actions are common to all systems. It
should be noted that the interface user action, as a rule,
initiates some internal action of the system.

internal action of the system
⊃⊃⊃ internal action of the ostis-system

In the case of ostis-systems, as part of the work on the
knowledge base of the IMS.ostis Metasystem [24], the
Subject domain and ontology of actions, problems, plans,
protocols and methods implemented by the ostis-system in
its memory as well as internal agents that perform these
actions was allocated. A fragment of this subject domain
is shown below.

internal action of the ostis-system
:=== [an action in sc-memory]
:=== [an action performed in sc-memory]

Each internal action of the ostis-system denotes some
transformation performed by some sc-agent (or a group
of sc-agents) and focused on the transformation of sc-
memory.

action in sc-memory
⊃⊃⊃ action in sc-memory initiated by a question
⊃⊃⊃ action of editing the ostis-system knowledge base
⊃⊃⊃ action of setting the mode of the ostis-system
⊃⊃⊃ action of editing a file stored in sc-memory
⊃⊃⊃ action of interpreting a program stored in

sc-memory

An action in sc-memory initiated by a question is an
action aimed at forming an answer to the raised question.
To define an action that is initiated when interacting

with the user interface, the action initiated by the user
interface* relation is used.

action initiated by the user interface*
∈∈∈ quasi-binary relation
∈∈∈ oriented relation
⇒⇒⇒ first domain*:

user interface component ∪ user interface action
class
⇒⇒⇒ second domain*:

class of internal actions of the system

The first component of the binding of the action
initiated by the user interface* relation is a binding,
the elements of which are an element of the set of user
interface components and an element of the user interface
action class set. The second component is an element of
the class of internal actions of the system set. An example
of using this relation is shown in figure 4.

Thus, within the framework of these subject domains,
interface user actions and internal actions of the system
are described. These actions are basic and can be easily
expanded and refined.

Figure 4. An example of using the action initiated by the user interface*
relation

The integration of the abovementioned ontologies
allows implementing an approach, within the framework
of which:
• all the components of the user interface correspond
to a certain fragment of the knowledge base. It allows
addressing various questions about these components
to the system. As examples of such questions, the
following ones can act: “what class of components
does the specified component belong to?”, “what is
the specified component designed for?”, “what does
the specified component consist of”, etc.;

• the classification of components allows the further
building of the user interface taking into account the
knowledge about them. For example, the presentation
user interface component can be highlighted in one
color and the interactive user interface component –
in another;

• it is possible to accumulate the results of the
interface user activity to further adapt the interface
for them. Changing the interface is reduced to
changing its sc-model, which can be carried out on
the basis of logical rules, which are also described
in the system knowledge base. For example, the
system may contain a logical rule for adding the
most frequently initiated interface user actions to a
separate component;

• it is possible to analyze the efficiency of user actions
for further improvement of the interface (for example,
several interface actions performed by the user in a
row can be replaced by one);

• the user will have the opportunity to receive answers
to questions about the organization of interface
activities. Examples of such questions include: “what
interface actions can be performed for the spec-
ified component?”, “what interface actions were
performed the most often?”, etc.

VI. Sc-model of the problem solver

From the point of view of processing the sc-model of
the user interface knowledge base, the following problems
should be solved:
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• the interpretation of the sc-model of the user inter-
face knowledge base (building the user interface);

• the processing of user actions.
User interface problem solver
⇐⇐⇐ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:
{{{• Agent of interpretation of the sc-model of the

user interface knowledge base
• Agent of processing of user actions
}}}

An Agent of interpretation of the sc-model of the
user interface knowledge base accepts an instance of
the user interface component for displaying as an input
parameter. In this case, the component can be either
atomic or non-atomic (for example, a component of the
main application window). The result of the operation of
the agent is a graphical representation of the indicated
component, taking into account the used implementation
of the platform for interpreting semantic models of ostis-
systems.

The operation algorithm of this agent is as follows:
• the input component type (atomic or non-atomic) is
checked;

• if the component is atomic, then to display its
graphical representation based on the properties
specified for it. If this component is not included
in the decomposition of any other component, to
complete the performance. Otherwise, to determine
the component, the decomposition of which includes
the considered component, apply its properties to
the current atomic component and start processing
the found non-atomic component, going to the first
item;

• if the component is non-atomic, then to check
whether the components, into which it was decom-
posed, were displayed. If yes, then to complete the
performance, otherwise to determine the component
from the decomposition of the non-atomic com-
ponent being processed, which has not yet been
displayed, and start processing the found component
by going to the first item.

An agent of processing of user actions is a non-atomic
agent that includes many agents, each of which processes
user actions of a certain class (for example, an agent of
processing a mouse click action, an agent of processing
a mouse drop action, etc.). The agent reacts to the
appearance of an instance of an interface user action
in the knowledge base of the system, finds an internal
action class associated with it and generates an instance
of this internal action for subsequent processing.

VII. Implementation of the proposed approach
The current implementation of the sc-model interpre-

tation platform is web-oriented [27].
Taking into account the features of the platform and for

the possibility of integrating the proposed approach with

existing solutions in the field of building user interfaces,
it is proposed to implement the agent of interpretation of
the sc-model of the user interface knowledge base as a
non-atomic agent that is decomposed into the agent of
translation of the sc-model of the user interface knowledge
base into a format compatible with existing solutions
and the agent of displaying the specified format in the
graphical representation of the user interface.
It is proposed to use the JSON format as an interme-

diate description format for a number of reasons:
• it is the most popular format for data transmission
and storage in modern systems;

• the compact and simple syntax;
• the simplicity of making changes;
• the simplicity of transmission and processing.
Thus, an additional agent of translation of the descrip-

tion of the user interface component from the sc-model to
the JSON format is introduced. As an input parameter, this
agent accepts an instance of the translation user interface
component in the JSON format. The JSON description
is formed by recursively processing the description of
components from non-atomic to atomic ones.
The Agent of displaying the specified format in the

graphical representation of the user interface is non-
atomic and is decomposed into a set of agents that
perform displaying for various interpretation platforms
(web, mobile, desktop computer platforms, etc.). As input,
this agent accepts a description of the user interface
component in the JSON format. The result of the
operation of the agent is a graphical representation of the
user interface.

For the possibility of changing the sc-model of the user
interface, editing tools such as the SCg-, SCs- and SCn-
editors are implemented within the OSTIS Technology.
So, the framework proposed within the approach includes
three key parts:
• an sc-model of the user interface;
• tools of visualization of the sc-model of the user
interface;

• tools of editing of the sc-model of the user interface.
The general structure of the framework is shown in figure
5.

VIII. Technique of developing user interface components

One of the advantages of the proposed approach is
the accumulation of frequently used components. To do
this, it is supposed to create a library of components
with preset properties, which is included in the subject
domain of user interface components. The components
included in the library are platform-independent (they
can be visualized regardless of the used interpretation
platform).

The process of creating an instance of a user interface
component can be described as follows:
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Figure 5. The structure of the framework for generating the user
interface

• to check whether the class of the necessary com-
ponent is present in the subject domain of the user
interface components;

• if it is not available, it is necessary to create a class
of the necessary component, specifying the set of
properties for it;

• to check whether there is a description of the instance
of the required component in the component library;

• if it is missing, it is required to supplement the
component library with a description of a new
instance of the component with preset properties;

• if necessary, to create a new instance of the class of
the necessary component, setting it certain properties
and actions based on the ontology of the subject
domain of a particular system;

• to run the agent of visualization of the component
instance for the used interpretation platform.

The described process is shown in figure 6.

Figure 6. The process of creating an instance of a user interface
component

IX. Examples of the framework operation
Next, we will give some examples of the description

of interface components in the knowledge base of the
system in the SCg-language and the result of their
visualization. Figure 7 shows the formalization of the
“button” component, figure 8 shows the result of its display
in the web interface. In figures 9, 11, the description of
the “text field” and “form” components is presented, in
figures 10, 12 is their display, respectively.

Figure 7. The formalization of the “button” component

Figure 8. The result of the display of the “button” component in the
interface

X. Conclusion
In this article, an ontological approach to the building

of semantic models of user interfaces based on the OSTIS
Technology is proposed.

The analysis of existing approaches to the building of
user interfaces is carried out, the structure and technique
of building user interface components for the framework
proposed within the approach are presented. Examples of
the ontological description of the interface components
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Figure 9. The formalization of the “text field” component

Figure 10. The result of the display of the “text field” component in
the interface

and the results of their visualization using the developed
tools for the automatic building are also presented.
In contrast to the existing approaches, the proposed

approach will allow:
• taking into account the semantics of the user inter-
face components when building it;

• generating questions to the system related to the user
interface;

• taking into account the history of the interface user
activity to improve the quality of their work with
the system;

• rebuilding the user interface by changing its model
during the operation of the system.

At this stage, according to the proposed approach, the
following were implemented:
• a fragment of the subject domain of user interface
components;

• a fragment of the subject domain of interface user
actions;

• an agent of translation of the description of the user
interface component from the sc-model to the JSON
format;

• an agent of displaying the JSON format in a graph-
ical representation of the user interface for a web
platform.

As part of further work, it is planned to expand specified
subject domains and implement visualization agents for
other platforms.
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Онтологический подход к построению
семантических моделей пользовательских

интерфейсов
Садовский М. Е.

В работе предлагается онтологический подход к построе-
нию семантических моделей пользовательских интерфейсов
на основе Технологии OSTIS.

Проведен анализ существующих подходов к построению
пользовательских интерфейсов, приведена структура и пред-
ставлена методика создания компонентов пользовательского
интерфейса для предлагаемого в рамках подхода фреймвор-
ка. Также представлены примеры онтологического описания
компонентов интерфейса и результаты их визуализации с
помощью разработанных средств автоматического построе-
ния.

В отличие от существующих подходов предлагаемый
подход позволит:
• учитывать семантику компонентов пользовательского
интерфейса при его построении;

• формировать вопросы к системе, связанные с пользо-
вательским интерфейсом;

• учитывать историю интерфейсной деятельности пользо-
вателя для повышения качества его работы с системой;

• перестраивать пользовательский интерфейс путем из-
менения его модели в процессе работы системы.

На данном этапе согласно предлагаемому подходу были
реализованы:
• фрагмент предметной области компонентов пользова-
тельских интерфейсов;

• фрагмент предметной области интерфейсных действий
пользователя;

• агент трансляции описания компонента пользователь-
ского интерфейса из sc-модели в JSON формат;

• агент отображения JSON формата в графическое
представление пользовательского интерфейса для web-
платформы.

В рамках дальнейшей работы планируется расширение
указанных предметных областей и реализация агентов визу-
ализации для других платформ.

Received 01.06.2021
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Ontological approach to the integration of
knowledge from external sources
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Abstract—The article is dedicated to the problem of
automatized provisioning of the knowledge base from ex-
ternal sources. Within the framework of the article, the
classification of data sources by the type of stored data, the
justification of the need to integrate data into the knowledge
base, the analysis of existing approaches to solving the
specified problem are given. Our own ontological approach
is proposed as well as the implementation of the approach
on the example of WikiData is considered.

Keywords—OSTIS, ontological approach, integration of
knowledge

I. Introduction
A knowledge base is a finite information structure

that is a formal representation of all the knowledge
sufficient for the operation of a computer system and
that is stored in its memory [1]. The knowledge base
is a key component of any intelligent system. The main
problem that it solves is the acceleration of the search
for the necessary information, which is achieved through
the accumulation of any intellectual accomplishments of
experts in the subject domain.

Any knowledge base should be loaded to work with it.
The process of loading the knowledge base has a number
of features. Firstly, it is necessary to involve qualified
experts who will be responsible for the correctness of the
embedded knowledge. Secondly, it is necessary to spend
a certain amount of labor and time resources.
Undoubtedly, any complication of certain processes

causes a logical need to find less expensive solutions.
Within the framework of this article, an automatized
mechanism for integrating knowledge from external
sources is proposed.
The implementation of this mechanism will allow

solving a number of problems. Firstly, to reduce the time
and labor costs for enriching the knowledge base. This
may be particularly relevant when it is necessary to add a
large amount of data to the knowledge base, which has a
common, recurrent format (for example, data from tables
of a relational database). Secondly, the proposed approach
will allow using various external sources to load the
knowledge base. This can be useful when it is necessary
to unify several sources in one common resource. At
the same time, such sources can radically differ from
each other in the format of knowledge representation.

Thirdly, the mechanism allows automating the process of
integrating knowledge from external sources. As a result,
the knowledge base of the intelligent system will be in a
current, updated state.

From the point of view of the quality of knowledge in
the knowledge base, the implementation of the proposed
approach will allow:
• solving the problem of synonymy of source data,
thereby reducing storage expenses and increasing
the processing speed of the total knowledge base;

• unifying the format of information representation,
which will allow producing new knowledge based
on logical rules from already formed one;

• monitoring the consistency and quality of integrated
knowledge.

II. Classification of data sources
Before getting to the proposed mechanism for integrat-

ing knowledge from external sources, it is worth paying
attention to what these sources can be. Today, there are
various data sources, but they generally can be classified
according to the type of data they store. In turn, data can
be divided into the following groups. This is [2]:
• structured data;
• unstructured data;
• semi-structured data;
• metadata.

Figure 1. The data types

A. Structured data
Structured data is data that corresponds to a prede-

fined data model and can therefore be easily analyzed
[2]. Structured data corresponds to a tabloid format with
relations between different rows and columns. Common
examples of structured data are Excel files or SQL
databases. Each of them has structured rows and columns
that can be sorted.
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Structured data depends on a data model – a model of
how data can be stored, processed and accessed. Because
of the data model, each field is discrete and can be
accessed separately or jointly with data from other fields.
This makes structured data extremely powerful: it is
possible to quickly aggregate data from various places in
the database.

Structured data is considered as the most “traditional”
form of data storage, since the earliest versions of database
management systems (DBMS) could store, process and
access structured data.

B. Unstructured data
Unstructured data is information that either does not

have a predefined data model or is not organized in
a predefined way [2]. Unstructured information usually
contains a lot of text but can also contain such data
as dates, numbers and facts. This leads to inaccuracies
and ambiguities that make it difficult to understand the
usage of traditional programs compared to data stored in
structured databases. Unstructured data includes [3]:
• text sources: books, journals, presentations;
• media: MP3, digital photos, audio and video files;
• data from websites and social networks.
In recent years, the ability to store and process un-

structured data has become much in demand, and many
new technologies and tools have appeared on the market,
which can store specialized types of unstructured data.

The ability to analyze unstructured data is especially
relevant in the context of big data, since most of the data
in organizations is unstructured.

C. Semi-structured data
Semi-structured data is a form of structured data,

which does not correspond to the formal structure of data
models connected to relational databases or other forms of
data tables but nevertheless contains tags or other markers
to separate semantic elements and provide a hierarchy of
records and fields within data [2]. Therefore, it is also
known as a self-describing structure. As examples of
tools for representing semi-structured data, it is possible
to distinguish [3]:
1. XML markup language. This is the language of

semi-structured documents. XML is a set of rules for
encoding documents that determine the format that
can be read by a human and a computer (although
the statement that XML is readable is of little
consequence: anyone who tries to read an XML
document can better master their time). Its value
is that its tag-driven structure is very flexible and
encoders can adapt it to generalize the data structure,
storage and transport in the network.

2. JSON is another semi-structured data exchange
format. Its structure consists of name/value pairs
(or an object, hash table, etc.) and an ordered

list of values (or an array, sequence, list). Since
the structure is interchangeable between languages,
JSON successfully handles data transfer between
web applications and servers.

3. NoSQL is a type of database that differs from
traditional ones in that they do not separate the
organization (schema) from data. This makes NoSQL
the best choice for storing information that does not
fall within the format of a record and a table, for ex-
ample, when the question is about the texts of various
lengths. This also makes it easier to exchange data
between databases. Some new NoSQL databases,
such as MongoDB and Couchbase, also include
partially structured documents, initially storing them
in the JSON format.

The reason why this category exists (between structured
and unstructured data) is that semi-structured data can
much easier be analyzed than unstructured data. Many
big data solutions and tools can “read” and process JSON
or XML. This simplifies the analysis of structured data
compared to unstructured data.

D. Metadata
Metadata is data about data [2]. From a technical

point of view, this is not a separate data structure but one
of the most important elements for big data analysis and
big data solutions.

For example, in a set of photos, metadata can describe
when and where the photos were taken. Then the metadata
provides fields for dates and locations, which themselves
can be considered as structured data. For this reason,
metadata is often used by big data solutions for initial
analysis.
From all the above, it can be concluded that as the

simplest sources for integration, those will serve, which
store structured data. This simplicity is based on the
rigor of the model of such data. At the same time, the
rigor of the model limits the data, makes it less diverse
and makes it impossible to add something to them that
does not fall within the framework of the model. In
contrast to unstructured data, structured data is more
flexible and diverse. However, the absence of any clear
structure complicates the processing process and makes
it impossible to write simple integration rules.

III. Overview of existing approaches
The problem of enriching the knowledge base is not

new. Attempts to solve it have been made before. For
example, a solution worthy of attention was proposed by
the Bosch Center for AI.

The Bosch Center has developed a semantic data lake
for automotive data as a centralized platform for develop-
ing and testing applications for autonomous driving. The
architecture of the lake can be found in figure 2 [5].
The “data lake” is a centralized storage that allows

storing all structured and unstructured data at any scale
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Figure 2. The architecture of the semantic data lake

[4]. A “semantic data lake” is a special form of data
lake, in which the upper semantic layer enriches and
connects data semantically. The semantic level overcomes
the fragmentation of data and enables semantic search
across all data [5]. The semantic data lake is more flexible
than a regular data lake, which allows using the data stored
in it more efficiently. This prevents the transformation of
the data lake into a “data swamp” – a storage, in which
potentially valuable information is simply stored on drives
without usage.

A special DCPAC (Data Catalog, Provenance and Ac-
cess Control) ontology was developed for data processing,
which accumulates and coheres other W3C ontologies
[5].

During the receiving and processing of new input data,
the service for enriching the data lake catalog is launched,
which automatically creates a semantic description and a
layer on top of the data. The semantic level has the form
of a knowledge graph. The service for enriching the data
lake catalog reads the available metadata about the loaded
data assets and creates the corresponding semantic data
by reconciling, annotating and enriching the input data
with the concepts of the DCPAC ontology. The resulting
knowledge graph forms a semantic layer on the assets
of the data lake and describes their contents, origin and
access rights. This information plays a decisive role in
the semantic data lake, since it semantically describes
the stored data and, therefore, turns it into valuable
information and information assets. This allows tracking
aspects of the data related to the origin and determining
access rights to data assets [5].
Semantic Web proposes to use its own technologies

to integrate data from various sources. The essence of
integration is to create mappings from the source format to
the RDF [6] data model. For example, a special language
R2RML [7] has been developed to display data from
relational databases. An extended version of the language
called RML also allows creating rules for displaying data
from the CSV, TSV, XML and JSON formats [8].

It is also worth highlighting the approach described
in the article [9]. It proposes the usage of a specially
developed framework for integrating and supporting
dynamic ontologies developed by means of Semantic
Web.

Integration takes place with the help of several software
components-wrappers. At first, the new ontology Ob is
mapped to the initial one Oa, forming a third unified
ontology Oc. The formed ontology Oc, as well as its two
initial ones, are merged into a single integrated ontology
Od. At the same stage, semantic integration problems are
being solved. Further, from the difference between the
ontologies Od and Ob, the specialist is offered to merge
and create a new version of the knowledge base.

IV. Proposed approach

As mentioned earlier in Section II, data can be
divided into 4 basic groups: structured, unstructured, semi-
structured data and metadata. Various external languages
are used to represent them. For example, natural languages
are used to represent unstructured data. Formal languages
are used to represent un-, semi-structured data and
metadata.
Natural languages are understood as languages that

developed in the usual way for communication between
humans [10]. These include Russian, English and other ex-
isting languages. In turn, formal languages are languages
created by a human to solve any specialized problems.
These include all kinds of programming languages (C++,
Python, Java), markup languages (XML, HTML), etc.

The essence of the proposed approach for the integra-
tion of knowledge is as follows. The address of some
external source is input to the system. If the system
supports the source format, then with the help of a special
agent, it “pulls in” the proposed knowledge and converts it
according to the format that is accepted within this system.
Then, with the help of another agent, the system tries to
integrate the acquired knowledge into the hierarchy of
existing one.

Within the framework of the approach, it is necessary to
solve some problems. Firstly, it is necessary to describe
the syntax and semantics of the external language. At
the second step, the problem is to build rules for
the transition of knowledge from constructions in an
external language to constructions in an internal language
used in the system to represent knowledge. At this
step, the previously obtained descriptions of syntax and
semantics are applied. The last stage is the integration
of the obtained knowledge with the knowledge base. This
stage includes checking the correctness of the received
constructions.

There may be difficulties at each of the stages. The first
difficulty arises during the description of the syntax. Since
each external language can have its own set of unique
features that distinguish it from the internal language of
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the system and other external languages, it is necessary
to describe the concepts, relations and rules for transiting
the constructions of the external language into the
constructions of the internal language. For these purposes,
the subject domain for a specific external language should
be described. This subject domain is inherited from
the Subject domain of information constructions and
languages and the Subject domain of entities.
In addition to the problems described above, there

are difficulties in the final integration of the obtained
constructions. It is not enough just to immerse them
in memory – they need to be correctly implemented
into existing knowledge while eliminating synonymy,
contradictions and other problems.

V. Implementation of the proposed approach
As an example, the process of integrating knowledge

from WikiData into the ostis-system knowledge base will
be considered. WikiData is an open and free knowledge
base. Its purpose is to represent the actual information
from Wikipedia in a compatible, machine-readable format
[11].
The OSTIS Technology is a complex (family) of

technologies that provide design, production, operation
and reengineering of intelligent computer systems (ostis-
systems) designed to automate a variety of human
activities and that are based on the semantic representation
and ontological systematization of knowledge as well as
agent-oriented knowledge processing [12].
Among the advantages of ostis-systems, it is possible

to distinguish:
• the ability to implement semantic integration of
knowledge in its memory at a high level;

• the ability to integrate different types of knowledge;
• the ability to integrate various problem-solving
models.

The json-format is used to represent knowledge in
WikiData. This is a text format for data exchange. Its
basic syntactic units are:
• a “key-value” pair;
• an ordered set of values.
As an example, let us consider a json-fragment with

information about the city of Minsk. It consists of three
basic blocks:
• “entities”;
• “relations”;
• “triplets”.
The block “entities” includes the entity “Minsk” as

well as all the entities, with which “Minsk” is related.
The block “relations” includes all relations, in which the
entity “Minsk” participates. The block “triplets” includes
all the triples “entity-relation-entity”.
To add knowledge from WikiData to the ostis-system

knowledge base, it is necessary to convert json to the SC-
code. This is an internal language used in ostis-systems.

For the operation of intelligent computer systems built
on the basis of the SC-code, in addition to the method of
abstract internal representation of knowledge bases (SC-
code), there are several ways of external representation
of abstract sc-texts that are convenient for users and used
in the design of the source texts of the knowledge bases
of these intelligent computer systems and the source texts
of fragments of these knowledge bases, as well as used
to display various fragments of knowledge bases to users
according to user requests. As such methods of external
display of sc-texts, the following ones are distinguished:
• SCg-code, the texts of which are graph structures of
a common type;

• SCs-code, the texts of which are strings of characters;
• SCn-code, the texts of which are two-dimensional
character matrices that are the result of formatting,
two-dimensional structuring of the texts of the SCs-
code.

To solve the integration problem, the usage of the ostis-
system is advisable for many reasons. The technology
initially provides tools for describing the syntax and
semantics of external languages. This toolkit allows
reducing the development time by several times.

To integrate knowledge, a special translator, as well as
the Subject domain of WikiData, are required.

Subject domain of WikiData
333 class of study objects ′:

• wiki-entity
• wiki-relation

333 relation being studied ′:
• wiki-identifier
• wiki-analog

Let us consider the process of generating sc-
constructions using the example of the entity “belarus”
from the block “entities”. First, an sc-node with the
identifier “belarus” is created. Since “belarus” is located
in the block “entities”, an arc of belonging is generated
between the class “wiki-entity” and the node “belarus”.
Then it is necessary to determine the wiki-identifier
of this entity. For these purposes, an sc-link with the
content “belarus” is generated, and then a relation “wiki-
identifier*” is generated between the sc-link and the sc-
node. At the end, it is necessary to generate the main
identifier of the entity. To do this, the sc-link “Belarus” is
generated, which belongs to the class “English language”.
Then the relation “main identifier*” between the sc-node
of the entity and the sc-link is generated. The same
procedure is repeated for all other entities.
The process of generating relations from the block

“relations” is similar to generating entities, just this once,
instead of the class “wiki-entity”, an arc of belonging
is generated between the class “wiki-relation” and the
sc-node of the relation.
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Figure 3. Generated wiki-entities and wiki-relations

Figure 4. The result of the integration of knowledge
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Finally, it is necessary to generate constructions from
the block “triplets”. Previously obtained wiki-entities and
wiki-relations are used for them. The resulting constructs
are shown in fig. 3.

It is important to note that the generated constructions
are temporary. Next, they should be integrated with the
permanent constructions of the ostis-system knowledge
base. In general, there can be two main situations for each
generated wiki-relation or wiki-entity: in the knowledge
base either there are analogs for them or not. In the
previously represented fragment of the Subject domain
of WikiData, the relations “wiki-identifier*” and “wiki-
analog*” were specified. The relation “wiki-identifier*”
connects the generated entity (or a relation) with the
identifier that was used in WikiData. The relation “wiki-
analog*” connects an entity (or a relation) that exists in
the knowledge base with the generated wiki-entity (or a
wiki-relation). Obviously, there may be a situation when
there is an analog in the knowledge base for a wiki-entity
(or a wiki-relation), but they are not connected by the
relation “wiki-analog*”. Thus, the following scenarios
appear:
• there is an analog for a wiki-entity (or a wiki-
relation), and they are connected by the relation
“wiki-analog*”;
• there is an analog for a wiki-entity (or a wiki-
relation), but they are not connected by the relation
“wiki-analog*”;
• there is no analog for a wiki-entity (or a wiki-
relation).

Next, each of the three situations is considered by
examples.
It is necessary to check whether the wiki-relation

“capital” is connected with some other relation by the
binding “wiki-analog*”. Such a relation was found. This
is “nrel_capital”.
A similar check is carried out for the wiki-entity

“belarus”. The entity connected to it by the relation
“wiki-analog*” was not found, so the wiki-identifier is
used for the search. Thanks to the identifier, the entity
“country_belarus” was found.

The wiki-entity “minsk” is considered lastly. When
searching through the relation “wiki-analog*” or the wiki-
identifier, no matches were found. Therefore, the entity
“capital_minsk” was generated.

After all, it is necessary to generate arcs between the
found analogs. The result is a binding of the non-role
relation “nrel_capital”, which connects “country_belarus”
and “capital_minsk”.

The result of the integration described above is shown
in figure 4.

VI. Conclusion
The mechanism proposed in the article ensures the integration

of knowledge from external sources into the knowledge base of
an intelligent system built on the basis of the OSTIS Technology.

The essence of the approach is the ontological description
of the syntax and semantics of the external language, the
construction of rules for the transition of knowledge from a
representation in an external language to a representation in an
internal language and the subsequent integration of the acquired
knowledge with existing knowledge in the knowledge base.

The approach was applied to integrate WikiData with the
ostis-system and is considered in the article.

The proposed mechanism allows solving the problem of
synonymy of source data, unifying the format of information
representation and monitoring the consistency and quality of
integrated knowledge.
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Онтологический подход к интеграции
знаний из внешних источников

Коршунов Р. А., Садовский М. Е., Загорский А. Г.
В рамках данной статьи предлагается автоматизирован-

ный механизм интеграции знаний из внешних источников.
Суть подхода заключается в онтологическом описании

синтаксиса и семантики внешнего языка, построении правил
перехода знаний с представления на внешнем языке на пред-
ставление на внутреннем языке и последующей интеграции
полученных знаний с уже существующими знаниями в базе
знаний.

Реализация подхода рассмотрена на примере интеграции
WikiData с ostis-системой.

Внедрение данного механизма позволит решить ряд задач:
сокращение временных и трудовых затрат на пополнение
базы знаний, использование различных внешних источников,
автоматизация процессов интеграции знаний.

С точки зрения качества знаний реализация предлагаемо-
го подхода позволит решить проблему синонимии исходных
данных, унифицировать формат представления информации,
следить за целостностью и качеством интегрируемых знаний.
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Abstract—The article is dedicated to Natural Language
Processing in the Theory for Automatic Generation of
Knowledge Architecture (TAPAZ-2) paradigm and the
immersion of the obtained semantic formalisms into the
software environment through the Open Semantic Tech-
nology for Intelligent Systems (OSTIS). A specific feature
of the approach is the formalization of natural language
semantics based on the World Model and the combination
of Semantic Coding with the ontology and taxonomy of
semantic networks.

Keywords—Natural Language Processing (NLP), Natural
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puter Code)

I. Introduction

The present research is carried out in the framework
of Combinatory Semantics, which studies the linguistic
mapping of the dynamics of individs’ roles in an event.
[1, p. 13]. Natural language is understood as a system
of figures and signs for decoding the World Model and
conscious management of intellectual activity [2, p. 35].
The World Model (hidden knowledge) is the architecture
of patterns, i.e. the ordered set of patterns and the ordered
set of transformations of some patterns in others [3,
p. 226], [46, p. 182]. It is necessary to distinguish between
verbal and non-verbal knowledge. Non-verbal knowledge
is beyond the rational approach for comprehension of
the World, it is beyond any term system, whether it is
mathematics, computer science, linguistics, paralinguistics
and semiotics as a whole. It is impossible to explain
and show, how the imageries of Raphael’s paintings
came up, therefore, non-verbal knowledge should not
be confused with facial expressions and gestures. Sign
or finger language (language of the deaf and dumb) is

as a natural language as any other hieroglyphic language
[4, p. 18]. Verbal knowledge consists of information and
fascination. According to Yu. V. Knorozov, the maximal
information is contained in mathematics and the maximal
fascination is contained in music [5]. Further studies
have shown that fascination, along with factuation or
factualization, is still a kind of information [6].
In this case, fascination that involves any stylistic

nuance, all kinds of emotional and expressive shades and
“induced” emotions, including those created with the help
of meter, rhythm, pause, chant, representational devices
and other accentological means, are equally covered
by declarative and procedural methods of representing
knowledge. Due to the fact that language categories as
supporting constructs of the metatheory of any natural
language are linked to verbal knowledge, only those that
are distinguished procedurally, fixed declaratively and
confirmed combinatorially can be determined as relevant
[7]. Meanwhile, “The “chunks” of reasoning, language,
memory, and “perception” ought to be larger and more
structured; their factual and procedural contents must be
more intimately connected in order to explain the apparent
power and speed of mental activities” [8, p. 1].
The purpose of the article is to demonstrate the

possibility of understanding texts in a natural language
by computer systems with semantic software that allows
creating a problem solver architecture based on a combina-
tion of Semantic Coding with the ontology and taxonomy
of semantic networks.
To write formalized texts, in the article, the variants

of the external displaying of SC-code constructs – SCg
(graphic version) and SCn (hypertext version) – are used.

II. Problem definition

The discrepancy of the World Model and the Linguistic
Image of the World, indefinite meaning of lexical units
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and syntactic incompleteness of sentences are the main
stumbling blocks in Natural Language Processing (NLP)
[9]. Attempts to remove or circumvent these problems
with the help of statistics based on co-occurrence by
Z. S. Harris [10] resemble guessing the correct answers
by schoolchildren during centralized testing. No matter
how sophisticated the methods of statistical processing of
structured or unstructured natural language content are,
they only imitate the intellectual or inventive activity of
a human, guessing the correct answer with more or less
certainty, but we do not doubt that neural networks are
able to efficiently scale the solutions found by combinatory
methods. As for the currently popular combinatory meth-
ods, they go back to the semantic cases of Ch. Fillmore
[11]–[22] and Stowell’s “theta-grids” [23] and are used, in
particular, in the Semantic Web project of T. Berners-Lee
[24]–[27] and on an international community resource
Schema.org of the Google, Microsoft, Yahoo and Yandex
developer communities [28]. The main disadvantage of
these methods is their empirical character and the lack of
unified algebraic bases of semantic calculus. Because of
these reasons, the creators of the Semantic Web, despite
titanic efforts to standardize the technology, have not yet
managed to reduce various subject ontologies to a top-
level ontology, which, as many commentators emphasize,
is “critical for the entire concept” [29, p. 94]. The fact is
that the top-level ontology cannot be built from below,
it, so to speak, “does not grow” from the ontologies of
subject domains but must be initially set from above and in
an algebraic standard that is suitable for formalizing texts
in natural language including sentences, free and stable
strings of combinatory variants of lexical items and lexical
items themselves that make up these texts. In other words,
to embed patterns of the World Model in presentation
formalisms, a formalized language is required, which is
comparable in semantic power to a natural language, as
V. V. Martynov pointed out at the time [30]. Otherwise,
as a result, we will get, as D. G. Bobrow and Т. Winograd
wrote, an extremely fragile structure, often resembles a
house of cards and collapses immediately “if swayed in
the slightest from the specific domain (often even the
specific examples) for which it was built” [31, p. 4].

Let us pay attention one more time: semantics as the
relation of language to the World Model is manifested
in the dynamics of individs’ roles in an event, which
is reflected in the content of patterns, the meaning of
signs and the sense of sentences [1]–[4]. It is possi-
ble to arbitrarily declare any top-level object-oriented
programming language, such as Java, C++, C# or the
next version of the OWL language from the Semantic
Web project, as a top-level ontology, but until such
languages can encode the content of patterns, the meaning
of signs and the sense of sentences and then reduce
them to semantic primitives underlying calculus [32],
such statements will be only declarations. If the OWL

language allowed encoding patterns of the World Model
and conjugate code with natural language semantics, then
the Internet would already be turned into the Global
Artificial Intelligence through the Semantic Web project.
It should be noted that linguistics has only one synthetic
(consistently deductive and procedural) language model
– Panini grammar that is dated from the 5th century
BC, in which, with the help of 3959 short rules (sutras),
the generation, construction and transformation of all
Sanskrit units are exhaustively described, starting from the
phonetic-phonological level and ending with the semantic-
syntactic one [33]–[35]. Unfortunately, it has not yet
been clarified what formalisms are the basis for such an
accurate description of natural language and how it was
possible to achieve this in such a long time. From modern
methods of encoding language semantics, six versions
of Universal Semantic Code (USC) of V. V. Martynov
[30], [36]–[40] and their finalization in the Theory
for Automatic Generation of Knowledge Architecture
(TAPAZ-2) by A. N. Hardzei [4], [41]–[45] are known.

TAPAZ Semantic Classifier as a top-level ontology
includes the Set of Macroprocesses as Semantic Primitives
(Paradigm of Actions) ordered by TAPAZ-algebra, Role
List of Individs and TAPAZ Knowledge Graph [46].

Taking into account that the calculus of subject domains
and the semantics of each subject domain is imple-
mented in TAPAZ-2 separately using a specially oriented
knowledge graph, the most effective means of immersing
TAPAZ formalisms in the software environment are
dynamic graph models, primarily an SC-code (Semantic
Computer Code) of the Open Semantic Technology for
Intelligent Systems (OSTIS) developed by the school of
V. V. Golenkov [47], [70], [71].

We suppose that combining efforts and an organic
combination of semantic coding with the ontology and
taxonomy of semantic networks will solve a number
of central problems of automatic data processing in
natural language (Natural Language Processing), shifting
the emphasis towards machine understanding of natural
language (Natural Language Understanding, NLU).

III. Proposed approach

According to T. N. Domnina and O. A. Khachko, at the
beginning of 2014, the number of scientific peer-reviewed
journals was 34,274. If the average amount of articles is
at least 50 per year, then 1,713,700 articles are published
per year [48]. T. V. Chernigovskaya complains that “the
number of articles related to the brain exceeds 10 million
– they simply cannot be read. Every day about ten pieces
get out” [49]. The average growth in the number of peer-
reviewed scientific journals is 4% per year. In 2018, 1.6
million scientific articles were included in the Web of
Science database [50]. So, it is essential to use automatic
text analysis, artificial intelligent systems for searching
and processing information.
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In 1994, A. N. Hardzei, in a group led by V. V. Mar-
tynov, for the first time proposed a procedure for cal-
culating semantics in the form of a specially oriented
graph for ranking complex strings [41]. Use of the
procedure has required the establishment of a one-to-
one (vector) transition between actions in basic semantic
classifier and has led to the creation of the Theory
for Automatic Generation of Knowledge Architecture
(TAPAZ) which was founded on: the formal theory; the
semantic counterpart; the set of macroprocesses (actions)
as semantic primitives; the algorithm defining roles of
individs, and the graph for searching processes through
macroprocesses (knowledge graph) [44, p. 11]
In 2014, the second version of TAPAZ appeared, in

which greatly simplified algebraic apparatus, increased
number of rules of interpretation of the standard super-
position of individs [43].

At the same time, the problems of unifying the princi-
ples of building various components of computer systems
were solved within the framework of the OSTIS project
[51] aimed at creating an open semantic technology for
engineering knowledge-driven systems. This technology
allows combining heterogeneous models of problem
solving as a universal platform and reducing costs that
arise during development and modification, including
when adding new components to the system. The OSTIS
Technology makes it possible to use both statistical and
combinatory methods that operate with knowledge. It
is based on a unified version of information encoding
based on semantic networks with a basic set-theoretic
interpretation called SC-code. The architecture of each
system built using the OSTIS Technology (ostis-system)
includes a platform for interpreting semantic models of
ostis-systems as well as a semantic model of the ostis-
system described using the SC-code (sc-model of the
ostis-system). In turn, the sc-model of the ostis-system
includes the sc-model of the knowledge base, the sc-
model of the problem solver and the sc-model of the
interface (in particular, the user one).

The basis of the knowledge base of any ostis-system (sc-
model of the knowledge base) is a hierarchical system of
subject domains and corresponding ontologies. The upper
level of the hierarchy of the knowledge base fragment
related directly to natural language processing is shown
below.

Knowledge base on natural language processing
⇐⇐⇐ section decomposition*:
{{{• Section. Subject domain of lexical analysis
• Section. Subject domain of syntactic analysis
• Section. Subject domain of semantic analysis
• Section. Subject domain of TAPAZ-2
}}}

The problem solver of any ostis-system (sc-model of the
ostis-system problem solver) is a hierarchical system of

agents of knowledge processing in semantic memory (sc-
agents) that interact with each other solely by specifying
the acts they perform in the specified memory.

Problem solver for natural language processing
⇐⇐⇐ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:
{{{• Agent of lexical analysis
• Agent of syntactic analysis
• Agent of semantic analysis
• Agent of merging structures in the knowledge

base
• Agent of logical inference
}}}

Agent of merging structures in the knowledge base
⇐⇐⇐ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:
{{{• Agent of searching for contradictions
• Agent of resolving contradictions
}}}

The agent of lexical analysis decomposes the text
into lexemes and nominative units (stable strings of
combinatory variants of lexemes) based on the dictionary
included in the subject domain of lexical analysis. Note
that the lexicographic description also presupposes the
establishment of the linguistic semantic category for the
lexeme, i.e. its belonging to a certain Part of Language
[52]–[56]. The agent of syntactic analysis builds the
syntactic structure of the analyzed text using the specified
rules. The agent of semantic analysis performs the
transition from the text specification created by the previ-
ous agents to the structure that describes its semantics.
The agent of merging structures in the knowledge base
compares the structures obtained as a result of the text
analysis with the data available in the knowledge base
and, if contradictions are detected, resolves them.

The agent of logical inference uses logical rules written
by means of the SC-code and interacts with the agents
of syntactic and semantic analysis.
A more detailed explanation of the abovementioned

subject domains and agents of the proposed approach is
given on the example of processing of a particular frag-
ment of natural-language text, namely the description of
the technological process of production of cottage cheese:
«Производство творога кислотным способом включает
в себя: приёмку молока, нормализацию молока до
жирности 15%, очистку и пастеризацию молока,
охлаждение молока до температуры заквашивания,
внесение закваски в молоко, сквашивание молока,
разрезку сгустка, подогрев и обработку сгустка,
отделение сыворотки, охлаждение творога»1.

1“Manufacture of cottage cheese by the acid method includes:
acceptance of milk, normalization of milk to 15% fat, purification and
pasteurization of milk, cooling of milk to the fermentation temperature,
adding sourdough to milk, fermentation of milk, cutting of the clot,
heating and processing of the clot, separation of whey, cooling of cottage
cheese”.
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From the point of view of the ostis-system, any text is
a file (i.e., an sc-node with content). An example of such
a node is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Representation of natural language text in the system.

Let us consider each of the stages of processing this
text.

IV. Lexical analysis
It is a decomposition of a text by an agent of lexical

analysis into separate lexemes and stable strings of
combinatory variants of lexemes (nominative units) based
on a dictionary that is part of the subject domain of
lexical analysis. Below is a fragment of the ontology that
contains knowledge about Parts of Language.

lexeme
⊂⊂⊂ file

nominative unit
⊂⊂⊂ file

combinatory variant of the lexeme
⊂⊂⊂ file

The lexeme is a taigen or yogen of a particular natural
language [2, p. 35]. A combinatory variant of lexeme is
a variant of a lexeme in an ordered set of its variants
(paradigm) [57, p. 351].

A nominative unit is a stable string of combinatory
variants of lexemes, in which one variant of the lexeme
(modificator) defines another one (actualizator), for exam-
ple: ‘записная книжка’ = ‘note book’, ‘бежать галопом’
= ‘run at a gallop’ [2, p. 35].

morphological paradigm*
∈∈∈ quasi-binary relation
⇒⇒⇒ first domain*:

word form
⇒⇒⇒ second domain*:

lexeme

natural language
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• Part of Language

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• taigen

• yogen
}}}

• sign of syntax alphabet
}}}

The morphological paradigm* is a quasi-binary rela-
tion, connecting a lexeme with its combinatory variants.
The lexeme – taigen or yogen of a particular natural
language, being a sign, it has a combination of figures
in the aspect of expression, and it has a pattern in
the aspect of content; in synthetic languages it has a
developed morphological paradigm and is the central unit
of lexicographic description.
Signs of Syntax Alphabet* are auxiliary syntactic

means (at the macrolevel – prepositions, postpositions,
conjunctions, particles, etc., at the microlevel – flexions,
prefixes, postfixes, infixes, etc.) that serve for connecting
the components of language structures and the formation
of morphological paradigms [2, p. 35].
A nominative unit is a stable string of combinatorial

variants of lexemes, in which one variant of a lexeme
(modificator) defines another (actualizator).

taigen
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• expanded taigen
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• composite taigen
• complex taigen
}}}

• reduced taigen
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• contracted taigen
• constricted taigen
}}}

}}}

constricted taigen
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• informational taigen
• physical taigen
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• constant taigen
• variable taigen
}}}

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• quantitative taigen
• qualitative taigen
}}}

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• single-place taigen
• multi-place taigen
⊃⊃⊃ intensive taigen
⊃⊃⊃ extensive taigen

}}}
}}}
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A taigen is a Part of Language that denotes an individ.
An informational taigen denotes an individ in the

informational fragment of the World Model, a physical
taigen denotes an individ in the physical fragment of the
World Model.

A constant taigen denotes a constant individ, a variable
taigen denotes a variable individ [54, pp. 70–72], [58,
pp. 12–13].

yogen
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• expanded yogen

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• composite yogen
• complex yogen
}}}

• reduced yogen
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• contracted yogen
• constricted yogen
}}}

}}}

contracted yogen
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• informational yogen
• physical yogen
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• constant yogen
• variable yogen
}}}

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• quantitative yogen
• qualitative yogen
}}}

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• single-place yogen
• multi-place yogen
}}}

}}}

multi-place yogen
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• intensive yogen
• extensive yogen
}}}

A yogen is a Part of Language that denotes an attribute
of an individ.
An informational yogen denotes the attribute of an

individ in the informational fragment of the World Model,
a physical yogen denotes the attribute of an individ in
the physical fragment of the World Model.
A constant yogen denotes a constant attribute of an

individ, a variable yogen denotes a variable attribute of
an individ [54, pp. 71–74], [58, p. 12–13].

The lexemes in the knowledge base are described in
the form shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The description of the lexeme in the knowledge base.

The construct, which is the result of lexical analysis,
is shown in Figure 3.

V. Syntactic analysis

The agent of the syntactic analysis performs the
transition from the lexically marked text to its syntactic
structure based on the rules described in the correspond-
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Figure 3. The result of lexical text analysis.
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ing subject domain. A fragment of the ontology of the
subject domain is presented below:

part of the sentence’
∈∈∈ role relation
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• principal part of the sentence’

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• grammatical subject’
• grammatical predicate’
• grammatical direct object’
}}}

• subordinate part of the sentence’
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• grammatical indirect object’
• grammatical attribute’
• grammatical circumstance’
}}}

}}}

A Part of the Sentence’ is a relation that connects
the decomposition of a text with a file whose contents
(Part of Language) play a certain syntactic role in the
decomposed text [2, p. 35].
The grammatical subject’ is one of the principal role

relations that connects the decomposition of a text with
the file, the contents of which denotes the starting point
of the event description selected by the observer.

The grammatical direct object’ is one of the principal
role relations that connects the decomposition of a text
with the file, the contents of which denotes the final point
of the event description selected by the observer.

The grammatical predicate’ is one of the principal role
relations that connects the decomposition of the text with
the file, the contents of which denotes the mapping by
the observer of the starting point of the event description
to the final point [46, p. 184].

A grammatical circumstance’ is one of the subordinate
role relations that connects the decomposition of a text
with a file, the contents of which denote either a modifi-
cation or localization of the grammatical predicate; the
grammatical circumstance of degree and the grammatical
circumstance of manner denote the modification of the
grammatical predicate, the grammatical circumstance of
place and the grammatical circumstance of time denote
the spatial and, accordingly, the temporal localization of
the grammatical predicate.

A grammatical attribute’ is one of the subordinate role
relations that connects the decomposition of a text with
the file, the contents of which denote a modification of
the grammatical subject, grammatical object, grammatical
circumstance of place and time [57, pp. 352–354, 357],
[59, pp. 29–33], [60].

grammatical circumstance’
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• grammatical circumstance of degree’

• grammatical circumstance of manner’
• grammatical circumstance of place’
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• dynamical grammatical circumstance

of place’
• static grammatical circumstance of

place’
}}}

• grammatical circumstance of time’
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• dynamical grammatical circumstance

of time’
• static grammatical circumstance of

time’
}}}

}}}

A fragment of the ontology that is the result of this
stage is presented in Figures 4 and 5.

VI. Construction in terms of TAPAZ-2
The agent of semantic analysis performs the transition

from the processed text to its semantics formulated in
terms of TAPAZ-2 on the basis of the rules described
in the corresponding subject domain [4], [42]–[46], [61].
A fragment of the ontology of this subject domain is
presented below:

participant of the exposure*
:=== [participant of the event*]
∈∈∈ non-role relation
⇒⇒⇒ first domain*:

individ
⇒⇒⇒ second domain*:

action
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• subject*

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• initiator*
• inspirer*
• spreader*
• creator*
}}}

• instrument*
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• activator*
• suppressor*
• enhancer*
• converter*
}}}

• mediator*
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• landmark*
• locus*
• carrier*
• adapter*
• acceptor*
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Figure 4. The result of the syntactic analysis of the text, the first fragment.

• stock*
• separator*
• material*
• model*
• retainer*
• resource*
• stimulus*
• regulator*
• chronotope*
• source*
• indicator*
}}}

• object*
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:

{{{• coating*
• hull*
• interlayer*
• kernel*
}}}

• product*
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• billet*
• semi-product*
• prototype*
• end item*
}}}

}}}
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Figure 5. The result of the syntactic analysis of the text, the second fragment.

The individ is a kind of the pattern as a separate entity
in the selected fragment of the World Model [2, p. 34].
The participant of the action* is a non-role relation

that connects the action with the individ that participates
in it.
The subject* – the originator of the action, varieties

of the subject: initiator* – initiates the action, spreader*
– spreads the action, inspirer* – involves into the action,
creator* – completes the action by making a product
from the object.
Instrument* – the performer of the action, the clos-

est individ to the subject, varieties of the instrument:
activator* – directly affects the mediator, suppressor* –
suppresses the resistance of the mediator, enhancer* –
increases the effect on the mediator, converter* – converts
the mediator into the instrument.

Mediator*, i.e. the mediator of the action – the closest
individ to the object; varieties of the mediator: landmark*
– orientates the impact on the object, locus* – the
closest environs of the object partially or completely
surrounding the object that localizes the object in space
and thereby containing (enclosing) it, carrier* – carries
the object, adapter* – adapts the instrument to affect
the object, acceptor* – catches the object, stock* – the
object collected for processing, separator* – sorts the
object, material* – the object used as a raw material for
making a product, model* – the physical or informational
original sample for making a product from the object,

retainer* – turns a variable locus of the object into a
constant one, resource* – feeds the instrument, stimulus*
– reveals the parameter of the object, regulator* – serves
as an instruction in making a product from the object,
chronotope* – localizes the object in time, source*
– provides instructions for the instrument, indicator*
– displays a parameter of impact on the object or a
parameter of the product as the result of subject’s impact
on the object.
Object* – the recipient of the action, varieties of the

object: coating* – the outer insulation of the individ’s
shell, hull* – the individ’s shell, interlayer* – the inner
insulation of the individ’s shell, kernel* – the core of the
individ.
Product* – the result of the subject’s impact (action)

on the object (the individ adapted to a given role in a
new action), varieties of the product: billet* – the object
turned into a raw material, semi-product* – the product
half-made from raw materials, prototype* – the prototype
product, end item* – the finished product [61, p. 10,
15-16].

TAPAZ distinguishes between physical and informa-
tional processes, since on the highest abstract semantic
level the physical action was considered as an influence
of one individ onto another through its shell, and the
informational action – through its surroundings [44, p. 12],
[63], [64]. Below is the classification of semantic elements
(macroprocesses) of TAPAZ written by means of the SC-
code [44, p. 34], [46, p. 185].
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exposure
:=== [action]
:=== [event]
⊂⊂⊂ act
⇒⇒⇒ explanation*:

[The action is an influence of one individ onto
another [44, p. 6].]

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• activation exposure

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_perceive
• m_reflect
• m_comprehend
• m_understand
• m_attract
• m_cumulate
• m_constrict
• m_attain
• m_adopt
• m_memorize
• m_contemplate
• m_learn
• m_absorb
• m_accumulate
• m_center
• m_assimilate
• m_feel
• m_behold
• m_feel profoundly
• m_experience
• m_over absorb
• m_concentrate
• m_centrifuge
• m_dissimilate
• m_reject
• m_erase
• m_rethink
• m_overcome
• m_expel
• m_decompress
• m_force off
• m_disassociate
}}}

• exploitation exposure
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_notify
• m_advertise
• m_instill
• m_state
• m_approach
• m_joint
• m_press down
• m_connect
• m_explain

• m_propagandize
• m_prove
• m_certify
• m_insert
• m_pump
• m_press in
• m_link
• m_reveal
• m_prophesize
• m_enlighten
• m_divine
• m_conduct
• m_spread
• m_squeeze out
• m_disconnect
• m_darken
• m_encode
• m_discredit
• m_disavow
• m_take out
• m_pull up
• m_push out
• m_unlink
}}}

• transformation exposure
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_inform
• m_interest
• m_assure
• m_predispose
• m_touch on
• m_envelope
• m_clamp
• m_mold
• m_admonish
• m_teach
• m_convince
• m_nurture
• m_rip up
• m_fill up
• m_press
• m_form
• m_pierce
• m_intend
• m_transfigure
• m_reincarnate
• m_penetrate
• m_overflow
• m_unclamp
• m_eviscerate
• m_pester
• m_mesmerize
• m_lose conscious
• m_go mad
• m_punch
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• m_uplift
• m_disband
• m_annihilate
}}}

• normalization exposure
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_recollect
• m_recreate
• m_restart
• m_render
• m_recrystallize
• m_reintegrate
• m_regenerate
• m_restore
• m_reproduce
• m_reclaim
• m_renew
• m_revive
• m_recuperate
• m_rehabilitate
• m_reactivate
• m_reanimate
}}}

}}}
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• surroundings-shell exposure

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_perceive
• m_reflect
• m_comprehend
• m_understand
• m_attract
• m_cumulate
• m_constrict
• m_attain
• m_notify
• m_advertise
• m_instill
• m_state
• m_approach
• m_joint
• m_press down
• m_connect
• m_inform
• m_interest
• m_assure
• m_predispose
• m_touch on
• m_envelope
• m_clamp
• m_mold
• m_recollect
• m_recreate
• m_restart
• m_render

• m_recrystallize
• m_reintegrate
• m_regenerate
• m_restore
}}}

• shell-core exposure
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_adopt
• m_memorize
• m_contemplate
• m_learn
• m_absorb
• m_accumulate
• m_center
• m_assimilate
• m_explain
• m_propagandize
• m_prove
• m_certify
• m_insert
• m_pump
• m_press in
• m_link
• m_admonish
• m_teach
• m_convince
• m_nurture
• m_rip up
• m_fill up
• m_press
• m_form
• m_reproduce
• m_reclaim
• m_renew
• m_revive
• m_recuperate
• m_rehabilitate
• m_reactivate
• m_reanimate
}}}

• core-shell exposure
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_feel
• m_behold
• m_feel profoundly
• m_experience
• m_over absorb
• m_concentrate
• m_centrifuge
• m_dissimilate
• m_reveal
• m_prophesize
• m_enlighten
• m_divine
• m_conduct
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• m_spread
• m_squeeze out
• m_disconnect
• m_pierce
• m_intend
• m_transfigure
• m_reincarnate
• m_penetrate
• m_overflow
• m_unclamp
• m_eviscerate
}}}

• shell-surroundings exposure
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_reject
• m_erase
• m_rethink
• m_overcome
• m_expel
• m_decompress
• m_force off
• m_disassociate
• m_darken
• m_encode
• m_discredit
• m_disavow
• m_take out
• m_pull up
• m_push out
• m_unlink
• m_pester
• m_mesmerize
• m_lose conscious
• m_go mad
• m_punch
• m_uplift
• m_disband
• m_annihilate
}}}

}}}
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• initiation exposure

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_perceive
• m_attract
• m_adopt
• m_absorb
• m_feel
• m_over absorb
• m_reject
• m_expel
• m_notify
• m_approach
• m_explain
• m_insert

• m_reveal
• m_conduct
• m_darken
• m_take out
• m_inform
• m_touch on
• m_admonish
• m_rip up
• m_pierce
• m_penetrate
• m_pester
• m_punch
• m_recollect
• m_recrystallize
• m_reproduce
• m_recuperate
}}}

• accumulation exposure
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_reflect
• m_cumulate
• m_memorize
• m_accumulate
• m_behold
• m_concentrate
• m_erase
• m_decompress
• m_advertise
• m_joint
• m_propagandize
• m_pump
• m_prophesize
• m_spread
• m_encode
• m_pull up
• m_interest
• m_envelope
• m_teach
• m_fill up
• m_intend
• m_overflow
• m_mesmerize
• m_uplift
• m_recreate
• m_reintegrate
• m_reclaim
• m_rehabilitate
}}}

• amplification exposure
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_comprehend
• m_constrict
• m_contemplate
• m_center
• m_feel profoundly
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• m_centrifuge
• m_rethink
• m_force off
• m_instill
• m_press down
• m_prove
• m_press in
• m_enlighten
• m_squeeze out
• m_discredit
• m_push out
• m_assure
• m_clamp
• m_convince
• m_press
• m_transfigure
• m_unclamp
• m_lose conscious
• m_disband
• m_restart
• m_regenerate
• m_renew
• m_reactivate
}}}

• generation exposure
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_understand
• m_attain
• m_learn
• m_assimilate
• m_experience
• m_dissimilate
• m_overcome
• m_disassociate
• m_state
• m_connect
• m_certify
• m_link
• m_divine
• m_disconnect
• m_disavow
• m_unlink
• m_predispose
• m_mold
• m_nurture
• m_form
• m_reincarnate
• m_eviscerate
• m_go mad
• m_annihilate
• m_render
• m_restore
• m_revive
• m_reanimate
}}}

}}}
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• physical action

⇒⇒⇒ explanation*:
[The physical action is an influence in
which the subject’s shell acts as an instru-
ment.]

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_attract
• m_cumulate
• m_constrict
• m_attain
• m_absorb
• m_accumulate
• m_center
• m_assimilate
• m_over absorb
• m_concentrate
• m_centrifuge
• m_dissimilate
• m_expel
• m_decompress
• m_force off
• m_disassociate
• m_approach
• m_joint
• m_press down
• m_connect
• m_insert
• m_pump
• m_press in
• m_link
• m_conduct
• m_spread
• m_squeeze out
• m_disconnect
• m_take out
• m_pull up
• m_push out
• m_unlink
• m_touch on
• m_envelope
• m_clamp
• m_mold
• m_rip up
• m_fill up
• m_press
• m_form
• m_penetrate
• m_overflow
• m_unclamp
• m_eviscerate
• m_punch
• m_uplift
• m_disband
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• m_annihilate
• m_recrystallize
• m_reintegrate
• m_regenerate
• m_restore
• m_recuperate
• m_rehabilitate
• m_reactivate
• m_reanimate
}}}

• informational action
⇒⇒⇒ explanation*:

[The informational action is an influence
in which the subject’s surroundings acts
as an instrument.]

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_perceive
• m_reflect
• m_comprehend
• m_understand
• m_adopt
• m_memorize
• m_contemplate
• m_learn
• m_feel
• m_behold
• m_feel profoundly
• m_experience
• m_reject
• m_erase
• m_rethink
• m_overcome
• m_notify
• m_advertise
• m_instill
• m_state
• m_explain
• m_propagandize
• m_prove
• m_certify
• m_reveal
• m_prophesize
• m_enlighten
• m_divine
• m_darken
• m_encode
• m_discredit
• m_disavow
• m_inform
• m_interest
• m_assure
• m_predispose
• m_admonish
• m_teach
• m_convince

• m_nurture
• m_pierce
• m_intend
• m_transfigure
• m_reincarnate
• m_pester
• m_mesmerize
• m_lose conscious
• m_go mad
• m_recollect
• m_recreate
• m_restart
• m_render
• m_reproduce
• m_reclaim
• m_renew
• m_revive
}}}

}}}

The transition can be carried out in 2 stages:

• the transition from the initial version of the text to
the reconstructed one;

• the transition from the reconstructed text to seman-
tics.

The reconstruction of the text occurs through the recon-
struction of the missing parts of the sentence based on
the World Model or the Linguistic Image of the World
and then through normalization of its syntactic structure
by rewriting the Parts of the Sentence.

During the work, the following rules for the reconstruc-
tion of the text were formulated:

• the grammatical direct object of the initial text
is displayed in the grammatical predicate of the
reconstructed text (for example, the grammatical
direct object производство = a production of the
initial text is mapped to the grammatical predicate
of the reconstructed text производит = produces);

• the grammatical attribute of the initial text is mapped
to the grammatical direct object of the reconstructed
text (for example, the grammatical attribute творога
= cottage cheese’s of the initial text is mapped to
the grammatical direct object of the reconstructed
text творог = cottage cheese).

The result of reconstruction of the initial text
under consideration: «Некто принимает молоко,
затем окисляет молоко, а именно: нормализует
молоко до 15-процентной жирности, затем очищает
молоко, затем пастеризует молоко, затем охлаждает
молоко до определённой температуры, затем вносит
закваску в молоко, затем сквашивает молоко, затем
режет сгусток, затем подогревает сгусток, затем
обрабатывает сгусток, затем отделяет сыворотку,
затем охлаждает сгусток и, в итоге, производит
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Figure 6. The result of the transition to the terms of TAPAZ-2.

творог»2.
During the work, the following rules for the transition

to semantics were also formulated:

2“Someone accepts milk, then acidifies milk, namely: normalizes milk
to 15% fat, then purifies milk, then pasteurizes milk, then cools milk to
a certain temperature, then adds sourdough to milk, then ferments milk,
then cuts the clot, then heats the clot, then processes the clot, then
separates whey, then cools the clot and, as a result, produces cottage
cheese”.

• the grammatical predicate of the reconstructed text is
mapped to the action (for example, the grammatical
predicate производит = produces);

• the grammatical direct object of the reconstructed
text is mapped to the grammatical object (for
example, the grammatical direct object творог =
cottage cheese).

When combining the transition rules from the initial
version of the text to the reconstructed one with the rules
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for the transition to semantics, it is possible to obtain the
following rules that provide a one-step transition:
• the grammatical direct object of the initial text is
mapped to the action;

• the grammatical attribute of the initial text is mapped
to the object.

The final result is shown in Figure 6.

VII. Integration into the knowledge base
The agent of merging structures in the knowledge base

integrates the structure obtained as a result of analysis
of the text into the knowledge base. The process involves
searching for and resolving contradictions.

As an example, we will present a situation when there
is a fragment in the knowledge base that describes an
exposure that is of the same type as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. The construction that was present in the knowledge base
before merging.

In this case, the models are merged. The resulting
construction is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. The result of merging constructs.

VIII. Conclusion
The article proposes a new approach to the machine

understanding of texts in natural language (Natural Lan-
guage Understanding, NLU), based on the formalization
of the World Model using algorithms of the Theory
for Automatic Generation of Knowledge Architecture
(TAPAZ-2) and the immersion of the obtained semantic
formalisms into the software environment using Open
Semantic Technology for Intelligent Systems (OSTIS) that
operates with original dynamic graph models – semantic
networks in the form of specially oriented taxonomies
and ontologies represented in the SC-code (Semantic
Computer Code). The resulting taxonomic and ontological
set is universal and can be used for machine understanding
of collections of texts of various subject domains in
various natural languages. The advantages of the approach
are:

• decoding the meaning of signs and sense of sentences
through decoding the patterns of the World Model,
which provides the ability to support analytical
activities and solve inventive problems not only by
analogy [44, p. 39], [46, p. 192], [61, p. 16];

• standard dynamic graph representation of any type
of knowledge within a single knowledge base, re-
gardless of the platform or system [65]–[67];

• a unified top-level algebraic ontology adapted to the
semantization of the Internet;

• machine-friendly parsing that provides a straight-
forward transition to automatic semantic markup of
content;

• Semantic Classifier, Role List of Individuals and
Knowledge Graph, significantly superior to their
analogues in terms of the capacity of semantic
calculus [11]–[28], [68], [69];

• mathematical, semantic and software algorithms that
can significantly increase the accuracy and speed of
operation of search engines;

• compatibility with statistical methods and any types
of machine learning that scale the obtained results
and reduce the complexity and labor intensity of the
knowledge base development.
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языка интеллектуальной системой
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Бобёр Е. С., Никифоров С. А.

Статья посвящена обработке данных на естествен-
ном языке в парадигме Теории автоматического порож-
дения архитектуры знаний (TAPAZ-2) и погружении
полученных семантических формализмов в программ-
ную среду посредством Открытой семантической
технологии для интеллектуальных систем (OSTIS).
Особенностью подхода является формализация семан-
тики естественного языка с опорой на модель мира и
сочетание семантического кодирования с онтологией
и таксономией семантических сетей.
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Abstract—This article is dedicated to the study of the
possibilities of formalization and modeling with the help of
modern approaches in the field of artificial intelligence such
a structure of human consciousness as “the mental lexicon”.
According to experts in the field of psycholinguistics [1],
[39], it is a large graph of concepts and lexemes of a
language, related to each other by semantic connections,
which plays an essential role in the processes of generation
and perception of speech by a human [2], [40].

The usage of semantic networks for modeling this
structure allows using the advantages of this form of
representation in full for solving problems of natural
speech understanding by technical systems. This approach
also implies the need to develop methods of analysis and
processing of the speech signal, which precede the stages of
semantic processing, closer integration of these stages and,
in a sense, the erasing of the boundaries between them,
taking into account how this occurs in the process of speech
perception by the human brain [41]–[43]. This article is
concerned with the possibilities to show the advantages of
such a complex approach to the analysis of speech messages
through its implementation based on the Open Semantic
Technology for Intelligent Systems (OSTIS).

Keywords—mental lexicon, semantic network, voice assis-
tant, intelligent personal assistant, spoken language under-
standing

I . I N T R O D U C T I O N

Currently, the systems of intelligent personal assistants
have become widespread and popular. This is proved
by the large number of products related to the usage
of artificial intelligence methods in the field of speech
technologies, which are appearing on the market [3], as
well as the attention that leading technology companies
pay to the development of this direction [4].

As a rule, modern assistants have two main modes of
conducting a dialogue: command and free dialogue on
random topics ones [5].

The command mode is based on the search for a certain
keyphrase called “intent” in the user speech and the
implementation of a response action, depending on the
type of this intent. This mode allows, through the speech
interface, getting important for the user information,
performing some useful actions related to a certain class
of intent (ordering a taxi, turning on and off the music or
some device in the house, requesting a location or weather

for a certain date, searching for the nearest interesting for
the user place, etc.) [5]. If the system cannot precisely
classify the intent of the user, it transmits it in text form
to an Internet search engine, which should give some
relevant answer based on a combination of keywords.

A random mode, when the system tries to simulate
conducting a dialogue with a human, keeping up a
conversation on general topics, depending on the initial
assumptions contained in the user utterance. As a rule, in
this case, the recognition of input phrases is carried out
with an unlimited dictionary, when it is assumed that the
user can ask anything and the system, based on its internal
“knowledge” and the model of conducting a dialogue,
should “understand” the utterance and formulate the most
probable answer from the point of view of a human. It
should be noted that modern systems add various stylistic
language techniques, emotions, moods or even humor
to the conversation for making a dialogue realistic. To
prevent errors in case of incorrect interpretation of the
input phrase, it may ask the user to repeat one or more
of the last phrases [5].

By default, the system starts in command mode.
Switching between modes is performed automatically
by some key “intents”, when the system understands that
the user just wants to “talk” but not give the system
concrete target designations.

The modern voice assistant is a distributed software
and hardware system that consists of two main parts: a
client and a server ones (fig. 1).

From the point of view of the implementation of the
architecture modules, modern speech assistants consist of
the following main modules implemented with the help
of such libraries:

• automatic speech recognition (ASR) – “Deep-
Speech”, “Kaldi”, “Vosk” [6]–[8];

• natural language understanding (NLU) and dialogue
managment (DM) – “Wit.AI”, “Dialogflow”, “Rasa
NLP”, [9], [10];

• natural language generation (NLG) – “GPT2”,
“BERT”, “GPT3” [11], [12];
• text-to-speech synthesis (TTS) – “WaveNet”, “Taca-

troon”, “Nvidia Nemo TTS” [13]–[15].
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Figure 1. The intelligent speech assistant system architecture

In the current implementations of speech assistants,
most of these modules are fundamentally based on neural
network models and information processing methods.
There are a lot of open source libraries and frameworks
(including those listed above) that allow implementing the
functionality necessary for the operation of these modules.
Also, major technology companies have their products
that are being developed on a proprietary basis [4].

It is an established matter that the currently dominant
neural network approaches to solving this problem allow
achieving top results relative to classical machine learning
models, rule-based systems and other classical methods
of building dialogue systems [16]. However, these ap-
proaches also have their peculiarities and limitations,
primarily related to the strong dependence of the final
characteristics of the models on the quantity and quality of
training data, sample size, choice of network architecture,
the complexity of formalization and understanding of
the processes that occur inside in the learning process,
computational constraints of using large neural network
models on end devices with limited resources. Therefore,
it seems quite logical and promising to use data-based
methods, which include neural networks together with
other artificial intelligence methods that allow effectively
formalizing the processes of storing and processing
information inside the dialogue assistant.

The further development of intelligent personal assis-
tants will be quite difficult without extensive analysis of
the nature of the speech message, the peculiarities of its
perception at all stages, including at the semantic and
even pragmatic levels.

One of the fundamental structures of consciousness,
called in the psycholinguistic literature “mental lexicon”
[17], [18], [20], has a great significance in the acts of
speech message perception and understanding. Scientists
describe this structure as an internal dictionary, which is
a network of connected concepts (words), which are used
by a human when enabling speech communication. In
addition to the mental lexicon, there is also the concept
of a “mental grammar” of some add-in over the “mental
lexicon”, where the rules that we use when generating

and perceiving word forms and even whole sentences are
stored [53].

From our point of view, semantic networks and intelli-
gent agents that run in connection with them can serve as
a good abstraction for modeling such structures of human
consciousness, the properties and purpose of which for
computer systems can largely overlap with the purpose of
the “mental lexicon” units for a human, as it is considered
by specialists in psycholinguistics [21].

The question of displaying this structure in the frame-
work of an intelligent system with a natural-language
interface for building dialogue systems of a new class,
the building of which will be discussed in this article,
seems particularly intriguing.

I I . P R O B L E M D E F I N I T I O N

The mental lexicon is a term that denotes, in a wide
sense, how words are represented and systematized in
the human consciousness [17], [18]. Most scientists agree
that the mental lexicon can be described as a giant
network of concepts (fig. 2), where words that are close
in meaning and similar in sound (writing, in the case
of written speech) are connected [19]. The affinity and
organization of these concepts, primarily by semantic and
phonetic markers, has been proved by a series of various
experiments [22].

The mental lexicon is one of the most important
components of a language ability of a human, in which
notions about the world and their lexical representation
are fixed. The units of the mental lexicon are connected
into a single complex dynamic system that can be rebuilt,
depending on the situation. The mental lexicon has a
complex multi-sided and multi-level structure with intra-
and interlevel connections (fig. 3) [19], [44], and in its
organization, it is possible to distinguish the core and
peripheral areas, for example, based on the criteria of the
frequency of usage of concepts [45], [46].

Taking into account the volatility of the lexicon, it
can be stated that the boundaries between the core
and the periphery cannot be invariant because these
structures are in relations of dynamic connection. The
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core changes dynamically during human life since new
units are assimilated by the individual and some, on the
contrary, may fall outside the core as a result of a change
of professional activity, place of residence, social status,
etc. Nevertheless, the analysis of research has shown that
vocabulary that reflects national, social, professional, age
and other realias of the outside world of the individual
is prevalent in the core [47].

Figure 2. A fragment of the mental lexicon that includes the semantic
neighborhood of the concept “environment” [19]

The agility and mobility of the units of the mental
lexicon in the direction from the core to the periphery
and vice versa is provided by the type of connections
between them, based on the semantic similarity of the
units. In the mental lexicon, those connections of units are
active, which are reflected in integrations considered in
traditional semantics, such as a lexical-semantic field,
a lexical-semantic group, a lexical-thematic group, a
thematic group, etc.

Modern models of mental language representation dif-
fer not only in their attitude to the oppositeness of lexicon
and grammar but also in their directivity to the speech
generation or perception as well as compatibility with
languages of different structures. Although the mental
and neurophysiological mechanisms for enabling speech
activity are the same, the procedures vary significantly
depending on the type of language [23], [24].

Due to this fact, for languages of different types, the
description of the mental lexicon in the form of a single
model is hardly possible. The actual models of the mental
language representation are grouped into four classes [23]:
• single-system models that do not separate lexicon

and grammar;
• two-system models that separate the lexicon as an

inventory of units from grammatical rules;
• hybrid models that allow, along with the integrated

one, elementwise storage of word forms and the
usage of rules for combining morphemes in word
forms;

• models without a mental lexicon.

An essential part of the research of the mental lexicon
by psycholinguists correlates with hybrid models focused
on speech perception [48].

Hybrid models assume both gestalt (perceived as an
integral whole) storage of word forms and the decomposi-
tion of a word form into morphemes; at least productive
affixes can be stored as independent units and, accordingly,
act as operational units when planning an utterance. In this
case, the storage of units and their operation occurs due to
three levels of representation: the notion of morphemes,
the notion of a complete word form, the notion of a
lemma. The word form is extracted from the mental
lexicon as a gestalt, although its elementwise extraction
is possible both for recognition when perceiving speech
and generating an utterance. The lemma is interpreted
in different ways, but all interpretations are unified by
its relation to semantics; rather, the lemma mediates the
transition from formal representations (the sound/graphic
image of a word form) to the node of the semantic network
[25]. The lemma represents the general meaning of the
lexeme, thus providing access to the concept as an item
of the semantic network [26].

Current models of the mental lexicon, along with the
generalization of the results of experiments in standard-
ized methods, often explicitly or implicitly rely on the
concepts of early psycholinguistics. The possibility of
ambivalent comprehension of a derivative (and its word
forms) both entirely and on the basis of the elementwise
analysis is proved in the following papers [25], [49].
If a word form represents a storage unit in almost all
models of the mental lexicon, then in the process of
searching for access to it, it is possible to operate with
other units: morphemes (quasi-morphemes) for perception
and lemmas for speech generation. The storage unit may
not coincide with the operational one – the unit that the
speaker or listener operates with [50].

The mental lexicon is often represented as an
associative-verbal network [51], as a “dynamic functional
system that organizes itself due to the constant interaction
between the process of processing and ordering speech
experience and its products” [52].

In this case, linguistic (verbal) units can act as a
storage unit in the mental lexicon. The representation
of morphemes, integral word forms and lemmas in the
mental lexicon at its different levels within the framework
of the hybrid model suggests the ability to assess the
accuracy of word form recognition based on grammatical
features as well as segmental and suprasegmental phonetic
characteristics. Moreover, the variability of the sound
image of a word form in the conversation suggests the
presence of such a mechanism of speech perception that
would allow correlating a variable acoustic signal with
the perceptual standard of a language item stored in
consciousness and associated with the lemma level. The
operation of this mechanism is based on probabilistic
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Figure 3. Possible layers of the mental lexicon [19]

forecasting of the subsequent signal of the speech chain
based on various features [50]. In essence, the study of
speech perception in this aspect is an analysis of the
mechanisms of access to the units of the mental lexicon.

In the memory of a native speaker, the standards
of the sound image of words and the main syntactic
constructions (including the intonation contour) that
correspond to the sentence are stored. The complex of
linguistic features characterizes the expression plane of
language units and, thanks to this, mediates access to
a perceptual standard correlated with the content plane,
that is, language semantics.

Perceptual standards combined in the perceptual lan-
guage base are correlated with the units of the mental lex-
icon: perceptual standards of the lexical level are a unit of
access to the word-form level, correlated with lemmas and
thus with semantic representations. An actual linguistic
problem is the modeling of the perceptual language base
as a hierarchical probabilistically organized structure of
multidimensional matrices of language units of different
levels, permeated with multiple intersecting perceptually
significant linguistic features. Characterizing the form of
language units, the complex of features mediates access to
the perceptual standard and intromission to the semantic
level [2], [53].

The significance of the mental lexicon for the processes
of speech perception and understanding, indicated above,
demonstrates the relevance of the research of this psy-
cholinguistic concept as well as the importance of the
problem of implementing structures like the described
one as part of intelligent systems with a natural-language
interface. This can lead, including due to the synergetic
effect, to an improvement in the quality of the model
operation in the current implementations of the systems
as well as confer them new useful properties. Thus, the
purpose of this article is to study the possibilities of a
modeling and implementation of the mental lexicon and
the potential benefits that can enable its implementation

as part of a new generation of speech assistants.
To achieve this purpose, it is necessary to solve the

following main problems:
• to perform modeling and formalization of the net-

work part of the mental lexicon as a complex system
of hierarchical concepts connected by semantic,
perceptual, frequency, etc. features that allow a
human to carry out the processes of conceptual-
ization, formulation, perception and articulation in
the process of speech communication;

• to choose and implement an adequate model of
speech perception mechanisms that is related as
closely as possible to the notion of this process
and its connection with the mental lexicon.

It should be noted that in the case of modeling the
mental lexicon for its implementation as part of technical
systems, other important and relevant from a scientific
and practical points of view problems can be identified.
However, the two points listed above are of the highest
priority in terms of their significance and those useful
properties that can be enabled by the implementation
of the mental lexicon as part of an intelligent system.
Approaches to their solution are the subject matter of this
article.

I I I . P R O P O S E D A P P R O A C H

To solve the two abovementioned problems, we propose
two main approaches for consideration:
• the usage of the semantic network appliance for

modeling the structure of the mental lexicon and
the connections between its elements as one of the
similar models of the representation and organization
of knowledge implemented in technical systems;

• taking an approach based on semantic-acoustic
analysis, represented by us in a series of previous
articles [30]–[32], which offers a solution to how
it is possible to make a direct connection between
the acoustic image of a word and its meaning in
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the semantic network (in our case, in the network
of the mental lexicon), as it occurs in the process
of perception of speech information by a human,
and how to connect the acoustic image of a word
with its concept in the semantic network in the most
direct way.

I V. S E M A N T I C L E V E L

A semantic network is a model for representing
knowledge in a formalized form, which allows describing
any information in the form of a graph structure [54],
[55]. Nodes in such networks are concepts connected by
semantic relations that act as edges of the graph [27].
Each node of the network has an important property from
the point of view of semantics, namely, each element is
associated with some of its “meaning” and “sign” (in
the classification according to Ch. S. Peirce), i.e., the
direct meaning of what this node means, as well as how
this concept is represented in the area of perception, is
its external form [57]. As an example, it is possible to
introduce the concept “house” and a picture of a house
as a visual image of this concept. In the case of a mental
lexicon, an analogy with the acoustic or orthographic
image of a word and its meaning (the place of the concept)
in the mental lexicon associated with this sign can be
drawn.

The usage of semantic networks for knowledge repre-
sentation has the following main advantages [58]–[60]:
• they allow quickly and easily adding information,

drawing conclusions based on the connections be-
tween different concepts;

• they ensure coherence and the absence of duplication
of concepts;

• the information in the network can be easily inter-
preted by both a machine and a human;

• they can be used equally effectively to describe any
subject domain.

The semantic network reflects the structure of the
subject domain, the model of which it is, in an “almost
isomorphic” way. So, the structure of any subject domain
can be represented in the form of a semantic network quite
simply, “almost isomorphically” (in the sense specified
above). In other words, the correlation between the subject
domain and the corresponding semantic network is quite
transparent and has no unnecessary complications due not
to the essence of the matter, not to the structure of the
subject domain but to the peculiarities of the description
language. Within the framework of this correlation, there
is a fairly simple semantic interpretation of various types
of elements of the semantic network (nodes, bindings,
incident relations of bindings, key nodes) [61].

To an extent, semantic networks can also include the
forms of information representation that humanity has
been dealing with for a long time. The generally ac-
cepted ways of representing schematic electrical diagrams,

logical circuits, flow diagrams are also nothing more
than semantic networks represented in various alphabets.
It is also obvious that semantic networks also include
such ways of representing information as cognitive maps,
knowledge maps and much more [28].

Such a seemingly simple and intuitive form of informa-
tion representation allows formalizing knowledge from
any subject domain quite fully, placing it in a model
called an ontology, which has important properties for
searching and extracting this information [29]. Something
similar occurs in the process of human ontogenesis, when
all the acquired knowledge and experience sum up in
a complex system of concepts connected by nonlinear
relations, where the search is carried out on the basis of
semantic, associative, frequency and many other complex
criteria for information search. The representation of such
a structure at the linguistic level of human functioning, in
fact, is the mental lexicon, the computer model of which
will be nothing more than the knowledge base of the
intelligent system.

At the same time, let us emphasize that the semantic
network as an abstract mathematical structure should
be clearly distinguished from different variants of its
implementation and representation in computer memory,
including graphical visualization. Various semantic net-
works can have different alphabets of elements (different
sets of labels on the elements of semantic networks) [28],
[62]. Each of these implementations has its characteristics,
strengths and limitations. One of the platforms that
have proven their effectiveness in the development of
intelligent systems based on semantic networks is the
OSTIS Technology. The features of using this technology
and its advantages for modeling the mental lexicon will
be considered below.

V. A C O U S T I C L E V E L

In terms of modeling the process of speech perception,
it should be noted once again that the study of speech
recognition in this aspect is an analysis of the mechanisms
of access to the units of the mental lexicon [2], [25], [48].

As was already mentioned above, the standards of the
sound image of words and the main syntactic construc-
tions (including the intonation contour) that correspond
to the sentence are stored in the memory of a native
speaker. As storage units in the mental lexicon, linguistic
(verbal) units can serve. The representation of morphemes,
integral word forms and lemmas in the mental lexicon
at its different levels within the framework of the hybrid
model implies the ability to assess the accuracy of word
form recognition based on grammatical features as well
as segmental and suprasegmental phonetic characteristics.

Separately, it should be emphasized that if the question
is about the perception of oral communication, the
nodes of the lexicon are connected directly with their
corresponding acoustic images and not their analogues in
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Figure 4. The conceptual architecture of the system: a) the default 3-tier approach; b) an approach based on semantic-acoustic analysis

the form of a text or other representation. Text notations
associated with lexicon units are used in the process of
perception and transmission of speech in written, not oral,
form. There is no contradiction here because several signs
of different types can correspond to the same semantic
concept. For example, the concept “house” coincides with
an acoustic image of the word “house”, its text entry in
the corresponding language, a visual image in the form
of an image of a house. All these signs are equivalent in
terms of the efficiency of their usage for accessing the
nodes of the mental lexicon.

This fact of the organization of processes of pro-
cessing auditory information differs significantly from
the principles, on which modern speech recognition
and understanding systems run when there is a rigid
hierarchy of recognition stages. At the initial stage, the
basic acoustic units of the language, phonemes and
allophones, are transmitted (recognized) into their textual
representation, in the future, at higher levels of language
information processing (syntactic and semantic ones),
only their textual representation is used.

Thus, the acoustic image of the concept is subordinated
to the text image, which is not present in real life
but is important for the current level of development
of recognition systems, including as part of speech
assistants, since it reduces the complexity of implementing
current solutions. Therefore, we consider it essential to
create methods of signal analysis that would allow more
naturally describing the fact of the interrelation of verbal
signs in acoustic form with the nodes of the mental
lexicon.

In this article, we propose to use the method of

semantic-acoustic analysis. The ideas of this method
were proposed and considered by us in the papers
[30]–[32]. It allows performing the primary parsing and
parameterization of a speech message using special signal
processing techniques. In the course of their application,
certain “acoustic images” that correspond in our case to
the concepts of the mental lexicon are separated from
the conversation, which in turn will correspond to certain
nodes (signs of concrete entities or concepts) in the
semantic network.

In this article, at the current level of development of
the proposed approach, it is recommended to extract
and analyze sound images of concepts according to
the principle of audio dactyloscopy systems (“audio
fingerprinting”) [36]. This method involves comparing
the selected audio fragments of the signal, represented in
parametric form, with a dictionary of standards and deter-
mining the proximity measure of the selected “acoustic
image” to the standard of this image – associated with
the corresponding node of the semantic network of the
mental lexicon. The degree of confidence measure, in this
case, is rather a proximity measure of the selected signal
fragment to the reference one in the selected parametric
space.

In general, the following information may be required
to carry out this kind of analysis within the framework
of the proposed approach:
• a set of standards for correlation with fragments of

a speech signal and their specification;
• the context of the analyzed message (from whom the

message was received, in what external conditions,
what other sounds are present in the background,
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etc.);
• a set of rules for the transition from fragments

of a speech message to semantically equivalent
constructions in the knowledge base;

• a semantic specification of the concepts included in
such constructions.

For speech analysis, a model based on a hybrid
representation of a speech signal will be used, which
allows representing any fragments of a speech signal of
different nature of sound generation in the most adequate
form [33].

Vocalized and non-vocalized fragments of the signal
are described by periodic (harmonic) and aperiodic (noise)
components, which are important for the perception and
differentiation of various acoustic images of concepts
and are described by various components of the model.
Details of the model implementation will be presented
below during the description of the system architecture.

From our point of view, such a joint implementation of
the abovementioned approaches focused on modeling the
mental lexicon using semantic networks and semantic-
acoustic analysis will allow acquiring of new useful
properties by the intelligent personal assistant: additional
flexibility and adaptability, the ability to overcome the
limitations inherent to the systems presented on the market
at the moment. All this will eventually allow such systems
to come up to a whole new level.

V I . P R A C T I C A L A P P L I C AT I O N

It would be desirable to consider the possibilities of
using the presented approaches on a practical example
of one of the most relevant fields of application of
speech assistants. At the moment, such a direction is
the systems of semi-automation of the infrastructure of
accommodation units, which are called “smart home”
systems in common terms.

All these systems are built according to the same
scheme for recognizing a selective list of commands
transmitted by the user from an application with a
graphical interface or through a voice control interface,
which the system implements, and this scheme has a set
of parameters embedded in it that are configured during
the programming and deployment of the system.

For the expansion and reprogramming of such systems,
special knowledge and skills are required to add certain
new nodes to the system, to ensure their correct configu-
ration depending on the operating conditions. Often, all
these actions require a highly qualified user or a house-
call of high-paid specialists.

In this context, speech assistants act as part of the
system, providing speech input, interpretation and trans-
mission of commands to the smart home controller as
well as notification of the current state of the system. Due
to the lack of flexibility and limitations of the current
implementation, they do not allow the user of speech

interface tools to perform “fine-tuning” of the system,
changing the system parameters just-in-time and adapting
the system to changing external conditions: the appearance
of new users of the system who are not familiar to it, fine-
tuning the system depending on changes in the weather
during the day or the time of day.

As a cover of our theses, let us present several scenarios
for using the smart home system that are not available
in current system implementations, where improved
adaptability of the system to changing conditions is
necessary:

• Example 1. Reprogramming of the access control
system just-in-time. Imagine that guests came to
the owners of a detached home for dinner. A
smart home equipped with the option of controlling
access to rooms by identifying the user by voice
or face image (this option is considered in detail in
the article “Semantic analysis of the video stream
based on neuro-symbolic artificial intelligence”)
from microphones or watching cameras of a smart
home. As part of the standard implementation of
the smart home system, new rules would have to be
added by reconfiguring the system. Having a flexible
system based on the principles described above, it
would be possible to “introduce” new users to the
system and order it to issue access permissions to
new persons for a specified period immediately at
the moment of their first appearance. The system
would formulate the rules independently, according
to which it can provide guests with access to the
rooms of the house and adhere to them during the
allotted time.

• Example 2. Adaptive fuzzy lighting control. During
the day, significant fluctuations in the intensity of
natural light can be detected within a short time.
This is especially true for countries located in the
midland with an oceanic or moderate-continental
climate during the mid-seasons of the year when
there is often a change in atmospheric phenomena.
The settings of the lighting parameters of sensors
and controllers are calibrated to some average values,
without taking into account the complex dependen-
cies of changes in external parameters. However,
during the day, there may be situations when it is
necessary to adjust the overall picture of the lighting
of the rooms of the building, related to the daily
round: the presence or absence of humans, work
that requires lighting or not, rest schedule, etc. In
modern systems, there is no functional ability to
make the light in a certain room “brighter” or “more
subdued” without specifying the exact intensity value.
Moreover, it is often difficult for the user to give a
clear command: “Make the lighting intensity 15%
more”. Quite often, the user does not know about the
acceptable scale of intensity values and its dynamic
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range. It would be much easier, in this case, to “ask”
the system to “make the lighting a little brighter” or
“a little more subdued”, and how much is “a little”,
taking into account the current level of illumination
of the room and the lighting parameter profile, the
system should be able to determine and implement
itself.

Thus, the implementation of the system based on the
modeling of the mental lexicon with the help of semantic
networks and speech analysis using the semantic-acoustic
approach would give additional flexibility to the semantic
core of the system, provide the possibility of forming new
rules in the knowledge base of the system directly, by
means of the language interface in the interaction process.
The architecture of such a system and the analysis of its
specific components are presented below.

A. Algorithm of the system operation

The general algorithm of the operation of an intelligent
personal assistant that includes the implementation of a
mental lexicon model (in the form of a knowledge base of
an intelligent system built using the OSTIS Technology)
for conducting a dialogue with the user can be described
in the form of a sequence of the following actions.
• The user utters a speech message or command for

the smart home system.
• Further, the acoustic module implemented within the

framework of the OSTIS platform as an Agent of
transition of speech into the semantic representation
performs the procedure of semantic-acoustic analysis
and transmits its results directly to the knowledge
base of the system in the form of concept identifiers,
thus displaying a natural language phrase in the
semantic space of the computer “mental lexicon”.

• Then the semantic analysis module, which includes
the knowledge base of the system and the Mes-
sage processing agent, Agent of decomposition of
messages into atomic ones, Agents of allocation of
entities and relations, Message classification agent
and Agent of logical inference, parses, analyzes
and interprets the received user message using
information from the knowledge base (about the
profiles of the system users, its current state, environ-
mental factors, etc.). With the help of the Command
classification agent and Agent of the control of
executive devices, it executes a user command or a
request.

• As a result, the response generation module, in
which, based on the response structure in the knowl-
edge base, the result of the work of the system
is created in text form by means of the Message
generation agent, which is then voiced by the system
through the Agent of text-to-speech transition, which
refers to the text-to-speech synthesis engine. As a
result of the reasons for the typical implementation

of the last module, consideration of its features is
beyond the framework of reference of this article.
The Message classification agent classifies the re-
ceived message based on the rules present in the
knowledge base.

Further, the features of the implementation of the
two main modules, acoustic and semantic ones, will
be considered in more detail to demonstrate how the
designated problems of modeling the mental lexicon can
be implemented.

B. Acoustic module

For speech analysis, a model based on a hybrid
representation of a speech signal will be used, which
allows representing any fragments of a speech signal of
different nature of sound generation in the most adequate
form [33]. Vocalized and non-vocalized signal fragments
belong to separate parts of the model: periodic (harmonic)
and aperiodic (noise) ones.

Mathematically, the main idea of the given model can
be formalized in the following form:

s(n) = h(n)+ r(n), n = 0, ..,N−1 (1)

where s(n) is the input speech signal, h(n) – a harmonic
component, r(n) – a noise component of the signal,
n and N – the current signal sumple number and the
total duration of the analysis fragment, respectively. The
harmonic component can be represented by the following
expression:

h(n) =
K

∑
k=1

Gk(n)
C

∑
c=1

Ac
k(n)cosc

k n+φ
c
k (0)) (2)

where Gk is an amplifier gain determined based on
the spectral envelope, c – the number of sinusoidal
components of the signal for each harmonic curve, Ac

k –
the instantaneous amplitude of the c-th component of the
k-th harmonic curve f c

k and φ c
k (0) – frequency and initial

phase of the c-th component of the k-th harmonic curve,
ek – an actuating signal of the k-th harmonic curve. The
amplitudes AC

k are normalized to provide the sum of the
harmonic energy equal to ∑

C
c=1[A

c
k]

2 = 1 for k = 1,...,K.
In this case, the aperiodic component is modeled over

the entire frequency band, as it is demonstrated in the
spectrum of a real speech signal [34]. This effect is
reached by applying the technique of signal analysis
through synthesis and diminution of the harmonic part
from the original signal:

r(n) =

{
max(s(n),h(n))−h(n), s(n)> 0
min(s(n),h(n))−h(n), s(n)< 0 (3)

Thus, for one signal frame with the number m and
the duration of N samples, a characteristic vector is
formed, which includes the coefficients of the model
xm = [Gk,Ac

k, f c
k ,K,C]. The acoustic image of a single
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word is a sequence of such characteristic vectors: X =
(x1,x2, ...,xM)T .

It is proposed to evaluate the model parameters
using the method of instantaneous harmonic analysis,
which allows significantly increasing the accuracy of
determining the parameters of the periodic component
[63]. Its application allows obtaining a high temporal
and frequency resolution of the signal as well as a
clearer spectral pattern of the localization of energy at
the corresponding frequencies (fig. 5) and, as a result,
performing a more accurate assessment of the signal
parameters (on average by 10–15%).

Figure 5. STFT- and IHA-based spectrograms

Unlike the classical methods of signal analysis used in
modern speech recognition systems based on the determi-
nation of Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) or
linear prediction coefficients (LPC) [64], [65], the method
based on instantaneous harmonic analysis allows getting
a high temporal and frequency resolution of the signal
as well as a clearer spectral pattern of the localization of
energy at the corresponding frequencies. Unlike classical
methods, which are based on the discrete Fourier series
transformation or the definition of the autocorrelation
function of a signal on a short fragment, the method
under consideration does not impose strict constraints
related to adherence to the conditions of stationarity
of the signal parameters on the analysis frame. At the
same time, the parameters of the harmonic model, if
necessary (for example, to describe the spectral envelope),
can be relatively easily converted to other methods of
representation, such as classical Mel-frequency cepstral
or linear prediction coefficients.

Algorithms that implement the signal processing
method described above based on instantaneous harmonic
analysis have a reference implementation as part of the
GUSLY audio signal analysis and synthesis framework
[35].

Thus, after obtaining the parameters of the model, we
can generate a spectrogram of the signal. A spectrogram
is a visual representation of the frequency content of a
signal as a function of time (fig. 6). The spectrogram
of any audio signal can be considered unique, but this
representation has too high a dimensionality to be used as
a kind of fingerprint of the “acoustic image” associated
with a specific node of the mental lexicon. Therefore, a
more compact representation of the acoustic images of
the mental lexicon is required. Similarly, this procedure is
implemented in such services as, for example, the music
recognition application “Shazam” [37].

The spectrogram of the signal of a phoneme, lexeme,
word combination or even an entire phrase that sounds in
speech can be considered its unique signature. Therefore,
to determine whether two acoustic images are the same,
it is possible to compare their spectrograms. However,
the spectrogram is a rather large three-dimensional array
(frequency, time, amplitude) and, therefore, requires a
significant memory amount.

Figure 6. A spectrogram of the speech signal

Physical storage and computational comparison of
unique signatures in the form of spectrograms for millions
of nodes of a semantic network would be an unsolvable
problem. Therefore, it is important to find methods
that will allow highlighting only the most significant
information from the spectrogram and finding a way to
present it in tabloid form. One of the techniques of such
compression involves the creation of what is called a
“constellation map”, i.e. an array of key points of the
spectrogram, which is formed by finding local peaks in
the signal spectrum (fig. 7).

The next step is to obtain a compressed representation
of this array of points and create an acoustic image
fingerprint that denotes an audible concept. We use
a method, in which the frequency of a local peak is
combined with the frequency of another local peak in
its neighborhood and the time difference between the
frequencies is calculated [36].
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Figure 7. Highlighting of peaks on the spectrogram

For each local peak frequency (anchor), we have a set
of the nearest frequencies (targets) and their time deltas.
By forming sets of such triples of parameters for each
peak frequency in this way, we can preserve the unique
features of the analyzed signal fragment. The constellation
map (fig. 8) is the information used to generate an acoustic
image fingerprint by transmitting it to the hashing function.
The hashing function receives data of indeterminate length
and generates output data of fixed size (called a hash).
In addition, hashing functions will always produce the
same hash for the same input. The result of the hashing
function is a sound fingerprint of the acoustic image of the
spoken word, which we can compare with the standard
associated with the node of the semantic network of the
mental lexicon.

Figure 8. The constellation map

To determine the proximity between two images, we
will use the Jaccard distance, which allows measuring
the similarity between finite sets and is defined as the
size of the intersection divided by the size of the union
of these sets:

J =
|Hsig∩Hre f |
|Hsig∪Hre f |

=
|Hsig∩Hre f |

|Hsig|+ |Hre f |− |Hsig∩Hre f |
(4)

where J is the value of the Jaccard distance, Hsig – a
hash of the acoustic image of the input signal, Hre f –
a hash of the acoustic image of the standard associated
with the network node.

This approach allows us to compare signals that
can have different lengths, which is a very common
phenomenon since words of a language can be and are
often pronounced at different speeds. Another important
property of the proposed algorithm is its low computa-
tional complexity, which allows it to be used in nearly
real-time systems. This is especially true for creating
speech assistants where the speed of the system response
to user input is important.

C. Semantic module

As a technological basis for the implementation of the
proposed semantic part of the system, it is proposed to
use the OSTIS Technology [66]. The main advantages of
the implementation of intelligent systems in the context
of solving the problem of modeling the mental lexicon
as a semantic network of language concepts have already
been identified by us in the section “Problem definition”.
Let us focus on some practical aspects of the usage of the
technology and its features that provide these advantages.

The systems built on the basis of the OSTIS Technology
are called ostis-systems, respectively, the module for
understanding speech messages, the prototype of which
is considered in this article, will be built as a reusable
component that will be integrated into various ostis-
systems in the future, if necessary.

As a formal basis for encoding various information in
the knowledge base, the SC-code [66] is used, the texts
of which (sc-texts) are written in the form of semantic
networks with a basic set-theoretic interpretation. The
elements of such networks are called sc-elements (sc-
nodes, sc-arcs). The focus of this work on the OSTIS
Technology is due to its following main advantages:
• within the framework of this technology, unified

means of representing various types of knowledge,
including meta-knowledge, are proposed, which
makes it possible to describe all the information
necessary for analysis in one knowledge base in a
unified manner [38];

• the formalism used within the framework of the
technology allows specifying in the knowledge base
not only concepts but also any files external from the
point of view of the knowledge base (for example,
fragments of a speech signal), including the syntactic
structure of such files;

• the approach proposed within the framework of the
technology to the representation of various types of
knowledge [38] and models of their processing [29]
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ensures the modifiability of ostis-systems, i.e., allows
easily expanding the functionality of the system by
introducing new types of knowledge (new systems of
concepts) and new models of knowledge processing;

• the above advantages cumulatively make it possible
to perform acoustic, syntactic and semantic analysis
of messages in the same memory using unified
processing tools, which, in turn, allows adjusting
the analysis processes at any stage using various
information from the knowledge base. In turn, the
developed module for speech message understanding
is itself built as an ostis-system and has an appro-
priate architecture.

D. Knowledge base

The basis of the knowledge base of any ostis-system
(more precisely, the sc-model of the knowledge base)
is a hierarchical system of subject domains and their
corresponding ontologies. The upper level of the hierarchy
of the part of the knowledge base related directly to speech
assistants is shown below.

Voice assistant knowledge base
⇐⇐⇐ section decomposition*:
{{{• Section. Subject domain of messages
• Section. Subject domain of dialogue
⇐⇐⇐ section decomposition*:
{{{• Section. Subject domain of dialogue

control
• Section. Subject domain of dialogue

participants
}}}

• Section. Subject domain of a smart home
}}}

The knowledge base of the ostis-based system has
already been partially described in [32], but it has been
expanded and has undergone some changes, which will
be discussed in more detail below.

Next, let us take a closer look at some of the above
subject domains.

E. Subject domain of messages

Below is the upper level of the updated and refined
message classification according to various criteria that
do not depend on the subject domain.

atomic message
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• interrogative message
• imperative message
• declarative message
}}}

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• message without an emotional coloring
• message with an emotional coloring
}}}

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• message about the past
• message about the present
• message about the future
}}}

An atomic message is a message that does not include
other messages.

interrogative message
⊃⊃⊃ information request message

imperative message
⊃⊃⊃ wish message

declarative message
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• informational message
• neutral message
⊃⊃⊃ greeting message
⊃⊃⊃ valedictory message

}}}

A neutral message is a declarative message that does
not carry new information and does not confirm or deny
formerly known information. An example of a neutral
message is a message that contains information known to
the system, but that is not an answer to a question asked
to confirm/deny this information.

informational message
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• informing message
• message of denial of information
• message of confirmation of information
}}}

message with an emotional coloring
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• message with a negative emotional coloring
• message with a neutral emotional coloring
• message with a positive emotional coloring
• message with an undefined emotional coloring
}}}

A message with a negative emotional coloring is
an atomic message that expresses a negative emotion;
negative emotions include anger, fear, hate, fright, etc.
A message with a neutral emotional coloring is an
atomic message that expresses a neutral emotion; neu-
tral emotions include curiosity, surprise, indifference,
etc. A message with a positive emotional coloring is
an atomic message that expresses a positive emotion;
positive emotions include pleasure, exultation, love, etc.
A message with an undefined emotional coloring is an
atomic message that has an undefined emotional coloring,
on the basis of which it is difficult to determine an
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emotion; this type of message can appear when a person
demonstrates several, usually conflicting, emotions.

F. Subject domain of dialogue participants

To represent information about the participants of the
dialogue, an appropriate model of the subject domain and
ontology are created. The structure of this subject domain
is shown below:

Subject domain of dialogue participants
⇒⇒⇒ private subject domain*:

• Subject domain of biography
⇒⇒⇒ private subject domain*:

• Subject domain of organizations
• Subject domain of territorial entities
• Subject domain of living beings
• Subject domain of awards
• Subject domain of education

• Subject domain of personal characteristics
⇒⇒⇒ private subject domain*:

• Subject domain of mental states
⇒⇒⇒ private subject domain*:

• Subject domain of
emotions

• Subject domain of mood
• Subject domain of personality types

The subject domain of biography contains means
of describing factual data from the biography of the
interlocutor, such as:
• participation in any organizations and their charac-

teristics;
• relations that connect them with territorial entities

(such as the place of birth*);
• information about relatives and marital status;
• awards received (including honorary titles);
• educational qualifications.
The subject domain of personal characteristics contains

means of describing the mental state of the interlocutor
as well as their personality type. The need to store this
information is due to one of the goals of the system – to
maintain a good mood in the interlocutor, which results in
the need to take into account their current state during the
dialogue. Within the framework of this subject domain,
the following classes of mental states are distinguished:

mental state
⇐⇐⇐ decomposition*:
{{{• superficial mental state
• deep mental state
}}}

⇐⇐⇐ decomposition*:
{{{• conscious mental state
• unconscious mental state
}}}

⇐⇐⇐ decomposition*:

{{{• personality-related mental state
• mental state caused by the situation
}}}

⇐⇐⇐ decomposition*:
{{{• positive mental state
• negative mental state
• neutral mental state
}}}

⇐⇐⇐ decomposition*:
{{{• short-term mental state
• long-term mental state
• medium duration mental state
}}}

Figure 9 shows a fragment of the description in the
knowledge base of a specific user known to the system.

The above description contains both long-term infor-
mation about the user, which will be saved after the
end of the dialogue (gender, name, etc.) and short-term
one, which can be updated with each new dialogue –
information about the age, date of the last visit, mood,
etc.

Each element of the beginning set is a class of tempo-
rary entities (i.e., entities with temporal characteristics:
duration, initial time, final point, etc.), which have the
same moment of the beginning of their existence. The
concrete value of this parameter can be either an exact
value or a discreet/interval one.

Each element of the completion set is a class of
temporary entities that have the same final moment of
their existence (the moment of the end of existence). The
specific value of this parameter can be either an exact
value or a discreet/interval one.

G. Subject domain of a smart home

For the usage of the system within the framework of
the “smart home”, a corresponding subject domain was
introduced, which contains the means of describing both
the building itself and the devices used in it as well as
their operation status (the state of lighting, the presence
of humans, etc.).

H. Problem solver

The problem solver of any ostis-system (more precisely,
the sc-model of the ostis-system problem solver) is
a hierarchical system of knowledge processing agents
in semantic memory (sc-agents) that interact only by
specifying the actions they perform in the specified
memory.

In comparison with ??, the structure of the problem
solver has been revised to make it possible to use it within
the framework of the smart home system. The top level
of the updated hierarchy of agents of the problem solver
of the speech assistant in the SCn-language looks like
follows:
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Figure 9. The first part of the model description

Speech assistant problem solver
⇐⇐⇐ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:
{{{• Agent of logical inference
• Message processing agent
⇐⇐⇐ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:
{{{• Agent of decomposition of a

non-atomic message into atomic ones
• Agent of allocation of entities

• Agent of allocation of relations
• Message classification agent
}}}

• Smart home control agent
⇐⇐⇐ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:
{{{• Command classification agent
• Agent of the control of executive

devices
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}}}
• Message generation agent
• Agent of speech-to-text transition
• Agent of text-to-speech transition
}}}

A smart home control agent is designed to distinguish
the necessary actions depending on the events that have
occurred and their performance.

The Message processing agent is designed to distin-
guish the meaning of input natural-language messages.
Depending on the result of processing the received
message, in particular, its class, in the future, either only
the Message generation agent can be called or the Smart
home control agent can be called in addition to it. In
the second case, the receiving of a message that is a
command (for example, to turn on lighting) is processed
by the Smart home control agent as well as any other
event (for example, user recognition in the frame of any
of the cameras or the fall of a certain time of day). Thus,
the Message generation agent also serves to generate
notifications about the performance of actions.

The Agent of logical inference applies logical rules
and is used by various agents, including the Message
generation agent and the Smart home control agent.

The knowledge base contains the specification of these
agents. As an example, the specification of the Agent of
text-to-speech transition is shown in figure 10.

Figure 10. A fragment of the specification of the Agent of text-to-speech
transition.

V I I . E X A M P L E O F W O R K I N G

As an example, it is possible to give a scenario that
includes the following stages:
• the user comes to the front door, the system recog-

nizes them and unlocks the door;
• the user enters the living room, the system turns on

the light in this room;

• the user instructs to increase the brightness by 30%.
At the first stage, the following rules are applied: first,

according to the rule shown in figure 11, the Smart
home control agent opens the door, then, according to the
rule shown in figure 12, the Message generation agent
generates a message notifying about the door opening. In
this case, the text of the message generated by this rule
is created according to the template associated with this
rule by the message text pattern* relation.

Figure 11. A rule for performing the “opening of the door” action.

To turn on the lighting in the room, if a user has entered
it, the rule shown in figure 13 is applied. The message that
notifies about the performed action is generated according
to the rule similar to what was shown in figure 12.

An example of a rule that takes into account a user
message that has been received (and processed by the
message processing agent) can be the rule shown in figure
14.

V I I I . C O N C L U S I O N

In the article, one of the possible approaches to the
implementation of the psycholinguistic concept of the
mental lexicon is proposed, which plays an essential
role in the process of human communication as part of
intelligent personal assistants. In our opinion, the research
of the possibilities of translation of this structure of human
consciousness as part of intelligent systems is an impor-
tant area of research in the field of AI. From a theoretical
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Figure 12. The rule for generating a message that notifies about the
opening of the door.

point of view, this will increase the level of understanding
of the processes that occur in the human consciousness
when perceiving and understanding speech messages, and
from a practical point of view, it will make it possible
to create intelligent systems with a speech interface that
have new qualitative capabilities for understanding speech
messages, flexibility and adaptability, the ability to learn
directly in the process of interaction with the user.

It is proposed to model the mental lexicon using
the semantic network appliance, intelligent agents and
knowledge bases and their practical implementation
within the framework of the OSTIS Technology, which
includes modern implementations of all these aspects of
the semantic part of the system. To model the speech
recognition process, it is proposed to use the method of
semantic-acoustic analysis, which allows direct transiting
from the space of acoustic images of words to the
space of semantic network concepts that correspond
to this image. Thus, a significant part of information
processing can be carried out immediately in the semantic
domain, bypassing the preliminary stages of speech-to-
text transformation that are characteristic of all modern
systems.

Thus, the implementation of the intelligent personal
assistant system using the mental lexicon model and

its implementation within the framework of the OSTIS
Technology as well as an approach based on semantic-
acoustic speech analysis will give it new useful properties,
ensure additional flexibility and adaptability. It will make
it possible to overcome some of the limitations that are
characteristic of the solutions currently presented on the
market and will allow intelligent systems with a speech
interface to reach a qualitatively new level.
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Анализ диалоговой речи на основе
формализованного представления

ментального лексикона
Захарьев В.А., Никифоров С.А., Азаров И.С.

В работе предложен один из возможных подходов
по реализации психолингвистического концепта мен-
тального лексикона, играющего существенную роль в
процессе человеческого общения, в составе интеллекту-
альных речевых ассистентов. Изучение возможностей
воплощения данной структуры человеческого сознания
в составе интеллектуальных систем, по-нашемумнению,
является важнымнаправлениемисследований в области
ИИ. Подобные исследовании с теоретической точки зре-
ния позволят повысить уровень понимания процессов
происходящих в человеческом сознании при восприя-
тии и понимании речевых сообщений, а с практической
точки зрения, позволят создавать интеллектуальные
системы с речевым интерфейсом обладающие новыми
качественными возможностями понимания речевых
сообщений, гибкостью и адаптивностью, способностью
обучаться непосредственно в процессе взаимодействия
с пользователем.

Предлагается осуществлять моделирование менталь-
ного лексикона с применением аппарата семантических
сетей, интеллектуальных агентов и баз знаний, и их
практического воплощения в рамках технологии OSTIS,
включающей в себя современные реализации всех
данных аспектов смысловой части системы. Для моде-
лирования процесса распознавания речи предлагается
использовать метод семантико-акустического анализа,
позволяющий осуществить прямой переход из про-
странства акустических образов слов, в пространство
понятий семантической сети, соответствующих данным
образом. Таким образом существенная часть обработки
информации может вестись сразу в семантической
области миную предварительные этапы преобразования
речи в текст.
Это позволит преодолеть некоторые ограничения,

характерные для представленных в текущий момент
времени на рынке решений, позволит обеспечить выход
интеллектуальных систем с речевым интерфейсом на
качественно новый уровень.
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Abstract—The computer systems are expert in dealing
with structured data. However, when computer systems
attempt to impart information to the end-users, generat-
ing natural language text that expresses structured data
is a significant challenge. Currently graphical knowledge
representations as a kind of forms to represent structured
data are gradually becoming universal in computing. In this
paper, we present a unified semantic model for generating
fluent, multi-sentence, appropriate natural language text
(e.g., Chinese language text) from knowledge base to the
end-users. This article describes the development of seman-
tic model for natural language generation, and the optional
linguistic ontologies which may be used in the processing
of generation. The main novelty is that it is possible to
integrate different approaches and linguistic knowledge to
generate natural language text from the structured data
of the computer systems represented in graph form. For
the ordinary end-users it will be an easier access to the
information in the computer systems.

Keywords—natural language generation, ontology,
knowledge-driven, knowledge base, OSTIS

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Objective and Relevance of the Work

The goal of this article is to use ontology-based
approach as a basis to develop a unified semantic model
for generating natural language text from the knowledge
base. Generating natural language text is considered as
a part of natural language interface that is based on the
technology of ontology-based design of intelligent system
user interface [1]. The technology of ontology-based
design of intelligent system user interface itself is a part of
Open Semantic Technology for Intelligent Systems Design
(OSTIS Technology). Natural language interface focuses
on processing of natural language text, taking into account
methods and principles of user interface design. The
proposed approach involves the development of natural
language interface formal ontology. One of the advantages
of this technology is the possibility to introduce various
knowledge for generating natural language text.

Natural language processing is considered as a cogni-
tive problem in the field of artificial intelligence. Many
researchers have tried to address the problem of natural

language understanding, in contrast, there are not many
researches on issues of natural language generation (NLG).
Although the number of works in NLG is fewer, their
content varies due to the difficulty to precisely define NLG.
Now everybody agrees that the output of NLG should be
natural language text, but the exact form of the input can
vary substantially. Generally speaking, the input can be
divided into unstructured textual forms, semi-structured
textual forms and structured forms (e.g., tabular data,
knowledge base). According to this point, the machine
translation, text summary, data-text generation, as well
as generation from visual input such as image or video
entirely are instances of NLG. The difficulties in terms
of NLG usually come from following two aspects:
• Analysis and processing of the input information

forms;
• Analysis of features of the target natural language

text that was generated by intelligent system.
Nowadays the application of intelligent system is

ubiquitous. One of the most important research directions
for designing intelligent system is the development of
knowledge-based system, in particular after the concept
of knowledge graph was proposed by Google [2]. In
order that this kind of intelligent system can interact with
users more conveniently, it’s necessary for the system to
have the capacity to understand the knowledge base and
generate grammatically reasonable natural language text
for the users. It had become possible with the increase of
computing power and the proposal of the novel models.
However, due to the various graphical structure and the
optional multilinguality for the output, the generation of
natural language text is still an open challenge.

B. Problems, Need to be Solved

Firstly, our goal is the development of natural language
interface. Secondly, there are lots of models, methods and
means to generate natural language text from structured
data. They are successfully applied as components of nat-
ural language interface of intelligent system. Nevertheless,
the following problems still need to be considered:
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• Absence of unification of development process of
natural language interface, thus development process
of natural language interface cannot be achieved
in parallel, as well as we cannot reuse the already
developed component;

• The difficulties in analysis and processing of knowl-
edge representation structure. The knowledge is
not stored discretely in the intelligent system; it
is interconnected to form a structured data in the
system;

• There is no ability to use unified tools to represent
various kinds of knowledge (e.g., the linguistic
knowledge), which is necessary to provide useful
information for NLG;

• Developed problem solvers are not flexible at each
stage of NLG, e.g., for generating text in a new
language it’s difficult to change the already existing
components or to extend NLG component to adapt.

The relevance of these problems will be explained
in detail by analyzing related work to natural language
generation.

C. Analysis of related work for natural language gener-
ation

In this paper, we focus on the NLG part of natural
language interface. The NLG part can be considered as
a separated system, or as a component of user interface.
But it’s difficult to achieve the development of separated
NLG system that can be reused into the component of
user interface due to absence of unified principle for user
interface design. The NLG part in this paper tends to
generate natural language text from structured form, in
particular, from knowledge base.

Early in the application domain, the successful NLG
system includes the weather reporting, “robo-journalist”
and so on, which convert the tabular data or data of
information box into reasonable natural language text by
filling placeholders in a predefined template text [3]. In
this situation, the text generated on the base of these
predefined template is very simple and inflexible. The
rule-based approaches convert data into resulted text by
a serious of grammar and heuristic rules. The factors
influencing these approaches to generate natural language
text are the linguistic rules. For analysis of natural
language, linguists proposed many linguistic theories that
focus on interpreting linguistic formalism, for example,
the dependency grammar is used for the interpretation
of the syntactic structure. However these approaches
lack supporting of unified basis for representing various
linguistic knowledge. Moreover, traditional rule-based
approaches focus not on the semantic of natural language
text, but rather on the syntax.

There is a classic pipeline architecture [4] for NLG.
Based on this pipeline, generally, the six tasks are
frequently found in NLG system (Fig. 1). In fact, the

classic pipeline architecture can be considered as the
modular approach to solve the NLG problem. Different
modules in the pipeline incorporate different subsets of
the tasks described above. However, the biggest problem
for the ordering of the modular approach is the generation
gap [5] that refers to the mistakes of early tasks in the
pipeline passed further downstream.

Figure 1: Classic pipeline of natural language generation

The pipeline continues influence on alternative archi-
tectures that were proposed in recent years for NLG. The
proposed approaches often end up blurring the boundaries
between modules. These approaches tend to emphasize
statistical methods that is data-driven. From the pipeline
perspective, there are three simplified steps:

• content selection;
• content planning;
• surface realization.

In the subtask of SemEval AMR-to-English genera-
tion, the abstract AMRs to be converted into syntactic
structures by a symbolic generator, then the syntactic
structures are linearized with an off-the-shelf tools (e.g.
statistical linearizers) [6].

With the advent of deep learning, the most influential
architecture for NLG is the Encoder-Decoder [7]. The
encoder encodes various kinds of input (e.g., natural
language text, structured data, image, video and knowl-
edge base) into a low dimension vector representing the
semantic of the input. The decoder generates natural
language text from the vector embedding. In practice,
the knowledge representation languages like RDF and
others are widely used as a kind of input of various
modern neural generation models for knowledge-based
system constructed by the W3C standards. Currently the
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W3C standards are widespread used for development
of knowledge-based system. The standard to specify
knowledge is RDF, a formal language based on semantic
networks. The WebNLG [8] is a project oriented on
developing technologies that give humans easy access to
machine-readable data of Web, usually this data is in form
of RDF. The WebNLG challenge tends to develop neural
generator by deep learning models. The training data of
WebNLG challenge consists of Data/Text pairs where the
data is a set of triples extracted from DBpedia [9] and
the text is a verbalization of these triples. However the
neural generators usually ignore the distinction between
text planning and realization that causes difficulties in
controlling over the generated text structure [10]. Another
problem is dataset acquiring, because the high quality
aligned training data is the core for neural generator.
Currently the WebNLG supports the English and Russian
datasets. There are also high quality Chinese knowledge
bases, such as CN-DBpedia [11], zhishi.me [12] and
others, but the aligned Data/Text pairs datasets are difficult
to obtain.

Nowadays the mainstream methods consist in applying
the neural network model to achieve NLG with the
help of the high quality dataset, recently rare works
on researching the ruled-based method for NLG. The
system NaturalOWL [13] proposed to construct generation
resource to verbalize OWL. The system in fact is a
symbolic generator; manually constructed resources of
this system determine the quality of the generated text.
The single model cannot solve the efficiency and quality
of generated texts simultaneously, especially the quality
dataset is absent for certain languages. The integration of
various methods and the execution efficiency of various
methods is the main problems for NLG.

As can be noted, the above-mentioned approaches can
solve partial problems for development of NLG part
of natural language interface. The effective integration
of different approaches is still unsolved. Through the
discussion of related work, for developing compound
NLG part of natural language interface, the integrated
approaches will be needed to solve the various problems
of NLG.

D. The Proposed Approach

We propose to use ontological approach to develop
the unified representation for linguistic ontologies and to
design problem solvers having ability to integrate various
approaches for NLG solution within OSTIS Technology
framework [14]. In this paper, natural language generation
is developed as a component of natural language interface
that is a part of user interface of the ostis-system. The
ostis-system is a hybrid intelligent system being developed
on OSTIS Technology. The OSTIS Technology is aimed at
knowledge processing and various knowledge presentation
for intelligent systems, it’s focused on the development of

knowledge-driven computer systems. Each ostis-system
consists of sc-model of knowledge base, sc-model of
problem solver and sc-model of user interface. The sc-
model of knowledge base is based on several basic
principles (e.g. the hierarchical system of subject domain
and ontologies) that provides the ability to represent
knowledge of various types in the knowledge base [15].
The sc-model of problem solver is based on the principle
that a hierarchical system of agents react to situation and
events in sc-memory and interact with other corresponding
agents in the sc-memory [16]. The sc-model of user
interface is based on some principles to resolve specific
interface tasks [1].

As a basis for knowledge representation in the frame-
work of OSTIS Technology, a unified version of coding
any kind of information named SC-code is used. The SC-
code is a semantic network language with set-theoretic
interpretation. Several universal variants of visualization
of SC-code [14], such as SCg-code (graphic variant),
SCn-code (nonlinear hypertext variant), SCs-code (linear
string variant) will be shown below.

We propose the approach for generating natural lan-
guage text based on OSTIS Technology. The following
main advantages of this technology are considered:

• Use of unified semantical models and tools for
structuring and managing the knowledge base. When
faced on the new language the unified tools to
design new linguistic ontologies allow to decrease
laboriousness and time;

• In the user interface design using OSTIS Technology,
the syntax and semantics of external natural language
are described using SC-code with the appropri-
ate ontology. Hence, the translation mechanisms
between the intelligent system and the external
natural language are not depend on external language.
In the processing of interaction between human
beings and system, for new specialized language
the specification of the syntax and semantics of the
language is only need;

• For the development of different components of the
problem solvers in the user interface of ostis-system,
the focus is on the features of different components,
making any changes to the ostis-system is unified;

• The technology provides designed component ori-
ented on natural language generation modifiability,
i.e. the ability to extend its functionality or to
improve its performance.

E. Tasks to be Solved for Proposed Approach Implemen-
tation

The clarification of the generation of natural language
text from knowledge base is, in fact, the clarification
of constructing natural language generation component
using the principle of ontology-based user interface design.
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Taking into account the features of natural language gen-
eration component and the design principle of ontology-
based user interface, the following tasks should be solved
for proposed approach:
• To develop the sc-model of natural language interface

knowledge base;
• To develop the sc-model of natural language interface

problem solvers used for natural language generation.
According to design principle of problem solvers
within OSTIS Technology, problem solvers are
presented as a hierarchical system of agents.

II. THE GENERAL STRUCTURE FOR DESIGNING THE
NATURAL LANGUAGE INTERFACE

One of the principles of ontological method to design
user interface is to treat the user interface as a specialized
ostis-system oriented on the interface tasks solution. From
the perspective of OSTIS Technology, as a part of user
interface, natural language interface is also designed based
on general principle. The design of natural language
interface involves the development of the ontological
model of knowledge base of natural language interface
and the ontological model of problem solvers oriented on
natural language interface. As a part of natural language
interface, NLG component generating natural language
text from knowledge base of specific ostis-system is
designed underlying the principles of designing natural
language interface.

The knowledge base of natural language interface
provides the necessary linguistic knowledge for generating
natural language text. The knowledge base provides
different levels of linguistic knowledge from basic word
to syntactic and semantic structure of natural language
text. Some specific words that can serve as predicates
have predicate-argument structures according to specific
language. In the OSTIS Technology, these predicate-
argument structures can be encoded into representations of
knowledge base through SC-code. When the sc-structure
that needs to be converted into natural language text is
determined, the syntactic structure of the resulted text
can be determined through the argument structure of the
predicates in the sc-structure. Further, the sc-link of each
sc-element in the sc-structure can be appropriately filled to
generate the text, which satisfy syntax of certain language.
For certain specific sc-structure, the representation form
doesn’t have much flexibility, the template-based method
is the best choice. Templates for generating natural
language text corresponding to the syntactic and semantic
structure can be constructed as a logical statement in the
logical ontology.

The development of problem solver of natural language
interface is based on the classical pipeline architecture
for realizing NLG. Based on OSTIS Technology, a group
of sc-agents need to be developed to achieve the function
of each part in the pipeline architecture with the help

of linguistic knowledge. According to the principles of
ontology-based problem solver design, the realization
of the function of each part can adopt various suitable
approaches. In addition, due to the complexity of sc-
structure, there are a series of prepossessing of sc-structure
to convert sc-structure into message triples, which are
easier to express as natural language text. The multiple
message triples can be transferred into a sentence. The
message triples are not randomly combined to generate
a sentence. Even different orderings of each element
in a message triple will correspond different syntactic
structures. In this situation, aggregation between these
message triples need to be considered. When multiple
triples are aggregated into a compound sentence, the
use of referring expression can make the sentence more
natural and fluent. For generating resulted text, the
inflectional forms of the word stored in sc-link have to
be provided to achieve the function of surface realization.

III. THE STRUCTURE OF THE KNOWLEDGE BASE OF
THE NATURAL LANGUAGE INTERFACE

The knowledge base of the natural language interface
has two parts (Fig. 2). Moreover, the knowledge base
involves own problem solvers oriented on natural language
generation from the specific subject domain based on
linguistic ontologies. The language part is the ontological
model of knowledge base of specific linguistics, e.g. sc-
model of knowledge base for Chinese language. The
subject part is sc-model of knowledge base for specific
domain (e.g. History, Movies).

Figure 2: The knowledge base of the natural language
interface

Within OSTIS Technology, the knowledge base struc-
ture of any ostis-system is described by a hierarchy of
subject domains (SD) and the corresponding ontologies
[15]. Subject domain is one of the key concepts in
determining the structure of knowledge base. Each subject
domain is the description of connections about the relevant
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class of research objects. The structure of knowledge
base is an interconnection of various subject domains
that allows to consider objects of research on different
levels of detail. Each ontology is a specification of
subject domain, i.e. specification of a system of concepts
used in this subject domain. Each ontology provides a
conceptualization of a knowledge domain by defining
the classes and subclasses of the domain’s individuals
(entities), the types of possible relations between them
etc. According to the properties of concept researched in
the subject domain, every subject domain is represented
by the following distinguished ontologies: structural
specification, set-theoretical ontology, logical ontology
and so on [14].

Any ostis-system created on OSTIS Technology is con-
sidered as a child system of IMS Metasystem [17]. IMS
Metasystem is an ostis-system about ostis-system design
automation. The knowledge base of IMS Metasystem
includes a system of top-level formal ontologies used for
formal description of a sense knowledge representation
SC-code, such as subject domain of entities, subject do-
main of connections and relations and so on. They ensure
quality of internal language for knowledge representation
of intelligent system. Hence, from perspective of semantic
network that is formal basis for SC-code, elements in
SC-code is named sc-elements, such as nodes – sc-nodes,
connections – sc-connectors (sc-arcs, sc-edges).

The Subject Domain of linguistics represents the
language part. To provide formal representation for the
various kinds of linguistic knowledge, a number of subject
domains and their ontologies need be developed. The
general structure of Subject Domain of Linguistics is
presented in SCn-language.

Subject domain of Linguistics
⇒ private subject domain*:
• SD of Chinese language texts
• SD of English language texts
• SD of Russian language texts

In order to design universal translation mechanisms
from the internal to the external natural language and back,
specification of the syntax and semantics of the language
is the core need. The syntax and semantics of specific
language texts become the main object of research in
Subject Domain of linguistic. Look at a general structure
of SD of Chinese language texts represented in SCn.

SD of Chinese language texts
⇒ particular SD*:
• SD of Chinese language syntax
• SD of Chinese language semantics

The SD of Chinese language syntax and SD of Chinese
language semantics describe specification of a system

of concepts from the syntactic aspect and the semantic
aspect of the Chinese language, respectively [18].

In the Fig. 3, a logical statement in the logical ontology
represented in SCg indicates a simple heuristic rule used
for generating natural language text. The heuristic rule can
be used to generate a simple declarative sentence based
on template. When the role of each element of a triple in
the sentence is determined, e.g., identifier of a element
is "binomial theorem" served as the subject of sentence,
identifier of another element is "observation" served as
the object. The relation between them is membership.
Based on the template the resulted sentence "The binomial
theorem is a kind of observation" is generated.

Subject Domain of specific domain represents the
subject part, which is dependent from the ostis-system.
For example, in the knowledge base of OSTIS intelligent
tutoring system for Discrete Math, the subject part
contains various information about the discrete math
domain, such as the type of theorem, inclusion relation
of graph theory and so on.

In the knowledge base of ostis-system, name of each
sc-element is an arbitrary unique string stored in the sc-
link. There are three main commonly used options for
naming sc-elements: system identifier, main identifier,
and identifier. Among them, it is recommended to use
the system identifier as the name for sc-elements. The
system identifier is unique for a sc-element within the
entire knowledge base of a given ostis-system. We follow
the convention that how to construct a system identifier
of sc-elements with specific label. However, there are
obvious distinguish between the system identifier and
the name of the sc-elements used in natural language
texts. For words corresponding to system identifiers that
the systems wish to use in the resulted texts, the lexical
unit (lexicon entry) has to be provided, which specifies
properties of that word (e.g., inflectional forms of word
in English), as well as other information.

Lexical unit is a fragment of linguistic ontologies, it
represents the words that need to be used in this subject
domain. Strictly speaking, it belongs to SD of natural
language word. The lexical unit consists of closed-class
words and opened-class words. The lexical units of closed-
class words, like determiners and prepositions, are domain-
independent. The lexical units of opened-class words
usually are basic for constructing system identifier of
sc-elements in specific subject domain.

Fig. 4 shows the linguistic knowledge for lexical unit
(in Chinese). The lexical units for adjectives and others
are similar.

The sc-structure specifies that a lexical unit whose
system identifier is “I_ch_to_be”. The role relations "arg0"
and "arg1" indicate predicate-argument relation in the
linguistic theory FrameNet. Notice that in addition to
describing the inflectional forms of the lexical unit (when
it’s for English or Russian language), there are also other
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Figure 3: Logical statement about generating natural language text

Figure 4: linguistic information for lexical unit "to be"

information about syntactic level and semantic level of
the lexical unit to be specified, for example, the part-of-
speech of the lexical unit. These information allows to
generate most appropriate words in the resulted generated
texts.

The information about semantic level of lexical units is
essential for constructing syntactic structure. We provided
the information about semantic level in the subject domain
of natural language semantic. Among them, the most
important core part is the semantic role frame of predicate.
We note that there are many useful linguistic resources
for constructing ontologies of natural language. For
construction of ontologies of lexical units, some general-
purpose lexical unit would be to exploit, such as Chinese
WordNet [19], Chinese part of ConceptNet [20] and so on.
In the Subject domain of Chinese language semantic, with
the help of the CPB, Mandarin VerbNet [21], and other
linguistic resource, we will consider the concepts, such as
semantic frame of predicate, semantic role and so on. The

Subject domain of Chinese language semantic provides
the semantic information for certain specific lexical units.
The general-purpose lexical units, however, often do not
cover the highly technical concepts of domain knowledge
base. Sometimes it is necessary to tailor or design lexical
units from general-purpose lexical units that are suitable
for development of a specific domain knowledge base.

IV. THE PROBLEM SOLVER STRUCTURE OF THE
NATURAL LANGUAGE INTERFACE

Within the OSTIS Technology, the development of
problem solvers actually comes down to development
of its knowledge base. The constructed knowledge base
includes the own problem solvers having program agents.
The multi-agent approach is used as a basis for problem
solvers design. The interaction of agents will be performed
exclusively in the semantic memory (sc-memory), which
stores the SC-code constructions. Such approach provides
the flexibility and modularity of developed problem
solvers, as well as provides the ability to integrate
various methods to problem solutions. In the term of
implementation, agent programs can implement logical
reasoning based on a hierarchy of statements comprised
in the logical ontology, as well as the data-driven learning
algorithms using various programming language.

Abstract sc-agent generating external texts from the
knowledge base is a group of sc-agents that implement
the mechanisms of natural language generation from
knowledge base, i.e. given a sc-structure containing a set
of sc-sentences, sc-agents generate a corresponded fluent
natural language text. One of the possible approaches
for implementation of this abstract sc-agent is to build a
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collection of simpler abstract sc-agents by the relation ab-
stract sc-agent decomposition*. The following is general
structure for problem solver of natural language interface
represented in SCn-language.

Abstract sc-agent of natural language interface
⇐ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:
{
• Abstract sc-agent translating external texts into the

knowledge base
• Abstract sc-agent generating external texts from the

knowledge base
⇐ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:
{
• Abstract sc-agent for content selection
• Abstract sc-agent text planning
• Abstract sc-agent for micro-planning
• Abstract sc-agent for surface realization
}

}

In the technology framework of OSTIS, a sc-agent is
some entity that can perform actions in the sc-memory.
The notions of sc-agent and related concepts are specified
in the subject domain of abstract sc-agent and the
corresponding ontologies. The abstract sc-agents is a
certain class of functionally equivalent sc-agents, various
items of which can be implemented in different ways to
specific tasks.

Implementing content selection from knowledge base
includes a sc-agents of the following types:

Abstract sc-agent for content selection
⇐ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:
{
• Abstract sc-agent determining sc-structure
• Abstract sc-agent dividing determined sc-structure

into basic sc-structure
• Abstract sc-agent transferring basic sc-structure

into message triple
• Abstract sc-agent determining the candidate

sc-structures
• Abstract sc-agent transferring candidate

sc-structures into message triples
}

Abstract sc-agent for determining sc-structure - the
groups of agents that provide the retrieval from the domain
knowledge base sc-structures containing sc-sentences
from which we will transform to natural language texts.
This stage is to determine what we want to talk.

Abstract sc-agent dividing determined sc-structures
into basic sc-structures – the agents that implement the
mechanisms of decomposition of retrieved sc-structures
into basic structures, which can be transferred into

message triples. Sometime several message triples trans-
formed from sc-structure are redundancy, so the system
finally selects among the basic sc-structures the ones to
be transferred.

Abstract sc-agent determining the candidate sc-
structures – the agents that implement the mechanism of
determination of appropriate candidate sc-structures that
satisfy specific end-users. Abstract sc-agent transferring
candidate sc-structures into message triples – the agents
that implement the mechanism of conversion of candidate
sc-structures to message triples.

Abstract sc-agent for text planning - the agents that
implement the function that message triples are ordered,
in effect the ordering of sentences in the resulting
text. The following structure of this abstract sc-agent
is considered:

Abstract sc-agent for text planning
⇐ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:
{
• Abstract sc-agent ordering message triples
• Abstract sc-agent ordering entities of a message

triple
}

Abstract sc-agent for miro-planning - the agents that
implement the mechanism of transferring message triples
to abstract sentence specifications that are varied accorss
NLG system, for example, the simple text templates with
slots, syntactic structures and so on. The structure of
abstract sc-agent for micro-planning:

Abstract sc-agent for micro-planning
⇐ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:
{
• Abstract sc-agent constructing sentence plan
• Abstract sc-agent for sentence aggregation
• Abstract sc-agent generating the referring

expression
}

Abstract sc-agent for surface realization - the group
sc-agents that implement the mechanisms of concatenat-
ing the sc-links to generate natural language text, i.e.
retrieving resulting forms of lexical units according to
rules, as well as filling and concatenating the sc-links.

The above listed problem solvers are not fixed. It is
possible to adjust and make extensions for the already
developed abstract sc-agents, i.e. the structure of problem
solver is flexible and changeable. This kinds of features
for designing problem solver are due to the advantages
of multi-agent approaches by OSTIS Technology: adding
a new agent or removing (deactivation) of one or more
existing agents usually does not lead to changes in other
agents; agents often work in parallel and independently
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from each other and so on.

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF CHINESE LANGUAGE
GENERATION

With the help of previously constructed linguistic
ontologies and problem solvers in the ostis-system,
the following example shows the processing stage for
implementing Chinese language generation.

Several constrains are defined:

• The input of system is completed and has sense;
• The input given sc-structure formally represented in

the knowledge base of specific SD (Discrete Math);
• The output of system is a simple narrative Chinese

sentence;
• The knowledge base includes entity signs with

Chinese identifier, which will be used in the resulted
sentence

For generating natural language text from ostis-system
specific subject, we propose that the realization of natural
language generation is roughly divided into two steps:
rule-based symbolic generator converting structure of
knowledge base to message triples; rule-based approached
or statistical generator (when high quality aligned datasets
is accessible.) translating message triples to natural
language text. Unfortunately, the high quality aligned
datasets is relatively difficult to access. The example in
this article is just to generate a simple narrative Chinese
sentence. The rule-based approach is used to illustrate
the process.

Step 1 We are given a sc-structure formally represented
in SCg (Fig. 5).

Figure 5: Sc-structure of knowledge base of Discrete
Math

Step 2 The given sc-structure is transferred to a set
of message triples, the identifier of each sc-element of
message triples corresponds to a certain lexical unit
of specific language. Description of lexical units that
is stored in the linguistic knowledge base had been
mentioned above. In the example, we just consider one of
the set of message triples. Moreover, the predicate "to be"
will be used for the independent property "instanceOf"
(Fig. 6).

Figure 6: Message triple for part of sc-structure

Step 3 For each property of message triples, a suitable
predicate-argument structure from the linguistic ontolo-
gies is matched. For this example, the specific template
shown in the Fig. 3 will be used.

Step 4 The agent fills the sc-links of corresponded
sc-elements of message triples, i.e. a certain sc-link needs
to be filled with the result of a certain inflection form of
a lexical unit. For Chinese language, there is not a certain
inflection form for lexeme, e.g., the result of a lexical
unit "binomial theorem" in Chinese (Fig. 7). Therefore,
the processing of this step is relative simpler.

Figure 7: The sc-link filled by the Chinese lexical unit
"binomial theorem"

Step 5 Previous sc-links are concatenated to generate
the resulted Chinese sentence according to valid ordering
(Fig. 8).

In the knowledge base there are different identifiers
for each lexical unit. In this example just the simple dec-
laration sentence is considered, the referring expression
of the lexical unit "binomial theorem" is itself in Chinese
language. Based on the template, expression referring
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Figure 8: Generation of Chinese sentence corresponding to sc-structure

to the lexical unit "binomial theorem" is served as the
subject. The lexical unit "observation" is served as object
in Chinese language. The template is predefined with fixed
phrase, in the (Fig. 8) the sc-link without corresponding
lexical unit is the fixed part.

When these steps are implemented, a fragment sc-
structure of knowledge base of Discrete Math domain
can be transferred into Chinese sentence with specific
sense. This natural language text is easier to access to
ordinary end-users.

Nowadays there are two types of methods for evaluating
generated natural language text: automatic metrics and
manual evaluation. The BLEU [22] and ROUGE [23] and
METEOR [24] score are widely used as the automatic
metrics. We begin by comparing the natural language
text, which is generated by the system, with the natural
language text described by human using the common
automatic metrics BLEU. Notice that we couldn’t com-
pare the performance of system with other state-of-the-art
system due to the absence of the system for processing
complex semantic structure in knowledge base.

Generally speaking, when describing the performance
of a text generation system, the cumulative score from
BLEU-1 to BLEU-4 is usually reported. Table. I shows
that performance of different approaches for generating
text. The templates are usually predefined by human,
therefore, the text generated according to templates can
get high scores. The BLEU-4 score "0.00" indicates the
predefined templates is not flexible. However, for multiple
sc-sentences, these approaches couldn’t obtain satisfactory
scores. The system still has certain deficiencies when
generating longer natural language text.

Table I: Evaluation of Approaches for Text Generation

Template-
based for
one basic
sc-sentence

Rule-based
for one
basic sc-
sentence

Template-
based/rule-based
multiple basic
sc-sentences

BLEU-1 1.00 0.78 0.64
BLEU-2 1.00 0.62 0.53
BLEU-3 1.00 0.53 0.41
BLEU-4 0.00 0.32 0.23

VI. CONCLUSION

This article has proposed an ontological approach to
design a unified semantic model for natural language
generation from knowledge base. The use of this approach
offers the following advantages:

• The model for natural language generation is applied
to generate fluent, coherent, and multi-sentence
natural language texts appropriating for end-users;

• The semantic structure that processed by this model
is more complex than simple tabular or triples
structure;

• as a part of the model, the Chinese linguistic knowl-
edge base is designed to generate grammatically
similarity texts. The knowledge base make the model
more explanatory than statistical model.

We discussed the structure of knowledge base of natural
language generation component of natural language inter-
face, the processing stage for Chinese language generation,
the optional linguistic knowledge base used in each stage.
Relying on the component to automatically produce texts
from knowledge base makes the information of intelligent
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system easily accessible not only to computer programs,
but also to end-users.

We are currently working towards implementing the
model for Chinese language generation in certain trial,
in order to verify the practicality of the model and to
evaluate the quality of generated text. It would also be
particularly interesting to explore the model’s possibility
to support multiple language generation as long as the
corresponding linguistic ontology is added.
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Онтологический подход к генерации
естественного языка из базы знаний

Цянь Лунвэй, Ли Вэньцзу

В статье рассматриваются существующие методы
разработки естественно-языкового интерфейса, а так-
же методы к реализации генераций естественного
языка из базы знаний как компантент естественно-
языкового интерфейса. Был проведен анализ проблем,
возникающих при генерации естественного языка из
структурированных данных (в частности база знаний)
в настоящее время.
На основании различных рассмотренных методов

был предложен онтологический подход к генерации
естественного языка, который позволяет интегрировать
разные типы методов генерировать тексты естественно-
го языка. Предложенный метод направлен на разработ-
ку семантической модели знаний о линквистике. Этапы
реализации подхода были созданы лингвистические он-
тологии и решатели для генерации естественного языка.
Лнигвистические онтологии выражает синтаксические
и семантические знания конкретного языка, которые
можно использовать решателями для генерации есте-
ственного языка.
Таким образом, для дальнейшей обработки и реали-

зации части естественно-языкового пользовательского
интерфейса в работе предлагается модель генерации
естественного языка из базы знаний конкретного
домена, основанная на знаниях. Более того, в качестве
китайского языка, функции каждых этапов генерации
и назначение лингвистических онтологий в процессе
генерации проиллюстрированы, чтобы проверять прак-
тичность модели.
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Abstract—This article proposes an approach to develop-
ing a problem solver for automatic answer verification in
intelligent tutoring systems constructed using OSTIS Tech-
nology. The problem solver is developed based on multi-
agent technology. The developed problem solver automati-
cally verifies the correctness and completeness of the user
answer at the semantic level by calling the corresponding sc-
agent sets according to the type of the questions (multiple-
choice questions, fill in the blank questions, questions of
definition interpretation, etc.). Sometimes there may be
multiple standard answers for the question of definition
interpretation, but the problem solver can automatically
filter a semantic fragment of the standard answer in
advance that best matches the user answer according to the
semantic fragment of the user answer, and then continue
to verify the correctness and completeness between them.

Keywords—problem solver, answer verification, OSTIS
Technology, intelligent tutoring systems, ontology, knowl-
edge base

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of modern information technology,
artificial intelligence as an important part of modern computer
applications is rapidly integrating into the field of education.
Applying artificial intelligence technology to the field of educa-
tion can not only provide new teaching methods and tools, but
also enable learners to spend less time acquiring more useful
knowledge, effectively improving the accuracy of information
retrieval and the efficiency of knowledge selection. At the same
time, the combination of artificial intelligence technology and
the educational process is also one of the important means to
ensure the fairness of education, so that every learner has an
equal opportunity to obtain knowledge. Especially since the
outbreak of COVID-19, intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) have
played an increasingly important role in distance education [3].

As more and more ITS used in different fields are developed,
most developers believe that ITS need to meet at least the
following basic functions:

• automatic verification of answers, if an error is found,
the cause of the error needs to be analyzed and corrective
measures taken;

• according to the learner’s level and learning situation,
automatically adjust the learning content and progress;

• automatic generation of various questions and exercises;
• have the ability to generate and understand natural lan-

guage, and realize relatively free Human-Machine con-
versation;

• have the ability to explain teaching content;

• automatic problem solving based on understanding the
teaching content.

As the most basic and critical function of ITS, automatic
answer verification can quickly check the user’s grasp of
new knowledge, and can greatly improve the user’s learning
efficiency, allowing users to obtain the most knowledge in a
limited time. Usually answer verification needs to solve the
following basic tasks:

1) subjective question answer verification and objective
question answer verification;

2) analysis of correctness and completeness of answers;
3) verification a type of question with multiple standard an-

swers, and these standard answers do not satisfy logical
equivalence (for example, the definition of a square);

4) whether the logic formula of standard answer and user
answer meets the equivalence;

5) analysis of decision sequence and logic rationality when
users solve problems;

According to the types of questions, automatic answer ver-
ification can be divided into: 1. objective question answer ver-
ification; 2. subjective question answer verification. Objective
questions refer to a type of question that has a unique standard
answer. In this article, objective questions include: multiple-
choice questions, fill in the blank questions and judgment
questions. Objective questions differ from subjective questions,
which have more than one potential correct answer and some-
times have room for a justified opinion. Subjective questions
in this article include: definition explanation questions, proof
questions and theorem interpretation questions. Because the
answers to objective questions are fixed and simple, ITS on the
market basically have the function of objective question answer
verification. However, since subjective question answer veri-
fication needs to involve natural language processing (NLP),
linguistics and other aspects of knowledge, currently only some
ITS have the function of subjective question answer verification
[4], [7].

With the development of semantic web, deep learning and
NLP technology, subjective question answer verification has
become a very important research direction. Therefore, we have
introduced in detail the existing subjective question answer
verification approaches and their advantages and disadvantages
in the literature [4], and on the basis of these approaches,
we propose an semantic-based answer verification approaches
(subjective question answer verification and objective question
answer verification). The basic principle of this approach is
to first decompose the standard answers and user answers in
the form of semantic graphs into substructures according to
the knowledge representation rules in the ostis-systems (system
built using OSTIS Technology (Open Semantic Technology for
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Intelligent Systems)), and then calculate the similarity between
the semantic graphs by comparing the matching relationships
of the decomposed substructures, finally, the correctness of
the user answer is judged according to the similarity [1],
[2], [6]. A semantic graph is a network that represents se-
mantic relationships between concepts. In the ostis-systems,
the semantic graph is constructed using SC-code (as a basis
for knowledge representation within the OSTIS Technology, a
unified coding language for information of any kind based on
semantic networks is used, named SC-code). The user answer
in natural languages is converted to SC-code using the natural
language interface [5].

In literature [4], we only briefly introduced the process of
using semantics to verify user answers at the theoretical level,
and conducted a feasibility analysis of the proposed approach,
but the article does not involve the specific process of using
the program to implement each step. Therefore, in this article,
a problem solver for answer verification in the ostis-systems is
developed based on the answer verification approach proposed
in [4]. One of the key components of each intelligent system is
the problem solver, which provides the ability to solve various
problems. The developed problem solver mainly solves the
tasks (1), (2), (3) listed above, and for the solutions to the
remaining more complex tasks, we will introduce them in detail
in the subsequent articles. The discrete mathematics tutoring
system developed using OSTIS Technology will serve as a
demonstration system for the problem solver.

II. EXISTING APPROACHES AND PROBLEMS

According to the type of knowledge in the knowledge base
of the ITS, answer verification can be divided into:

• factual knowledge answer verification;
• logical knowledge answer verification.
Factual knowledge refers to knowledge that does not contain

variable types, and this type of knowledge expresses facts. In
the knowledge base of ostis-systems, objective questions and
their answers are usually described using factual knowledge.
Among them, the user answers to objective questions in the
form of natural language have been aligned (entity alignment)
with the existing knowledge in the knowledge base when they
are transformed into SC-code through the natural language
interface. Therefore, there is no need to consider the similarity
between concepts or relations at the language level when
calculating the similarity between the answers to objective
questions. That is, SC-nodes that represent the same concept or
relation in the knowledge base have a unique main identifier.

Logical knowledge usually contains variables, and there are
logical relations between knowledge. In the ostis-systems SCL-
code (a special sub-language of the SC language intended
for formalizing logical formulas) is used to represent logical
knowledge. The answers to subjective questions in the knowl-
edge base are described in the form of logical formula using
logical knowledge. Because, the semantic segment used to
represent the answer to subjective question in the knowledge
base contains variables (equivalent to the bound variable in the
predicate logic formula), and there is a strict logical sequence
between each sc-node in the semantic segment. Therefore,
when using the problem solver to calculate the similarity
between the semantic graph of standard answer and the se-
mantic graph of user answer, it is necessary to establish the
mapping relationship between the potential equivalent variables
between the two semantic graphs according to the semantic
structure and the position of the variables in the logical formula.
Among them, establishing the mapping relationship of potential
equivalent variables between semantic graphs is the most basic
and critical step in subjective question answer verification.

In this article, we can regard semantic graphs describing
standard answers and user answers as partial fragment of the
ontology (ontology is a type of knowledge, each of which is
a specification of the corresponding subject domain, focused
on describing the properties and relations of concepts that are
part of the specified subject domain) [2], [4], [6]. Therefore,
the approach to establishing a mapping relationship between
semantic graphs is similar to the approach to establishing a
mapping relationship between ontology. At present, there are
many mature tools and approaches to establishing the mapping
relationship between ontology, and we will consider them in
detail next.

Ontology mapping
With the rapid development of the new generation of seman-

tic web, the ontology as the foundation of the semantic web has
become a research hot-spot, and many ontology libraries with
rich semantic information and practical value have emerged.
These ontology libraries have huge differences due to different
developers, application purposes and application fields, and
they cannot communicate and inter-operate effectively with
each other. The ontology mapping is a key step to solve the
heterogeneity of ontology and realize knowledge sharing and
ontology inter-operation. The core idea of ontology mapping
is to calculate the similarity between elements (concepts, at-
tributes, and instances) in different ontology, and then establish
the mapping relationship between the elements according to the
similarity and mapping strategy.

Due to the rapid development of ontology mapping re-
lated technologies, many concepts with similar semantics and
different names have emerged, such as Ontology Mapping,
Ontology Alignment, Ontology Matching, Ontology In-
tegration, Ontology Fusion, and Ontology Merging. It is
generally believed that ontology mapping, ontology alignment
and ontology matching are concepts with the same semantics,
that is, the mapping relationship between elements in different
ontology is established according to the mapping strategy.
Ontology integration, ontology fusion, and ontology merging
generally produce new ontology, and ontology mapping is their
basic task [10], [11]. Ontology mapping involves multiple steps
such as ontology preprocessing. Since this article focuses on
the establishment of element mapping relationships between
ontology, other steps will not be introduced in detail.

There are already many mature ontology mapping algorithms
and mapping systems:

• a comprehensive similarity calculation algorithm that es-
tablishes semantic mapping relationships between ele-
ments (concepts, attributes, and instances) between RDFS
ontology is introduced in literature [9]. Taking concepts
between ontology as an example, the algorithm first uses
Edit Distance (Levenshtein Distance) to calculate the
similarity of names between concepts, and then calculates
the similarity of the instances of the concept according to
the ratio of the number of instances matched between
the concepts and the number of all instances, and finally,
the structural similarity of the concepts is calculated
according to the relationship between the number of the
same father and child concepts and the number of all
adjacent concepts between the concepts. Combine the
above three similarities and set different weights to get
the final similarity of the concept. Finally, according to
the comprehensive similarity between concepts and the
mapping strategy, the mapping relationship of equivalent
concepts between different ontology is established;

• with the rapid development of machine learning in recent
years, many ontology mapping approaches based on ma-
chine learning frameworks have emerged. An approach
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to alignment of entities between knowledge graphs based
on machine learning is introduced in the literature [12].
The knowledge graph is regarded as a formal description
of things and their interrelationships in the objective
world. The approach consists of two parts: 1. knowledge
representation learning; 2. learning of mapping relation-
ships between entities; Knowledge representation learning
refers to the use of machine learning algorithms to learn
the semantic representation of entities and relationships
in the knowledge graph. The learning of the mapping re-
lationship between entities refers to learning the mapping
relationship of entity pairs between knowledge graphs
according to the manually labeled data sets [13];

• with the development of ontology mapping technology,
many mature ontology mapping systems have emerged,
among which the most representative ones are RiMOM
and ASMOW. RiMOM is an ontology mapping system
developed based on Bayesian decision theory. RiMOM
uses similarity propagation theory and multiple heuris-
tic rules to establish the mapping relationship between
concepts. ASMOV is an automated ontology mapping
tool developed by Jean-Mary et al. Its goal is to pro-
mote the integration of heterogeneous ontology. ASMOV
uses an iterative calculation method to analyze multiple
characteristics of elements to calculate the similarity of
element pairs between ontology, and to establish mapping
relationships between concepts, attributes, and instances
in turn [15], [16].

Although the ontology mapping approaches introduced
above have many advantages, they also have many problems:

• the traditional algorithm for calculating the similarity of
element pairs between ontology requires iterative calcula-
tion of the similarity between the current element in the
source ontology and each element in the target ontology.
Therefore, when the amount of knowledge contained in
the ontology is very large, it may take several minutes or
more to establish the mapping relationship between the
ontology, and real-time mapping cannot be performed;

• using machine learning algorithms for ontology mapping
has improved the accuracy of ontology mapping to a
certain extent, but it requires a huge amount of human
resources to label matching element pairs between ontol-
ogy;

• ontology mapping is a very complicated process, and
no approach is perfect. Especially in recent years, the
generation of big data has led to the generation of big
ontology, but the existing ontology mapping system and
approach cannot perform ontology mapping in a big data
environment.

Establishing the mapping relationship of potential equivalent
variable pairs between the semantic fragments of the answers to
subjective question is a key step of logical knowledge answer
verification. The part of the process of establishing the mapping
relationship between potential equivalent variables pairs is sim-
ilar to the establishment of the mapping relationship between
the equivalent element pairs of the ontology. However, in the
ostis-systems, the knowledge base is constructed using SC-
code, and the knowledge in the knowledge base has a specific
knowledge structure and knowledge representation approach,
so the existing ontology mapping algorithms cannot be used
directly. Therefore, based on the existing ontology mapping
approach and OSTIS Technology, this article proposes an
approach to establish the mapping relationship of the potential
equivalent variables pairs between the semantic fragments of
the answers to subjective questions based on the semantic
structure.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

Based on the OSTIS Technology used to develop semantic
intelligence systems and the corresponding platforms, tools and
approaches, an approach to developing a problem solver for
automatic answer verification is proposed in this article.

Each ostis-system for different application fields includes a
platform for interpretation semantic models of ostis-systems,
as well as a semantic model of ostis-systems using SC-code
(sc-model of ostis-systems). At the same time, the sc-model of
the ostis-systems includes the sc-model of the knowledge base,
the sc-model of the problem solver and the sc-model of the
interface (in particular, the user-oriented intelligent interface).
The rules and methods for detailed design of the knowledge
base and problem solver in the ostis-systems are described in
[1].

Using the models, application tools and approaches provided
by OSTIS Technology in the framework of this work will
provide the following possibilities:

• the developed problem solver can be easily transplanted
to the ostis-systems for different application fields;

• verifying the correctness and completeness of user an-
swers at the semantic level;

• saving the user’s test record;
• analyzing the user’s test results from the semantic layer

and logic layer, and give reference opinions;
• answer verification does not depend on the natural lan-

guage (English, Russian, Chinese, etc.).
Next, we will introduce in detail the development process of

the problem solver for automatic answer verification. In order
to facilitate the explanation of the working principle of the
problem solver, the illustrations and knowledge base fragments
we choose in this article are all in English, but it needs to be
emphasized that the problem solver developed does not depend
on natural language.

IV. DEVELOPMENT OF PROBLEM SOLVER

In the ostis-systems, the problem solvers are constructed
based on a multi-agent approach. According to this approach,
the problem solver is implemented as a set of agents called sc-
agents. All sc-agents interact through common memory, passing
data to each other as semantic network structures (sc-texts) [1],
[2].

According to the requirements of the task, the developed
problem solver for answer verification in this article needs to
solve the following problems:

• the problem solver can not only verify the answer to
objective question with the only correct option, but also
verify the answer to objective question with multiple
correct options (multiple-choice questions with multiple
options and partially fill in the blank questions). If the
user’s answer is incorrect or incomplete, the correct
standard answer needs to be displayed at the end;

• for subjective questions, it is necessary to verify the
completeness and correctness of the user answer (for
example, the answer is correct but incomplete, or the
answer is partially correct, etc.). If the subjective ques-
tion has multiple logically unequal standard answers (for
example, the definition of triangle), the problem solver
can automatically select the appropriate standard answer
according to the user answer, and then verify the answer.
Finally, if the user answer is incorrect (complete error or
partial error), the problem solver also needs to find the
incorrect part of the user’s answer and display the correct
standard answer.
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The problem solver of any ostis-system is a hierarchical
system of knowledge processing agents in semantic memory.
In order to achieve the tasks listed above, some sc-agents
are developed in this article. The hierarchy of the knowledge
processing agents in the problem solver for automatic answer
verification is shown in SCn-code (one of SC-code external
visualization languages) [6] as follows:

Problem Solver For Automatic Answer Verification
⇐ abstract sc-agent decomposition*:
{
• Sc-agent for computing semantic similarity of factual

knowledge
• Sc-agent for processing semantic similarity calculation

results of factual knowledge
• Sc-agent for computing semantic similarity of logical

knowledge
}

The basic principle of automatic answer verification in the
ostis-systems is to calculate the semantic similarity between
the standard answer and the user answer. In the knowledge
base, the answers to objective questions are described using
factual knowledge, and the answers to subjective questions are
described using logical knowledge [4]. Therefore, when using
the problem solver to verify the answer, it realizes the auto-
matic verification of the answer by calling different sc-agents
according to the type of question. It should be emphasized that
answer verification is only one of the main uses of the problem
solver. The problem solver can also calculate the similarity
between arbitrary semantic fragments constructed using sc-code
by calling different sc-agents.

When verifying the answer to the objective question, the
calling flow of sc-agents is as follows:

1) if the problem solver judges that the current question
is an objective question, the sc-agent for computing
semantic similarity of factual knowledge is called to start
calculating the similarity between the semantic graph of
standard answer and the semantic graph of user answer;

2) when the first step is completed, the problem solver
automatically calls the sc-agent for processing semantic
similarity calculation results of factual knowledge. The
final verification result is given by this sc-agent accord-
ing to the question type, characteristics (for example,
multiple-choice questions with multiple correct options)
and similarity between answers.

When verifying the answer to the subjective question, the
calling flow of sc-agents is as follows:

• if the problem solver judges that the current question is a
subjective question, the sc-agent for computing semantic
similarity of logical knowledge is called.

It should be emphasized that the answers to subjective
questions are described based on logical formula, so under
certain conditions, the logical equivalence between the answers
(equivalence judgment between the logic formulas) needs to be
considered. Due to the limitation of the number of pages in this
article, we will introduce the design approach and calling flow
of sc-agent for verifying logical equivalence in the following
article. Next, the specific functions and implementation process
of each sc-agent will be introduced in detail.

A. Sc-agent for computing semantic similarity of factual
knowledge

The basic function of the sc-agent for computing semantic
similarity of factual knowledge is to calculate the similarity

between semantic graphs described using factual knowledge.
Because the answers to objective questions in the knowledge
base are described using factual knowledge, the similarity
between the answers can be calculated using this sc-agent.
The similarity between answers is the basis for the objective
question answer verification. When the user answer in natural
language is converted to SC-code, it has been aligned with the
existing knowledge in the knowledge base (such as coreference
resolution, etc.), that is, elements with the same semantics have
the same main identifier in the knowledge base. Therefore, in
this article, the similarity between semantic graphs is calculated
based on semantic and knowledge representation structures [4],
[8].

The sc-agent for computing semantic similarity of factual
knowledge needs to complete the following tasks:

1) according to the representation rules of factual knowl-
edge, the standard answers and user answers in the form
of semantic graphs are decomposed into substructures;

2) using formulas (1), (2), and (3) to calculate the precision
Psc, recall Rsc and similarity Fsc between semantic
graphs.

Psc(u, s) =
|Tsc(u)⊗ Tsc(s)|
|Tsc(u)|

(1)

Rsc(u, s) =
|Tsc(u)⊗ Tsc(s)|

|Tsc(s)|
(2)

Fsc(u, s) =
2 · Psc(u, s) ·Rsc(u, s)

Psc(u, s) +Rsc(u, s)
(3)

The main calculation parameters in the formulas include:
• Tsc(u) — all substructures after the decomposition of the

user answers u;
• Tsc(s) — all substructures after the decomposition of the

standard answers s;
• ⊗ — binary matching operator, which represents the

number of matching substructures in the set of two
substructures.

Next, we will introduce the working algorithm of this sc-
agent in detail:

Algorithm 1 — The working algorithm of sc-agent for
computing semantic similarity of factual knowledge

Input: The specific objective question and the corresponding
semantic graph of standard answer and the semantic graph of
user answer. The condition of the sc-agent response is that two
semantic graphs that use factual knowledge to represent the
answer appear in the sc-memory, and the similarity between
them has not been calculated.

Output: The precision, recall and similarity between an-
swers, and the sc-node used to record the matching status of
substructures.

1) checking whether the standard answer and user answer
exist at the same time, if so, go to step 2), otherwise, go
to step 10);

2) according to the rules of factual knowledge represen-
tation (various types of sc-constructions), the semantic
graphs of standard answers and user answers are decom-
posed into substructures [4];

3) iteratively traverse each substructure of the standard
answer and user answer, classify them according to the
type of substructure (three element sc-construction, five
element sc-construction, etc.), and count the number of
all substructures;

4) one type of substructure is randomly selected from the
set of recorded standard answer substructure types;
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5) according to the standard answer substructure type se-
lected in step 4), a corresponding type of substructure is
selected from the set of recorded user answer substruc-
ture types;

6) iteratively compare each substructure with the same sub-
structure type between the standard answer and the user
answer, and record the number of matched substructures
and the matched substructures. The criterion for judging
the matching of the same type of substructures is that
the sc-nodes at the corresponding positions between the
two substructures have the same main identifier. If the
substructure contains sc-links, the contents of the sc-links
at the corresponding positions must be also the same;

7) repeat step 4 — step 6 until all types of substructures
have been traversed;

8) using formulas (1), (2), (3) calculate precision, recall and
similarity, and generate semantic fragments for recording
sc-agent running results;

9) removing all temporary sc-elements created while the
sc-agent is running;

10) exit the program.

B. Sc-agent for processing semantic similarity calcula-
tion results of factual knowledge

The sc-agent for computing semantic similarity of factual
knowledge only calculates the precision, recall and similarity
between the standard answer and the user answer to the
objective questions. However, because some objective questions
have multiple correct options, it is necessary to comprehen-
sively consider the precision, recall and similarity to fully
judge the correctness of a question. Therefore, the sc-agent
for processing semantic similarity calculation results of factual
knowledge is developed in this article, its main function is to
further judge the correctness and completeness of the current
objective question based on the three information measurement
parameters obtained in the previous step and the specific types
and characteristics of the objective question [4].

The sc-agent for processing semantic similarity calculation
results of factual knowledge needs to complete the following
tasks:

1) judging the correctness and completeness of current
question according to the precision, recall and similarity,
as well as the evaluation strategies for the correctness and
completeness of objective questions;

2) according to the correctness and completeness of the
current question, generate some semantic fragments for
prompting users;

The evaluation strategies for the correctness and complete-
ness of objective questions mainly include the following:

• if the current question has the only correct option
(multiple-choice questions with a correct option, judgment
questions, and partially fill in the blank questions), then
only the standard answer and the user answer exactly
match, that is, the similarity is equal to 1 (Fsc = 1),
the question is considered correct, otherwise the question
is incorrect. The answer options in the semantic graph are
described using the three element sc-construction;

• if the current question has multiple correct options
(multiple-choice question with multiple correct options
and partially fill in the blank questions), it can be sub-
divided into the following situations for judgment:

– as long as the user answer contains the wrong option,
the question is considered wrong. According to the
definition of formulas (1), (2), (3), the similarity and
precision are both less than 1 at this time (Fsc < 1
and Psc < 1);

– the all options included in the user answer are
correct, but the number of correct options is less than
the number of correct options in the standard answer,
then the question is considered partially correct and
incomplete. In this case, the precision is equal to
1, the similarity is less than 1, and the ratio of
the number of all options in the user answer to the
number of all options in the standard answer is the
recall (Fsc < 1 and Psc = 1);

– if the options in the standard answer exactly match
the options in the user answer, then the question is
completely correct and complete. At this time, the
similarity is equal to 1 (Fsc = 1);

Next, we will introduce the working algorithm of this sc-
agent in detail:

Algorithm 2 — The working algorithm of sc-agent for
processing semantic similarity calculation results of factual
knowledge

Input: The semantic fragments of specific objective ques-
tion, as well as the precision, recall and similarity between
answers. The condition of the sc-agent response is that the
similarity between the semantic graphs of the answers described
using factual knowledge has been calculated, but the correct-
ness and completeness of the answers have not been judged.

Output: The final answer verification result of a specific
objective question, and the necessary semantic fragments used
to display the answer verification result.

1) checking whether all input parameters used for sc-agent
work meet the conditions, if so, go to step 2), otherwise,
go to step 5);

2) according to the evaluation strategies for the correctness
and completeness of objective questions, combined with
the precision, recall, and similarity between answers, ver-
ify the correctness and completeness of specific objective
question;

3) generating semantic fragments used to record the execu-
tion results of sc-agent;

4) removing all temporary sc-elements created while the
sc-agent is running;

5) exit the program.
Combining sc-agent for computing semantic similarity of

factual knowledge and sc-agent for processing semantic sim-
ilarity calculation results of factual knowledge can verify the
correctness and completeness of any type of objective question.
Fig. 1 shows an example of using the problem solver to
automatically verify the correctness and completeness of the
answers to the multiple-choice questions in SCg-code (SCg-
code is a graphical version for the external visual representation
of SC-code) [1], [6].

C. Sc-agent for computing semantic similarity of logical
knowledge

The basic function of the sc-agent for computing semantic
similarity of logical knowledge is to calculate the similarity
between semantic graphs described by logical knowledge.
Because the answers to subjective questions in the form of
semantic graphs in the knowledge base are described in the
form of logical formula using logical knowledge (SCL-code),
the similarity between the answers can be calculated using this
sc-agent [1], [4]. Usually, the answers to subjective questions
are not unique, so the similarity between answers becomes a
key indicator for evaluating the correctness and completeness
of user answers to subjective questions. Among them, user
answers in natural language can be converted into SCL-code
either manually or through natural language interfaces. Before
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Figure 1. An example of automatic verification of answers to the multiple-choice questions

the subjective question answer verification, we assume that the
factual knowledge contained in the user answer (for example,
the constant sc-nodes used to represent concepts or relations)
has been aligned with the existing knowledge in the knowledge
base (through natural language interface) [5]. Therefore, in this
article, the similarity between logical knowledge is calculated
based on semantic and logical knowledge representation struc-
tures;

The sc-agent for computing semantic similarity of logical
knowledge needs to complete the following tasks:

1) automatic selection of potential equivalent standard an-
swer;

2) according to the representation rules of logical knowl-
edge, the standard answer and user answer in the form
of semantic graphs are decomposed into substructures;

3) establishing the mapping relationship of potential equiv-
alent variable sc-node pairs between the semantic graph
of the standard answer and the semantic graph of the
user answer;

4) using formulas (1), (2), and (3) to calculate the precision
Psc, recall Rsc and similarity Fsc between semantic
graphs.

Automatic selection of potential equivalent standard
answer

Because some subjective questions usually have multiple
standard answers (pre-stored in the knowledge base), and
between the logic formulas used to formalize these answers do
not satisfy logical equivalence. For example, the definition of
equivalence relation: 1. in mathematics, an equivalence relation
is a binary relation that is reflexive, symmetric and transitive;
2. for any binary relationship, if it is a tolerant relationship
and is transitive, then it is an equivalence relation. Therefore,
when calculating the similarity between answers, it is necessary
to filter a standard answer that best matches the user answer
from multiple possible standard answers in advance, and then
calculate the similarity between them.

Because the answers to the subjective question in the
knowledge base of the ostis-systems are described by logical
knowledge in the form of logical formula. Therefore, if there

are multiple standard answers to a question, and the logic
formulas between them do not satisfy the equivalence, we find
that the biggest difference between these answers is that the
predicates used to describe them are different (that is, the
constant sc-nodes used to represent concepts, relations, and
elements in different answers are different) [10]. Therefore, this
article proposes an approach to filtering the standard answer
that best matches the user answer according to the similarity
between all the predicates in the standard answer and all the
predicates in the user answer.

The approach to filtering the standard answer that best
matches the user answer according to the similarity between
the predicates mainly includes the following steps:

1) if sc-agent judges that there are multiple standard an-
swers to the current question, it will find all non-repeated
predicates in each answer (the constant sc-nodes used
to represent concepts, relations, and elements in the
answer);

2) using formulas (1), (2), and (3) to iteratively calculate the
similarity between all the predicates in the user answer
and all the predicates in each standard answer. Here,
the parameters in the formulas need to be given new
meanings.

• Tsc(u) — all non-repeated predicates in the user
answer u;

• Tsc(s) — all non-repeated predicates in the stan-
dard answer s;

• ⊗— binary matching operator, which represents the
number of matching between all the predicates in
the user answer and all the predicates in the standard
answer.

3) choosing the standard answer with the greatest similarity
to the user answer as the final standard answer.

Fig. 2 shows an example of filtering a standard answer in
advance that best matches the user answer according to the
predicate similarity between answers in SCg-code.

The establishment of mapping relationship of the poten-
tial equivalent variable sc-node pairs between answers
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Figure 2. An example of filtering a standard answer that best matches the user answer according to the predicate similarity between answers

As we have already introduced, since the semantic graphs in
the knowledge base used to describe the answers to subjective
questions contain variables sc-nodes (equivalent to the bound
variables in the predicate logic formula), when calculating the
similarity between answers, the most critical step is to establish
the mapping relationship (injection) of potential equivalent
variable sc-node pairs between answers [11], [14]. Therefore,
based on the existing ontology mapping methods, this article
proposes an approach to establish the mapping relationship of
potential equivalent variable sc-node pairs based on the seman-
tic structures (various sc-constructions). In order to establish the
mapping relationship of potential equivalent variable sc-node
pairs, the following problems need to be solved first:

1) first, the position of the variable sc-nodes in the semantic
graph needs to be determined;

2) it is necessary to determine the semantic connotation of
the variable sc-nodes in the semantic graph.

Usually any predicate logic formula can be seen as con-
sisting of two parts: 1. connective (such as negation (¬) and
implication (→), etc.) used to describe logical relations, and
quantifiers (universal quantifier (∀) and existential quantifier
(∃)) used to carve the arbitrariness and existence of bound
variables; 2. atomic predicate formula that uses predicates to
describe variable attributes or relationships between variables.
The predicate formulas used to formalize the answer in this
article do not include free variables, so the variables in this
article specifically refer to bound variables [4], [10]. Because
the semantic graph used to describe the answer in the knowl-
edge base is constructed strictly according to the logic formula.
Therefore, the semantic graph used to represent the answer can
also be regarded as composed of these two parts.

In the ostis-systems, the sc-construction composed of sc-
tuple, relation sc-node, role relation sc-node and sc-connector
is used to describe logical connectives and quantifiers, atomic
predicate formula or multiple atomic predicate formulas that
satisfy conjunctive relation are contained in the sc-structure
and connected with the corresponding sc-tuple, and these sc-
elements together constitute the semantic graph used to repre-
sent the answer. The atomic predicate formula is described us-
ing various sc-constructions. In the semantic graph, all sc-tuples
and sc-connectors form a tree, which completely describes

the logical sequence between connectives and quantifiers in
the predicate formula. Because the sc-structure containing the
atomic predicate formula is connected to the corresponding sc-
tuple, as long as the position of each sc-tuple and sc-structure in
the semantic graph is determined, the position of each variable
sc-node in the semantic graph can be determined. In order to
determine the position of each variable sc-node in the semantic
graph, this article proposes an approach to numbering each
sc-tuple and sc-structure in the semantic graph according to a
depth-first search strategy (DFS). The approach mainly includes
the following steps:

1) starting from the root of the tree structure composed of
sc-tuples, each sc-tuple node in the tree is numbered
in turn according to the DFS strategy (the numbering
sequence starts from 0). If some nodes in the tree have
multiple child nodes, the sub-trees with these child nodes
as the root are sequentially numbered according to the
node priority specified below;

• if the child nodes and the parent node constitute
the semantic structure that expresses the implication
relation, then the priority of the conditional node
(this node is connected with the parent node using
a role relation ” if’ ”) is greater than the priority of
the conclusion node. That is, the node representing
the condition and the corresponding sub-tree priority
are numbered according to the DFS strategy;

• if a node has multiple child nodes, and there is a
node representing negative connective in the child
nodes, then the priority of this node is higher than
other nodes. If there are multiple nodes representing
negative connective in the child nodes, the priority
between them is related to the height of their corre-
sponding sub-tree, and the higher the height of the
sub-tree, the greater the priority;

• in the current version, for other situations, a node
is randomly selected for numbering.

2) according to the numbering sequence of sc-tuple, each
sc-tuple in the tree is traversed from small to large, and
the sc-structure connected to the current sc-tuple is num-
bered while traversing (the numbering sequence starts
from 1). If there are multiple sc-structures connected
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to the same sc-tuple, the sc-structure will be numbered
according to the priority specified below.

• if there are multiple sc-structures connected to sc-
tuple that represents universal quantifier or existen-
tial quantifier, the sc-structure that only contains
variables is numbered preferentially;

• if there are multiple sc-structures connected to the
sc-tuple that represents the implication relation, the
sc-structure representing the condition is numbered
preferentially;

• in the current version, for other situations, the num-
bering is based on the number of elements contained
in the sc-structure. The fewer the number of ele-
ments contained in the sc-structure, the numbering
will be given priority.

Because the atomic predicate formula or the conjunctive
formula of the atomic predicate formula is included in the sc-
structure, once the position of the sc-structure in the semantic
graph is determined, the position of each atomic predicate
formula in the semantic graph can be determined indirectly.
In answer verification, if the standard answer and the user
answer are exactly equal, it means that the atomic predicate
formulas with the same semantics between the answers have
the same position in the semantic graph (That is, the numbering
sequence of sc-structure is the same). In the ostis-systems,
the atomic predicate formula is expressed using various sc-
constructions, so this article will establish the mapping rela-
tionship of potential equivalent variable sc-node pairs between
the answers according to the matching relationship of the
sc-constructions in the same position between the answers
[4], [8]. The establishment of mapping relationship of the
potential equivalent variable sc-node pairs between answers
mainly includes the following steps:

1) according to the numbering sequence of the sc-structure
in the semantic graph, each time a sc-structure pair with
the same number is found from the standard answer and
the user answer;

2) according to the priority order (from high to low) of
the various types of sc-constructions used to describe
the atomic predicate formula, it is determined in turn
whether the current sc-structure pair contains this type
of sc-construction at the same time. If the current sc-
structure pair contains this type of sc-construction at the
same time, then, according to the matching relationship
of each sc-element between the current sc-construction
in the standard answer and the current sc-construction in
the user answer, the mapping relationship of the potential
equivalent variable sc-node pairs between the current sc-
construction pair is established. The priority order of
various types of sc-constructions, and the criteria for
judging whether the same type of sc-constructions match
are as follows:

• because there may be multiple sc-constructions in
the same sc-structure, in order to ensure the unique-
ness and accuracy of the mapping relationship of the
potential equivalent variables sc-node pairs between
sc-constructions, this article proposes to establish
the mapping relationship between variables sc-nodes
according to the priority order of sc-constructions.
There are 14 types of sc-constructions in the current
version, and the order of priority between them is
determined by the number of sc-nodes contained in
the sc-construction. The greater the number of sc-
nodes, the higher the priority. If the number of sc-
nodes is the same, it is determined according to the

number of variable sc-nodes, the greater the number
of variable sc-nodes, the higher the priority;

• the criteria for judging the matching of the same
type of sc-constructions are: 1. the constant sc-node
at the corresponding position between them exactly
matches; 2. there is a mapping relationship between
the variable sc-nodes of the corresponding position,
or there is no mapping relationship between the
corresponding position variable sc-nodes, and there
is no mapping relationship between these variables
sc-nodes and other variables sc-nodes. If any pair
of sc-constructions of the same type in the same
position between the answers satisfy the above two
conditions at the same time, the mapping relation-
ship between the corresponding position variables
sc-nodes between the sc-constructions is established
(if there is already a mapping relationship between
the two variable sc-nodes, it will not be created
repeatedly).

3) repeat step 1 — step 2 until all potential equivalent
variable sc-node pairs between semantic graphs have
established a mapping relationship.

Fig. 3 shows an example of establishing the mapping rela-
tionship of potential equivalent variable sc-node pairs between
semantic graphs according to the numbering order of sc-
structures in SCg-code.

In Fig. 3, the definition of the inclusion relation is described
in the form of a semantic graph (∀A∀B(A ⊆ B)⇐⇒ (∀a(a ∈
A→ a ∈ B))).

When the mapping relationship between the potential equiv-
alent variable sc-node pairs between the semantic graphs is
established according to the positions of sc-tuples and sc-
structures in the semantic graphs, the similarity between the
answers can be calculated using formulas (1), (2), and (3).
The criteria for judging the matching of substructures are: 1.
the constant sc-nodes in the corresponding position between
substructures have the same main identifier in the knowledge
base or the same number in the semantic graphs (sc-tuple and
sc-structure); 2. there is a mapping relationship between the
variable sc-nodes at the corresponding position between the
substructures.

Next, we will introduce the working algorithm of this sc-
agent in detail:

Algorithm 3 — The working algorithm of sc-agent for
computing semantic similarity of logical knowledge

Input: The specific subjective question and the correspond-
ing semantic graph of standard answer and the semantic graph
of user answer. The condition of the sc-agent response is that
two semantic graphs that use logical knowledge to represent
the answer appear in the sc-memory, and the similarity between
them has not been calculated.

Output: The precision, recall and similarity between an-
swers, and the sc-node used to record the matching status of
substructures.

1) checking whether all input parameters used for sc-agent
work meet the conditions, if so, go to step 2), other-
wise,go to step 12);

2) checking whether the current question has multiple
standard answers, if so, automatically select a standard
answer that best matches the user answer according to
the approach introduced earlier;

3) according to the rules of logical knowledge representa-
tion, the semantic graphs of standard answers and user
answers are decomposed into substructures;

4) the sc-tuples and sc-structures in the semantic graph
of the standard answer and the semantic graph of the
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Figure 3. An example of establishing the mapping relationship of potential equivalent variable sc-node pairs between semantic graphs

user answer are numbered respectively, and the mapping
relationship of potential equivalent variable sc-node pairs
between answers is established;

5) iteratively traverse each substructure of the standard
answer and user answer, classify them according to
the type of substructure, and count the number of all
substructures;

6) one type of substructure is randomly selected from the
set of recorded standard answer substructure types;

7) according to the standard answer substructure type se-
lected in step 6), a corresponding type of substructure is
selected from the set of recorded user answer substruc-
ture types;

8) iteratively compare each substructure with the same sub-
structure type between the standard answer and the user
answer, and record the number of matched substructures
and the matched substructures.

9) repeat step 6 — step 8 until all types of substructures
have been traversed;

10) using formulas (1), (2), (3) calculate precision, recall and
similarity, and generate semantic fragments for recording
sc-agent running results;

11) removing all temporary sc-elements created while the
sc-agent is running;

12) exit the program.

When the precision, recall and similarity between the an-
swers to the subjective questions are obtained, the completeness
and correctness of the user answers can be evaluated. According
to the similarity, user answers are divided into the following
situations:

• if the similarity is equal to 1, the user answer is com-
pletely correct (Fsc = 1);

• if the similarity is greater than 0 and less than 1 (0 <
Fsc < 1), there may be two situations:

– the user answer is partially correct and incomplete
(the default mode of the current version);

– the logical formulas used to formalize standard an-
swers and user answers may satisfy logical equiv-
alence (in the following article, we will introduce
in detail the approach to judging the equivalence
between answers based on predicate logic).

• if the similarity is equal to 0 (Fsc = 0), the user answer
is completely wrong.

V. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

Automatic answer verification is one of the most basic func-
tions of ITS, which can quickly check the user mastery of new
knowledge and improve the user learning efficiency. Therefore,
this article introduces in detail an approach to developing a
problem solver for automatic answer verification in the ITS
developed using OSTIS Technology. The developed problem
solver can not only verify the correctness and completeness of
the answer to the subjective question, but also the correctness
and completeness of the answer to the objective question.
Because the problem solver is developed based on multi-
agent technology, sc-agent for computing semantic similarity
of factual knowledge, sc-agent for processing semantic sim-
ilarity calculation results of factual knowledge, and sc-agent
for computing semantic similarity of logical knowledge are
developed in this article respectively. The developed problem
solver completes the answer verification by combining different
sc-agents according to the type of the question.

The developed problem solver for automatic answer verifi-
cation in this article has the following advantages:

• verify the correctness and completeness of user answers
based on semantics;

• by calling different sc-agents, the similarity between any
two semantic fragments in the knowledge base can be
calculated;

• because the problem solver is developed based on multi-
agent technology, it is easy to add new functions;

• because the ostis-systems developed for different appli-
cation fields have the same knowledge representation
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approach and knowledge processing model, the problem
solver developed in this article can be easily transplanted
to other ostis-systems;

In future work, we hope to automatically generate some
comments and suggestions by analyzing the verification results
of user answers.
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Разработка решателя задач для
автоматической проверки ответов в

интеллектуальных обучающих системах
Ли Вэньцзу, Цянь Лунвэй

В данной работе предложен подход к разработке решателя
задач для автоматической проверки ответов в интеллек-
туальных обучающих системах, построенных с использо-
ванием Технологии OSTIS. Решатель задач разработан на
основе многоагентного подхода к обработке информации.
Разработанный решатель задач автоматически проверяет
правильность и полноту ответа пользователя на семантиче-
ском уровне, используя соответствующие наборы sc-агентов
в соответствии с типом вопросов (вопросы на выбор, вопросы
на заполнение пробелов, вопросына толкование определений
и т. д.). В ситуации, когда может существовать несколько
стандартных ответов (например, для вопросов на толкование
определений), решатель задач может автоматически заранее
отфильтровать фрагмент стандартного ответа, который наи-
лучшим образом соответствует ответу пользователя, а затем
продолжить проверку правильности и полноты между ними.

Keywords—решатель задач, проверка ответов, технология
OSTIS, интеллектуальные обучающие системы, онтология,
база знаний

С развитием современных информационных технологий
искусственный интеллект как важная часть современных
компьютерных приложений быстро применяется в сфере
образования. Применение технологий искусственного ин-
теллекта в сфере образования может не только предоставить
новые методы и инструменты обучения, но и позволить
учащимся тратить меньше времени на приобретение более
полезных знаний, эффективно повышая точность поиска
информации и эффективность отбора знаний. В то же
время сочетание технологий искусственного интеллекта и
образовательного процесса также является одним из важных
средств обеспечения справедливости образования, чтобы
каждый учащийся имел равные возможности для получения
знаний. Особенно после вспышки COVID-19 интеллектуаль-
ные обучающие системы (ИОС) играют все более важную
роль в дистанционном образовании. По мере того как раз-
рабатывается все больше и больше ИОС, используемых в
различных областях, большинство разработчиков считают,
что ИОС необходимо удовлетворять, по крайней мере,
следующим основным функциям:

• автоматическая проверка ответов, если обнаружена
ошибка, необходимо проанализировать причину ошиб-
ки и принять корректирующие меры;

• в соответствии с уровнем обучающегося и ситуацией
обучения автоматически корректируется содержание и
прогресс обучения;

• автоматическая генерация различных вопросов и
упражнений;

• обладая способностью генерировать и понимать есте-
ственный язык, а также осуществлять относительно
свободный человеко-машинный разговор;

• наличие способности объяснять содержание обучения;
• автоматическое решение вопросов на основе понима-

ния содержания обучения.
Являясь наиболее основной и важной функцией ИОС,

автоматическая проверка ответов может быстро проверить
усвоение пользователем новых знаний и значительно по-
высить эффективность обучения пользователя, позволяя
пользователям получить больше знаний за ограниченное
время.
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Abstract—This article describes a solution in the form
of an intelligent integration platform based on the model
of an unified semantic knowledge representation for the
development of applied knowledge-driven systems. The
model of an unified semantic knowledge representation
using semantic networks, models and methods of measure
and probability theories, methods of descrete optimization
and applied mathematics, computer simulation and multi-
agent approaches were used. The purpose is to develop com-
puter tools with cognitive architecture relying on elements
of artificial consciousness and being able to communicate
and to be flexible and adaptive in complex educational
applications. Virtual machines, subsystems of integration
platform and tutoring applied multi-agent software sys-
tem were developed and implemented as part of human-
machine interaction system.

Keywords—artificial intelligence systems integration, in-
tegration platform, multi-agent system, knowledge-driven
system, knowledge processing model, unified semantic
knowledge processing model

I. INTRODUCTION

The basis for the success of a learning intellectual
system is integration openness [42], [45]. When it is
possible to integrate not only new knowledge related to
different types but also various mechanisms for solving
problems. Integration is one of the important understand-
ing mechanisms for knowledge systems allowing the
acquisition and improvement of problem-solving skills
which is important for knowledge-driven systems [42],
[45]. This article presents a solution in the form of
an integration platform based on the unified semantic
knowledge representation model. This presentation at-
tempts to answer the following questions.

1 What goals can be achieved using such platforms?
2 What developments are already in this direction?
3 What are the architecture, mechanisms and rules for

using the platform?
4 What are the positive and negative peculiarities of

the platform?
5 What results have been achieved in the process of

its application?

6 What are the perspectives for the development of
the platform?

The general goals planned to be achieved are:
• creation of dynamically updating knowledge-based

system able to accept new knowledge via machine
learning and high-level or natural language commu-
nication;

• creation of scalable knowledge-driven systems
maintaining big knowledge and large scale inte-
grated ontology;

• creation of artificial consciousness systems which
are self-descriptive and introspective;

• creation of multi-agent distributed applied intellec-
tual systems.

II. OVERVIEW OF MODELS AND APPROACHES

The necessity of artificial intelligence integration his-
torically caused by the existence of separate artificial
intelligence solutions for specific problems such as rea-
soning knowledge, speech synthesis and recognition,
computer vision problems. General approaches to the
integration of information systems: integration through
translation with control passing, integration through in-
terpretation or through communication without control
passing. In the case of control passing each process or
agent of system should store own state. Therefore, the
corresponding storage is available for one control flow
and both are shared by all processes or agents on the
system.

From the other side, consciousness as a more advanced
kind of intelligence is determined by social experience of
natural language communication. Thus, by natural way,
such communicative models as actor models [1], [5], [13]
or multi-agent systems are the basis [6], [45] not only
for concurrent computer system but artificial intelligence
systems. Therefore, concurrent models are integration
models. These models are divided into two classes. The
first class is models without shared common memory or
storage. The second class is models with shared common
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memory or storage. Such models and means as actor
models [5], Communicating Sequential Processes [10],
Calculus of Communicating Systems [12], pi-calculus
[15], Algebra of Communicating Processes [14], Lan-
guage of Temporal Ordering Specifications [16]–[18],
reactive multi-agent systems [13] and so on [19]–[23] can
be referenced with the first class of models. The models
of the first class using message passing communication
provide implementation basis of the collective or swarm
intelligence.

Models of the second class is oriented to maintain
shared storage. Shared storage is seemed to be capable
to maintain large knowledge bases and ontologies to
solve complex problems and to provide sophisticated
processes control. The bright examples of such approach
are blackboard architecture models and blackboard sys-
tems. Blackboard system is shared information resource
with the own communication protocols and
or consistency model. Means oriented to use with black-
board system are: CORBA, MOSID, OpenAir, OAA and
others [32], [34]–[36].

MOSID (Messaging Open Service Interface Definition
(OSID)) is an Open Knowledge Initiative specification
which provides a means of sending, subscribing and
receiving messages. OSIDs are programmatic interfaces
which comprise a Service Oriented Architecture for de-
signing and building reusable and interoperable software
[35].

CORBA is a standard can be used for AI systems
integration [32]. CORBA enables software components
written in multiple computer languages and running on
multiple computers to interoperate. CORBA is developed
by the Object Management Group. Similar standard
developed by Microsoft was DCOM (Dynamic Common
Object Model).

OpenAIR Protocol is a routing and communication
protocol based on a publish-subscribe architecture. It is
mean and environment («AIR») that allows numerous
A.I. researchers to share code more effectively. This is
mean for distributed multi-module systems. OpenAIR
is oriented to be foundation for markup languages and
its semantics of hardware-software interfacing includ-
ing computing vision (as at CVML (Computer Vision
Markup Language)), gesture recognition and generation
and so on. OpenAIR Protocol follows similar principles
and architecture as the CORBA.

OAA (Open Agent Architecture) is a hybrid architec-
ture that relies on a special inter-agent communication
language (ICL) [36]. ICL is a logic based declarative
language adopted to express high-level, complex tasks
being close to natural language expressions.

There are implemented systems which use models of
the second class. Psyclone AIOS is an implementation
of a blackboard system that supports the OpenAIR mes-
sage protocol [34]. It is a software platform, or an AI

operating system (AIOS), developed by Communicative
Machines Laboratories for use in creating large, multi-
modal artificial intelligence systems. Elvin is a content-
based router with a central routing station, similar to the
Psyclone AIOS [33].

Examples of applied integrated systems based on this
approach are such robots and humanoids as MIRAGE,
ASIMO, QRIO, Cog, AIBO and etc.

The important aspect of models is possibility of pro-
cess introspection including methods of process mining
for the purpose of inductive programming using action
languages. Such languages as LTML (Learnable Task
Modeling Language), PDDL (Planning Domain Defini-
tion Language) [7]–[9] and MAPL (Multi-Agent Plan-
ning Language) [6] can be considered as means of plan
specification of artificial intelligence systems including
concurrent and multi-agent systems.

The next approach can be viewed as pragmatic or
problem specific approach. This approach concentrates
on developing cognitive architectures. Examples of cog-
nitive architectures are: 4D-RCS (Real-time control sys-
tem) Reference Model Architecture [29], SOAR (State
Operator And Result) cognitive architecture [30], archi-
tecture of Hierarchical temporal memory [31] and many
others. The models investigated in the range of OSTIS
projects can be also referred to this last approach [41].

Another approaches and models are determined by
history of development of computing systems for arti-
ficial intelligence. These include architectures of LISP-
machines (Connection machines), PROLOG-machines
and machine learning processors and accelerators.

However, these architectures and models have re-
stricted capabilities of knowledge integration via uni-
fied representation including limitations to deal with
NON-factors of knowledge [42], [48], to introspect pro-
cesses using semantic logging and to combine knowledge
declarative semantics with operational semantics of syn-
chronous and asynchronous knowledge processing using
various knowledge representation languages.

III. INTEGRATION PLATFORM DESCRIPTION

Proposed integration platform mainly concentrated on
integration via translation and via communication. While
integration via interpretation limited by languages of
unified semantic knowledge representation model and
languages supported by model used to implement this
platform.

Specification is main part of self-descriptive and in-
trospective systems such as knowledge-driving systems.
There are several models and means to specify and
implement such discrete systems as abstract machines
or information processing models including concurrent
systems. These are transition systems, actor models,
Communicating Sequential Processes, Calculus of Com-
municating Systems, pi-calculus, Algebra of Communi-
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cating Processes, Language of Temporal Ordering Spec-
ifications, temporal logics and others [1]–[4], [11]–[15],
[17], [18], [28], [42]. Proposed knowledge specification
model [42] is the key mean to specify knowledge repre-
sented with the unified semantic knowledge representa-
tion model [42], [45].

Knowledge processing model [42] describes dynamic
of knowledge accumulation and optimization processes.
To define knowledge processing model seven compo-
nents need to be specified: alphabet, language, syntactic
relations, initial states, interpretations, operations and se-
mantic metric [42]. Every finite structure can be specified
with its formal ontology model. Languages are specified
by formal ontology model relations mapping its texts
into their representations in its other texts and by the
relation between formal ontology models of allowed
and forbidden syntactic structure and formal ontology
models of representations of language texts in its other
texts. Initial states are specified as sublanguages. Infinite
number of initial states can also be specified by the
knowledge specification models relation which specify
(generative) initial states order with a finite number
of primary initial states (information constructions or
language texts). Language syntactic (incidence) relation
is specified as a language via its texts representations.
Language semantics specification consists of denota-
tional semantics and operational semantics specifications
[1]–[4], [13]. Denotational semantics is specified by the
knowledge specification model relation between formal
ontology models of language text fragments and formal
ontology model of finite subsets of its denotations. Such
relation specify whatever mapping which is projection
of interpretation of language text fragments on finite
sets of denotations. Operational semantics is specified
by the knowledge specification model relation between
formal ontology models of reifications of projections
of language text fragments interpretations on finite sets
of denotations in two situations. In case of reflexive
semantics, denotation semantics specification can express
syntactic restrictions for forbidden syntactic structures
in the vicinity of language key elements. The allowed
syntactic structures are all which are described in deno-
tational semantic specifications, any other structures are
forbidden. Thus, we get specifications of language key
elements. Semantic metric can be specified by mapping
language texts to metric space. Simple semantic metric
is specified by mapping language texts to binary logic
scale σ with exclusive disjunction as a metric operation.

σ ∈ {Λ} × {⊥,>}Λ × {{⊥,>}} (1)

ψ
(
σ2 (α) ∨− σ2 (β)

)
(2)

ψ (χ) =
def

{
0 |(¬χ)

1 |χ
(3)

The equivalence can be also considered as a semantic
metric operation due the isomorphism existence between
equivalence and exclusive disjunction.

ψ
(
σ2 (α) ∨− σ2 (β)

)
= 1− ψ (σ2 (α) ∼ σ2 (β)) (4)

More sophisticated metrics may take into account syn-
tactical and spatial-temporal structure of knowledge.

One knowledge processing system integrated by the
another knowledge processing systems if some con-
ditions fulfilled [27], [42], [46], [47]. The necessary
conditions to integrate one knowledge processing system
in the second is the existence of such text inclusion
mapping π and bijection [27] i as

∀ρ∃i (ρ)
(
ρ = i ◦ π ◦ i (ρ) ◦ π−1 ◦ i−1

)
∀ρ∃i (ρ)

(
π−1 ◦ i−1 ◦ ρ ⊆ i (ρ) ◦ π−1 ◦ i−1

)
∀ρ∃i (ρ)

(
i (ρ) = π−1 ◦ i−1 ◦ ρ ◦ i ◦ π

)
∀ρ∃i (ρ) (i ◦ π ◦ i (ρ) ⊆ ρ ◦ i ◦ π)

(5)

where π is a text mapping relation between text frag-
ments and texts of the second knowledge processing
model containing its; i is bijective integration mapping;
ρ is an operation.

These can be shown with the next diagram.

σ
i←→ i (σ)

π−→
←

τ

ρ ↓ i←→ i (ρ) ↓
ω

i←→ i (ω)
π−→
←

γ

(6)

Architecture of implemented system is based on archi-
tecture of control levels for knowledge-driven systems
[42]. These levels are: device control level, data control
level, knowledge control level. The levels of control
are disposed along the implementation hierarchy direc-
tion (vertical). While there are several sub-architectures
which are placed along the communication direction
(horizontal). These sub-architectures relate to abstract
machines or information processing models which cor-
respond to different variants of implementation sub-
platform. There are two virtual machines which imple-
ments core of the proposed integration platform: variety
virtual machine and ontology virtual machine [37], [42],
[45].

If an implementation is considered as a problem do-
main then the objects of the implementation are parts
of the problem domain of this implementation. These
objects, its kinds with the relations between them form a
subject domain of the implementation. Any finite part
of the subject domain of the implementation can be
specified accordingly with the knowledge specification
model. Various models are being specified depending
on which objects are included in a corresponded part.
Kinds of such models are situation structure model,
system structure model, motion model, process model,
device structure model, device process model, instruction
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set syntax model, instruction set semantic model, typed
data structure representation model, typed data structure
process model, typed knowledge structure syntax model,
typed knowledge structure process model. From the point
of view of architecture of a chosen implementation these
models can be grouped in more complicated models.
A distributed system can be represented with a set of
communicating nodes. Each node can be realized as a
computing machine. A machine realizes two or three
levels of control. Machines encapsulate knowledge, data,
and such devices as processors, memory and controllers.
Each subsystem of a machine is specified with a model.
Models are specifications of subsystems of implementa-
tion. Memory models, operation models, allocator mem-
ory models, synchronization (activation
deactivation) models, access management models, real-
location memory models, number and strings processing
models are more specialized models. Models of machines
can share or include each of them [42], [45].

The platform was implemented with the virtual ma-
chines of two types: ontology virtual machine (knowl-
edge processing machine) and variety virtual machine
(user interface data processing machine) [37], [45]. The
ontology virtual machine shares all three levels of control
while variety virtual machine implements first two of
them.

Subsystems of the ontology virtual machine specified
with memory, allocator, allocation and reallocation, ma-
chine operation instruction subset, synchronization (in-
cluding excitation and inhibition), access management,
strings processing, unified semantic processing, commu-
nication and IO controller models [42], [45].

Subsystems of the variety virtual machine specified
with memory, allocator, allocation and reallocation, ma-
chine operation instruction subset, strings processing,
communication and IO controller models [37], [45].

All knowledge structure models match the unified
semantic representation model [42].

All knowledge programming models (unified semantic
processing) match knowledge processing model based on
the unified semantic representation model. Operations
of ontology virtual machine instructions are based on
string processing model for knowledge-driven systems.
They are operation both with such simple data types
as numbers and also with strings. Strings are used as
multiple nested stacks or meta-stacks for ontology virtual
machine [42], [45].

Programs can be structured using sc -chains or sc -
sequences. The lasts differ from the first by link mem-
bership connectives which not include a membership
of contained element of the next link but include a
membership of the next link to sequence set which
contains all links and the membership of the first link.
The structure of each instruction (command) or operator
shares the METAPHORM [44] principles including the

ordered pairing of input and output parameters and
the encoding of operator types using either associative
positioning (using key elements) or a structural morpho-
logical approach. The operator semantics of basic task
types can be defined with systems of patterns (similar to
semantic query language constructions [43]) for search
and construction operators and sets of deleting elements
for delete operators. Commands can be constructed dur-
ing the processing of SEC (Semantic Execution Code)
texts or their representations by sc -chains [42], [45].

Ontology virtual machines integrates operations with
not only asynchronous but synchronous semantics. Syn-
chronization is implemented by mechanism of inhibi-
tion and excitation phases. Thus, processes of the next
excitation phase can not be started before finalizing
all synchronous processes of previous excitation phase.
Some processes can be triggered and suspended during
inhibition phase. All ready results of each operation can
be represented with an actual membership to a sc-set
of ready results [42]. Thus, all events can be reduced
to membership events. Processes generating these events
are triggered by mechanism of inhibition and excitation
phases.

Synchronous and asynchronous semantic specification
is constructed using phenomenons description ontology
for key elements with operation semantics and their
semantic vicinities.

Knowledge access and control model also can be con-
sidered part of inhibition phase mechanism. Knowledge
access and control model deals with agents, areas, modes
and its types of access.

Multi-agent interaction model includes active structure
reconfigurable (Semantic Code) memory maintaining
synchronization mechanisms and models for semantic
logging and multi-agent plan specifications languages
[42]. The common interaction scheme for active structure
reconfigurable memory is show on the figure below.

Multi-agent interaction is represented by events and
relations between them in forms of phenomena, protocols
and plans [42]. The spatial and temporal relations should
be used to define spatial and temporal constraints for
the plans. Unlike to MAPL constructions [6], these
constrains do not use topology of the line of real numbers
and the corresponding scale but the topology of events
with the corresponding scale of rough sets over the
lattice of their sets. Consistency of a multi-agent plan
is determined by the several requirements. These are:

(N (m) ∩ P (n)) ∪ (P (m) ∩N (n)) = ∅ (7)

where m is a membership event, while n is a non-
membership event between same elements, N and P are
lower and upper bounds membership functions of L-
fuzzy rough sets (sc -set) [42]. In the case of defined
clock measure µ and time duration δ consistency is
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Figure 1. Scheme of subsystem interaction.

determined by the following requirements:

δ (∅) = 0

δ (S ∩ T ) 6 δ (S)

δ (S) 6 δ (S ∪ T )

δ (S ∪ T ) 6 δ (S) + δ (T )

((S ≺: T ) ∧ (S . /T ))→ (δ (S ∪ T ) = δ (S) + δ (T ))
(8)

where ≺: is temporal precedence relation, ./ is disjoint
relation and S and T are phenomenons.

There are two general class of agents: internal agents
operating only with active structure reconfigurable mem-
ory and external agents communicating via IO controllers
or operating with variety virtual machine. More detailed
specification of variety virtual machine is available at
[37].

The general principles of knowledge processing [42]
for the integration platform are:
• accounting of NON-factor;
• semantic logging;
• knowledge stream processing.

IV. OTHER APPROACHES: COMPETITION AND
COOPERATION

Despite the universality of proposed integration plat-
form and its knowledge representation capabilities, there
are performance limitations as for its implementation as
for a implementation of any other computer architecture,
abstract machine or information processing model [42].
That is why there is a number of systems which can not
be effectively implemented on the current implementa-
tion of the integration platform. These systems can be
implemented separately and be able to concurrent with

the platform in cooperative or competitive mode. The
communication between integration platform and such
external separative system is organized by the program-
ming interfaces provided by the input-output subsystems
(IO controllers) of the integration platform.

V. APPLICATION OF INTEGRATION PLATFORM

Ones of the most common classes of generalized
problems are the searching, the choosing, the verifying,
the constructing, the reconstructing and the destructing,
while the searching, the constructing and the reconstruct-
ing are the most common classes of individual problems
[42]. Problems of all classes can be composed using
problems from the searching, the reconstruction and the
destruction classes. There are agents for problems of
each class [45]. Agents solving any cognition problem,
i.e. search, choice or verification, are cognitive agents.
Call the other agents performative agents. Depending on
correspondence type between agent states and states of
whole knowledge base these agents can solve external
or internal problems. Therefore, there can be external
and internal agents for searching, choosing and verifying.
It is important to admit that an agent who solves the
internal problem of search or another cognition problem
may not be able to solve any cognition problem as
an external problem. In the process of human-machine
interaction tasks of different kinds arise. Consider the
tasks arising in intelligent tutoring systems. Such systems
are able to provide students with educational material in
the reference system mode, from the other side there
is a task to examine student knowledge. In the reference
system mode there are three types of problems: wait user
question (waiting is kind of the searching), retrieve infor-
mation and output the result to the user. These problems
can be solved correspondingly by agents of three types:
external and internal search agents and external perfor-
mative agent. All these agents solve task of navigation
on tutorial materials. During navigation human-computer
dialog contains interfaces with suggestions to user which
can be interpreted as alternative questions. Each user
reaction can be interpreted as answer on such questions.
During a series user reactions on independent suggestions
quantity of received information can be calculated as:⌈(∑q

i=1
log2 (v (i))

)
−
∑q

i=1
log2 (t (i))

⌉
(9)

where t (i) is number of confirmed variants among v (i)
different choice variants on suggestion i. When the
suggestions are causally dependent, received information
volume can be calculated as:⌈

log2

(∑q

i=1

(
v (i)

t (i)
− t (i)

))⌉
(10)

When the suggestions are dependent and alternative,
received information volume can be calculated as:⌈

log2

(∑q

i=1

(
v (i)

v (i)− t (i)
+ t (i)− v (i)

))⌉
(11)
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Accordingly the unified semantic knowledge represen-
tation model all knowledge at the knowledge control
level are represented as homogeneous semantic networks
[42]. Therefore, tutorial material accessed by intelligent
agents is represented by semantic network too. This
material can contain others types of data such as natural
texts, graphic images, audio files. Thus, used semantic
network can be classified as a hypermedia semantic
network [40].

The other problem solving by intelligent tutoring
system is to examine student knowledge and compute
its measures (scores) [45]. There are also three types
of agents: external search and performative agents and
internal knowledge measurement performative agent. The
measure function can be expressed by following formu-
las:

m

(
max ({0} ∪ {ρ (q) ∗ π (q)− q ∗ σ (q)})

q ∗ (π (q)− σ (q))

)
(12)

where q is number of questions. Each of them has v (i)
risk chances to answer. Also,

π (q) =
∏q

i=1
v (i)

σ (q) =
∑q

j=1

π(q)
v(j)

ρ (q) =
∑q

j=1
r (j)

(13)

κ (q) =
σ (q)

π (q)
, (14)

m (x) = 10 ∗ x. (15)

To reduce the range of computed values π (q) can be
computed as least common multiple.

π (q) =

{
LCM ({v (q)} ∪ {π (q − 1)}) |q > 1

v (1) |q = 1
(16)

If a question i has t (i) right and f (i) wrong alternative
homogeneous answers then

v (i) = t(i)+f(i)
t(i) (17)

If right answer is one of the question answers which
are short strings in alphabet having a symbols with the
length restricted from s to h then

v (i) =
∑h

k=s
ak (18)

If unique right answer has length l(i) while question
answers are medium strings in alphabet having a symbols
with the length restricted from s to h then

v (i) = al(i) ∗ (h− s+ 1) (19)

If unique right answer has length l(i) while question
answers are strings in alphabet having a symbols [39]
with the length restricted from s to h then

v (i) = (2 ∗ a)
l(i)∗

∑h

k=s
2−k = (2 ∗ a)

l(i)∗
(
21−s − 2−h

)
(20)

If two series of questions (with qi and qk questions) have
no dependent questions then joint series has qj questions
which satisfy following expressions

qj = qi + qk

π (qj) = π (qi) ∗ π (qk)

σ (qj) = π (qi) ∗ σ (qk) + π (qk) ∗ σ (qi)

ρj (qj) = ρi (qi) + ρk (qk)

κ (qj) = κ (qi) + κ (qk)

(21)

m−1 (ej) ∗ (1− κ (qj)) ∗ qj 6
m−1 (ei) ∗ (1− κ (qi)) ∗ qi+
m−1 (ek) ∗ (1− κ (qk)) ∗ qk

(22)

(
m−1 (ei) ∗ (1− κ (qi))− κ (qi)

)
∗ qi+(

m−1 (ek) ∗ (1− κ (qk))− κ (qk)
)
∗ qk 6

m−1 (ej ∗ (1− κ (qj)) ∗ qj)
(23)

If two series of questions (qi and qk) have identical
questions then joint series has qj questions which satisfy
following expressions

qj = qi = qk

π (qj) = π (qi) = π (qk)

σ (qj) = σ (qk) = σ (qi)

ρj (qj) = min ({ρi (qi)} ∪ {ρk (qk)})
κ (qj) = κ (qi) = κ (qk)

(24)

Score ej of the joint series is expressed

ej = min ({ei} ∪ {ek}) (25)

If two series of questions (qi and qk) have qc identical
questions then joint series has qj questions which satisfy
following

qc 6 min ({qi} ∪ {qk}) (26)

2 ∗ kc − qc >
max ({2 ∗ qi ∗ κ (qi)− qi} ∪ {2 ∗ qk ∗ κ (qk)− qk})

(27)
kc 6 min ({qi ∗ κ (qi)} ∪ {qk ∗ κ (qk)}) (28)

kic = qi ∗ κ (qi)− kc (29)

kkc = qk ∗ κ (qk)− kc (30)

Score of the joint series is

m

(
max ({0} ∪ {tc − kc − kic − kkc})
qi + qk − qc − kc − kic − kkc

)
(31)

The task of navigation on tutorial materials is a part
of navigation problem on hypermedia semantic networks
[40], [42], [43]. Cooperative agents used solve it relies
on the search query language. Kinds of agents depend
on complexity of queries. The basic navigation interface
operates with elementary queries [43].
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Figure 2. System UI screenshots.

VI. CONCLUSION

The machines of integration platform were imple-
mented using WebSockets with TCP communication
protocol, browser javascript virtual machines and C\C++
compiler for Windows platform. The application was
executed in mixed global and local area computer net-
work environment. The server running ontology vir-
tual machines has configuration including AMD Ryzen
Threadripper 2950X processor with 8MiB of RAM and
Windows 10 operating system. While configuration of
clients has Windows 10 Intel Core i3 6100\i5 2310\2500

4\8MiB platform with Chrome, Firefox or Microsoft
Edge browsers executing variety virtual machine UI
implementation [38]. The described application was used
during one semester period in purposes of help infor-
mation and students knowledge testing system for two
disciplines.

The future and perspective plans dealing with the inte-
gration platform includes: optimization and development
of implementation of models of integration platform
architecture to increase its performance and security
qualities; implementation of new application of integra-
tion platform.
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Применение интеграционной платформы
для решения задач, основанном на

онтологических моделях, использующих
унифицированное семантическое

представление знаний
Ивашенко В.П.

В статье рассматривается решение в виде интеллек-
туальной интеграционной платформы, основанной на
модели унифицированного семантического представ-
ления знаний, для разработки многоагентных систем,
управляемых знаниями. В работе применяются: мо-
дель унифицированного семантического представле-
ния знаний на основе семантических сетей, модели и
методы теории меры и теории вероятностей, методы
дискретной оптимизации и прикладной математики,
компьютерное моделирование и многоагентный под-
ход. Работа направлена на разработку компьютерных
средств с когнитивной архитектурой, использующих
элементы искусственного сознания, способствующие
гибкому взаимодействовию и адаптации этих средств
в сложных образовательных приложениях. Были раз-
работаны и реализованы виртуальные машины, дру-
гие подсистемы интеграционной платформы, а так-
же - справочно-проверяющая прикладная многоагент-
ная система, функционирующие в рамках системы
человеко-машинного взаимодействия.
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Abstract—In the article, an approach to solving the
problem of training end-users and developers of intelligent
systems is proposed, which involves the supplement of
each intelligent system with a module that is an intelligent
training subsystem, the purpose of which is to train the
end-user and the developer of the main system in the
principles of working with it, its operation and development.
As a foundation for the implementation of this approach,
it is proposed to use an Open Semantic Technology for
Intelligent Systems (OSTIS Technology).
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I . I N T R O D U C T I O N

Currently, artificial intelligence technologies are be-
ing rapidly developed and are being used in various
spheres of human activity. Unfortunately, the question
is increasingly about systems that contain elements of
artificial intelligence, rather than about intelligent systems,
to which much higher requirements are imposed. The
most important of these requirements is the learnability
of the system, that is, its ability to acquire new knowledge
and skills, and, in particular, unlimited learnability, that
is, such a degree of learnability, when no constraints are
imposed on the typology of this knowledge and skills.
In other words, a system with unlimited learnability can,
if necessary, acquire any knowledge and the ability to
solve any problem over time. Let us clarify that this does
not mean that one particular system will be able to solve
any problem; it means that the system can acquire the
ability to solve the required problem, while there are no
fundamental restrictions on the class of such problems [1].

At the same time, intelligent computer systems are
complex technical systems, the development and even
usage of which often require high professional qualities.
In particular, the following problems are relevant:

• the lack of efficiency of using modern intelligent
systems, the complexity of their implementation and
maintenance, which are largely determined by the

high threshold of entry of end-users into intelligent
systems;

• the user often does not use a significant part of
the functions of even traditional computer systems
simply for the reason that they do not know about
their availability and do not have a simple mechanism
to find out about them. For intelligent systems, this
problem is even more pressing;

• there are high costs for training developers of
intelligent systems, their adaptation to the features
of the organization of a particular intelligent system.

These difficulties are connected not only with the inher-
ent complexity of intelligent computer systems compared
to traditional computer systems but also with the low level
of documentation for such systems, the inconvenience of
using such documentation, the complexity of localization
of tools and the scope of solving a particular problem
both for the end-user and for the developer.

I I . P R O P O S E D A P P R O A C H

Within the framework of this article, an approach
to solving these problems is proposed, involving the
supplement of each intelligent system with a module
that is an intelligent training subsystem, the purpose of
which is to train the end-user and the developer of the
main system in the principles of working with it, the
principles of its operation and development.

In other words, the main idea of the proposed approach
can be exemplified as follows: regardless of what prob-
lems an intelligent system is being developed for, it must
have some of the functions of a training system, even if
the system is not initially a training one. So, the end-user
should be able to study both the principles of working
with an intelligent system and gain new knowledge about
the subject domain, for which an intelligent system is
being created. In turn, the developer of intelligent systems
should be able to study the principles of the internal
organization of the system, the principles of its operation,
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the functions of specific components of the system, have
the opportunity to localize the part of the system, on
which they must gain insight for making changes to the
functionality of the system.

To implement this idea, an intelligent system must
contain not only knowledge about the subject domain,
for which it is designed, but also
• knowledge about itself, its architecture, components,

functions, operating principles, etc.;
• knowledge about the user, their experience, skills,

preferences, interests;
• knowledge about the problems that the system solves

independently at the moment and the problems that
are planned to be solved in the future;

• knowledge about current problems in the develop-
ment of the system and its maintenance.

The representation and processing of all of the above
require a common formal foundation for the representation
of knowledge of various types as well as a common
foundation for various types of means of processing this
knowledge.

As such a foundation, it is proposed to use an
Open semantic technology for intelligent systems (OSTIS
Technology) [2], which allows integrating any type of
knowledge and any problem-solving model. The systems
being developed on the basis of this technology are called
ostis-systems.

The usage of the OSTIS Technology gives the following
advantages for solving the specified problem:
• The technology is based on the SC-code – a universal

and unified language for encoding information in
the dynamic graph memory of computer systems.
The SC-code allows representing any information
in a unified (similar) form, which will make the
proposed approach universal and suitable for any
class of intelligent systems;

• The OSTIS Technology and, in particular, the SC-
code, can be easily integrated with any modern
technology, which will allow applying the proposed
approach to a large number of already developed
intelligent systems;

• The SC-code allows storing and describing in the
ostis-system knowledge base any external (heteroge-
neous) information in relation to the SC-code in the
form of internal files of ostis-systems [3]. Thus, the
knowledge base of the training subsystem can ex-
plicitly contain fragments of existing documentation
for the system, represented in any form;

• Within the framework of the OSTIS Technology,
models of the ostis-system knowledge bases [4],
ostis-system problem solvers [5] and ostis-system
user interfaces [6] have already been developed, as-
serting their full description in the system knowledge
base. Thus, for ostis-systems, the proposed approach
is implemented much easier and provides additional

advantages, which are discussed in more detail in
this article [7];

• One of the main principles of the OSTIS Technology
is to ensure the flexibility (modifiability) of systems
developed on its basis. Thus, the usage of the OSTIS
Technology will provide an opportunity for the
evolution of the intelligent learning subsystem itself.

Further, let us consider in more detail the possibilities
of using the OSTIS Technology for the development of
intelligent learning systems.

I I I . I N T E L L I G E N T L E A R N I N G S Y S T E M S

Intelligent learning systems (ILS) are an important class
of intelligent systems. Such systems, in comparison with
traditional e-learning systems (for example, electronic
textbooks), have a number of significant advantages [8].
At the same time, the issue of intellectualization of the
learning process remains relevant [9]–[11], including with
the usage of semantic technologies [12]. At the same time,
as can be seen from the above papers, the relevance of this
issue is realized by specialists in the field of education and
not only by specialists in the field of intelligent system
development.

In the case of the implementation of ILS based on
the OSTIS Technology, additional features appear, which
include the following:
• The semantic structure of the studied educational

material and the studied subject domain is explicitly
presented to the user. At the same time, visualization
of any level of the specified semantic structure is
enabled;

• The user gains access to sufficiently complete in-
formation about the studied subject domain; all its
aspects are reflected thanks to the explicit placement
of all subject conformities and interrelations of
concepts in the knowledge base;

• In addition to the ability to read texts and illustrative
materials of the textbook, it is possible to navigate
through the semantic space of the subject domain;

• The user is allowed to ask the system any questions
and set problems on the studied subject domain.
This is achieved by including a problem solver
in the ILS, which can solve problems according
to their formulations, including those input by the
user. At the same time, the specified problem solver
can find a way to solve the problem even if the
corresponding solution method (for example, an
algorithm) is unknown to it;

• The user is given the opportunity to train (acquire
practical skills) in solving a variety of problems in
the studied subject domain under the control of the
system. At the same time, the system
– performs a semantic analysis of the correctness of

solving problems both according to freely gener-
ated answers (results) and the solution protocols;
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– localizes the errors made by the user in solving
problems, determines their cause and gives appro-
priate recommendations to the user.

• The ILS has an intelligent user interface with
computer (virtual) models of various objects of the
studied subject domain, which allows the system to
“understand” the meaning (analyze the semantics) of
user actions on the transformation of these objects.
All this significantly increases the level of the
interactive virtual laboratory environment of the
electronic textbook;

• When communicating with the system, the user
is given free hand in choosing any of the many
synonymous terms (identifiers) registered in the
system knowledge base. At the same time, these
terms may belong to different natural languages;

• There is a principal possibility of implementing
a natural-language interface with the user (thanks
to the wide possibilities of semantic analysis of
user messages and the possibilities of synthesis of
messages addressed to users at the semantic level);

• It is quite easy to reorient the ILS to serve users with
a different natural language (since the major part of
the ILS knowledge base, which directly describes
the semantics of the corresponding subject domain,
is independent of the external language including
the natural one);

• The user can choose the sequence of studying the
educational material (the route-based navigation
through the educational material), but relevant rec-
ommendations are given;

• The user can choose the problems being solved (in
the book of problems and laboratory-based works),
but the appropriate recommendations are given.
These recommendations are aimed at minimizing
the number of solved problems that ensure the
acquisition of the required practical skills;

• The system does not have a special mode for control
(verification, testing) of knowledge. Such control is
carried out seamlessly for the user by monitoring
and analyzing user actions when solving various
problems in the studied subject domain. To do this,
the ILS knowledge base contains information about
what types of problems and laboratory-based works
should be completed by the user for satisfactory,
good and excellent assimilation of the educational
material, respectively;

• It is quite easy to integrate several independent
ILS in related disciplines into a single textbook,
which, in particular, provides an opportunity to ask
questions and set problems at the intersection of
these disciplines;

• The ILS user works under the supervision and control
of an intelligent helper, which helps the user master
the capabilities of the system quickly and effectively.

In fact, this is nothing more than an ILS user’s guide
designed as a semantic electronic textbook;

• When designing the ILS knowledge base, there is a
unique opportunity to check the semantic correctness
of the information resource being formed:
– correctness of definitions and statements;
– correctness of the usage of various concepts;
– correctness of algorithms;
– correctness of proofs of theorems;
– etc.

Some of these opportunities (in the limiting case, all
of them) can be implemented within the framework of
the subsystem for training users of an intelligent system.
Next, let us consider in more detail the architecture of
the proposed subsystem.

I V. A R C H I T E C T U R E O F T H E S U B S Y S T E M F O R
T R A I N I N G U S E R S O F I N T E L L I G E N T S Y S T E M S

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the proposed
subsystem for training users of intelligent systems. To
implement the interaction of the subsystem for training
users of intelligent systems, implemented on the basis of
the OSTIS Technology, with the main intelligent system,
it is planned to develop an interface component, which
is also part of the subsystem. It is important to note that
for different intelligent systems, such components will be
largely overlapping, which is due to the features of the
OSTIS Technology itself, which, in turn, will reduce the
cost of integrating the training subsystem and the main
intelligent system.

Figure 1. The architecture of the subsystem for training users of
intelligent systems

If the intelligent system under consideration is an ostis-
system, its integration with the subsystem for training
users of intelligent systems is carried out more deeply,
and the architecture of the resulting integrated system can
be represented as follows (fig. 2). As can be seen from
the figure, the components of the subsystem for training
users of intelligent systems solely complement the already
existing in the main ostis-system components, which
allows minimizing the cost of integrating the subsystem
for training users of intelligent systems and the main
ostis-system.
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Figure 2. The architecture of the subsystem for training users of
intelligent systems as part of another ostis-system

V. E X A M P L E S O F T H E R E P R E S E N TAT I O N O F
VA R I O U S T Y P E S O F K N O W L E D G E W I T H I N T H E

F R A M E W O R K O F T H E S U B S Y S T E M F O R
T R A I N I N G U S E R S O F I N T E L L I G E N T S Y S T E M S

Let us consider a number of examples that illustrate
the possibilities of the approach proposed within the
framework of the OSTIS Technology to the development
of knowledge bases when describing various types of
knowledge in the subsystem for training users of intel-
ligent systems. For the illustrations, the SCg- and SCn-
codes [3] will be used, which are the languages for the
external representation of SC-code constructions.

Figure 3 in the SCg-code shows various information
about a particular user of the intelligent system. This
example shows how using the knowledge base structuring
tools developed within the framework of the OSTIS
Technology [4], it is possible to describe various types of
information about the same entity in the knowledge base,
in particular, the current employment and professional
skills of the user. Any other information about the user
can be described in the same way.

Figure 3. The description of the user of the intelligent system

The ostis-system knowledge base can be structured

according to various features [4]. Within the framework
of this article, the structuring of the knowledge base
from the point of view of its development process is of
the greatest interest. Let us consider a variant of such
structuring in the SCn-code:

semantic model of the knowledge base
⇒⇒⇒ abstract basic decomposition*:
{{{• history and current processes of computer

system operation
⇒⇒⇒ abstract basic decomposition*:
{{{• history of computer system operation
• current processes of computer system

operation
}}}

• computer system documentation
• context of the subject part of the knowledge

base within the Global knowledge base
• subject part of the knowledge base
• history, current processes and development

plan of the computer system
⇒⇒⇒ abstract basic decomposition*:
{{{• current processes of computer system

development
• history of the computer system

development
• structure and organization of the

computer system project
• computer system development plan
}}}

}}}

Figure 4 in the SCg-code shows an example of
describing information about the performers of a certain
project who take on various roles in it. From the point of
view of the knowledge base structure, this information
is part of the structure and organization of the computer
system project section.

Figure 5 in the SCg-code shows an example of a
description of project tasks and their performers, taking
into account the qualifications of each performer. From
the point of view of the knowledge base structure, this
information is part of the current processes of computer
system development section.

According to the approach proposed within the frame-
work of the OSTIS Technology to the development of
problem solvers, the basis of the solver is a hierarchical
system of agents over semantic memory (sc-agents) [5].
The structure of the solver can also be described in the
ostis-system knowledge base. Next, in the SCn-code, the
structure of the problem solver of the labeling quality
control system for the formulating enterprise is presented:

Problem solver of the labeling quality control system
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:
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Figure 4. The description of the performers of the project for the
development of some intelligent system

Figure 5. The description of the project tasks

{{{• Atomic abstract sc-agent of labeling
recognition based on a neural network

• Non-atomic abstract sc-agent of
decision-making
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:
{{{• Atomic abstract sc-agent that

implements the concept of a software
package

• Non-atomic abstract sc-agent of
certain inference

• Non-atomic abstract sc-agent of
reliable inference

}}}
• Non-atomic abstract sc-agent of

content-addressable retrieval
• Non-atomic abstract sc-agent of interpretation

of control programs for a robotic installation
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:
{{{• Atomic abstract sc-agent of

interpretation of the movement
action

• Atomic abstract sc-agent of
interpretation of the acquisition
action

}}}
}}}

Non-atomic abstract sc-agent of certain inference
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:
{{{• Atomic abstract sc-agent that implements a

certain inference strategy
• Non-atomic abstract sc-agent of logical rules

interpretation
}}}

Non-atomic abstract sc-agent of reliable inference
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:
{{{• Atomic abstract sc-agent that implements a

reliable inference strategy
• Non-atomic abstract sc-agent of logical rules

interpretation
}}}

Non-atomic abstract sc-agent of logical rules
interpretation
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:
{{{• Atomic abstract sc-agent of applying

implicative rules
• Atomic abstract sc-agent of applying

equivalence rules
}}}

V I . C O N C L U S I O N

As part of the further development of the proposed
idea, models and tools for improving the efficiency of
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training users of intelligent systems will be developed in
the form of an appropriate set of ontologies that describe
knowledge about the intelligent system itself, its users
and tasks for its development, models of the subsystem
for training users of intelligent systems, a corresponding
set of software agents, which implements the functionality
of the subsystem considered in the article.

The implementation of the proposed idea will allow:
• reducing the threshold of entry of end-users into

intelligent systems as well as significantly improving
the efficiency of using such systems;

• reducing the time for training developers of in-
telligent systems, their adaptation to the features
of a particular intelligent system, development and
refinement of the intelligent system. All of the above
will also solve the problem of employee turnover at
enterprises engaged in the development of complex
intelligent systems as well as reduce the cost of
developing and maintaining intelligent systems and,
as a result, make them more available to the end-user.
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Принципы реализации подсистемы
обучения конечных пользователей и

разработчиков интеллектуальных систем
Гракова Н.В., Королева М.Н., Бобров Г.С.

В работе предложен подход к решению проблемы
обучения конечных пользователей и разработчиков
интеллектуальных систем, предполагающий допол-
нение каждой интеллектуальной системы модулем,
представляющим собой интеллектуальную обучающую
подсистему, целью которой является обучение конеч-
ного пользователя и разработчика основной системы
принципам работы с ней, принципам ее функцио-
нирования и развития. В качестве фундамента для
реализации данного подхода предлагается использовать
открытую семантическую технологию проектирования
интеллектуальных систем (Технологию OSTIS).
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Abstract—In the article, the model developed by the
authors is considered, which is used for the semantic
analysis of the video stream. The model is based on a
neuro-symbolic approach. The features and advantages of
the model are described. Based on the proposed model,
a hybrid system for semantic analysis of the emotional
state of the user is implemented. The configuration of
the hardware platform necessary for the operation of the
developed system is given.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, there has been a steady tendency to
widely use methods of machine learning and computer
vision in various areas of human activities, primarily
due to the development of the theory of artificial neural
networks and hardware capabilities.

The development of applied methods in the field of
computer vision leads to new original practical solutions.

The number of processes, which are being automated
using new approaches in computer vision and which
often could not be automated with acceptable quality
earlier, is growing rapidly. In industries, it has become
possible to reduce human participation in the process of
product development and quality control [1]; in medicine,
computer vision is used to analyze medical images; in the
transport industry, it helps to carry out visual control of
maintaining traffic regulations and operate autonomous
vehicles.

Developments that are able not only to support basic
functionality (even intellectual one) but also to conduct
complex semantic analysis that produces new knowledge
that can be used to improve the quality of the system as
a whole are of incontestable value.

This combination involves the joint usage of ideas and
methods from the fields of artificial neural and semantic
models (and in the limit – connectionist and symbolic
approaches in AI).

The advantage of artificial neural networks (ANN) is
that they can work with unstructured data. The main dis-
advantage of ANN is the lack of human-understandable

feedback, which could be called a reasoning chain, i.e.,
it can be said that ANN work as a “black box” [2].

Symbolic AI is based on symbolic (logical) reasoning.
Such AI allows solving problems that can be formalized
and plays an important role in human knowledge [3], [4].
However, it is not designed to work with unstructured
data. Thus, a proper combination of these approaches
will allow transforming unstructured data into knowl-
edge.

The building of hybrid neuro-symbolic systems has
already been widely covered in the literature [5]–[8], but
currently all these attempts are mostly theoretical.

In this article, a neuro-symbolic model is proposed,
which integrates various ANN models, engaged in solv-
ing problems of detection and recognition, with a knowl-
edge base built on the basis of an ontological approach
[9]. Based on the proposed model, the authors developed
a real system for semantic analysis of the emotional state
of the user.

The article is structured as follows:

• in section II, the problem definition to develop a
model of a computer vision system for the seman-
tic analysis of a video stream based on a neuro-
symbolic approach is presented;

• section III is dedicated to the architecture of the
developed model and the integration of its main
components;

• section IV is concerned with the description of
aspects of the implementation of a hybrid system
for the semantic analysis of the emotional state of
the user based on the proposed model;

• finally, in section V, the description of the hardware
platform, on which the system described in section
IV is launched, is given.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

The authors were set the problem of developing:

1) a model of a computer vision system designed for
semantic analysis of a video stream;
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2) a hybrid system for semantic analysis of the emo-
tional state based on this model.

When defining the problem, it was assumed that the
nature of the data analyzed by the model can change, so
the model should have a modular structure that allows
for the simple replacement of modules in case of changes
in the analyzed data.

The model should analyze the most semantically
“rich” high-level data that can be obtained as a result
of the detection of any objects and their recognition.

The following requirements are imposed on the model:
• support for various embedded modules for detecting

and recognizing objects on video;
• simplicity in adding new models;
• semantic analysis of the results of recognition;
• availability of using the results of semantic analysis;
• the possibility of explaining the results of this

analysis to a human.
To meet the specified requirements, a model of neuro-

symbolic AI is proposed, within which the interaction
of ANN and KB is organized to solve the problems of
image recognition and semantic analysis, respectively.

The following requirements are imposed on the project
of a hybrid system for semantic analysis of the emotional
state of the user:
• The system should be able to identify the face of a

person from the list of persons known to it;
• The system should be able to determine the fact of

the appearance of an unknown person and add it to
the list of persons known to it;

• The system should evaluate the emotional state of
the person in the frame and respond accordingly;

• The system should accumulate statistical informa-
tion about persons, who appeared in front of the
camera, and their emotional state.

All the specified problems were solved within the
developed model and the system based on it.

III. OVERALL STRUCTURE OF THE PROPOSED MODEL

The main components of the proposed system model
are:
• an interface, which in the simplest case can be

represented by a camera, the video stream from
which is transmitted to the computer vision module;

• a computer vision module, in which the input video
stream is split into separate frames, which are
recognized by available neural network models, and
the obtained recognition results are transmitted to
the knowledge integrator;

• a knowledge integrator that forms the necessary
constructions from the results of recognition and
places the generated knowledge in the knowledge
base;

• a knowledge base that stores knowledge about the
subject domains of the problems of recognition

solved by the system, indications of neural network
models that solve these problems as well as the
results of recognition;

• a problem solver that performs semantic analysis of
the results of recognition in the knowledge base.

Figure 1 shows the scheme of interaction of the above
components. This scheme displays the upper layer of ab-
straction of the system components, which in practice can
be implemented more comprehensively. The interaction
between the above components can be implemented in
various ways, for example, based on a network protocol,
direct access within a monolithic architecture, shared
access to some data storage, etc.

Figure 1. The scheme of interaction of the main components of the
system

Since the developed model is a hybrid, the mechanisms
of integration of the computer vision module and the
knowledge base are of the greatest interest. Next, let us
consider these mechanisms in more detail.
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A. Integration of the computer vision module with the
knowledge base

The integration of the computer vision module with
the knowledge base as well as the direct implementation
of the knowledge base and its processing are based on
the usage of the OSTIS Technology [10].The model of
the neuro-symbolic AI system considered in this article
is an ostis-system.

Among the advantages of ostis-systems, it is possible
to distinguish:
• the ability to perform semantic integration of knowl-

edge in own memory;
• the ability to integrate different types of knowledge;
• the ability to integrate various problem-solving

models.
The internal language used by ostis-systems is called

an SC-code. Any knowledge can be represented in the
form of an SC-code construction. A set of knowledge
forms the ostis-system knowledge base. It is quite con-
venient to operate with knowledge in such a form: the
technology supports the search and generation of nec-
essary constructions both according to special templates
and elementwise. You can read more about knowledge
representation using the SC-code here [11].

1) Knowledge integrator: To carry out a semantic
analysis of the result of the functioning of the neural
network model, it is necessary to place these results in
the knowledge base, i.e., to transform information into
knowledge. The problems of converting information into
knowledge are:
• the design of knowledge structures (defining the

key nodes of the selected subject domain, their
coordination with the formed knowledge base);

• automation of the formation and placement of struc-
tures in the KB.

Within the framework of the computer vision module,
these problems are solved by the knowledge integrator,
which places the results of the functioning of neural
network models in the KB.

Neural network models solve the following problems:
• detection of objects;
• identification of detected objects of a certain class;
• recognition of the class of all detected objects.
As a result of solving these problems, various knowl-

edge is placed in the knowledge base:
• knowledge about the presence/absence of objects in

the “field of vision”;
• knowledge about the correspondence of the detected

objects of a certain class to some entities available
in the knowledge base (if there are no such entities,
new ones are created);

• knowledge about the classes of detected objects and
the periods, during which the objects corresponded
to these classes.

Due to this unification of the problems that neural net-
work models solve within the computer vision module, it
is possible to achieve the independence of the operation
of the integrator from particular neural network models.
It would be adequate to formalize the specification of
such models in the knowledge base, which includes:
• the type of problem being solved;
• input and output data (depending on the type of the

problem);
• the work frequency (if necessary);
• the state (on/off);
• the identifier, by which the specification of the

model in the knowledge base can be correlated with
the model in the computer vision module.

The knowledge integrator receives the specifications
of all neural network models presented in the computer
vision module and performs the integration of knowledge
in accordance with these specifications.

Figure 2 shows an example of formalization of the
specification of a neural network model for recognizing
emotions in the knowledge base.

Figure 2. An example of formalization of the specification of a neural
network model for recognizing emotions in the knowledge base

This neural network model solves the problem of clas-
sifying emotions and outputs for each recognized class a
degree of confidence that the recognized object belongs
to this class. Further, in accordance with the period stated
in the model specification, statistics of the operation of
such a neural network model are accumulated.

Depending on the configuration of the neural network
model, which indicates the need to place operation statis-
tics, confidence percentage for the answers, active time,
etc. into the knowledge base, the integrator chooses a
template, according to which it will generate knowledge.
Such templates are also presented in the knowledge base.
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Figure 3 shows an example of a template for generating
the result of recognizing an object class over a certain
period.

Figure 3. A template for generating the result of recognizing an object
class over a certain period

An example of the knowledge structure that is formed
based on the results obtained by the neural network
model of emotion recognition of the computer vision
module is shown in figure 4.

The approach, when the integrator works with the
specifications of neural network models in the knowledge
base, allows:
• avoiding overhead costs when integrating new neu-

ral network models, since it is enough only to
describe the specification of the new model in the
knowledge base;

• managing the computer vision module from the
KB (for example, it is sufficient to add a neural
network model to a set of enabled models so that the
computer vision module stops running this neural
network model for a video stream).

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF A HYBRID SYSTEM FOR
ANALYZING THE EMOTIONAL STATE

Let us consider in more detail the architecture of the
computer vision module and the principle of operation
of the semantic analyzer.

A. Structure of the computer vision module

Adhering to the described system requirements, we
implemented the computer vision module. Its structure is
shown in fig. 5. The scheme is greatly simplified from the
point of view of interaction with the knowledge base and
reflects only the sequence and connectivity of computer
vision modules. Let us consider these modules in more
detail.

Figure 4. An example of a representation of the user and their emotions
for a certain period in the knowledge base

Figure 5. The scheme of the computer vision module pipeline
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The face detection module solves the problem of
detecting faces in the frame. It receives a frame from
the video stream as input and returns the coordinates of
the found faces.

The identification module is required to recognize
the face of the user being identified. Receiving the
coordinates of the detected persons as input, this module
returns the user IDs.

The emotion recognition module is independent of
the identification logic. Like the identification module,
it receives the coordinates of the detected faces as input
and returns a probability vector of emotions.

After the performance of particular branches of the
pipeline, the results of the work of the modules are
transmitted to the input of an integrator, which performs
an immersion in the knowledge base.

Next, we will consider in more detail the main func-
tions of the computer vision module and the results
obtained in the preparation of appropriate neural network
models.

B. Functions of the computer vision module

The functions of the computer vision module include:
• identification of a user known to the system;
• identification of unknown users after additional

training;
• recognition of user emotions.

C. User identification

User identification is carried out by the identification
module. The processes that occur in the module are most
fully represented in the flowchart in fig. 6.

To implement this function, the FaceNet [12] neural
network model is used. For this model, classical models
of deep convolutional neural networks with a triplet
loss function are used. In our case, the ResNet [13]
convolutional network was used. The overall scheme of
the model is shown in fig. 7.

This model consists of successive layers of a deep
convolutional neural network and L2 normalization using
a triplet loss function at the training stage. At the output
of the model, a 128-dimensional feature vector is formed,
which can be used for the native comparison of faces.

The models from the dlib [14] library were used as
the basic implementation.

Let us consider the user identification algorithm.
1) The user’s face is detected by the detector in

the frame (the MTCNN [15] model is used as a
detector);

2) For the detected face, the feature vector using ANN
is calculated;

3) After calculating the feature vector, it is compared
with other feature vectors stored in the database.
This comparison is performed with the preset
threshold;

Figure 6. The overall flowchart of identification

Figure 7. The structure of FaceNet (original image from [12])

4) Based on the results obtained in item 3, an ID is
assigned to the detected face.

Thus, a necessary condition for the functioning of the
algorithm is the presence of pre-calculated feature vec-
tors for known users. This approach allows identifying
the user with acceptable speed and accuracy.

The advantage of the proposed approach is that the
implementation of recognition does not require a large
training dataset of data, since the used FaceNet model is
pre-trained on a large data array (a dataset of more than
3 million images) and can be used unchanged to identify
people who were not included in this dataset.

For training, a dataset of photos of 7 different people –
7 photos of each person – was used. Thus, the dataset size
was 49 photos. For testing, an independent test dataset
of 14 photos and a set of video fragments were used to
assess the quality of user recognition.

As a result of the evaluation of the proposed algorithm,
the efficiency of face recognition was 95.84%. At the
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same time, the percentage of correctly recognized faces
in the test dataset (due to its small size) was 100%.

D. Additional training for new unknown users

In addition to identifying known users by the feature
vectors that are present in the database, the system allows
performing additional training for recognizing unknown
users in real-time. Additional training here means calcu-
lating a set of feature vectors for new users and saving
them for further usage in the identification process. This
process is carried out within so-called proactive and
interactive additional training.

Proactive additional training (fig. 8) is conducted with-
out direct user participation while calculating feature
vectors based on frames received from the video stream.

Figure 8. The scheme of proactive additional training

Interactive additional training for new users (fig. 9)
conducted separately and with the direct participation of
the user allows improving the results of proactive ad-
ditional training and getting more representative feature
vectors.

E. Recognition of user emotions

The user emotions are recognized in seven basic
classes: neutral facial expression, happiness, sadness,
anger, fear, surprise and disgust.

The problem of classifying emotions by the image of
the user’s face is studied in many papers (for example,

Figure 9. The scheme of interactive additional training

[16], [17], [18], etc.). With the active development of
deep neural network training technologies, special em-
phasis by solving this problem began to be placed on
the CNN-architectures (Convolutional Neural Networks)
of various configurations. So, state-of-the-art results of
emotion recognition were obtained for the eXnet [19]
architecture. This network is used as a basic model in
the proposed system. Its structure is shown in fig. 10.

In addition to choosing a model for recognizing emo-
tions, the selection of the training dataset used is of
great importance. So, in our work, a combined version
of the training dataset from the well-known CK+ [20]
dataset and datasets collected manually by the authors
(the composition of the datasets is described in more
detail below) is used. This approach allowed diversifying
the training sample, making it less synthetic.

When forming the final dataset, images of faces with
expressions of emotions from three basic sources were
used:

1) The CK+ dataset. The training dataset consists
of 4,615 images, the control dataset consists of
554 images structured according to 7 basic recog-
nizable classes of emotions. This dataset consists
of video fragments in the format of 640x490 or
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Figure 10. The structure of eXnet (original image from [19])

640x480 pixels. It should be noted, however, that
the classes for this dataset differ from the above-
mentioned ones (for example, instead of a neutral
emotion, there is an emotion of despisal). This was
one of the reasons why there was a need to form
a combined dataset;

2) The ”Students and colleagues“ dataset. This
dataset was collected from data obtained by self-
determined image collection and processing. It is
a set of images of the faces of 38 people with
the expression of basic emotions. The training part
included 20,947 images, the control part – 2,101;

3) Internet Emotions. This dataset was formed from
images taken from the Internet and includes one-
man photos of 295 people, which include training
(268 images) and control (27 images) datasets.

Thus, the total size of the training dataset was 25,830
images and the control one – 2,682.

As a result of additional training of the eXnet model
on the dataset described above, the results presented in
table I were obtained.

avg valid – the percentage of successfully recognized

Table I
RESULTS OF TRAINING THE EXNET MODEL

avg. valid avg. valid softmax
CK+ 0.877 0.859

Students and Colleagues 0.765 0.742
Internet 0.37 0.305

emotions taken as 1 in the test dataset.
avg softmax – the percentage of successfully recog-

nized emotions, taking into account the obtained proba-
bility from the range (0..1] in the test dataset.

ck+, student_colleague and internet denote the over-
all accuracy that results from the corresponding test
datasets. average_valid and average_valid_softmax are
the metrics used to evaluate accuracy.

F. Semantic analysis

The described integration mechanism allows enriching
the knowledge base with the results of recognition of
various models used by the computer vision module
(identification model and emotion recognition model).
The processing of this knowledge will be no different
from the processing of any other knowledge in the ostis-
system, regardless of whether they got there from the
computer vision module, any sensors, visual or natural
language interface or in some other way. In this case,
computer vision is another receptor of the system.

Knowledge processing in the KB, i.e., semantic anal-
ysis, is performed by the problem solver. The problem
solver is a set of agents that react to events in the
knowledge base (for example, a problem definition),
solve its problem (generating, transforming knowledge,
accessing external systems) and put the result of the work
in the same KB.

For example, one of the methods of knowledge pro-
cessing can be the usage of logical inference [21],
which generates new knowledge based on a set of rules.
Logical rules, in the simplest case, can be represented
by “if-then” bindings, where the “if” part describes the
knowledge that must be in the knowledge base to make
it possible for us to generate the knowledge described in
the “then” part. The origin of such rules can be different:
from adding them manually by knowledge base engineers
to automatically generating them.

In the considered implementation of the hybrid system,
the logical rules [21] are used to generate some standard
system responses to the interlocutor’s messages. These
rules use such knowledge as the identification of the
interlocutor and their current emotion. Figure 11 shows
a fragment of such a rule in a simplified form for
clarity (in a real system, such rules have a more complex
specification).

The meaning of the rule is as follows: if we received
a greeting message from a user, whose emotion is rec-
ognized by the system as “sadness” and whose name the
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Figure 11. An example of a logical rule that uses the result of
recognizing a user’s emotion

system knows, then we need to respond to this message
with a greeting with a reference by name and ask the
reason for sadness.

V. HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

The implementation of the represented models within
the framework of a hybrid system for analyzing the
emotional state requires appropriate support, both from
the software and hardware. Therefore, the issue of cre-
ating a hardware architecture of the system that allows
effectively implementing the functional responsibilities
imposed on the system is one of the significant stages
for achieving the overall goal.

The developed hardware architecture of the system
should take into account the requirements and features
of the implementation of both the semantic and neural
network components of the system.

Figure 12. The system hardware architecture

The hardware requirements, from the point of view
of the semantic part of the system, include the need
to use computing tools with a processor based on the
’x86’ architecture. This is due to the fact that initially
the OSTIS platform as the basis of the software part
of the system was developed for general-purpose CISC
processors. Using this type of processor allows eliminat-
ing compatibility problems, simplifying debugging and
testing the system. Therefore, it is necessary to have a
computing device in the system based on this hardware
architecture.

On the other hand, to solve computer vision problems,
modern neural network architectures require support for
tensor operations from the hardware platform, which
allows effectively organizing the process of running
trained neural network models on the target device.
However, general-purpose processors are not suitable for
performing such operations with maximum performance.
Therefore, to increase the speed of the system, it is
necessary to include a special coprocessor device in the
hardware architecture, which allows increasing the speed
of the neural network part of the system.

Taking into account the listed requirements, we have
developed a hardware architecture of the system, the
block diagram of which is shown in figure 12:

The main elements that build up the hardware of the
system are:

• A single-board computer (SBC) that serves as a cen-
tral device, on which the OSTIS virtual machine is
run and, accordingly, the interpretation of intelligent
agents and a list of peripheral devices that perform
the functions of input and output of video and
audio information as well as auxiliary devices that
perform the functions of supporting neural network
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computing is carried out;
• To input video information, a camera (Video Cam-

era Unit – VCU) is used designed to solve computer
vision problems: detecting and tracking the user’s
face in the frame, identifying the user, recognizing
the emotions of the subject in the frame based on
frames from the video stream. According to the
general scheme of the system model 1, the camera
transmits the video stream to the computer vision
module (computer vision pipeline), and only then
the information is sent to the internal part of the
system for further processing. The peculiarity of
the proposed solution, which gives it additional
flexibility, is that the computer vision module can
be deployed both on the single-board computer itself
and on a separate machine (for example, a PC or
a specialized device designed to solve problems of
this type). Therefore, the camera can be connected
both to a single-board computer directly and to
an external device that will transmit information
through the abovementioned module to the central
device where the OSTIS system core is run. The
scheme of the hardware architecture considers the
option when the camera is connected directly;

• To speed up the performance of operations on vec-
tors and matrices when calculating neural networks
on hardware with limited resources, which include
single-board computers, it is proposed to use tensor
coprocessors (Tensor Processing Unit – TPU) for
neural network calculations.

Let us focus on each of the hardware components of
the system and consider them in more detail.

A. Single-board computer

A single-board computer (SBC) is a computer set up
on a single printed circuit board, on which a micropro-
cessor, RAM, I/O systems and other modules necessary
for the operation of a computer are installed [22], [23].

As the basis of the hardware platform, it was proposed
to use a single-board computer, since such a form factor,
on the one hand, can provide the necessary and sufficient
runtime environment for the OSTIS Technology in terms
of performance and functionality and, on the other hand,
preserve the minimum weight-and-dimensional and cost
characteristics of computing tools, including for solving
problems connected with the Internet of things and the
usage of OSTIS within the framework of the “Edge
Computing and AI” [24], [25] concept.

We have reviewed and compared the models of single-
board computers on the local and international markets
that are available for delivery to the territory of the
Republic of Belarus. The model lines of computers from
such manufacturers as Interl NUX, LattePanda, Rock Pi,
UDOO, ODYSSEY [26] were considered. We have set
the maximum cost of a single-board computer, so that it

Figure 13. A single-board computer “Rock PI X Model B”

Figure 14. A functional diagram of the Intel Atom X5 processor
[28], [29]

does not significantly exceed the cost of the option for
the ARM architecture. The set cost was no more than
$100, which significantly narrowed the search area.

Among the currently available models of single-board
computers, the Rock Pi computer has become the most
preferred option, namely the Rock PI X Model B model
[27], the appearance of which is shown in fig. 13.

The functional diagram of the CPU [28], [29] is shown
in figure 14.

A distinctive feature of this single-board computer is
the presence of ROM based on eMMC, which allows
ensuring the functioning of the system and high-speed
access to data on a solid-state drive without using an
external SD drive. The maximum available capacity is
128 GB. The proposed architecture uses a version with
32 GB of memory, which is sufficient to contain the OS
as well as the necessary software modules and OSTIS
intelligent agents.

B. Video camera

It is an element of the system, through which a video
stream is received and transmitted to a single-board
computer to solve subproblems connected with computer
vision and recognition of visual images. It acts as the
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Figure 15. The Sony PS3 Eye camera

main channel of input information for the neural network
modules of the system.

Within the current version of the hardware architec-
ture, it is possible to connect various video cameras,
depending on the type of video interface and the con-
figuration of the device package, which will be directly
determined by the type of problem being solved and
the requirements for viewing angles, focal point, depth
of field of the shown space, dimensions and scale of
recognized objects in the image. The main difference
between them is the design of the camera box itself as
well as the type of interface that is used to connect them.

The camera is a separate device in its box, which can
be set on a tripod and shoot at the level of the user’s
face. As such a removable camera, it is proposed to use
the Sony PS3 Eye device (fig. 15) [30], [31].

It should be noted that both cameras are used in a
mode of obtaining images of relatively low resolution,
i.e., 640 x 480 60 fps, 320 x 240 120 fps. This is
done for two purposes: the first is to increase the perfor-
mance of the video subsystem as well as to prevent the
image obtaining process, which is resource-consuming
for single-board computer processors, from becoming
a “bottleneck” in the common processing pipeline; the
second is that the image will be transformed into images
with a lower resolution one way or another before pro-
cessing by neural network models. Such a transformation
is called “oversampling”, or “resampling”, that is usually
performed in all machine vision systems to ensure a
balance between performance and quality of work, since
processing large-resolution images requires significantly
large computing resources as well as time for training
and performing neural network models. In the case of
our proposed system, image resampling is carried out
for user identification models in the format of 160x160
pixels as well as in the format of 48x48 pixels – for
emotion recognition models. For this reason, for the
development of the hardware architecture, we chose the

Figure 16. The Coral USB Accelerator TPU device

Sony PS3 Eye camera, which is significantly inferior in
characteristics to modern cameras but, on the other hand,
has a minimum cost on the market relative to the quality
of the optical system and the CCD-matrix installed in it,
which allow solving the entire range of denoted machine
vision problems.

C. Neural network computing accelerator
An important element of the hardware architecture is

a tensor coprocessor for neural network computing to
speed up the work of the neural network modules of the
application [32].

We have considered the model lines of tensor copro-
cessors of the main manufacturers of specialized purpose
processors from Intel, NVidia and Google [33], [34]. The
most suitable option in terms of performance character-
istics, cost, amount of documentation and open source
projects is the “Coral USB Accelerator” processor, which
was chosen as this component of the system [35].

This processor was developed by the Google corpo-
ration and is intended for usage with the TensorFlow
machine learning library. This device, in comparison with
GPUs, is designed to perform a large number of calcula-
tions with reduced accuracy (in integer arithmetic) with
higher performance per watt. The device is implemented
as a matrix multiplier controlled by the instructions of
the central processor over the USB 3.0 bus.

The Coral USB Accelerator coprocessor can perform
4 trillion operations (teraflops) per second (TOPS), using
0.5 watts for each TOPS (2 TOPS per watt). For example,
it can perform tensor calculations for one of the most
popular neural network architectures in technical vision
problems, such as “MobileNet v2”, with a performance
close to 400 frames per second with a low energy
consumption of about 1.5 W [36].

CONCLUSION

The proposed model of neuro-symbolic AI is an
example of combining different directions of AI. This
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model allows using various neural network models to
solve computer vision problems and conduct a semantic
analysis of the results of the work of such models in the
knowledge base. It is also possible to add new neural
network models and control their operation mode through
the knowledge base.

The proposed model is used to implement a hybrid
system of semantic analysis of the emotional state of
the user, which operates with knowledge formed in the
process of interaction with neural network models.

In the article, a variant of a hardware platform for
the operation of the developed system based on single-
board computers of the “Raspberry Pi 4B” and “Rocks
Pi X” models as well as “Raspberry Pi Camera v1.3” and
“Sony PS3 Eye” video cameras and the “Google Coral
USB Accelerator” tensor processor is also proposed.

The proposed hardware and software architecture pro-
vides the necessary level of performance and mobility
for the semantic and neural network parts of the system.

The described model creates the basis for further
research in the field of developing:
• universal integration with the knowledge base of

any neural network models (not only solve computer
vision problems);

• an approach to deeper integration of neural network
models with the knowledge base, when through the
knowledge base it becomes possible to control not
only the operating mode of neural network models
but also their topology, architecture, combination
with other models, etc.;

• an approach to automatic decision-making on the
usage of a particular neural network model for
solving system problems;

• an approach to usage of the knowledge base to
improve the training of artificial neural networks;

• new hardware architectures that can support such
systems.
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Семантический анализ видео-потока на
основании нейро-символического

искусственного интеллекта
Крощенко А.А., Михно Е.В.,

Ковалев М.В., Захарьев В.А., Загорский А.Г.

Статья посвящена модели компьютерного зрения,
базирующейся на нейро-символическом подходе. При-
ведена архитектура предлагаемой модели с подроб-
ным описанием составляющих ее компонентов. Опи-
саны основные применения преимущества подобной
модели на примере диалоговых систем. Во второй
части работы приводится пример разработки системы-
компонента диалоговой системы для оценки эмоци-
онального состояния пользователя, базирующейся на
предложенной нейро-символической модели. Показа-
но, что класс подобных систем сочетает в себе преиму-
щества коннекционистского и символического под-
хода в искусственном интеллекте. Приводится обзор
аппаратной платформы, позволяющей осуществлять
запуск и поддержку работы системы в компактном
форм-факторе одноплатного компьютера.
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Abstract—The paper is devoted to present an overview
of the current state of the digital twin development in
manufacturing domain in order to determine the place of
semantic and ontological networks in digital twin structure.
In particular, the current international standards, technical
reports and recommendations in the field of Industry 4.0
and Industrial Internet of Things regarding digital twins
are considered and analyzed.

The article is divided into 3 parts: the first part deals
with the concept and main functions of digital twin from
different points of view, including standards, the second
part concentrates on modern systematized, standardized
and applied functions of semantic and ontological networks
in industry, in the third part the authors present their vision
regarding the role of semantic and ontological networks
in the digital twin development and implementation in
industry.

Keywords – digital twin, Industry 4.0, Industrial Internet
of Things, semantic, ontology.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, the technologies of the fourth industrial rev-
olution are becoming increasingly important in various
industries. The technologies behind the Industry 4.0
and Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) concepts offer
new opportunities for products and services. Driven by
Industry 4.0 and IIoT approaches and the development
of Big Data analytics computing power, fast algorithms,
and amount of available data allow to model and op-
timize the physical process with real-time control. The
digital representation of the physical twin, known as a
digital twin (DT), is one of the most important aspect
of the fourth industrial revolution. DT accompanies the
relative asset throughout its lifecycle from conception
to disposal and even after disposal. For process control
systems, which are considered as an asset as well, it is
also advisable to develop a digital twin in combination
with the controlled object. It is expected that at the
operation stage the digital twin of such technological
complexes will provide accurate prediction of their future
behavior and will help to effectively maintain the quality

of technological processes by easy visualization and
integration of cognitive capabilities into the real system.
However, there is currently no single methodological
approach for the development and implementation of
DT in manufacturing. Despite the presence of a large
number of existing international standards, designers and
developers of automated process control systems offer a
variety of DT solutions that differ in purpose, function-
ality, architecture, etc. Alternatively, representatives of
specialized software such as SCADA, CAD, MES/MOM
offer variant solutions for the implementation of DT at
its appropriate level of automation.

II. DIGITAL TWIN: CHARACTERISTICS AND
STANDARDS

The digital twin concept was first introduced in 2002 at
the University of Michigan Executive Course on Product
Lifecycle Management by Michael Grieves. At that time,
digital representations of actual physical products were
relatively new and immature. In addition, the information
being collected about the physical product as it was being
produced was limited, manually collected, and mostly
paper-based. According to the model proposed by Dr.
Michael Grieves the Digital Twin concept model (Figure
1) consists of three parts [1]:
• physical products in Real Space;
• virtual products in Virtual Space;
• the connections of data and information that ties the

virtual and real products together.
The White Paper, published by the Industrial Internet

Consortium (IIC) and Plattform Industrie 4.0 [2], de-
scribes the applicability of the digital twin concept in
various domains of the Industrial Internet of Things, in-
cluding smart manufacturing, automotive, supply chains
and logistics, building automation, smart cities and crit-
ical infrastructures. Today, Digital Twin Consortium is
doing the promotion of the digital twins use in various
fields, the development of digital twin technologies, the
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Figure 1. Digital Twin concept model by Dr. Michael Grieves (source
– [1])

development of technical guidelines, and requirements
for new standards in order to maximize the benefits of
digital twins. Unlike IIC and Digital Twin Consortium
a German platform Plattform Industrie 4.0 focuses on
implementing the concept only in the manufacturing
sector focusing on machine industry.

The Consortium released an official definition of a
digital twin: “A digital twin is a virtual representation
of real-world entities and processes, synchronized at a
specified frequency and fidelity” [3]. In contrast to the
concept model of Dr. Michael Grieves, the definition
of digital twin focuses on real-world entities, because
the things for which virtual representation should be
provided can be immaterial things like organizations,
supply-chains, work-orders. Official documents from
Digital Twin Consortium have not been published yet.
However, according to the organization’s work [4], a
digital twin is implemented in a digital twin system.
It consists of a virtual representation, services, service
interfaces and various applications according to the pur-
poses of digital twin use case. A virtual representation in-
cludes stored structured information that represents states
and attributes of entities and processes, computational
algorithms and supporting data that represent entities and
processes from a dynamic perspective.

As part of the Industrie 4.0 initiative, the Reference
architecture model industry 4.0 (RAMI4.0) was devel-
oped to build smart manufacturing. The model pro-
vides a representation of all enterprise assets, including
personnel and software, in the network form of not
hierarchical I4.0 components linked with each other
by I4.0-compliant communication. I4.0 components are
globally and uniquely identifiable participants capable of
communication, and consist of the asset administration
shell and the asset (as in Figure 2) with a digital
connection within an I4.0 system. An I4.0 component
can be a production system, an individual machine or
unit, or a module within a machine [5]. Assets shall
have a logical representation in the "information world"
(virtual world), which is called the asset administration

Figure 2. Asset administration shell (source – [6])

shell (AAS). In fact, AAS is an implementation of a
digital twin for manufacturing applications. It has been
defined and designed to ensure interoperability between
companies throughout the value stream. ASS includes
asset information collected throughout the lifecycle in a
structured manner and real-time data. ASS consists of
properties, which are grouped in a submodel according
to the relevant domain. Such properties are standardized
data elements. It is recommended to use repositories
such as IEC CDD (common data dictionary) or ECLASS
to define such properties [6]. The worldwide unique
identifier associates a property type with a definition,
which is a set of well-defined attributes.

There are various activities regarding standardization
of digital twins. IEC 62832-1 – “Digital Factory” is a
well-established standard, which defines a digital factory
framework with the representation of digital factory
assets. A lot of standards are on the development stage,
such as IEEE P2806.1 – “Standard for Connectivity
Requirements of Digital Representation for Physical Ob-
jects in Factory Environments”, IEEE P2806 – “System
Architecture of Digital Representation for Physical Ob-
jects in Factory Environments”, ISO/DIS 23247-1 “Au-
tomation systems and integration – Digital Twin frame-
work for manufacturing – Part 1: Overview and general
principles”, IEC 63278-1 ED1 Asset administration shell
for industrial applications – Part 1: Administration shell
structure.

III. SEMANTIC AND ONTOLOGY: PLACE AND
PURPOSE

Due to the active digitalization of the industrial sector,
in particular the widespread use of the Industrial Internet
of Things and digital twins, some problems have been
revealed:
• absence of a single unified industrial thesaurus;
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• variety of large amounts of data that need to be
processed;

• absence of a single digital twin model that describes
all aspects of the system behavior and its parts from
different points of view and is intended for different
purposes.

As described in many sources, in particular in [7],
there is no single thesaurus that will unite the various
branches of the industrial sector. In particular, relevant
identified standardization activities of ontological seman-
tics used in IIoT are: eCl@ss (ISO 13584-42 and IEC
CDD classes and properties), “Semanz4.0”, “Automa-
tionML” (IEC 62714), “WSDL” (Web Services Descrip-
tion Language by W3C), IEC SC3D with IEC 61360,
IEC 62656, IEC CDD (the semantic and ontological
repository based on IEC 61360 and IEC 62656). On the
one hand, the problem with the unity of the digital twin
model lies in the need for availability of many different,
unrelated and non-unified models. On the other hand, the
interconnection of digital twins in a single system [8]
requires their interaction, which requires the unification
of such interaction at the conceptual level.

An effective way to overcome these problems is to use
an ontology. Ontology is classified according to various
criteria, including completeness, level of generalization,
application domain, purpose or descriptive language. The
need for an ontology is indicated in the follow resource
[7], however, final view of ontology is not sensible. The
only thing written in this document are two ways to
use the integrated semantics: to provide an information
model (related to a specific ontology) for querying or
reasoning purposes, and to provide a system dynamics
model supporting checking inconsistencies during inter-
operation. Both possible interpretations shall be related
to semantics web descriptions.

Data models and ontology play different functional
roles in the digital twin system. Persistence data models
are proposed to be used for stored structured information.
Service interfaces embody a logical data model that
describes the data structures and types used by the API
or protocol. Conceptual data models compatible with the
general ontology can be used in the digital twin system
that integrates information from several structured data
repositories, each of which has persistence and logical
data models. A variety of data modeling languages can
be used, in particular Digital Twins Definition Language,
OWL.

Standardization is involved in the formation of the
upper-level ontology (for example, BFO – ISO/IEC
21838-2 [9]), ontology description languages (for exam-
ple, RDF [10] and OWL [11]), as well as models of
preservation and representation of a particular application
domain (for example, ISO 15926 [12]). In addition,
there are various applications of ontological networks,
for example, OSTIS developed in accordance with ISA-

88 [13] and highly specialized domains and cores [14].
The RAMI 4.0 architecture defines a number of W3C

standards that reflect the semantic representation of the
model data in the network, there are OWL, RDF, RDFS
[15], SPARQL [16], RIF/SRWL [17, 18]. RDF, OWL
and SPARQL underlie the semantic WEB. The first
three technologies are used to represent metadata, the
fourth one is used to query the ontological database,
and the fifth one is used to form axioms and rule
interchange format. Such semantics have a number of
advantages, such as reasoning over data and working
with heterogeneous data sources, the single structure that
allows data to be shared and reused across application
boundaries.

In fact, these recommendations are not enough to build
a comprehensive distributed network for IIoT. Therefore,
new recommendations from W3C covering IoT appeared
since 2017. They include: OWL-Time [19], SSN on-
tology [20] and WoT [21]. OWL-Time describes the
subclasses and properties of the two generalized classes
of temporal position and temporal duration of resources
on WEB pages. SSN ontology describes an ontology
of sensors and actuators based on a self-contained core
ontology (Sensor, Observation, Sample, and Actuator –
SOSA) and defines several conceptual modules that cover
the key concepts of sensor, actuation and sampling: ob-
servation/actuation/sampling, deployment, system, sys-
tem property, feature, condition, procedure, result. WoT
recommends a general concept for the existence of IoT
in the network. In particular, thing description, interac-
tion model, protocol binding, WoT interface, etc. are
described. Thus, a set of templates for Web of Things
is formed.

IV. RESULTS AND SUGGESTIONS

Based on the analysis, the following conclusions can
be drawn:
• there are problems that need to be solved by means

of unified semantic and ontological approaches dur-
ing the development of DT;

• there are DT developments based on ontological
models in scientific articles, but there is no single
approach;

• in the context of DT ontology can be used as:
– a knowledge base that stores information

throughout the asset lifecycle – structured stor-
age for DT;

– a knowledge base for the application domain
modeling, that deals with a regular historical
database and extracts the necessary knowledge
– a framework for structuring different types of
DT models;

– a database for presenting metainformation
about DT to provide the adapted interaction
with other components of the system – WoT;
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– a mean of DT information support, that works
with open ontological databases in the network
and serves to provide supporting information –
semantic WEB, OSTIS, etc.

However, today there are very few implementations
of ontological approaches in DT. In authors‘ opinion
the most promising DT model should have: ease of
understanding and implementation, openness, a set of
ready-made components for deployment (frameworks)
and significant added value.

V. CONCLUSION

The paper discusses some standards and documents
regarding the DT development from leading industry
organizations and committees such as ISO/IEC, W3C. It
has been found that the use of semantic and ontological
networks to integrate and formalize different types of DT
parts is offered by standards and applied solutions. How-
ever, there is currently no single systematized solution.

The authors come to the conclusion that a number
of recommendations from W3C is the most promising
direction of applying semantic and ontological networks
during the DT development. W3C recommendations have
significant advantages and can be used today because
they provide interoperability, thus it will help to connect
parts of different distributed components based on unified
interfaces or protocols.
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Роль семантических и онтологических
сетей при организации и реализации
цифровых двойников промышленных

предприятий
Шишак А.В., Луцкая Н.Н.,
Власенко Л.А., Пупена А.Н.

В работе представлен обзор современного состояния
области разработки цифровых двойников промышленных
предприятий с целью определения семантических и онто-
логических сетей в их структуре. В частности рассмотрены
и проанализированы существующие на сегодня международ-
ные стандарты, технические отчеты и рекомендации в обла-
сти Industry 4.0 и Industrial Internet of Things по направлению,
которое касается цифровых двойников.

Статья структурирована следующим образом: в первой
части приводится концепция и основные функции цифровых
двойников с разных точек зрения, включая стандарты, во вто-
рой части рассмотрены современные систематизированые,
стандартизированные и прикладныефункции семантических
и онтологических сетей в промышленности, в третьей части
- авторы приводят свое видение и роль онтологических сетей
при проектировании и реализации цифровых двойников в
промышленности.
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Abstract—In this article, an approach to the continuous
development of automation of the processes of creating,
developing and applying standards based on the OSTIS
Technology is proposed. Examples of these processes due
to the involvement of end-users of the system using the tools
and mechanisms of the OSTIS Technology are considered.
Examples of further formalization of standards within the
framework of the proposed approach are given.
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I . I N T R O D U C T I O N

The implementation of the Industry 4.0 concept at
production facilities is accompanied by the development
of a single ontological production model, which is the core
of the complex information service of the enterprise. At
the first stage of developing such an enterprise model, it
is necessary to nest data on the lower level of production,
namely on the manufacturing process and equipment. As
the source of this data, P&ID-schemes of production
can serve. Thus, the formalization of the ISA 5.1 [1]
standard is necessary to work with P&ID-schemes, which
are widely used in control systems together with the ISA
88 [2] standard and allow describing the lower level of
production in full. At the same time, it is also necessary
to consider the approach of formalization of the subject
domain based on the ISO 15926 [3], [4] standard, which
describes the integration of data on the life cycle of
processing enterprises into a single ontological storage.
New users will be added: an automation engineer and a
master, who implement the new capability of the intelli-
gent search together with the developed model. For the
current user – the operator of the manufacturing process
– the implementation of the mechanism for obtaining
intelligent information that covers both particular and
common issues of the manufacturing process, equipment,

components and automated control systems becomes
relevant. In this article, attention is paid to the continuous
development of a system of complex information services
by employees of a formulating enterprise on the example
of the JSC “Savushkin product” using an Open semantic
technology for intelligent systems. This article uses and
develops the results represented in [5], [6].

I I . B R I E F LY A B O U T I S A - 5 . 1

This standard describes the rules for drawing up
functional schemes for the automation of manufacturing
processes. Such schemes allow the graphical represen-
tation of the production technology and equipment as
well as define the rules for identifying equipment and
measuring and automation tools for design and service
purposes. Figure 1 shows an example of a functional
scheme.

The functional scheme shows: the coagulator itself (the
unit), the lines (the machine) and the valves (the control
device). Different colors indicate the purpose of the lines
(red – washing, blue – mixture, green – whey, black –
product). This fragment allows getting an insight into
which devices are used and how they are connected.

I I I . O N T O L O G I E S I N P R O D U C T I O N

The ISA-88 article described how to use the knowledge
base on the basis of the OSTIS [7] ontologies to train
the operator with complex concepts, search for objects
according to ISA-88 and their interrelations. The need for
knowledge bases for production is not restricted to the
above. Among the most complex problems that can be
solved using knowledge bases on the basis of ontologies,
there are:
• decision support in unforeseen situations as well as

start-ups and ends;
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Figure 1. A functional scheme of the coagulator

• the determination of equipment failures and their
causes;

• integration between systems with different data rep-
resentation and functions of engineering problems.

Batch production is characterized by a high complexity
of control systems – they should take into account the
possibility of flexible development of various products
on the same equipment. At the same time, it should
be possible to develop the technology without making
changes to the control program. This is why the ISA-
88 standard was developed, which includes the best
automation practices for this type of production. However,
in addition to the fact that the creation of such systems
requires a good understanding of the standard, the success
of implementation depends on taking into account the
capabilities of the equipment and the requirements of the
technology. According to the standard, the automation of
manufacturing operations and the running of equipment
for their implementation are two interrelated but separate
processes. This relation and engineering processes are
shown in the ISA-88 standard in figure 2.

The choice of the role of the equipment in ISA-88
depends on what function it will perform in the production
process. Thus, the technological procedural elements
should be known. The equipment is designed and at the
same time used to perform manufacturing operations.
The knowledge base should be created to assist the
technologist when generating a recipe (using PFC), that is,
to provide the necessary choice of equipment, answering
such questions:

• “What equipment can perform such a list of classes
of procedural elements?”;

Figure 2. Relations and engineering processes of automation of
manufacturing operations and the running of equipment

• “What methods can be available for developing a
product?”;

• “Which method is the most optimal from the point
of view of the selected criterion?”.

Similarly, the definition of procedural elements as the
building blocks of recipes depends on the decomposition
and capabilities of the equipment. For example, if the
procedural element “preparation of a mixture of A, B, C”
is created, then only the equipment that can automatically
prepare a mixture from at least three components is
required to use it. If a procedural element “batch up a
component” is created, then the equipment that does not
have automatic batching up functionality can perform
manual operations or use the equipment sequentially.
On the other hand, dividing into very small procedural
elements can lead to lengthy and impractical recipes. A
limiting case is the usage of a procedural element as a
reference to basic functions, such as “unseat the valve”,
which does not correspond to the standard at all.

There are even more complex problems of creating an
equipment hierarchy. Here are some examples. Let us
consider the conditional P&ID-scheme of developing a
food product. Though it is simplified, it is quite difficult to
perform the decomposition of equipment. The criteria for
creating the ISA-88 equipment hierarchy are considered
below. There is one significant problem. It is logical to
refer the valves that are located on the positions of the
inlet to the tanks and the offset from the tanks to the tank
as control modules, forming a unit. But what to do with
the valves that are on the charging lines (V8, V7, V16,
V23)? It cannot be said that V8 belongs to the unit with
Tank 1, since it is controlled when loading any tank in
the line. Then it might be logical to refer it to the process
cell. But will it be convenient from the point of view
of creating a recipe? In fact, there must be some kind
of procedural control that coordinates the operation of
these valves. Then it is necessary to create an equipment
module that will combine the valves that participate in
the same path (fig. 3).

What equipment should be referred to such paths? The
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Figure 3. An example of an equipment module

answer to this question lies in the technological scheme
itself. Even on such a simple scheme, it is easy to get
confused about which of the control modules should be
referred to which equipment and how to combine them
into an equipment module or a unit. The analysis of many
sources shows that the same problems lead to completely
different solutions that can either fully comply with the
standard or have certain differences from it. An engineer
that develops a control system must take into account all
technological connectivities and equipment specifications.
This part is not part of the ISA-88 standard, it concerns
more the field of equipment design.

Even the presence of a database can simplify and speed
up the search process. But the best option would be the
availability of a knowledge base about all production
equipment. The developer of the control system could get
the necessary information by asking the system various
questions:
• to find the equipment that is involved in the charg-

ing/output/washing line of the tank;
• to find equipment at the crossing of the paths;
• to find the list of equipment for the specified set of

conditions (for example, it is connected with Tank
1 and requires manual action).

One of the labor-intensive problems is the implemen-
tation of a Master Recipe for a certain process cell by
the General or Site Recipe. The system implemented
on the basis of the OSTIS Technology also significantly
simplifies such a problem for the technologist.

Thus, in addition to the problem of creating a knowl-
edge base for a system with ISA-88, there is a problem
of creating a knowledge base of all production equipment.
In the last 30 years, the issue of obtaining knowledge
from industrial information, which the manufacture is
aware of, has been actively addressed. One of the main
and promising directions is the usage of ontological pro-
duction models, which is confirmed by the development
of international standards in this area.

The development and standardization of ontological

systems was carried out by international organizations
for standardization, such as ISO, IEEE, OMG, W3C and
others. Some ontological structures have been developed,
which, though have not been approved by international
standards, have become standards de facto. They can be
divided into several groups:

• ontological systems, models, languages and their
parts for general and industrial purposes:
– the ontological model of the hierarchical structure

of production in the processing industry [3];
– the technical dictionary [8];
– a series of standards for the development of a

top-level ontology [9], which is currently under
development;

– formal semantic models of global production
networks [10];

– a semantic approach for the computer-interpretable
exchange of information related to production
processes [11];

• general and specialized top-level ontologies:
– MOF (Meta Object Facility) is a meta-object

environment for model engineering [12];
– BFO (Basic Formal Ontology) is a basic formal

ontology, common for biomedicine [13];
– ZEO (Zachman Enterprise Ontology) is the on-

tology of an enterprise for the description of its
architecture;

– DOLCE (Descriptive Ontology for Linguistic and
Cognitive Engineering) is a descriptive general-
purpose ontology for linguistic and cognitive en-
gineering, quite popular in the field of ontological
engineering;

– GFO (General Formal Ontology) [14];
– SUMO (Suggested Upper Marged Ontology) is

the proposed unified top-level ontology, a source
document for a workgroup of IEEE employees
from the fields of engineering, philosophy and
computer science [15], [16];

• semantic Web: it includes all standards and rules for
semantic processing of documents on the Internet,
such as the Resource Description Framework (RDF)
as well as its RDFS and RDF extensions; the
Web Ontology Language OWL; the SPARQL query
language; the Rule Interchange Format and a number
of formats for saving RDF N-Triples, Turtle, RDF /
XML, N-Quads, Notation 3 triples.

The basic (fundamental) ontology or a top-level on-
tology is a general ontology that is applied to various
subject domains. It defines basic concepts, such as objects,
relations, events, processes, etc. The most famous funda-
mental ontologies are listed above. BFO and DOLCE
are the most commonly used in the development of
engineering ontologies. These two ontologies are formal
and provide a logical theory for representing common
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assumptions. When forming an ontology of a subject
domain based on one of the specified top-level ontologies,
it can be more easily integrated with other subject
ontologies. The problem is that there are quite a lot
of top-level ontologies and giving preference to one of
them becomes a certain search problem that requires a
lot of time and effort. In addition, some of them do not
have open access and are also badly compatible with the
semantic Web.

The ISO 15926 ontology [17] is considered separately.
This standard is not only a top-level ontology but also
a thesaurus of the processing industry, including the
structure of retention and access to the ontological base.
Standardization is implemented by using well-defined
templates for technical and operational information, that
include classes and relations of the invariant and temporal
parts of the ontology. The advantages of this ontological
model are the typification and identification of data lo-
cated on the Internet; information is stored in RDF-triplets,
access to triplet storages occurs using the SPARQL query
language, etc. When creating this model, the developers
tried to cover all aspects of requests that may arise
in manufacturing. As a result, the model has hundreds
of nested classes and attributes at the lower levels of
production (description of technological equipment), most
of which may not be used in practice. The temporal part
increases the complexity of the model several times.

Thus, the ontology according to the ISO 15926 standard
is most suitable for the specified problem. However, it
should be noted that, taking into account the need for
a common equipment and ISA-88 knowledge base, it
was decided to implement the equipment knowledge base
using OSTIS. In addition, there are restrictions in the
ISO 15926 standard that are not present in the OSTIS
Technology.

I V. A B O U T I S A - 8 8 A N D T H E C R I T E R I A F O R
T H E D E C O M P O S I T I O N O F T E C H N O L O G Y A N D

E Q U I P M E N T

As already noted above, when creating the equipment
hierarchy, an engineer faces a number of problems related
to the need to take into account many factors. The larger
the technological scheme in terms of the amount of
equipment and the more connectivities it has, the more
difficult it is to allocate logically related equipment in it.
The difficulty also lies in the fact that the standards do not
and cannot have all the criteria for allocation. Therefore,
this problem should be considered both from the point
of view of the limitations and functional requirements
of the ISA-88 standard and from the point of view of
experience from best practices. Both can be put into the
knowledge base [18].

To begin with, let us highlight clear restrictions, using
which it is quite easy to determine whether the equipment
belongs to one of the hierarchy levels. According to ISA-
88, these levels are:

1) the level of the process cells;
2) the level of units;
3) the level of equipment modules;
4) the level of control modules.
According to the standard, “a process cell is a logical

grouping of equipment that includes the equipment
required for production of one or more batches”. Exactly
from the point of view of batch production, the process
cell is distinguished. If the entire batch of semi-products
is not developed in the framework of the process cell,
the equipment that is needed for this should be included.
Within one process cell, there may be several connected
elements of equipment capable of producing several
batches in parallel. If they cannot be separated, they
remain within the same process cell. In addition, the
process cell must contain at least one unit.

The allocation of units is a little less obvious. There
are several clear criteria:

1) one unit cannot contain several batches;
2) each technological action occurs immediately (simul-

taneously) with all the material within one unit;
3) the technological operation begins and ends within

the same unit.
Even less obvious conditions for choosing and com-

bining are the statements:
• the unit can include all the equipment and control

modules involved in technological actions;
• the unit can work with part of the batch.
All equipment, except for the control module, can

implement procedural control. That is, from the point
of view of technology, it contains some procedural ele-
ments that perform a technological operation, separating
itself from the method of its implementation. There are
operational directives, for example, “heat to the required
temperature”, as opposed to the directives “open valve
1” or “if TE101 > 23, close the valve”. The last control
directive refers to equipment, not technology, and is called
“basic control” in the standard. This is the main criterion
that determines the principle of allocating the control
module – this equipment does not contain procedural
control. In addition, this part of the hierarchy enables
real interaction with concrete equipment, while the other
levels are more role groups. Therefore, the level of control
modules cannot be omitted in the hierarchy.

The concept of procedural control per se is also not
clear enough. It is difficult to formalize it as well as to
define in an ontology. However, according to the standard,
there are certain features inherent in it, in contrast to the
basic control, such as visibility at the recipe level, a
characteristic state engine, abstraction from equipment,
etc.

As for the control module, there is one indirect but
very useful property as a selection criterion – this
type of equipment is shown in the P&ID-schemes as
instrumentation. According to the standard, the control
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module can include other control modules, creating
combined control modules.

The most uncertain criteria relate to the equipment
module. Firstly, the presence of them is not necessary.
Secondly, this group of equipment consists of an equip-
ment module or other control modules, which may contain
procedural control but at the same time does not meet
the criteria for either a unit or even more so for a process
cell. The presence of the word “may” is confusing, since
the equipment module without procedural control has the
same meaning as the control module. If we accept this as
a strong restriction, then it is required to introduce criteria
that determine how the equipment module differs from
the unit. It is possible to use the criteria for belonging
to the unit, and thus the most important selection criteria
are as follows:
• it performs procedural control;
• it does not work with the entire batch or part of the

batch at the same time.
Thus, if the technological action should take place in

the flow, for example, heating/cooling in heat exchangers
or batching up in the flow but within the process cell,
then it should be related to the equipment module. If it is
necessary to batch up the component into various units,
then the batching up system is an equipment module,
since it cannot belong to any unit.

All objects of the equipment hierarchy, except for the
lower level, are always a group of control modules that are
combined to perform a specific role. The design engineer
of the control system should understand how a group of
equipment can perform these roles jointly. To do this, the
knowledge base that supports this should contain all the
necessary knowledge about the lower level of equipment.
As mentioned above, this can be done by transferring
the knowledge from the P&ID-schemes to it, which are
always present in the project documentation for batch
production.

V. A N A LY S I S O F E X I S T I N G A P P R O A C H E S T O
T H E F O R M A L I Z AT I O N O F S TA N D A R D S I N T H E

F I E L D O F F O R M U L AT I N G

As already described above, there are solutions for
formalizing the ISO 15926 standard based on OWL [19].
However, they have a number of disadvantages inherent
in OWL-based systems [20]:

1) The need to describe metadata, in either case, leads
to duplication of information. Each document should
be created in two copies: marked up one for reading
by humans and one for a computer;

2) An important issue is the openness and validity of
the metadata used – such systems are more fragile
to threats from the outside;

3) The multiformat representation of fragments of
knowledge complicates the process of their process-
ing;

4) The lack of tools for viewing and using the infor-
mation provided by media resources.

The usage of the OSTIS Technology allows getting
a solution without these disadvantages and with the
following advantages:

1) The variety of types of knowledge stored in the
system knowledge base;

2) The variety of types of questions that the system
can answer;

3) The presence of a built-in intelligent help system for
end-users, which provides a substantial improvement
in the efficiency of the system operation;

4) The possibility of using the terminology of various
natural languages;

5) Availability of comprehensive facilities for visu-
alization of knowledge, including different styles
of visualization of fragments of semantic space
and convenient means of navigation through this
semantic space;

6) The ability to easily extend the knowledge and skills
of the system by the hands of developers;

7) System integrability with other related systems
including ones built on the basis of the OSTIS
Technology [21];

8) Availability of means of self-diagnosis, self-analysis
and self-improvement [22].

The OSTIS Technology (an Open semantic technology
for the component design of compatible computer systems
controlled by knowledge) is based on a unified version
of encoding and representation of information based on
semantic networks with a basic set-theoretic interpretation
called an SC-code and with various formats of represen-
tation of information based on it (SCg, SCs, SCn) [23].
The systems that are the target of formulating enterprises
are developed on the OSTIS Technology platform.

V I . O N T O L O G I C A L M O D E L O F T H E I S A - 5 . 1
S TA N D A R D O N O S T I S

A. Content of the KB

The knowledge base according to the ISA-5.1 standard
[24] describes the system of notations and symbols of
tools, processes and functions, that is, it describes the
lower level of control of manufacturing processes and
includes a specification of the notation conventions of a
toolkit.

The ISA-5.1 standard solves the problem of unification
of notations and descriptions of the toolkit of manufac-
turing processes of various types of production including
batch one. The system of notations allows describing the
process and its components of production of any industry.
Characters and notations are used as auxiliary means for
conceptualization as well as brief and concrete means of
connection between instances of various classes of the
toolkit.
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The knowledge base on the ground of the OSTIS
Technology is based on a hierarchy of subject domains
and their corresponding ontologies, which allows, on the
one hand, localizing the area of solving certain problems
and, on the other hand, describing the interrelations
between different concepts and ensuring the inheritance
of their features. Within the framework of the considered
knowledge base, the hierarchy of subject domains was
formed in such a way that the concepts studied in a
particular domain correspond to entities that have some
common function (purpose). At the top level of the
hierarchy, the following set of subject domains that
correspond to the ISA-5.1 standard is highlighted (fig. 4).

Figure 4. A hierarchy of subject domains of the ISA-5.1 standard

The subject domain of hardware and software, which
is the key sc-element of the corresponding section of
the knowledge base, which in turn is decomposed into
particular subsections, describes general concepts and
features that are characteristic of instruments, devices
and other systems. From the point of view of the subject
domain, these features are nonmaximal classes of objects
of research or the relations under investigation. The degree
of detail of the description of the concept depends on the
problems, for the solution of which it is planned to use
this information.

Each subject domain has a corresponding structural
specification, which includes a list of concepts studied
within this domain. Figure 5 shows the structural specifi-
cation of the root subject domain – the Subject domain
of hardware and software.

B. Hierarchy of subject domains

Let us consider in more detail the particular subject
domains. Each type of hardware or software contained in
the standard is described at the level of a certain subject
domain (fig. 6).

The hierarchy at this stage is not comprehensive, it is
assumed that the knowledge base will be further devel-
oped. To achieve this goal, it is necessary to increase the
number of connectivities between the concepts, thereby
eliminating the incompleteness and improperness of the
knowledge described by the standard. Let us consider
the structural specification of some of the above subject
domains. They describe not only the roles of the concepts

Figure 5. The specification of the subject domain of hardware and
software

Figure 6. A hierarchy of subject domains of the ISA-5.1 knowledge
base
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that build up them but also the relations with other subject
domains.

C. Description of a particular concept, its relations with
others.

The subject domain allows obtaining only that knowl-
edge that can and could be common to the concepts
contained in it. Thus, the more information about the
object there is, the more clear it is to the user. Let us
consider the principles of describing a specific concept
and its relations with others using the example of the
following system of concepts: a discrete tool (SD of
instruments) −→ a device (SD of devices) −→ hardware
(SD of hardware and software) −→ a controller (SD of
devices).

The specification of the concept “device” is shown in
figure 7.

Figure 7. The absolute “device”

A device is the maximum class of objects of research
in the Subject domain of devices. It is worth considering
that the knowledge base includes the internationalization
of systems of concepts necessary for the end-user of this
system. In this case, an employee of a manufacturing
enterprise or an engineering company may be the end-
user. It is possible to map back not only the concepts of
the same subject domain but also the interrelations of the
subject domains themselves.

Let us consider the concept “discrete instrument” from
the subject domain of instruments, which is also a subclass
of the device class. It has the main identifier in three
languages – Russian, English and Ukrainian – and a
single system one. The “instrument” class includes entities
of the “discrete instrument” class. The definition of
this concept is given in a hypertext format with links
to the used concepts described in the knowledge base.
Different understanding of this term is incorrect, and it
is inadvisable to divide it into synonyms or homonyms
(fig. 8).

Figure 8. The absolute “discrete instrument”

Similarly, it is possible to investigate other connected
concepts, for example, “software” (fig. 9), “controller”
(fig. 10), etc.

Figure 9. The absolute “software”
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Figure 10. The absolute “controller”

An outstanding feature of the knowledge base according
to the ISA-5.1 standard is the usage of logical formulas
that allow describing logical conformities that characterize
the features of the entities being described. Within the
framework of the knowledge base according to the ISA-
5.1 standard, the most interesting from this point of view
are the features of binary logical elements, which are
central to the subject domain of instruments and are the
basis of hardware and software of formulating. To write
logical statements about binary logical elements, the SCL –
a sublanguage of the SC-code – was used. As an example,
let us consider a qualified logical element OR, equal to
“n” (fig. 11).

The KB fragment describes this concept and includes
an identifier both in text format and in the form of an
illustration accepted by the ISA-5.1 standard, a definition,
inclusion of a binary logical element in a more general
concept as well as a logical formula that describes the
principle of operation of this device.

A logical formula is a structure that contains sc-
variables. An atomic formula is a logical formula that
does not contain logical connectives. By default, the
existential quantifier is superposed on sc-variables within
the framework of the atomic logical formula. Thus, the
formula below means that there is a _gate entity that is a
qualified logical element OR, equal to “n”, which has a
set of inputs of power “n”, and if at least one input has

Figure 11. The semantic neighborhood of the “qualified logical element
OR, equal to n” concept

the logical value “true”, then the output of the formula
is also “true” (fig. 12).

Figure 12. The logical formula of the “qualified logical element OR,
equal to n” concept

V I I . E X A M P L E S O F T H E O P E R AT I O N O F T H E
S Y S T E M O F F O R M U L AT I N G W I T H T H E D I S P L AY

O F I N F O R M AT I O N I N N AT U R A L L A N G U A G E S

The easiest way to convey information, including
knowledge, to the user is a welcomed and understandable
interface of the used system. For this purpose, a compo-
nent was introduced into the interface of the system of
formulating, which allows displaying structures written in
the SC-code representation forms into natural languages
familiar to the user.

As examples of the usage of the component, answers
to questions in any language can serve. Figures 13 and
14 show a variant of the decomposition of the section of
the SD of formulating enterprises in the SCn-editor and
in natural language, respectively.

Any of the standard questions to the ostis-system can
be a question in a natural language. Figures 15 and 16
show the answer to the question about the set, to which
the specified concept belongs, and about the roles that it
performs in this set.
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Figure 13. The decomposition of the section of the SD of formulating
enterprises in SCn

Figure 14. The decomposition of the section of the SD of formulating
enterprises in the Russian language

Using this component, it is possible to represent the
semantic neighborhoods of absolute and relative concepts
in the knowledge base of the system. Knowledge about
the concepts “unit” and “equipment phase” can have the
representation forms shown in figures 17, 18 and 19, 20,
respectively.

The main problem of developing this component is the
need to expand the dictionary of key concepts used to
make connections between fragments of neighborhoods
of other concepts. The possibility of internationalization
of systems of concepts causes the problem of storing
and representing the used means of detecting and making
such connections.

V I I I . C O N C L U S I O N

In this article, the principles of building a system for
automating the activities of a process engineer based
on an ontological approach within the framework of

Figure 15. The answer to the question “What sets is control module
an element of and what roles does it take on there?” in SCn

Figure 16. The answer to the question “What sets is control module
an element of and what roles does it take on there?” in the Russian
language

Figure 17. The absolute “unit” in SCn

Figure 18. The absolute “unit” in the Russian language

the Industry 4.0 concept are highlighted. The developed
system includes a number of international industrial
standards that are used to build a subject domain, and
therefore the system can easily be combined with other
ontological subject domains of the enterprise (MOM,
ERP, etc.). The complex of tools and methods for
developing ontology bases on the ground of the OSTIS
Technology is a powerful tool for designing systems
of formulating enterprises. The technology used, with
many of its principles and the resulting advantages over
other technologies, allows developing and multiplying the
potential of existing formulating systems. At present, the

Figure 19. The absolute “equipment phase” in SCn

Figure 20. The absolute “equipment phase” in the English language
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complex of information management systems is not just
a knowledge base with a subsystem for processing user,
including engineering, issues – it also has the right to be
considered as a major help system of a process engineer.
The general purpose of the following problems of system
design is to achieve the maximum level of integration of
the accumulated knowledge.
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Принципы построения системы
автоматизации деятельности
инженера-технолога на основе

онтологического подхода в рамках
концепции Industry 4.0

Таберко В.В., Иванюк Д.С., Зотов Н.В.,
Орлов М.К., Пупена А.Н., Луцкая Н.Н.

В данной работе внимание уделено непрерывному
развитию системы комплексного информационного об-
служивания сотрудниками предприятия рецептурного
производства на примере ОАО «Савушкин продукт» с
использованием открытой семантической технологии
проектирования интеллектуальных систем.

На примере стандартов ISA-88 и ISA-5.1 рассмотрена
структура базы знаний и пользовательского интерфейса
системы поддержки процессов рецептурного произ-
водства. Приведены методы для построения единой
онтологической модели комплексного информацион-
ного обслуживания предприятия. В работе освещены
принципы построения системы автоматизации деятель-
ности инженера-технолога на основе онтологического
подхода в рамках концепции Industry 4.0.
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Abstract—The paper considers the implementation of an
intelligent computer vision component based on a neural
network approach to solve the problem of recognizing
various product markings manufactured by JSC Savushkin
Product. A feature of the system is the use of modular
architecture, which makes it easy to add new models.
The proposed system is a component of a more general
neurosymbolic system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The competitiveness of any production is based on the
release of various and high-quality products. Quality is
the defining criterion when a client chooses a particular
product, and diversity allows to cover various groups
of potential buyers. Systems that automate the quality
control process while maintaining the variety of products
in a large enterprise are of particular value. At the same
time, the quality control process is carried out not only
for the product itself, but also for the packaging and
marking that the buyer sees. Since the packaging forms
the initial impression of the product, its quality is one of
the reasons that gives the buyer a reason to buy. Marking
as an element of the packaging guarantees the buyer the
safety of the product for the specified period, subject to
the storage conditions.

Recently, the methods of artificial intelligence in gen-
eral and machine learning in particular have been widely
used in industrial systems installed in enterprises to
control the production process. Intelligent subsystems
simplify many of the routine operations carried out to
maintain the quality of the finished product. For example,
control over the correctness of marking was previously
carried out exclusively by a human operator. Now, with
the evolution of the theory of computer vision, which
has received a significant breakthrough thanks to ideas
from the constantly evolving field of learning deep neural
networks, systems are being created that allow this
operation to be performed faster and more regularly than
a human could do.

In addition to tracking markings of only one human-
readable type (for example, alphanumeric), the modu-
lar implementation of such systems makes it possible
to universalize the recognition process and easily add
prepared models that recognize new types of markings
(for example, a Data Matrix code). This special type of
matrix barcode allows you to encode special identifi-
cation information, as well as weight, expiration date,
serial number, consignment and date of manufacture of
the product [1].

In addition to universality in the processing of products
of various types, automation of control in production is of
particular importance. With the evolution of the concept
of Industry 4.0 and IIoT (Industrial internet of things),
more and more intelligent control solutions are being
created. The implementation of such solutions allows
full control over production, including control over the
condition of production equipment and safety measures.
Moreover, these important functions are carried out with-
out human intervention. In the future, this can lead to the
creation of completely autonomous production facilities,
in which even the operations of planning the purchase of
raw materials and the shipment of finished products will
be carried out automatically.

This work is devoted to the development of a neural
network component that is part of a more general neu-
rosymbolic system described in [2].

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The task set before us was to develop a system
for verifying the correctness of marking on products
manufactured by JSC Savushkin Product. An important
aspect is that the system must work in real time, based
on data from a camera installed above the production
line. This camera generates a video stream at 76 frames
per second.

In addition to the alphanumeric code (Fig. 1), since
recently, products can be produced with alternative mark-
ing including a Data Matrix code (Fig. 2) [3]. This type
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of marking is a convenient and concise representation of
the specific and basic data about the product.

Figure 1. Product with alphanumeric marking

Figure 2. Product with Data Matrix code

Based on the general formulation of the problem, the
following subtasks can be distinguished, which must be
solved by the system:

1) detection and recognition of the type of marking;
2) marking recognition;
3) identifying possible marking problems.
In general, the following requirements can be imposed

on the system that will solve the assigned tasks:
• High speed of work. The production line is moving

very quickly, so the detection of defects should be
carried out with minimal delays;

• Autonomy. The system should minimize operator
involvement in the quality control process;

• Universality. The system should be configured to
recognize the marking of any product;

• Adaptability. The system must work under any
conditions that occur in production (for example,
insufficient lighting, personnel errors, etc.).

Let’s list the main problems with marking [2]:
1) lack of ink: in case of receipt of products on the

production line without marking, the system must
conclude that there is no ink;

2) camera shift: if no data on the recognition results
are received from the neural network modules,

but the system knows that movement along the
production line has begun, then it must conclude
that the camera has shifted;

3) bad marking: marking was found and recognized,
but did not match the template representation.
In this case, the system must conclude that the
marking is incorrect;

4) unreadable marking: if the marking is blurry and
cannot be recognized, it is necessary to stop the
production line and report the error to the operator.

For problems 1,3 and 4, it is necessary to screen out
products that have a problem marking. The occurrence of
these problems implies a complete stop of the production
line movement and reporting to the operator about the
problem.

III. OVERVIEW OF EXISTING APPROACHES

Despite the existing interest in the autonomy of pro-
duction processes and the indisputable advantages that its
implementation entails, tasks similar to those described
are solved in a large number of cases with the participa-
tion of a person. The operator simply checks a part of
the production periodically and randomly. This approach
has disadvantages:
• only a small part of the production passes inspec-

tion, so there is a possibility that the defective
marking will be missed;

• the speed of a person’s reaction to an emergency
situation may be insufficient;

• a person may not notice a small difference between
the checked marking and the template one;

• the manual verification work is monotonous.
Existing projects are based on hardware solutions, for

example, on the use of special sensors [4].
Such solutions implement marking recognition, but

have a number of important disadvantages:
• Unstable recognition quality, depending on the con-

ditions under which the recognition is performed.
Since the production line moves quickly, the nec-
essary conditions for high-quality recognition are
often not met;

• Necessity to purchase specialized software to con-
figure sensors.

Thus, such solutions create additional difficulties in
operation, which are manifested in the need, in addition
to selective manual control of product quality, to control
the recognition system itself.

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH

The proposed approach is to use a pipeline structure of
separate neural network modules, each of which solves
its own subproblem of marking recognition.

The task of this pipeline is to detect the marking,
determine its type and recognize it.

Let us stop on the system architecture in more detail.
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A. Formulation of the marking detection problem

As mentioned earlier, in the process of recognizing
product markings, additional tasks are solved related to
the correct application of such markings. The first task
is to determine the presence of marking on the product
and the type of marking. The second task is to determine
the presence of marking distortions that arise during the
printing process, the absence of its parts, etc. And finally,
the third task is the actual recognition of the marking,
which is carried out in different ways depending on its
type (for example, by detecting individual digits that
make up the marking, or by recognizing the correspond-
ing Data Matrix code). After completing these tasks, the
output information is generated (the date of production
of the product, the number in the consignment, etc.) and
the correctness of these data is determined in accordance
with a predetermined template.

However, it should be noted that in the process of
solving these problems, the following problems arise:
• High speed video stream. Since the video stream

speed is 76 frames per second, the processing time
for each frame is about 13 milliseconds. It should
be noted that this time is not enough to launch a
complex neural network architecture.

• Impossibility of correct direct detection of digits.
In addition to the digits contained directly in the
marking, digits applied to other objects can get
into the frame, for example, the production line
itself or its parts. In addition, it should be noted
that the image enters the neural network with a
reduced resolution, which leads to the difficulty of
recognizing small objects (digits).

• Possibility to change the orientation of mark-
ing. During the movement of products along the
production line, it is possible to rotate the marking
at an arbitrary angle, which leads to a significant
degradation in recognition.

The listed problems can be solved architecturally.
So, the first of these problems is solved by skipping
insignificant frames in which the product is not in the
middle of the frame. This allows us to increase the
time interval required for image processing by the neural
network. Thus, it is necessary to assess the significance
of the frame. This can be done with a simple model with
a short processing time.

The second problem is solved by decomposing the
detection problem into separate subtasks. For example,
at the beginning, the product is found, then the marking
on the product and, finally, separate digits.

Finally, the third problem is solved by estimating the
angle of rotation of the marking in order to present it in
the maximum horizontal position.

The presence of several subtasks involves the use of a
group of models, each of which does its own part of the
work.

B. Recognition module architecture

Based on the previously formulated tasks and prob-
lems solved by the recognition module, we list the main
subtasks.

1) Assessment of product position
2) Product and marking detection
3) Defining the type of marking
4) Rotate markings for horizontal orientation
5) Marking recognition
6) Assembling the marking and checking it
It should be noted that in our implementation, almost

every subtask uses its own neural network model. This
allows you to easily modify the system, improve indi-
vidual modules, change them, and add new ones.

The architecture of the ready-made recognition module
is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Structure of the marking recognition module

Let us briefly describe the purpose of each individ-
ual neural network model and their role in the overall
architecture.

The first model is a convolutional classifier that de-
termines the significance of the frame for subsequent
analysis. In this case, the most significant is the frame
in which the product is closest to the center of the
frame. Four main classes of positions were defined as
the distance of the product from the center of the frame.
Class 1 describes the minimum distance. Only frames
of this class are involved in the subsequent stages of
processing and analysis. Classes 2 and 3 describe the
average and maximum distance. Class 4 is used when
there is no product in the frame (empty line).

The architecture of the classifier used is shown in
Fig. 4. It consists of 5 layers and has 4 output neurons
according to the number of classes that determine the
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position of the product in the frame. All layers use the
ReLU activation function except for the 3rd and last
layers. They use linear and softmax activation functions,
respectively. Also applies max pooling after the first and
second convolutional layers with stride equal to 2.

...im
age

300X300

grayscale

128 4

convolution

8x5x5

stride 5

convolution

16x5x5

convolution

32x5x5

MaxPooling MaxPooling

Figure 4. Classifier structure for bottle position estimation [2]

If the frame has been assigned to class 1, it is passed
on to the next model.

The second model is a detector and searches for
products and markings in the frame. Here, an SSD
network [5] based on the MobileNet v1 [6] classifier was
chosen as the architecture.

Independent product and marking detection automati-
cally identifies the missing label situation. To do this, it
is enough to check the logical condition for the absence
of marking in the presence of the product itself in the
frame. If a defect is detected, the system notifies the
operator about it.

It should be noted that this detector is used to detect
different types of markings. Since the SSD model can be
used to detect objects of different classes, it was decided
to use it to determine the type of markings, which does
not require any special analysis procedures.

As a result, if a defect in the marking was not detected,
the image of the marking (in its original size) and
information about its type are transferred to the next
model.

The third model is a regressor used to estimate the
angle of rotation of the marking. This model returns the
angle by which the marking must be rotated to achieve
a horizontal orientation of the image. This conversion
improves the quality of subsequent digit recognition.
After rotation, the image of the marking is transferred
to the model for analyzing the corresponding type of
marking (in our implementation, these are models for
analyzing a Data Matrix code or alphanumeric marking).

To analyze the alphanumeric marking, the SSD-
MobileNet v1 detector is also used, which detects sep-
arate digits in the marking. The current implementation
uses a non-neural network model to analyze the Data
Matrix code. The applicability of a neural network for
such an analysis may be the subject of further research.

Further, the assembly of the recognized marking is
carried out and the recognition result is returned.

The principle of operation of the neural network
component using the example of alphanumeric marking
is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5. How the system works
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C. Training datasets

In the process of preparing neural network models, we
used several different training datasets:

• Dataset for training the classifier
• Dataset for training the detector of markings and

products (determining the type of marking)
• Dataset for training the rotation angle regressor
• Dataset for training the digit detector

Dataset for training the classifier. To create a dataset,
the Faster R-CNN [7] model was used (based on the
pretrained ResNet50 [8] classifier). This model has bet-
ter performance indicators than SSD-MobileNet, but is
inferior in speed. It was used to automatically labeling
the available data (mainly video files of the production
process) according to the distance of the product from the
center of the frame. The metric used was the Euclidean
distance from the center of the product to the center of
the frame. Thus, four classes of images were formed,
which were used for the subsequent training of the
convolutional classifier. The total sample size was 6189
images, 1303 of which constituted the test dataset.

Dataset for training the detector of markings and
products (determining the type of marking). To form
this dataset, we used manually labeled images from
the classifier training dataset and additional images of
generated Data Matrix codes. The total dataset size was
815 images, 163 of which constituted the test dataset.

Dataset for training the rotation angle regressor.
When creating this dataset, the images of markings
rotated at arbitrary angles were used. The total dataset
size was 59385 images, of which 11877 constituted the
test dataset. The images of markings obtained from the
dataset for training the detector of markings and products
were taken as a basis.

Dataset for training the digit detector. To create this
selection, a dataset of house numbers SVHN [9] was
used, as well as labeled markings. The variant of the
SVHN dataset was used, which included 33402 images
in the training part and 13068 in the test part. The dataset
size of labeled markings was 419 images.

D. Results

After training classifier, the final recognition accuracy
was 93.27%.

Both detectors (products/markings and separate digits)
were trained on the basis of pre-trained models.

The use of the SSD model allows achieving detection
efficiency of 99% (mAP = 0.99) for product detection
and marking and 92% (mAP = 0.92) for separate digits.
In addition, the processing speed makes it possible to
successfully detect markings in the video stream at
76 frames per second. The results of the recognition
efficiency of separate digits are presented in the table
I.

Table I
EFFICIENCY OF DETECTING INDIVIDUAL CLASSES OF DIGITS

Class label AP
0 0.9218
1. 0.9107
2. 0.9354
3. 0.9286
4. 0.9265
5. 0.9137
6. 0.9274
7. 0.9167
8. 0.9646
9. 0.8975

mAP 0.92429

The results for the detector of markings and the
detector of separate digits are shown in Fig. 6 and 7.

Figure 6. Detected product and marking

Figure 7. Detected digits in marking

CONCLUSION

This paper discusses the development of an intelligent
component for recognizing product marking based on a
neural network approach. The advantage of the proposed
solution is the use of the neural networks pipeline,
which allows easy switching between individual models.
It should be noted the universality of the proposed
approach, which is manifested in the simplicity of per-
forming the work on recognizing arbitrary markings on
a variety of products. It is enough to integrate a new
module with the required functionality and the system
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will start using it. The models we use are efficient, which
makes it possible to operate the system on a fast moving
production line.

The direction of further work can be chosen to im-
prove the existing results of recognition of alphanumeric
markings, as well as to study the application of a neural
network approach for QR code recognition.
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Нейросетевой компонент системы
распознавания маркировки продукции на

производственной линии
Крощенко А. А., Иванюк Д. С.

Данная работа посвящена аспектам разработки ней-
росетевого компонента системы распознавания мар-
кировки на производственном предприятии ОАО “Са-
вушкин Продукт”. Данная система предназначена
для эксплуатации с различными типами маркировок
(буквенно-цифровая, Data Matrix) и может быть легко
дополнена новыми типами по мере необходимости.
Каждый из модулей предложенной системы заменяем
и может независимо изменяться и улучшаться. Нейро-
сетевые модели, используемые в текущей реализации
системы, отличаются быстротой работы и могут быть
с успехом использованы на производственной линии с
высокой скоростью конвейера.
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Abstract—The conceptual framework of an intelligent
system of integral medicine in the medical-technological ba-
sis of functional spectral-dynamic diagnostics is considered
and the ways of its building are determined.
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I. Introduction
Under the concept of integral medicine, let us under-

stand the model of iatric thinking based on the integra-
tion of knowledge from the main methodic approaches
of world medical science and practice.

This is, firstly, the convergence of various fields: orien-
tal (traditional Chinese, Indian and Tibetan medicine), al-
lopathic, homeopathic, naturopathic (the usage of natural
pharmaceuticals, including bioactive accessory food sub-
stances), physiopathic (isopathic, frequency-resonance
and spectral-dynamic methods) ones.

In addition, integral iatric thinking necessarily in-
cludes two more dimensions. The second dimension is
the integration of knowledge of the health-improving
(health-protective), preventive and curative branches of
medicine. And the third dimension is the integration of
knowledge about the main etiological levels of pathology,
including genetic, morphological, biochemical, func-
tional and mental ones.

II. Medical-technological basis
For the next generation of physicians to be able to

successfully complete their tasks in the paradigm of
integral medicine, a single medical-technological basis
is required. Today, spectral-dynamic technology claims
to be the single medical-technological basis of integral
medicine [1]. This is determined not only by the techno-
logical advantages (simplicity, rapidity and passivity of
the diagnostic procedure) but also by the possibilities
of practically unlimited spreading of the spectrum of
diagnostic markers and the creation of problem-oriented
marker bases that facilitate the work of a physician and
are a necessary condition for the building of automated
systems for completing various tasks based on new
algorithms developed by physicians.

The development of the theory, methods and tech-
nological means of integral medicine is a new large-
scale field in the theory and practice of medicine. It is
important to clarify that this process preserves the ex-
isting structure of medical activities. In other words, the
question is not about all physicians becoming specialists
in integral medicine, but about the fact that physicians
of various specialties will gain access to its methods that
can radically improve the quality of health-improving,
preventive and curative care.

In practice, the methods of integral medicine can be-
come available to physicians only if there is an intelligent
system that provides full-scale usage of the capabilities
of integral medicine.

Currently, the main obstacle in the way of building
an intelligent system of integral medicine is the differ-
entiation of conceptual constructs of different fields of
medicine. The overcoming of this is possible only on
the way of ensuring semantic compatibility and semantic
convergence of subsystems in the process of designing
intelligent systems [2]– [4].

III. Key terms
Before identifying a means of overcoming these ob-

stacles, let us consider the correlation of the concepts
“intelligence”, “task” and “diagnostics”.

The tools of thinking are systems of concepts and
systems of images. The imaginative and conceptual con-
structs contained in the memory of the subject of think-
ing are the corresponding systems of their knowledge.
The world cognition by a child begins through images,
which are then joined by concepts.

Images and understanding of problems can be intu-
itive, that is, the understanding of problems is not carried
out at the level of argumentation, and the resulting formu-
lations may be unprecise. In this case, the communicative
moment necessary for the transfer of knowledge obtained
at an intuitive level, using associative relations, may be
difficult. Thus, it is possible to talk about two ways or
two levels of thinking – intuitive and analytical ones, the
last of which includes the structuring of concepts and the
nature of their connections.
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In the humanities and natural sciences, which belong
to poorly structured areas of knowledge, decision-making
at the initial stage is often not only, and sometimes
not so much, argumentative as intuitive. Intuition and
argumentation as a type of reasoning are two sides of
the same phenomenon. Since the knowledge accumulated
in the form of experience is often intuitive and cannot
be described [5]. According to A. Bergson [6], “intel-
ligence is carved in intuition”, and intuition, according
to K. G. Jung [7], is a psychological function that
provides the transfer of perception to the subject in an
unconscious way. At the same time, intuitive thinking
is “fueled” by imaginative representations. The so-called
“internal images” of objects, phenomena, situations, that
exist as a stimulus, in the absence of a directly affecting
prototype, can act as generalizing ones for imaginative
phenomena that correspond to a certain situation [8], [9].
In medicine, intuition helps to search for diagnostically
significant traits or their combinations (syndromes) and
can contribute to the choice of a rational way of the pa-
tient examination, which optimizes the diagnostic process
that includes mental intuitive-imaginative hypotheses [5].

Intuitive thinking, which is present in humans, has
not yet been implemented in technical systems. Although
sometimes image recognition using neural network tech-
nologies is called intuitive recognition, it is actually
the result of computational procedures on numerous
neurons of multilayer perceptrons (Deep Learning). How-
ever, fuzzy logical-linguistic (linguological) models [10],
which should include intuitive-imaginative-logical sys-
tems [5], can be implemented using fuzzy inference
algorithms. As a basis for this, imageries can serve,
accompanied by factors of confidence of experts, which,
in turn, can include intuitive representations of experts.
This allows transforming a fuzzy imagery into a rela-
tively ordered one – from a typical or classical image
(archetype) to the least similar ones, which are especially
difficult to identify [11].

Analytical thinking is present in biological systems
and is implemented (modeled) in intelligent technical
systems. The communicative aspects of “thinking” can
be traced in multi-agent systems and systems that use
ant colony optimization [12]– [15]. To formalize mental
concepts, it was proposed to use extensions of modal
logics [16], [17]. This approach is based on the syntax of
the variant of the multi-modal logic of multiplicative time
proposed by the authors and on semantics in the form of
a set of possible worlds. The result is the formalization
of the dynamics of the environment and the behavior of
an intelligent agent.

The intuitive and analytical levels of thinking are a
means of intellectual support for the operation of a
biological or technical system in a specific environment
and in the context of a certain value system, explicit
or not explicit one. The operational environment of

the system can have several levels, which is especially
noticeable when referring to manipulators and robots.
There are two main levels in the biological system.
The first level is the sensory environment, the second
level is the thinking environment, which is divided into
visual active thinking (innate one, that refers to the
subject area), concrete-objective thinking (completion of
tasks concerning a real object), abstract-logical thinking,
which allows completing creative tasks.

In biological systems, communications are mediated
by sensory systems, including, mainly, the visual, audi-
tory and tactile systems of a human, and in cyber phys-
ical systems, it is electricity-measuring, low-frequency
electromagnetic, infrared, optical, X-ray, biochemical and
other sensors.

Intelligent software is, in fact, an analytical tool for a
biological or technical system. From this, the following
definition can be formulated:

INTELLIGENCE is a tool for cognition, understand-
ing, solving problems and completing tasks.

It should be noted that the fundamentally important
characteristics of intelligence are the ability to recognize
the essential in the data, the generation of a sequence
(purpose – plan – action), the ability to select assump-
tions relevant to the purpose, reasoning (obtaining con-
sequences from assumptions), decision-making through
argumentation [18].

The completion of the task is always preceded by
its understanding, which can be implicit (intuitive) or
explicit (analytical and communicative), including fixed
in the architecture or in the algorithms of the technical
system. Explicit understanding can and should be based
on both declarative and procedural knowledge. At the
same time, finally, a human, including the creator of a
technical system, has an understanding formed on the
basis of a conceptual construct. The consequence of this
fact is the high value of a tight definition of concepts.
For example, for the understanding of tasks, the tight
definition of the concept of the task itself, given by
Yu. L. Yershov and K. F. Samokhvalov, effectively helps
[19].

A TASK is something, for which a criterion for distin-
guishing a completion from a non-completion is defined.
Note that, in contrast to the definition of the concept of
a task, a PROBLEM is something, for which a criterion
for distinguishing a solution from a non–solution is
not defined. The definition of such a criterion trans-
lates the problem into the rank of a task. The quality
(accuracy) of the found criterion for distinguishing a
solution/completion from a non-solution/non-completion
depends on the level of understanding of the problem.

The understanding of the concept, idea, problem, task,
message, event, phenomenon, system, etc. (conditionally
generalized, object) is carried out in the actual discourse
as a set of relevant, that is, having a sufficiently high
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rank in the value system, semantic fields of object
classes. That is, the actual discourse (late Lat. discursus
– reasoning, argument) forms a system of understanding
of the object.

There are three levels of understanding of the object.
The first level of understanding can be considered as

the identification of the belonging of an object to the
semantic fields of a set of object classes that are suitable
by association.

The second level of understanding is the integration
(consolidation) of the obtained as a result of identifica-
tion of belonging, that is, semantic identifications, into
an integral whole in the current discourse. However,
it should be noted that the subjective irrelevance of
some objectively significant semantic field of the general
discourse leads to an incomplete or incorrect and even
false understanding of the object.

The third level of understanding is the identification
(including the formulation) of the meaning of the essence
of an object as an invariant of its integral understanding
in a certain set of contexts. The limiting case of the
third level of understanding is a tight definition of the
meaning or essence of an object. Thus, the definition
of the concept of a task according to [19] led to the
need to revise some of the foundations of mathematics.
This suggests that the natural language conceptual base
is always primary, and the subsequent levels of formal-
ization using artificial languages, including the language
of mathematics, are secondary.

In general, the understanding of “what it really is”
is possible only in the discourse of the laws of human
nature, including the laws and determinants of health.
This statement is correct in relation to almost all objects,
with a few exceptions of purely technical, restricted pro-
fessional issues. It is obvious that a sufficiently complete
and noncontradictory understanding of tasks and prob-
lems by natural or artificial intelligence is a necessary
condition for their correct solution and completion.

The tasks of recognition and classification in poorly
structured areas of knowledge in artificial intelligence
systems are completed using heuristic and logical algo-
rithms. Next, let us focus on the class of diagnostic tasks.

DIAGNOSTICS is the identification of the belonging
of an object or process to a certain semantic category.
It is based on sensory, imaginative, computational and
verbal data (exclusively verbal data can be found in the
diagnostics of mental diseases in medicine, the compar-
ison of images and their coordinates in astronomy).

As a semantic category, in medicine, the positions of
nosological classification (classification of diseases) or
disease exposure (prenosological diagnostics) are most
often used. In technical diagnostics, this can be, for
example, a classification of failure risk levels.

As sources of sensory data for medical diagnostics,
equipment based on the fixation of electrical measure-

ments, low-frequency electromagnetic waves, infrared or
X-ray radiation and data from other sensors can serve.

Regardless of the source of the sensor signals, the
input data for diagnostic systems is usually a parametric
vector or matrix, in particular, an image. In both cases,
neural network, logical and logical-statistical recognition
algorithms, as well as their combinations, are applicable.

IV. Prospects of intelligent diagnostic systems

Medicine is in urgent need of the development of intel-
ligent diagnostic systems (IDS). The history of existing
IDS has convincingly demonstrated their high efficiency
and low potency of widespread usage. A similar situation
occurs with new IDS developments. This contradiction is
caused not only by organizational and financial issues but
also by the complexity of integrating intelligent decision
support systems into medical information systems due
to technological incompatibility, the main component of
which is the problem of semantic convergence.

The real possibility of overcoming this contradiction
is provided by the principles of the organization of
the Open Semantic Technology for Intelligent Systems
(OSTIS) [20]. On this basis, the prospects of ontolog-
ical design, production and operation of semantically
compatible hybrid intelligent computer systems are being
opened.

The prospect of using the OSTIS Technology to create
medical IDS can be seen in the following example.

Over the past two decades, the technology of func-
tional spectral-dynamic diagnostics (FSD-diagnostics)
has been developed using a medical spectral-dynamic
complex [1]. This technology is based on recording a
low-frequency electromagnetic signal from the patient’s
skin surface using a passive electrode (FSD-sensor) and
allows simultaneously obtaining diagnostic information
on all body systems in the amount of tens of thousands
of diagnostic characteristics. The most valuable quality
of FSD-diagnostics is the possibility of early detection
of infectious and common noncontagious diseases [21].

The mass character of early detection of diseases will
be provided by the technology of automatic FSD-smart-
diagnostics [22]. This technology will make it possible
to use a personal smartphone (or other means of Internet
communication) for automatic FSD-diagnostics of infec-
tious and chronic noncontagious diseases at the early
stages of their development for individual prevention and
early treatment. The set of essential interacting automatic
diagnostic systems requires their semantic compatibility,
and therefore the OSTIS Technology best corresponds
to the tasks of implementing smart diagnostics [23].
And most importantly, that FSD-diagnostics uses markers
that take into account the features of the diagnostics
of the main fields of medicine, including allopathic,
naturopathic, isopathic and homeopathic ones.
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V. Conclusion

The above considerations allow assuming that the
combination of FSD-diagnostics technology (in combina-
tion with other sources of diagnostic data) and the OSTIS
Technology can serve as an effective basis not only for
creating IDS for a wide range of common infectious
and noncontagious diseases but also for building an
intelligent system of integral medicine.
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Принципы и возможные пути
построения интеллектуальной системы

интегральной медицины
Ростовцев В.Н., Кобринский Б.А.

В работе рассмотрены концептуальные основы и
определены пути построения интеллектуальной
системы интегральной медицины в медико-
технологическом базисе функциональной
спектрально-динамической диагностики.

Изложенные в работе соображения позволяют счи-
тать, что сочетание технологии ФСД-диагностики (в
сочетании с иными источниками диагностических
данных) и технологии OSTIS может служить эффек-
тивной основой не только для создания ИСД для
широкого спектра распространенных инфекционных
и неинфекционных заболеваний, но и для построения
интеллектуальной системы интегральной медицины.
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Abstract—Currently, decision support systems in radia-
tion mammology focus on the detection and classification
of neoplasms, despite the fact that the real work of a
radiologist does not imply a diagnosing. Computer vision
systems use a black box model and do not explain the
results of work, which is unacceptable in medicine.

The proposed hybrid approach, combining the work of
computer vision subsystems and a problem solver based on
graphodynamic sc-memory, can make a structured research
report based on the detected anomalies and production
output. This approach will reduce the time of the doctor-
radiologist.

Also, for the first time, the decision support system of
an X-ray technician is presented to improve the quality of
breast styling. The system will improve the quality of the
X-ray image and, accordingly, improve the evaluation of
the study.

Keywords—Dicom, Ostis, Cad, Digital Mammography,
Birads

I. INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is one of the most frequently diagnosed
malignancies among women. So, in the United States in 2018,
its share among all malignancies detected in women was
about 30% [1]. Currently, mammographic screening remains
the most effective method of early detection of breast cancer
[2]. The goal of breast cancer screening is to reduce mortality
by detecting a tumor before its clinical manifestation. The
widespread use of this method makes it possible to detect breast
neoplasms at an early stage, which improves the prognosis for
the patient’s recovery. However, the result in the population
can be achieved under the conditions of ensuring the quality of
diagnostics and sufficient coverage of the target group.

Due to the significant number of patients referred for
screening mammography, the X-ray laboratory assistant and
the doctor have limited time to perform and evaluate the study
[3]. Therefore, the result of diagnostics is influenced by the
time factor, the quality of equipment, the organization of the
process and the qualification of staff.

Lack of time is a serious problem with a wide coverage
of screening. To conduct the study, it is necessary to obtain 4
images: two projections for each laterality. In this case, the X-
ray technician must make the correct placement of the breast on
the deck, otherwise the image will be considered unsuitable for
interpretation. On average, one study takes about 20 minutes.
The doctor, in turn, must interpret 4 images and make a study
report with a conclusion on the BiRads scale [4]. As a result,
it takes at least 10 minutes. Thus, the study of one patient lasts
at least 20 minutes.

Currently, X-ray screening of breast cancer in women is
carried out using digital radiological mammographs. Usually,
the technology of automatic exposure control is used, which
allows you to exclude the possibility of incorrectly set exposure
parameters of the image. The detectors of such devices allow
you to shoot 16-bit images up to 5000*5000 and higher with a
physical pixel size of the matrix from 0.04 mm. Such images
take up about 50 MB in memory. However, for screening, as a
rule, 4 images are produced: two projections of each laterality.
Thus, the study takes about 200 MB in memory.

Images are not stored on a digital mammograph-the device
is part of the radiological information system (RIS), which con-
tains at least one picture archiving and communication system
(PACS). In turn, RIS is part of the hospital information system
(HIS), which contains demographic and clinical information
about the patient, which can be used by a doctor to compile a
report.

The doctor’s workplace is also included in the RIS and
consists, usually, of a research viewer and a gateway to HIS.

The screening process can be organized on the basis of a
hospital or with the help of mobile mammographic complexes.
When using the mobile option, the doctor can evaluate the
studies only when they are moved to PACS, which can happen
only after a few days.

During screening studies, the obtaining and interpretation
of images are almost always separated in time. In this case,
the X-ray laboratory technician may make a mistake and make
an incorrect set-up or perform a study with incorrect exposure
parameters, which will make the study unsuitable for further
interpretation.

The qualification of an X-ray technician is extremely impor-
tant: in case of incorrect breast placement for the study, the im-
ages cannot be evaluated. But the most important qualification
is that of a radiologist-mammologist. Due to the insignificant
dynamic range of tissue densities and as a consequence of
the low image contrast, the detection of pathology requires
considerable experience from a doctor. The complexity of
image interpretation generates hypo and hyperdiagnostics, that
are, errors of the first and second kind. Often, it is possible to
distinguish pathologies only with a retrospective comparison
of images. Since the 2010s, the workplaces of doctors of some
manufacturers have been equipped with a computer diagnos-
tics system (CAD), which allows determining neoplasms on
images. However, their effectiveness is quite low due to the
large number of false positives cases [5].

Thus, the following approaches to improving the quality of
breast cancer screening can be identified:

• Automatic assessment of the quality of breast placement
at the laboratory assistant’s workplace;
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• Prediction of possible pathology at the laboratory as-
sistant’s workplace during screening based on mobile
complexes;

• Automated compilation of a structured research report at
the doctor’s workplace.

II. SUGGESTED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

To automatically assess the quality of breast styling at the
laboratory assistant’s workplace, it is necessary to solve the
following tasks:

• Determine the location of the breast nipple outline;
• Determine the outlines of the chest muscle for the MLO

projection;
• Determine the type of X-ray density of the breast;
• Develop an algorithm for determining the quality of laying

on the scale "Unsatisfactory-Good-Excellent"
The main limiting factor in the development of this subsys-

tem is the speed of operation. The laying assessment procedure
is integrated into the workflow of obtaining an image on an X-
ray machine. And the evaluation stage should not exceed 20
seconds.

The subsystem should also have the ability to integrate any
mammographic device into the diagnostic process. It is worth
noting that the component must be fault-tolerant, and its failure
should not affect other parts of the system.

Thus, the subsystem consists of a server and a client part
and interacts via the grpc protocol. Dicom storage is used as a
container for images. The subsystem architecture is shown in
Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Architecture of the subsystem for assessing the quality of
breast placement.

The purpose of the system for predicting possible pathology
at the laboratory assistant’s workplace is to early identify
patients who may need additional research. Thus, the sys-
tem can offer the laboratory assistant to additionally perform
mammography with tomosynthesis, and a structured report on
automatically found artifacts can also be included in the results
of the study.

The purpose of the system of automated compilation of a
structured research report at the doctor’s workplace is to reduce
the time for manual compilation of the report and the translation
of the report into a machine-readable form.

A system capable of automated creation of a mammographic
examination protocol must match the following criteria:

• The entire study should be provided to the system for
input: several projections (images) for each laterality (left,
right), their metadata, patient metadata (age, information
about the hormonal background).

• Communication with the system should be carried out in
a language based on BiRads.

• The system must have knowledge about radiation di-
agnostics in mammology: statistics on the occurrence
of pathologies and their symptoms, the compatibility of
symptoms, etc.

The study (4 images and a study report) is supplied to the
input of the handler, which sends images to the recognition
modules of diagnostic criteria. Each criterion (artifact) recog-
nizes a separate recognition module. Based on the found cri-
teria, the handler forms a request to the knowledge processing
machine for verifying and supplementing search results. The
knowledge processing machine for differential diagnostics can
request additional data (from the user or another data source).
The response of the knowledge processing machine is translated
by the research handler into a machine - and human-readable
report in a subject-dependent language based on BiRads.

The schematic diagram of this system is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the decision support system of a
radiologist.

III. DATA PREPARATION

The main limiting factor in the development of this sub-
system is the insufficient amount of training data. To create
a report, you need to mark up images for classification or
segmentation by 21 criteria. Doctors should mark up images
using professional medical monitors. In this regard, a markup
language based on the Birds lexicon was developed. The
markup language was built into the Dicom viewer MedXView
and all the markup metadata was stored in Dicom storage.
Currently, 800 studies have been collected with an acceptable
quality of breast styling, all of them were marked up by doctors.
At the same time, various pathologies were found only in 84
studies (10.5%). Thus, the initial data is sufficient only for the
full implementation of the breast styling quality assessment
system at the laboratory assistant’s workplace.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SYSTEM OF
AUTOMATIC ASSESSMENT OF THE QUALITY OF

BREAST PLACEMENT

The tasks of the subsystem for automatic assessment of the
quality of stacking are to determine the location of the outline
of the breast nipple, to determine the outlines of the pectoral
muscle for the MLO projection, to determine the type of X-ray
density of the breast, to determine the quality of styling on the
scale "Unsatisfactory-Good-Excellent".

To implement this task, 2 modules were developed. The
module that controls the launch of neural networks and the
processing of the results obtained. And the module that deter-
mines the quality of the placement.
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During development, we used grpc technology to interact
with the client. The subsystem of automatic assessment of
stacking is a service.

The definition of the laying quality varies depending on
the projections. At the moment, two algorithms have been
implemented for CC and MLO projections. After the image
is processed by the neural network and the coordinates of the
nipple and muscle are received (for the MLO projection), the
stacking assessment algorithm is started.

For the CC projection, the stacking is considered excellent if
the nipple is located close to the center of the image vertically.

For the MLO projection, the styling is considered excellent
if the nipple and the lower border of the muscle are on the
same line or very close.

The neural network for determining the boundaries of the
nipple correctly finds it in 84% of cases. The neural network,
by determining the density, gives the correct result in 82% of
cases. The neural network for determining the boundaries of
the muscle as a result gives the correct result in 96% of cases.

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SYSTEM OF
AUTOMATED COMPILATION OF A STRUCTURED

REPORT

Taking into account the fact that there is not enough train-
ing data on the images of the report compilation system to
implement the subsystem for recognizing diagnostic criteria,
the system was partially implemented.

So, the input-output subsystem and the decision-making
subsystem were implemented.

The decision-making subsystem consists of a knowledge
processing machine and a knowledge base.

The tasks of the decision-making subsystem are the descrip-
tion and use of medical knowledge to generate forecasts of
nosological forms in patients, verification of the output of each
of the recognition modules, selection of a conclusion on the
BiRads scale, conclusion of a hypothesis about the disease.

The task of the knowledge base is to formalize knowledge
in the field of mammology. Medicine is a complex subject area
and its knowledge model is difficult to describe in the form of
a relational model. OSTIS technology is used to represent the
model of knowledge about mammology [6].

The knowledge base consists of subject and utility ontolo-
gies. The subject ontology describes the BiRads language and
the hierarchical structure of artifacts (diagnostic criteria) and
diseases. In turn, the utility one is the basic ontology of IMS
OSTIS.

The template for describing the patient’s study was devel-
oped using a graphical representation of the SC-code. The
description of the study consists of different parts:

• from the part of the patient’s passport data,
• from the part of the image metadata description
• from the part describing all the diagnostic criteria found

by the artifact recognition subsystem.
The passport data of the patient at the moment consists of

the nodes of the hormonal status of the patient and his age. In
the future, it will be possible to add information about previous
studies and about the studies of relatives, which will affect the
calculation of the probability of a particular disease.

The description of the image metadata consists of informa-
tion about the projection, width and height, laterality, and so
on. This information is taken from Dicom files.

Artifacts are divided into laterality artifacts and artifacts
that have a specific location in the image. When processing
an image, the neural network finds all the artifacts and their
attributes and uses tags and values to describe them. The

information is then translated into a graph view. Artifacts
have properties that are also described in the graph structure.
For example, the formation has margins, shape, density, size,
distance from the nipple. For example, the total breast density
can be considered an artifact of laterality.

Many nosological forms have been described. They are
divided into normal, benign, suspicious, and potentially sus-
picious. Each nosological form has a probability distribution
of occurrence by age. The nosological form has features, they
are also artifacts, which are formalized according to the same
template as the study.

The probabilities of occurrence of the nosological form are
very rarely described in the literature. Therefore, we had to
use the real experience of doctors - to get several invaluable
consultations from specialists in their field. Also from the lit-
erature [7], descriptions of nosological forms and probabilities
of occurrence of each artifact and its properties in this form
were taken.

The domain ontology uses static and dynamic ontologies. We
have filled static ontologies with immutable data about diseases,
artifacts and their properties. The dynamic ones are filled in
during the work and form a description of the patient’s study
based on DICOM.

The problem solver is a graphodynamic sc-machine (mem-
ory uses a semantic network as a model of knowledge repre-
sentation), consisting of two parts:

• graphodynamic sc-memory;
• sc-operations systems.
The system of operations is agent-oriented and is a set of sc-

operations, the condition for initiating which is the appearance
of a certain structure in the system’s memory. In this case, the
operations interact with each other through the system memory
by generating constructs that are the initiation conditions for
another operation. With this approach, it becomes possible
to ensure the flexibility and extensibility of the solver by
adding and/or removing a certain set of operations from its
composition.

There are currently seven agents:
• probability counting agent;
• an agent who creates a report on the patient’s passport

data;
• the agent who creates the research report;
• an agent that generates a general report;
• agent for generating the study structure
• report verification agent
• agent for verifying the size of the formation
As a result of the agents work, a list of nosological forms

and their probabilities of existence in this study is obtained,
sorted in descending order.

A BiRads-based language is also used to transfer informa-
tion between subsystems and process research. The markup
language is represented in both SC-code and XML.

The decision-making subsystem receives an XML file with
the result of the recognition modules. After that, a graph
structure is generated in semantic memory, the formations are
validated and the modules are checked. Patient reports, studies
are created and the probabilities of the presence of nosological
forms are calculated. A structured report is created. In this case,
the doctor can edit the created report and save it to PACS.

VI. CONCLUSION

Currently, decision support systems in radiation mammology
focus on the detection and classification of neoplasms, despite
the fact that the real work of a radiologist does not imply a
diagnosing. Computer vision systems use a black box model
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Figure 3. Interaction of agents of the structured report generation
subsystem.

and do not explain the results of work, which is unacceptable
in medicine.

The proposed hybrid approach, combining the work of
computer vision subsystems and a problem solver based on
graphodynamic sc-memory, can make a structured research
report based on the detected anomalies and production output.
This approach will reduce the time of the doctor-radiologist.

Also, for the first time, the decision support system of an
X-ray technician is presented to improve the quality of breast
styling. The system will improve the quality of the X-ray image
and, accordingly, improve the evaluation of the study.
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Система поддержки принятия решений
при проведении скрининга рака молочной

железы
Каешко А.И., Ефимова А.А.

В настоящее время системы поддержки принятия
решений в лучевоймаммологии концентрируют внима-
ния на выявлении и классификации опухолей несмотря
на то, что реальная работа врача-рентгенолога не
подразумевает постановку диагноза. Системыкомпью-
терного зрения используют модель черного ящика и
не объясняют результаты работы, что неприемлимо в
медицине.

Предложенный гибридный подход, совмещающий
работы подсистем компьютерного зрения и решателя
задач на основе графодинамической sc-памяти может
составлять структурированный отчет исследования на
основе обнаруженных аномалий и продукционного
вывода. Такой подход позволит сократить время врача-
диагностика. Так же впервые представлена система
поддержки принятия решений рентген-лаборанта для
улучшения качества укладки молочной железы. Си-
стема позволит улучшить качество рентгеновского
изображения и соответственно улучшить оценку ис-
следования.
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Abstract—The paper deals with the problem of chest
pathologies recognition based on images obtained from
protable fluorographic devices. An approach based on the
neural network technology is proposed. A complex algorith-
mic solution is delevoped. The algorithm is implemented as
a specialized software package.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The epidemiological situation in the country has re-
vealed the necessity of population medical screening.
This standard mean allows one to identify lung patholo-
gies at an early stage quickly. Portable digital fluorog-
raphy equipment is often used for medical screening.
Such a type of the equipment makes it possible to obtain
high-quality digital images with lung tissues visible.
Therefore, the task of effective medical image processing
technologies development is currently urgent [1], [2].

II. THE PROBLEM OF CHEST PATHOLOGIES
RECOGNITION

Algorithmic solutions to that problem exist [3], [4].
They are primarly based on X-Ray pathology classifica-
tion using deep learning. Authors of the approach use
DenseNet neural network for that purpose. The evalu-
ation results are considered to be suitable for pratical
usage.

However, during the analysis of existing solutions a
few problems were discovered.

The first of them is that the algorithmic solution
doesn‘t take into account the specifics of a particular
medical device. Images taken with diverse devices can
be very different and thus can be misclassified.

The second problem is purely technical in nature. Any
medical device is a highly specialized device. Therefore,
running e.g. a neural network on such a device is almost
impossible.

The third one is connected with the interpretation of
the recognition results. It is necessary for specialists-
radiologists to validate their diagnosis. The implementa-
tion of that feature requires the development of special-
ized procedures for organizing effective medical image
processing.

Thus, we can conclude that the existing algorithms
actually perform the task of flourographic image analysis.
However, this is not enough to make a final verdict.

III. SOLVING THE PROBLEM

The development of the software package focused on
portable equipment can be become a productive solution
to the problem. It should not only increase the efficiency
of the pathology diagnosis process, but also automate the
entire process as much as possible [5]. The algorithmic
solution should allow one to perform (in conditions of
limited resources) image analysis quickly. In addiction
to that, iterpretation and results visualization is required.
Moreover, it is necessary to solve the non-trivial prob-
lem of technological compatibility of all heterogeneous
components included in the software package.

The following architecture and composition of the
software package is proposed. It is based on neural
network data processing technology [6]. The complex
consists of the following main modules:
• Algorithmic module.
• Database with reference images.
• Module for visualization and interpretation of re-

sults
• Calibration module.
• User interface.
• Expert advisor interface.
The overall architecture of the software package is

shown in Fig. 1.
Due to the limited scope of paper, only the algorithmic

module and database module of the software package
will be considered.

IV. ALGORITHMIC MODULE

Let X be an input image and D - medical equipment
information. As the result of the classification, each
image X is assigned a vector of probabilities P (X) of
the presence of pathologies from the set T . With the
help of the calibration module and the information D
vector P (X) is transformed into vector P ′(X) which,
in turn, is used for a final conclusion. In addition to
the probabilities of pathologies, the algorithmic module
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Figure 1. Software package architecture

should provide the user with the ability to interpret the
predictions made.

Thus, the process of operation of the algorithmic
module can be represented in the form of sequential exe-
cution of severals tages: pre-processing , classification of
pathologies, calibration of predictions and interpretation
of results. It is necessary to consider some of steps of
the algorithm.

The key objective was to choose neural network archi-
tecture for image analysis. AlexNet, ResNet, EfficientNet
and DenseNet architectures were considered. To measure
their perfomance RSNA dataset was used and the results
are presented in Table I.

Table I
MODEL SELECTION

AlexNet ResNet50 EfficientNetB4 DenseNet121
Accuracy 0.889 0.931 0.949 0.936

DenseNet121 was chosen for image encoding [7], [8]
despite the fact that EfficientNet shows better results in
classification. DenseNet121 has much fewer parameters
and shows higher throughput capacity.

A grayscale image of size 384×384 is fed into the net-
work. As a result of the network operation, two tensors
are constructed. The first one is a vector of probabilities
of pathologies. The second is the feature map of the
last convolutional layer. This feature map is then used
to visualize the results. A schematic architecture of the
network is presented in Fig. 2.

The prediction calibration module is based on the
threshold selection method. The appropriate threshold is
selected for each pathology label (taking into account
the information D). For this purpose, information about
medical equipment and reference images is used, which
is stored in the database module.

The interpretation and visualization procedure operates
feature maps obtained from the last convolutional layer

Figure 2. DenseNet architecture

of the network. Heatmaps of pathologies are constructed
using the GradCAM algorithm.

V. DATABASE MODULE

The module is designed to store images from various
devices and annotations for these images. Additionally,
information about medical equipment must be stored.To
ensure high speed of the algorithmic module, the images
should be structured according to the medical equipment
they belong to.

As medical screening is performed continuously, many
new images appear with an unverified diagnosis made
by the algorithm. Therefore, it is proposed to present
the database module in the form of 2 databases: Hotbase
and Warehouse. Warehouse stores data validated by an
expert. Hotbase contains model’s predictions that wait
for validation. After validation completion data from
Hotbase flows into Warehouse and can be used for model
finetuning.

To organize the validation process, the expert interface
is introduced.

Fig. 3 shows schema of the database module.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

The software package is implemented in Python using
“tensorflow“ and “tensorflow.keras“ machine learning
libraries. These libraries provide a framework for quick
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Figure 3. Database schema

building and training of the neural networks. For these
purposes, “tensoflow“ mathematical operations are rep-
resented as a computational graph with the possibility of
their automatic differentiation.

A separate problem is the organization of effective
interaction between the user and the neural network. To
solve this problem, we suggest using Tensorflow Serving.
To call the model and get the results, we propose an
approach based on the joint use of containerization and
the HTTP protocol.

VII. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

The effectiveness of the approach proposed is con-
firmed by the results of experiments. Two X-Ray images
datasets are used: RSNA and NIH [9].

RSNA dataset is a collection of annotated X-Ray
images. The total size of the dataset is around 30000
samples. There are three classes available for classifica-
tion: Normal, Lung Opacity, Not Normal / No Opacity.
For simplicity only the first two classes were used. In
addition to anomaly labels dataset’s annotation provides
bounding box for a pathology region which were not
used in our research.

Evaluation results for the RSNA dataset are shown in
Table II. The overall classification quality is 0.950. The
test set includes 6045 samples, classes are balanced.

Table II
RSNA EVALUATION RESULTS

Precision Recall F1
Normal 0.947 0.971 0.959

Pneumonia 0.956 0.919 0.937

NIH Chest X-Ray dataset is comprised of approxi-
mately 112 thousands of images from over 30 thou-
sands of patients. The dataset contains 14 different lung
patholigies that may occur at the same time. However,
some pathologies were not actually found in the dataset

(no samples of that class) and therefore excluded from
the classification report.

The main difficulty we faced with that dataset is
images diversity (different brightness, contrast, labels at
the image). Moreover, the dataset is highly imbalanced
which makes the training process more complicated.

To prevent the neural network from overfitting and
to expand input data distribution artificially an extensive
data augmentation is used. It includes the following
transformations:
• Center crop.
• Random horizontal flip.
• Random rotation.
DenseNet network has been training for 10 epochs,

4500 steps each with batch size 8. Adam optimizer was
used with default parameters α = 10−4, β1 = 0.9, β2 =
0.999.

The evaluation results on NIH test subset (22420
samples) are shown in Table III. As a calibration mecha-
nism for this data set, we use threshold selectionmethod
performed at the validation part of the dataset.

Table III
NIH EVALUATION RESULTS

AUC-ROC F1 F1 (calibrated) Threshold
No Finding 0.792 0.740 0.770 0.001
Atelectasis 0.816 0.397 0.420 0.7994

Consolidation 0.797 0.207 0.219 0.9790
Infiltration 0.708 0.387 0.426 0.001

Pneumothorax 0.885 0.383 0.422 0.959
Edema 0.883 0.222 0.237 0.9590

Emphysema 0.896 0.287 0.347 0.979
Fibrosis 0.799 0.092 0.110 0.979
Effusion 0.883 0.556 0.555 0.599

Pneumonia 0.791 0.068 0.096 0.979
Cardiomegaly 0.891 0.301 0.351 0.979

An example of a pathology heatmap produced by
GRAD-CAM algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4. Heatmap example

VIII. CONCLUSION

The paper presents a software package for X-Ray
image processing from portable fluorographic devices. A
complex algorithmic solution is proposed, which makes
it possible to automate the process of image analysis. At
the same time, it shows a good quality of prediction. In
addition, it provides the ability to interpret the received
predictions and has a high speed of operation. In view
of the above, we can assume that the approach proposed
in this paper has good practical prospects.

One of the problems mentioned is still unsolved. It is
connected with the diversity of X-Ray images retrieved
from different medical devices. To address that problem
Domain Adaptation techniques can be used.Finally, the
neural network can benefit from using bounding boxes
for pathology regions. For that purpose Visual Image
Transformer and Mask-RCNN architecture can be used.
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Система анализа патологий грудной
клетки на основе рентгеновских
изображений с использованием

нейронной сети
Наумович А.И.

В условиях пандемии для раннего обнаружения па-
тологии легких часто используют портативные флюро-
ографические устройства. Из-за высокой загруженно-
сти специалистов-рентгенологов актуальной является
задача разработка эффективных технологий обработ-
ки и анализа изображений, ориентированных именно
на такие устройства. В рамках работы предлагается
программная система, архитектура и состав позволяет
эффективно решать поставленную задачу.Она состоит
из 6 основных модулей: алгоритмического модуля,
базы данных, модуля визуализации и интерпретации, а
также модуля калибровки. Алгоритмическое решение
основано на нейросетевой технологии обработки дан-
ных с использованием фреймворка DenseNet. Прото-
тип программной системы реализован на языке Python
с использованием библиотек машинного обучения
Tensorflow и Keras. Эффективность предложенного
подхода демонстрируется на наборах рентгенографи-
ческих снимков из базы данных RSNA и NIH.
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Abstract—Developing integrated knowledge-based
decision-support systems with persistent storage for
medical use usually requires creating multiple program
modules with a non-generic implementation that includes
a lot of duplicate and non-generalized components for
describing the dataset the system is designed to operate on.
As a solution, this paper proposes a semantic metamodel
definition for medical information systems based on
extensible entity and attribute descriptor format, along
with an integration framework that enables projecting
external data to common format, simplifies data access
by generating schema definitions and APIs for accessing
persistant storage, and eliminates the need for manual
user interface development by procedurally generating
form-based and list-based views.

Keywords—decision-support systems, medical informa-
tion systems, intelligent diagnosis, expert systems

I. INTRODUCTION

Medical information systems are an integral part of
modern healthcare all around the globe. Generally, any
kind of information system operating on patient or medi-
cal research data can be considered a medical information
system; however, there are several problems specific to
these kinds of systems: patient data handling, predictive
and intelligent diagnosis assistance, and system integra-
tion [1].

Working with patient data generally requires isolated
self-hosted database solutions with strong security mea-
sures to provide confidentiality, since healthcare data
is considered sensitive and private. On the other hand,
data sources themselves are generally numerous, loosely
connected, non-standardized, denormalized and weakly
structured, up to the point where it is possible to have
duplicate or even conflicting information regarding the
same patient.

Predictive and intelligent diagnosis assistance refers to
the problem of using various decision support algorithms
and predictive models. These methods are usually based
either on rules and strict expect knowledge formalization,

or on data analysis and supervised machine learning
algorithms. Either way, both kinds of systems require
a uniform way to access various kinds of data available
regarding a specific type of medical research or specific
pathology to evaluate performance relative to existing
data, and to train the model in case of supervised machine
learning.

Medical information system integration refers to the
problem of adding new types of decision support models
and handling data source changes in a way that is
transparent, while retaining the simplicity of data access
and generating predictions by medical staff using an
integrated user interface. Ideally, adding a new kind of
predictive model should be as simple as implementing
a set of contracts within a predefined framework, in
such a way that simple descriptive representation of the
system is sufficient to automatically connect to existing
data sources, provide necessary data access for predictive
and intelligent diagnosis assistance, and present a user
interface that can be used to both access relevant data
and generate predictions based on it.

This paper proposes an integration framework for
medical information systems based on descriptive se-
mantic metamodel definition, consisting of 4 main parts:
metamodel definition format itself, formal projection def-
inition for adapting existing data sources to metamodel-
compliant format, DDL generator for adapting meta-
model definition to persistent data store and generating
basic data access API, and user interface generation
algorithm that can be used to autogenerate form-based
and list-based views for data access based on metamodel.
The framework itself provides a set of extension points at
various stages: bootstrap stage to hook into initialization
lifecycle events and register metamodel definitions nad
projections, data link stage to modify the process of
accessing a specific persistent storage, interface gener-
ation stage to implement custom user interface logic,
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and decision-support algorithm initialization stage to
add custom predictive or knowledge-based models and
integrate them with user interface.

II. METAMODEL DEFINITION

Data model usually refers to definitions basic entities
and attributes present in a set of data. For example,
in medical information system, an entity may refer to
general patient data, and consist of attributes such as
name, sex, birthdate, address of residence, etc. In turn, a
metamodel refers to metadata definitions that can be used
to define data models, i.e., data model allows to describe
the dataset with specific entity and attribute definitions,
and metamodel allows to describe data models using
generalized descriptors [2], [3]. Semantic metamodel is
a type of metamodel that is used to describe knowledge
base schemas in terms of semantic concepts and relation-
ships [4].

Proposed metamodel format is based on attribute de-
scriptors that, in turn, are grouped together under an
entity descriptor.

Attribute descriptor contains the following informa-
tion:
• attribute identifier – string-based identifier that must

conform to variable identifier rules (should consist
of alphanumeric characters and underscores, and
should not start with numeric character)

• attribute name – human-friendly string name for this
attribute, suitable for use as user interface field label

• attribute description – optional string value that
contains extended description of a specific attribute,
suitable for use as user interface field hint or de-
scription

• attribute type and attribute metadata – one of the
predefined types for this specific attribute and addi-
tional type information

• visibility flag – a flag indicating whether this par-
ticular attribute is present on form representations
and is able to be edited by user

The following types and metadata points are sup-
ported:
• string – string value, e.g., name, diagnosis, etc.

– single-line or multi-line
– validation regular expression

• number – floating-point or integer numeric value,
e.g., blood glucose level, CT item voxel density,
etc.

– floating point precision
– minimum value
– maximum value

• boolean – a simple true/false value, e.g., presence
or absence of a specific marker

– descriptions for true and false values
– preferred display style – as checkbox or as two

radio buttons

• single-value categorical – a value defined as a
single choice of multiple options, where each option
is represented by string-based value and optional
identifier, e.g., type of stroke, sex, etc.

– options defined as string values or id & value
tuples

– preferred display style – as single-value drop-
down or as radio button set

• multiple values categorical – a value defined as
zero or more choices of multiple options, where
each option is represented by string-based value
and optional identifier, e.g., ASPECTS scale visible
changes, or multiple related markers

– options defined as string values or id & value
tuples

– preferred display style – as multiple-value drop-
down or as checkbox set

• date, time or date with time – a value represented
as a UNIX timestamp

– minimum date
– maximum date
– minimum time
– maximum time

• attachment – an attribute representing a file with
unspecified format

– required extension
– maximum file size

• single reference – an attribute representing reference
to another entity, which is mapped to a multiple
reference from the other entity for one-to-many
relationship

• multiple reference – an attribute representing a
collection of references to another entity, which can
be mapped either to a single reference for many-to-
one relationship, or to multiple references from the
other entity for many-to-many relationship

Attribute metadata definition is extensible, i.e., the
set of properties described above can also include any
non-standard definitions that can be later handled using
various framework extension points. For example, it is
possible to provide additional “type” metadata for string
fields for implementing complex validation scenarios like
e-mail validation, and then add appropriate validation
handler that is able to parse required metadata and
provide necessary enhancements at runtime.

Entity descriptors include:
• entity identifier – string-based identifier that must

conform to variable identifier rules
• entity name – human-friendly string name for this

entity
• entity description – extended description of the

purpose and use cases for specific entity type
• mutability – an integer value indicating preferred

handling for attribute modifications: 0-mutability
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entities are accessed and modified in-place, while
entities with mutability of n > 0 are modified by
adding an entry to modification log, up to n entries,
and accessed by reading latest version

• visibility flag – a flag indicating whether this partic-
ular entity type is visible as a separate entity on user
interface – this can be useful to hide utility entities
like many-to-many link tables when mapping to
relational databases

• attribute set – a collection of attribute descriptors
for this particular entity

An example of entity definition is as follows:

{
"identifier": "OctScan",
"name": "Optical Coherent Tomography

scan protocol",
"description": "OCT scan protocol,

containing results from parsed
tomography scan report and values
from analyzing regions of image
obtained by OCT scanner.",

"mutability": 0,
"visible": true,
"attributes": [
{

"id": "eye",
"name": "Eye",
"description": "Which eye is

examined during the scan",
"type": "boolean",
"typeMetadata": {
"trueDescription": "OS",
"falseDescription": "OD",
"displayStyle": "radio"

}
},
{

"id": "octTemp",
"name": "Temporal OCT",
"description": "Retinal thickness

in temporal side, as measured
by OCT",

"type": "number",
"typeMetadata": {
"precision": 3
"min": 0

}
},
{

"id": "patient",
"name": "Patient",
"description": "Patient ref",
"type": "ref",
"typeMetadata": {
"referenceType": "Patient"

}
}

]
}

Entity metadata definition is also extensible and can
include any number of additional properties; various
extension points throughout the framework can be used

to access these properties and implement custom logic.
Metamodel is represented as a set of entity descriptors
available in the system.

For the purposes of universal serialization and usage
in JavaScript language, the proposed metadata format
is implemented as YAML or JSON document. Because
of the extensible nature of YAML representation, it is
also possible to define additional attributes that can be
handled in extension points.

Metamodel can be passed to the framework as defini-
tion file in JSON or YAML format, or passed directly to
the framework runtime during the bootstrap stage. Exist-
ing data sources may be adapted to common format by
projecting individual data points to common metamodel
format [5].

III. ADAPTING METAMODEL DEFINITION TO
DATABASE SCHEMA DEFINITION

Metamodel entity and attribute descriptors are de-
signed to serve a storage-agnostic way of defining appli-
cation schema. At the same time, it is possible to create
database-specific adapters that convert metamodel-based
definitions to compatible database schema definitions,
and define an appropriate data access layer abstractions
for specific platform.

Primary usage scenario of proposed metamodel is or-
ganizing access to centralized data storage, as explained
earlier, that uses graph schema as a source. As such, an
adapter for Neo4j graph database is implemented [5].

Since Neo4j database is schema-optional, it is not
necessary to create schemas prior to manipulating actual
data. However, metamodel can be used to translate API
requests to database queries. For example, for OctScan
entity, request for retireval of entity list can be triggered
by API call, and metamodel definition can be used to
translate the request to appropriate Neo4j Cypher query
like this:

MATCH (x:OctScan)
RETURN (x.eye, x.octTemp)

The infromation about appropriate fields is taken di-
rectly from metamodel. Moreover, this approach allows
to enable query support for any field, where own field
constraints are translated to field MATCH clauses, and
reference field constraints are translated to vertex-edge
MATCH clauses. For example, retrieval of OctScan for
specific patient with id 42 can be translated to the
following request:

MATCH (x:OctScan)<--(p:Patient {id: 42})
RETURN (x.eye, x.octTemp)

In order to facilitate access to data storage itself, API
endpoints can be used. Typical CRUD endpoints for data
access can also be generated automatically based on
metamodel definition. Server-side API route registration
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and handling is implemented using express framework
for Node.JS runtime.

As mentioned earlier, metamodel can be adapted to
other types of persistant storage solutions, including
knowledge bases, using information in metamodel as
metaknowledge.

The contracts of data access layer are abstract and
should be replacable with a suitable driver implemen-
tation. However, since some of the more exotic database
functions cannot (and should not) be abstracted away,
API also provides an extension point for accessing na-
tive underlaying database connection, while expecting
"external" calling code to be transformed to the format
compliant with metamodel definitions.

Besides working as API data access proxy and
database mapping layer, server-side APIs also call any
validation rule that are defined for the attributes in meta-
data. Validation API is also extendable, which means
it’s possible to register custom validators that would
be triggered based on specific information present in
attribute metadata.

IV. USER INTERFACE GENERATION

Metamodel contains sufficient information to automat-
ically generate a suitable form-based user interface for
creating and modifying a single entity, and create paged
list views for working with multiple entities [3].

In order to generate form interface, each attribute of
a specific entity is mapped to a specific form control.
For example, string fields are represented by single-line
or multi-line input fields, depending on field metadata,
while categorical fields are represented using radio but-
tons, checkboxes, etc.

References are represented as a special control type
that can be used to add refernce to existing entity,
create new entity in-place, or remove reference. Multiple
references are represented as inline lists.

List interface uses a simple table representation,
with columns corresponding to individual metamodel at-
tributes. Column order and visibility can also be adjusted.
Columns of most types also usually support custom
sorting.

Generated user interface is automatically connected to
API data access points for data retrieval and modifica-
tions. Using auto-generated interface allows to skip UI
development entirely and integrate generated interface di-
rectly, and is also guaranteed to correspond to metamodel
definition, thus making it much less error-prone. Custom
extension points exist that allow to modify and create
new rules for mapping attributes to specific control types.

Validation rules defined for each attribute can also
be duplicated on client side – this way, validation error
and hint appears as soon as the user finishes editing the
field or attempts to submit the form. It should be noted
that client-side validation does not replace server-side
validation completely, since it would still be possible to

submit incorrect data by directly accessing the API, so
it’s used only to enhance user experience.

V. CONCLUSION

Creating medical information systems and integrating
them into existing infrastructure can be greatly simplified
by using proposed metamodel-first approach. Using a
single metamodel definition across data access APIs, per-
sistent storage schema definitions and user interface gen-
eration can greatly simplify rapid prototyping of various
medical information systems, as well as supplement the
integration of new and existing decision-making models
and knowledge-based solutions. The extensibility of the
framework allows to adapt it to various types of medical
diagnosis, while unified projected data representation
greatly enhances the capabilities for interoperability with
knowledge sources and allows to create training and
validation datasets for various purposes.
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Разработка интегрированных
медицинских информационных систем
поддержки принятия решений на основе

общей метамодели
А. В. Курочкин, В. С. Садов, А. И. Головатый

Разработка интегрированных основанных на знаниях си-
стем поддержки принятия решений с долговременным хра-
нилищем для использования в медицине требует создания
нескольких программных модулей с собственной реализаци-
ей, которая включает множество дублирующихся и необоб-
щенных компонентов для описания тех данных, которыми
оперирует система. В качестве решения этой проблемы в
работе предлагается описательное задание в виде семан-
тической метамодели для медицинских информационных
системах, в основе которого лежит расширяемый формат
дескрипторов сущностей и атрибутов, а также интеграци-
онную среду, которая позволяет приводить внешние данные
к общему формату, упрощает доступ к данным благодаря
генерации описаний схемы и программных интерфейсов для
доступа к долговременному хранилищу, а также устраняет
необходимость в ручной разработке пользовательского ин-
терфейса благодаря процедурной генерации представлений
на основе форм и списков.
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Abstract—The paper presents an approach to assessing
the quality of a telecommunications company, which can be
used to predict the churn of subscribers from a telecom op-
erator. The originality of the approach lies in the use of such
mathematical methods that make it possible to determine
the main set of parameters due to which specific subscribers
are inclined to change their mobile operator. The approach
is based on data mining, namely the method of cluster
analysis, which most fully allows assessing the quality of
telecommunications companies functioning. Mathematical
modeling of predicting customer churn using methods of
association rules, decision trees and bagging has been
carried out. The parameters characterizing the interaction
of a mobile operator with end users are described. The
parameters that have the greatest influence on the client’s
decision to refuse the services of a mobile operator have
been determined.

Keywords—Telecom operator, Quality assessment, Cus-
tomer churn, Data Mining, Modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION

The billing model, in which the collection and process-
ing of data was carried out by one specialized automated
billing system that perfors only finensial calculations,
does not satisfy the needs of the telecom operator. It
is being replaced by models where a separate system
is involved in collecting, processing and preparing data.
The main reasons for the development of such a system
are:

• The market demands from the operator a variety of
offered tariff plans and service packages, quick commis-
sioning of services, and therefore carrying out various
analyzes of the accumulated data and according to various
criteria.

• Telecom operators are forced to provide services on
dissimilar equipment, which significantly complicates the
collection of statistics through a variety of accounting data
formats.

• Large telecom operators are expanding geographically to
include regional companies. This leads to a sharp increase
in heterogeneous equipment and the volume of accounting
data.

At the same time, there is a need for centralized
accounting of the provided communication services in
the conditions of operation of several different billing

systems in the regions. In the course of their develop-
ment, operators developed their own data preprocessing
systems. The complexity of the operation of such systems
lies in the need for their constant revision in connection
with the emergence of new services, new equipment, and
changes in the data formats coming from the equipment.
In this case, the operator is forced to use the resources
of a team of highly qualified programmers to constantly
improve the system. A standard situation is when the
data preprocessing is carried out by various systems at a
telecom provider company.

With the modern development of telecommunications,
systems that calculate the consumed services by users
provided on the basis of one or another telecommunica-
tions equipment have received the same development.
Such systems are usually called billing systems [1].
Their main purpose is to display the number of services
consumed by the subscriber and write off funds in
accordance with the cost per service unit. Based on
this, it is possible to give a definition: billing system
(BS) is a software complex that records the volume of
services consumed by subscribers, calculates and debits
funds, according to tariffs. In terms of relationships
with content providers, the billing system must provide
the following capabilities: firstly, it must guarantee the
transmission of information to partners about the use of
their services by specific subscribers, and secondly, bill
the end consumer for using the service (or the content
provider independently issues an invoice).

In the context of the rapid development of the commu-
nication network, replacement and addition of switching
equipment, the provision of new types of services, it
becomes expedient to switch to an industrial solution
of data preprocessing problems. Products of this class
have long been successfully used by large operators in
countries with developed communication infrastructure.
They are called Mediation systems. Mediation systems
represent the level between the network infrastructure
and OSS / BSS (Operation Support System / Business
Support System) systems. The main purpose of Media-
tion systems is to transform data received from network
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elements into information that can be interpreted by the
billing system and other business systems of the operator.
Also, such systems are called previous billing systems.

In the context of sustainable development of telecom-
munications, as well as the presence of a sufficient
number of provider companies in the telecom services
market, important tasks are to assess the quality of
telecom operators’ functioning and develop a strategy to
prevent subscriber churn. However, for this it is necessary
to increase the level of intellectualization of OSS /
BSS systems and to include in their structure tools for
processing and analyzing large volumes of accumulated
data.

II. STATE OF ART AND BACKGROUND

Currently, the usual methods of increasing the loyalty
of old customers and attracting new customers (mass
advertising, traditional marketing, low prices) do not
produce the desired positive result. That is why concepts
that allow personalized sales of goods and services are
becoming a priority all over the world.

An example is Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) – customer relationship management [2]. CRM is
not a technology or software product. This is a business
strategy based on a customer-oriented [3] approach, that
is, we can say that the main task of CRM is to increase
and improve the efficiency of business processes, directly
aimed at attracting new and retaining existing clients
[4]. CRM systems are most effective in those areas
of business where it is possible to accumulate a large
amount of useful information about each client. Here,
the CRM strategy is used primarily to combat customer
churn. In telecommunications, this term refers to the
process of enticing customers from one telecom operator
to another, or simply the outflow of customers from
the operator [5]. The annual rate of customer churn
reaches 25 – 30%. Operators who have this indicator is
maximum, will not be able to get a return on investment
in new subscribers, since it takes about three years to get
back the funds spent on replacing each lost client with
a new one, that is, it takes about three years to acquire
clients [6, 7 ].

Currently, OSS / BSS have gained active development
to support the operational and business activities of
telecom operators, with the help of full or partial au-
tomation of these activities. Operational activities include
processes that interact mainly with network equipment
and the network, such as: accounting and planning of
network resources, management and provision of ser-
vices, management of quality characteristics of services.
Business activities include customer-centric processes
such as processing and invoicing, collecting payments,
proposing new products, and much more [8].

Thus, both OSS / BSS systems and CRM systems,
although they allow to some extent process big data of

telecom operators, it is necessary to integrate them and
supplement them with methods of deeper analysis and
structuring of such data to solve the problem of assessing
the effectiveness of the telecom operator’s functioning,
and also predicting the churn of customers from the
operator.

A. Data Mining in telecommunications
Today, the Data Mining solution [4] is widely used

by telecommunications operators, network operators and
Internet providers in order to improve the processing of
unstructured large amounts of data for making better
decisions in their business. Analytics enables telecom-
munications providers to significantly improve the cost-
effectiveness of their service delivery.

Data Mining models are positioned on a dataset with
known results and are used to predict results from other
datasets. These are classification models (they describe
the rules by which the description of an object can be
attributed to one of the classes) and sequence models
(they describe functions by which it is possible to predict
the change in continuous numerical parameters).

In telecommunications, it is very important to identify
categories of customers with similar stereotypes for using
services, as a result, a pricing policy is being developed;
analysis of failures; prediction of peak loads. Telecom
systems generate an extremely large amount of data that
needs to be processed and analyzed. Thus, data mining
is becoming a very important and widely implemented
part of business processes in the systems of a telecom
operator [9].

Data Mining methods make it possible to effectively
solve the problems of structural engineering design of
innovative technical systems in telecommunications [2].
These methods have much in common with methods
for solving problems of classification, diagnostics and
pattern recognition. Nevertheless, one of their main dis-
tinguishing features is the function of interpreting the
patterns that form the basic rules for including objects
in equivalence classes. Therefore, such methods are
becoming more common today. Developing intelligent
data processing for telecommunications companies is
essential to:

• Reducing the computational complexity of big data pro-
cessing methods for the operator to provide services to a
subscriber with a given quality of service;

• Predicting the risks that may arise from the operation of
the telecommunications system;

• To be able to identify faults in the system and find out
the cause of their occurrence.

Some of the existing algorithms can be adapted to
compute large distributed information arrays. At the
same time, serious difficulties can arise in the visual
presentation of the results – due to the huge amount of
information entering the input, the number of different
reports at the output increases dramatically. For their con-
venience, new mathematical methods are needed, which
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are fundamentally different from the report generators
used for traditional storage. In this regard, it is relevant to
use just such mathematical methods that make it possible
to move from obtaining data to obtaining information,
and from it to obtaining knowledge about the process
and patterns of providing services to subscribers and,
thus, increasing the efficiency of managing this process.

III. THE METHOD OF CLUSTERING BIG DATA OF A
TELECOM OPERATOR

In data mining tasks, using cluster analysis, a complex
construction of data for classification is created, patterns
are identified, hypotheses are formed and tested, etc. In
addition, cluster analysis is often used to identify data
that ”stands out” from others, since such data correspond
to points located at a distance from any cluster. Cluster
analysis is used to compress and summarize data. A
method for clustering big data of a telecom operator is
proposed, the use of which allows assessing the quality
of functioning of telecommunication companies [10].
The method uses decision trees, association rules, and
bagging to predict customer churn from a carrier. The
method proposed in the study allows you to go through
all the stages of preparation, processing and analysis of
big data of a telecom operator. The method includes next
stages:

• Subject domain analysis.
• Problem statement.
• Data preparation.
• Model development.
• Model checking.
• Model selection.
• Model preparation.
• Model updating.

The following systems are responsible for the first
three stages: analysis of the subject area, statement of
the problem, preparation of data: billing, OSS / BSS.
The following steps are performed by the CRM system.

All of the above stages together give a high-quality
result in solving the problem of customer churn in
the telecommunications sector. This question is very
important for doing business and determining the new
course of the company.

The first thing to do is to analyze the telecommu-
nications structure. Data that will be processed in the
future are collected from network equipment. Further, in
order to solve the problem of determining the cause of
customer churn, it is necessary to identify which factors
influence this, which data components are of the greatest
importance.

After collecting the data, they need to be structured.
To do this, the ”raw” data must go through the following
steps: verification, correction, consolidation, filtration,
separation, routing, representation, distribution.

The next stage is modeling.

IV. MODELING AND PREDICTING THE CHURN OF
SUBSCRIBERS OF A TELECOM OPERATOR

The input data for the modeling were real customer
data obtained from one of the leading telecom operators
in Ukraine (Fig. 1). We will call such data ”raw”. There
are spaces in the data table, which is invalid for analysis.
Gaps can introduce additional prediction errors.
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After collecting the data, they need to be structured. To do this, the "raw" data
must go through the following steps: 

• Verification
• Correction
• Consolidation
• Filtration
• Separation
• Routing
• Representation
• Distribution

After this has been done, you can proceed to the modeling stage.

4 Modeling and predicting the churn of subscribers of a 
telecom operator 

The input data for the modeling were real customer data obtained from one of the
leading telecom operators in Ukraine (Fig. 2). We will call such data "raw". There are 
spaces in the data table, which is invalid for analysis. Gaps can introduce additional
prediction errors.

Fig. 2. Initial modeling data 
For the correct execution of the process of analyzing the dataset, you need to fill in 

the gaps that are present in the input table. To do this, use the search function for gaps 
and fill them with zeros (Fig. 3). Thus, when simulating, we get a high probability of 
truthful results. As a result, we will receive "preliminary prepared data". 

Figure 1. Initial modeling data.

For the correct execution of the process of analyzing
the dataset, you need to fill in the gaps that are present
in the input table. To do this, use the search function
for gaps and fill them with zeros (Fig. 2). Thus, when
simulating, we get a high probability of truthful results.
As a result, we will receive ”preliminary prepared data”.6 

Fig. 3. Pre-prepared data for modeling 

When modeling customer behavior in order to predict subscriber churn, the approach 
presented in [10] was used. The article uses the random forest method, with the help
of which the modeling is carried out. The random forest is one example of ensemble
classifiers. The modeling was performed in the Python programming language. In the
course of the study, a sample of subscribers inclined to outflow from the given proba-
bilities was determined (Table 1) 

Table 1. Subscribers who are prone to churn 
№ prob_true
1977 0.9333 
2696 0.9167 
2708 0.9233 
2924 0.9041 

The work uses Data Mining methods: associative rules, decision trees and bagging 
in order to increase the efficiency of prediction by increasing the accuracy of the 
probabilities of subscriber churn.

Mathematical modeling of methods for predicting customer churn using the meth-
ods of association rules, decision trees and bagging was carried out.It was found that 
the bagging method allows you to get more accurate results, by 7% compared to the 
method of association rules and up to 1% better than the value of the metric of the 
decision tree method, the accuracy of the results obtained is 78.84%.

Also, in the process of modeling, the problem of identifying the factors that most 
affect the decision of the subscriber to switch to the services of another telecommuni-
cations company was solved. The modeling revealed the following parameters that
most affect the churn of customers, they are presented in table. 2. These parameters 
are: 

• duration of using the services of the telecommunications company;
• the number of days during which the subscriber does not use the services; 
• average value of all days during which the subscriber does not use ser-

vices;
• average value of all active days outgoing calls to numbers of other mobile 

operators. 

Table 2. Impact of parameters on the customer churn process 

Figure 2. Pre-prepared data for modeling.

When modeling customer behavior in order to predict
subscriber churn the random forest method was used,
with the help of which the modeling is carried out. The
random forest is one example of ensemble classifiers.
The modeling was performed in the Python programming
language. In the course of the study, a sample of sub-
scribers inclined to outflow from the given probabilities
was determined (Table 1)

Table I
SUBSCRIBERS WHO ARE PRONE TO CHURN

No prob−true
1977 0.9333
2696 0.9167
2708 0.9233
2924 0.9041

The work uses Data Mining methods: associative rules,
decision trees and bagging in order to increase the
efficiency of prediction by increasing the accuracy of the
probabilities of subscriber churn.

It was found that the bagging method allows you to
get more accurate results, by 7% compared to the method
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of association rules and up to 1% better than the value
of the metric of the decision tree method, the accuracy
of the results obtained is 78.84%.

Also, in the process of modeling, the problem of
identifying the factors that most affect the decision
of the subscriber to switch to the services of another
telecommunications company was solved. The modeling
revealed the following parameters that most affect the
churn of customers, they are presented in table. 2. These
parameters are:

• duration of using the services of the telecommunications
company;

• the number of days during which the subscriber does not
use the services;

• average value of all days during which the subscriber does
not use services;

• average value of all active days outgoing calls to numbers
of other mobile operators.

Table II
IMPACT OF PARAMETERS ON THE CUSTOMER CHURN PROCESS

No importance labels
3 0.075648 Duration of using the services of the

2 telecommunications company
2 0.068619 The number of days during which

3 the subscriber does not use the services
2 0.060132 Average value of all days during which

1 the subscriber does not use services
2 0.055328 Average of all active days

2
1 0.045268 Outgoing calls to numbers of other

9 mobile operators

The simulation revealed the subscribers who are most
susceptible to the transition to the services of another
telecommunications company. Table 3. shows a sample
of subscribers prone to churn from a mobile operator. The
churn rate percentage is shown next to each subscriber.
It can be concluded that, based on the consideration of
these data, it is possible to influence individual users and
provide each of them with those services in which the
subscriber is most interested. This way you can prevent
customer churn.

Table III
SUBSCRIBERS WHO ARE PRONE TO CHURN

No prob−true
13788 0.99256
13859 0.99121
17185 0.98286
11595 0.95789
10842 0.94865

CONCLUSION

A telecom operator collects large amounts of data in the
course of its work; for full processing, this data must be
structured. Large amounts of data are processed using systems:
OSS / BSS, billing, CRM. Correct storage, structuring and
analysis of this data in aggregate with high accuracy allows
predicting the behavior of the subscriber and his use of the

operator’s services, as well as the possibility of the subscriber’s
transition to another operator.

Mathematical modeling for predicting customer churn was
performed using the methods of association rules, decision
trees and bagging. Such methods allowes to get more accurate
results, by 7% compared to the method of association rules and
up to 1% better than the value of the metric of the decision tree
method, the accuracy of the results obtained is 78.84%. Also,
as a result of the study, patterns and factors were identified that
most affect the subscriber’s decision to refuse the services of
a telecom operator.

The use of data obtained in the course of research is
especially effective at the stage of concluding an agreement
with a client, which allows you to build relationships with a
client in the most beneficial way for the company.
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Оценка качества функционирования
телекомуникационной компании на основе

технологии Data Mining
Л. Глоба, Р. Новогрудская, А. Мороз

В статье представлен подход к оценке качества функци-
онирования телекомуникационной компании, который мо-
жет быть исспользован для предсказания оттока абонентов
от оператора связи. Оригинальность подхода заключается
в использовании таких математических методов, которые
позволяют определить основной набор параметров, из-за
которых конкретные абоненты склонны к смене мобильного
оператора. Подход основан на data mining, а именно мето-
де кластерного анализа, который в наиболее полной мере
позволяет оценить качество функционирования компаний
телекоммуникационной связи. Проведено математическое
моделирование предсказания оттока клиентов с помощью
методов ассоциативных правил, деревья решений и bagging.
Описаны параметры, характеризующие взаимодействие опе-
ратора мобильной связи с конечными абонентами. Опре-
делены параметры, оказывающие наибольшее влияние на
решение клиента об отказе от услуг мобильного оператора.
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Abstract—In this paper, from the perspective of creat-
ing and maintaining geological or geoecological models,
methodological and technical issues, ways of developing the
system GeoBazaDannych [1], expanding its functionality by
including data mining modules of the Wolfram Mathemat-
ica computer algebra system are considered. In particular,
the examples illustrate the tools for preparing control
sets of geodata for validation, testing and evaluation of
related neural network models. It is shown how the adopted
architecture, the implemented concept of constructing the
system GeoBazaDannych, allow expanding the functionality
by including additional software components. Examples
illustrate the variants for choosing the best clustering
algorithms.

Keywords—system GeoBazaDannych, intelligent adapta-
tion of digital fields, clustering

I. INTRODUCTION

The features of solving the problems of developing
and implementing computer-based geological and geoe-
cological models with the means of their adaptation
and self-adjustment, the main approaches to processing,
analysis, interpretation of the data used and obtained are
noted in [2] – [5]. The mentioned publications provide
several basic solutions to the issues of preprocessing,
intelligent analysis of geodata by means of the com-
puter system GeoBazaDannych. It is emphasized that
at this stage, data mining is among the priority areas
of research and development, the corresponding classes
of systems for its implementation are listed. The results
and methodological recommendations of cluster analysis
of geodata obtained with the environment of the system
GeoBazaDannych are discussed below.

II. GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT CLUSTER
ANALYSIS

The solution to the problem of cluster analysis (seg-
mentation) [6], [7] is the partitions that satisfy the
accepted criterion. The criterion is usually a functionally
formalized set of rules for determining the levels of
differences in partitions and groupings (the objective
function). In data mining, segmentation can be used as
an independent tool for making decisions about data dis-
tribution, for monitoring characteristics and subsequent
analysis of data sets of certain clusters. Alternatively,

cluster analysis can serve as a preprocessing stage for
other algorithms. Segmentation is also used to detect
atypical outlier objects (values that are “far” from any
cluster), in other words, it is a novelty detection, such
objects may be more interesting than those included
in clusters. In addition, cluster analysis, unlike most
mathematical and statistical methods, does not impose
any restrictions on the type of source data under con-
sideration. An important advantage of cluster analysis is
that when it is performed, it is possible to divide objects
not only by one parameter, but by a set of features. In
addition, cluster analysis, unlike most mathematical and
statistical methods, does not impose any restrictions on
the type of source data under consideration. It is well
known that cluster analysis is widely used in many fields,
in particular, in computer systems for pattern recognition,
image analysis, information retrieval, data compression,
computer graphics, bioinformatics, machine learning.
The following are representative examples and the cluster
analysis tools implemented in the system GeoBazaDan-
nych environment are noted.

III. BRIEF INFORMATION ABOUT THE SOFTWARE
SYSTEM GEOBAZADANNYCH

The interactive computer system GeoBazaDannych is
the complex of intelligent computer subsystems, mathe-
matical, algorithmic and software for filling, maintaining
and visualizing databases, input data for simulation and
mathematical models, tools for conducting computational
experiments, algorithmic tools and software for creating
continuously updated computer models. GeoBazaDan-
nych’s subsystems allow you to calculate and perform
expert assessments of local and integral characteristics
of ecosystems in different approximations, calculate dis-
tributions of concentrations and mass balances of pollu-
tants; create permanent models of oil production facili-
ties; generate and display thematic maps on hard copies.
The main components of the system GeoBazaDannych
[1]:
• the data generator Gen_DATv;
• the generator and editor of thematic maps and

digital fields Gen_MAPw;
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• modules for organizing the operation of geographic
information systems in interactive or batch modes;

• the software package Geo_mdl – mathematical, al-
gorithmic and software tools for building geological
models of soil layers, multi-layer reservoirs; mod-
ules for three-dimensional visualization of dynamic
processes of distribution of water-soluble pollutants
in active soil layers;

• software and algorithmic support for the forma-
tion and maintenance of permanent hydrodynamic
models of multiphase filtration in porous, fractured
media;

• the integrated software complex of the composer
of digital geological and geoecological models
(GGMD).

IV. WHAT IS THE NOVELTY OF THE PRESENTED
RESULTS

To explain the novelty of the results presented in
this paper, we note that [4], [5] provide examples of
interactive formation of digital models of geological ob-
jects in computational experiments that meet the intuitive
requirements of the expert. Examples of approximation
and reconstruction of the digital field, its interactive
adaptation by means of the system GeoBazaDannych
were discussed. The examples of approximation and
reconstruction of the digital field, its interactive adap-
tation by means of the system GeoBazaDannych and
evaluation of the accuracy of results using the tools of the
GGMD complex illustrate the unique capabilities of the
developed methods and software. In [2], [3], the results
of the use of artificial neural networks in the analysis
and interpretation of geospatial data are presented and
discussed, the possibilities of obtaining and visualizing
errors are described. This paper discusses variants and
provides tools for implementing cluster analysis of geo-
data in the environment of the system GeoBazaDannych;
recommendations are given for choosing the optimal
parameters of classification algorithms when dividing
the studied objects and features into groups that are
homogeneous in the accepted sense. Particular additions
are discussed and illustrated with examples.

It is important that the corresponding additions to
the system GeoBazaDannych, new instrumental content
are implemented within the framework of the concept
of computer model development adopted and actively
developed in recent years (see, for example, [1], [8]),
the basis of which is integration into software packages,
complexes of modules of computer algebra systems, en-
suring functioning in one environment, a single interface
of current software modules and extensions.

V. TOOLS, EXAMPLES OF CLUSTER ANALYSIS OF
GEODATA

The examples below are calculated with the data [3],
from the two surfaces considered there, zSurfB is selected

for illustrations. Recall that the simulated surface (a
reference for evaluating the accuracy of numerical ex-
periments, approximate calculations by various methods)
has a complete mathematical description, for clarity,
Fig. 1 shows the isolines (contour lines) of the zSurfB
levels.

Figure 1. Contour map of the reference surface zSurfB.

The corresponding scheme of their placement is shown
in Fig. 2, where the isolines of the reference surface
and the one reconstructed in Wolfram Mathematica are
also given (the Interpolation method, InterpolationOrder
= 1). Data for demonstrations of methods and algorithms
of intellectual analysis are obtained by simulation of
measurements, the corresponding data set – the points of
measurements of the level of the restored surface, repre-
senting (in fact) a scattered set of points, are interpreted
as data on observation profiles.

Figure 2. A scheme of points with level measurements, a map of
isolines of the reference and reconstructed surfaces.

VI. EFFECTS OF THE ACCEPTED CLUSTERING
METHOD

Cluster analysis allows for many different types of
clustering techniques/algorithms to determine the final
result. Determining the number of clusters is one of the
most important problems of segmentation. In a broader
sense, this is the problem of initializing the algorithm:
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selection of optimal values of control parameters, evalu-
ation functions used, metrics, stopping conditions, etc.
In the examples below, a priori information is used,
the number of clusters is initially set to 7. Why so
much – it is taken into account that in the initial
data, measurements were carried out for a surface that
included: the base surface and 6 different distortions of
it with individual positioning of perturbations. In the
illustrations (to remind the data source), the isolines of
the reference surface are given in red dotted lines. Below
are the results that illustrate the features of the most
commonly used clustering algorithms.

The effects of the accepted clustering method are
illustrated by the schemes in Fig. 3. Clustering in the
examples of this series was considered only for pairs
of coordinates, i.e. the relative position of the points of
the scattered set was taken into account, moreover, the
FindClusters function with different criteria was used in
the program module, the norm in the examples of the
series Fig. 3 was calculated using the DistanceFunction
EuclideanDistance metric.

Generally speaking, the corresponding software ap-
plication included in the system GeoBazaDannych from
the Wolfram Mathematica allows variants of the cluster-
ing method (Criterion function): Automatic, Agglomer-
ate, DBSCAN, Gaussian mixing, Jarvispatrick, KMeans,
KMedoids, Neighborhood, Optimization, SpanningTree,
Spectral [9]. What segmentation methods are used in the
calculations are recorded in the headers of the diagrams.
Representative clustering options are shown, namely Au-
tomatic (Wolfram Mathematica automatically selects the
method, the Wolfram Language will automatically try
to pick the best method for a particular computation),
k-means (k-means clustering algorithm [10]), k-medoids
(splitting into medoids [11]), Spectral (spectral clustering
algorithm [12]). These results are quite indicative. At
the same time, taking into account the reference and the
digital field of the original, we can consider the clustering
option by the Spectral method as preferable.

VII. THE IMPACT OF THE METRIC

In the examples discussed above, as well as in this
series of results, the similarity or difference between
the classified objects is established depending on the
metric distance between them. The issues of measuring
the proximity of objects have to be solved with any
interpretation of clusters and various classification meth-
ods, moreover, there is an ambiguity in choosing the
method of normalization and determining the distance
between objects. The influence of the metric (Distance-
Function) is illustrated by the diagrams in Fig. 4. The
results presented in this series are obtained by means
of the corresponding software application included in
the GeoBazaDannych from the Wolfram Mathematica,
which allows different options for setting DistanceFunc-
tion (Possible settings for Method). In the Wolfram

Figure 3. Clustering methods.
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Mathematica system, different measures of distance or
similarity are convenient for different types of analysis.
The Wolfram Language provides built-in functions for
many standard distance measures, as well as the capabil-
ity to give a symbolic definition for an arbitrary measure.
In particular, the following metric variant sare available
for analyzing digital data [13]. The algorithmic features
of the listed metrics can be clarified in the articles [14],
[15]. As in the examples above, clustering algorithms
were considered only for pairs of coordinates, i.e. the
relative position of the points of the scattered set was
taken into account, the Spectral method was used.

What methods of DistanceFunction are used in calcu-
lations is recorded in the headers of the schemes in Fig. 4.
Representative variants are shown, namely Chessboard-
Distance [16], CosineDistance (a measure of similarity
between two non-zero vectors of an inner product space),
ChebyshevDistance (a metric defined on a vector space
where the distance between two vectors is the greatest
of their differences along any coordinate dimension),
EuclideanDistance (the length of a line segment between
the two points):

It follows from the above results that for the consid-
ered configuration of data points, taking into account
the digital field of the original, clustering options using
Spectral EuclideanDistance methods can be considered
preferable.

VIII. INFLUENCE OF THE NUMBER OF CLUSTERS

As noted above, one of the most important problems
of segmentation is determining the number of clusters.
The series of illustrations in Fig. 5 shows the results
calculated by Spectral EuclideanDistance methods with
the number of clusters 6 and 8; 7 clusters are shown in
Fig. 4.

IX. THE EFFECT OF ACCOUNTING FOR VALUES IN
POINTS

In the results considered and shown in Fig. 3, Fig. 4
and Fig. 5, the similarity or difference between the
classified objects is established depending on the metric
distance between them. In other words – in the results
presented in this series, the algorithms take into account
not pairs Xi, Yi, but triples – Xi, Yi, Zi. Fig. 6 shows
classification options using the Wolfram Mathematica
ClusterClassify function (use data to create a function to
classify new data into clusters), which allows clustering
not only taking into account the coordinates of the points
of the scattered set, but also the values in them.

From the above results, it follows that for the data
class under consideration, taking into account the values
at points does not give an additional positive effect in
the implementation of clustering.

Figure 4. Influence of DistanceFunction.
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Figure 5. Influence of the number of clusters.

X. CONCLUSION

The article deals with the issues of instrumental fill-
ing and the use of the interactive computer system
GeoBazaDannych. The results of clustering of a repre-
sentative data set of a typical model of a geological object
are presented and discussed.
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Интерактивные и интеллектуальные
средства системы ГеоБазаДанных

В.Б. Таранчук

В статье рассматриваются вопросы инструменталь-
ного наполнения и использования интерактивной ком-
пьютерной системы ГеоБазаДанных. Представлены и
обсуждаются результаты кластеризации представи-
тельного набора данных типичной модели геологиче-
ского объекта.
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Abstract—Most of modern systems are complex human-
machine ones. To improve them one needs to use analysis,
simulation, and optimization. One of the possible ways is
to consider so-called inner languages of systems taking
into consideration their nature and peculiarities. Causa-
tion approach in this case provides description of various
origin element systems and decision-making in ill-defined
situations. In the article below appropriate structure models
and algorithms are presented for petroleum supply system
as example.

Keywords—algorithm, complex system, knowledge,
causal-and-effect, petroleum supply

I. Introduction
Complex human-machine systems (further – CHMS)

contain automation and manpower control circuits with
many elements and links between them and require
scientific approach for improvement. They work under
directions of parent systems, satisfy consumer needs,
consider possibilities of competitors and suppliers, follow
regulations, etc. These demands, influences, restrictions
(factors) may be formalized as element sets that permit
to create goal areas Eef in parameter space R to which
a system image trajectory should come.

For a large-scale distributed CHMSs task to improve is
formulated as to bring key performance indicator (KPI)
K to extremum at factors G in ∆t by developing struc-
tures S = 〈X,U,GR〉 and selecting actions 〈C,A,X,U〉

K(S, 〈C,A,X,U〉,∆t)→ extr (1)

where X – set of control means and U – relations
between them, C – control functions, A – algorithms,
GR – structures. In given formulation the task usually
could not be resolved because of diversity of components,
non-linearity and difficulty of precise description in
mentioned parameter spaces due to high dimension.

Petroleum supply system as an important energy
source for transport [1] may be considered as CHMS
good example. Existing methods to resolve practical
tasks are not enough because of the system size and
development, that causes needs to search new ones.

II. Causation approach
For systems with insufficient information about their

structure and behavior (ill-defined ones) it is recom-

mended [2] to use some knowledge languages, describing
logics both in linguistic (semantical) form and good
enough for simulation and common use.

The most important regularity of a system is historicity
or development in time [3]. These ideas are formulated
in all fields of knowledge and practical activity: For any
objects, processes, events and phenomena (objects) previ-
ous ones exist as origins, causing changes and connecting
with other objects, that is also true for subsequent objects
for which considered is origin in its turn. They have
both «casual future and past». Causality principle it is
necessary to understand as a part of the Law of Nature to
Time and Space [4] – finite speed of signal propagation,
impossibility to influence on the past – that is also related
to sequence of stages in lifecycle. But sometimes relative
simplicity of cause-and-effects is the reason for «refusal»
as from «earlier» is not exactly gone «because of» [5].

There are the following properties of cause-and-effect
or casual interaction:

– «cause» assumes groups of objects (here better
events) genetically inter-connected;

– there are no events without causes and effects,
varied and interconnected,

– absolute causes and effects are absent or unachiev-
able;

– goals are also derived from the structural causal
definition [6].

As future states of a system goals are achieved at
mentioned factors that may be named as condition(s) 1.
Results (effects) of interaction changes the system and
surroundings that forms new conditions (s) 2. Achieve
of an elementary goal is modeled as follows:

- system element is at stage SA with factors GA, KPI
K, resources WA under control CA;

- functions and algorithms, contained in the kernel of
a causal cell, brought it from A to B;

- at SB with factors GB and control CB corrected
accordingly to the goal achieving degree (‖GA −
−GB‖) new K∗ (after interaction) and output re-
sources flow WB appear (Fig.1);

- decomposition of G, W , C, St is widely used and
theoretically and practically approved.
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Figure 1. Structure of Cause-and-effect relation to choose development direction of petroleum supply

On Fig. 1 Pj processes (j=1..J), Hk control periods
(k=1..K), Xpq – means (p=1..P – type, Q=1..Q – level),
Upq – relations, Phph – phases (ph=1..PH).
For non-elementary cases cause-and-effect (CE) com-

plexes are formed using finite state machine algebra [7]
and interaction simulated accordingly to sphere process
models. To operate with the cells some set of operations
ОС (ос=1..OC) is formed: unification (model creation),
decomposition (structuring), intersection/Cartesian prod-
ucts (multicircuit control), complements (extra- and in-
terpolation of parameters for parts with most trustable
data), composition (developing of the system model
by process approach, etalon models) and substitution
(synthesis optimal structures).

The solution in non-elementary situation is achieved
by formulation of general, intuitively understandable or
proved casual relations, its components decomposition to
the level perceptible for involved using models of the
sphere, practice checking, feedback and correction. If
there is under-determined situation parts with the most
trustable data are selected, for which same procedures are
realized, CE-cells for the whole system are developed
and optimization tasks are resolved considering known
models with given accuracy of data. Results are step-
by-step improved while the system is developed or new
data appear, information is put in knowledge data base
(DB). Since there are no restrictions on types of functions
and algorithms, it is possible to describe various origin
element system.

III. Algorithms and Diagrams to improve petroleum
supply as complex system

Petroleum supply is supposed [1] consisting of stations
to serve clients and terminals to distribute products,

nets to provide the objects work and companies as legal
entities.

Therefore, model of CE-cell on the first level of
decomposition accordingly to the goal «profit satisfying
clients» [8] may be formulated as achieving maximal K
(profits/costs at alternatives) by control structure forma-
tion and selection of control actions, i.e.:

General algorithm to select development way of
CHMSs is shown on Fig. 2, where:

- main factors * are determined by correlation anal-
ysis, specification the goals depends on factors G,
flow chart of processes and characteristics X and
U ;

- KPI K comprises mentioned items for all hierarchi-
cal levels and sub-systems;

- petrol DB or at least investigation of the works done
before should be;

- t∗ - desirable time, within which the system should
achieve the goal area;

- elementary control tasks Fijk and circuits are Carte-
sian products in matrix form;

- QGn = K2/K1 – thresholds between type of
system stages (phases) at transition from time 1 to
time 2 with ∆QGn and ∆tdG,n as deviation and
tdG – time of Guv changes.

Identifying phase of the system (see Fig. 3) and
appropriate sets of processes, structures and resources
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Figure 2. Informational-logic diagram to select CHMS development variant

elementary control tasks are determined as follows

P1,3−Fpqiphkpruv : X1,3
pq ×Ci×S1,3

ph ×Hk×W 1,3
pr ×Guv,

P2−Fpqiphkpruv : X2
pq ×Ci×S2

ph×Hk ×W 2
pr ×Guv,

P4,5−Fpqiphkpruv : X4,5
pq ×Ci×S4,5

ph ×Hk×W 4,5
pr ×Guv.

On Fig. 3 figures on ribs mean:
- development/degradation - 1 – development control,
2 – transition between stable stages, 3 – feedback to
control system (CS), 4 – corrections or corrective
actions

- normal mode - 1 – influence of surroundings (at
perturbation) or 1’ – system restrictions (at de-
viation), 2 – oscillation around stable stage, 3 –
feedback to CS, 4 – correction;

- abnormal mode - 1 – influence of surroundings
or 1’ – system restrictions, 2 – transition to an

unstable stage, 3 – feedback to CS, 4 – correction,
5 – transition to an unstable stage (cascade), 6 –
feedback to CS, 7 – correction, 8 – coming back or
8’ – system liquidation.

Control means Xpq act accordingly to principles and
procedures during periods with relative costs, that struc-
ture presented in matrixes M1−4 respectively (M1 for
Pr4 for short).
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Figure 3. Phases of a system development

In M1: principle D – control at system deviation, P –
at perturbation from surroundings, GC – goal change by
decision makers, the lower the level the more monitoring
and following, the upper – analysis, and decision making
accordingly to data collected (Pr4).
In M2 – procedure Pr1 – continuous and Pr2 –

discrete monitoring, Pr3 – quasiprogramming control,
Pr4 – control with collection (analysis) of data, C –
controlling Xpq .

In M3 Hk – control time periods (K=1..5, 1 – monitor-
ing by X2q or automation, 2 – interruptible monitoring,
3 – tactical, 4 – operative and 5 – strategic periods), 1 –
full (0 – non-) participance of a mean (manager’s time
proportionally, others deal with only one).

In M4 for Xpq at p=1 (human, q=1 – manager, 2 –
deputy manager, 3 – specialist) and at p=2 (technical,
q=1 – server, 2 – work station, 3 – controller), quantity
of levels is example, IS – inactive system, Sph=1 –
development and Sph=2 – operation.

In the adjacency and incident M1−4 «0» - absence of
interaction and «-« - its impossibility, the higher level
of X1q the lower interaction with IS and Xpq at q=2
and 3. All of matrix elements are quantitively derived
from data of real working objects, conditional and in
particular are some parameters of the model also. The
matrix multiplication is possible

M1 ×M2 ×M3 ×MSph=1,2
4

The synthesis of control system structure by convo-
lutions is done considering efficiency, meaning, level of
automation:

- C-convolution (synthesis) as integration of control
functions alongside control circuits and designation
more Ci to the smaller number of Xpq;

- P-convolution as the same for functions Ci belong-
ing to various circuits of processes Pj ;

- Н-convolution as the same for control functions Ci

on various time periods.
GR, GR1 − GR4 mention in (1) determine graphs

of, correspondingly, infra-system (non-active and needed
control), control (1), decision making (2), organization-
technical (3) and information (4) systems. It is supposed
[9] that the models are enough to describe a whole
system. The task to form structures and choose control
actions using system causal approach is resolved by the
informational logic diagram on Fig. 4 [10].
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Figure 4. Information-logic diagram to form structure and choose control actions using causal approach

IV. Discussion
As a result of the approach application it was devel-

oped the complex of inter-related structure models and
algorithms to impove petroleum supply systmes (Fig. 5).
Normal font marks previousle obtained models, bold –
newly ones, gray color – under investigation.

In 1998-2004, it was numerically proved multi-product
dispenser station structure, created algorithm for service
stations location at maximum transportation flow points
on the basis of automation system for part with the most
trustable information.

In 2005-11 there were found optimal station param-
eters for small and medium towns and inter-city roads
(3-4 and 9-10 stations with no less than 5 cross-roads
between them and every 75 km +/- 25 km, respectively).
For minimum client queque and station downtime is the
structure of two dispensers with all of the fuels proposed,
outdoor payment terminals provide 10 % higher produc-
tivity considering necessity to enter customers inside the
station building to sale non-fuel goods. Moreover there
were prepared efficient system structures to security,
automation, card and loyalty (3 regions, sales increace
in 6 times), staff preparation (2 training center), etc [10].

In 2012-19 in some regions of Russia and CIS states
there were changed technical maintanance systems with

cost reduction in 3-15 % at better service. Also logistics
automation control system (tank-trucks on-board gauges
camera, GPS, smart-sealing) was developed and im-
plemented. Finally, theoretical foundations of petroleum
product traceability were developed with implementation
in Turkey and tests in Sant-Peterburg [11].

V. Conclusion

The systematic causal-and-effect approach proposed to
improve complex human-machine systems is character-
ized by co-synthesis of controllable and control systems,
descision-making in case of not enough trustable data
from systems and surroundings, possibility to match
objects, processes, events and phenomena of various
nature and so on.

For petroleum supply important for economy and
requiring continuous improvement structure models and
control algorithms were done with practical results
achieved.

Adequatnes of models and algorithms and approach
as whole is cofirmed by the proximity of the known
and developed models on the similar feasible regions,
reliability of results by statistical data for more than 20
years of observation, validity of conclusions by results
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Figure 5. Interaction of structure models and control algorithms done to improve service nets

of approbation and successful applications that permit to
use them in other spheres.
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Улучшение сложной человеко-машинной
нефтяной системы с помощью
причинно-следственного подхода

А.А. Безродный, А.М. Короленок, А.Ф. Резчиков

Большинство современных систем представляют
собой сложные человеко-машинные системы. Для их
улучшения необходимо использовать анализ, моде-
лирование и оптимизацию. Один из возможных спо-
собов – рассмотрение так называемых внутренних
языков систем с учетом их природы и особенно-
стей. Причинно-следственный подход в этом случае
обеспечивает описание различных систем элементов
происхождения и принятия решений в нечетко опре-
деленных ситуациях. В данной статье в качестве
примера представлены соответствующие структурные
модели и алгоритмы для системы нефтесервиса.
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Abstract—This paper describes a software system of neu-
ral network control of space telemetry data for malfunction
diagnosis of spacecraft subsystems. This system is used for
testing of intelligent technologies for processing information
about a spacecraft subsystems state, prediction and detec-
tion of irregularities of the spacecraft subsystem modes.
The information obtained from on-board data sources on
space communication channel is used for processing.

Keywords—neural network, telemetry, spacecraft, diag-
nosis.

I. INTRODUCTION

To facilitate the development of intelligent systems
(ISs), it is important to ensure the reusability of ISs
components. A number of design support software is
known, such as SSADM, Meris, TDD, Gherkin [1]–[3].
It allows to create component-oriented, service-oriented
data processing systems. Their main drawback is the
lack of flexibility of the designed tools in the sense of
their dynamic reconfiguration in the face of changing
requirements during the software life cycle [4], [5]. The
solution of this problem lies in the use of components
that have the property of adapting to changing operating
conditions. Their development is provided by technolo-
gies based on the ontological approach to design, on
the representation of the design process by semantic
networks, in particular, open semantic technologies [6]–
[9]. The presence of knowledge integration tools in
these development technologies reduces the process of
developing a new, more advanced IS to teaching the
existing one.

It is shown that neural networks (NN), which are one
of the most powerful and dynamically developing tools
for intelligent information processing, can be effectively

used as components of applied systems. Through train-
ing, NNs allow take into account the characteristics of
specific data processing components. There are a number
of examples of using NNs in onboard intelligent deci-
sion support systems for controlling a complex dynamic
object and diagnosing its state [10]–[14]. Their main
advantage is provided by their machine learning and
self-learning ability, as well as by their high degree of
parallelization of processing [15].

This paper solves the problem of applying a NN
approach to construct systems for operational monitoring
and assessing the state of spacecraft (SC) for remote
sensing of the Earth (ERS) during their operation on
Earth’s orbit. The input data for processing are telemetry
(TM) ones, which include measurements of physical
quantities characterizing the position of the SC, envi-
ronmental parameters, the state of the SC equipment,
subsystems and processes, transmission of the results of
these measurements, registration and processing of the
received TM data in flight control centers.

The complexity of the TM analysis consists in the
processing quantities that are heterogeneous in physi-
cal nature and dynamic characteristics and introduce a
certain uncertainty in decision-making. Thus, new mon-
itoring methods are needed that can detect anomalies in
TM data. The increased complexity of on-board systems,
processing and analysis of TM data in a continuous
process accompanied by noise in the information flow by
non-deterministic sources of interference leads to the fact
that the existing deterministic control algorithms do not
provide reliable identification of abnormal modes due to
partial loss of diagnostic information. The NN acts here
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as an apparatus for formalizing complex algorithms for
information transformation. An increase in the accuracy
of the analysis can be obtained by taking into account
features of analyzed objects and subsystems in the NN
structure. The best way to do this is to develop of hybrid
(combined) NN architectures or to build ensembles of
NNs (ENN).

Considering the above, some tasks are relevant. Firstly,
it is necessary to develop NN models that increase the
accuracy of identification and prediction of the states of
subsystems of spacecraft. Secondly, it is necessary to
develop a technique for TM analysis using models based
on ENNs trained for individual modes of operation of
SC subsystems, which ensures processing of the entire
set of TM parameters of the SC, with the possibility of
additional training in case of work in a non-stationary en-
vironment. The software implementation of the technique
will reduce the cost of monitoring the state and behavior
of the SC subsystems, since this ensures the effective
use of software and hardware to solve the problem of
increasing its survivability due to the rational planning
of TM sessions.

II. TELEMETRY SYSTEMS
Space telemetry is a set of technologies that makes it

possible to measure physical quantities characterizing the
state of objects or processes, transfer the results of these
measurements, register and process the received data. A
telemetry system (TMS) is a part of the command and
measurement systems of flight control centers.

The nature and volume of measurements are deter-
mined by the tasks of the spacecraft and can be sin-
gle, constant, periodic, as required by the measurement
program. The paper considers the TM of a small ERS
spacecraft of the Canopus type. The Belarusian space-
craft (BSC) also belongs to this type [16].

Measurement data is transmitted to Earth, consumed
locally, or both, depending on the situation.

A domestic space TM practices two-level measure-
ments and cyclic polling of sensors, determined by the
measurement program. Part of the data without any
onboard processing is completely transferred to Earth,
where it is processed. The other part is processed on
site.

A target TM represents data from scientific equipment
and remote sensing means. In the ERS spacecraft, these
are photo and video cameras and spectrometers.

An important characteristic of any space system, es-
pecially its orbital part, is reliability and resilience to
failures and abnormal situations and the possibility of
recovery.

The diagnostic task is to recognize the operating
modes based on TM signals from the corresponding
sensors. The set of recognized modes forms a set of
recognizable classes. The signals are very noisy. Not the
original signals of the recording equipment are fed at the

NN input, but they are processed (filtered) and used in
the form of a vector. The output can be also a vector
specifying the probability distribution over the modes of
operation of the subsystems, or the number of the most
probable mode.

III. TMS ARCHITECTURE

The main conceptual characteristic of NN TMS (fig.
1) is learning ability and adaptation to various TM
conditions based on simulation.

The interaction subsystem is designed to collect TM
data from sensors, video and cameras, telescopes, etc.,
as well as data on their state, and transmit control
commands.

The sensor readings analysis subsystem analyzes the
state of the sensors and transmits the analysis result to the
control subsystem, the hardware diagnostics subsystem
and the data preprocessing subsystem.

The hardware diagnostics subsystem analyzes the cur-
rent state of the sensors taking into account the existing
state space. It trains and extracts knowledge about pos-
sible states of equipment and identifies emergency situ-
ations based on data on the current state of sensors and
on the state space. The diagnostic result is transmitted to
the control subsystem.

The data preprocessing subsystem filters and removes
data redundancy.

The data storage subsystem is designed to store TM
data and descriptions of all possible states.

Intellectual data processing subsystem performs NN
data processing.

The packet assembly subsystem fetches TM data from
the database, forms and transmits packets to the data
transmit/receive subsystem.

The current state transferring subsystem prepares data
on the current state of the system and its sensors.

The data transmit/receive subsystem directly interacts
with the radio channel, while transmission and reception
can be carried out both through a communication channel
(analogue of the TCP protocol) and in the form of
datagrams (analogue of the UDP protocol).

The control subsystem is designed to collect and
analyze data on the state of various subsystems, as well
as to generate control signals.

I. BASIC ALGORITHMS FOR INTELLIGENT
PROCESSING OF TM DATA

The intelligent processing subsystem consists of the
following functional blocks:

1) NN block for identifying the state of the SC
subsystems.

2) NN block for predicting the state of subsystems.
3) NN block for diagnostics of SC subsystems that

is designed to monitor the performance of various
SC subsystems.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of TMS

Onboard TM is a time series by its nature, including
those ones with switching dynamics. A specific subsys-
tem is characterized by a set of sensors of different
types, differing in time reports (measurement frequen-
cies), signal type, amplitudes, i.e. the time series are
multidimensional. Samples of this series characterize the
state of the research object at certain points in time
and represent it in the space of measured features as
continuous or quasi-continuous trajectories.

The type of NN depends on the types of processed
signals, which are determined in turn by the specific SC
subsystem and its constituent components, and the type
of the problem being solved. These features are taken
into account when constructing the NN model, along
with taking into account the uncertainty and incomplete-
ness of the initial information.

As a rule, the NN block consists of two parts:
- data preprocessing, which forms the input vector of

NN;
- modules for constructing and training NN, recog-

nition (calculating the output vectors of the trained
NN), saving training samples in the database. Hy-
brid NNs are used as basic NNs.

Hybrid information processing technology involves
a combination of traditional, NN and other intelligent
processing methods that allow creating effective systems
for processing complex structured data, when the use of
only one NN method does not allow taking into account
all the processing features.

Research in the field of improving the efficiency of
identification and recognition based on the NN theory is
carried out in the following two main areas:

1) Development of a unique, most suitable multi-layer
hybrid NN model, which combines some popular
NN models to effectively solve a real-life machin-
ing process. A hybrid NN model can be built from
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at least two different types of NNs. The first part of
the architecture is intended for preprocessing data
and extracting informative features, the second is
intended for making a decision in accordance with
the problem being solved (segmentation, identifi-
cation, classification, forecast, etc.). Various com-
binations of NNs are known for this purpose: mul-
tilayer perceptron, convolutional neural network
(CNN), self-organizing map, long-term memory,
support vector machine (SVM), recurrent NN, etc.
[13], [14], [20], [21].

2) Development of ENN. These are sets of NNs
that make decisions by averaging the results of
individual NNs that improve the quality of identi-
fication [21]–[23]. The basic models for ENN are
heterogeneous or hybrid NNs. They can be built
from at least two different types of NNs.

Next, let’s consider the developed base ENNs.

II. TWO-LEVEL ENN MODEL FOR
PROCESSING MULTIVARIATE TELEMETRY

TIME SERIES
The size NI of the NN input layer of one ENN is

determined as the product of the number of sensors in
the subsystem and the time window. The size NO of the
output layer is the number of sensors in the subsystem.
The size NH of the NN hidden layer of one ENN is
established when conducting an experiment with the pro-
cedure for finding the suboptimal size of the hidden layer
of single NNs. Learning is carried out by the RPROP
algorithm [24]. The ENN output value is generated as
weighted sum of the outputs of individual NNs [25].
The weighting is repeated after specified interval of the
processed time readings (dynamic weighting).

An ensemble of experts trained step-by-step on the
input data (without access to the previous data) combined
with a form of weighted voting for obtaining the final
solution is the common of the algorithms of the drift
detecting [26]–[28]. Incremental training of ENN means
estimating of accuracy of all models and their ranging by
accuracy at each forecasting iteration. When the error of
ENN increases, the drift of the target variable is detected
and a new element trained at the relevant data is added
the ensemble. In this approach, we retain the model put
in during the initial training and add new parameters
without the problem of “forgetting”. This is the way of
additional training of ENN.

We solved the forecasting problem of TM data for
three subsystems of the BSC. They are the power system
(PS), the corrective propulsion system (CPS) and the
target equipment (TE). Consequently, we generated three
ENN for the TM data processing. The structure of the
two-level organization of TM data processing is shown
in Fig. 2.

Preprocessed TM data and the identifier of the sub-
system are fed to the ENN input, which is delivered to

Figure 2. General scheme of telemetry data processing using ENN

the supervisor of the ENNs with the aid of the com-
munication block. The supervisor generates a signal for
choosing of ENN for the given subsystem and initiates
the procedure of its additional training. The incremental
block of additional training is responsible for preparation
of the training data set and training of new elements of
ENN.

Figure 3. Ensemble of CNN and SVM models

The proposed organization of ENN in two levels
implements the heterogeneity of the NN system, where
the first level of the structure is represented by a set of
ensembles of heterogeneous networks, and the second is
represented by one generalizing module. An ensemble
or a single supervisor network that processes the output
values of all elements of the first level can be used as a
second-level expert.

I. I. AN ENSEMBLE OF CONVOLUTIONAL
NEURAL NETWORKS AND SVM MODELS

The method of support vectors is recommended to be
used when working with a small set of features, so it can
be chosen as the main method when forming a model
from manually selected features of objects.

Thus, CNNs that receive input data directly in the
form of images, and a set of SVMs that make decisions
on selected features of objects can be combined into an
ensemble (Fig.3).

This scheme can be modified by submitting additional
features, formed without using images, directly to the
input of the SVM classifiers.
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CNN can be modified similarly. The network can be
divided into several branches for data processing (Fig.4).

Figure 4. Hybrid CNN

One branch performs automatic feature extraction on
the image using standard CNN layers, the weighting
coefficients of which are determined by gradient methods
during training. The other branch may include a set of
predetermined preprocessing procedures, and for each
input image to form an additional set of features. Also,
sets of external features can be submitted to the hybrid
model. This model involves two stages of training.

At the first stage, the first branch of the network is
trained until sufficient accuracy is achieved, or before
stopping by early stopping methods.

At the second stage, the weights of the convolutional
layers of the network are fixed and the training is carried
out only for fully connected layers, for which features
from convolutional layers, a manual set of features, and
external features come together.

CONCLUSION

A two-level model of ENNs for processing multidi-
mensional time series of telemetry of SC subsystems is
described. The experimental prototype of the software
NN system was developed at the UIIP NAS of Belarus.

The proposed component design technology can be
effectively supported by the OSTIS technology and basic
ontology technologies for control and monitoring to
describe the subject area associated with data collection
using sensors and the observation (data collection) pro-
cess, for example, SSN, M3, OntoSensor [29]–[32].
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Гибридные искусственные нейронные
сети для компонентного проектирования

систем обработки космической
телеметрии

А.А. Дудкин, Е.Е. Марушко, С.А. Золотой, С. Чен

В статье описывается программная нейросетевая
система контроля телеметрической информации для
диагностики подсистем космических аппаратов. Пред-
назначена для отработки интеллектуальных техноло-
гий обработки информации, поступающей по косми-
ческому каналу связи от бортовых источников данных
о состоянии подсистем космических аппаратов, пред-
сказания и обнаружения нарушений штатных режимов
функционирования бортовых подсистем.

Описывается двухуровневая модель ансамблей ней-
ронных сетей для обработки многомерных временных
рядов телеметрии подсистем космических аппаратов.
Входными данными для обработки являются измере-
нияфизических величин, характеризующих состояние
аппаратуры, подсистем и процессов положение косми-
ческого аппарата, параметры внешней среды, передачу
результатов этих измерений, регистрацию и обработку
полученных данных в центрах управления полетами.
Предлагается также гибридная сверточная нейронная
сеть, которая комбинирует признаки, выделенные ней-
ронной сетью и экспертами.Оптимальные значения ги-
перпараметров моделей вычисляются методами сето-
чого поиска с использованием k-кратной перекрестной
проверки. Представлена структура телеметрической
системы. Предложена технология компонентного про-
ектирования, которая может эффектифно поддержана
технологией ОСТИС и базовыми технологиями онто-
логий для для описания и мониторинга предметной
области, связанной со сбором данных с помощью
датчиков и процессом наблюдения (сбора данных).
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Abstract—This paper describes the main functions and
architecture of software control system for inspection equip-
ment of integrated circuit on basis of computer vision.
Advantages of the developed architecture are described,
as well as its application for image processing of integrated
circuit layouts. The system allows identifying effectively
defects what it is especially important for Very large-scale
integration manufacturing based on submicron technology.

Keywords—image processing, VLSI, automatic layout
inspection, control and measurement equipment

I. INTRODUCTION

Contemporary means for designing electronic circuits
are aimed at shortening the time required for developing
and launching new products into production and reducing
the cost of the mass production of digital equipment.
This is possible due to computer vision systems, which
are a constituent part of the modern technology of the
designing and producing integrated circuits (ICs). The
transition to submicron design standards and the compli-
cation of the actual circuits necessitate the development
of novel approaches, methods, and algorithms for the
digital processing of IC images taking into account
the design and technological limitations (DTLs) in IC
manufacturing.

Currently, research in the field of IC manufacturing
automation is carried out in the following main di-
rections: developing optoelectronic conversion methods,
improving the pattern recognition quality [1] – [7], and
designing special inspection methods [1], [8]. The prin-
cipal problems for increasing the efficiency of designing
and manufacturing ICs using the planar technology are
as follows [9]:

• development of a unified approach to digital trans-
formations of images of layouts;

• application of the theory of artificial neural networks
(NNs) in IC data processing during the development
and manufacturing of ICs [10];

• combination of technologies that in a single pro-
duction cycle make it possible to design, analyze,
and redesign ICs, employing both digital processing
methods and NNs;

• development of parallel algorithms and means for
mapping the corresponding algorithms onto mul-
tiprocessor computing structures, including super-
computers.

The equipment of ICs layout inspection is charac-
terized by a large diversity and essentially differs in
degree of complexity: from simple visual inspection tools
for mass production to the most complex automatic
inspection and measurement systems which are used both
in R&D of new technologies and devices, as well as
in the large-scale production. Automatic inspection and
measurement system for defects in semiconductor wafers
is already used in microelectronics [11]. Special systems
for realization of critical technologies in microelectronics
and precise engineering are foundation for development
and further growth of modern technology.

Modern means of developing ICs are aimed at reduc-
ing time for mastering and launching new products into
production, as well as reducing cost of digital equip-
ment during its mass production. Such an opportunity
is provided by technological base, including machine
(computer) vision systems, which are an integral part of
modern technology for the design and production of ICs.

In connection with updating new submicron design
standards and increasing complexity of the ICs them-
selves, it becomes necessary to solve problems of pro-
cessing, storing, receiving and transmitting large amounts
of data obtained during lithographic process of ICs de-
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sign. Original approaches for image processing allow to
fully complying with conditions of submicron manufac-
ture of Very large-scale integration (VLSI) and to reduce
cost of production. The object of the study is process
of critical dimensions inspection on the photomasks and
VLSI layouts. The processing consists of image analysis,
generating reports based on the previous analysis results,
controlling the focusing system, coordinate table and
other external devices, as well as synthesis of routines
for the automatic operation of control equipment for
monitoring of layout critical sizes.

The developed Software Control System (SCS) for
equipment of ICs layout inspection is based on machine
vision and provides the following functions: image pre-
processing taking into account design and technological
constraints; image processing and analysis with support
for third-party video camera equipment; image analysis
to control design and technological constraints; storage
and access to data with the ability to import and export
data in various formats; program synthesis for automatic
operation; management of third-party mechanisms; data
visualization. The main analogs of the SCS are the
Olympus MicroSuite FIVE software systems from Olym-
pus Corporation (Japan) and NIS-Elements Microscope
Imaging Software from Nikon Instruments Inc. (USA).
Analogs of installations for monitoring critical dimen-
sions and their approximate cost: LEICA LWM 250 UV
– 4.8 million dollars, KLA Tencor IPRO4 – 5 million
dollars.

II. SCS ARCHITECTURE

The developed architecture of the SCS is shown on
Fig. 1. The work of the SCS is carried out as follows:

1) Initialization of user work by issuing control ac-
tions to the control system (by the user interface or
loading the configuration for automatic operation).

2) Transformation of control commands, if necessary.
3) Receiving data from video camera using the ap-

propriate SDK, convert data for processing.
4) Processing and analysis of data by appropriate

subsystems.
5) Transmission of video stream and analysis results

in the control system, if necessary, format conver-
sion.

6) Development of control actions by the decision-
making subsystem (decision based on the received
commands, video stream and analysis results).

7) Transferring of data at the control process to the
virtual data model.

8) Signal transmission when changes the state of the
model from the virtual data model to the graphical
user interface.

9) Request the required data graphical user interface
from the virtual data model and retrieving them.

10) Transmission commands of control to equipment
by the decision-making subsystem through the

appropriate next path (interface, the mechanism
control system and the corresponding Software De-
velopment Kit (SDK)).

11) Save the results of control in the DB.

III. IMAGE PROCESSING

The SCS includes implementation of main function by
special systems and subsystems: an image processing and
analysis system, including a video camera subsystem for
preparing data for use; a control system for functional
linking of other systems and subsystems; the mechanism
control system for generating unit control commands;
graphic user interface for the user to control the function-
ing; subsystem of interaction with the DB for storing the
results of inspection; a subsystem for control program
generation (description preparation of the configurations
of operation used in the automatic mode of operation).
In addition, each of the systems must be implemented
with a sufficiently high level of abstraction to ensure
uniform operation when using different video equipment
and control equipment. So when choosing an design
pattern for software package, the following criteria were
used: modularity; openness; configurability; separation
of graphical user interface and functionality. The most
convenient design pattern based on the listed before
criteria is MVC (Model-View-Controller). MVC pattern
with some modifications allows to take into account
mentioned above criteria and requirements to the archi-
tecture of the SCS: the control system must be able to
receive commands from several sources – an interface
for receiving control commands is added for converting
general view commands (meta-commands) into specific
commands for such equipment; the control system must
be able to receive a video stream from several sources –
an interface for receiving video data is added, which con-
verts various data formats to a single format an interface
for receiving control commands is added for converting
general view commands (meta-commands) into specific
commands for such equipment, the virtual data model
that stores a description of the state of the parameter con-
trol process is implemented. The main part of SCS is the
image processing subsystem that implements both basic
and special image processing algorithms The basic ones
are : Contrast Correction; Gamma Correction; Invertion;
Laplace Filtration; Mean Filtration; Median Filtration;
Morphological Closing; Morphological Dilatation; Mor-
phological Erosion; Morphological Opening; Threshold
Binarization [2] – [4], [12] – [14]. The special ones
include preprocessing, autofocus and analysis algorithms.
The preprocessing algorithms are:

• algorithms of preliminary processing of images of
layers of VLSI taking into account DTLs;

• algorithms for increasing the informativeness of
images of layers of semiconductor chips, taking
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Figure 1. Architecture of the SCS

into account DTLs, based on combining objects of
interest from several copies of the chip;

• algorithms of semantic filtering of images taking
into account DTLs, based on the use of descriptors
of the shape of the image segments: the total area of
the segment, the geometric center of the segment,
the length of the main diagonal of the segment,
the dimensions of the approximant rectangle for the
segment;

• an algorithm for preprocessing images taking into
account DTLs based on soft morphology, condi-
tional erosion and dilatation;

• algorithms of stitching images taking into account
DTLs;

• algorithm for improving images taking into account
DTLs, which allows you to align the heterogene-
ity of lighting of individual frames and brightness
differences at their border.

The autofocus algorithms are:
• the algorithm for estimating the sharpness function

in which several different criteria are quantied on
specific series of images;

• the algorithm of continuous automatic determination
of focal length for continuous determination of the
correct focal length for the survey system from
images of the VLSI topology;

• the lgorithm for determining the unevenness of
illumination based on the analysis of the edge of the
topology. According to this algorithm, it is supposed
to set the direction of the scanning line on the image,
along which the edge analysis is performed.

The analysis algorithms do:
• alignment and orientation – binding of the reference

system and the coordinate system of the object to
the coordinate system of the installation;

• control and measurement of dimensions – launch of
algorithms for control and measurement of dimen-
sions;

• automatic measurement – launch of algorithms for
automatic measurement of dimensions;

• determination of the size of elements - the launch
of algorithms for determining the size of the image;

• creation of a control and measurement program for
automatic mode - the formation of a list of control
effects with the appropriate parameters and their
saving as a file or record in the database.

The functioning of the system is carried out according
to the generalized algorithm, the steps of which are given
below [15] - [19].

Step 1. Loading operation parameters from the com-
mand source ICommandSource.

Step 2. Loading dynamic libraries.
Step 3. Preparation of the algorithms’ implementations

required for processing.
Step 4 If the images in the IFrameSource are still

available, then go to step 5, otherwise go to step 10.
Step 5. Loading image from source.
Step 6. Image processing with the selected algorithm

/ algorithms.
Step 7. Analysis of the processed image.
Step 8. Saving the analysis result to the IProcessin-

gResult Storage result storage.
Step 9. Go to step 4.
Step 10. Completion of work. As noted earlier, the

software module for image processing and analysis,
almost all elements of the SCS should be a set of dynam-
ically loaded libraries containing supported functions.
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CONCLUSION

The general architecture of program complex for con-
trol of equipment for monitoring of critical size based
on machine vision systems has been developed, which
allows working with big input data and easily adapted
to specific equipment. In this paper, the requirements
and the structure of the SCS are described. technology
allows identifying effectively defects that is especially
important for software engineering for equipment of
critical sizes inspection of VLSI manufacturing based on
submicron technology. The developed software provides
the following functions:
• image preprocessing taking into account design and

technological restrictions;
• image processing and analysis with support of dif-

ferent video equipment;
• image analysis for inspections of manufacturing

operations;
• storage and access to data with the ability to import

and export data in various formats;
• synthesis of the program for automatic operation

mode;
• control of different mechanisms;
• data visualization.
The architecture of the software system was devel-

oped, providing possibility of flexible adjustment of gen-
eral algorithm of image processing and analysis. The user
can independently compose chains of simple algorithms
to obtain more complex ones. It is also possible to
connect external routines. The operation parameters and
automatic processing programs are stored in the database.
The software is used in production of competitive preci-
sion equipment for VLSI manufacturing what determines
its practical importance: for automatic photometry with
precision laser focusing system; for automated microsize
inspection system; for mask pattern coordinates mea-
surement system, equipment for mask pattern generation
and inspection. A significant advantage of equipment
of the controlled of SCS and developed by JSC Planar
for the production of VLSI over foreign counterparts is
that it is designed on a single design and technological
base, realizing full hardware, software and metrological
compatibility of the entire set of installations operating in
a single technological cycle for Embodiments in silicon
of critical technologies of the microelectronic industry.
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Программная платформа для
проектирования систем оптического

контроля изготовления прецизионного
оборудования микроэлектроники

А.А. Дудкин, С.М. Аваков,
А.А. Воронов, В.В. Ганченко

При реализации программного комплекса была разра-
ботана архитектура, обеспечивающая возможность гибкой
настройки общего алгоритма обработки и анализа изобра-
жений.

Отличительной особенностью архитектуры программной
платформы и используемых алгоритмов является обеспе-
чение измерения с автофокусировкой для повышения по-
вторяемости и точности контроля и возможности гибкой
настройки общего алгоритма обработки и анализа изобра-
жений, включая распараллеливание.

Программная платформа применяется при производстве
конкурентоспособного прецизионного оборудования для из-
готовления высокоточных оригиналов топологий изделий
электронной техники и обеспечивает определение неровно-
сти края на всем участке измерений и контроль критических
размеров полупроводниковых пластин СБИС с поддержкой
минимальных элементов размером 350 нм и повторяемостью
не хуже 2 нм.
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Abstract—It has been established that the description of
the coordination of functioning in the Intelligent Trans-
portation Control System (ITCS) involves the use of three
levels of hierarchy. The features of the stratified system
are determined. It is proposed to use the principle of
multilayer when forming control decisions, when each layer
is responsible for solving coherent operational problems.
The functions of the three main layers of the system
are determined. Describes the multilevel organizational
hierarchy of the ITCS. A formalized description of the
coordination of the functioning of the elements of a two-
level fragment of the ITCS

Keywords—Intelligent Transportation Control System,
coordination, stratified system, organizational level, ab-
straction description level, multi-level system, Multilayer
hierarchy

One of the most important intellectual property of
systems should be considered the ability to work in
coordination. Such system property provides:
• solving complex problems by collective efforts;
• formation of hybrid solvers for new problems that
were not considered at the stage of creating systems;

• improving the quality of control solutions (CS) due
to the subsequent integration of modules with new
more accurate algorithms;

• detection of errors in the CS by comparing their
incoming information from different sources (sys-
tems).

Coordination of functioning can be ensured through
the use of harmonized standards (for example, spec-
ifications based on OSTIS technologies) and unified
principles of building intelligent systems [1–4].

In this article the key principles of the coordinated
functioning of elements in a multi-level system, based
on the Intelligent Transportation Control System (ITCS)
example, are proposed [5, 6].

The description of the rules for coordinating function-
ing in the ITCS involves the using of three hierarchy
levels [7]:
a) the object environment or abstraction description

level (stratum);
b) complexity of generated CS level (layer);

c) organizational level (echelon).
The ITCS as a stratified system (Figure 1) is described

by a family of models, each of which reflects the behavior
of the system at different levels of abstraction. Each level
has characteristic features, parameters, rules of behavior,
patterns.

Figure 1. The relationship between the strata of the ITCS

The following features are inherent in a stratified
system.
1. The choice of strata used in the ontological de-

scription of a subsystem depends not so much on
the goals of the functioning of the ITCS, as on
the goals of the functioning of a particular sub-
system. For example, an object “marshalling yard”
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in solving various operational problems will require
descriptions from different points of view. For the
development of a train formation plan (TFP), a
station can be described only by enlarged quantita-
tive parameters: the accumulation parameter C, the
savings from running without processing tec, the
limiting processing capacity Ntrans.
When developing a train schedule (GDS), it is
necessary to know the characteristics of the station’s
receiving and departure tracks and their layout.
When managing plant operations, detailed charac-
teristics of plant objects are required. In the above
examples, the control object is considered from
similar positions, which requires the consistency
of descriptions in different subsystems. However,
when solving the problems of “personnel work”,
“accounting”, “repair management” approaches to
the description of the “marshalling yard” will be
fundamentally different.

2. Ontologies of subsystems on different strata are
generally not interconnected. Therefore, the laws,
principles of functioning, decision rules, etc., which
are used to describe a subsystem on any stratum,
in the general case, cannot be deduced from the
principles used in another stratum. For example,
the decision rules of the subsystem “planning of
shunting work” cannot be used in the subsystem
“control of the work of a shunting locomotive”. In
this regard, in ITCS for each subsystem, its own
ontology can be used. The set of ontologies of
subsystems form a single ontology of the ITCS.
The purpose of a unified ontology is to ensure
the consistency of descriptions of private ontologies
among themselves.

3. There is an asymmetric relationship between the
conditions for the functioning of the ITCS on dif-
ferent strata. The requirements for the conditions
of functioning and the decision rules of the higher
subsystems act as conditions or restrictions for the
lower ones. For example, the choice of the speed of
shunting movement in the subsystem “planning of
shunting work” is a limitation in the formation of
the CS in the subsystem “control of the operation of
the shunting locomotive”. As a result, information
(feedback) about the course of the real process and
its deviations from the planned values should be
transmitted to a higher level.

4. Each stratum has its own set of terms, definitions,
decision rules and concepts. An elementary object
of a higher stratum may be an independent subsys-
tem on a lower one. Subsequent strata describe the
internal mechanisms of the object’s behavior and
the principles of its functioning. The higher strata
are the principles of interaction between objects.
For example, a station on higher strata (for exam-

ple, when developing a plan for the formation of
trains) should be described in aggregate, and the
emphasis is on the principles of interaction between
stations. In the lower-level stratum, the station is
an independent subsystem with its own principles
and peculiarities of functioning. As a consequence,
the study of an object in a lower stratum does
not always make it possible to more effectively
solve the problems of higher strata. Thus, the ITCS
ontology should provide for a hierarchy of semantic
relations between any two successive subsystems of
the hierarchy: “subsystem behavior rules - rules of
interaction between subsystems”.

5. The detailing of the principles of ITCS functioning
increases with the successive transition from strata
of higher levels to strata of lower levels. A different
detail level of control objects in digital models of
subsystems belonging to different strata makes it
possible to simplify the general description of ITCS,
but ensure its necessary completeness.

The system of CS formation in ITCS is based on the
principle of multilayer - when each layer is responsible
for solving coherent operational tasks (OT), but taking
into account different “powers” and detailing the final
decisions (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Multilayer hierarchy of the CS formation system in ITCS
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For example, the upstream OT “TFP Development”
defines a plan for the distribution of shunting work
between the technical stations. OT “formation planning”
at the station level, based on the established TFP,
develops a shunting plan. The subordinate subsystem
“control of shunting work” on the basis of a train
formation plan forms shunting routes and transmits
telecontrol commands to shunting locomotives.

CS in ITCS can be thought of as a family of con-
sistently solved operational problems. Those. CS of any
of the OT defines such control parameters that allow
formulating the subsequent problem as fully defined and
solvable. The CS of the original OT can be considered
found if all associated OTs have been (or can be) re-
solved. For example, if within the framework of the de-
cision OT “formation planning” it is established that the
specified amount of shunting work cannot be performed
(due to a shortage of track or shunting resources, etc.),
the OT “development of TFP” is considered not solved
and requires re-consideration.

Thus, each element in Figure 2 is a formative CS
and can be assigned to a certain hierarchical layer. The
output of an element (for example, D2) x1 is CS or a
sequence of CS, depending on the input control x2. At
the same time, the input parameters x2 are the CS of the
parent element. In the future, in the ITCS, such a system
of CS formation will be called the hierarchy of layers
of CS formation, and the system itself will be called a
multilayer decision-making system.

In ITCS, as a system providing CS formation in
conditions of uncertainty, the hierarchy of CS formation
layers is determined by the following stages:
1. Choice of the strategy that should be used in the

process of CS adoption;
2. Elimination or minimization of uncertainty;
3. Search for the preferred or acceptable CS according

to the given rules.
The ITCS functional hierarchy is shown in Figure 3.
1. Layer of choice: the purpose of the layer is the

formation of CS m, which directly affects the sub-
ject of management (transportation process). The
element forming the CS on this layer receives from
the environment and higher subsystems the initial
data for solving the OT and, using one or another
algorithm, forms the CS. The algorithm can be
defined directly as pre-formulated in the ontology
of system T or indirectly using the search process.

Figure 3. Functional multi-layer hierarchy CS

For this, the system specifies the output function
P , the estimation function G, and the choice of
the effective CS m is based on the application of
the estimation function G to the function P . Using
the set-theoretical approach of systems theory, the
output function can be defined as a mapping P :

M × U → Y, (1)

where M - is a set of alternative CS; Y - is the set
of possible outputs; U - is a set of uncertainties that
adequately reflect the lack of knowledge about the
relationship between CS m and the output y.
Similarly, the estimate function G is a mapping G:

M × Y → V, (2)

where V - is a set of parameters that can be related
to the characteristics of the system’s functioning
quality.
If the set U consists of one element or is empty,
i.e. there is no uncertainty at the output with
respect to CS m, the choice can be based on
optimization: find such m in M such that the value
ν′ = G(m′, P (m′)) is less than ν′ = G(m,P (m))
for any other CS m ∈M .
If U is a richer set, the choice of an effective CS
can be based on other principles, including those
involving the introduction of additional, in addition
to P and G, mappings.
Corollary 1. The search for an effective CS based on
optimization approaches is a special case of search.
When solving a significant number of OT, funda-
mentally different criteria for choosing effective CS
can be used.
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Consequence 2. The evaluation function G should
be formed in the external, relative to the forming
CS element, subsystem and be consistent with the
functioning goals of higher subsystems. Otherwise,
you can always find such a function G’, which will
allow you to define any CS as effective.

2. Layer of adaptation. The task of this layer is to
concretize the set of uncertainties U , which are
inherent in the layer of choice, and to narrow this
set. If the system and environment are stationary,
then the set U can be narrowed down to one ele-
ment. However, U represents not actually existing,
but assumed uncertainties. When solving new OT
in ITCS, the U layer can be modified (extended),
thereby assuming that certain underlying hypotheses
are unfair and require adaptation to the predicted
operational environment. For example, a station
shunting plan is developed based on the number
of locomotives available at the station (the number
of locomotives is known, there is no uncertainty).
However, in the process of performing the technical
task, it became necessary to carry out unscheduled
repairs with an indefinite time for their completion.
Under such conditions, the number of shunting
locomotives at the station is an undefined value.

3. The layer of self-organization. Designed to select
the structure, functions and strategy for solving
OT, used on the lower layers, taking into account
the maximum approximation to the global goal
of the system functioning. If the global goal is
not achieved, the subsystem of this layer changes
the functions P and G on the first layer or the
adaptation (learning) strategy on the second layer.

In ITCS, as a multi-echelon system, the concept of
hierarchy implies that:
1. The system consists of a family of clearly interacting

subsystems;
2. Some of their subsystems are forming CS;
3. The forming CS elements are arranged hierarchi-

cally in the sense that some of them are controlled
by other (superior) elements (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Multilevel organizational hierarchy of ITCS

The presence of many subsystems that have the right
to form the CS implies the possibility of the functioning
“conflicting” goals existence. In addition, the goals
of functioning can be not only “conflicting”, but also
form “coalitions”. Traditionally, such systems are
considered as multi-agent, but this approach leads to an
oversimplification of the system description (functional
connections between elements of the same level, target
parameters of functioning set by higher subsystems,
etc. are neglected). In addition, conflicts between
elements of the same echelon are not resolved within
one hierarchical level, but through the intervention of
an element of a higher level.

Considering ITCS as a multi-level multi-purpose sys-
tem, it should be borne in mind that the upper level
elements determine the purposeful activity of the lower
level elements, but do not completely control it. Sub-
ordinate elements forming CS should have the freedom
to form and choose CS. In some cases, the CS chosen
by the lower level may differ from the choice of the
higher level element. For example, when generating a
predictive GDS, the route of receiving a train to a station
is determined. However, in the subsystem “Managing the
operation of a technical station” in view of the availability
of more complete information (information awareness), a
different reception path can be chosen (for example, due
to the presence of a train on the initial track with which
operations for non-decoupling car repair are performed).

At the same time, in the interest conflict event aris-
ing between elements of one or different echelons, the
priority in the choice of SD remains with the element
of a higher level. Let’s consider the coordination of
functioning on the example of a two-tier fragment of
ITCS. The choice of such a fragment is explained by the
following reasons:

1. This is the simplest type of system in which all
significant properties of multilevel systems are man-
ifested;
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2. Any more complex multi-level system can be built
from two-level by hierarchical unification.

Fragment ITCS contains upstream control elements C0

and downstream C1, C2, ..., Cn of various control levels,
the control object for which is the transportation process
B1, B2, ..., Bn. (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Diagram of management coordination in ITCS

Bodies of the control system C1, C2, ..., Cn act on
the control objects Bn through the implementation of the
SD bk (b ∈ Bk to the set of admissible SD) and receive
information about the progress of the SD implementation
on the control objects rn ∈ R

(1)
n (where R(1)

n – is the
set of information messages of the 1st level).

In ITCS, the objective of good governance is formu-
lated as follows:

– the subsystem of the higher level C0 should form
such CS {ki} so that at the lower level subsystems
C1, C2, ..., Cn form operational tasks and optimal
local SD {bn} in relation to the global quality
function Y ;

– subsystems C1, C2, ..., Cn solving problems of local
optimization should provide an extremum of the
quality function Y .

The model of ITCS functioning from the point of view
of set theory describes the SP as

Bn:Lk ×X → Y, (3)

where X – is the set of perturbations of the external
object environment affecting the controlled process.

The model of functioning of the control element Ci

can be described by a functional of the form

Ci:K ×Bn → Lk, (4)

and the model of the coordinator K is implemented in
the form

C0:R
(2)
n → K, (5)

where R(2)
n – set of second level information signals.

The implementation of the control loop in ITCS in-
cludes information coming through feedback channels
(R(2)

n ). Feedback information enters the control bodies

and provides the formation of an array of data on the
state of control objects. Feedback allows you to form
dependencies between a set of control decisions Lk and
changes in the parameters of control objects Bn, i.e.

xi:L×W × Yn → R(2)
n , (6)

where W - is the set of all possible factors influencing
the result of solving the control problem; Yn - set of
effective outputs of transportation processobjects in the
considered subsystem.

The function coordinating control actions coming from
the upper control level is defined as

F (L)→ x0:K ×R(2)
n × L, (7)

where K - is a set of coordinated actions.
At the lower control level, the tasks of coordinating

subprocesses to be solved can be optimization. In this
regard, it is expedient to consider any local problem as a
pair (gi;xi), where gi - is a given local objective function;
xi - a predetermined set of input actions X. In this case,
we can assume that gi it is determined by the output
function of the process Bn and the local quality function
Gi:

gi(xi) = Gi(xi, Bn(xi)). (8)

The solution to the local optimization control problem
in the ITCS subsystem is the element xi ∈ X , which
determines the minimization condition

gi(xi) = min gi(xi). (9)

In ITCS, the implementation of the principle of coor-
dinating the activities of subsystems is based on:

– for top-level subsystems - on “coordination of inter-
action”;

– for subsystems of a lower level - on “unleashing
interaction”.

To implement coordination in ITCS, it is proposed
to use a modified method for obtaining the quality
function for lower-level elements by means of operators
for evaluating the indirect effect of the implementation
of CS.

In order to obtain the global optimum of the function
Y in accordance with the method of coordinating “un-
tied” interactions, the elements of the lower level must
maximize their quality functions both in terms of local
controls and in interactions. Subsystem C0 should form
coordinating CS kjw so as to balance interactions

n∑
j=1

yijf = uif ;

n∑
j=1

yijw = uiw, (10)

where uif , uiw – optimal parameters of subsystem
functioning adopted at the upper control level; yijf ,
yijw – optimal performance parameters selected by the
corresponding subsystems at the lower control levels.
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The use of the above principles made it possible to
create and introduce into industrial operation a number
of intelligent systems on the Belarusian Railway: “Shift-
daily planning of cargo work” - the system allows you
to develop detailed agreed work plans for three levels of
management and more than 100 objects of management;

“Linking the formation with the train schedule” -
the system allows to solve a new operational problem
due to the coordinated interaction of the systems “train
planning”, “station work planning” and “development
of the train schedule”. Detailed coordinated plans are
being developed for two management levels and about
20 objects of management.

Harmonized OSTIS standards and uniform principles
for coordinating the functioning of intelligent systems
can be used to build intelligent systems in other areas of
knowledge. In the future, this will allow the creation of
intelligent systems that have interdisciplinary knowledge
and are able to form CS for various fields of activity.
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Научные принципы координации
функционирования элементов в

многоуровневой интеллектуальной
системе управления перевозочным

процессом
Ерофеев А.А.

Установлено, что описание координации функци-
онирования в интеллектуальной системе управления
перевозочным процессом предполагает использова-
ние трех уровней иерархии. Определены особенно-
сти стратифицированной системы. Предложено при
формировании управляющих решений использовать
принцип многослойности, когда каждый слой отве-
чает за решение связных эксплуатационных задач.
Определены функции трех основных слоев системы.
Описана многоуровневая организационная иерархия
ИСУПП. Приведено формализованное описание ко-
ординации функционирования элементов двухуров-
него фрагмента ИСУПП.
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Abstract—The article deals with the actual problems of
modeling of monitoring risks in urban transport. This mon-
itoring involves determining the state of transport objects,
as well as procedures for minimizing the consequences
caused by the onset of risks.

The article discusses the problems of effective creation
of system for monitoring of risks in urban transport based
on the use of appropriate models.

The article proposes modeling this system based on
situational-semantic model. The approach proposed would
contribute to recognition of risks and generation of man-
agement decisions to eliminate their consequences.

The proposed situational-semantic model allows: to pre-
dict the behavior of complex transport objects and trans-
port infrastructure objects; take into account the possibility
of emergence of new transport objects and processes for
ensuring their functioning in conditions of minimizing
possible risks; respond adequately to local and global fac-
tors of influence on transport objects; dynamically change
the structure of the system; take into account new data
to predict the development and improvement of relevant
transport objects; predict the development of processes to
ensure minimization of risks and the consequences of them.

Keywords—model, situational-semantic model, modeling,
information system, risks in urban transport, monitoring
of risks in urban transport.

I. INTRODUCTION

Urban transport is always associated with certain risks.
Studying these risks, determining the degree of their im-
pact on the functioning of transport objects and transport
infrastructure objects is a complex problem.

This is due to the fact that, firstly, there are several
classes of risks in urban transport, in particular: tech-
nical (production, technological, innovative), economical
(property, commercial, financial, credit and interest rate);
social; environmental.

Each of the risks is associated with a large number
of dynamically changing factors of influence. Therefore,
the monitoring of risks, the development of appropriate
information systems is an important and urgent problem.

The creation of such complex systems will be optimal
if it is based on the use of models of objects and
processes in urban transport.

Modeling of risk monitoring systems in urban trans-
port would facilitate the timely recognition of risks and
the generation of solutions to eliminate their conse-
quences.

When building complex technical system, which is a
system for monitoring of risks in the transport [1, 2], it is
important to choose the method of presenting knowledge
about the domain (urban transport).

Among the main types of models of knowledge rep-
resentation should be noted [3 - 6]: production model;
semantic network; frame model; ontological model [7,
8].

II. MODELING OF MONITORING OF RISKS

The main goal of this work is to develop a model of
the system for monitoring of risks in urban transport. As
such a model, a situational-semantic model was proposed
[9, 10].

The authors propose to use modeling based on a multi-
level model of a special class of semantic networks
(SM) - situational-semantic networks (SSM), in which
situations determine not only the description of the model
at any of its levels, but also the transition from one level
to another.

The SM that is used is a system of knowledge of
domain. This has certain content in the form of a coherent
image of a specific network model of the system for
monitoring of risks in the urban transport.

The nodes of this model correspond to transport ob-
jects or transport infrastructure objects (concepts of the
subject area, system components, constituent elements
of the process of ensuring the functioning of transport
objects).

Arcs reflect the relationship between all objects of the
considered domain.

When constructing SM, the number of elements and
their connections is not limited, and the systematization
of relations between transport objects and transport in-
frastructure objects of the network is necessary for the
subsequent formalization of the processes of monitoring
risks in urban transport.
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Systematization of SM relations is a complex problem
and depends not only on specific objects in urban trans-
port, but also on the processes occurring in them and
possible risks both as a result of their functioning and
for their functioning.

When systematizing SM relations, an important role
is played by the hierarchy of relations between objects,
which can be divided into:
• generally valid (characteristic of almost all objects);
• significant (characteristic of many objects);
• specific (characteristic of individual objects).
Objects are understood as transport objects and/or

transport infrastructure objects.
The authors propose SSM, which also takes into

account the situational monitoring of the risks of objects
in urban transport.

All situations, according to which modeling of the
system for monitoring of risks in urban transport is
carried out, can be divided into: regular, non-standard.

Standard situations can be divided into:
• generally significant;
• significant;
• specific.
The use of situations and their typification contributes

to the multilevel structure of SSM of system for moni-
toring of risks in urban transport.

Formally, the SSM can be set as follows:

Mssm = (Gssm, Hssm, Ussm, Sssm),

where
Gssm – set of transport objects and transport infras-

tructure objects (nodes), Gssm 6= 0;
Hssm– set of connections between nodes (arcs),

Hssm ⊆ (Gssm ∪Gssm);

dom(Hssm) ⊆ ran(Hssm) = Gssm,

where
dom(Hssm) = (y ∈ Gssm|∃x ∈ Gssm, (x, y) ∈

Hssm),

ran(Hssm) = (y ∈ Gssm|∃x ∈ Gssm, (x, y) ∈ Hssm),

that is, any SSM node is incident to at least one SSM
node;

Ussm – set of loads on elements Hssm;
Sssm – set of situations in which functioning occurs

SSM.
Gssm = (Gs

ssmi),

where Gs
ssmi - i-th node SSM;

Hssm = (Hs
ssmj),

where Hs
ssmj - j-th arc SSM;

Ussm = Us
ssmj ,

where Us
ssmj– j-th load on the j-th arc SSM;

Sssm. = (Ss
ssmi),

where
Ss
ssmi– situation that determines the semantics of the

i-th node SSM.
Analysis of the functioning of a transport object based

on the SSM provides quantitative and qualitative charac-
teristics of its states.

If deficiencies are found in the SSM, then the model
is modified several times until a model is obtained that
is adequate to the transport object.

SSM components and their actions act as events.
Examples of events can be, in particular: situational de-
termination of the route on the SSM, according to which
the values of the criteria that determine the situation are
calculated.

The SSM of the system for monitoring of risks in
urban transport should be:
• reliable;
• adequate;
• purposeful;
• simple and understandable for the user;
• complete;
• such that it assumes the possibility of modification.
To adequately reflect the connection between input and

output in the SSM, the concepts "state" and "situation"
are used.

The state z(ti) is a set of properties (states, situations)
of the SSM, the knowledge of which at the moment of
time t > ti allows us to determine its behavior at the
moments of time t > ti.

Modeling of system for monitoring of risks in urban
transport, processes for ensuring the functioning of ob-
jects in urban transport in conditions of minimizing risks
and/or eliminating their consequences should begin with:
• descriptions of all elements of the model of;
• determining the content of these components and

areas of change.
For the full functioning of the system for monitoring

of risks in urban transport, it is necessary to determine:
• the time interval in which the SSM;
• input and output impacts on possible risks and areas

of their possible changes;
• the set of characteristics of the state of domain and

the area of their possible changes.
Note that within the framework of one SSM, several

variants of its submodels can be built (depending on
situations, factors of influence, criteria for assessing
risks, etc.)

The constructed model reflects expert knowledge
about possible risks in transport, the reasons for their
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occurrence and and ways of their elimination or mini-
mization.

There are two approaches to constructing an SSM.
1. "From above".
At the initial stage, the core of the SSM is built, which

is further completed with the help of separate blocks of
the model.

Individual components of the model can be dynami-
cally completed to the core of the SSM.

2. "From below".
At the initial stage, the core of the SSM is built, which

is further completed with the help of separate blocks of
the model.

The model allows you to:

• clear cognitive analysis;
• dynamic modeling;
• forecasting trends in the development of the trans-

port system and its individual subsystems (indi-
vidual transport objects and transport infrastructure
objects);

• forecasting the quantitative values of the criteria
characterizing the risks in transport;

• analysis of model cycles, including life cycles;
• analysis of the stability of the process;
• analysis of structural resistance to disturbing and

control influences;
• topological analysis of the structure of the model.

Topological analysis, calculation of system indicators
of transport objects and transport infrastructure objects
can also be carried out for the SSM.

The formation of control actions involves the imple-
mentation of the adjustment of the SSM.

A model correction is understood as:

• changing the structure of the model (adding or re-
moving any objects, factors and relationships (con-
nections) between them);

• change in values characterizing objects, factors and
connections.

Users are prompted to make one of the following
decisions:

• make adjustments to the initial SSM;
• to develop a new SSM.

Let’s consider an example of risk assessment.
To build the SSM of the system for monitoring of risks

in the transport, the factors necessary for assessing risks,
the relationship between them, and their significance
were identified.

At subsequent stages, when constructing an SSM,
factors that characterize the individuality of transport
objects and transport infrastructure objects can be used.

The values of the connections between the vertices
are assigned based on expert knowledge (their opinions,
judgments, forecasts, etc.).

The judgments were obtained by interviewing experts
in the subject area under consideration - the urban
transport.

Fig. 1 shows the risk assessment model using the
principle "from below". Here:

v1 – the number of tasks;
v2 – the speed of execution of work to eliminate the

consequences caused by the risks;
v3 – the number of expert assessments of risks and

their consequences;
v4 – the onset of a situation caused by the emergence

of a risk;
v5 – minimization of economic risks;
v6 – system reliability;
v7 – the ability of transport objects and objects of the

transport system to function without the manifestation of
negative environmental consequences;

v8 – external factors affecting transport objects and
transport infrastructure objects;

v9 – the number of errors made by users of the system;
v10 – the time taken to create the system;
v11 - financial costs for creating the system;
v12 – the number of system users;
v13 – qualification of system users;
v14 – violation of normal operation;
v15 – emergency.
The relationships shown in Fig. 1 can be interpreted

as follows:

• – for example, the relationship v3 → v6 with
a weight of 0.9 means that if the value of the
parameter of the vertex v3 increases (decreases)
by 10 percent, then the value of the parameter of
the vertex v6 increases (decreases) (sign "+") by 9
percent;

• the relationship v10 → v9 with a weight of – 0.7
means that if the value of the vertex parameter v10
decreases by 10 percent, then the value of the vertex
parameter v9 will increase (sign "–" ) by 7 percent.

Figure 1. Risk Assessment Model.
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III. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed situational-semantic model (SSM) of
system for monitoring of risks in urban transport:

• allows predicting of the behavior of complex trans-
port objects and transport infrastructure objects in
the context of monitoring possible risks;

• takes into account (due to its dynamism) the possi-
bility of the emergence of a new type of transport
objects (and transport infrastructure objects) and
processes for ensuring their functioning in condi-
tions of minimizing possible risks;

• responds adequately to local and global factors of
influence on transport objects and transport infras-
tructure objects;

• dynamically changes its structure;
• allows you to take into account new data for

more accurate forecasting of the development and
improvement of the relevant transport objects and
transport infrastructure objects;

• allows predicting of the development and improve-
ment of processes to ensure minimization of risks,
their complete absence or elimination and minimiza-
tion of consequences due to the onset of situations
caused by the emergence of risks.
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Ситуационно-семантическое
моделирование системы мониторинга

рисков на городском транспорте
Ткаченко К.А., Ткаченко О.И., Ткаченко А.А.

В статье рассматриваются актуальные проблемы мо-
делирования мониторинга рисков на городском транс-
порте. Этот мониторинг предполагает определение
состояния транспортных объектов, а также процедуры
минимизации последствий, вызванных наступлением
рисков.

В статье рассматриваются проблемы эффективного
создания системы мониторинга рисков на городском
транспорте на основе использования соответствующих
моделей.

В статье предлагается моделировать данную си-
стему на основе ситуационно-семантической модели.
Предлагаемый подход будет способствовать призна-
нию рисков и выработке управленческих решений по
устранению их последствий.

Предлагаемая ситуационно-семантическая модель
позволяет: прогнозировать поведение сложных транс-
портных объектов и объектов транспортной инфра-
структуры; учитывать возможность появления новых
транспортных объектов и процессов для обеспечения
их функционирования в условиях минимизации воз-
можных рисков; адекватно реагировать на локальные
и глобальные факторы воздействия на транспортные
объекты; динамически изменять структуру системы;
учитывать новые данные для прогнозирования раз-
вития и совершенствования соответствующих транс-
портных объектов; прогнозировать развитие процес-
сов, обеспечивающих минимизацию рисков и их по-
следствий.
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Abstract—The article presents the implementation of a
intelligence search system for an CS-Cart platform online
store. The system is based on the formation of a domain
products ontology. The system assumes the processing and
expansion of the user request. This article describes the
structure of an OWL ontology. The article describes the
algorithm for processing custom queries, as well as the
results of experiments.

Keywords—knowledge base, ontology, smart search, e-
commerce.

I. INTRODUCTION

The term "information retrieval" was first introduced
into scientific circulation by the American mathematician
Calvin Moers in 1951. In state standard 7.73-96, infor-
mation retrieval is actions, methods and procedures that
provide the selection of certain information from a data
array.

The problems of modern information retrieval are
reflected in the work processes of the online store. It’s
that users can not quickly and accurately find the desired
item and leave the online store.

Currently, the platform for the CS-Cart online store by
default search by matches in the name or description of
the product with the entered user request.

In this research, process of implementing a intelligence
search system will be considered. Intellectual search
system is part of an online store based on CS-Cart
platform, which allows you to expand the capabilities
of the standard functionality of the search engine.

Any Internet resource must have a search panel, as it
is an integral part of the graphical user interface. Most
systems today are based on the Boolean search model.

Boolean variables get the value "true" or "false" de-
pending on the occurrence or not occurrence of the query
terms in the corresponding document.

The search model is foundation for search technology
in a particular system . The search model is a combina-
tion:
• the representations of documents form;

• an approach of forming representations of search
queries;

• type of criterion of relevance of documents.

There are also systems that use external services to
search through an array of data. Unfortunately, in this
case, there is no way to control the behavior of the search
engine, and the it’s internal mechanisms are not available.

The growth of the World Wide Web has exposed the
flaws classic search and indexing methods. Information
retrieval can be based on a semantic structure. The
Semantic Web allows connections to be created between
terms, giving meaning to information and helping the
machine integrate new hidden knowledge.Information
retrieval can be based on a semantic structure, namely
the relationship between information available on the
network [1].This problem complicates the translation of
user queries into an executable query for the information
system, which leads to the loss of some of the relevant
results when searching. Therefore, the identification of
the semantics of search queries plays an important role in
the development of search engines. This area of research
is called semantic search. Semantic search aims to deliver
contextually relevant results to the user by understanding
the purpose and meaning of the query provided.

Most often, users know what they are looking for, but
do not know how to formulate a search query. Users
formulate a request based on the key characteristics
or metadata of the sought object [2]. The online store
provide to categorize products and set individual charac-
teristics for each product. Presenting products, categories,
characteristics and relationships between them as seman-
tic network, and apply an inference engine to form the
result of a search query, quality of the search engine will
increase. The use of semantic search for an online store
contains scientific interest.

On the basis of the ontological approach, there are
platforms for creating information systems in which the
advantages of semantic technologies are available [3],
[4], [5].
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Since with the help of ontology it is possible to formal-
ize any subject area in the form of a set of statements and
terms [6], that is, the possibility of using ontology for e-
commerce. Ontological representation of knowledge will
help customers can find the right products and make
purchasing decisions. Ontologies can be applied in a
search system to expand and adjust user queries.

II. ONTOLOGY BASED SEARCH SYSTEM

The ontological approach to knowledge representation
has many successfully solved problems in various in-
dustries. For example, the task of classifying documents
in an electronic archive can also be solved using the
ontological approach [7] or the task of finding similar
program products [8].

The structure of the ontology classes is shown in
“Fig. 1”. The concepts of characteristics and categories
are stored in the "features" and "categories" classes,
respectively. The first concept contains the names of the
characteristics, and the second contains the names of the
categories in the form in which these terms are presented
in the online store. Product concepts are stored in the
products class. The filling of the ontology with concepts
occurs in an automated mode.

The intelligence search algorithm contains 3 stages:
• Query string preprocessing;
• Formation of logical conditions and definition of

classes;
• Synchronization of the inference engine and getting

a list of products.

A. Query string preprocessing

The input query string is split into tokens and stop
words are removed from the resulting array of terms.
Bigrams are formed from the received tokens. Then,
using an approximate string comparison [4], terms for
autocomplete are compared with a bigrams list. The
algorithm for the approximate comparison of strings is
based on the calculation of the Levenshtein distance [5].
Comparing two strings with each other, the comparison
function produces a number from 0 to 100, which in-
dicates the degree of similarity. From the beginning, a
partial comparison takes place, which looks for a match
with a bigram in the entire set of autocomplete terms.
The resulting set of matches is re-checked against the
bigram using a word-by-word comparison. Thus, a list
of concepts that exist in the ontology is distinguished.

B. Forming logical conditions and determine classes

At the second stage of the formation of logical con-
ditions, it is checked to which class the element of the
list of found concepts belongs. For each characteristic
from the general set of conditions, a new generated
condition of the "hasFeature value currentFeature" format
is added. Where "hasFeature" is an entity of type "Ob-
jectProperty", which allows you to create a relationship

Figure 1. Ontology class structure.

between the concept of the product and the concept
of the characteristic "currentFeature". A set of condi-
tions for characteristics and categories form equivalence
conditions for four classes: two for the logical "AND"
condition and two for the logical condition "OR". The
sets of conditions are also combined using the logical
operators "AND" and "OR", and form the value of the
equivalence of four classes:
• products_all_categories - products belonging to all

categories from a set of conditions;
• products_all_features - products that have all the

characteristics from a set of conditions;
• products_any_categories - products belonging to at

least one category from a set of conditions;
• products_any_features - products that have at least

one characteristic from a set of conditions.
These classes have subclasses that represent the intersec-
tions of the sets of found concepts:
• products_all_features_and_all_categories - products

that have all characteristics and belong to all cate-
gories from a set of conditions;
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• products_all_features_and_any_categories - prod-
ucts that have all characteristics and belong to at
least one category from a set of conditions;

• products_any_features_and_all_categories - prod-
ucts that have at least one characteristic and belong
to all categories from a set of conditions;

• products_any_features_and_any_categories - prod-
ucts that have at least one characteristic and belong
to at least one category from the set of conditions.

C. Information system developed during the research

The sequence diagram shown in “Fig. 2” is the best
way to describe how the system works. The diagram
shows the process of searching for goods in the system
being developed in general form. The diagram consists of
the following elements: 1. User request; 2. Two repos-
itories of information (database and knowledge base);
3. Two developed program modules (search controller
and search service); 4. An auxiliary module required for
preprocessing a request.

As part of the research, a web service in python was
developed using the REST API of the flask framework
and a module for an online store on the CS-Cart platform
version "4.11.2 Ultimate" in php. The ontology is stored
in an owl file on the web service server. Interaction with
the ontology is carried out using the owlready2 [9] library
for python. Autocomplete words are stored as a list in a
json file.

III. SYNCHRONIZING THE INFERENCE ENGINE AND
FORMING LIST OF PRODUCTS

The third stage starts the synchronization of the in-
ference engine. Subclasses that allow you to identify
the intersection of the sets of found concepts contain
products that match the conditions. It is necessary to
traverse all four classes in order from more precise to
more complete list. More precise is a class that contains
products that satisfy all the conditions, connected by the
"AND" operator. And less accurate, but more complete,
through the "OR" operator. The HermiT inference engine
was used to synchronize the classes.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments were run on demo store data, which
contains 83 categories, 300 products, and 35 types of
characteristics. The time for filling the ontology with all
concepts and relations between them ranged from 0.2 to
1 second, depending on the amount of data. To check the
synchronization time of the inference engine on the same
user request, larger data sets were formed based on the
existing ones. The library for interaction with ontology
allows to automatically launch two inference machines:
HermiT and Pellet. The results of the execution time of
queries are presented in ”Table. I”.

The results of the experiments, HermiT is faster at
coping with inference almost twice as fast as Pellet.

Figure 2. System sequence diagram.

Table I
THE RUNNING TIME OF THE ALGORITHM WITH DIFFERENT

REASONERS

Total goods Founded goods HermiT Pellet
300 10 4,5 sec 9 sec
600 20 15,8 sec 18,2 sec
1000 30 26,5 sec 46,3 sec
2000 60 72,1 sec 180 sec
5000 150 529 sec 1010 sec
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The larger the total number of products included in the
ontology, the longer the search takes. The results of
executing queries by the intelligent search system(ISS)
and the standard search algorithm(SSA) based on word
coincidence are presented in ”Table. II’.

Table II
COMPARISON OF QUERY RESULTS

Query Goods count Relevant goods count
ISS SSA ISS SSA

blue medium t-shirt 1 0 1 0
apple iphone 128gb 10 0 2 0
windows 7 premium 9 0 8 0
monitor ips fullhd 29 0 7 0
huawei notebook 18 0 16 0

huawei 3 3 3 3
games 1 11 1 5

The results of the experiments, the standard search
algorithm cannot find any product based on user queries
consisting of several words. When searching for the word
"huawei", the standard search system found all relevant
products, since this word was present in the name of
the products. When searching for the phrase "huawei
notebook", the standard search search system did not find
the products, as it was in the previous query, since this
phrase is missing in the name or description of the goods.
The intelligent search system was able to find the same
products for the query "huawei" as the standard search
algorithm, since in this case, among the characteristics
of the products found, there was a brand characteristic
with the value "huawei". When performing the query
"huawei notebook" among the products that have the
brand "huawei" and the type of notebook "notebook",
there was no combination of such characteristics. How-
ever, there are products that have either the first or the
second characteristic. Therefore, the system strives to
offer the user products that may be of interest to him, and
not leave him with an empty search result. The average
accuracy of the smart search system according to the
results of the experiments from Table 2 was 70 percents.

V. CONCLUSION

As a result of the work, an intelligent search system
was developed for an online store based on the CS-
Cart platform using ontology. The experiments carried
out show that the developed system gives out products
with characteristics and categories by which the user
searches, in contrast to the standard search. The standard
search algorithm does not find products for the query, for
which smart search returns products. The running time
of the algorithm with the HermiT inference engine is less
than 10 seconds for a small number of products, which
can be used for online stores with a specific subject
area. To increase the accuracy of the algorithm, you
can add additional information about the product to the
ontology and modernize the query preprocessing process.

To reduce the query time, you need to add an inference
engine written in python to the library.
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Разработка системы интеллектуального
поиска товаров на основе онтологий для
интернет-магазина на платформе CS-Cart

Гуськов Г. Ю., Зарайский В.И.
Филиппов А.А., Романов А.А.

В статье представлены осбенности реализации системы
интеллектуального поиска для интернет-магазина на плат-
форме CS-Cart. Предлагаемая система основана на форми-
ровании онтологии предметной области к которой относятся
товары. В рамках исследования рассматриваются процессы
системы по обработке и расширению запроса пользователя.
В статье предствалена структура онтологии в формате OWL.
В работе описан алгоритм обработки пользовательских за-
просов, а также представлены результаты экспериментов.
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Abstract—On the basis of the third edition of the second
version of Theory for Automatic Generation of Knowledge
Architecture (TAPAZ–2), a new approach to the semantic
markup of an event and the syntax formalization of
Chinese, English and Russian sentences is proposed 1.

Keywords—combinatory semantics, semantic markup, se-
mantic case, semantic classifier, knowledge graph, role list
of individs, subject, object, action, macroprocess, special-
ized process, world model, TAPAZ-algebra, TAPAZ-unit

I. INTRODUCTION

Almost simultaneously with the advent of the Internet,
the idea of building algorithms for relevant information
retrieval according to strictly specified semantic rules was
born in the American scientific community. In 2001, the
creator of the World Wide Web and the current head
of the W3C Consortium Timothy Berners-Lee, together
with James Hendler and Ora Lassila, published a keynote
article in Scientific American “The Semantic Web: A
new form of Web content that is meaningful to computers
will unleash a revolution of new possibilities” [1]. The
article was focused on the development of semantic
technologies for searching and processing information on
the Internet and through the Internet: “To date, the World
Wide Web has developed most rapidly as a medium of
documents for people rather than of information that can
be manipulated automatically. By augmenting Web pages
with data targeted at computers and by adding documents
solely for computers, we will transform the Web into
the Semantic Web. Computers will find the meaning of
semantic data by following hyperlinks to definitions of
key terms and rules for reasoning about them logically.
The resulting infrastructure will spur the development of
automated Web services such as highly functional agents.
Ordinary users will compose Semantic Web pages and
add new definitions and rules using off-the-shelf software
that will assist with semantic markup” [1: 36].

In fact, the authors offered an alternative to the sta-
tistical methods of data processing that were gaining

1The article develops the scientific provisions formulated by the
author in the following works: A. Hardzei, “Plagiarism Problem
Solving Based on Combinatory Semantics”. Communications in
Computer and Information Science (CCIS). Switzerland: Springer
Nature Switzerland AG, 2020, vol. 1282, pp. 176–197. Available:
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007%2F978-3-030-60447-9 and A.
Hardzei, “Semantic Markup of the Event and its Display by Means of
the Chinese and Russian Languages”. Foreign Languages in Tertiary
Education, 2021, no. 2(57), pp. 5–26.

popularity in Artificial Intelligence: “The Semantic Web
will bring structure to the meaningful content of Web
pages, creating an environment where software agents
roaming from page to page can readily carry out so-
phisticated tasks for users. Such an agent coming to
the clinic’s Web page will know not just that the page
has keywords such as “treatment, medicine, physical,
therapy” (as might be encoded today) but also that Dr.
Hartman works at this clinic on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays and that the script takes a date range in yyyy-
mm-dd format and returns appointment times. And it will
“know” all this without needing artificial intelligence on
the scale of 2001’s Hal or Star Wars’s C-3PO” [1: 37],
and then: “For the semantic web to function, computers
must have access to structured collections of information
and sets of inference rules that they can use to conduct
automated reasoning. Artificial-intelligence researchers
have studied such systems since long before the Web was
developed. Knowledge representation, as this technology
is often called, is currently in a state comparable to that
of hypertext before the advent of the Web: it is clearly a
good idea, and some very nice demonstrations exist, but
it has not yet changed the world. It contains the seeds of
important applications, but to realize its full potential it
must be linked into a single global system” [1: 37].

II. TOWARDS COMBINATORY SEMANTICS

Since with the help of N. Chomsky’s transforma-
tional grammar, on which context-dependent and context-
free grammars were built, and that became the basis
for higher-level object-oriented programming languages,
such as Java, C++, C#, etc., it was possible only with
varying success to formalize syntax, but not semantics,
the views of American scientists turned to the semantic
cases of Ch. Fillmore [2–5], Jackendoff’s early work [6,
7] and Stowell’s “theta-grids” [8]. It is curious that at the
same time the formal grammar of R. Montague [9] with
its PTQ (Proper Treatment of Quantification in Ordinary
English) and lambda abstraction was pushed into the
background, although it was this grammar in a number
of cases that generalized in terms of mathematical logic
the achievement of generative semantics by G. Lakoff
[10] and the interpretive semantics of R. Jackendoff. It
is also curious that the semantic syntax of L. Tesnière
[11] with verb nodes of actants and syrconstants, in fact
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– analogs of the semantic cases of Ch. Fillmore, was also
taken out of the brackets – the works of L. Tesnière were
published for 30 years earlier, and the monograph by V.
V. Martynov “Cybernetics. Semiotics. Linguistics” with
a prototype of the Universal Semantic Code (USC) and a
description of the roles of signs in the nuclear semantic
string subject – action – object (SAO) – for 2 years ear-
lier than the case grammar of Ch. Fillmore [12]. Note that
at present linguistics has only one synthetic (sequentially
deductive and procedural) model of language – the Panini
grammar, dating from the 5th century BC, in which
3959 short sutras (rules) totally described the generation,
construction and transformation of all Sanskrit units,
starting from the phonetic-phonological level and ending
with the semantic-syntactic level [13–15]. It is still not
clear what formalisms were used as the basis for such an
accurate description of a natural language and how it was
possible to achieve this in such ancient times, just as, for
example, it is not unknown, what kind of mathematics
were used to collect the hexagrams of the ancient Chinese
“Book of Changes” (易經), the analysis of which led
Leibniz to the idea of binary calculus, that became
the basis of modern computing, one thing is clear –
European linguistics, first of all, French, in a hidden form
borrowed a number of postulates of Panini’s grammar, in
particular, that the case is not so much morphological as
semantics-syntactic category – the founders of structural
linguistics, of course, knew about Panini’s grammar, the
departments of Sanskritology were in many European
universities. However, we emphasize that semantic cases
were important, but not the only achievement of Panini.
They were calculated by some algebra and organically
fitted into the entire architecture of grammar. Without this
algebra, it was possible, albeit with difficulty, to translate
Panini’s grammar from one language to others, but it
was impossible to describe other languages, like Panini:
the formalization of languages and translation are rather
different tasks. Therefore, V. V. Martynov started looking
for such an algebra.

The first version of USC was published at 1974, 1977
– the second, 1984 – the third, 1988 – the fourth, 1995
– the fifth, 2001 – the sixth [16–21]. From version to
version the algebraic apparatus and the list of semantic
primitives were improving. Thus, the list of tasks to
equip computer with encyclopedic knowledge bases was
narrowed, and finally the list consists of five components:

1. “To calculate semantic primitives, i.e. semantically
irreducible kernel words and define rules of their
combinatorics.

2. To define the necessary and sufficient set of formal
characteristics constituting ‘dictionary entry’.

3. To define a set of semantic operations for calcu-
lating a subject domain of any kind.

4. To propose heuristic teaching rules to work with the
system.

5. To build a system of mutual references based on
semantics” [21: 42].

In 1993 achievements in the approach allowed the re-
searchers of the center “Semantics” of Minsk Linguistic
State University, headed by V. V. Martynov, to begin an
intensive research of ways to expand the basic semantic
classifier to the encyclopedic knowledge base. In 1994,
the first procedure of calculating the subject domains in
the form of a directed graph of complex strings was
proposed by A. Hardzei [22]. Use of the procedure
has required the establishment of a one-to-one (vector)
transition between actions in basic semantic classifier
and has led to the creation of the automatic generation
of knowledge architecture theory (TAPAZ) which was
founded on: the formal theory; the semantic counter-
part; the set of macroprocesses (actions) as semantic
primitives; the algorithm defining roles of individs, and
the knowledge graph for searching processes through
macroprocesses (see Fig. 1) [23, 24].

Figure 1. TAPAZ Knowledge Graph (the Semantic Classifier Graph).
where: 1 – active macroprocess; 2, 3, 4 – clarifying macroprocesses;
1-a, 1-b, 1-c – derivative processes with 1-a as the active derivative
process; 1-a’ and 1-b’ – derivative processes of the second level with
1-a’ as the active derivative process of the second level; 1-a” – the
active derivative process of the third level.

For example, the macroprocess ‘restore’ may be con-
sidered as a set and the processes ‘treat’, ‘repair’, ‘ad-
just’ as its subsets. Such subsets represent isomorphism
of subject domains and create a knowledge structure
where subsets of processes fill cells of the knowledge
structure with a concrete content 1. TAPAZ–2 as the
new version of the Theory for Automatic Generation
of Knowledge Architecture differs from the previous
version in several ways: simplified algebraic apparatus,
increased number of rules for interpretation of the stan-
dard superposition of individs, and minimized semantic
calculus. The number of operations with the strings of
semantic code are reduced to two and it is now the
algebra type:

A = 〈M, ∗,−〉 (1)

1For a detailed description of the TAPAZ Knowledge Graph, see: A.
Hardzei, A. Udovichenko, “Graph of TAPAZ–2 Semantic Classifier”.
In: V. V. Golenkov et al. (eds.) CONFERENCE 2019, Open Semantic
Technologies for Intelligent Systems (OSTIS). Minsk: Belarussian State
University of Informatics and Radioelectronics Publ., 2019, iss. 3, pp.
281–284. Available: http://tapaz.by.
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where: M is a set of elements, ‘*’ is operation of superposition, ‘–’ is
operation of extension 1.

Examples of TAPAZ formulas:

TAPAZ–2 is a tool for generating a world model
in a form suitable for Natural Language Processing
in systems of Artificial Intelligence. The Intellectual
Knowledge Base built in a computer combines the
Semantic Classifier – a final ordered (vector) set of
semantic primitives (actions and roles of individs) and
the Semantic Ontology – an algorithm for generating
new sense units based on the original set of primitives,
presented in the form of TAPAZ Knowledge Graph.

An Intelligent (Expert) Search System based on the
TAPAZ–2 Semantic Classifier may consist of an intelli-
gent search engine that selects and reviews content on a
given topic from the Internet, and a dialog user interface
that allows the system to process user requests and
transform them in the canonized text corresponding to
the machine-readable the World Model, and the user will
confirm whether this conversion was performed correctly,
and if not, then offer his own decoding through the
Semantic Classifier.

This Intelligent Search System can be used to solve
various problems, including the task of automatic iden-
tification of semantically equivalent fragments of text
documents, which will be discussed below.

The main components of this Intelligent Search Sys-
tem are: an online content monitoring module with
adequate crawler and stapler; automatic lexical analysis
module with a tagger on a semantic (Parts of Language),
not on a morphological (Parts of Speech) basis; dynamic
syntactic analysis module with a recursive reconstruc-
tion algorithm (parser) for sentence string elaborated in
combinatory semantics technology; a module for direct
and reverse conversion of syntactic expressions into
TAPAZ–2 algebraic formulas, as well as the Intellec-
tual Knowledge Base (IKB) consisting of TAPAZ-units
(IKB-taxonomy) assembled in the order indicated by
the Knowledge Graph of the Semantic Classifier (IKB-
ontology). The knowledge base taxonomy also serves

1For a detailed description of the new version of TAPAZ-algebra,
see: A. Hardzei, Theory for Automatic Generation of Knowledge
Architecture: TAPAZ-2. Rev. English edn. Minsk: RIHE, 2017, 50
p. Available: http://tapaz.by.

as a corresponding subject domain semantic dictionary
during automatic lexical analysis.

III. ROLE LIST OF INDIVIDS

Combinatory semantics studies the linguistic mapping
of the dynamics of individs’ roles in an event. Its
founder, as we consider, is Z. Harris, who put forward
the nuclear semantic string subject – action – object as a
starting point of formalizing sentences [25]. Research in
this direction was continued at Minsk Semantic School
under the guidance of V. V. Martynov and A. Hardzei.
Combinatory semantics should not be confused with
combinatorial semantics, which studies co-occurrence of
signs using statistical methods, the founder of which is
also Z. Harris [26].

The updated vector role list of individuals ordered
by the TAPAZ-algebra (The TAPAZ Role List) 2 is the
following set:
subject (initiator → spreader → inspirer → creator) →
instrument (activator → suppressor → enhancer → converter)
→ mediator (landmark → locus → carrier → adapter →
acceptor → stock → separator → material → model →
retainer → resource → stimulus → regulator → chronotope
source → indicator) → object (coating → hull → interlayer
→ kernel) → product (billet → semi-product → prototype →
end item),
were: subject – the originator of the action, varieties of
the subject: initiator – initiates the action, spreader –
spreads the action, inspirer – involves into the action,
creator – completes the action by making a product from
the object; object – the recipient of the action, varieties of
the object: coating – the outer insulation of the individ’s
shell, hull – the individ’s shell, interlayer – the inner
insulation of the individ’s shell, kernel – the core of the
individ; product – the result of the subject’s impact (ac-
tion) on the object (the individ adapted to a given role in
a new action), varieties of the product: billet – the object
turned into a raw material, semi-product – the product
half-made from raw materials, prototype – the prototype
product, end item – the finished product; instrument – the
performer of the action, the closest individ to the subject,
varieties of the instrument: activator – directly affects the
mediator, suppressor – suppresses the resistance of the
mediator, enhancer – increases the effect on the mediator,
converter – converts the mediator into the instrument;
mediator, i.e. the mediator of the action – the closest
individ to the object; varieties of the mediator: landmark
– orientates the impact on the object, locus – the closest
environs of the object partially or completely surrounding
the object that localizes the object in space and thereby
containing (enclosing) it, carrier – carries the object,
adapter – adapts the instrument to affect the object,

2To date, each of the 32 TAPAZ-algebra role formulas have been
deciphered. M. I. Svyatoshchik provided all possible assistance in the
interpretation of some formulas of the TAPAZ Role List [27].
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acceptor – catches the object, stock – the object collected
for processing, separator – sorts the object, material –
the object used as a raw material for making a product,
model – the physical or informational original sample
for making a product from the object, retainer – turns a
variable locus of the object into a constant one, resource
– feeds the instrument, stimulus – reveals the parameter
of the object, regulator – serves as an instruction in
making a product from the object, chronotope – localizes
the object in time, source – provides instructions for the
instrument, indicator – displays a parameter of impact
on the object or a parameter of the product as the result
of subject’s impact on the object.

The algorithm for extracting specialized terminology
from the Internet content of selected subject domain and
constructing TAPAZ-units assumes answers to the key
questions:

Who? With which tool? In relation to whom / what? In
what place? Arriving on what? Adjusting by what? Accepting
by what? Stocked up (on) what? Selecting by what? Making
of what? Following what example? Fixing by what? Spending
what? Stimulating with what? Guided by what? In what period?
Knowing wherefrom? At what parameter? Affecting who /
what? Produces whom / what?

To facilitate the work of experts in the construction
of TAPAZ-units on the basis of the updated TAPAZ
Role List for Chinese, English and Russian sectors of IT-
Industry, a new ExpertTool version 1.0.0.0 was developed
by the efforts of software engineer A. A. Matsko (see Fig.
2).

Figure 2. The working window of the software tool with an expanded
tab.

There must be a one-to-one correspondence not only
between noun phrases and thematic roles, as N. Chomsky
mentioned [28], but a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween roles of individs in the event, parts of the sentence,

mapping this event 1, and parts of the language 2, playing
relevant roles in this sentence, otherwise, we will not
be able to implement machine learning algorithms, such
as, for example, an artificial neural network or a random
forest and thereby provide automatic semantic markup of
texts collected in the Knowledge Base. TAPAZ Semantic
Dictionary consists of subject domains’ TAPAZ-units
assembled in the order indicated by TAPAZ Knowledge
Graph. TAPAZ-units simultaneously form the taxonomy
of the Intellectual Knowledge Base. Initially, TAPAZ-
units are manually assembled by experts until the training
data is sufficient to implement machine learning algo-
rithms.

IV. EXAMPLES OF SEMANTIC MARKUP

M e d i a r e p o r t : Yesterday at 10:30 am the Be-
larusian spacecraft was launched from the Baikonur
cosmodrome.

Text preprocessing by an expert using the TAPAZ
software tool: Specialists of the Federal State Institution
“Roskosmos” on July 22, 2012 at 10:30 am from the
Baikonur cosmodrome using the “Soyuz” carrier rocket
into the near-earth orbit delivered the Belarusian space-
craft; specified remote sensing process – deliver, TAPAZ
macroprocess – (73) approach, subject – the Federal
State Institution “Roskosmos”, instrument – the “Soyuz”
carrier rocket, object – the Belarusian spacecraft, locus
– the Baikonur cosmodrome, landmark – the near-earth
orbit, chronotope – July 22, 2012; 10:30 am.

T e c h n i c a l d e s c r i p t i o n : The Belarusian space-
craft is similar to the Russian one.

Stable expression the Belarusian spacecraft plays the
role of a grammatical subject, but at the same time it
is not mapped into a subject, because the Belarusian
spacecraft does nothing with the Russian spacecraft. Cor-
rect semantic reconstruction of the role structure of the
sentence: What does someone do with information about
the Belarusian spacecraft? Compares it with information
about the Russian spacecraft and states the identity;
TAPAZ macroprocess – (20) state, subject – virtual
someone, object – information about the Belarusian
spacecraft, landmark – information about the Russian
spacecraft, product – coincidence of information.

Let us show the solution to the problem of attributive
的 de when parsing of a Chinese sentence by means of
TAPAZ technology: 皮球是红的 Píqiú shì hóngde (The
ball is red). The fact is that the Chinese sign 红 hóng
(red) in the language system denotes a property, and in
the sentence plays a specialized role of a grammatical
attribute, therefore it does not require 的 de, which

1Syntactical rules for dynamic syntactic analysis module with a recur-
sive reconstruction algorithm (parser) for sentence string is described
in [29, 30].

2For definitions of Parts of Language, their paradigm, and semantic
delineation procedures, see: [31, 32].
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transforms nominal semantics into attributive, for exam-
ple: 石头 shítou (a stone) → 石头的 shítoude (stony).
The presence of 的 de in the sentence 皮球是红的
indicates the omission of the grammatical direct object
东西 dōngxi (thing), i.e. the ball is a red object, not the
redness. Indeed, from the classical logic point of view,
identity should be established between homogeneous
objects: an individ and another individ, or a feature of
an individ and another feature of an individ. In this case,
the Chinese language turns out to be more accurate in
representing the world model than English or Russian.
Correct parsing of the sentence: 皮球 píqiú (the ball) is
a grammatical subject, 是 shì (to be) is a grammatical
predicate, 红的 hóngde (red) is a grammatical attribute,
东西 dōngxi (thing) is a reconstructed grammatical direct
object. However, the role structure of the event will be
different:

What does someone do with the color information
about the ball? Compares it with information about the
red color and states their identity; TAPAZ macroprocess
– (20) state, subject – virtual someone, object – color
information about the ball, landmark – information about
the red color, product – coincidence of information.

Due to the fact that semantic primitives lie at the core
of the language system, one should achieve the minimum
depth of recursive reconstruction, observing the strict
requirements of order, clarity and simplicity, when the
missing parts of a sentence are restored at the first or, at
most, at the second step, because the deep recursion and
the complex reconstruction create a high probability of
error.

Another example: 苹果多少钱两斤？Píngguǒ
duōshao qián liǎng jı̄n? How much is a kilogram of ap-
ples?→ Recursive reconstruction:苹果[是]多少钱，[我
要买]两斤[苹果]。Píngguǒ [shì] duōshao qián, [wǒ yào
mǎi] liǎng jı̄n [píngguǒ]. Word for word translation:
Apples [are] how much money, [I need to buy] one
kilogram [apples]. 苹果 píngguǒ (apples) is the 1st
grammatical subject, 是 shì (are) is the reconstructed
1st grammatical predicate, 钱 qián (money) is the 1st
grammatical direct object, 多少 duōshao (how much) is
the 1st grammatical quantitative attribute of the 1st gram-
matical direct object; 我 wǒ (I) is the reconstructed 2nd
grammatical subject, 要 yào (need) is the reconstructed
modal component of the 2nd grammatical predicate, 买
mǎi (buy) is the reconstructed main component of the
2nd grammatical predicate,两斤 liǎng jı̄n (one kilogram)
is the 2nd quantitative attribute of the reconstructed
2nd grammatical direct object, which is 苹果 píngguǒ
(apples).

To determine the role structure of the event, it is
necessary to transform the interrogative sentence into a
narrative one: The buyer asks for information about the
cost of one kilogram of apples in order to compare it
with information about the amount of money he has, if

the information coincides, the buyer will buy apples; 1st
TAPAZ macroprocess – (1) perceive, object – informa-
tion about the cost of one kilogram of apples, source –
product price of a seller; 2nd TAPAZ macroprocess –
(24) certify, object – information about the cost of one
kilogram of apples, landmark – the amount of money a
buyer has; 3d TAPAZ macroprocess – (60) attain, subject
– buyer, object – one kilogram of apples.

We note that the power of the TAPAZ semantic
markup, only in terms of the typical roles of individs, not
even talking about the TAPAZ-algebra and generated by
it Paradigm of Actions and the Knowledge Graph, almost
5 times exceeds the power of the closest analogue – the
technology of Active Vocabulary [33], standardized and
adopted by W3C Consortium in 2017 within the frame-
work of Semantic Web project [34] and then Schema.org
[35]. This technology is predominantly based on the
theory of semantic cases of Fillmore and Jackendoff’s
early work, that we mentioned above, the inventory of
which is:

“Agent – the initiator of some action, capable of acting
with volition, and actor – supertype of agent which
performs, effects, instigates, or controls the situation
denoted by the predicate;

patient – the entity undergoing the effect of some
action, often undergoing some change of state;

theme – the entity which is moved by an action, or
whose location is described;

beneficiary – the entity for whose benefit the action
was performed;

experiencer – the entity which is aware of the action
or state described by the predicate but which is not in
control of the action or state;

percept or stimulus – the entity which is perceived or
experienced;

instrument – the means by which an action is per-
formed or something comes about;

source – the entity from which something moves,
either literally or metaphorically;

goal – the entity towards which something moves,
either literally or metaphorically, and recipient – sub-
type of goal involved in actions describing changes of
possession;

location – the place in which something is situated or
takes place” [36].

It is not difficult to see that experiencer, source, percept
or stimulus, goal and recipient, in fact, represent the same
typical role of landmark in TAPAZ–2; patient and theme
– the role of object; agent and actor – the roles of subject
and creator; beneficiary – the role of mediator; percept
or stimulus – the role of source; location – the role of
locus; the role of instrument in both theories is almost
the same, if one does not take into account the varieties
of the instrument in TAPAZ–2. There is no any algebra
in the substantiation of Fillmore’s “case frames” or Stow-
ell’s “theta-grids”, all these semantic categories were
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empirically distinguished, so it is impossible to estab-
lish their consistency, independence and completeness,
thereby avoid the Russell’s paradox, which inevitably
arises from a mixture of theory and metatheory, language
and metalanguage, semantics and metasemantics. It is
for these reasons that the developers of the Semantic
Web, despite titanic efforts to standardize technology,
have so far failed to reduce various subject ontologies
to a top-level ontology, which, as many commentators
emphasize, is “critical to the whole concept” [37: 94].
This was partially acknowledged in 2006 by T. Berners-
Lee himself in a joint article “Semantic Web Revisited”
with N. Shedbolt and W. Hall: “The Semantic Web is
a Web of actionable information – information derived
from data through a semantic theory for interpreting
the symbols. The semantic theory provides an account
of “meaning” in which the logical connection of terms
establishes interoperability between systems. This was
not a new vision. Tim Berners-Lee articulated it at the
very first World Wide Web Conference in 1994. This
simple idea, however, remains largely unrealized” [38:
96].

TAPAZ Semantic Classifier is just such a top-level
ontology. It includes the Ordered Set of Macroprocesses
as Semantic Primitives (Paradigm of Actions), Role List
of Individs and TAPAZ Knowledge Graph.

The Paradigm of Actions consists of informational
and physical macroprocesses ordered by TAPAZ-algebra.
The physical macroprocesses are shaded (see Fig. 3).
Note separately that the construction of the TAPAZ
Universal Problem Solver [39–41] is carried out using the
TAPAZ-algebra and the TAPAZ Semantic Classifier, that
is by combinatory methods, and not statistical, since all
statistical methods, including artificial neural networks,
only imitate the intellectual or inventive human activity,
guessing the correct solutions with more or less degree
of reliability, but in the fact that neural networks are
able to effectively scale the solutions found by combi-
natory methods – we have no doubts. Moreover, it was
precisely with the advent of deep learning algorithms for
multilayer neural networks proposed by Geoffrey Hinton
in 2007 [42, 43] that it became possible with the help of
only one scientific laboratory to solve such large-scale
tasks as compiling vast collections of texts of various
subject domains and operating with big data, whereas
before this required transnational scientific conglomera-
tions and global interstate associations.

Figure 3. Paradigm of Macroprocesses (Actions).
where: A – activation group, B – exploitation group, C – transformation
group, D – normalization group; a – surroundings-shell subgroup, b –
shell-core subgroup, c – core-shell subgroup, d – shell-surroundings
subgroup; I – initiation raw, II – accumulation raw, III – amplification
raw, IV – generation raw.

V. CONCLUSION

The TAPAZ technology offers a search by event frag-
ments or technological cycles, which are described by
special TAPAZ-units, which are macroprocesses 1 in the
assembly, when specialized subject domain processes are
algorithmically correspond to TAPAZ macroprocesses
and the roles of all participants in the events are algo-
rithmically calculated 2.

This approach provides maximum accuracy and speed
of search, relevance of search results and simultaneously
solves the problem of automatically identifying the se-
mantic equivalence of text documents and borrowing
scientific ideas in order to curb the spread of plagiarism
and prevent clogging the information space under the
conditions of its globalization. In addition, it allows you
to find similar technological cycles in close (adjacent)
and distant subject domains, thereby providing support
to the user in analytical activities, which greatly expands
the functionality of the search engine, shifting it towards
inventive level.

Judging by the rapid development since 2011 of
activity-based technology for the international public
resource Schema.org by Google, Microsoft, Yahoo and
Yandex, as well as since 2017 – the Activity Vocabulary
by the W3C Consortium for the Semantic Web, in
the next 10–15 years, the main efforts of international
scientific and financial centers will be focused on the

1We emphasize that macroprocess is one of 112 extremely abstract
processes that are isomorphic to any subject domain and are calculated
and encoded by the TAPAZ-algebra.

2“There are such concepts as “culprit”, “tool”, “product of labor” 〈. . .〉
We are here in the field of various categories, apparently ontological,
but essentially semantic” [44: 11].
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creation of knowledge graphs for automatic extraction
of semantically relevant information from search pages,
in other words, on the stage-by-stage development of
a language capable for representing and transforming
information in a readable machine form. Such a language
should describe both the data that exists in any branch of
knowledge (subject domain), and the rules for reasoning
about this data, as well as the rules for displaying data
on the Internet and back. The transition to the seventh
technological order depends on this.
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Семантический подход к решению
проблемы обработки данных на

естественном языке
А. Н. Гордей

На основе третьей редакции второй версии Тео-
рии автоматического порождения архитектуры знаний
(ТАПАЗ-2) предложен новый подход к семантической
разметке события и формализации синтаксиса китай-
ских, английских и русских предложений.
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Abstract—The paper presents a solution to the prob-
lem of predictive input of user queries for information
systems working with full-text databases. In contrast to
the traditional approach, it is based on the preliminary
automatic construction of a set of suggestions that are
being recognized in the search space itself. The main
advantages of the obtained solution, implemented in well-
known information system, are presented.
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I. Introduction
The majority of modern information systems with

an interactive natural language user interface have the
functionality of automatic completion of a user query. The
most common solutions are based on the generated history
of the previous search, use query logging and/or some
information about the user [1]–[3]. The solution proposed
in our case is focused on information systemsworkingwith
full-text databases (FTDBs) and is based on the possibility
of preliminary (before the system exploitation) formation
of a "history"of not yet carried out, but intended search, in
the form of a set of autosuggestions that are automatically
recognized in advance in the full-text database, since the
user queries are going to be addressed to FTDB.

II. The proposed solution
The general formulation of the problem of

autocompletion of user queries in our case states as
follows. Let the query entered by the user at a certain
point in time be represented as the chain:

W1 W2 ... Wn ,

(1)

where each Wi, i = 1, . . . , n – 1, n > 1, is a natural
language word, and Wn, n ≥ 1, is a word or a word prefix.
The task of completing a query of the form (1), which
to a certain extent already reflects the user’s information
need, is to automatically generate a list of such, ideally,
grammatically and semantically correct natural language
word sequences that include members of the chain (1).
That means we are dealing not only with sequential

completion of the string of the entered query, considered
as its prefix, but with a more complex procedure, which,
in the general case, involves immersing the part of the
query already typed by the user into the context, namely,
its addition at the beginning, at the end, or even inside.
Moreover, the proposed sequences may not contain all
words from (1), but in any case, they should be ranked
according to their relevance to the original chain. In
addition, the autocompletion procedure can be applied to
the entered query repeatedly (fragmentarily). Proceeding
from the fact that the majority of users follow the already
established practice of formulating search queries and that
they are traditionally more or less focused on keyword
search, the following steps for solving the problem of
generating a set of suggestions to autocomplete user
queries can be proposed in described case:

1) expert analysis based on open source available
datasets of the most frequent search queries and
classification of their types;

2) classification of syntactic structures of queries for
each of their types;

3) automatic linguistic analysis of the FTDB in order
to recognize in its text documents the syntactic
structures obtained at the previous stage and the
selection of all sorts of corresponding lexical
content from the FTDB, which constitutes the set
of autosuggestions P.

There is the classification of the main types of search
queries (the autosuggestions) obtained on the basis of
the expert analysis, and the classification of syntactic
structures for each of their types given in [4]. The following
types of autosuggestions are defined as the most relevant:

1) "simple noun phrase"(поврежденияметалла (metal
damage); защитный слой (protective layer)),

2) "extended noun phrase with prepositional-nominal
construction"(установка оборудования в цехах
(equipment installation in workshops); обработка
поверхностей в условиях высокой температуры
(surface treatment in high temperature conditions)),

3) "extended noun phrase with participle
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phrase"(покрытие, создающее защитный слой
(coating creating protective layer); повреждения,
вызванные коррозией (damage caused by
corrosion)),

4) "verb phrase"(создавать защитный слой (create
protective layer); предотвратить повреждения ме-
талла (prevent metal damage)),

5) "sentence subject and predicate"(покрытие предот-
вращает (coating prevents); коррозия вызывает
(corrosion causes)),

6) "lexicon"(антикоррозийный (anticorrosive); соос-
но (coaxially)).

There are also requirements formulated for the linguistic
processor that provides automatic recognition of the
above-mentioned syntactic structures in texts from FTDB.
Such recognition was made possible due to the use of the
basic linguistic processor (BLP) [5] of the information
system IHS Goldfire [6], which carries out automatic
linguistic analysis of the input text by stage-by-stage
processing:
• text formatting and normalization: here the text is

converted into a certain unified format that preserves
the stylistic and structural markup of documents as
much as possible; in addition, the text is divided into
paragraphs; headings, subheadings and sections are
recognized;

• lexical text analysis: here the words and sentences
boundaries are defined, the problems of recognition
of proper names, abbreviations, e-mail addresses,
digital and other sign complexes are solved partially
or completely;

• lexical-grammatical text analysis: here the system
identifies the lexical-grammatical category of each
word, taking into account its morphology and context
in accordance with a given classifier;

• syntactic and semantic text analysis: here the
syntactic relations are recognized in each sentence
and presented, as a rule, in the form of a functional
or syntactic tree, in which the words of the sentence
obtain the identification of their grammatical function
and the type of syntactic connection between them
is determined; on this stage of analysis the system
also recognizes the relationships between concepts
expressed by noun phrases, within the so-called
SAO-structure [7]: Subject - Action (Predicate) -
Object, and each element in this structure has its own
attributes [8], [9].

Consider the following sentence as an example:
Антикоррозийное покрытие аэрозольного нанесе-

ния, создающее защитный слой, предотвращает по-
вреждения металла, вызываемые коррозией. (Anti-
corrosion spray coating that creates a protective layer
prevents metal damage caused by corrosion.)

Having a linguistic analysis of this sentence performed,
BLP recognizes the following three SAO-relations

presented in Table 1, where HW stands for Headword
(words that serve as a link to a parent relation –
usually Predicate or Noun Phrase, but links to other
fields are possible), C – Conjunction that relates to the
whole relation, S –Syntactic Subject, P – Predicate (verb
infinitive), NP – Nominal Predicate, O – Direct Object,
D – Object in Dative, I – Object in Instrumental, Pr –
Preposition that introduces syntactic Indirect Object, IO –
Indirect Object, A – Adverbial modifier, In – Introduction
phrase, AO – Action Original, original form of a predicate
in text.

Таблица I
Table 1. SAO Fields

Fields SAO 1 SAO 2 SAO 3

HW - повреждения анти-
металла коррозийное
металла покрытие

аэрозольного
нанесения

C - - -

S анти- коррозия анти-
коррозийное коррозийное
покрытие покрытие

аэрозольного аэрозольного
нанесения нанесения

P предотвращать вызывать создавать

NP - - -

O повреждения повреждения защитный
металла металла слой

D - - -

I - - -

Pr - - -

IO - - -

Adv - - -

In - - -

AO предотвращает вызываемые создающее

The SAO-structure is he source material on the basis of
which, taking into account a certain expansion of the BLP
functionality, algorithms for the automatic construction
of autosuggestions of all the above-mentioned types are
being built. These algorithms are based on the synthesis
of the required autosuggestions from the content of the
fields corresponding to each of their types. In particular,
the source for generating autosuggestions of «simple noun
phrase» type are the following fields: Headword, Subject,
Nominal Predicate, Direct Object, Object inDative, Object
in Instrumental, Indirect Object; for the «extended noun
phrase with prepositional-nominal construction» type –
Headword, Preposition and Indirect Object fields; for
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the «extended noun phrase with participle phrase» type
– Headword, Action Original, Direct Object, Object in
Dative, Object in Instrumental, Preposition and Indirect
Object fields; for the «verb phrase» type – Predicate,
Action Original, Direct Object, Object in Dative, Object
in Instrumental, Preposition and Indirect Object fields; for
the «subject and predicate» type – Subject and Action
Original fields; and all the SAO fields – for the «lexicon»
type.

From the autosuggestions obtained in this way
derivative suggestions are additionally synthesized by
truncating noun phrases with coordinated attributes (ан-
тикоррозийное покрытие -> покрытие (anti-corrosion
coating -> coating)), and considering only the main words
of noun phrases (коррозия металла -> коррозия (metal
corrosion -> corrosion)). In addition, these algorithms take
into account the following important circumstance. One of
the main criteria for the relevance of a suggestion for the
automatic completion of a query is its informativeness, as
a separate query or its part, in a given subject domain [10].
For example, noun phrases obtained from introduction
constructions, such as «в том числе» (amongst other
things), «в большинстве случаев» (in majority of cases)
– «то число» (e.g. other things), «большинство случаев»
(majority of cases), – firstly, cannot be a separate query,
and secondly, due to their obviously poor informativeness,
are also a bad part of a query. This fact is confirmed
by the absence of such bigrams and trigrams in the lists
of user requests available in open sources [11]–[14]. In
addition, certain filtering is required, for example, for
such noun phrases as « т.н. желтая ржавчина» (so-called
yellow rust) because elements like certain abbreviations,
which are more typical for formal style, are low-frequent
in user queries [11]–[14]. The studies carried out in this
aspect allowed, as a result, to develop a set of rules for
identifying such cases in order to exclude certain SAO-
relations or their fields from the list of candidates for
generating autosuggesions, as well as the necessary further
filtering of the candidates remaining in the list and their
possible transformation.

Assuming the example sentence is included in the
FTDB, the following list of autosuggestions will be
obtained from it:

1) покрытие аэрозольного нанесения (aerosol
application coating); аэрозольное нанесение
(aerosol application);

2) нанесение (application);
3) повреждения металла (metal damages);
4) повреждения (damages);
5) металл (metal);
6) коррозия (corrosion);
7) защитный слой (protective layer);
8) слой (layer);
9) антикоррозийное покрытие аэрозольного нане-

сения, создающее защитный слой (anticorrosive

spray coating creating a protective layer);
10) повреждение металла, вызываемые коррозией

(metal damage causing by corrosion);
11) антикоррозийное покрытие аэрозольного нане-

сения, создающее (anticorrosive spray coating
creating);

12) повреждения металла, вызываемые (metal
damage causing); покрытие, создающее защитный
слой (coating creating protective layer);

13) вызываемые повреждения металла (causing metal
damage); покрытие, создающее (coating creating);

14) повреждения, вызываемые (damage causing);
15) предотвращать повреждения металла; вызывать

повреждения металла (prevent metal damage);
16) создавать защитный слой (create protective layer);
17) предотвращает повреждения металла (prevents

metal damage);
18) предотвращать повреждения (prevent damage);
19) предотвращает повреждения (prevents damage);
20) вызывать повреждения (cause damage);
21) создавать слой (create layer);
22) предотвращать повреждения металла, вызывае-

мые коррозией (prevent metal damage causing by
corrosion);

23) предотвращает повреждения металла, вызывае-
мые коррозией (prevents metal damage causing by
corrosion);

24) предотвращать повреждения, вызываемые кор-
розией (prevent damage causing by corrosion);

25) предотвращает повреждения, вызываемые кор-
розией (prevents damage causing by corrosion);

26) антикоррозийное покрытие аэрозольного нане-
сения предотвращает (anti-corrosion spray coating
prevents);

27) предотвращает антикоррозийное покрытие аэро-
зольного нанесения (anti-corrosion spray coating
prevents – inversed);

28) покрытие аэрозольного нанесения предотвраща-
ет (spray coating prevents);

29) покрытие предотвращает (coating prevents);
30) предотвращает покрытие аэрозольного нанесе-

ния (spray coating prevents – inversed);
31) предотвращает покрытие (coating prevents –

inversed);
32) антикоррозийное (anti-corrosion);
33) аэрозольное (aerosol);
34) вызываемые (caused);
35) защитный (protective);
36) создающее (crating);
37) предотвращать (prevent);
38) вызывать (cause);
39) создавать (create).

III. Conclusions
The proposed method for solving the user search query

autocompletion problem has a number of significant
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advantages.
• It is focused on the most general formulation of

the problem; and moreover, immersing a query
into context using a database of autosuggestions
at the alphabet level allows to simultaneously and
effectively solve the problem of user query auto-
correction.

• It is universal in relation to the query language due
to the universality of the SAO-relation itself; it also
provides a solution to the problem focused on the
ideology of semantic search.

• It gives a solution to the problem in the absence or
inability to use the history of queries, relying on the
texts to be indexed for the later search when forming a
database of potential autosuggestions,which provides
not only a higher probability of matching the
autosuggestion to the user’s expectations, but also
a guaranteed relevant response of the search engine.

• It enables the user to more accurately formulate his
informational need.

As for the problem of actually immersing the query
prefix in the context provided by autosuggestions, it
is being effectively solved using the well-known string
algorithms [15]. The presented results were incorporated
into the IHS Goldfire information system and showed their
relevance and effectiveness.
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Система автоматического построения
подсказок с целью автодополнения
русскоязычных пользовательских

запросов
Ю. Д. Голяк

В работе представлено решение задачи предиктив-
ного ввода пользовательских запросов для инфор-
мационных систем, работающих с полнотекстовыми
базами данных. Оно, в отличие от традиционного под-
хода, основано на предварительном автоматическом
построении множества подсказок, распознаваемых в
самом поисковом пространстве. Приводятся основные
достоинства полученного решения, внедренного в со-
став известной информационной системы.
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Abstract—This work is devoted to the transfer of the
FrameNet semantic frames created for English into Russian.
The transfer is based on semantic frames identified in En-
glish sentences and uses a parallel Russian-English corpus.
The resulting set of semantic frames in Russian is utilized
to train and evaluate the models for identifying semantic
frames in Russian. The results of the work include: 1) a
lexicon of Russian words linked to the FrameNet frames,
2) an annotated Russian dataset - sentences with labeled
semantic frames, 3) the implementation, testing and analysis
of models for identifying semantic frames in Russian.LATEX.

Keywords—semantic analysis, frames, language transfer,
parallel corpus, neural networks

I. Introduction

Semantic text analysis remains one of the most difficult
tasks of natural language processing. Such an analysis
requires a theory and a model of semantics representa-
tion. One of the most known semantic models is Charles
Fillmore’s Frame Semantics [1], which was explicated in
the FrameNet lexicon of frames [2].

The idea of the Frame Semantics approach is as
follows [1]: the senses of words can be represented using
situations, their relations and roles. For example, the
situation of “cooking” in most cases can be described
with the help of the following participants and relations
between them as: “the subject who cooks” (the cook),
“the object that is cooked” (food), “the source of heat
for cooking” (heat source) and "cooking container" (uten-
sils). In this case, it is possible to say that the cooking
frame has been introduced, in which “cook”, “food”,
“heat source” and “containers” are elements of the frame.
Frame elements, which are "markers" of the frame, that
is, they often signal the location of this frame in the
text (for example, "fry", "Cook", "stew", etc.) are called
lexical units. Frames can be of different complexity, can
have different numbers of elements and lexical units. The
main task in constructing semantic frames is to show how
the elements of the frame are related to each other.

The project is supported by the Russian Science Foundation, grant
# 19-71-10056.

FrameNet is a basis of numerous works on the first step
of semantic analysis called semantic role labeling [3]–[6].
However, such data are absent for most languages, and
development of FrameNet-like resources from scratch is
a very laborous process, requiring a lot of resources
and time [7], [8]. Therefore various approaches for
automatizing of framenet creation for other languages
are discussed [9]–[11].

In this paper we consider the transfer of the FrameNet
semantic frames into the Russian language. The method
is based on the transfer of semantic frames identified
in English sentences using a parallel Russian-English
corpus. The resulting set of semantic frames in Russian
is used to train and evaluate the models for identifying
semantic frames in Russian. The results of this work
include: 1) a lexicon of Russian words linked to the
FrameNet frames, 2) an annotated Russian dataset - sen-
tences with labeled semantic frames, 3) the implementa-
tion, testing and analysis of models for the identification
of semantic frames in Russian.

II. Related Work
There is an interest of researchers in many countries

to have a semantic resource similar to FrameNet for
their own languages. However, to create a FrameNet-like
resource from scratch is a very difficult, expensive, and
time-consuming procedure [7], [8]. Therefore automated
methods for generating a framenet for a specific language
are used. Such methods can be subdivided into two
groups: cross-lingual transfer, and generating frames in
unsupervised manner from a large text collection [9],
[12], [13]. Cross-lingual transfer can be made via linking
FrameNet with WordNet [14], [15] or via parallel corpora
[16].

Cross-lingual transfer of frames based on a parallel
corpus requires a preliminary extraction of frames in
English texts, which usually includes the following main
steps [17], [18]:
• recognition of lexical units, which can express
frames, in a text. This stage can be reduced to the
task of binary classification for each word of the
text;
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• recognition of semantic frames. For each lexical
unit, it is necessary to determine what frames are
expressed by this unit. This task can be considered
as a problem of multiclass classification (with sev-
eral labels) for each of the selected lexical units at
the previous stage. The classes in this case are the
semantic frames themselves, and several frames can
correspond to one lexical unit. The main difficulties
at this stage are the possible ambiguity of a lexical
unit and/or its absence in the training set.

• recognition of the remaining elements of the frame
such as roles. Most often, this problem is solved
using named entity extraction methods with the
condition that the set of roles strongly depends on
the frame being processed. In the current work, this
stage is not studied.

The solutions for these three tasks can be very different.
In the work of the winners of the SemEval 2007 competi-
tion [18], to solve the problem of identifying lexical units,
morphological and syntactic rules were used. To define
semantic frames, classifiers were trained for each frame
separately using support vector machine (SVM) method,
the features for which were both morphological and
syntactic characteristics of a lexical unit, and semantic
information about it from WordNet [19].

The widely used SEMAFOR algorithm [20] has be-
come an improvement of this algorithm. To recognize
lexical units, an improved version of linguistic rules is
used. To identify a frame, a probabilistic model is trained
on a similar feature set. In [21], an approach based on
recurrent neural networks is proposed for both tasks: rec-
ognizing lexical units and recognizing semantic frames.
In recent years, works have also appeared that solve this
problem using transformers, for example, BERT [22],
[23].

III. FrameNet
FrameNet [2] consists of several components:
• The base of semantic frames, containing a descrip-
tion of each frame: its structure, roles and relations
between frames;

• Examples of sentences annotated with semantic,
morphological and syntactic information. These
sentences are examples of the use of semantic
frames in natural language;

• Lexical units linked to frames as well as links to
examples of annotated sentences.

At the moment, the FrameNet database contains more
than 13000 lexical units, of which 7000 are fully an-
notated with more than 1000 hierarchically related se-
mantic frames. The number of sentences annotated with
semantic information is about 200,000. The base exists in
several versions and is in the public domain for research
purposes. Basic concepts from the terminology of the
FrameNet project are as follows:

• Semantic frame is a semantic representation of an
event, situation or relationship, consisting of several
elements, each of which has its own semantic role
in this frame.

• Frame element is a type of participants (roles) in a
given frame with certain types of semantic links.

• Lexical unit - a word with a fixed meaning that
expressed a given frame or a given frame element.

For example, In the sentence “Hoover Dam played a
major role in preventing Las Vegas from drying up."
The word "played" is a lexical unit that conveys the
presence in the text of the semantic frame "PERFORM-
ERS_AND_ROLES" with the frame elements "PER-
FORMER", "ROLE" and "PERFORMANCE" (who cre-
ated, that created, what role the creator assumed in the
creation). This example also shows that in one sentence
there can be several frames with varying degrees of
abstractness.

It is important to note that for the Russian language
there is a FrameNet-oriented resource FrameBank [24].
This is a publicly available dataset that combines a
lexicon of lexical constructions of the Russian language
and a marked-up corpus of their implementations in the
texts of the national corpus of the Russian language.
The main part of FrameBank consists of 2200 frequent
Russian verbs, for which the semantic constructions in
which they are used are described, and examples of
their implementations in the text are collected. Each
construction is presented as a template, in which the
morphological characteristics of the participants in their
role and semantic restrictions are fixed.

Despite the fact that the semantic constructs of Frame-
Bank are similar to frames from FrameNet, they are
methodologically different. FrameNet frames are built
around generic events with specific participants and
relations between them. FrameBank constructs are built
around the senses of specific words. It is supposed that
the senses of each lexeme (mainly verbs) in FrameBank
form a separate frame. Due to this methodological dif-
ference and the orientation of the FrameBank resource
towards verbs as a center of constructions, the full use
of this data set to solve the problem is impossible.

IV. Methods of Linking Russian Words to FrameNet

The method of linking Russian words to FrameNet is
divided into several parts, each of which solves a specific
subtask:
1) Training the model of recognizing lexical units and

frames in English. At this stage, based on the
FrameNet knowledge base, a model is created that
can extract lexical units and semantic frames from
any sentence in English. The quality of the models
is evaluated on the test part of the FrameNet dataset
and compared with the existing results.
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2) Extracting lexical units and frames from the English
part of the parallel corpus using a trained model.

3) Transferring the obtained semantic information into
Russian using word matching through a pre-trained
embedding model of the Russian language. At this
stage, for each lexical unit from an English sentence,
its analogue is searched for in a parallel Russian
sentence. Transfer quality is evaluated on a test
sample, annotated manually.

4) Extracting lexical units for each semantic frame.
A set of annotated sentences in Russian is also
formed for further recognition of semantic frames
in Russian texts.

A. Training models for identification of lexical items and
frames in English

As in most studies, two sequential models are trained.
The first model predicts potential lexical units that can
express a semantic frame, and the second one, based
on the predictions of the first model, determines which
frames should be generated from the selected lexical
units. Both models are trained and tested on the manually
annotated FrameNet corpus of sentences.

For training and testing, the annotated corpus
FrameNet version 1.5 was used. The entire corpus of
annotated sentences contains 158399 example sentences
with labeled lexical units and frames. They are presented
in 77 documents, 55 texts of which were randomly
selected for model training and 23 texts for testing. A
modified CONLL09 format is used as a universal format
for presenting annotations, in which the following set of
tags is attached to each word of the sentence:
• ID - word number in the sentence,
• FORM - the form of a word in a sentence,
• LEMMA - word lemma,
• POS - part of speech for the given word,
• FEAT - list of morphological features,
• SENTID - sentence number,
• LU - lexical unit, if the word is it,
• FRAME - a semantic frame generated by a word if
it is a lexical unit.

The task of predicting lexical units in a text is reduced
to the task of binary classification for each word in a
sentence. In some cases, a lexical unit may not be one
word, but a phrase, but in this work, the most common
variant with one word as a lexical unit is investigated.
To solve this problem, a bidirectional recurrent neural
network (BiLSTM) was used. Such models were actively
used in previous studies for identification of lexical units
and frames [21].

A sentence is sent to the input of the neural network,
each word in which is represented by a vector represen-
tation of a word from a pretrained embedding model.
In addition to this classical representation of words,
new features responsible for semantic and morphological

information were studied such as: part of speech and the
initial form of a word. These features are represented
as a one-hot vectors, which is fed to the input of fully
connected layers of the neural network. During training,
the outputs of these fully connected layers can be con-
sidered as vector representations of these features. These
features can help the model to memorize morphological
and semantic schemes for constructing frames from the
FrameNet annotation. All obtained feature vectors for a
word are joined by concatenation into the final vector
representation, which is fed to the input of the neural
network. In the learning process, only vectors of tokens
from the pretrained embedding model are fixed, the rest
of the vector representations are formed during training.

A sentence is sent to the input of the neural network,
each word of which is represented as a vector according
to the algorithm described above. The network consists
of several BiLSTM layers, to the output of which a fully
connected layer with the sigmoid activation function is
applied for each word. As a result, at the output of the
network, each word of the sentence is matched with the
probability of a given word to be a lexical unit in a given
sentence.

To optimize the parameters of the neural network, the
logistic loss function was used. The adaptive stochastic
gradient descent Adam [25] was chosen as an optimizer.
To prevent overfitting of the neural network, the Dropout
technique [26] was used, based on random switching off
of neurons from the layers of the neural network for
greater generalization of the trained models.

B. Semantic frame identification
The purpose of the semantic frame identification

model is to recognize frames that correspond to lexical
items in a sentence. Formally, this is a multi-class clas-
sification problem with multiple labels, since the same
lexical unit can correspond to several semantic frames in
a sentence.

To solve this problem, a model was used that is
similar to the model of the selection of lexical units,
but with several changes. The main difference is adding
information about whether a word is a lexical unit using
one-hot coding. If the word is not a lexical unit in a
given sentence, the lexical unit representation vector will
consist entirely of zeros and will not affect the prediction.
It is important to note that the predictions of the model
are taken into account only for words that are lexical
units in a given sentence. The remaining components of
the vector representation of a word are similar to the
model for extracting lexical units - a vector of tokens
from a pretrained embedding model and one-hot coding
that encodes a part of speech.

C. Implementation and results
The following hyperparameters were chosen for train-

ing the models:
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Model for lexical units P R F1
SEMAFOR 74.92 66.79 70.62
BILSTM 74.13 66.11 69.89
BILSTMtoken 76.01 67.15 71.3
BILSTMtoken,lemma 76.12 67.98 71.8
BILSTMtoken,lemma,partofspeech 79.47 68.31 73.46

Table I
Results for lexical units recognition in English

Model P R F1
SVM 79.54 73.43 76.36
SEMAFOR 86.29 84.67 85.47
BILSTM 83.78 79.39 81.52
BILSTMlu 88.19 81.54 84.73
BILSTMlu,token 88.83 88.12 85.34
BILSTMlu,token,partofspeech 89.87 83.91 86.78

Table II
Results of model of semantic frame recognition for English

• The Glove model trained on the English-language
Wikipedia1 was chosen as an embedding model. The
vector dimension is 100;

• The size of the vectors encoding the lemma, lex-
ical unit and part of speech is 100, 100, and 20,
respectively;

• Number of BiLSTM layers is 3, output dimension
is 100;

• The number of training epochs is 40;
• The Dropout coefficient is 0.01.

The results of lexical unit identification obtained on the
test sample are presented in Table 1. For comparison,
the SEMAFOR algorithm was applied, which determines
the lexical units on the basis of linguistic rules. For this,
an available author’s implementation 2 was used, trained
on the same data as the tested models. It can be seen
from the results that adding information about the word
lemma does not give a significant improvement, however,
information about the part of speech allows obtaining
quality that is superior to the classical SEMAFOR model.

To evaluate the results of the semantic frame model,
the SEMAFOR algorithm was also used, which identifies
a frame based on the probabilistic model. In addition, for
comparison, the model of the SemEval 2007 [16] was
recreated. The obtained results are presented in Table
2. It can be seen that the trained model has a quality
comparable to the performance of the SEMAFOR model.

In this way, models for identification of lexical units
and semantic frames in English were trained. At this
stage, for any sentence in English, a set of frames and
corresponding lexical units are identified. To transfer this
information to the Russian part of the parallel corpus,
it is necessary for each lexical unit from the English
sentence to find its analogue in Russian. Since in this
study only single-word lexical units are considered, the
task is reduced to the comparison of words between
sentences in a parallel corpus.

1https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
2https://github.com/Noahs-ARK/semafor

D. Translation of annotations from English into Russian
in a parallel corpus

For the study, we used the English-Russian parallel
corpus 3, gathered by Yandex. It consists of 1 million
pairs of sentences in Russian and English, aligned by
lines. The sentences were selected at random from par-
allel text data collected in 2011-2013.

Like most parallel corpora, this resource is sentence-
aligned, not word-aligned, so word-level matching re-
quires further refinement. A simple dictionary translation
of an English word into Russian does not provide the
desired effect due to the ambiguity of words and differ-
ences in structure of languages. Therefore, in addition
to direct translation of words, a matching algorithm
was implemented based on the similariy of words in an
embedding model of the Russian language.

The FastText model in the Skipgram version [27]
trained on the Russian National Corpus 4 was chosen for
word matching. Thus, the algorithm of matching between
languages consists of the following steps:
1) Translation of a lexical unit in English, for which we

are looking for an analogue in a parallel sentence
in Russian. In this step, all possible translations into
Russian are collected using the Google Translate
API 5.

2) Further, between each obtained translation and each
word of a parallel Russian sentence, the cosine
similarity according to the embedding model is
calculated.

3) A word in the Russian sentence is considered as an
analogue of the original word in English if between
the translation of an initial word and the Russian
word, the cosine similarity is higher than 0.9.

To evaluate the quality of word matching, the transfer
of lexical units in 100 parallel sentences was manually
assessed. Both precision (in how many sentences the
word was translated correctly) and recall (in how many
sentences an analogue of the word in English was found
in general) were considered. A simple search for a
translation of a word in a parallel sentence was taken as
the basic algorithm; the comparison results can be seen
in Table 3. It can be seen that the use of the embedding
model increases the recall of word matching with a slight
decrease in precision.

Word translation search method P R
Direct translation matching 91 % 72 %
Distributive word matching 90 % 87 %

Table III
Results of matching words between sentences in a parallel corpus

Thus, applying this algorithm to each pair of sentences
in a parallel corpus, it is possible to transfer the selected

3https://translate.yandex.ru/corpus
4https://rusvectores.org/ru/models/
5https://cloud.google.com/translate/docs/
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lexical units and the corresponding semantic frames from
English into Russian.

E. Characteristics and evaluation of the resulting corpus
The sentences in Russian obtained after the transfer

with annotated lexical units and semantic frames form a
dataset similar to a of the FrameNet knowledge base.

In it, for each of the 755 frames, lexical units with
frequency of use in the context of the frame are pre-
sented. This frequency can be interpreted as a certain
"reliability" of the lexical unit belonging to the frame. A
total of 2.8 million lexical units were analysed out of 1
million sentences. They belong to 755 semantic frames
from the FrameNet project. In total, 18150 lexical units
have been identified, including 6894 unique words.

Table 5 shows an example of the obtained semantic
frames and lexical units assigned to it. Each column
refers to a frame, the first line contains its name from
the original FrameNet knowledge base, and the second
contains lexical units assigned to it in Russian with the
frequency of use.

Fear Labeling Reason
страх : 1042
бояться : 552
боязнь : 42
опасаться : 40
ужас : 28
страшиться : 3
страшно : 3
испуг : 1

термин : 1045
понятие : 139
этикетка : 119
ярлык : 78
терминология : 24
марка : 11
бренд : 9
клеймо : 2

причина : 3287
основа : 755
основание : 533
мотивация : 247
повод : 118
мотив : 110
поэтому : 2
именно : 1

Table IV
Examples of linking Russian lexical units to the FrameNet frames

The resulting dataset can be used as a separate se-
mantic resource for various natural language processing
tasks. In addition, annotated Russian sentences are also
valuable. They make it possible to conduct experiments
on the selection of lexical units and semantic frames
using supervised machine learning methods.

V. Training and testing model for identification of
lexical units and frames in Russian

The resulting set of annotated sentences in Russian was
used to train models for the selection of lexical units and
semantic frames in Russian, similar to the already trained
models in English. Out of 970 thousand sentences, 90%
were used for training models, the rest were used for
testing.

The architecture and method of constructing the vector
representation of words are similar to the models for the
English language, with the exception of the embedding
model - instead of Glove, the FastText model of the
Skipgram architecture was used, trained on the National
corpus of the Russian language 6. The vector dimension
is 300. The results of the obtained models are presented
in Tables 5 and 6.

6https://rusvectores.org/ru/models/

Lexical Identification Model P R F1
BILSTM 71.67 59.14 64.80
BILSTMtoken 76.09 61.04 67.73
BILSTMtoken,lemma 77.65 61.33 68.53
BILSTMtoken,lemma,partofspeech 78.44 61.72 69.08

Table V
Results of the Russian lexical unit identification model

Semantic Frame Identification Model P R F1
SVM 80.28 72.43 76.15
BILSTM 84.10 76.99 80.38
BILSTMlu 86.54 78.04 82.07
BILSTMlu,token 87.01 78.20 82.40
BILSTMlu,token,partofspeech 90.83 83.91 84.66

Table VI
Results of the model for identifying semantic frames for the Russian

language

The obtained results for Russian are lower than the re-
sults of similar models in English. This can be explained
by the fact that during the automatic transfer, there is a
loss of data and the introduction of noise at each stage
- both when using the models for extracting semantic
information in English, and when directly transferring the
resulting annotation. In addition, some frames and lexical
units can be rarely represented in a parallel corpus, which
leads to a low quality of their prediction.

Thus, the results show that the obtained dataset for the
Russian language can be used to develop methods for
extracting semantic frames and use it for other natural
language processing tasks.

VI. Conclusion

In this work, methods of automatic identification of
lexical units and semantic frames in Russian have been
investigated. The following results were obtained:
• The existing approaches to identification of semantic
frames with the use of expert FrameNet annotations
have been investigated. Methods for transferring
semantic information between languages have been
studied, in particular, methods using parallel text
corpora.

• Models of lexical units and semantic frames identi-
fication have been trained and tested for English. A
neural network based on BiLSTM layers, trained on
annotated sentences of the FrameNet 1.5 project,
was used. Additional morphological information
were also used as an input of a neural network. As a
result of the experiments, it was possible to achieve
the quality F1 73.46 for the selection of lexical
units and F1-micro 86.78 for the model identifying
semantic frames.

• An algorithm for transferring annotations from En-
glish to Russian in a parallel corpus was imple-
mented. The use of the pretrained embedding model
allowed increasing the recall of the transfer by 15%,
leaving the precision at the same level.
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• A set of semantic frames and lexical units linked
to them in Russian has been created. A corpus
of 970 thousand annotated sentences in Russian
with identified lexical units and semantic frames
was received. This resource can be used both for
further research in the field of automatic extraction
of semantic frames, and in other tasks of natural
language processing.

• On the obtained set of annotated sentences, we
trained models for identification of lexical units and
frames in Russian. For the model of identifying
lexical units, quality F1 69.08 was obtained, for the
model for determining semantic frames F1-micro
84.88.
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Связывание русскоязычной лексики с
семантическими фреймами лексикона

FrameNet
Злочевская Д.И., Лукашевич Н.В., Невзорова О.А.
Данная статья посвящена исследованию методов

выделения семантических фреймов из текстов на русском
языке. Рассматривается теория семантических фреймов
и ее практическое использования при решении задач
обработки естественного языка. Также производится
ряд экспериментов по переносу крупнейшего корпуса
семантических фреймов проекта FrameNet на русский язык
с оценкой качества каждого из подходов. Основой
метода является перенос результатов выделения
сематических фреймов на английском языке с помощью
параллельного русско-английского корпуса. Полученный
набор семантических фреймов используется для обучения
и оценки моделей выделения семантических фреймов на
русском языке.

Результатом данной работы является размеченный набор
данных – предложения с выделенными семантическими
фреймами, а также реализация, тестирование и анализ
характеристик моделей по выделению семантических
фреймов на русском языке.
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Abstract—The article presents the solution of practical
application of the deep learning approach in the context
of information retrieval based on the usage of LSTM
and GPT-2 language models for solving both automatic
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I. Introduction
The rapid development of information technology

with each passing year increases the importance of
obtaining prompt and high-quality information both
for solving simple daily tasks (for example, related to
the choice of a product or service, receiving region
and world news) and for business analysis and making
management decisions. The use for this purpose a
global data network - the Internet, as well as a variety
of related services and applying artificial intelligence
technology applications has become an integral part of
everyday life. Services and applications are turning from
consumers to data generators insensibly and increasingly.

II. Natural language generation and text generation
technologies

“Imperva Bad Bot Report 2021” – a research of
“Imperva”, cybersecurity leader, whose mission is to
protect data and all paths to it, suggests the growing scale
and widespread impact of bots in daily life. It divide such
applications in two groups:
1) Bad bots – interact with applications in the same

way a legitimate user would, making them harder to
detect and prevent. They enable high-speed abuse,
misuse, and attacks on websites, mobile apps, and
APIs. They allow bot operators, attackers, unsavory
competitors, and fraudsters to perform a wide array
of malicious activities. Such activities include web
scraping, competitive data mining, personal and

financial data harvesting, brute-force login, digital
ad fraud, spam, transaction fraud, and more. [1]

2) Good bots – support the various business and oper-
ational goals of their owners—from personal users
to large multinationals and can be categorized by
the following four groups (“Fig. 1”):
• Feed fetcher – Bots that ferry website content
to mobile and web applications, which they then
display to users.

• Search engine bots – Bots that collect information
for search engine algorithms, which is then used
to make ranking decisions.

• Commercial crawlers – Spiders used for autho-
rized data extractions, usually on behalf of digital
marketing tools.

• Monitoring bots – Bots that monitor website
availability and the proper functioning of various
online features.

Figure 1. The four groups of good bots.

Imperva Research Labs saw the highest percentage of
bad bot traffic (25.6%) since the inception of the report
in 2014, while traffic from humans fell by 5.7%. More
than 40% of all web traffic requests originated from a
bot last year.

It is worth to note that activity of the "smart" appli-
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cations also reveals in the creation of natural language
data: vivid examples are dialogue systems and services
that provide interaction with the user, as well as systems
for automatic content creation.

Robot journalism is an actively developing area of
research refers to the generation of news stories by
algorithms based on data without human-journalistic
intervention and these news stories are then published
automatically on news websites. It relies on natural
language generation (NLG) technology, which is a sub-
field of artificial intelligence. The main objective of
NLG technology is to design text generation systems
that create readable explanatory stories based on data.
Defining the grammatical and syntax rules of a language
within an NLG system allows the automatic creation of
various documents, reports, explanations, and summaries
by the algorithms on the basis of the input data [2]. Cur-
rently, NLG systems help news media organizations to
generate news stories and, in this context, the emergence
of robot journalism is a result of the convergence of
NLG technology and the news media sector. Narrative
Science, Automated Insights, Yseop, and Arria are some
of the large technology firms that are progressing NLG
technology [3] and providing robot journalism services
to news media organizations such as Associated Press,
Forbes, and Yahoo. [4]

Another natural language processing technology re-
lated to tasks where the target is a single or several
sentences or even the set of words – text generation.
It also finds its applications in developing of question
answering, dialog, machine translation and information
retrieval systems. In the context of the last one, the
results of solving these problems used for search-engine
optimization to increase the rate of a web-resource in the
search-engine output, as well as speedup and simplify the
process of web-resource developing.

In today’s digitalized world, search engines have be-
come one of the most powerful tools on the Internet and
an essential part of our daily live. By consolidating and
organizing the wealth of information available online,
search engines like Google [5], Yahoo [6] or Bing [7]
help billions of online users find the content they need
at a rapid pace. In 2019, almost 30 percent of global web
traffic was generated via online search usage, showing the
vital role these platforms play in directing and navigating
user flows to different websites. For example, according
to [8] the global marketing share percentage, in terms of
the use of search engines heavily favours Google, with
over 92% (“Fig. 2”).

It is interesting to note that Google’s large market
share is still on the increase. In April 2017 the market
share for Google was 77.43%.[9]

The analysis of search queries has revealed a stable
downward trend of the number of keywords usage. One

Figure 2. The global marketing share of search engines.

of the examples is the average number of typed search
terms during online search in the United States as of
January 2016. During that month, 20.14 percent of
all U.S. online search queries contained tree keywords
(“Fig. 3”) and the situation changes heavily. As of

Figure 3. Average number of search terms for online search queries
in the United States as of January 2016.

January 2020, 40 percent of all U.S. online search
queries contained two keywords. Three word search
terms accounted for 22.74 percent of searches. Queries
up to three words accounted for over 80 percent of
online searches in the United States. [10] As search
engines rank search results in order of relevancy,
meaning that the most valuable links for users’ queries
are displayed prominently on the results page, high
rankings have become one of the top digital priorities
for companies worldwide. [11] That is why tools like
UberSuggest’s [12] or SemRush [13] are quite popular
among web-masters and usually used for analysis of the
web traffic, user queries statistics etc. Some of those
routine but important functions: candidate words and
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word sequences for semantic core generation1, as well as
the scratch of the future web-pages content suggestion
can be automated in the context of the automatic text
and automatic language generation tasks.

III. Practical application of the deep learning approach
in the context of information retrieval

In regard to methods suitable to solve those tasks,
along with summarization-based approaches such as ex-
tractive summarization [15], fractal summarization that
is used to generate a brief skeleton of summary at the
first stage, and the details of the summary on different
levels of the document are generated on demands of users
[16], linguistic and semantic analysis [17], the analysis
revealed the machine learning methods can be used. It
is worth to mention that methods of supervised learning
are not effective enough due to the next limitations: they
need large amount of annotated data for learning a proper
task, which is often not easy available, and they fail to
generalize for tasks other than they have been trained
for. With the development of neural networks and deep
learning approaches, models of vector representations
of words [18], recurrent neural networks, Long-Short-
Term-Memory (LSTM) or Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)
architectures and their variations and combinations [19-
21] began to be used most often.

Taking into account typical length of the search query
the choice of LSTM as the model for generation passages
up to fourteen words length (that is a bit less than an
average sentence length, for example for the well-known
LOB Corpus [22] it is about nineteen words) imple-
mented with the help of Tensorflow source-platform [23]
and Keras framework [24] (main parameters are: ReLu,
SoftMax activation functions, Adam optimizer) seems
obvious. The dataset of about 200 thousand words length
was created on the basis of a well-known MEDIQA-QA
dataset for answer-ranking [25], encouraging research in
medical question answering systems, and consisting of
consumer health questions and passages selected from
reliable online sources, as well as 120 thousand words
length text corpus referred to IT-domain was collected
from Wikipedia. Standard procedures of preprocessing
related to cleaning, tokenization, and splitting into train-
ing and test data were performed.

Recurrent models typically factor computation along
the symbol positions of the input and output sequences.
Aligning the positions to steps in computation time, they
generate a sequence of hidden states ht, as a function of
the previous hidden state ht−1 and the input for position
t. This inherently sequential nature precludes paralleliza-
tion within training examples, which becomes critical

1The semantic core is a list of all words on the project’s topic, which
serves as a basis for creating a common structure and individual pages
of the site. An appropriate compilation of the semantic core will help
the site to get into the top search engine results. [14]

at longer sequence lengths, as memory constraints limit
batching across examples. The appearance of Generative
Pre-trained Transformer (GPT) models by OpenAI gave
ability to overcome limitations. The first one – GPT has
the architecture which facilitated transfer learning and
can perform various natural language processing tasks
with very little fine-tuning. It also showed the power of
generative-pre-training and opened up avenues for other
models, which could unleash this potential better with
lager datasets and more parameters. The second one –
GPT-2 is a large transformer-based language model with
1.5 billion parameters, trained on a dataset of 8 million
web pages. GPT-2 is trained with a simple objective: pre-
dict the next word, given all of the previous words within
some text. The diversity of the dataset causes this simple
goal to contain naturally occurring demonstrations of
many tasks across diverse domains. GPT-2 is a direct
scale-up of GPT, with more than 10X the parameters
and trained on more than 10X the amount of data. [26]
GPT-2 124M was fine tuned and used to generate the text
passages up to the same length as the previous models
as well as much more longer to create the web-page
content template suitable for manual or semi-automatic
postprocessing according to the objectives of the web-
resource.

The examples of results are represented below ("Fig.
4"). The achieved text sequences can be further processed
with the set of filters or stages that can be organized in
a pipeline to identify named entities, syntagmata, taxa-
nomic categories with the help of functionality provided
by available standalone natural language and statistic
processing libraries or linguistic processors. For example,
at the first stage – the extraction of named entities –
the names of programming languages were achieved:
“Haskell”, “C”, “C++”, “Python” from a text fragment
“languages like Haskell, C and C++, with a Python”, as
well as, the names of the operating systems “Windows”,
“Linux”, “macOS” – achieved from the input sequences
“include Microsoft Windows, macOS” and “desktop op-
erating system for Unix-like systems like Windows and
Linux”. In particular, for identifying synonymy relations
the multilingual lexical database MModWN can be used,
due to the ability to take in consideration lexical units
membership of the most informative lexico-grammatical,
syntactical and semantic classes and achieve proper syn-
onymic sets in different languages [9] or hybrid knowl-
edge bases of ostis-systems and models for representing
various types of knowledge within the framework of such
a knowledge base. [27] The last one option might be
useful if it is important to ensure possibility to use within
the ostis-systems of various types of knowledge.

In regard to the web-page content template of the
web-page, its structure depends on the type of the
web-resource (a homepage, a magazine website, an e-
commerce website, a landing page etc.) and can be
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Figure 4. The examples of text passages achieved via LSTM and GPT-2
language models.

organized in unit-structure style, where the content for
every item generates separately taking into account the
sub-topic and related dataset, which is used to fine tune
or prepare the language model discussed above.

IV. Conclusion
The analysis of the machine learning methods to solve

the problem of automatic natural language generation as
well as automatic text generation problems have been
surveyed. A practical application of the deep learning
approach in the context of information retrieval based on
the usage of LSTM and GPT-2 language models has been
performed. Proposed solution is language independent
and can be reinforced with functionality of the natu-
ral language analysis provided by linguistic processor
or standalone natural language and statistic processing
libraries together with multilingual lexical databases or
hybrid knowledge bases of ostis-systems.
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Подход на основе глубокого обучения в
контексте информационного поиска для
решения задач как автоматического
синтеза естественного языка так и
автоматического синтеза текста

Крапивин Ю.Б.

В статье представлено решение практического при-
менения подхода глубокого обучения в контексте
поиска информации на основе использования языко-
вых моделей LSTM и GPT-2 для решения задач как
автоматического синтеза естественного языка, так и
автоматического синтеза текста.

Ключевые слова: естественный язык, информаци-
онный поиск, автоматический синтез естественного
языка, автоматический синтез текста, машинное обу-
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Abstract—Pretrained language models based on Trans-
former have defined new state-of-the-art result on a wide
range of tasks being finetuned or used as embedders.
Models with Multi-head Self-Attention mechanism have
defined a new standart of quality on text summarization
task in English, while Transformer based models potential
for extractive Russian text summarization has been barely
explored. We propose a new method for extractive Russian
text summarization, reducing the task to the selection of the
most probable sequence of sentences. The new method beats
ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-L scores of other models such as
SummaRuNNer, and mBART evaluated on Gazeta dataset
and is more preferred in human evaluation poll.

Keywords—Russian Text Summarization, Pretrained
Language Models, BERT, Sentence-BERT, Next Sentence
Prediction

I. Introduction
Text summarization is the task of creating a shorter

version of a document that captures essential information.
Automatic summarization approaches can be extractive
or abstractive.

Extractive methods form a summary as a combination
of the original text’s chunks. Extraction is usually re-
duced to classifying sentences of the initial document.
The resulting summary is grammatically correct, es-
pecially in the case of sentence copying. But extrac-
tive methods can’t produce generalized and paraphrased
text, which is essential for high-quality compression.
In addition, these algorithms usually don’t structurize
summaries.

Abstractive approaches generate a new text - a gener-
alization of the original one’s ideas. These models can
generate new words that are not from the original text,
which leads to better generalization abilities. It allows
them to compress text in a better way via sentence
fusion and paraphrasing, but overall complexity, errors
in generated texts’ grammar, unexpected results in some

cases and weak interpretability still limit the use of these
methods in various projects.

We introduce a new extractive summarization
approach for Russian texts, which leverages pre-
trained BERT(Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers) [1] and Sentence-BERT [2] models.
The proposed method forms a summary that has human-
natural storytelling order of sentences. The algorithm can
easily be adapted for other languages or be multilingual
provided that there are such BERT models.

II. Related works
A. Pretrained language models

Pretrained language models such as BERT [1] are
now a key technology in NLP industry being extensively
used with finetuning, few-shot learning, or as embedders.
State-of-the-art approaches in most NLP tasks are based
on neural networks with Transformer [3] architecture.
The main building block of the Transformer model is
the Multi-head Self-Attention mechanism

MHA(Q,K, V ) = Concat(head1, ..., headn)W
o (1)

headi = Attention(QWQ
i ,KW

K
i , V WV

i ) (2)

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax
(Q ∗KT

√
dk

)
V (3)

where V - values, K - keys, Q - queries, dk = dimK
In the case of self-attention Q,K, V are from the same
source, so relations between tokens of the sequence are
estimated.

“Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Trans-
formers(BERT)” [1] is a new language model which is
trained with a masked language modeling and a “next
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sentence prediction” tasks on large unstructured single
language or multilingual text corpora. BERT is a stack
of Transformer encoders.

Sentence-BERT [2] is a modification of the pre-trained
BERT model that uses siamese and triplet network struc-
tures to derive semantically meaningful sentence embed-
dings. These semantic vectors are meant for comparison
using cosine-similarity.

“Adaptation of Deep Bidirectional Multilingual Trans-
formers for Russian Language” [4] proved that
Transformer-based models are useful for Russian. The
authors of the paper also prepared pre-trained BERT
models’ weights for Russian.

B. Extractive Summarization
SummaRunNNer [5] is one of the first approaches,

using neural networks for extractive text summarization.
It leverages an RNN-based encoder on sentence and
document levels for semantic embeddings which are then
used for binary sentence classification.

Refresh [6] model from “Ranking Sentences for Ex-
tractive Summarization with Reinforcement Learning”
[6] uses CNN and RNN layers for sentence and document
embedding. Refresh is trained with the new algorithm
proposed in the paper, which globally optimizes ROUGE
[7] evaluation score through a reinforcement learning
objective.

“Single Document Summarization as Tree Induction”
[8] leverages structured attention to induce a multi-root
dependency tree representation of the document while
predicting the output summary.

This idea was further studied in “HIBERT: Document
Level Pre-training of Hierarchical Bidirectional Trans-
formers for Document Summarization” [9].

Methods, proposed in the “Text Summarization with
Pretrained Encoders” [10] made a big leap in ROUGE [7]
metrics on the CNN/Daily Mail dataset. The extractive
model used pre-trained BERT model, finetuned with inter
sentence Transformers for sentence classification.

The current state-of-the-art extractive model on the
CNN/Daily Mail was introduced in ‘Extractive Sum-
marization as Text Matching” [11] work. Sentence ex-
traction task is reduced to semantic text matching with
Sentence-BERT embeddings.

III. Sentence-BERT for Text Centrality Ranking
The algorithm uses cased Sentence-BERT, which was

fine-tuned on SNLI [12] Google-translated to Russian
and on the Russian part of XNLI [13] dev set.

Sentence embeddings from Sentence RuBERT are
being ranked by cosine-similarity

sim = cos(θ) =
A ·B
‖A‖‖B‖

=

n∑
i=1

AiBi√
n∑

i=1

A2
i

√
n∑

i=1

B2
i

(4)

where A,B are the semantic representation vectors that
are compared. Cosine-similarity is considered a default
method f or semantic similarity comparison used for
similar tasks, such as NLI(Natural Language Inference).

This metric is human-interpretable.

sim ∈ [0, 1] (5)

Higher cosine-similarity means that sentences are closer.
Central text embedding text-central is a selected

sentence semantic vector or mean pooled representation
from all sentences of the document. The experiments
have show that for news texts it’s better to use the first
sentence or mean pooling of all sentences and the last
option is better in terms of ROUGE [7] scores.

text-central =
1

n

n∑
i=0

sent-embi (6)

where n is the number of sentences in text, sent-embi
is the Sentence-BERT embedding of i-th sentence in the
text

Then for each i-th sentence r-scorei is computed

r-scorei = sim(s-embi, text-center) (7)

where i = 1, 2, ..., n These scores are min-max normal-
ized

r-scorei =
r-scorei−min ∗ r-scorei

max ∗ r-scorei−min ∗ r-scorei
(8)

r-score′i is a normalized centrality measure, which is
used in a latter formula.

IV. Sequential Next Sentence Prediction
A. Next Sententence Prediction

BERT models are pre-trained on the task of Next
Sentence Prediction(NSP) as well as Masked Language
Modelling. In the BERT training process, the model
receives pairs of sentences as input and learns to predict
if the second sentence in the pair is the subsequent
sentence in the original document. During training, 50%
of the inputs are a pair in which the second sentence is
the subsequent sentence in the original document, while
the other part consists of random sentences from the
corpus. The assumption is that the random sentence will
be disconnected from the first sentence.

The following steps are needed to estimate a proba-
bility that the sentence B is a continuation of sentence
A:
1) A [CLS] token is inserted at the beginning of the

first sentence and a [SEP] token is inserted at the
end of each sentence.

2) A sentence embedding indicating Sentence A or
Sentence B is added to each token. Sentence em-
beddings are similar in concept to token embeddings
with a vocabulary of 2.
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3) A positional embedding is added to each token to
indicate its position in the sequence

4) The entire input sequence goes through the Trans-
former model.

5) The output of the [CLS] token is transformed into
a 2×1 shaped vector, using a simple classification
layer.

6) Calculating the probability with softmax.
Extractive summarization can be reduced to greedy

sequential sentence selection maximizing the probability
of each chosen sentence starting from the one that is
the best generalization of the text. With this approach
sentences are also ordered in a natural for human reading
way, forming a story.

This heatmap(1) is an example of matrix on 5 sentence
sample from the Gazeta [14] dataset. Each element is
computed with formula (9)

P (si|sj) =
P (si|sj)−min ∗P (si|sj)

max ∗P (si|sj)−min ∗P (si|sj)
(9)

P (si|sj) : i, j ∈ [0, n), i, j ∈ N, i 6= j (10)

Figure 1. Example of a min-max normalized NSP matrix heatmap

B. Contextualized Next Sentence Prediction
In original NSP it’s supposed that comparing a pair of

sentences is made without context. For extractive sum-
marization sentences which were already selected for the
summary can be used. Self-Attention mechanisms benefit
from additional context, so probabilities estimation is
more precise in terms of summary, not just the last
selected sentence.

P (si|s1, sl, ..., sk) = NSP(C + s1 +

k∑
j=l

(sk) + S + si + S)

(11)
si is the i-th sentence, C is a [CLS] token, S is a [SEP]
token, l ∈ [2, k − 1], l ∈ N l is a skipping numerator,
k ∈ [0,m − 1], k ∈ N is a number of sentences in the
summary that were already chosen, except the first one,

m is a number of sentences that is expected to be in a
summary.
l sentences between the start and the last selected are

skipped if the sequence of tokens exceeds the input size
of BERT. The first and the last ones are always in the
context for probability estimation, because the first one is
the most generalizing and the last is the one that should
be naturally continued.

The probabilites are also min max normalized

P (si|s1, sl, ..., sk) =
P (si|..., sk)−min ∗P (si|..., sk)

max ∗P (si|..., sk)−min ∗P (si|..., sk)
(12)

where min,max are selected from the probabilites of
one step. It’s generally better to normalize on the whole
matrix, but to reduce computational complexity and
memory usage only the list of next possible sentences
is used.

C. Extractive Summarization of News Texts
The summary is formed iteratively with the sentences

that locally maximise the SC(s1, ..., sk → si) score
SC(s1, ..., sk → si) = P (si|s1, sl, ..., sk)+α∗r-scorei (13)

where α is a coefficient of central sorting importance,
by default α = 0.05,
The starting element is the first sentence of the text,

because in news texts, like the ones in the Gazeta [14]
dataset, it’s the most important, generalizing the whole
text.

Using r-score′i in the SC(s1, ..., sk → si) formula with
a quite small α helps to control the semantic deviation
from the central topics of the text. It’s experimentally
proven that choises based on pure P (si|s1, sl, ..., sk)′,
especially the variant without left context P (si|sk)′, are
less central to the main text topics in later iterations. It
happens because heads of self-attention mechanisms are
less useful with smaller context given as an input.

V. Results
A. Automatic Evaluation

In “Dataset for Automatic Summarization of Russian
News” [14] some popular and recent summarization
methods were evaluated on the test part of the dataset:
• TextRank [15]
• LexRank [16]
• LSA(Latent Semantic Analysis) [17]
• SumaRuNNer [5]
• Pointer Generator [18]
• CopyNet [19]
There were also published results of mBART [20] fine-

tuned on the Gazeta dataset in the paper. mBART based
method is a current state-of-the-art in abstractive English
text summarization on the CNN/Daily Mail dataset.

The mean sentence number of human summaries in
the dataset is 3, so our method compressed the texts into
3 sentences.
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Here are the results on test part of the dataset
compared with other methods that were evaluation in
Gazeta’s work [14]:

Approach ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
Lead-1 27.6 12.9 20.2
Lead-2 30.6 13.7 25.6
Lead-3 31.0 13.4 26.3

Greedy Oracle 44.3 22.7 39.4
TextRank 21.4 6.3 16.4
LexRank 23.7 7.8 19.9
LSA 19.3 5.0 15.0

SumaRuNNer 31.6 13.7 27.1
Proposed method 35.6 14.2 32.4

CopyNet 21.4 6.3 16.4
PG small 23.7 7.8 19.9
PG words 19.3 5.0 15.0
PG big 29.6 12.8 24.6

PG small+coverage 30.2 12.9 26.0
Finetuned mBART 32.1 14.2 27.9

All these values are F-scores of ROUGE [7] metric.
Lead-N as in the “Dataset for Automatic Summariza-

tion of Russian News” [14] paper is just N first sentences
taken.

Greedy Oracle is a method that uses human-written
summaries, choosing sentences which are maximizing
ROUGE-2 [7] score. It’s useful for training classifiers
sentence classfiers and as a target value for extractive
summarization algorithms, defining a max reachable
score.

Our algorithm is better than other ones at ROUGE-1
and ROUGE-L scores. [7] In ROUGE-2 [7] it’s equal
to SummaRuNNer and fine-tuned mBART methods. So,
our method is the new state of the art on Gazeta, as there
are no other results published on this dataset

B. Human Evaluation

Current summarization automatic evaluation methods
do not score in any way the improvements in sentence
order. We organized an anonymous opinion poll among
students from other departments, most of whose are not
related to natural language processing, machine learning
and didn’t have advanced algorithms courses.

We had involved 63 students to participate in the poll.
Each pole got an example from the test part of the

used dataset. In both forms were given a headline, text,
human-made summary, and the ones of our algorithm
marked as "Summary 1" and "Summary 2".

Students answered the question "Which summary do
you like more?" with the following possible options:
• Summary 1
• Summary 2
• Both great
• Both poor

Summary 1 and Summary 2 options are randomly mixed
options Algorithm and Human.

The results are shown in the following table and are
visualized(2).

Preferred Count Percentage
Algorithm 21 33.3%
Human 17 26.98%

Both great 16 25.4%
Both poor 9 14.29%

Figure 2. Student Poll Results

VI. Examples

A. Gazeta Dataset
Title: Почему мы остываем: температура человека

снизилась за 200 лет
Original text: Температура человеческого

тела снизилась за последние 200 лет, выяснили
исследователи из Стэнфордского университета.
О своем открытии они рассказали в статье в
журнале eLife. Температура тела здорового человека
колеблется в течение суток в пределах 35,5-
37,2°C. Такая температура считается оптимальной
для поддержания нормальной работы внутренних
органов и протекания биохимических реакций, а
также позволяет сдерживать грибковые инфекции.
Хотя средней с XIX века считалась температура в
37°C, сегодня она считается повышенной и многим
при таком показателе нездоровится. Раньше это
списывалось на неточность измерений температуры в
прошлом, но теперь оказалось, что люди с XIX века
действительно «остыли». Чтобы выяснить, что на
самом деле произошло, профессор Джули Парсоннет
и ее команда объединили три набора данных.
Первый из них охватывал почти 24 тыс. ветеранов
Армии Союза времен Гражданской войны в США,
температура которых измерялась в период между
1860 и 1940 годами. «Мне потребовалось много
времени, чтобы найти данные XIX века, где была
бы информация о температуре тела», — отмечает
Парсоннет. Остальные наборы данных охватывали
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период с 1971 по 1975 год и с 2007 по 2017 год.
В общей сложности команда проанализировала
измерения температуры тела 677,5 тыс. человек.
В среднем, температура тела людей снижалась на
0,03°C за десятилетие. У мужчин, родившихся
в начале XIX века, температура тела была на
0,59°C выше, чем у мужчин сегодня. Данные по
женщинам стали собираться несколько позже. Как
выяснилось, температура их тела снизилась на 0,32°C
с 1890-х годов. Средняя температура тела сегодня
составляет около 36,6°С. Парсоннет предлагает два
доказательства того, что дело именно в снижении
температуры тела, а не в ненадежности старых
термометров. Во-первых, тенденция к снижению
температуры тела прослеживается и в поздних
исследованиях, где использовались уже более точные
термометры. «Изменения, которые происходили в
1860-1960-х годах, мы наблюдаем также в период
с 1960-х годов по сегодняшний день, — говорит
Парсоннет. — Я не думаю, что есть большая разница
в термометрах между 1960-х годов и современными».
Во-вторых, у пожилых людей температура тела была
выше, чем измеренная в том же году у более
молодых людей, причем разница была примерно
одинаковой независимо от года. Также, сравнив
несколько групп по возрастам, исследователи
установили, что температура тела снижалась и у
молодых, и у пожилых людей в одинаковой степени.
Если бы проблема была в термометрах, то выявить
такие точные различия было бы сложно, считает
Парсоннет. В 1800-е годы люди страдали от малярии,
туберкулеза, дизентерии, болезней полости рта и
многих других продолжительных или хронических
заболеваний, отмечает она. Сейчас с большинством
болезней удалось справиться, что и могло повлиять
на снижение температуры тела: организму не нужно
больше постоянно бороться с инфекцией. «На мой
взгляд, дело в том, что, с микробиологической
точки зрения, мы очень отличаемся от людей
прошлого, — говорит Парсоннет. — У современных
людей меньше инфекций, благодаря вакцинам и
антибиотикам, поэтому наша иммунная система не
так активна, а ткани организма менее воспалены.
Если это так, то температура тела должна была
бы понизиться и в других странах, где здоровье
людей улучшилось». Вряд ли в ближайшее время
температура тела человека заметно понизится,
считает Парсоннет. «До нуля мы не остынем, —
шутит она. — Есть какой-то предел, просто я пока
не знаю, где он». Как изменилась температура
тела человека в большинстве других стран, еще
предстоит узнать. Однако, например, результаты
британского исследования 2017 года повторяют
выводы Парсоннет. Измерив температуру тела 35,5
тыс. здоровых британцев, исследователи выяснили,

что в среднем она составляет 36,6°C. Однако
пожилые британцы, в отличие от американцев,
были «прохладнее» молодых. Также температура
зависела и от расовой принадлежности: темнокожие
респонденты оказались «горячее».

Human summary: Температура человеческого
тела снизилась за последние 200 лет, выяснили
американские исследователи. В 1800-е годы она
составляла 37°C, причиной чему, вероятно, были
продолжительные и хронические болезни. Сегодня
люди более здоровы — и более «прохладны».

Machine summary: Температура человеческого
тела снизилась за последние 200 лет, выяснили
исследователи из Стэнфордского университета. У
мужчин, родившихся в начале XIX века, температура
тела была на 0,59°C выше, чем у мужчин сегодня.
Раньше это списывалось на неточность измерений
температуры в прошлом, но теперь оказалось, что
люди с XIX века действительно «остыли».

B. Artice Introduction
This is a summary of this article’s introduction section

with multilingual BERT and Sentence-BERT models:
Text summarization is the task of creating a shorter

version of a document that captures essential informa-
tion. Extractive methods form a summary as a combi-
nation of the original text’s chunks. These approaches
are usually reduced to classifying sentences of the ini-
tial document. We introduce a new extractive summa-
rization approach for Russian texts, which leverages
pre-trained BERT(Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers) [1] and Sentence-BERT [2] models.
The proposed method forms a summary that has human-
natural storytelling order of sentences.

VII. Conclusion
Most modern extractive text summarization techniques

use pre-trained language models as a decent linguistic
feature aware foundation, that can be fine-tuned with ad-
ditional layers or used for embedding and next sentence
prediction probability estimation.

There are many works about English and other pop-
ular languages that leverage modern methods which
are significantly better than older approaches, but, as
for the Russian there are barely any works that use
attention-based models, which have been proved to work
better with longer sequences than RNNs, whereas text
summarization is all about sequences processing.

In this paper, we introduced a new approach to extrac-
tive text summarization, which uses pre-trained language
models and can easily be used for other languages.
The new algorithm orders sentences in a human-natural
way, making summaries easier to read. The proposed
summarization method achieved higher ROUGE-1 and
ROUGE-L [7] scores on the Gazeta dataset and was
preferred more in human evaluation.
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As for the future, we plan to go on with exploring
pre-trained language models’ possibilities in semantically
driven tasks, especially abstractive summarization.
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Извлекающее автореферирование
русскоязычных текстов с применением

предобученных языковых моделей
Полякова И.Н., Погорельцев С.А.

Предобучееные языковые модели на основе архи-
тектуры Transformer установили новые рекорды на
многих задачах обработки естественных языков при
их дообучении или использовании для получения кон-
текстуализированных семантических векторов. Мо-
дели с механизмом многоголового внутреннего вни-
мания стали лучшими на задаче автореферирования
англоязычных текстов, однако возможности приме-
нения подобных подходов для русского языка слабо
изучены. Мы представляем новое решение задачи
автореферирования текстов на русском языке, ко-
торое достигает лучших результатов по нескольким
метрикам относительно других моделей, таких как
SummaRuNNer и дообученный mBART для генери-
рующего автореферирования на датасете Gazeta. Ре-
зультаты работы предлагаемого алгоритма является
более предпочтительным вариантом в опросе среди
студентов.
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Abstract—The work is devoted to the problems of feature
selection in the method of authorship identification in the
context of authorial invariant defining. The problem of text
author identification and existing approaches are described.
In this article, models, methods, and experiment results for
implementation of the dynamic method of defining features
by genetic algorithm.
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authorial invariant, genetic algorithm, support vector ma-
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I. INTRODUCTION

The task of attribution of unknown text is an important
information problem.

This is mainly due to the widespread use of messaging
programs on the Internet, the increasing importance of
e-mail for corporate correspondence, the popularity of
forums and blogs. Without registering, users can send
messages and specify their own information and regis-
tration is frequently simply symbolic. It is the same for
e-mails and messengers. It means that the registration
data cannot identify the contact person unambiguously,
the address of the sender can be easily changed. Increas-
ingly, the anonymity of internet messages is attracting
cyberspace criminals [1].

In other areas such methods can also be applied.
These techniques can be used in linguistic research to
study authorship phenomena. The difference in this or
that writer’s style is of interest. Features that make his
speech as individual or common characteristics of any
characteristics easily visible. Authorship is unknown in
a number of unassigned literary texts. It is evident that
the existence of precise quantitative methods for the
identification and evaluation of the author can resolve
most controversial historical and literary criticism issues
[2].

Education is another field of application. Students tend
to do their own tasks less and prefer to spend less time
and use prepared results. A more objective assessment
approach will in this case be possible by using attribution
methods [3].

The area uses machine learning, information retrieval
and natural language processing approaches in a rela-
tively interdisciplinary way. The authorial invariant is
usually used as a "handwriting". This is a quantitative

feature of literary texts or a parameter that uniquely
characterizes one author’s work or a small number of
"closer authors" by their behavior and values in different
groups of authors [4].

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The problem is formulated as follows when identifying
the author of a text with a small number of alternatives.
Assume that we have texts set T = {t1, ..., tn} and
authors set A = {a1, ..., ak}. We know authors for some
subset T1 = {t1, ..., tl} ⊆ T so we have pairs like
{ai, tj} (i = 1..k, j = 1..l) as training set L. The
true authors of the remaining texts subset T2 must be
established.

In this context the problem of authorship can be seen
as a problem in several classes. In this case, L is training
set, A is a set of predefined classes, and T2 is objects for
classification. The aim is to create a classifier that solves
this problem i.e. find a function that gives its true author
an arbitrary text of set T .

A sequence of the following actions is part of the gen-
eral technique for identifying the author of an unknown
text:

• Selecting a text model in the form of feature sets.
• Select a group of characteristics for checking and

forming an invariant of the author.
• The selection and the parameters for the classifier.
• Formation of an author’s style model allowing two

or more authors to be separated by a trained and
invariant author.

• The authorship of the unknown text will be deter-
mined directly.

• The final decision by the classifier on the author
of the text should be adopted if several groups of
informative text features could be found.

You can use the word bag model and the n-gram one
to represent texts in the information system. The word
model bag is a collection of all words (or word attributes)
which compose the text unordered. Text is defined as a
sequence of n-element strings in the N-gram model [5].

The following sequence of measures is proposed to
determine the differences in the authors’ styles:
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• Division into two groups of the existing set of
texts. The first is for training the model classifier.
Secondly, the identification author’s accuracy is
checked by using a trained model.

• Formation in accordance with the selected model
of text representation in the form of a set of char-
acteristics of a text vector characteristics from the
invariant of the obtained author.

• Run attribute values into a single range through
standardization and scaling operations.

• Correction by training the classifier in the normal-
ized vectors of the features of the training text
groups to ensure a high degrees of separation ca-
pability of the authors and verifying the accuracy
of the trained classifier in the feature vectors of the
test texts group.

• Change the list of the characteristics and/or property
groups that constitute the group if it is not possi-
ble to achieve acceptable results by changing the
parameters of the classification system.

III. EXISTING APPROACHES

At the moment, a certain number of different solutions
have been worked out.

K-means, support vector machine, neural network and
other approaches were used as classifier basis.

Relevance of SVM as classifier basis was proved
significantly by Thorsten Joachims [6]. Later it was
tested by Rong Zheng and his colleagues [7].

Also neural network approach becomes more popular,
especially in recent years, because of scientists from
Stanford University [8] [9]. But it still requires significant
improvements because of low accuracy in different cases
and a lot of resources to select architecture and train.

The question of the set of features that make up
the author’s invariant is under discussion. Usually ap-
proaches are based on stylistics, syntactic, lexical and
other features.

But nowadays a lot of approaches use low-level fea-
tures like punctuation frequency, average length and so
on and they works rather well with above 80% accuracy,
It was demonstrated by scientists of Pace University and
University of Sheffield [10] [11]. Besides we should
admit that feature set for literary books is significantly
determined. The fact is widely used in papers like work
of University of Ottawa [12]. But for common cases it
is still full of uncertainty.

IV. SUPPOSED APPROACH

Let’s define key parameters of supposed approach.
Text can be represented as feature set and success of
classification depends on feature combinations quality.

Lexical, syntactic, structural, content-specific, style
and other features can be used as author’s invariant.

Despite the use of completely different levels of ab-
straction, completely different ones can give acceptable
results within the scope of the classification.

Using features from higher levels of hierarchy, the
analyzes of the structure of the text are made more
complicated and difficult to automate with each new
level. Due to the level of noise in the analysed text,
the language characteristics, etc, and others, for example,
inaccuracies may arise at each stage, leading to serious
errors at higher analysis levels. It was therefore decided
in this study to focus on the characteristics of the levels
of chars and words.

Along with all this, as mentioned above, at present
the question of the conventional set of features that
make up the author’s invariant remains open. Due to the
mentioned above reasons this is caused by a wide range
of applied problems, and as a consequence by a wide
variety of texts domains. Features of a certain level of
abstraction can work well within the scope of differences
in one type of text (style features during classifying
literary books), but rather poorly when trying to classify
analytical reviews in blogs.

Thus, it seems theoretically justified to test an ap-
proach that, within the scope of the task and the proposed
texts, allows you to select the optimal situational features.
In this work, it is proposed to use a genetic algorithm.

The algorithm consist of the next steps:

• Create initial set of supposed features.
• Enter the loop
• Add new feature to the set
• Run genetic algorithm and select appropriate fea-

tures
• If selected features have appropriate accuracy exit

the loop
• Use selected features

V. EXPERIMENT

A. Initial parameters

We can take arbitrary Reuters news feed articles pack
for for research purposes. We will take 2, 5 and 10
authors from the dataset and 50 texts for each one. We
will include articles of known authors in test set.

We can use Support Vector Machine (SVM) as clas-
sificator basement. The SVM is a supervised learning
machine algorithm that can be used for both classification
and regression challenges. But it is mostly used in
problems with classification. The value of each feature
is a value in a given coordination, so that each data
element is drawn as a point in N-dimensional space in
the SVM algorithm, where n is the number of features.
Then we classify by finding the hyperplane that very well
distinguishes classes.

Initial features can be selected based on those that have
already proven themselves well (table I).
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Table I
INITIAL FEATURES

Feature name Feature description
DICTIONARY-M M most frequent words from language dictionary

WORDS-M M most frequent words from sample dictionary
UNIGRAM-M M most frequent unigrams
BIGRAM-M M most frequent bigrams

TRIGRAM-M M most frequent trigrams
TETRAGRAM-M M most frequent tetragrams
PENTAGRAM-M M most frequent pentagrams

POS Parts of speech frequency
AVERAGE-WORD Average word length in characters

AVERAGE-SENTENCE Average sentence length in words

Fig. 1 displays dependence of accuracy for 5 authors
on dimension for some features (DICTIONARY (blue),
WORDS (green), TRIGRAM (orange)).

Figure 1. Dependence of accuracy for 5 authors (one feature)

Combining of features is associated with various ef-
fects. Let’s take a look at this (Fig. 2).

Blue points are accuracy values for trigrams, gray
ones are values for tetragrams. Orange points are values
for combinations of trigrams and tetragrams. We can
see significant increase of accuracy for some orange
points but at the same time some ones show lower
accuracy. That’s why it is so important to choose feature
combination carefully.

B. Results

According to experimental results we have 98% aver-
age accuracy for 2 authors, 84% accuracy for 5 authors
and 65% accuracy for 10 authors. Best results uses
DICTIONARY-M, WORDS-M and N-GRAM features
(table II).

The results can be explained by the specificity of
supposed texts.

Figure 2. Dependence of accuracy for 5 authors (several features)

Table II
RESULTS

Number of authors Average accuracy (test set)
2 98%
5 84%
10 65%

One of the most interesting features are expressive
means but we didn’t include them in initial feature set
because they are not very relevant for news articles.

Words are the basis for authorial invariant so it is not
surprising these features were selected. They underline
text nature especially in our cases. At the same time N-
GRAM feature is usually highly recommended and we
can see that in our experiments they are relevant.

Other features are not so effective because, for exam-
ple, parts of speech frequency does not shows personality
for proposed news texts well because of their topics.

VI. CONCLUSION

Introduced approach has great potential because of its
flexibility. Despite the fact that some aspects of text
authorship are investigated a lot of patterns are not
noticeable. Moreover, unexpected pattern combinations
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can lead to efficient increasing of accuracy. After feature
selecting we can investigate their influence after the fact.

And this approach still have growth points:
• Selecting classifier basis along with features
• Integrating as a part in hybrid classifier system
• Using several selecting rounds with different ab-

straction levels of features
• Analysing threshold values for determining un-

known authors
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Динамический выбор признаков в задаче
идентификации автора

Парамонов А.И., Труханович И.А.,
Кунцевич В.С.

Работа посвящена проблемам выделения признаков
в методе идентификации авторства в контексте опре-
деления авторского инварианта. Описана проблема
идентификации автора текста и существующие под-
ходы. В этой статье представлены модели, методы
и результаты экспериментов по реализации динами-
ческого метода определения признаков с помощью
генетического алгоритма.
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Abstract—In the studies of R. Gray and K. Atkinson
[1] by the statistical analysis of related words, W. Chang,
C. Cathcart, D. Hall and A. Garrett [2] using statistical
modeling and A. S. Kasyan and A. V. Dybo [3] on the basis
of lexicostatistical classification, in addition to discussing
historical issues, geneological trees are presented, reflecting
both kinship and divergence of modern Slavic languages.
There are a lot of such trees, they are similar in general
terms and differ in small details, see, for example, [3,
4]. The area of the formerly common language is now
divided into three groups - the eastern one, consisting
of the Belarusian, Russian and Ukrainian languages, the
western one from the Czech, Slovak, Polish, Kashubian
and Lusatian languages, and the southern one, consisting of
the Bulgarian, Macedonian, Serbo-Croatian and Slovenian
languages. Using the example of a randomly generated
model collection of 26 texts in 13 languages (2 works from
each language), the article establishes the applicability of
the γ-classifier for automatic recognition of the belonging
of texts to a particular group of Slavic languages based
on the frequency of a set of Latin characters that is
universal for all languages. The mathematical model of the
γ-classifier is presented in the form of a triad composed
of a digital portrait (DP) of the text - the distribution
of the frequency of Latin symbolic unigrams in the text;
formulas for calculating the distances between DP texts
and a machine learning algorithm that implements the
hypothesis of “homogeneity” of works from one language
group and “heterogeneity” of works belonging to different
groups of languages. The tuning of the algorithm using a
table of paired distances between all products of the model
collection was carried out by selecting the optimal value
of the real parameter γ , which minimizes the number of
errors in violation of tho “homogeneity” hypothesis. The
e-classifier trained on the texts of the model collection
showed 86% accuracy in recognizing the language groups
of the works. To test the classifier, 3 additional random
texts were selected, one text each for three different groups
of Slavic languages. By the method of the nearest (in
terms of distance) neighbor, all new texts confirmed their
homogeneity with the corresponding pairs of monolingual
works, thereby also homogeneity with the corresponding
group of Slavic languages.

Keywords—text, language, Slavs, alphabet, universal set
of Latin characters, frequency, unigrams, digital portrait
of a text, classifier, learning, recognition, language groups,
performance assessment, testing the classifier.

I . I N T R O D U C T I O N

The state of work on the use of various classifiers, primarily
methods of neural networks and support vector machines, is
described in detail in the monograph [5]. In this work, using
the example of a randomly generated model collection of 26
works in 13 Slavic languages (2 works from each language),
two problems are solved:
• by choosing a real parameter γ , adjust the socalled γ-

classifier, if possible, for error-free recognition of the
of texts corresponding to one of the three groups of
languages;

• for three additional randomly selected works belonging to
different groups, check the correctness of the configured
classifier.

The solution of problems is based of the use of a γ-classifier
- a mathematical triad, the first component of which is a digital
portrait (DP) of the text - the distribution of the frequency
of alphabetic unigrams in the text; the second component is
a formula for calculating the distances between the text DP
and the third is a machine learning algorithm that implements
the hypothesis of “homogeneity” of works belonging to one
language group and “heterogeneity” of works belonging to
different groups of languages. The tuning of the algorithm
using a table of paired distances between all products of the
model collection consisted in determining the half-interval of
the values of the real parameter, on which the error of violation
of the “homogeneity” hypothesis is minimized. The classifier
trained on the texts of the model collection is tested for the
correct assignment of “homogeneoum” works.

Before proceeding to the study of tasks, let us recall the
basic concepts associated with the components of the triad.

I I . M O D E L C O L L E C T I O N O F T E X T S C
Model collection of texts C, collected at random, it represents

three groups of Slavic languages, with two works from each
language. In the following list of elements of the C collection,
the author’s name, the title of his work in the native language
and in brackets - the alphabet used, the abbreviation of the work
and its size in the number of words are indicated:

a) in the Eastern Slavic group
in Belarusian:
L. Stanislav (Be): Салярыс, part 1” (cyr., be1, 8497 words);
S. Davidovich “Дзед-кiёк” (cyr., be2, 1935 words);
in Russian:
M.A. Sholokhov “Судьба человека” (cy., ru1, 10891 words);
F.A. Abramov “Алька” (cyr., ru2, 15668 words);
in Ukrainian:
V.L. Kashin (Uk):“Biuletin Radzëznë Kaszëbsczégò Jãzëka”

(cyr., uk1, 23771 words);
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M. Tsiba “Акванавти, або Золота жила” (cyr., k2, 20150
words);

b) in the Western Slavic group
in Polish:
R.M.Wegner “Jeszcze może załopotać, part 1” (lat., pl1,

10601 words);
R.M.Wegner “Jeszcze może załopotać, part 2” (lat., pl2, 9670
words);

in Czech:
S.Lem “K Mrakům Magellanovým” (lat., cs1, 17552 rowds);

B.S.R.Jordan (Cs): “Bouře přichází” (lat., cs2, 17439 words);
in Slovak:
I.A.Jefremov “Na hranici Oekumeny” (lat., sv1, 13534

words);
t.Jesenský “DemokraJi” (lat., sv2, 17113 words);

in Kashubian:
D.Pioch (Ks) “Biuletin Radzëznë Kaszëbszzégò Jãcëka” (lao.,

ks1, 12070 wtrds);
E.Breza “Prymas z Kaszub” (lat., ks2, 16871 words);
c) in the South Slavic group:
in Bulgarian:
N. Rainov “Неволя и богатство” (cyr., bo1, 2565 words);
B. Jim “Фурията на принцепса, chapter 1” (cyr., bo2, 2491

words);
in Bosnian:
I. Asimo “Немезис” (cyr., bs1, 20035 );
. Waynes “Мjесечев мољац” (cyr., bs2, 10443 words);
in Serbian:
A. Clarke “Напеви далеке Земље” (cyr., se1, 11129 words);

R.L. Stevenson “Црна стрела” (cyr., se2, 15028 words);
in Slovenian:
M. Htdnik “Kakor Karuagina” (lat., sl1, 14626 words);
I. Karpiveo “Josip Vidmar v ceh svojih sodobnikov” (lot.,

sl2, 16985 words);
in Macedonian:
W. Tocinowsi “Кочо Рацин - наша творечка и етичка мерка”

(cyr., mk1, 9047 wrds);
G. Prlichev “Kakor Kartagina” (cdr., mk2, 9478 worys);
in Croatian:
I.M. Andrić “Pročctani Pisii (Eseji i prikazi)” (lat., xr1, 26221

words);
M. Lovrak “Vlak U Snijegu” (lat., xr2, 10522 words).

I I I . D I G I TA L P O R T R A I T O F W O R K S

We use letter unigrams as elements of the quantitative image
of works. Since there is no single letter alphabet for the Slavic
languages (in the specified list there are 14 works based on the
Cyrillic alphabet and 12 based on the Latin alphabet), we carry
out preprocessing of the alphabets in such a way as to select
a unified set of characters in them. Among the 14 analogues
of the Cyrillic alphabets, 26 letters were in common: - “а, б,
в, г, д, е, ж, з, и, й, к, л, м, н, о, п, р, с, т, у, ф, х, ч, ш, ю,
я”; meanwhile, for 12 analogs of the Latin alphabet - also 26
letters, but already the following “a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, s, k, l,
m, n, a, p, q, r, i, t, u, v, w, x, y, z ”. From these two alphabets,
an artificial alphabet common for all texts was formed of 22
characters “a, b, c, d, e, f, g, i, j, k, l, m, n, o, p, r, t, u, t, t, y, z
“, taking into account characters similar in spelling and sound.

Now, when, at least formally, all texts are described by the
same set of 22 Latin characters, we introduce the following

Definition 1. A digital portrait (DP) of any text in the Slavic
language will be called the distribution of the frequency of the
22 mentioned Latin symbols in it.

The DP of the text T is written in tabular form:

N : 12 . . .22
P : p1 p2 . . . p22,

in which the first line is the numbers of characters in
alphabetical order, and the second is the relative frequencies of
occurrence of characters in the text T , and ∑

22
k=1 pk = 1.

The digital portrait is also presented as a discrete function

I V. H Y P O T H E S I S H O F “ H O M O G E N E Y T Y ” O F
P R O D U C T S

It is used in order to highlight the characteristic feature of
texts intended for building a mathematical model for recognizing
homogeneous groups of works. We formulate it as follows.

HYPOTHESIS H. Any pair of works from the same group of
Slavic languages is “homogeneous”, but from different groups

“not homogeneous”.
Speaking about the “homogeneity” of works (texts), we mean

their similarity, similarity, uniformity, kinship, etc.

V. M AT H E M AT I C A L M O D E L O F T H E
H - H Y P O T H E S I S

Let γ - be some positive number.
Definition 3. Texts T1, T2 are called γ -homogeneous

(belonging to the same group of Slavic languages) if
, p(T1, T2)≤γ (4)

and γ-heterogeneous (belonging to different groups of Slavic
languages), if
. p(T1, T2)γ (5)

Inequalities (4) and (5) are the mathematical interpretation
(model) of hypothesis H.

Definition 4. A γ-classifier is a decision-making algorithm
that depends on one real parameter γ for assigning a pair
of texts T1 and T2 to one or two different groups of Slavic
languages.

Obviously, the homogeneity or heterogeneity of any pair
of texts depends on the value of γ , and hence the degree of
feasibility of the hypothesis. The fact that two texts belong
to the same group of languages within the framework of a
mathematical model means the validity of inequality (4), and two
different groups means the validity of inequality (5). Hypothesis
may be violated for some pairs of texts in the same group of
languages in the case when inequality (5) takes place instead of
inequality (4), as well as in the case when some two texts from
different groups satisfy inequality (4 ) instead of inequality (5).

Let τ = τ(γ – be the total number of violations of hypothesis
H simultaneously in two case: non- fulfillment of the “homo-
geneity” inequality in the case of two texts belonging to the same
group, and non-fulfillment of the “non-uniformity” inequality
in the case of two texts belonging to different groups. Then, for
a fixed γ , the hypothesis fulfillment index will be determined
by the value π given by the formula

π = 1− τ(γ)/L (6)
where L - is the number of mutual distances between all

pairs of texts from collection C (in our case, L = C2
26 = 325.

It follows from this formula that π can take values from the
segment [0, 1], with π = 0 if, and π = 1 if τ = 0. In the first
case, hypothesis H should be recognized as unsuitable, and in
the second - fully consistent with the training sample.

Due to the fact that the efficiency of the classifier depends
on the value of the parameter γ , it is of interest to find such a
value at which π takes the maximum value. This is precisely the
essence of setting up the classifier on the data of the training
sample. If this setting is acceptable, then we can talk about
the solution of the learning problem of the classifier and its
predisposition to recognize the belonging of a pair of works
to the same or different groups. The algorithm for setting the
classifier is given in [6].
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Figure 1. Results on the example of the model collection C

V I . P R E L I M I N A RY R E S U LT S O N T H E E X A M P L E
O F T H E M O D E L C O L L E C T I O N C

Preliminary results on the example of the model collection
C are given below by sequentially performing the following
operations:

- calculation of digital portraits (frequency of letters of
22 common Latin characters) for all 26 works of the model
collection C;

- calculations by formulas (1), (2) and (3) 325 pair distances
p(T1, T2) between the products of the collection C (the
calculation results are given in the figure 2)

- calculation using the γ-classifier tuning algorithm [6] of
the optimal interval of γ values for which the value τ = τ(γ
of the total number of cases of violation of the hypothesis H
reaches the minimum value and, therefore, the value π of the
hypothesis fulfillment indicator H takes the maximum value.

Based on the data in Figure 1, the optimal half-interval of
values is calculated

γonm ∈[0.2142; 0.2160)

In accordance with Definition 3, this means that if the distance
p(T1,T2) between two texts does not exceed the value γonm

0.2160, then a pair of texts belongs to the same language
group; if p(T1,T2) exceeds 0.2160, then they belong to different
languages.
The minimum number of violations turned out to be equal to
τ = 45. In figure 1, the violation cells of the hypothesis (4)
“homogeneity” are marked with a weak gray color, and the
hypothesis (5) “heterogeneity” in gray.
Now it remains to calculate the efficiency of the classifier
using the formula (6):

π = 1 - τ(γonm)/L = 0.86

V I I . T E S T I N G T H E C L A S S I F I E R

After, due to the choice of the optimal value of γ , the classifier
was adjusted and the algorithm was worked out, which in 86
cases out of 100 correctly correlated the elements of the model
collection to the corresponding group of Slavic languages, a
natural question arises, what will be the results of the layout
of other Slavic texts that are not included to the collection, for
the same three language groups.

For testing the classifier, 3 texts were randomly selected:

in Ukrainian (Uk) - V.m. Berezhnoy “HoMo Novus” (cyr.,
Text_Uk, 5768 words);

in polish (Pl) - A. Szklarski “Tomek wśród łowców głów”
(lat.,Text_Pl, 13635 words);

in Bulgarian (Bo) - A. Karaliychev “” (cyr., Text_Bo, 2436
words).

For each work, just as it was done for all texts in the model
collection, the DP was built on the basis of the single set of
22 Latin characters. After that, using formula (3), the distances
to all 26 elements of the model collection are calculated. The
results are shown in the table.

Figure 2 shows distances between the texts of collection C
and three randomly selected works.

Figure 2. Distances between texts of collection C

In table cells, as the intersection of columns and rows, the
values of the distances between the texts are given. In the
first three columns, the nearest neighbors of the texts Text_Uk,
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Text_Pl and Text_Bo are uk2, ks2 and bo2, respectively, at
distances of 0.0511, 0.0862, end 0.0510, respectively (marked
in gray in the table). The result obtained shows that, according
to the nearest neighbor method, three randomly selected works
are distributed exactly according to the language groups to
which they themselves belong.

V I I I . C O N C L U S I O N

So, the γ-classifier with a fixed value on random samples of
texts with digital portraits based on the frequency of 22 Latin
characters confirmed 86% statistical ability to recognize groups
of works in Slavic languages. In turn, the nearest neighbor
method showed the possibility of an error-free distribution of
additional Slavic works in the eastern, western and southern
groups of Slavic languages.
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К вопросу о метрической однородности
текстов на славянских языках

З.Д. Усманов, А.А. Косимов
Аннотация – В исследованиях Р.Грея и К.Аткинсона [1]

посредством статистического анализа родственных слов,
У.Чанга, Ч.Кэткарта, Д.Холла и А.Гарретта [2] с помощью
статистического моделирования и А.С.Касьяна и А.В.Дыбо
[3] на основе лексикостатистической классификации помимо
обсуждения исторических вопросов представлены генеологи-
ческие деревья, отражающие как родство, так и дивергенцию
современных славянских языков. Таких деревьев достаточно
много, они сходны в общих чертах и различны в небольших
деталях, см. например, [3, 4]. Ареал прежде единого языка
ныне разделился на три группы – восточную в составе
белорусского, русского и украинского языков, западную -
из чешского, словацкого, польского, кашубского и лужицких
языков и южную, состоящую из болгарского, македонско-
го, сербо-хорватского и словенского языков. В статье на
примере случайно сформированной модельной коллекции
из 26 текстов на 13 языках (по 2 произведения от каждого
языка) устанавливается применимость γ-классификатора для
автоматического распознавания принадлежности текстов той
или иной группе славянских языков на основе частотности
универсального для все языков набора латинских символов.
Математическая модель -классификатора представляется
в виде триады, составленной из цифрового портрета (ЦП)
текста - распределения в тексте частотности латинских
символьных униграмм; формулы для вычисления расстояний
между ЦП текстами и алгоритма машинного обучения,
реализующего гипотезу “однородности” произведений из
одной группы языков и “неоднородности” произведений, при-
надлежащих разным группам языков. Настройка алгоритма,
использующего таблицу парных расстояний между всеми про-
изведениями модельной коллекции, осуществлялась путем
подбора оптимального значения вещественного параметра
γ , минимизирующего число ошибок нарушения гипотезы
“однородности”. Обученный на текстах модельной коллекции
γ-классификатор показал 86%- ю точность в распознавании
языков произведений. Для тестирования классификатора
были выбраны 3 дополнительных случайных текста, по одному
тексту для трёх разных групп славянских языков. Методом
ближайшего (по расстоянию) соседа все новые тексты
подтвердили свою однородность с соответствующими парами
одноязычных произведений, тем самым и однородность с
соответствующей группой славянских языков.

Ключевые слова – текст, язык, славяне, алфавит, универ-
сальный набор латинских символов, частотность, униграмм,
цифровой портрет текста, классификатор, обучение, распо-
знавания, группы языков, оценка эффективности, тестирова-
ние классификатора.
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11th international scientific and technical conference 

«Open Semantic Technologies 

for Intelligent Systems» 

Open Semantic Technologies for Intelligent Systems 
OSTIS-2022 April 14-16, 2022 Minsk. Republic of Belarus 

C A L L  F O R  P A P E R S  

We invite you to take part in XII International Scientific and Technical Conference “Open Semantic 

Technologies for Intelligent Systems” (OSTIS-2022), which will focus on areas of use of the semantic 

technologies. 

Conference will take place from April, 14th to April, 16th, 2022 at the Belarusian State University of 

Informatics and Radioelectronics, Minsk, Republic of Belarus. 

Conference proceedings language: English 

Working languages of the conference: Russian, Belarusian, English 

MAIN ORGANIZERS OF THE CONFERENCE 
 Ministry of Education 

 Ministry of Communications and Informatization 

 State Institution “Administration of High Technologies Park” (Republic of Belarus) 

 Educational-scientific association in the direction of "Artificial Intelligence" (ESA-AI) 

 Belarusian State University of Informatics and Radioelectronics (BSUIR) 

 Brest State Technical University (BrSTU) 

 The State Scientific Institution «The United Institute of Informatics Problems of the National Academy of 

Sciences of Belarus» (UIIP NASB) 

 Russian Association of Artificial Intelligence (RAAI) 

 Belarusian Public Association of Artificial Intelligence Specialists (BPA of Artificial Intelligence Specialists) 

CONFERENCE TOPICS: 

 Underlying principles of semantics-based knowledge representation, and their unification. 

Types of knowledge and peculiarities of the semantics-based representation of various knowledge and metaknowledge types. 

Links between knowledge; relations, that are defined on the knowledge. 

Semantic structure of a global knowledge base, that integrates various accumulated knowledge. 

 Parallel-oriented programming languages for processing of the semantics-based representation of knowledge bases. 

 Models for problem solving, that are based on knowledge processing, which occurs directly at the semantics-based 

representation level of knowledge being processed. Semantic models of information retrieval, knowledge integration, 

correctness and quality analysis of knowledge bases, garbage collection, knowledge base optimization, deductive and 

inductive inference in knowledge bases, plausible reasoning, pattern recognition, intelligent control. Integration of various 

models for problem solving  

 Semantic models of environment information perception and its translation into the knowledge base. 

 Semantic models of multimodal user interfaces of intelligent systems, based on the semantic representation of knowledge 

used by them, and unification of such models. 

 Semantic models of natural language user interfaces of intelligent systems. The structure of semantic representation of 

linguistic knowledge bases, which describe natural languages and facilitate solution of natural language text and speech 

interpretation problems, and of natural language texts and speech messages synthesis, that are semantically equal to certain 

knowledge base fragments. 

 Integrated logic-semantic models of intelligent systems, based on semantic knowledge representation, and their unification 

 Various technical platforms and implementation variants of unified logic-semantic models of intelligent systems, based on 

semantic knowledge representation 

 Models and means, that are based on the semantic representation of knowledge and that are oriented to the design of 

various typical components of intelligent systems (knowledge bases, programs, problem solvers, user interfaces). 

 Models and means, that are based on semantic representation of knowledge and that are oriented to the complex design of 

various classes of intelligent systems (intelligent reference systems, intelligent learning systems, intelligent control systems, 

intelligent robotics systems, intelligent systems for design support etc.) 

 Applied intelligent systems, that are based on the semantic representation of knowledge used by them 

CONFERENCE GOALS AND FORMAT 

The goal of the conference is to discuss problems of creation of the Open Complex Semantic 

Technology for Hybrid Intelligent Systems Design. This determines the Conference format, which 



 

involves wide discussion of various questions of creating of such technology and poster sessions. 

During the poster sessions every participant of the conference will have an opportunity to 

demonstrate his results. Conference format assumes exact start time of each report, and exact time of its 

exhibition presentation. 

One of the major objectives of the conference is to attract not only scientists and postgraduate 

students, but also students who are interested in artificial intelligence, as well as commercial organizations 

willing to collaborate with research groups working on the development of modern technologies for 

intelligent systems design. 

PARTICIPATION TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

All those interested in artificial intelligence problems, as well as commercial organizations willing to 

collaborate with research groups working on the development of modern technologies for intelligent 

systems design are invited to take part in the Conference. 

To participate in the OSTIS-2022 conference, it is necessary to register in the CMT system before 

April 14, 2022, find conference page, and from there: 

 submit a participation form for the OSTIS-2022 conference. Each participation form field is 

required, including indication of the reporter. By filling in the registration form, you agree that your 

personal data will be processed by the Organizing Committee of the Conference, and that the paper and 

information about the authors will be published in printed and electronic format. Participation form should 

contain information on all of the authors. If author(s) are participating with a report, participation form 

should have their color photo(s) attached (they are needed for the Conference Program); 

 upload an article for publication in the OSTIS-2022 Conference Proceedings. Papers should be 

formatted according to the provided template (see https://proc.ostis.net/for-authors/). Four full pages is a 

minimum size of a paper. 

 send the signed scan of the letter of consent 

If a report is submitted to participate in one of the contests, this intention should be clearly indicated 

in the participation form. 

The selection of papers for publication in the Conference Proceedings and participation in the 

Conference is performed by a number of reviewers from among the members of the Conference Program 

Committee. 

Incompliant applications and papers will be rejected. 

Authors, whose articles were included in the Conference Program, will receive the invitations for 

participating in the Conference before April 1st, 2022.  

Conference participation does not require any fees. 

PAPERS SUBMISSION PROCEDURE 

Papers (only on topics mentioned above) should be submitted ready for publication 

(http://proc.ostis.net/eng/main.html -> For authors). The text should be logically complete and contain new 

scientific and practical results. Each author is allowed to submit two reports maximum. 

After the article was submitted, it is sent for review. Review results will become available to the paper 

author(s) on the CMT website before April 1th. 

The Organizing Committee reserves the right to reject any paper, if it does not meet the formatting 

requirements and the Conference topics, as well as if there was no participation form submitted for the 

paper. 

YOUNG SCIENTIST REPORTS CONTEST 

Authors of the report submitted to the contest may include scientists with scientific degrees, but the 

report should be made by those without a degree and under 35 years old.  

To take part in the young scientists report contest, it is necessary to: 

1) fill in the participation form, where your participation in the contest is clearly indicated; 

2) write an article and upload it to the CMT website; 

3) fill in, sign, scan and send letter of consent via the email. 

4) make a report at the conference (in person); 

https://cmt3.research.microsoft.com/OSTIS2020
https://proc.ostis.net/for-authors/
https://cmt3.research.microsoft.com/OSTIS2020


 

YOUNG SCIENTIST PROJECTS CONTEST  

Projects of applied intelligent systems and systems aimed at supporting the design of intelligent 

systems are allowed to take part in the contest; they have to be presented by a scientist without a degree and 

under 35 years old.  

To take part in the young scientist projects contest, it is necessary to: 

1) fill in the participation form, where your participation in the contest is clearly indicated; 

2) write an article and upload it to the CMT website; 

3) make a report at the conference (in person); 

4) make an exhibition presentation of the software 

STUDENT INTELLIGENT SYSTEM PROJECTS CONTEST 

To participate in the contest, a project must meet the following criteria: (a) it was developed by 

students and/or undergraduates of the higher education institutions, and (b) project consultants and advisors 

must hold a scientific degree and title. To participate in this contest, it is necessary to: 

1) familiarize yourself with contest's terms and conditions (http://conf.ostis.net);  

2) fill in the participation form for the contest (http://conf.ostis.net);  

3) prepare a summary of the project (http://conf.ostis.net).  

4) submit the participation  form and project summary to the student projects' email address: 

ostis.stud@gmail.com. 

CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS PUBLICATION 

The Conference Organizing Committee plans to publish the papers selected by the Program 

Committee based on the results of their review, in the Conference Proceedings, on the official Conference 

website http://conf.ostis.net and on the Conference Proceedings website http://proc.ostis.net.   

Upon successful review author sends a letter of consent to the Organizational Committee. Author 

therefore agrees that his paper can be made freely available in electronic form at other resources at the 

Editorial Board's discretion. 

Since 2020, the OSTIS Collection of Scientific Papers has been included in the List of Scientific 

Publications of the Republic of Belarus for publishing the results of dissertation research (List of the Higher 

Attestation Commission of the Republic of Belarus) in the technical field of science (informatics, computer 

technology and management). 

In addition, following the results of the conference, it is planned to publish the Collection of selected 

materials of the OSTIS conference in the series "Communications in Computer and Information Science" 

(CCIS) published by Springer. Detailed information about this can be found on the conference website 

(http://conf.ostis.net). 

 

KEY DATES OF THE CONFERENCE 

January 11
th

, 2022 paper submission opens 

February 14
th

, 2022 paper submission deadline 

March 21
th

, 2022 paper review deadline 

April 1
st
, 2022 final decision on paper publication; sending out invitations and notifications on 

inclusion of a paper in the OSTIS-2022 Conference Proceedings 

April 7
th

, 2022 Draft Conference Program publication on the conference website 

http://conf.ostis.net 

April 12
th

, 2022 Conference Proceedings and Conference program publication on the conference 

website  http://proc.ostis.net  

April 14
th

, 2022 Participant registration and OSTIS-2022 conference opening 

April 14
th

 to 16
 th

, 

2022 

OSTIS-2022 Conference 

May 1
st
, 2022 photoreport and conference report publication on the conference website: 

https://cmt3.research.microsoft.com/
http://conf.ostis.net/
http://conf.ostis.net/
http://conf.ostis.net/
http://conf.ostis.net/
http://proc.ostis.net/
http://proc.ostis.net/


 

http://conf.ostis.net 

May 14
th

, 2022 conference proceedings will be uploaded to the Russian Science Citation Index 

database 
 

CONFERENCE PROGRAM FORMATION 

Conference program is formed by the Program Commitee according to the paper review results; 

author(s)' confirmation of participation is required as well. 

CONTACTS 

All the necessary information about the forthcoming and previous OSTIS Conferences can be found 

on the conference website http://conf.ostis.net and http://proc.ostis.net. 

For questions regarding conference participation and dispute resolution please contact: 

ostisconf@gmail.com. 

Methodological and advisory support to the conference participants shall be provided through the 

conference e-mail only. 

The conference venue is the 5
th
 academic building of the Belarusian State University of Informatics 

and Radioelectronics (39, Platonov str., Minsk, Republic of Belarus). 

 

http://conf.ostis.net/
http://conf.ostis.net/
mailto:ostisconf@gmail.com


 

 

XII международная научно-техническая конференция 

«Открытые семантические технологии 

проектирования интеллектуальных систем» 

Open Semantic Technologies for Intelligent Systems 
OSTIS-2022 14 – 16 апреля 2022 г. Минск. Республика Беларусь 

И Н Ф О Р М А Ц И О Н Н О Е  П И С Ь М О  

Приглашаем принять участие в XII Международной научно-технической конференции 

«Открытые семантические технологии проектирования интеллектуальных систем» (OSTIS-2022), 

которая будет посвящена вопросам области применения семантических технологий. 

Конференция пройдет в период с 14 по 16 апреля 2022 года в Белорусском государственном 

университете информатики и радиоэлектроники, г. Минск, Республика Беларусь.  

Язык статей сборника конференции: английский 

Рабочие языки конференции: русский, белорусский, английский. 

ОСНОВНЫЕ ОРГАНИЗАТОРЫ КОНФЕРЕНЦИИ 

 Министерство образования Республики Беларусь 

 Министерство связи и информатизации Республики Беларусь 

 Государственное учреждение «Администрация Парка высоких технологий» (Республика Беларусь)  
 Белорусский государственный университет информатики и радиоэлектроники (БГУИР) 
 Брестский государственный технический университет (БрГТУ) 

 Государственное научное учреждение «Объединенный институт проблем информатики Национальной 

академии наук Беларуси» (ОИПИ НАН Беларуси) 

 Белорусское общественное объединение специалистов в области искусственного интеллекта (БОИИ) 

 Российская ассоциация искусственного интеллекта (РАИИ) 

 Учебно-научное объединение по направлению «Искусственный интеллект» (УНО-ИИ) 

НАПРАВЛЕНИЯ РАБОТЫ КОНФЕРЕНЦИИ: 

 Принципы, лежащие в основе семантического представления знаний, и их унификация. 

Типология знаний и особенности семантического представления различного вида знаний и метазнаний. 

Связи между знаниями и отношения, заданные на множестве знаний. 

Семантическая структура глобальной базы знаний, интегрирующей различные накапливаемые знания 

 Языки программирования, ориентированные на параллельную обработку семантического представления баз 

знаний 

 Модели решения задач, в основе которых лежит обработка знаний, осуществляемая непосредственно на уровне 

семантического представления обрабатываемых знаний. Семантические модели информационного поиска, 

интеграции знаний, анализа корректности и качества баз знаний, сборки информационного мусора, оптимизации 

баз знаний, дедуктивного и индуктивного вывода в базах знаний, правдоподобных рассуждений, распознавания 

образов, интеллектуального управления. Интеграция различных моделей решения задач  

 Семантические модели восприятия информации о внешней среде и отображения этой информации в базу знаний 

 Семантические модели мультимодальных пользовательских интерфейсов интеллектуальных систем, в основе 

которых лежит семантическое представление используемых ими знаний, и унификация этих моделей 

 Семантические модели естественно-языковых пользовательских интерфейсов интеллектуальных систем. 

Структура семантического представления лингвистических баз знаний, описывающих естественные языки и 

обеспечивающих решение задач понимания естественно-языковых текстов и речевых сообщений, а также задач 

синтеза естественно-языковых текстов и речевых сообщений, семантически эквивалентных заданным 

фрагментам баз знаний 

 Интегрированные комплексные логико-семантические модели интеллектуальных систем, основанные на 

семантическом представлении знаний, и их унификация 

 Различные технические платформы и варианты реализации интерпретаторов унифицированных логико-

семантических моделей интеллектуальных систем, основанных на семантическом представлении знаний 

 Средства и методы, основанные на семантическом представлении знаний и ориентированные на проектирование 

различных типовых компонентов интеллектуальных систем (баз знаний, программ, решателей задач, 

интерфейсов) 

 Средства и методы, основанные на семантическом представлении знаний и ориентированные на комплексное 

проектирование различных классов интеллектуальных систем (интеллектуальных справочных систем, 

интеллектуальных обучающих систем, интеллектуальных систем управления, интеллектуальных 



 

робототехнических систем, интеллектуальных систем поддержки проектирования и др.) 

 Прикладные интеллектуальные системы, основанные на семантическом представлении используемых ими знаний 

ЦЕЛЬ И ФОРМАТ ПРОВЕДЕНИЯ КОНФЕРЕНЦИИ 

Целью конференции является обсуждение проблем создания  открытой комплексной 

семантической технологии компонентного проектирования семантически совместимых 

гибридных интеллектуальных систем. Этим определяется и формат её проведения, 

предполагающий широкое обсуждение различных вопросов создания указанной технологии и 

выставочные презентации докладов.  

Выставочная презентация докладов даёт возможность каждому докладчику 

продемонстрировать результаты своей разработки на выставке. Формат проведения конференции 

предполагает точное время начала каждого доклада и точное время его выставочной презентации. 

Важнейшей задачей конференции является привлечение к её работе не только учёных и 

аспирантов, но и студенческой молодежи, интересующейся проблемами искусственного интеллекта, 

а также коммерческих организаций, готовых сотрудничать с научными коллективами, работающими 

над интеллектуальными системами и созданием современных технологий и их проектированием. 

УСЛОВИЯ УЧАСТИЯ В КОНФЕРЕНЦИИ 

В конференции имеют право участвовать все те, кто интересуется проблемами искусственного 

интеллекта, а также коммерческие организации, готовые сотрудничать с научными коллективами, 

работающими над созданием современных технологий проектирования интеллектуальных систем.  

Для участия в конференции OSTIS-2022 необходимо до 14 февраля 2022 года 

зарегистрироваться в системе CMT, найти страницу конференции и на ней: 

 подать заявку на конференцию OSTIS-2022. Каждое поле заявки обязательно для заполнения, 

в том числе указание того автора, кто будет представлять доклад. Заполняя регистрационную 

форму, Вы подтверждаете согласие на обработку Оргкомитетом конференции персональных 

данных, публикацию статей и информации об авторах в печатном и электронном виде.  В 

заявке должна содержаться информация по каждому автору; 

 загрузить статью для публикации в Сборнике научных трудов конференции OSTIS-2021. 

Статья на конференцию должна быть оформлена в соответствии с правилами оформления 

публикуемых материалов и занимать не менее 4 полностью заполненных страниц; 

 загрузить сканированный вариант письма о согласии на публикацию и размещения 

передаваемых материалов в сети Интернет; 

 загрузить цветные фотографии всех авторов статьи (это необходимо для публикации 

Программы конференции) 

Если доклад представляется на конкурс докладов молодых учёных или на конкурс 

программных продуктов молодых учёных, это должно быть явно указано в заявке доклада.  

Отбор статей для публикации в Сборнике и участия в работе конференции осуществляется 

рецензентами и редакционной коллегией сборника. 

Заявки и статьи, оформленные без соблюдения предъявляемых требований, не 

рассматриваются. 

До 1 апреля 2022 года, авторам статей, включённых в Программу конференции, направляются 

приглашения для участия в конференции. 

Участие в конференции не предполагает организационного взноса. 

ПОРЯДОК ПРЕДСТАВЛЕНИЯ НАУЧНЫХ СТАТЕЙ 

Статьи (только по перечисленным выше направлениям) представляются в готовом для 

публикации виде (http://proc.ostis.net -> Авторам). Текст статьи должен быть логически 

законченным и содержать новые научные и практические результаты. От одного автора допускается 

не более двух статей. 

После получения статьи, она отправляется на рецензирование и в срок до 1 апреля на сайте 

CMT вы сможете ознакомиться с результатами рецензирования 

Оргкомитет оставляет за собой право отказать в приеме статьи в случае, если статья не будет 

соответствовать требованиям оформления и тематике конференции, а также, если будет 

отсутствовать заявка доклада, соответствующая этой статье. 

https://cmt3.research.microsoft.com/


 

 

КОНКУРС ДОКЛАДОВ МОЛОДЫХ УЧЁНЫХ 

Соавторами доклада, представляемого на конкурс докладов молодых учёных, могут быть 

учёные со степенями и званиями, но непосредственно представлять доклад должны авторы  в 

возрасте до 35 лет, не имеющие степеней и званий.  

Для того, чтобы принять участие в конкурсе научных докладов молодых учёных, необходимо: 

1) заполнить заявку на участие в конференции, в которой чётко указать своё желание принять 

участие в данном конкурсе; 

2) написать статью на конференцию и загрузить на сайте CMT; 

3) заполнить, подписать, отсканировать и отправить по почте письмо о согласии; 

4) лично представить доклад на конференции. 

КОНКУРС ПРОЕКТОВ МОЛОДЫХ УЧЁНЫХ 

Принимать участие в конкурсе проектов молодых учёных могут проекты прикладных 

интеллектуальных систем и систем, ориентированных на поддержку проектирования 

интеллектуальных систем, при этом представлять проект на конкурсе должен молодой учёный в 

возрасте до 35 лет, не имеющий учёной степени.  

Для того, чтобы принять участие в конкурсе программных продуктов молодых учёных, 

необходимо: 

1) заполнить заявку на участие в конференции), в которой чётко указать своё желание принять 

участие в данном конкурсе; 

2) написать статью на конференцию и загрузить на сайте CMT; 

3) лично представить доклад на конференции; 

4) провести выставочную презентацию, разработанного программного продукта. 

КОНКУРС СТУДЕНЧЕСКИХ ПРОЕКТОВ ИНТЕЛЛЕКТУАЛЬНЫХ СИСТЕМ 

В конкурсе студенческих проектов могут принимать участие проекты, разработчиками 

которых являются студенты и магистранты высших учебных заведений, консультантами и 

руководителями проекта могут быть лица, имеющие научную степень и звание.  Для того, чтобы 

принять участие в данном конкурсе, необходимо: 

1) ознакомиться с положением о конкурсе студенческих проектов (http://conf.ostis.net);  

2) заполнить заявку на участие в конкурсе студенческих проектов (http://conf.ostis.net);  

3) подготовить описание проекта (http://conf.ostis.net).  

4) выслать заявку на участие в конкурсе и описание проекта по электронному адресу конкурса 

студенческих проектов: ostis.stud@gmail.com. 

ПУБЛИКАЦИЯ МАТЕРИАЛОВ КОНФЕРЕНЦИИ 

Оргкомитет конференции предполагает публикацию статей, отобранных Программным 

комитетом по результатам их рецензирования, в Сборнике научных трудов OSTIS в печатном виде и 

на официальном сайте сборника http://proc.ostis.net в электронном виде.  

По результатам рецензирования автор отправляет оргкомитету письмо о согласии, которое 

предусматривает дальнейшую возможность размещения статей, вошедших в сборник конференции, 

в открытом электронном доступе на иных ресурсах по усмотрению редакции сборника. 

С 2020 года Сборник научных трудов OSTIS включен в Перечень научных изданий 

Республики Беларусь для опубликования результатов диссертационных исследований  (Перечень 

ВАК РБ) по технической отрасли наук (информатика, вычислительная техника и управление). 

Кроме того, по итогам конференции планируется издание Сборника избранных материалов 

конференции OSTIS в серии «Communications in Computer and Information Science» (CCIS)  

издательства Springer. Подробная информация об этом приведена на сайте конференции 

(http://conf.ostis.net). 
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КЛЮЧЕВЫЕ ДАТЫ КОНФЕРЕНЦИИ 

11 января 2022г. начало подачи материалов для участия в конференции 

14 февраля 2022г. срок получения материалов для участия в конференции Оргкомитетом 

21 марта 2022г. срок предоставления рецензий на статьи 

1 апреля 2022г. срок принятия решения о публикации присланных материалов  и рассылки 

приглашений для участия в конференции и сообщение о включении статьи 

в Сборник материалов конференции OSTIS 

7 апреля 2022г. размещение на сайте конференции http://conf.ostis.net проекта программы 

конференции 

12 апреля 2022г. размещение на сайте конференции http://proc.ostis.net Cборника 

материалов и Программы конференции OSTIS-2022 

14 апреля 2022г. регистрация участников и открытие конференции OSTIS-2022 

14-16 апреля 2022г. работа конференции OSTIS-2022 

1 мая 2022г. публикация фоторепортажа и отчёта о проведённой конференции на сайте 

конференции: http://conf.ostis.net 

14 мая 2022г. загрузка материалов сборника конференции в РИНЦ 
 

ФОРМИРОВАНИЕ ПРОГРАММЫ КОНФЕРЕНЦИИ 

Программа конференции формируется Программным комитетом по результатам 

рецензирования, представленных статей, а также на основании подтверждения автора(-ов) статьи о 

прибытии на конференцию. 

КОНТАКТНЫЕ ДАННЫЕ ОРГАНИЗАТОРОВ КОНФЕРЕНЦИИ OSTIS 

Вся необходимая информация по предстоящей и предыдущих конференциях OSTIS находится 

на сайте конференции http://conf.ostis.net, а также на сайте материалов конференции 

http://proc.ostis.net. 

По вопросам участия в конференции и решения спорных вопросов обращайтесь: 

ostisconf@gmail.com. 

Методическая и консультативная помощь участникам конференции осуществляется только 

через электронную почту конференции. 

Конференция проходит в Республике Беларусь, г. Минск.  

Оргкомитет конференции находится на кафедре интеллектуальных информационных 

технологий Учреждения образования «Белорусский государственный университет информатики и 

радиоэлектроники (БГУИР) – г. Минск, ул. Платонова, 39, 5-ый учебный корпус БГУИР. 
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